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ABSTRACT

This publication contains the proceedings of the American Nuclear Society's Topical
Conference entitled, Measurement Technology for Safeguards and Materials Control. The
meeting, co-sponsored by the Office of Measurements for Nuclear Technology of the National
Bureau of Standards and the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management, was held at Kiawah
Island, South Carolina, on November 26-30, 1979. The objective of this conference was
to provide a forum for reports of current work and for information exchanges on technical
subjects that are relevant to measurement technology for nuclear safeguards and material
control.

The presentations were applications oriented and offered a good balance between chem-
ical analysis, nondestructive assay techniques, bulk measurement techniques, inspection
techniques, and integrated systems for material measurements and control. Reports discuss-
ing preparation and use of reference materials and measurement traceability were included.
Examples of measurement requirements and techniques used for both national and inter-
national safeguards are given. Approaches to various analysis of materials throughout
the fuel cycle from enrichment and fuel fabrication to spent fuel and reprocessing are
considered.

Key words: Accountability; accuracy; gamma spectrometry; mass spectrometry; nondestructive

assay; nuclear safeguards; precision; reference materials; special nuclear materials;
x-ray fluorescence.
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Reference Materials and Measurement Traceability

Fact vs. Fiction

CARLETON D. BINGHAM
U. S. Department of Energy, New Brunswick Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

ABSTRACT

Nuclear materials safeguards within the U.S.A. are accomplished by
the integration of activities involving physical protection, material
control and material accountability. Material accountability requires both
sound measurement technology and well-defined accounting procedures to

provide final evidence that physical protection and materials control have
achieved their purpose.

The quantities of nuclear materials received, shipped, stored or in

process must be verified by accurate and precise physical and/or chemical
measurements of the materials themselves and of their bulk properties.
Measurements of concentration (both elemental and isotopic) are combined
with measurements of bulk properties (mass or volume) to verify the total
quantities of materials being protected.

When safeguards measurements are performed, the ability to demonstrate
and document the accuracy of the measurement system being utilized is of

ultimate importance. This importance is more apparent when the consequences
of inaccurate measurements are considered. The inaccuracy of measurements
or the incompatibility of measurement systems can contribute to inventory
differences (ID) within a material balance area (MBA) or to shipper-receiver
(SR) differences between MBAs, between plants, between countries, and/or
between a facility and its safeguards authority and could, in reality, mask
a diversion.

Private nuclear plant operators in the U.S.A. are required by license
conditions to demonstrate through a measurement assurance program that

safeguards measurements are compatible with, i.e., traceable to, a nationally
accepted reference base. A similar requirement exists for U.S. Government
facilities.

Reference materials are one means by which measurement technology may
be transferred to users in that measurement methods or measurement systems
can be calibrated to produce and reproduce the value assigned to the reference.
Reference materials are also a means for relating measurements made at
different sites, within or between countries, to each other.

This paper discusses some facts vs. some fallacies regarding the use of
reference materials and the establishment of traceability of destructive
and nondestructive measurements.

Nuclear materials safeguards within the U.S.A. are accomplished by the integration of

activities involving physical protection, material control, and material accountability.
Material accountability includes data on quantities of nuclear materials and their
locations and those measurements and physical inventory procedures used to verify the data.
Material accountability incorporates measurement technology and accounting procedures

1



to provide final evidence that physical protection and materials control have achieved
their purpose.

The quantities of nuclear materials received, shipped, stored or in process must
be verified by accurate and precise physical and/or chemical measurements of the materials
themselves and of their bulk properties. Measurements of concentration (both elemental
and isotopic) are combined with measurements of bulk properties (mass or volume) to arrive
at estimates of the total quantities of material being protected.

Whether measurements are performed for safeguards purposes, for process controls,
for health or safety considerations or as the basis of fiscal transactions, it is the
accuracy of the measurement or of the measurement system that is of ultimate importance.
(Accuracy is defined as the degree of agreement between a measured value or the mean of

several measured values and the "true" or accepted value - in absolute or in relative
terms.) Accurate measurements are those which can be related directly, or through a

series of controlled experimental procedures to, or are compatible with nationally or
internationally accepted reference bases, i.e., a so-called "national or international
measurement system." Such a "system", except for a system of units, does not, in fact,

formally exist. A systems approach to measurement accuracy has been described by
Cali(l) and further by Uriano and Gravatt.(2)

The demonstration and documentation of the accuracy or compatibility of measurements
is frequently called "traceability ." Traceability is a subjective concept in that there
is no single "cookbook" approach to it. (Figure 1 presents a hierarchical structure of

measurement methods and reference materials. The function of each component is to

transfer accuracy to the level immediately below it and to help provide traceability to

the level above it.) The application of individual measurements or the utilization of

a measurement to specify end purposes may require different procedural approaches to

achieve traceability. How to achieve or realize traceability is beyond the scope of this
paper

.

The importance of accurate measurements is more apparent when the consequences of

inaccurate measurements are considered. In the safeguards realm, it is the inaccuracy
or lack of compatibility of measurements or of the measurement system which contributes
to ID within a MBA or to SR differences between MBAs, between plants, between countries,
and between a facility and its safeguards authority and could, in reality mask a diversion.
"Measurement compatibility means that all measurement stations within a given measurement
network obtain identical values within uncertainties that have been agreed upon when
measuring a specific property of the same material. "(3) ± s the accuracy of measurements
which determines the ability of an operator to determine and/or to demonstrate that a

diversion of material has not occurred. The precision with which measurements can be
performed becomes the basis for the uncertainty ascribed to a measurement or a measurement
process. Thus, precision defines the sensitivity with which, based upon measurements,
one is able to detect that a diversion has occurred or state that a diversion has not
occurred

.

J. P. Cali, "The NBS Standard Reference Materials Program: An Update", Analytical
Chemistry , Vol. 48, 1976, p. 802A.

G. A. Uriano and C. C. Gravatt, "The Role of Reference Materials and Reference Methods

in Chemical Analysis", CRC Critical Reviews in Analytical Chemistry , October 1977.

G. A. Uriano, "The NBS Standard Reference Materials Program: SRM's Today and

Tomorrow", ASTM Standardization News , September 1979, p. 8.
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Private nuclear plant operators in the U.S.A. are required by license conditions (4)

to demonstrate through a measurement assurance program that safeguards measurements are
compatible with, i.e., traceable to, a nationally accepted reference base. A similar
requirement exists for U.S. Government facilities. The U.S. Department of Commerce,
through the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) , is charged with the responsibility
for establishing and maintaining the reference bases essential for a national measurement
system. (NBS, independently or in collaboration with other laboratories, establishes
and disseminates measurement technology to users where necessary to fulfill its mandated
mission.

)

Reference materials are one means by which measurement technology may be transferred
to users in that measurement methods or measurement systems can be calibrated to produce
and reproduce the value assigned to the reference. Reference materials are also a means
for relating measurements made at different sites, within or between countries, to each
other

.

FACT: Measurement technology may be transferred by use of reference materials.

FICTION: The use of a reference material for calibration per se assures the
traceability of subsequent measurements. Improper preparation or handling of the
reference material can be a source of measurement bias which is difficult to detect
through many internal measurement quality assurance (QA) programs.

Examples of pitfalls which lead to biased calibrations and subsequently to biased
measurements are:

1. incomplete transfer or recovery from a reference material "certified to contain"
a specified quantity of material or incomplete dissolution of a standard of certified
concentration.

2. inaccurately weighed aliquant of a material of certified concentration.

3. failure to correct for temperature coefficients of volume when delivering aliquants
of a reference solution by volume.

4. transpiration/evaporation of a prepared reference solution. (See Figure 2.)

5. failure to observe instructions or caveats on the certificate. Some certificates
indicate that material should be heated to constant weight at a specified temperature
prior to using. Some certificates indicate a quantity of material below which
homogeneity is not assured.

6. use of a reference material in a manner not intended or prescribed, e.g., taking
a 10-mg aliquant when the certificate indicates that no less than 500 mg should be
taken or assuming stoichiometric U3O8 in the NBS SRM isotopic uranium series when
calibrating a spike for isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS).

7. "certificate values" must be appropriately corrected for decay of radionuclide
constituents. When mixing uranium and plutonium isotopic standard solutions, the
effect of decay must be considered - e.g., in mixed (U,Pu) solutions, decay of

plutonium yields uranium daughters whose presence requires normalization of the stated

uranium and isotopic content.

Code of Federal Regulations , Title 10, Part 70.57.

S. F. Marsh, W. D. Spall, R. M. Abernathey, J. E. Rein, "Uranium Daughter Growth Must

Not Be Neglected When Adjusting Plutonium Materials for Assay and Isotopic Contents",

LA-6444, November 1976.
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Figure 2
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FACT: The use of control charts for measurement results of a reference material is
useful in demonstrating that a measurement system is in control.

FICTION: The ability to precisely reproduce assigned values for reference materials
within control chart limits assures that accurate measurements will be produced by a

measurement system.

1. Merely being within control limits, without concurrently testing for trends or
preponderances, does not assure measurement accuracy. (See Figure 3.)

2. An NDA instrument system which properly performs within control limits when measuring
a reference material (calibration standard) will yield inaccurate measurements on
samples which possess properties to which the system is sensitive that are not
contained in the reference material and for which their presence is not compensated

.

FACT: The chemical species present in and/or the physical properties of a sample
or sample solution as they affect a given measurement system must be considered when
performing a measurement.

FICTION: A reference material must be identical in chemical and physical properties
to the material to be measured in order that proper transfer of measurement technology can
be accomplished.

1. The dissolution, for example, of UO2 , U3O8 or uranium metal, can produce the same
uranium species in solution. These species in solution are indistinguishable as to

their material origin; hence, measurement compatibility for UO2 may be demonstrated
using U3O8 or U metal as a reference.

2. The density and effective atomic number of a material influence the observed response
of passive gamma-ray and x-ray emission and absorption instrumentation. A proper
selection and use of an internal standard in x-ray fluorensence may compensate for

density difference between the sample and the reference. The greater the difference
between the energy of the line from the internal standard and the element of interest
in the sample, the less compensated will be the measurement.

3. The presence of Pu(VI) in solutions of reference material prepared to calibrate
controlled-potential coulometry or IDMS may contribute to biased measurements.
A proper selection of electrolyte permits reduction of Pu(VI) by controlled-potential
coulometry. A suitably vigorous oxidation-reduction treatment will accomplish the

isotopic equilibration required for IDMS.

4. The calibration of redox titrimetric measurements for uranium or plutonium can be
traced through reference to NBS SRM K2 Cr 2 07, As 20 3 , or NazCzOk.

The overriding consideration here is a thorough knowledge and understanding of the

measurement system - its specificity and limitations, its "ruggedness" - i.e., its

sensitivity to slight variations in the practiced procedure, and the conditions which
contribute to perturbations in the response of the measurement system. A thorough
knowledge of the solution chemistry of a sample vis a_ vis the reference materials is

also required.

FACT: A knowledge of the isotopic composition of a material is essential to accurate
measurement of the elemental composition of a material.

FICTION: The ability of two or more laboratories to continually reproduce the value
assigned to a properly characterized and certified material assures that future measurement
of elemental composition are not likely to differ.

1. Redox titrimetry relates the equivalents of species in the titrant to equivalents in

the sample solution. Errors in excess of 1% - with excellent precision- (See Figure 4,

6



Figure 3
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Figure 4
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can be introduced by an incorrect (or incorrectly assumed) atomic weight of the

element being measured.

2. X- and gamma-ray spectrometric measurements observe the response of a system to

numbers of atoms not their masses. Measurement error can result by failing to

consider the effect of differing atomic weights (i.e., atomic densities - atoms/gram)
between the reference and the sample.

3. Accurate measurements of the heat release of a container of plutonium does not
assure accuracy of the assignment of a quantity of plutonium within the container
unless the isotopic composition and "age" since purification is specified or

otherwise determined by measurement.

FACT: Measurements based upon "first principles" can be used as primary or
definitive measurement methods.

FICTION: Measurements calibrated relative to fundamental physical constants are
inherently accurate, thus additional traceability is not required.

1. Electrical calibration of controlled-potential coulometric measurements to the

Faraday, even after correcting for recently reported anomalies in analog, i.e.,

capacitive, integrators, results in accurate measurement of the quantity of species
electrolyzed not the quantity of species in the sample being electrolyzed

.

The magnitude of correction factors, for reversible reactions, depends upon the

magnitude of the differences between the redox solution potentials and the "formal"
potential of the species in the solution being measured. (See Figure 5.)

2. Coulometric measurements calibrated against the Faraday, corrected for the
unelectrolyzed fraction, determine gram-equivalents in the sample. Accurate mass
determinations require an accurate knowledge of equivalent (atomic) weight.
Differences of greater than 0.1% exist between the equivalent weights of so-called
"weapons grade" plutonium and that resulting from power reactor fuel burned to
"o 20GWD/T. (See Figure 6.)

3. Values assigned to physical "constants" are not invariant with time. Currently
accepted values must be used in calculating or deriving results from "first
principles." (See Figure 7.) The Avogadro (atoms/mole) has changed from
6.02252 x 1023 to 6.022045 x 1023 (nearly 0.01%) from 1963 - 1973. Similarly
the Faraday (coulombs/equivalent), related to the Avogadro, has changed
from 9.6496 x lO*

1
to 9,648456 x 10" (or 0.012%) in the same period. Greater

deviations exist when compared to the values "accepted" when many of us were
studying physics or physical chemistry in college. One still finds in the
current literature derivations based upon outdated "constants."

My examples are by no means exhaustive, but merely chosen from some measurement
"systems" currently being applied to various portions of the nuclear fuel cycle. I was
asked by the Program Chairman to be "controversial" in this keynote in order to

stimulate discussion. Earlier in this paper I stated that there is no "cookbook" to
traceability. I trust that the pitfalls described herein may provide enlightened
awareness that the road to traceability is not smooth nor clearly marked and will serve
to stimulate discussion at this meeting.

Measurement science is just that - a science. The fundamental precepts of any
scientific discipline must be learned and understood before effective application,
effective supervision, or effective regulation can be expected to occur.
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7

ACCEPTED VALUE
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! Discussion:

I Persiani (ANL)

:

You did imply at the beginning of your talk that you could declare diversion if meas-
I urements were outside the precision and accuracy limits, and you also inferred that, if

I your measurements were within these limits, diversion did not occur. From your discussion

J

on measurement biases, can you ever really make this latter statement? If it's outside
1 limits, I think you are pretty much on sound ground to say that diversion has occurred. If
you are within those limits you can only say the measurement does verify proper control of

the material but you can never really say diversion has not occurred.

Bingham (NBL)

:

Thank you, Paul. I think what I stated was, it is the accuracy of the measurements
that become the basis for stating that a diversion has or has not occurred (i.e., that an
inventory difference does or does not exist). However, it is the precision with which
those measurements are performed that defines the sensitivity for making that statement.

By example I may say that within an uncertainty of x kg based on an assumed or stated meas-
urement precision (again assuming that my measurements are in control and are accurate)
there has not been a diversion. If one were able to analyze the whole inventory with zero
uncertainty (obviously not possible), one could state with certainty whether or not mate-
rial is accounted for.

Persiani:
I was really talking to the words that were used that diversion has not occurred. You

can say that the operator has met whatever you have agreed to verify, traceability for ex-
ample, but I don't think that you can ever say you have not diverted. You can say that the
operator has met his responsibilities by staying within a certain measurement range.

Larsen (ANL):

In this situation you are defining a priori what you consider diversion to be in that
set of circumstances. If you do not detect it, you say it has not occurred. There may be
some smaller fraction of that material that you are trying to maintain control over, then
indeed it has been actually diverted, but not detected. Diversion is an operational defi-
nition for a particular system in a particular location.

Persiani:
But within your limits a bias might set in, knowingly and/or unknowingly. If a bias

has set in, then the operator can stay within the accuracy limits and still be diverting.

Larsen

:

Small diversions can never be detected.

Campbell (Exxon)

:

I wanted to see if I couldn't get a little comment on bias corrections. Isn't this one
way of adjusting the very precise measurements that are all gathered at a point distant
from the 100? recovery point on your graph?

Bingham:

Bias corrections, when appropriately applied are certainly a way of adjusting the ob-
served response of a measurement system to reproduce or to produce the assigned value. The
inappropriately applied bias correction can be the source of an additional bias in meas-
urements. This is a statician's or measurement scientist's nightmare as to what consti-
tutes appropriate and what constitutes inappropriate bias corrections.

Campbell:

You are not going to tell me what is inappropriate?!

Bingham:
I'll refer you to the statisticians and then we can argue.

Campbell

:

I don't understand them. (Laughter)
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Bingham:
I'll tell you what my definition is, Milt if that will help. When the bias is not sta-

tistically different from zero we do not apply a bias correction.

Larsen:
I think this discussion could go on as a very philosophical one. In fact you pointed

out the fact on one of your slides with controlled potential coulometry, where you said
that the equivalence point and the inflection point of the titration are not the same. You
were applying a bias to the analytical method or were correcting for that bias in the ana-
lytical method. That is a way of adjusting the results as well as changing the results
from the coulometer to what you know to be the true result and that is a standard system
that everybody uses. It is inherent in any analytical method for which the equivalence
point and the end point are not the same. When you get down to very small amounts then
everybody can make that bias correction without cringing but when it gets to a half of one
percent then they cringe. But all these adjustments are the same thing, buggering the re-
sults. Whether there is honesty or not about what is being done, is the question.
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The Role of Standard Reference Materials in
Achieving Measurement Traceability

by

WILLIAM P. REED
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, DC 20234

ABSTRACT

This paper will discuss the general concept of a measurement system and
the various components of that system as applied to analytical measurements.
It will emphasize the relationship of the components of the system including
the SI base units, standard reference materials, and reference methods and how
these components contribute to making accurate and thus compatible measurements.
The concept of compatibility of measurements is a key to understanding trace-
ability requirements and one reason for the use of Standard Reference Materials.
In addition, the status of current NBS projects for the preparation and certi-
fication of new Standard Reference Materials for nuclear measurement systems is

discussed.

KEYW0PJ)S: Standard Reference Materials; measurement compatibility; traceability;
SI units; protocol; reference methods; definitive methods.

Traceability is a concept that is of considerable interest in many industries,
especially those that are highly regulated such as the nuclear industry. In some instances
methods used to achieve traceability are well defined while in other instances traceability
is not defined at all. In order to discuss the role of Standard Reference Materials in

achieving traceability it is important to discuss the general concept of traceability
first. From these concepts, the role of Standard Reference Materials (SRM's) or other
Certified Reference Materials (CRM's) will be developed.

The fundamental units of all accuracy based on measurement systems are the Interna-
tional System of Units (SI) . Ultimately "Traceability" implies traceability of measurements
to these SI units. The SI contains 7 base units and two supplementary units chosen such
that all other physical quantities may be realized by an appropriate combination of

these units. For example, a measurement of kilometers per hour is simply a combination
of the length and time standards. Relating a measurement of kilometers per hour to the
SI units is done by using the individual parameters of length - the meter, and time -

the second.

In the area of chemical measurements, the most often encountered SI base units are
the kilogram, the mole, the ampere and the second. In actual practice (with the exception
of the kilogram) it is somewhat difficult to relate these base units to actual measurements
of chemical composition in the field. Such work is usually encountered in laboratories
that are involved in standardizing activities and then only when highly accurate measure-
ments are required. There are a variety of reasons why this situation exists in the
area of analytical measurements. One reason is that many measurements are ratio measurements
i.e., ug per gram (ppm) or percent by weight. In this case any self consistent set of

units would provide identical numerical values. Another reason why the SI base units
are not referenced is that most analytical measurements are influenced by a variety of
matrix effects. Generally the uncertainties of measurement due to these effects are much
larger than any uncertainties of reference to the SI base units. Lastly the precision
of most analytical measurements is a far larger source of uncertainty than the uncertain-
ties of reference to the SI base units. Exceptions to this include measurements involving
"Primary" chemical standards where uncertainties of one to two parts in 10,000 are often
encountered and reference to an absolute scale is required to insure compatability of
these measurements. This compatibility is illustrated by the work of Sappenfield, et. al. (1)
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where several "Primary" redox SRM's are intercompared using the coulomb (ampere second)
as a basis of measurement.

Most analytical measurements are not directly related to the SI units for the
reasons just mentioned. In actual practice they are usually related by means of analytical
methods or protocols to Reference Materials (RM's) or Certified Reference Materials
(CRM's). These reference materials in turn have been independently measured by some
analytical methods or protocols in order to assign a reference or certification value to
them. The accuracy of this assigned (or certified) value is an important consideration
in the measurement process. It is important here because it leads to compatibility of
measurements between laboratories, and it is this compatibility that is one of the major
reasons for requiring measurements to be traceable. A more complete examination of
accuracy and compatibility as well as the role these components play in an analytical
measurement system has been explored by others (2,3) and is the basis for these observations.

Transferring Accuracy (compatibility) Throughout a Measurement Network

Using the SI base units and CRM's as a starting point, a measurement tree or pyramid
can be developed for the transfer of accuracy throughout a measurement system via some
kind of a hierarchy of methods and transfer standards. A simplified diagram of this
hierarchy is shown in figure 1. At the top of this pyramid-shaped structure are the
metric, or SI, base units, the heart of the measurement system. Below this are the
"primary" standards, which for chemical analysis are usually certified reference materials.
They are followed in hierarchial order by secondary standards, working standards, and
laboratory samples. Depending on the measurement being made, not all of the steps in

the measurement hierarchy are necessary. If a "primary" standard is readily available
and inexpensive, it may be used and related directly to laboratory samples. In other
cases, three or four steps in the measurement hierarchy may be required to relate the

"primary" standards to the laboratory samples. The space between each layer of standards
(reference materials) represents the test method, or measurement protocol. This is the

measurement process that relates one level of laboratory standard with another and

finally with the laboratory samples. In some measurement systems, this process is

identified and spelled out in detail with the intent of providing quality assurance and

also providing a means to audit or verify laboratory performance and thus the compatibility
of the measurements. Other measurement systems do not emphasize measurement protocols
but utilize measurement verification schemes to assure measurement compatibility. For
purposes of clarity it might be useful to briefly examine a real measurement system or

tree as shown in Figure 2. This is the International and National Radioactivity Measure-
ments Traceability Tree (4)

.

At the top of this hierarchy system is the Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) which
is responsible for the developing and maintaining an accurate radioactivity measurement base.
Below this are the various national laboratories including NBS and the National Research
Council of Canada (NRC) . Traceability between these laboratories is maintained by inter-

national "round robin" exercises organized by BIPM and also by bilateral intercomparisons
between two or more of the national laboratories.

While the national laboratories maintain traceability links with BIPM and each other,

they also seek to maintain traceability with radioactivity measurement laboratories
within their own countries. In this example, NBS seeks to establish and maintain traceabil-
ity with key laboratories in the third level such as those of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the Department of Energy (DOE), and others. As with any large measurement
network, it is impossible to directly maintain traceability of measurements between NBS and
each laboratory measuring radionuclides. NBS can only maintain traceability with the third
level and occasionally the fourth to be sure that measurement traceability exists down to
the field measurements.

In this measurement system, traceability is established by interlaboratory comparison
of measurements using blind samples for verification of measurement compatibility.
Radionuclide Standard Reference Materials, issued by NBS are used to assure adequate
internal laboratory quality control and directly for calibration purposes. Measurement
protocols are not specified.
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The Use of Measurement Protocols to Transfer Measurement Accuracy

Since in the nuclear industry, blind or audit samples are not used extensively
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for establishing traceability it might be instructive
to examine the measurement system (Figure 3) developed by Uriano and Gravatt (3) as a more
appropriate model. This idealized system shows the relationship of the SI base units to
the Primary Reference Materials and Secondary Reference Materials using various levels of
measurement protocols or test methods. These protocols are titled Definitive Methods,
Reference Methods and Field Methods. The definition of each of these methods /protocols is
as follows:

A definitive method is one in which the property in question is either
directly evaluated in terms of fundamental units of measurement or indirectly
related to the base units via exact mathematical equations. Definitive
analytical methods are those that have a valid well-described theoretical
foundation, have been experimentally evaluated so that reported results have
negligible systematic errors and have a high level of precision. Techniques
such as gravimetry or coulometry fall within this definition.

A reference method is a method of proven and demonstrated accuracy. The
accuracy of the reference method can be demonstrated by direct comparison
with a definitive method or a primary reference material as will be discussed
later. Reference methods themselves are key components of a chemical measurement
system.

A field method may be defined as any method of chemical analysis used in an
application requiring large numbers of individual measurements to be made on
a routine basis. Typically, a field method is a highly automated instrumental
method operated by a laboratory technician. Many of these methods utilize
instrumental techniques and reference materials to correct for systematic
biases inherent in the system. An example of this would be a non-destructive
assay (NDA) technique used to analyze fissile material in scrap or waste
containers.

The role of CRM's (or SRM's) in developing these protocols is discussed in some de-

tail by Call and coworkers (2,5). While the system is idealized some of the concepts have
been used in actual measurement systems, e.g. clinical chemistry. A good example of the

development of a reference method is the development of a reference method for calcium in

serum (5) . While the method is not particularly useful for those working in the nuclear
industry the approach used to develop this reference method makes a good case study for

this component of a measurement system.

Generally, five major steps are involved in the establishment of a reference method.
These are:

1) Establish the accuracy goal of the method, or alternatively, the limit of

inaccuracy to be allowed from the true value. Typically this goal should be
set at least a factor of three higher than is dictated by end use requirements.
Other factors play a role in establishing this criterion and ultimately the

accuracy (and precision) of the method will be established through statis-
tical analysis.

2) Choose a candidate method which when demonstrated to produce accurate
results become a reference method. If possible the candidate method should be

one that has been previously evaluated in terms of both precision and syste-

matic error and should inherently be one of high precision.

3) Determine the "true value" of the property under consideration in a homo-
geneous stable lot of material similar to the matrix which would normally be
analyzed by the reference method. This may be accomplished through comparison
with values obtained by a definitive method or, alternatively a series of

primary matrix reference materials may be used.
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4) Determine the numerical value of the property under study by using the

candidate method protocol (i.e. a step-by-step experimental and statistical
procedure) together with the samples from 3. If the precision of the method
is known or demonstrated to be small relative to any systematic error, the

deviation of the mean value from the true value is a measure of the bias of

the candidate method. If this bias is less than the reference method accuracy
goal then the candidate method becomes the reference method.

5) If the systematic error is greater than required by the reference method
goal, further study of the candidate method is required to identify and elim-
inate (or correct) sources of systematic error until the condition stated in

step 4 is reached.

In addition to these steps, there are certain conditions that are necessary for the

successful development of a reference method. The method should be developed on an
interlaboratory basis and the laboratories participating in this should be recognized for

their technical competence in the area. A panel of qualified experts must review and
direct all technical phases of the work, including the statistical design and analysis.
If possible, a definitive method having a known accuracy of at least a factor of 2 better
than the stated accuracy goal of the reference method under test should be available to

measure the property of the material under consideration. Finally, recognized CRM's must
be available and certified by a laboratory or group of the highest technical competence.

Observations Concerning Development of a Reference Method

The development of the Calcium in Serum Reference method is a good case study. A
flame atomic absorption spectrometric (FAAS) method was chosen as the candidate method and
a high purity calcium carbonate (SRM 915) was used as the primary standard. The accuracy
of the FAAS method was assessed by comparing the results obtained by it on several human
serum pools by several selected clinical laboratories against results obtained for the

same pools by an Isotope Dilution Mass Spectrometry (IDMS) method.

In carrying out the evaluation five sets of interlaboratory measurements were made
before reaching the desired result i.e. an accuracy of + 2% of the "true value". The
study provided a variety of interesting information. Among the most interesting were that
while the precision of the measurement as carried out in many of the laboratories was
good, the variability between laboratories and the accuracy was poor. Also the strict adhere
ence to the protocol was absolutely necessary. Small errors such as variation in pipetting
contributed significantly to the overall error. Finally the study demonstrated the value
of CRM's in transferring technology and measurement accuracy thru a measurement system. The
development of this reference method should be studied in some detail, since it could well
serve as a model for the development of reference methods in other areas such as the
nuclear industry.

The Status of Standard Reference Materials for the Measurement of Nuclear Material

This use of SRM's (CRM's) in a measurement system is one of their more important
roles and it is appropriate to report on the current status of SRM's available from NBS
and also those planned for issue in the near future. Table I lists Special Nuclear
Materials currently available as SRM's. A variety of other materials applicable to the
analysis of nuclear material is also available. These include a number of radioactivity
and primary chemical SRM's. From this list one can see that the basic standards for
making measurements of nuclear material are available. That is, there are assay SRM's for
both uranium and plutonium as well as isotopic SRM's for the measurement of isotopic
ratios of both of these materials. Thus in theory at least there are sufficient SRM's
available to measure the amount of fissile material present in a system. In actual practice
this is not completely true due to the accuracy requirements of some measurement methods
and also due to the need to accurately relate some SRM's to non-destructive measurement
methods. For these reasons it is appropriate to now discuss what is being done to develop
new SRM's to meet these needs.
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For the past several years NBS has had a Nuclear Safeguards Program. Much of the
work supported by this program has been directed toward the development of facilities and
research leading to new SRM's.

Important projects have included the development of two "spike" SRM's useful for the
measurement of nuclear material by IDMS techniques. These projects are of overall impor-
tance because of the general applicability of the IDMS technique to measurements that are
independent of the matrix material.

The first "spike" SRM is a Uranium-233 material. It consists of 5 milligrams of U-
233 contained in 10 grams of solution in a glass ampoule. Approximately 400 units have
been prepared. The analytical work has been completed and the data has been submitted for
statistical evaluation. Certification should be completed within the next few months.

The second "spike" SRM is a Plutonium-244 material. This material has been prepared
in individual teflon bottles and dried for shipping purposes by Los Alamos Scientific Lab-
oratory (LASL) . It is being characterized in cooperation with New Brunswick Laboratory
(NBL) and LASL. Currently the characterization is about 75 percent complete. Certifica-
tion is expected to take place early in 1980 provided no major problems arise during the
statistical analysis of the data. This particular material should be of considerable use
in the measurement of plutonium using IDMS techniques.

Besides the preparation and characterization of the two "spike" SRM's, NBS has received
support for the development of a plutonium laboratory located at the NBL Laboratory in

Argonne, 111. This laboratory facility is intended specifically for the absolute isotope
ratio measurements of plutonium although other work is also planned. With the help of NBL
a considerable amount of work has been performed in the establishment of this facility. An
NBS mass spectrometer has been installed and the chemistry laboratory is ready to be
occupied. Other items of work planned in addition to the absolute ratio measurements
include the remeasurement of current plutonium isotopic SRM's and the preparation of a new
higher burn-up plutonium isotopic SRM.

In regard to the high burn-up isotopic SRM, a 65% Pu-239 material is planned. NBS is

currently looking for a source for this material both in the United States and in Europe
through the cooperation of several European laboratories. Current plans call for the pro-
cessing of this material in FY 81 and certification a year later. It is anticipated
that sufficient material will be set aside to also prepare an SRM suitable for the measure-
ment of isotopic ratios by gamma spectrometry. If that SRM proves feasible it is entirely
possible that a portion of the currently available plutonium isotopic SRM's will also be
certified for measurement of isotopic ratios by gamma spectrometry. This particular set
of SRM' s appears to be very desirable for NDA measurements especially when used in con-
junction with the calorimetric procedure for the determination of plutonium.

NBS has also been involved in the measurement of plutonium heat sources in conjunction
with Mound Laboratory. Sources prepared and measured by Mound Laboratory have been inter-
compared at NBS using an ice calorimeter. Subsequently a heat flow calorimeter was
obtained and a series of measurements has been performed on that calorimeter. The results
of these measurements, both between calorimeters and between NBS and Mound Laboratory,
have been consistent and should lead to the issuance of a reference material. The exact
form of the certification has not been established at this point but a mechanism will be
developed so that users of these reference materials can satisfy "traceability" requirements
for. their measurements.

In addition to the NDA reference materials for plutonium, work is also proceeding on

the preparation of uranium NDA reference materials. These particular materials will be
uranium oxide certified for enrichment measurements by gamma spectrometry. Enrichment
levels will range from 0.3% to 4%. The material will be supplied in sealed aluminum contain-

ers along with an empty container. These reference materials are being developed in coop-

eration with an ESSARDA working group and the GEEL Laboratory of Euratom. At the present
time, the preliminary set of reference materials has been measured by all laboratories and

the material and containers for the final set has been ordered and is being fabricated.
The time scale for completion of this work is probably about two years, Certification and
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distribution of these materials in Europe will be carried out thru Euratom-Geel while
certification and distribution in America will be thru NBS.

Alternative fuel cycles using thorium as their basis have often been discussed. While
very little research is currently being done on these fuel cycles, it has often been sug-
gested that NBS should prepare thorium standards. For the past two years NBS has had a

small project to develop a thorium reference material. A reasonably pure thorium metal has
been obtained and a small amount of funding was made available to develop a new thorium
assay procedure. Unfortunately this work is proceeding slowly since it is of lower priority.

One last area that has not been mentioned is the preparation of a series of low enrich-
ed UF, SRM's certified for enrichment. These SRM's are intended to compliment the current
U-series, isotopic SRM's for thermal source mass spectrometers. The levels of accuracy
needed for the certification of these materials is quite high and represents a major scien-
tific challenge. A laboratory for the high pressure fluorination of uranium and for the
hydrolysis of UF- is being prepared. A considerable amount of staff time has gone into

this as well as the construction of the actual fluorination apparatus. Once completed a

major effort will be required to perform the certification since this work is quite simi-
lar to that required for the certification of the U isotopic series. Priority for this
work is low since it serves a limited group.

Once the standardization efforts described above are completed, a major portion of the
primary reference materials necessary for establishment of traceability will be available.
There are still other areas however that require intensive efforts before traceability and
compatibility of measurements in the nuclear industry is firmly established. These areas
include measurement methods and protocols and verification of traceability thru blind
audit samples.
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Discussion:

Walton (LASL)

:

Addressing the first two speakers, is there a systematic comparison of the accuracy of
chemical measurement of uranium in different materials forms, that is looking, searching
for biases between the materials forms - for example, UFg, UoOg, and perhaps uranium
from hard to dissolve nuclear fuels. Has any such thing in the standards program been di-
rected to this.

Reed (NBS):

Maybe Bing could answer that better than I, but it would seem to me that your question
is more a question of when we speak of systematic biases, you want to talk of methods
rather than materials.

Wal ton

:

I think if we go back to the premise of Bingham's, namely, the accuracy for safeguards
purposes, my question concerns plants that handle different material forms and have to draw
balances based on measurements of the different material forms.

Bingham (NBL )

:

I might answer your question, Roddy, in two parts - one is that there are in existence
a number of measurement comparison programs utilizing different materials - each of which
has been characterized, certified, if you please, to know what the "right answer" is. One
of these programs is the SALE program and the recently released report for measurements of
uranium to which your question was specifically directed have indicated that in the area of
measurements on uranyl nitrate and uranium dioxide - virtually 100$ of the participating
labs are able to measure the uranium content of those materials to within an accuracy of
0.25% irrespective of the destructive method used. Some laboratories, and I think the fig-

ure for uranium dioxide is two thirds of the laboratories, have demonstrated an accuracy of
measurements to better than . 05% - Now, the second part of that question was partially
answered by Bill, is that we are looking at the effect of measurement methods as opposed to

the effect of materials. In the examples you gave, once those materials are in solution the
chemical system is virtually identical between UFg, U0

2 , uranyl nitrate, uranium
metal. The measurement, irrespective of the material, should be identical and for most of
the well defined methods one cannot distinguish a measurement "bias" based on the mate-
rial. A measurement bias may be determined based on the handling or the preparation or the
analysis procedures used prior to the actual measurement.
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Preparation of Prototype NDA Reference
Materials: A Progress Report

by

ANNA M. VOEKS and NANCY M. TRAHEY
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ABSTRACT

Three prototype NDA reference materials for scrap and waste have been developed
at the New Brunswick Laboratory for use in an interlaboratory evaluation program.
They are ion exchange resin, cellulose fiber and synthetic calcined ash. A
total of 19 reference materials containing varying amounts of enriched uranium
were prepared. Details of the preparation, packaging and characterization are
described.

KEYWORDS: Nondestructive assay, uranium reference material, interlaboratory
evaluation program

INTRODUCTION

Increasing reliance on the use of nondestructive assay (NDA) techniques for nuclear
material safeguards and accountability measurements over recent years has encouraged
efforts to develop instrumentation systems capable of measuring the SNM content of all
types of nuclear materials encountered within the industry. The degree of sophistication
already achieved by a number of these systems thus far has made possible the evaluation
of such systems by accepted calibration and standardization procedures. However, the

physical standards or reference materials required to establish measurement compatibility
within the national measurement system are not yet available. Some preliminary work
conducted by the U. S. Department of Energy, New Brunswick Laboratory (NBL) , on the

development of materials specifically for use as NDA physical standards has already been
reported in the literature.^ Three of the materials tested have now been prepared to

serve as prototype NDA uranium reference materials for scrap and waste in an interlaboratory
evaluation program to be administered by the New Brunswick Laboratory. They are (1) an ion
exchange resin, (2) a cellulose fiber, and (3) a synthetic calcined ash.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation

Ion Exchange Resin

Two batches (900 g each) of Bio-Rad anion exchange resin, AG1-8X, 50-100 mesh
(297-150 um), chloride form, were placed in 4-L beakers, rinsed in distilled water, then
allowed to settle so that as much water as possible could be decanted. Next, 2 L of HC1
were added to each batch of resin, the mixtures stirred for five minutes before being
allowed to settle and the acid removed by suction. Another 2 L of acid were added to each
batch and again the mixing-settling-removing process was repeated. The same process was
then followed three more times using 6 N_ HC1, after which each resin batch was poured into

a HC1 solution containing 28 g of 93% enriched uranium. The resulting mixtures were stirred

A. M. Voeks, N. M. Trahey, and J. M. Scarborough, "Preparation of Test Materials for an

Interlaboratory Comparison Program on NDA Physical Standards," Analytical Chemistry for
Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing , Science Press, Princeton, NJ, 1978, pp. 338-344.
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five minutes and allowed to settle one hour, during which time the uranium, as uranyl
chloride, was adsorbed onto the resin. The excess acid in each beaker was removed by
suction and the two batches of resin with uranium combined. Next, 2 L of 6 N HC1 were
added and the mixture stirred five minutes before it was allowed to settle and the acid
removed. The 6 N acid wash was repeated twice more before the resin was transferred to a
large Pyrex dish with a minimal amount of 6 N HC1. In order to dry the processed resin,
the bulk of the liquid was evaporated on a steam table. Further drying was accomplished
using a hot plate and finally, after transferring the resin to a porcelain tray, in a

vacuum oven at 38-51 cm Hg (51-68 kPa) and approximately 50°C. After cooling, this resin,
designated as the master batch, was V-blended and analyzed for uranium content. Based on
volumetric titration, the master batch was calculated to contain 54 mg U/g resin. Six
dilutions of the master batch were then prepared by V-blending it with uranium-free resin
which had also been acid-treated (Table I)

.

Table I

Master Batch-to-Diluent* Ratio for Preparation of

Ion Exchange Resin Reference Material (RM)

RM Container No. Ratio % Uranium

Rl all diluent 0

R2 0.23 1

R3 0.59 2

R4 1.25 3

R5 2.27 4

R6 all master batch 5.5

*uranium-free resin

Cellulose Fiber

The technique of preparing a master batch of material and blending it with uranium-
free matrix was also used to prepare the six cellulose fiber reference materials. For the
master batch, 100 g of Whatman chromatographic grade fibrous cellulose powder was spread on

the bottom of a porcelain tray. Then, 200 mL of very dilute HC1 containing 56 g of 93%

enriched uranium were carefully poured on the cellulose so that the solution was completely
absorbed but did not come in contact with the tray. An additional 50 g of cellulose powder
were placed over the areas where the uranium solution had been absorbed, and the material
was dried in a vacuum oven for two days at 38 cm Hg (51 kPa) and approximately 75°C. The

chunks that formed during drying were crushed by ball milling and hand grinding, then the
material was returned to the vacuum oven and dried for an additional 24 hours. The

material was crushed again, V-blended and analyzed for uranium content. Based on
gravimetric analysis, the master batch was calculated to contain 197 mg U/g cellulose. Six

dilutions of the master batch were then prepared by V-blending it with untreated cellulose
which had been ball milled to approximately the same particle size as the master batch
(Table II)

.

Table II

Master Batch-to-Diluent* Ratio for Preparation of

Cellulose Fiber Reference Material (RM)

RM Container No. Ratio % Uranium

CI all diluent 0

C2 0.06 1

C3 0.14 2.5

C4 0.21 3.5

C5 0.28 4

C6 0.40 6

*uranium-free cellulose
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Synthetic Calcined Ash

Seven synthetic calcined ash reference materials, containing from 0 to 15% enriched
uranium were also prepared by a batch process. Table III lists the starting materials and
final oxide concentrations for a given batch.

Table III

Starting Materials and Final Oxide Contrations of

Synthetic Calcined Ash

Starting Materials Oxide Concentrations

kaolin [Al
4
Si

4
0 1Q (0H) g ] ,48-52% Si02

Si02
1
25-27% A120 3

cellulose,* fibrous powder -

FeCl 3
• 6 H

20 13-15% Fe
2
0
3

ZrOCl
2

• 8 H
20 5-6% Zr0

2
Nb 205

~ 4-5% Nb 205
CaCl2 2-3% CaO
BaCl2 • 2 H

2
0 1-2% BaO

U02C12 (93% 235u) 0-15% U 30g

*Added to facilitate grinding of final product; removed by ignition.

A total of four batches, 400 g each, were prepared to make up each reference material.
For a given batch, the cellulose, kaolin and silica were suspended with stirring in 1 L of

0.1 N HC1. The remaining ingredients were mixed separately in 500 mL of 0.1 N HC1 then
added to the suspension and stirred for five minutes. The combined starting materials were
then poured quickly into 3600 mL of 4 N NH4OH and stirred vigorously for five minutes. The
resulting precipitate was allowed to settle on a steam table for two to three hours, then
filtered through Whatman 541 filter paper and washed three times with 0.7 N_ NH4OH. The
filter cake was transferred to three 1-L platinum dishes and dried at 110°-120°C for 18

hours. The dishes were then placed in a cold furnace and the temperature slowly (over six
hours) raised to 800°C and held there for 18 hours after which it was raised to 1000°C and
held for one hour. After the ash was cooled in a desiccator, four batches were combined,
ball milled and hand ground, then sieved through a 325 mesh (425 urn) screen to obtain a

reference material of particular uranium concentration (Table IV)

.

Table IV

Synthetic Calcined Ash Reference Material (KM)

RM Container No. % Uranium

1 0

2 0.5
3 1

4 2.5
5 " '. 5

6 10

7 15

Size Reduction and Classification

The homogeneity of a reference material is, to a great extent, a function of its
particle size. Therefore, a uniform particle size for each material prepared was sought
in order to reduce the possibility of segregation and a variation of density of the final
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products. Thus, size reduction and classification of these reference materials, prior to
their final containment, was performed with this in mind.

The ion exchange resin reference material was the most manageable of the three
materials. The matrix was reasonably well classified at the start: 50-100 mesh
(297-150 um) . The beads did swell considerably during the preparation; however, when
examined under a microscope, the dried master batch and diluent resin appeared to be the
same size. Thus, V-blending the material resulted in a final product of uniform particle
size, as desired.

I

The cellulose fiber reference material posed a greater challenge. In this case, the 1

matrix was a fibrous powder of non-uniform particle size and shape. However, once the
master batch and diluent cellulose were ball milled and V-blended, a sieve analysis showed
that 90-94% of the final product passed a 325 mesh (45 um) screen and that the particle
shape was more uniform. Again, a controlled particle size of the final product was
achieved

.

Classification of the calcined ash reference material required the most effort. A
particle size greater than 325 mesh (less than 45 um) was selected for the final product.
This selection was based on the fact that the major constituents, kaolin and silica, are
that size (actually 45 um and 30 um, respectively). Also, there is evidence that the
friable ash would generate fines if a larger particle size was selected. The latter
phenomenon could result in widely varying packing densities within a single contained
reference material.

Packaging

Two types of primary containers were chosen for the three materials. For the synthetic
calcined ash, specially fabricated cylindrical polypropylene containers, 20.3 cm x 8.6 cm,

wall thickness, 0.15 cm, were used. Each container was cleaned, then weighed to 0.01 g
before and after filling. Nine hundred fifty grams (950 g) of each of the seven reference
materials were packed into the containers. Although the material looks striated in the
containers, its uniform particle size greatly reduces the possibility that the packing
density differs significantly within each container. However, the density does differ
from container to container; it increases with increasing uranium content. This can be
easily seen by comparing the fill heights of the containers. They vary from 1-3 cm from
the top. These sealed containers, labeled 1 through 7, and an empty sealed container,
labeled EMPTY, comprise Set I.

Standard tin plate cans, 12.2 cm x 6.6 cm, wall thickness, 0.02 cm, with an oleoresin
coating on the inside surface were selected for the cellulose fiber and ion exchange resin
reference materials. The cans were cleaned, then weighed to 0.1 mg before and after
filling. One hundred seventy-five grams (175 g) per cellulose reference material were
sealed in each of six cans and labeled CI through C6. These six cans and a sealed empty
can, labeled EMPTY 2 C, comprise Set IIA. Similarly, 250 g per resin reference material
were sealed in each of six cans and labeled Rl through R6. These six cans and a sealed
empty can, labeled EMPTY 1 R, comprise Set IIB.

A secondary container for Set IIA and Set IIB was also fabricated. It consists of a

five-gallon metal pail with two removable holders with seven slots each (one for each can).

This container is intended for use when measuring more than one can at a time. For
shipment of the reference materials to program participants, the five-gallon pail and the

polypropylene containers are located in a reusable 55-gallon DOT 7A stainless steel drum.

Table V is a summary description of the reference materials and their containers.

Characterization

In order to properly certify each reference material for NDA measurement usage,

chemical characterization measurements were performed to determine the total uranium and
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uranium-235 contents. For the characterization, well documented analytical methods and
nationally certified standard reference materials were used whenever possible.

Ion Exchange Resin

Samples from each resin reference material containing uranium (R2 through R6) were
weighed into disposable plastic ion-exchange columns and the adsorbed uranium eluted with
200 mL of 0.1 N HC1 into 400-ml beakers. The samples were evaporated to dryness on a
steam table and converted from the uranyl chloride to the uranyl nitrate form by fuming to
dryness repeatedly with HNO3 on a hot plate. The residues were then dissolved in 8 N HNO3,
evaporated to incipient dryness, redissolved in 10-12 ml H2O, and titrated using the NBL
titrimetric method for uranium. Uranium reference solution samples prepared from NBS SRM
960 uranium metal were analyzed with the samples. In addition, a set of uranium reference
solution samples which had been adsorbed onto the same kind of resin used to prepare the
reference material then eluted exactly like the samples, was also analyzed with the samples.
The actual sequence of titration was as follows: reference, eluted reference, sample,
reference, eluted reference, sample, etc. The 0% uranium resin reference material (Rl) was
analyzed by spectrophotometric and fluorometric methods to confirm the absence of uranium.

Characterization of the isotopic composition of the material used as the source of
uranium in the preparation of these reference materials was performed by thermal ionization
mass spectrometry. Appropriate NBS SRM uranium isotopic standards were analyzed with the
samples

.

Cellulose Fiber

Samples of each cellulose reference material containing uranium (C2 through C6) were
weighed into platinum dishes, thoroughly dampened with water, then dried at 115°-120°C for

three hours. After slowly charring the samples, they were ignited at 900°C for two hours
and cooled. The residues were dissolved in 8 N HNO3 and fumed to dryness, redissolved in
8 N HNO^ and HF and fumed to dryness again, dissolved a third time In 8 N HNO3,
quantitatively transferred to 400-ml beakers and evaporated to dryness on a steam table.

The samples were subsequently titrated using the NBL titrimetric method for uranium.
Uranium reference solution samples prepared from NBS SRM 960 uranium metal were analyzed
with the samples. The sequence of titration was as follows: reference, sample, reference,

sample, reference, etc. The 0% uranium reference material (CI) was analyzed by spectro-
photometric and fluorometric methods to confirm the absence of uranium.

Synthetic Calcined Ash

Samples of each of the six uranium-containing synthetic calcined ash reference
materials (2 through 7) were weighed into platinum crucibles and fumed repeatedly with
HNO3 and HF to remove the silica. They were then fused with sodium carbonate for four to

six hours. After cooling, the crucibles, including crucible covers, were placed in 400-ml
beakers; 50-100 ml of 8 N HNO3 were added and the beakers covered. After the effervescence
subsided, the crucibles and covers were removed and rinsed carefully with 8 N HNO3. The
samples were subsequently evaporated to dryness on a steam table, then fumed on a hot plate
with five ml of HCIO4 and a small amount of HF to remove any silica still remaining, and

redissolved in 10-12 ml of H2O. (Any samples not completely dissolved at this point were
heated on a steam table to promote dissolution.) After each sample was cooled it was
titrated using the NBL titrimetric method for uranium. Uranium reference solution samples
prepared from NBS SRM 960 were analyzed with the samples. The titration sequence was as

follows: reference, sample, reference, sample, etc. The 0% uranium reference material
was analyzed fluorometrically to confirm the absence of uranium.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The NDA interlaboratory evaluation program, for which the materials described were
prepared and packaged, has now entered into the measurement phase. » By the time this
phase is completed, 14 nuclear facilities in this country and in Europe will have analyzed
the same 19 containers of prototype NDA reference materials for uranium-235 and total
uranium content. Some of these facilities will have never measured materials like these
by NDA techniques. However, lack of measurement experience should not be considered a

disadvantage. These are, after all, prototype materials; therefore, all program
participants will have an equal opportunity to evaluate them.

It is evident that these prototypes represent only a small fraction of the many types
of materials routinely analyzed by NDA techniques. The results of a questionnaire sent to

NDA developers and users indicated that many types of reference materials would have to be
prepared to satisfy all of the stated needs. ^ Such an undertaking was not possible nor
was it clear that such a large number of reference materials were really necessary.
Therefore, the decision was made to prepare three "typical" materials which would represent
a good cross section of those routinely measured.

The ion exchange resin, a styrene-divinylbenzene polymer, and cellulose fiber, a

carbohydrate, represent low density, low Z organic materials. The synthetic calcined ash
represents slightly higher density, intermediate Z refractory oxides. As described, all
three materials were prepared with 93% enriched uranium. Although most facilities do not
routinely measure materials containing uranium with an enrichment this high, 93% was
selected so that counting times during analysis would be short. It was felt that this was
a necessary trade-off in order to complete the measurement phase of the program in a

timely manner.

In summary, every effort was made to provide useful and representative NDA reference
materials. These materials were well characterized using reference analytical methods and
nationally certified reference materials. Of course, it is the results of the program that
will show how well they serve as reference materials and how well NDA techniques can
measure them.
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Discussion:

Larsen (ANL):

You used such substrates as ion exchange resin, and the cellulose. Are there actu-
ally individuals in the industry going to be measuring uranium-235 on ion exchange resins
or was that a material that would typify a low Z matrix?

Voeks: (NBL)

Correct, yes. The three materials were selected to represent all the materials that
were out in the field. Obviously they can't represent every possible material, but we have
covered a range.

Eccleston (LASL):

A lot of work has been spent on the reference materials but one important item needing
more attention is packaging. For example, using polyethylene containers. If we have to do
measurements with epithermal neutron techniques then this type of packaging can be detri-
mental to the measurement and it is very difficult to obtain accurate results, no matter
how good the reference standard. Have you addressed that to some extent?

Voeks:
Yes, on that questionnaire, many indicated that they used 2 liter polyethylene con-

tainers and the choice was based mostly on that. The choice of the cans was also based on
the questionnaire. I imagine that for the polypropylene containers it is possible that
those people were using gamma ray spectroscopy rather than neutron.

Campbell (Exxon):

Two questions, first the easy one: What is the uranium-235 content of these standards?

Voeks:

On the cellulose fiber and the resin it ranges from 0 to approximately 6% and on the
synthetic calcined ash it ranges from 0 to 15$. That is the uranium content and it is 93$
enriched so that gives you a good idea.

Campbell:
That is the point, 93% enriched isn't used by industry.

Voeks:
As I said, if you use low enrichment the counting times for the analyses would be

greater.

Campbell

:

That is our problem. Your problem is that you are not relating to the total measure-
ment requirement. If you have extremely highly enriched U-235 you have to measure at 5% or
less.

Voeks:

We realize that this obviously doesn't cover the whole range, but we had to make some
limitations. As it is, we made one set of each and they are going to go around to 14 fa-
cilities and it is going to be very time consuming. I think we had to make some sort of
time considerations.

Campbell

:

Well, only the people that make bombs are interested in that material. The second
question is how did you assure homogeneity after you had a master mix and you mixed, I pre-
sume, two considerably different density materials? What tests were these that you men-
tioned that assured homogeneity?

Voeks:
They are analyzed for uranium content and they were sampled such that we would see if

there was a difference in homogeneity.

Campbell:
Would this be on a macro basis that would kind of average out or on a micro basis?
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Voeks:

I would say macro. We were taking relatively small sample sizes. For each reference

material it varies. For example, on the cellulose, the samples are 3- 1
* gms and replicate

samples are done.

Campbell:
There would be no separation then of the uranium loaded resin bead from the total non-

uranium loaded resin bead?

Voeks:
These are prototype materials. We don't expect to see any variations or change in the

homogeneity with time, but we'll find out.

jTrahey (NBL):

If I could just amplify a little bit on what Anna said with regard to the packaging,

I the actual enrichment, and the types of materials selected for these prototypes. Again I

'use the word and I stress it, prototype. It is unlike anything in the way of reference
materials that anyone has ever done before. There have been some NDA reference materials
made but they are strictly for U-235 concentration. They are product material and we are

trying to address the problem of scrap and waste measurements when we could. We recognize
that polypropylene, for some types of NDA measurement systems, are a problem. 93% enriched
cannot be handled by licensees; however, there are other laboratories in the US that can

I
handle 93% enriched. Therefore, we tried to strike some kind of compromise. We are hoping

I to make some evaluation of the measurement data whereby we can get further direction on

' where to go next with NDA. It should turn out to be quite an enlightening program for all
I concerned.

George (UCC):

I would like to say it is not just the bomb people, but also those who make medical
radioisotopes are interested in these materials.

1 Hoffman (B&W)

:

Do you have any suggestions for calcining waste generated in the manufacture of fuel to
get its homogeneity up and to make it like the calcined ash synthetic standard?

Voeks:

I am not very well versed in the real stuff. The method that we used to prepare the
synthetic calcined ash was specific so that the material would turn out homogeneous; for
example, the constant stirring when ingredients were mixed and the rapid precipitation of
all ingredients at one time. I really can't say, but I am sure if we can talk afterwards,
I can find someone who can help you out on that.

Bingham:
Further amplification: recognizing that nondestructive measurement technology has sen-

sitivities to a number of physical as well as chemical parameters, the intent in these
waste and scrap stream prototypes was to identify many the chemical and physical properties
of these materials to the participants of this comparative measurement system. That is,

particle size, density, chemical properties, even the enrichment value is being specified,
and what is being asked of the participants is, using whatever correction factors that you
normally apply for particle size, or for density, for transmission, etc. , measure and re-
port to the best of your NDA capability, the quantity of material in that can. The evalu-
ated data will give some sense of direction to whether or not non-facility specific refer-
ence materials that typify the scrap and waste streams (which are a number of the real
problem areas in this technology) can be prepared for uniform use within the community or
whether everyone is going to have to prepare his or her own. That is the bottom line of
this comparison program.
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The isotopic abundance ratios of a group of plutonium reference
samples and Standard Reference Materials were precisely determined by
thermal ionization mass spectrometry. The procedure was based upon the
well developed methodology for uranium, making appropriate allowances
for relative differences in the ionization efficiencies of the elements.
The 24 *Pu half-life results for independent decay curves for the samples
involved in the study varied from 14.32 to 14.36 years and were independent
of 2ltlPu atom composition.

KEYWORDS: Half-life, plutonium-241, mass spectrometry, thermal ionization.

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) needs accurate half-life values of the plutonium
isotopes as part of the continuing effort to accurately certify and to keep current the
isotopic composition of its plutonium Standard Reference Materials (SRM) . Secondly, but
equally important, is the commitment to provide essential standardization for nuclear safe-
guards and related measurements, especially the effort to develop SRMs for non-destructive
assay techniques. The availability of accurate and reliable half-life values which are
accepted internationally will also make it practical to utilize a common set of values for

all inventory adjustments for radioactive decay.

An accurate value for the half-life of
2i+1

Pu has been a particularly elusive parameter
for more than a decade. Measurements by alpha counting, calorimetry and mass spectrometry
have yielded values which range from a low of 13.8 ± 0.3 years to a high of 15.16 ± 0.19
years [1, 2], With apparent measurement precisions and/or accuracies of approximately one
percent and a significantly longer half-life by the more precise mass spectrometry deter-
minations, it appeared for a brief time that the nearly 10% discrepancy in 24 *Pu half-life
values could be explained by an isomeric state of 21+1Pu [3] . Once the suggestion of an
isomeric state was discounted as the probable cause of discrepant half-life values, the
focus shifted to measurement error [2]

.

Since the essence of a half-life determination is the precise and/or accurate measure-
ment of the number of atoms present at two points in time or a series of isotopic ratio
measurements as a function of time, the high precision capability of mass spectrometry for

atom composition measurements is a particularly attractive approach for accurate half-life
measurements. Especially attractive is thermal ionization mass spectrometry where precisions

(95% confidence limits) approaching 1 in 10
1
* can be achieved utilizing either microgram or

nanogram quantities of plutonium. The major disadvantage in the mass spectrometric approach
for plutonium is the lack of calibration standards of known isotopic composition which can
be utilized to measure isotopic abundance ratios on an absolute basis. A calibration of

this nature provides a means of correcting for systematic error, evaluating the random error
component and making an allowance for all known sources of possible systematic error.
Consequently, all isotopic ratio measurements for plutonium have been made on a relative
scale, or corrected to a "pseudo-absolute" scale on the basis of uranium and plutonium
exhibiting identical behavior during mass spectrometric analysis. Both the relative and the
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"pseudo-absolute measurement are subject to significant error. For example, two different
sets of relative measurements may be highly precise but biased to a different degree with
respect to the "true" value. This type of bias can be difficult to detect without the
appropriate standards since it is primarily a mass dependent isotopic fractionation effect
which may be highly reproducible but different for each set of conditions used [4, 5],
Thus, controlling the isotopic fractionation is a necessary and essential condition for an
accurate half-life measurement by thermal ionization mass spectrometry.

The purposes of this paper are two-fold: (1) to give a description of the methodology
developed for the measurement of plutonium isotopic ratios and (2) to evaluate the known

sources of error in the measurement.

MASS SPECTROMETRY

In practice, mass spectrometry is frequently perceived and utilized as a single

analytical discipline, but for best results mass spectrometry must be utilized as a com-
bination of classical wet chemistry and the isotope ratio measurement methodology of the

mass spectrometer. A sound approach to precise and/or accurate measurements must include
these two basic components. Specific benefits of well developed chemical procedures are

high purity samples, solutions of known elemental concentration and reproducible stoichio-
metry. These outputs from the chemistry are necessary if the isotope ratio measurements
are to be made under conditions in which the isotopic fractionation is precisely reproduced
for each analysis. The basic analytical approach for plutonium as well as other elements
includes the following general steps: (1) preanalysis; (2) chemistry; (3) sample mounting;

(4) isotope ratio measurement.

Preanalysis

The purpose of the preanalysis phase of the analytical methodlogy is to take the nec-
essary precautions to maintain throughout the analysis the integrity of high purity
solutions produced by chemical separation. For example, impurities, either organic or in-
organic, may combine with the analyte element, evaporate as a high molecular weight species
and thereby produce a bias because of variable isotopic fractionation. The watchword of

preanalysis is cleanliness and includes: (1) selecting and cleaning all storage and
preparation containers; (2) production and use of high purity reagents; and (3) cleaning
and testing of all filaments for background contributions and interference from the alkali
elements.

Chemistry

Chemical separation of 2tflPu from 21|1Am and the production of high purity plutonium
is accomplished

+by
anion exchange chromatography. Plutonium, when necessary, is

converted to Pu ^ and then dissolved in 5M nitric acid and transferred to an anion exchange
column where americium and other impurities are eluted with 5M nitric acid. Plutonium is
removed from the column using either a dilute nitric acid or a dilute nitric acid-hydrogen
peroxide solution. After evaporation of the plutonium fraction to dryness, the plutonium
is further purified within 24 hours of the isotope ratio measurement on a second anion
exchange column using the same elution procedure.

Sample Mounting

Sample mounting is that part of the thermal ionization mass spectrometry procedure in
which a solution containing a known amount of plutonium is dried on a filament and then
treated in a manner which will yield either a salt or metal. The form used for analysis is
usually not well known but selected empirically on the basis of the precision of the ratio
measurement. The procedure for plutonium is based upon the methodology developed for uranium
[5] and is as follows: the solution is dried for 10 minutes using 1.0A electrical currents
and heat lamps; the current is increased to 1.3A for 3 minutes; the current is increased
to 1.5A for 3 minutes; the heat lamp is turned off and the current increased until the
filament temperature is approximately 600 °C (barely detectable red-heat) ; the current is

reduced to zero and the filaments prepared for insertion into the mass spectrometer.
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Isotope Ratio Measurement

The mass spectrometric procedure for plutonium isotopic ratio measurement is similar to!

the method developed for precise and accurate measurements of uranium. A solid sample therme*

ionization mass spectrometer with a triple filament rhenium ribbon ion source is used [5, 6]

f

The collector, especially designed for in-depth suppression of secondary electrons, was
equipped with a tungsten ribbon (0.025 x 0.76 mm) transmission grid shadowing a series of
0.10 mm suppressor grids [6]. An estimated sample size of 0.5 \ig of Pu per filament is usedf
to generate a Pu ion current of 2-3 x 10 ^A. The ionizing filament is maintained at a
constant temperature (2120 °C) and the sample filaments adjusted in a stepwise manner
according to a strict time schedule to obtain the target intensity. The Pu isotopic ratio
measurements were started after an elapsed time of 30 minutes and were measured in the same
sequential and symmetrical pattern for each analysis. During the final stages of these
measurements, it was discovered that ionizing filament temperatures of 2160 °C is too hot,
best results being obtained at a lower temperature of 2120 °C. At the lower temperature a

spurious but significant interference at mass 238 was eliminated.

Discussion:

Interference:
The general sources of error recognized in the measurement are interference, isotopic

fractionation and analytical blank. The interference can be traced to isobars, background
contributions from either organic or inorganic molecules, and ion scatter or signal sup-
pression from intense ion beams other than the analyte element. All of the indicated types
of interference as well as the general sources of error are directly effected by both the

chemistry and mass spectrometry. For example, interference from intense alkali ion currents
occurs if poor quality reagents are utilized and/or if the filament assembly is not properly
cleaned. While the effect of this type interference is subtle and cannot be ignored, the
major concern is for isobaric interference at masses 238 (uranium) and 241 (americium) . The
effectiveness of the chcmial separation procedure was established by both gamma spectrometry
and mass spectrometry. Analysis of a freshly separated plutonium sample gives an upper
limit of 2 ng of 2LflAm per gram of plutonium. The low level of residual 21+1Am and strict

adherance to analyzing all samples within 24 hours of column separation minimized the contri-
bution from 21tlAm as a source of bias. Additionally, the 24 ipu/ 21

* °Pu ratios were determined
(Table 1) under conditions of single, double, triple and quadruple column separations for
both the plutonium and americium fractions without any evidence of isobaric contributions
exclusive of the first americium fraction. For the 238U isobar, a minimum of two passes
through the ion column were required to be certain that contributions were less than the

detection limit of the mass spectrometer.

Table 1

21tl Pu/ 21* 0Pu Ratio for Multiple Column Separations

Americium Plutonium
Fraction Fraction

Col. I %3.5 0.5039
Col. II 0.5036 0.5037
Col. Ill 0.5038 0.5041
Col. IV 0.5036 0.5041

Subsequent to completion of the isotopic measurements for plutonium half-life determinations,

it was observed that operating a rhenium ionizing filament at 2160 °C was sufficiently hot
to yield a detectable background contribution of unknown origin at mass 238. Between
analyses this contribution was intermittent and barely detectable but could be reduced to

insignificance by operating the ionizing filament at 2120 °C. Exclusive of mass 238U, no

other significant background signals from molecular species were detected in the plutonium
mass range.
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Isotopic Fractionation

With 2l+1Am removed from plutonium, the next most significant source of error is

[isotopic fractionation. Using uranium as a model, it was demonstrated that the mass dependent

lisotopic fractionation effect could range from 0.2% to zero per mass unit. Under adverse

I conditions this range could be as large as 0.3% per mass unit. While it has been well

Irecognized for many years that varying conditions at the mass spectrometer, such as time

iand filament temperature, can significantly change the isotopic fractionation pattern, it

Iwas only recently clearly demonstrated that time and filament temperature are also critical
parameters during sample mounting. This sample mounting effect is illustrated in Figures

1 and 2. In figure 1, each point represents a single ratio measurement within an analysis
and the only known variable is the length of time maintained at the final drying temperature,

estimated to be less than 600 °C. In figure 2, each point represents a different analysis
where sample filament temperature during sample mounting was estimated below 700 °C and

'measured by an optical pyrometer at or above 700 °C. From approximately 700 °C to 780 °C

a distant shift in 235U/ 238U value is observed. These values are biased approximately 0.1%
'from the "true value" of 0.9997 for SRM U500 and are different from the values obtained at

I the normal sample drying temperatures. This phenomenon is attributed to the formation of

different uranium compounds during sample mounting and subsequent evaporation during the

ionization process. If isotopic fractionation is mass dependent, then shifts of this nature
should occur. Another possible explanation, supported by measurements of other researchers

[7, 8], is diffusion into the filament, re-emission and then ionization. Sample mounting
studies at NBS for the elements thorium and plutonium, while not as extensive as uranium,

I support the conclusion that with normal controls, the bias in the actinide mass range due to

isotopic fractionation is not likely to exceed 0.2% per mass unit, even if no correction is
I applied.

The correction for isotopic fractionation was determined by analyzing uranium SRM U500
under equivalent analytical conditions as plutonium. This correction was found to be
0.125% per mass unit. Equivalent rather than identical analytical conditions were utilized
because uranium and plutonium have different ionization efficiencies. Since plutonium was

I determined to be a factor of 3-5 more efficiently ionized, it was necessary to compensate
' by adjusting either the sample size or ion current intensity relative to uranium. After
the initial correction of the isotopic abundance ratios of each sample used in this study
at time zero, the 239Pu/ 21+0Pu ratio was then used as the normalization ratio for isotopic
fractionation for all subsequent measurements. Even with the advantage of internal
normalization and appropriate adjustments for radioactive decay, all analyses were made
according to a strict analytical protocol to precisely reproduce the isotopic fractionation
effect

.

Analytical Blank

The error due to analytical blank was found to be insignificant for the analysis of
0.5 to 2 ug of plutonium. Even when the sample size was reduced to 100 ng, blank was not
a significant factor in the measurement. Primarly sources of blank were reagents, envi-
ronment, source memory and filament loading procedure.

Results

The analysis of a group of six different plutonium samples, including three SRMs, has
yielded reproducible values for the half-life of 21+1 Pu. The proposed half-life value,
14.34 ± 0.04 years, is still subject to a final statistical review. The indicated un-
certainty is the sum of the precision of the measurement (95% confidence limit) and
allowances for known sources of possible systematic error. Assuming variable and uncontrolled
isotopic fractionation during the mass spectrometry, the estimate of the maximum possible
systematic error in any of the

2i+1
Pu/ 21+0Pu measurements is 0.3%. Since all analyses were

made under strict analytical conditions which are known to precisely reproduce the bias due
to isotopic fractionation, this error is believed to be much less than 0.2% per mass unit.
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Even at the maximum, systematic errors of this magnitude are not sufficient to explain the
discrepant values (mass spectrometric) reported in the literature and also observed in the
early half-life measurements obtained in this study. With proper allowances for the decay
of the other plutonium isotopes and proper standardization of the number of atoms of

plutonium, the half-life values for all samples investigated are independent of isotopic
composition and consistently between 14.30 and 14.40 years.
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Discussion:

Persiani (ANL):

What is the status of the other heavy elements with respect to isotope half-life ac-

curacy? - U-233, U-232, Pu-239, etc.?

Garner (NBS):

There is an organized program, headed by the DOE half-life committee, in which they are

making a systematic attempt to determine the half- lives of all of the plutonium isotopes.

There has been some effort with uranium, which is not nearly in the sad state that pluto-
nium has been. It is something of an embarrassment to have a highly precise technique and
then it is necessary to take five, six, seven years to find out why you didn't make the

measurement. The measurements that we are now getting for plutonium should have been
achieved six or seven years ago. What we are now seeing is that there is a high degree of
consistency among all laboratories — I didn't mention that — but, independent of tech-
niques used, the values for the 241 now, between 14.30 and 14.40 — I believe there will be
another paper today by LASL, which will give some additional information on the status of
the plutonium.
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ABSTRACT

During the past decade, a number of international analytical
intercomparison programs have been organized by the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Research Center in order to investigate the capability of measuring
methods used in safeguards when applied under routine conditions. A
survey is given of the main results of these experiments which have
been directed specifically to analyzing materials from reprocessing
and enrichment facilities. Based on the experience gained, general
design problems of the experiments are discussed. Furthermore, an
empirical method of evaluation is described briefly which proved to be
effective in handling the data material which, as obtained during such
programs, was mostly statistically inhomogeneous . Examples are given
for using this evaluation method.

KEYWORDS: Safeguards, intercomparison programs, uranium, plutonium,
mass spectrometry, alpha spectrometry, statistical evaluation

INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of measurement accuracies attainable in routine analyses of nuclear
material is of basic importance for the development of safeguards concepts as well as in

the practical implementation of safeguards measures. In particular, it is a prerequisite
of founded judgement of analytical interlaboratory differences observed.

Since intercomparison measurement programs proved to be the most appropriate means
of acquiring such data, the Safeguards Project of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center has
organized experiments of this kind for 10 years with the participation of an increasing
number of scientific and industrial laboratories of many countries, the Commission of the
European Communities (CEC, Brussels, Belgium) and the International Atomic Energy Agency |;

(IAEA, Vienna, Austria). It is the specific goal of these programs to explore the capabil- U

ity of the different feasible analytical techniques when applied in routine operation to c

the analysis of materials originating in the actual production process3 ^. The objective is

neither to determine the highest accuracies achievable under optimum conditions nor to

qualify single laboratories. However, it seems realistic to assume that such excercises im- i

prove the overall situation with time, since they offer the possibility for the individual |i

laboratory to compare its own results with those of other laboratories and to detect and :

correct sources of error. c

SURVEY OF RESULTS

The interlaboratory experiments initiated by the Karlsruhe Nuclear Safeguards Project

are compiled in Table I including references to the reports published on their performance

and results. Because of the particular importance in nuclear fuel cycle control, studies of

methods applied to the analysis of materials from reprocessing plants and enrichment

facilities preponderate.

^ Delegate of the Commission of the European Communities (CEC/EURATOM)

a)

Institut fur Datenverarbeitung in der Technik

Most comparison programs run by other organizations differ somewhat in structure

and/or objective.J
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Table I; Intercomparison programs organized by the Safeguards
Project of the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, F.R. Germany

Experiment Analytical Problem Sample Origin Number of Participat-
ing Laboratories

i
JEX-70

HI

IDA- 7

2

111

UF, Test
6
/3/

ASET-74

74/

U- and Pu-concentrations by chemical
methods

;

U- and Pu-isotope abundances by thermal
ionization mass spectrometry

U- and Pu-concentrations by mass
spectrometric isotope dilution analysis;
U- and Pu-isotope abundances by therm-
al ionization mass spectrometry

U-235 abundance in UF^ by gas mass
spectrometry

Evaluation of Pu-alpha spectra

Reprocessing
plant, product

Reprocessing
plant, input

Enrichment
facility

8

22

10

AS- 7 6

75,6/

**
IDA-80

in prepar-
ation

Pu-238 determination by alpha spectro-
metry

See IDA-72

Reprocessing
plant, input

Reprocessing
plant, input

26

37

(Participation
announced)

Organized by Messrs. Dornier-System GmbH, Friedrichshafen, F.R. Germany, on behalf of
the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center.

Formerly planned as "IDA-78". Operated jointly with the Central Bureau for Nuclear
Measurements (CBNM/CEC, Geel, Belgium) under the auspices of the European Safeguards
Research and Development Association (ESARDA)

.

General Observations

An important result common to nearly all cases investigated is the observation that the
so-called "interlaboratory" or "between laboratory" deviation3 ' constitutes the main part of

the total measurement uncertainty. By contrast, the error contribution of the reproducibility
of determinations within the individual laboratory (precision) is small and often negligible.
In Fig. 1(a) this is demonstrated by an example taken from the IDA-72 experiment. It concerns
the determination of U-238 concentration in a diluted reprocessing input solution by isotope
dilution mass spectrometry. Evaluation of the data set shown by analysis of variances results
in estimates of 0.84 % and 0.45 % for the interlaboratory deviation and the precision,
respectively. Hence, the interlaboratory deviation constitutes in this case more than 90 %

of the total measurement uncertainty if double analysis is assumed*3 '.

Another general experience regards the occurrence of extreme values as shown in Fig. 1(b).

This represents the Pu-239 concentrations determined on the same sample material by the same
group of laboratories as in Fig. 1(a). The results of the four laboratories 4, 6, 8, and 21

representing about 1/4 of all determinations are considerably higher than those obtained by

The interlaboratory deviation is the variance of the "systematic" error component related
to a group of laboratories, usually expressed as relative standard deviation (RSD)

.

If sa and s^ are estimates of the standard deviation of the error components interlabora-
tory deviation and precision, respectively, the estimate for the total uncertainty of a

double determination is given by /s| + s|/2 HI

.
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i

LABORATORY CODE LABORATORY CODE

Fig. 1

;

Determination of U-238 (a) and Pu-239 (b) concentration in diluted reprocessing in-
put solution by mass spectrometric isotope dilution analysis: Mean values and their RSDs per
laboratory (IDA-72, "sample B"; for Pu-239 (b), the mean of means is calculated without
laboratories 4, 6, 8 and 21).

a)
the other laboratories . When occurring so frequently, such extreme values point to a

specific error source of the analytical procedure under investigation. The size and the sign
of such data supply valuable information for its identification: In the example given, valenc;

adjustment of the plutonium was recognized as one of the most critical steps in the isotope
dilution procedure.

By appropriate design of the experiments it was possible to identify in almost all cases
those steps of the individual chemical or measurement techniques which are the main contribut
ors to the total uncertainty of the analytical methods investigated.

Element Concentration Determinations

The results presented in Fig. 1 for the isotope dilution analysis of a diluted reprocess

ing input solution reflect no error contribution of the spiking step since the material for

all samples was spiked in one common procedure. If, in addition, errors from individual spik-

ing by the laboratories are taken into consideration the IDA-72 data yield approximately the

same measurement uncertainty of slightly below 1 % for both the plutonium and uranium de-

terminations, assuming that the chemical sample conditioning mentioned above is properly
applied.

Wet chemical analytical methods were investigated only in JEX-70 for the analysis of

samples of reprocessing products. Interlaboratory deviations of about 0.2 % were found for

the concentration determinations of uranium as well as for plutonium. However, for the latter

an additional error component of at least the same magnitude was indicated which was possibly
caused by the instability of the sample material*3 ).

Isotope Abundance Determinations

As far as determinations of uranium and plutonium isotopes by thermal ionization mass

spectrometry are concerned, extensive data were obtained in the experiments JEX-70 and
IDA-72. For this analytical method the interlaboratory deviation was again found to be the

most essential error component and is plotted versus the isotopic ratio in Fig. 2.

For some sets of data extraordinary high values were found indicating in these cases

again the influence of specific additional error sources. For the Pu-238/Pu-239 measurements,

this is with high probability due to the contribution of U-238 ions. For the higher value

related to Pu-242/Pu-239 determinations, sample contamination with Pu-242 spike material

From the statistical point of view, the four values are outliers according to the Dixon

criterion /8/ with a probability of error less than 5 % for laboratory 8 and less than

0.5 % for the three other laboratories.

Comprehensive data on wet chemical analyses of other materials were obtained in particular

by the SALE program /9/.
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Fig. 2: Isotopic ratio determination by
thermal ionization mass spectrometry:
Estimates for RSD of the interlaboratory
deviation (JEX-70 and IDA-72).

Fig. 3: Determination of U-235 in UFg by
gas mass spectrometry: Estimates for RSD of

the interlaboratory deviation of the ratio
of ratios (U-235 :U-238) . , /

(U-235 :U-238) _
test ferial

reference material
versus U-235 abundance (UF5 Test).

might be an explanation. Special attention should be paid to the increased uncertainty of the
U-233/U-238 and Pu-239/Pu-242 ratio measurements on spiked samples, which indicate error
contributions from the preceding steps of chemical preparation3 )

.

For the remaining sets of data a common curve was traced, with the linear part least-
squares fitted'3 ).

From the gas mass-spectrometric measurements of the U-235 isotope in uranium hexafluoride
Fig. 3 shows the interlaboratory deviation of the ratio of ratios (U-235 :U-238)

t t materia]/
(U-235 :U-238) , . , for the three sample materials analyzed in ~

" 1C'~

"

"

reference material
the UFg Test0 '. For this ratio measurement this error component proved again to constitute
the mam part of the uncertainty. However, for the accuracy achievable for the U-235
abundance it was found that for samples having a natural U-235 content and greater the un-
certainty in the isotopic composition of the reference material available was the most serious
limitation.

The intercomparison programs ASET-74 and AS-76 provided evidence for the importance of

3

s.
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RELATIVE PU-238 ABUNDANCES

1 2 3
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PU- 238/IPU-239 + PU -240

)

Fig. 4: Determination of Pu-238 by alpha
spectrometry: Estimates for RSD of the inter-
laboratory deviation of the alpha activity
ratio Pu-238/ (Pu-239 + Pu-240) (AS-76).

the spectra evaluation method used in alpha
spectrometry of plutonium if corrections are
required for the contribution of the low-
energy tail of the Pu-238 peak to the peak of

the Pu-239 and Pu-240 isotopes. Fig. 4 shows

a)

b)

c)

Although not evident from Fig. 2, increased
measurement uncertainty has been observed
also for the Pu-241 isotope, probably due
to insufficient separation and/or correct-
ion of Am-241 /9, 10/.

The numbers of analyses on which the

measurement points are based were used as

statistical weights. - The steep increase
of the curve at low isotopic ratios is

endorsed at even smaller ratios not
covered in this figure.

All laboratories used the same reference
materials with U-235/U-238 ratios deviat-
ing about 5 % from those of the test sample
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the interlaboratory deviation calculated for the alpha activity ratio Pu-238/ (Pu-239 + Pu-24C
of the four sample materials analyzed in AS-76. By applying one common evaluation procedure
to the spectra of all participants a significant reduction of this deviation was achieved foi
the highest investigated alpha activity ratio of about 3; in this case substantial tail
corrections had to be applied /ll/.

Once more the interlaboratory deviation accounts for about 90 % of the total uncertainty
for this ratio measurement in routine analyses. It should be noted, that for the Pu-238
abundance calculation further errors will contribute, such as for example half-life uncertain;

\

ties.

Testing of Newly Proposed Analytical Methods

Also in the framework of these experiments, newly developed analytical techniques were
examined for their efficiency and applicability in practice. In JEX-70 as well as in IDA-72,
one laboratory applied X-ray fluorescence analysis in addition /12, 13/ and in the IDA-72
experiment the use of two new methods for non-liquid sample handling was tested with favor-
able results: the "dried spike technique" /14/, applied for several years by IAEA and the
"aluminium capsule technique" /15/.

In the IDA-80 experiment now in preparation it is intended to compare the "in-situ"
solid spike technique /16/ with the conventional use of liquid spike solutions for the de-
termination of the uranium and plutonium content in input solutions of reprocessing plants
by mass spectrometric isotope dilution analysis. From the safeguards point of view this
method is of particular interest because it allows the nuclear material concentration of un-
diluted reprocessing input material at the time and place of sampling to be fixed.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Basically, an analytical intercomparison program simply consists of the distribution
of identical sample material among the participating laboratories for analyses and the
evaluation of their measurement data using, primarily, statistical methods. However, in order
to obtain results which - according to the specific objective - reflect the conditions of

practical safeguards as closely as possible, some particularities have to be observed with
regard to the design and performance.

Sample Material

The sample material has to be taken from actual industrial production lines to be re-
presentative in respect of possible impurities. Contrary to the use of purified synthetic-
ally blended sample material, its true composition is therefore necessarily unknown and often
the possibility of an existing inhomogeneity cannot be excluded. Furthermore, the stability
of the sample material over the time of sample preparation and transportation may be doubtful
in particular for solutions containing fission products.

Although inhomogeneity and stability of samples are serious problems for practical safe-
guards, their investigation cannot be the goal of an analytical intercomparison program but

requires precise measurements by experienced laboratories having direct access to the product

ion process material in question. If there are any doubts with regard to the homogeneity,

appropriate studies have to be carried out before the sample material is distributed in order

to ascertain that this is sufficient in relation to the measurement accuracies to be expected

in the interlaboratory experiment /17, 18/. Anticipated instability restricted the use of

the reprocessing input material to samples which were already spiked before shipment or

distributed as exactly weighed aliquots, evaporated to dryness3 * /2/.

Sample Characterization

Determinations of "true values" for the composition of sample material taken from a

production process require extensive and expensive measurements by specialized laboratories

using different analytical methods, if possible. By close cooperation with such laboratories

a sample material characterization has become possible to an increasing extent during recent

years /19,20,21/.

a)
In IDA-80, besides other methods the distribution of liquid diluted reprocessing input

solution in sealed glass ampoules is planned.
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Above all, those determinations are of

interest for detecting a possible method-
specific bias shifting the results of all
laboratories in the same direction. Under
these circumstances, it is not meaningful any-
more to use a statistical mean value calcul-
ated from the results of any group of
laboratories as best estimate for the true
value of sample composition. As shown in

Fig. 5, this was observed in the UFg Test
/3/: All the data reported by the participants
are below the value. stated by the character-
ization laboratory . This indicates an error
source causing deviations to occur always in
the same direction. In this case, memory
effects in the ion source and inlet system
of the mass spectrometers are the probable
reasons since a single standard measurement
technique was used /22/.

Performance

j(UF
6

Test, "Feed sample"),

With respect to the performance of the
measurements at the participants' laboratory,
a distinction must be made between the

necessity of clear instructions to be follow-
ed about the structural layout of the analytical procedure and the liberty of the laboratory
to choose the methods to perform the various analytical steps. For example, when studying the
alpha spectrometric analysis of plutonium in the AS-76 experiment /5,6/, it was important to

advise the laboratories of the number of alpha sources to be prepared and also whether the
preceding chemical step of plutonium purification should be done only once or for each alpha
source separately. However, no instruction was given as to the methods of plutonium purifi-
cation and source preparation.

The careful design of the experimental layout (by the organizer) and the readiness of the

participants to follow the specified setup in the various steps with the requested number of

repetitions is an important premise for successful evaluation of the experiment. Only in this
case are balanced sets of data obtained which permit detailed statistical calculations.

On the other hand, the liberty of the individual laboratory to choose that method in

which it is most experienced is a necessity if the measurement program aims at investigating
the actual analytical situation.

For the same reason of representativeness the participants are asked to perform the
analyses under routine conditions and not to invest extraordinary efforts. The importance of

this requirement becomes evident by the observation that characterization measurements carried
out with extreme care and effort may lead to uncertainty ranges of an order of magnitude lower

than obtained in general by routine operation /6/.

Undoubtedly, it cannot be ensured that this request is always fulfilled. In our experience
however, the laboratories are ready to report also the less satisfactory - but not necessari-
ly less realistic - data to the evaluation group and to provide all useful additional inform-
ation. This is certainly facilitated by the fact that the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center
has no safeguards control function and since it is guaranteed that the results are published
in a codified manner only.

Participation

A further point of interest is the number and qualification of the participating
laboratories. Participation of the majority of laboratories concerned with the specific
analytical problem under investigation is certainly desirable in order to obtain a re-
presentative picture of the prevailing situation. For reasons of statistical evaluation,
approximately 8 to 10 participants are considered to be the minimum.

For the characterization value a maximum uncertainty of +0.5 %. was communicated. -

One of the participants used three mass spectrometers; therefore, the number of measure-
ments reported exceeds the number of participants stated in Tab. I.
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If the reasons for their occurrence cannot be identified clearly as being untypical ofthe specific analytical problem studied, their rejection on the basis of purely statisticalcriteria is unsatisfactory and the justification problematic. This holds in particular ifthe results of more than one laboratory are concerned. By exclusion of such values, theactual state of the measurement technique may be overestimated which leads to the derivationof reference data unrealistic for practical safeguards.
derivation

An Empirical Evaluation Method

All attempts made so far to overcome the difficulty described above were barely satis-factory As already mentioned, in the IDA-72 experiment /2/ the values were rejected on thebasis of the Dixon outlier criterion /8/ and the percentage of values excluded was given asadditional information to the estimates of variances calculated from the remaining group ofdata. Other authors reported both results, those obtained with and without the values identi-fied statistically as outliers /25/, or partly renounced on the derivation of estimates forvariances of error components /26/.

This unsatisfactory situation was the reason for an attempt of the Karlsruhe Nuclear
Safeguards Project to make a more empirical approach of data treatment. As demonstrated later
for this approach the interlaboratory differences (including those originating from extreme
laboratory means) are used as the basic elements of evaluation /27,28/. By plotting the
frequency of their occurrence in a cumulative manner versus their moduli, a curve is obtainedfrom which a reasonable estimate for the relative standard deviation of the underlying set of
laboratory means can be derived; it corresponds to the value exceeded by approximately 50 %of the differences /29/.

_

This estimate describes the actual situation in a more satisfactory way than calculat-
ion by usual statistical methods, since it is based without exception on all measurement dataobtained and is influenced more by the quantity than by the quality of statistical outliers.The latter is meaningful because the occurrence of a relatively high number of outliers is
more important for evaluating the capability of a method than an extreme single value.

An example is given in Fig. 6: The left part (a) shows the distribution of laboratory
means (without error bars). The laboratories 9 and 11 display extreme valuesa >. Depending on
whether or not these two values are excluded the relative standard deviation calculated as
usual for the scattering of the laboratory results varies by a factor of about 6. In

aT~^ 7. ;

According to Dixon criterion /8/ to be rejected as outliers with a probability of error of
less than 1 %.
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Table II: List of Participants (A: JEX-70; B: IDA-72; C: UF, Test; D: ASET-74; E: AS-76)
o

Aktiebolaget Atomenergi Studsvik

Alkem GmbH

Atomic Energy Research Establishment

Atomic Weapon Research Establishment

Bhabha Atomic Research Center

British Nuclear Fuels Limited

Bundesanstalt fur Materialpriifung

|

Comitato Nazionale per l'Energia Nucleare
Centro di Studi Nucleari
Impiato EUREX

Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
Centre d'Etudes de Bruyeres le Chatel
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay
Centre de la Hague

Commission of the European Communities
Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements
Joint Research Center Ispra
European Institute for Transuranium Elements

Compagnie Generale des Matieres Nucleaires

Dornier System GmbH

Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establishment

EUROCHEMIC

Gesellschaft zur Wiederaufarbeitung von
Kernbrennstof fen mbH

Institut "Jozef Stefan"

Ins ti tut for Atomenergi

International Atomic Energy Agency

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich GmbH
Institut Chemische Technologie
Zentralabteilung Strahlenschutz

Kernforschungszentrum
Institut fur Kernverfahrenstechnik
Institut fur Radiochemie

Kraftwerk Union AG

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Niirnberg

National Bureau of Standards

Netherlands Energy Research Foundation

New Brunswick Laboratory

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Power Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Development Corp.

Ris$ National Laboratory

Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie

Universitat Kiel, Institut fur Physikalische Chemie

Urenco Nederland Operations N.V.
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Nykoping/Sweden

Hanau /F . R . Germany

Harwell /United Kingdom

Aldermaston/United Kingdom

Trombay/India

Capenhurst/United Kingdom

Berlin/F.R. Germany

Casaccia/Italy
Saluggia/Italy

Montrouge /France
Gif-sur-Yvette /France
Cherbourg/France

Geel/Belgium
Ispra/Italy
Karlsruhe/F.R. Germany

Marcoule /France

Friedrichshafen/F. R. Germany

Dounreay/United Kingdom

Mol /Belgium

Leopoldshaf en/F.R. Germany

Ljublj ana/Yugoslavia

Kjeller /Norway

Seibersdorf /Austria

Tokai-mura/Japan

Jiilich/F.R. Germany

Karlsruhe/F.R. Germany

Karlstein/F.R. Germany

Los Alamos/U. S. A.

Munich/F.R. Germany

Washington/U . S . A.

Petten/The Netherlands

Argonne/U. S. A.

Oak Ridge, Tennessee/U. S. A.

Tokyo/Japan

Rosk i 1de/Denmark

Mol-Donk /Belgium

Kiel/F.R. Germany

Almelo/The Netherlands

(B)

(D,E)

(B,E)

(B)

(B,D,E)

(C)

(C,E)

(E)

(E)

(E)

(B)

(B)

(A,B,C,D,E)
(A,B,D,E)

(A,B,D,E)

(E)

(C)

(E)

(A,B)

(B,D)

(B)

(B)

(A,B)

(E)

(E)

(E)

(C)

(A,B,D,E)

(B,E)

(B,D,E)

(C)

(E)

(B,E)

(B,D,E)

(A,B)

(B,D,E)

(E)

(A,B,E)

(C)

(C)
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DIFFERENCE I D| BETWEEN THE

LABORATORY CODE RESULTS OF TWO LABORATO RIES (%)

Fig. 6: Empirical evaluation method: Derivation of interlaboratory differences (a) to
establish distribution curves (b) (Laboratory means taken from Pafex II /25/, Pu-concentration
"spike-2" method. In (a) error bars are suppressed and mean of means is calculated without
laboratories 9 and 11).

addition, in this part (a) of the figure it is indicated how all possible interlaboratory
differences (i < k) are derived to be used as the basic elements for the empirical evaluat-
ion method demonstrated in the right part (b) of the figure: It shows the cumulative distribut-
ion of these interlaboratory differences for both cases, i.e. with and without the two "out-
lier" values. The estimates for the relative standard deviations of the underlying sets of .

data derived as described above and indicated in the figure differ by only a factor of 1.7

Compared to the factor of about 6 obtained by conventional statistical methods this increase
seems more adequately to reflect the influence of the two extreme values.

Experience gained so far proves the effectiveness of this empirical evaluation proced-
ure in three fields of application:
- for the evaluation of data sets statistically inhomogeneous as shown above,
- for comparing the performance of different analytical methods,
- for judging deviations between the results of two laboratories, e.g. shipper-receiver or

operator-inspector differences.

Comparison of Analytical Methods

The suitability of the evaluation procedure described above for the comparison of

different analytical techniques is shown with the two examples given in Figs. 7 and 8.

Fig. 7 again refers to the data obtained in the Pafex II experiment /25/ for the determin-
ation of plutonium concentrations in input solutions of a reprocessing plant by isotope dilut-
ion mass spectrometry. Two different ways had been used to prepare the samples: With the

"spike-1" procedure, weighed aliquots of sample and spike solution were consecutively eva-
porated to dryness in each vial whereas with the "spike-2" procedure known amounts of sample
and spike solution were thoroughly mixed and then (unweighed) aliquots were dropped into the
vials and dried.

Whilst the tails of the curves are affected by some extreme values, 0.74 and 1.55 % are

found as differences exceeded by about 50 % of the values. According to our experience, this

difference of more than a factor 2 points to an additional error contribution for the "spike-1"

procedure and suggests incomplete redissolving of the plutonium which, in this case, has to

be quantitative"'. Since it had been camouflaged by the extreme values, it was difficult to

The two RSD values obtained by the different evaluation methods after rejection of the

suspicious data are in satisfactory agreement (0.40 and 0.44 %).

For the uranium contained in this sample material no such effect was indicated.
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THERMIONIC MS

6AS MS. LAB OWN STANDARD

GAS MS. COMMON STANDARD

DIFFERENCE |D| BETWEEN

THE RESULTS OF TWO LABORATORIES (7o)

Fig. 7: Comparison of two sample preparing
methods by empirical evaluation procedure
(Pafex II /25/, Pu-concentration determin-
ation according to "spike-1" and "spike-2"
methods)

.

DIFFERENCE 101 BETWEEN

THE RESULTS OF TWO LABORATORIES (7..)

Fig. 8: Comparison of U-235 determination
in UF^ by different analytical procedures
using empirical evaluation method (^0.7 %

U-235; values taken from UF6 Test /3/ and
GAE program /26/) .

make this effect visible by conventional statistical data treatment.

The example given in Fig. 8 concerns the mass-spectrometric determination of the U-235
isotope in uranium hexafluoride samples with about natural abundance. The data obtained with
the UF^ Test /3/ and the GAE program /26/ were evaluated with respect to the three different
methods of U-235 determination applied: thermal ionization mass spectrometry and gas mass
spectrometry, the latter both with and without a common reference material /30/. The much
better agreement of data expected from gas mass spectrometry as compared to thermal ionization
mass spectrometry is strongly confirmed. But the improvement which can be obtained by appli-
cation of a common standard in the gas mass-spectrometric procedure also becomes evident.

Judgement of Interlaboratory Differences

Once such a curve for the distribution of inter laboratory differences has been establish-
ed for a given analytical problem, it can easily be used by the control authority as a basis
for judging differences occurring between declared values and the results of verification
analyses. As shown in Fig. 9, two abscissa values D0 and k«DQ (k > 1) are chosen for this
purpose as threshold values; they generate three ranges for the classification of a discrepancy

- If the difference observed is smaller than
D
Q , it is considered as "acceptable" and no
further action is required.
- If the difference observed is greater than
the second threshold value k'DQ , it is con-
sidered to be "unsatisfactory" and it would
be advisable for the control authority to

contact the plant operator immediately in

order to clarify the situation.
- The range in-between the two threshold
values, called "suspicious", serves to

indicate if relatively high differences are

occurring frequently which may indicate a

systematic deviation between the measurements
of the operators and the verification
laboratory.

This procedure has been tested since 1977

by the EURATOM Safeguards Directorate, Luxem-
burg, and the results have been encouraging
/10/. Its application guarantees to the plant

^ operator that his data are judged according

DIFFERENCE 1 D I BETWEEN

THE RESULTS OF TWO LABORATORIES (%>)

Fig. 9: Classification ranges for judging
analytical interlaboratory differences
(schematic)



to uniform criteria derived directly from experience gathered with the relevant measuring
technique.

Furthermore, use of this method may considerably reduce the analytical workload of the
j

verification laboratory: Double analyses usually performed can be avoided if application of
this judging procedure after the first verification determination yield "acceptable" differ-
ences. Only if "suspicious" or "unsatisfactory" discrepancies have been found, repetition
measurements become necessary in order to endorse the reliability of the first analysis.

As well as this, it might be expected that continual application of this judging proced-
ure will result in the smallest scatter of the interlaboratory differences achievable in fie]

application of the analytical techniques involved being gradually approached.

A drawback of the method may be seen in the necessity of establishing separately such
distribution curves of differences for all analytical problems. However, from interlaboratory
comparisons, verification analyses and shipper-receiver measurements, comprehensive data are

|

already available for most of the analytical procedures relevant to safeguards. The main
effort required consists in the appropriate classification of this data material and in its

computer storage. A joint effort of all institutions interested could certainly solve this
problem.
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Discussion:

Larsen (AND:
A particular question I would be interested in, with reference to your last graph:

what criteria do you use to establish what is unsatisfactory? Is this based upon what lab-
oratories have demonstrated they can do or is taking the authoritative position of what
someone says you should be able to do - you must be able to do this and therefore we decide
this is what is unsatisfactory. It seems to me that there is involved, in much of this
analytical chemistry an attempt to apply democratic principles where obviously all
chemists are not created equal.

Beyrich (NRC - Karlsruhe):
Well, let me sum it up this way. The curve is the result of the intercomparison pro-

grams performed by many laboratories. But the threshold values are then chosen arbitrarily
by the control authority. It may use very severe threshold values allowing only small de-
viations. However, this will have the effect that the authority has to contact the opera-
tor very often to discuss the reasons. The control authority probably cannot do this in
practice. But the threshold values may be chosen in such a way, for instance, that ac-
cording to the curve 70% acceptable values can be expected and 30% being suspicious or un-
satisfactory. This was done in the field testing of the material and indeed, about 30$ of
the discrepancies were in the unaccepted range. This means that conditions found in prac-
tical safeguards were in agreement and confirming what had been found before in the compar-
ison programs. If the discrepancy values, observed with a certain plant laboratory, are
extra ordinarily often in the suspicious or unsatisfactory range, the control authority may
discuss this with the plant operators. In this way, systematic deviations in the analyti-
cal methods or similar reasons may be found. Their improvement will lead, step by step, to

an improvement of the slope of the curve and it can be expected that the smallest scatter
of inter-laboratory differences achievable in field application will be generally ap-
proached.

Larsen:
It seems to me in a meeting like this, there are basically two parts. There are the

analytical chemists who are trying to provide or make a series of measurements intented to

provide safeguards information, and there is a group of individuals who are saying these
are the quality of measurements I have to have in order to provide safeguards. The safe-
guards criteria set the accuracies that are required. These are not necessarily the ac-
curacies that the analyist can achieve. Hence, you cannot decide what is satisfactory, or
unsatisfactory on the basis of what the analyst is capable of doing.

Bingham (NBL)

:

I think what he is attempting to portray here is the first conscious attempt to scien-
tifically define a basis for making this differentiation as opposed to having a legislated,

politicized set of criteria for acceptability of measurements for safeguards. I whole-

heartedly support the approach he is taking and there are virtual treasures of data that

already exist by virtue of the interlab comparison programs that have been completed that I

would ,like to see used with the technology that have been developed at Karlsruhe. I would
like to see more of this data generated to see if there is a scientific basis for defining
what this K factor ought to be.

Hakkila (LASL):

Referring to the question of what to do with outliers in interlaboratory exchanges, it

seems to me that experiments serve two purposes. One is to determine what some people re-

fer to as the systematic error of a method; the other is to identify where a laboratory is

improperly analyzing the sample. When analytical errors are identified as the source of

the outliers I think you are unfairly biasing the systematic error for the method by in-

cluding these data points.
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Computer-Aided In-Line and Off-Line Analytical Control System for an

Experimental Thorium-Uranium Reprocessing Facility

BERT-G. BRODDA
Institute for Chemical Technology, Nuclear Research Centre Juelich GmbH,

Federal Republic of Germany

ABSTRACT

The paper discusses in brief the technological back-
ground and specific obstacles of general process control
and nuclear material assay in reprocessing facilities. It

also describes essential parts of an analytical control
system designed to service an experimental reprocessing
plant for spent thorium-uranium fuel. The features dis-
played are the data processing system, sample identification
applying bar coded labels, remote pipetter and sample lock
systems as well as a remote XRF sample preparation device.

KEYWORDS: Automation; data processing; HTGR spent fuel
reprocessing; in-line measurements; off-line
measurements; process control; remote pipetters;
remote sample preparation; SNM accountancy;
X-ray fluorescence

INTRODUCTION

In the past years much labor has been invested in the development of techniques and

systems for the control of facilities handling nuclear material in many parts of the world.

This is especially the case for the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle, although some
people or governments have deferred fuel reprocessing and plutonium recycling for an in-

definite period of time.

Anyhow, these efforts are motivated by two requirements:
basic process control like for any conventional chemical plant, and nuclear material
accountancy for safeguards purposes.

The problems arising from these demands created a series of solutions fitting to the
particular tasks, either as a single component or as a systemic approach. A general
handicap in nearly every respect was the radiation hazard accompanying the materials under
investigation and the thus required operation of analytical tools and measurement devices
under remote conditions.

In the field of process control very special solutions have been found for quite
common problems such as the various titration techniques, which are mostly performed with
potentiometric end point detection and applied to the determination of free acidity, heavy
metal and other species' concentrations. In this case remote, in part automatically
operating titrators were constructed.

An associated problem is the provision of well defined material aliquots. The solutions
are numerous types of volumetric pipetters and, for those who do not trust in such devices,
gravimetric systems. It seems typical that nearly every laboratory applies its own specific
method.
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There exists a variety of spectrophotometry methods for heavy metal determinations.
These methods are quite sensitive and thus principally applicable to the specification of
waste and scrab solutions. Unfortunately, they are sensitive also against interferences
caused by other components normally present in such phases and may require elaborate
separation procedures. In some cases remotely operating devices have been developed.

A promising but not yet often used tool is X-ray fluorescence as wavelength- or energy-
dispersive system. Interferences are not frequent and can be controlled by calibration and
mathematical methods. Sample preparation for off-line measurement needs sophisticated
instrumentation if applied to the highly radioactive dissolver or feed solutions. In-line
suitability is limited mainly due to the mechanically complex and maintenance-requiring
set-up.

The group of conventional nuclear physical methods like y- and a-spectroscopy, gross-
3~ and -y-counting makes use of in part sophisticated marketable instrumentation but shares
sampling and sample preparation difficulties with the beforementioned methods.

Polarography seemed to be applicable to the in-line determination of uranium and
plutonium for some period and a lot of research and technological effort has been spent
with this method. However, systematic interferences and technical complexity will very
probably not allow for an acceptable continuous operation period of an in-line device,
and due to poor experiences several laboratories have given up in the meantime: so we did.

Process control applies many more in-line and off-line techniques which cannot be
mentioned here, part of them being used for the purpose of nuclear material assay too,

e.g. the modified Davies & Gray uranium method and other titrimetric procedures, not
forgetting gravimetry, which is but restricted to pure or purified samples. It would be
of interest to examine the capability of XRF for Special Nuclear Material (SNM) assay.

Here calibration and instrument stability problems are handicaps against the advantage of

few interferences only.

SNM accountancy differs from process control in one main respect: measurement accuracy
must be significantly better. Additional conditions are described under the concepts of

tamperproofness, static or dynamic physical inventory taking applying wash-out or dynamic
procedures, and interfaces to national and international control authorities.

The methodology consists of a combination of problem-adapted chemical, physical and
nuclear-physical techniques such as titrimetry, gravimetry, photometry, a-, y~» neutron-
and mass spectrometry, the latter being a key technique for SNM accountancy and, when
applying the resin bead sample preparation technique, especially useful for off-site
inspector analysis.

There exists a long list of excellent methods capable of performing SNM accountancy
at its best, but it should not be forgotten that another strategic input is necessary to

calculate for an inventory figure: that is the mass or volume of the content of containers
or tanks located somewhere in a shielded process cell.

In reprocessing plants the pneumatic dip tube method is normally applied for bulk
volume measurement. This method is in principle, which means in a clean and well controlled
environment, of comparable accuracy as the other analytical tools are. But after some

time of hot operation the primarily measured calibration coefficients will have changed

considerably. The necessary frequency of recalibration is less inferable from observation
but more defined administratively. Recalibration itself of an unaccessable tank is a task,

which presumably will never yield in a calibration function of the original quality and

reliability. In clear text, one has to calculate for volume errors of one per cent or

higher.

This provokes the question for the reasonability of disputing 0. 1 % errors (or less)

for accountability concentration determinations of any kind if the accuracy of the volume

factor necessary to calculate the SNM mass value is worse for about a magnitude.
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To my knowledge and from my experience bulk volume measurement is the weakest point
in the overall SNM accountancy of relevant facilities. And to my opinion it is rather
worthless to fix any MUF value as long as it is not possible to verify those volume
figures with the same precision and reliability, and also repeatedly, throughout hot
operation.

I must confess that I don't have the key at hand to resolve this problem, but it is

obvious that the gap between the achievable precision and accuracy of off-line and accoun-
tability-relevant in-line measurement methods is waiting for being closed.

KFA REPROCESSING CONTROL SYSTEM

The facility, for which the analytical control system developed in our laboratory
primarily was designed, is an experimental reprocessing pilot plant for spent HTGR fuel of

the Juelich pebble bed test reactor AVR.

This facility is intended to reprocess the well-known fuel balls consisting of

typically 1 gram high enriched uranium and 5 to 10 grams thorium as BISO coated mixed
oxide particles embedded in a 200 grams graphite matrix after a burnup of up to

120000 MWd/MT of heavy metal.

The technological part of the project has suffered a considerable delay from various
reasons and is now scheduled to begin cold operation in 1983.

The analytical part of the project was designed in 1974 based on the plant parameters
defined at that time and under the conditions of a narrow timetable. It was intended to

develop an analytical system being capable of chiefly servicing the chemical process part
from dissolver to product solutions for the purposes of process control, but also offering
a flexible interface to make relevant data available for safeguards purposes.

Data Processing System

Besides the development of analytical tools the installation of a suitable data
acquisition and processing system was required. Due to the special environmental conditions
like highly radioactive samples and the high number of samples to be carried through the
analytical laboratories a considerable degree of automation of sample handling and measure-
ment devices had to be realized.

Following the philosophy of automating remotely operating devices to a reasonable
extent only, as seen from the point of view of maintenance problems, but assuring strict
control of data flow by an effective data organization and management system, we are
operating the basic level of this system for about a year. The acronym given to it is

RADAR (Remote Analytical Data Acquisition and Reduction).

The guidelines of RADAR can be described by the following aims:
- improvement of process transparency by computer-aided tank control,
- improvement of analytical laboratory transparency by direct access to computer managed

sample and measurement data,
- reduction of bulk to few relevant data immediately after data acquisition,
- tamperproof correlation of sample and measurement data by computer-internal data

organization,
- flexibility in fitting evaluation algorithms to varying composition of samples,
- improvement of the quality of results by application of statistical methods,
- unburden laboratory personnel by computer-aided sample magazining, preparation and data

acquisition.

Figure 1 informs about the expected sample flow and throughput during an about 10

days reprocessing campaign. The two input magazines are fed from about 210 sampling
stations (50 tanks and 160 mixer settler sections) and distribute the samples to the
various experiments.
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Figure 1 : Sample Flow and Throughput per Figure 2; Computer Hardware Configuration
Campaign

It is obvious already from the numbers of figure 1 that an unresolvable informations
pool would be created if the analytical services would not be computerized adequately.

Figure 2 describes the present computer hardware configuration. System software is

real-time RSX-11D on the central and RSX-11S on the satellite computer.

Tracking a sample from sample taking to being disposed-of the following paragraphs
focus on some characteristic features of our system.

Sample Identification and Storage

A key factor of an analytical process control system, especially under remote
conditions, is a reliable sample identification, repeatable at any strategic place through-
out the sample's lifetime. Its realization is not trivial within the corrosive and abrasive
environment of hot chemical operation. After checking various options we finally have
chosen the optical bar code system with, to our judgment, the most positive balance of

advantages and disadvantages (figure 3). The advantages are: a simple mechanical setup for
the reading device, longlived optics, radiation resistance of labels, labels fixable to

samples of different geometry and material, random assignment of number to sample, automatic
redundancy check of number when read and additional clear text information. Remaining dis-
advantages are: labels are not resistant against chemicals like nitric acid but they can be
protected by films or foils, and no direct relationship between label number and sampling
device. The available experiences are, however, promising.

Sample identification is first performed after sampling, the code is linked within the

satellite PDP 11/10 with tank number, charge number, date and time of sampling and in-line
data for density, liquid level and temperature and via DECNET shifted to the central PDP

11/40.

In parallel, the 5-ml-vial is shut through a pneumatic rabbit line into a lead shielded
box, where after reidentification it is assorted into the computer-controlled 1200-position
central magazine. The assigned position is being indicated by a discharge lamp switched on

by the computer (figure 4).
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Figure 3: Labeled Sample Vial Figure 4: Central Magazine

From this central magazine for hot, and a parallel make-up magazine storing non-
radioactive samples, the vials are requested by the individual experiments.

Starting a codeword-dialogue, the experiment operator is being informed on the numbers
of existing samples assigned to his experiment. He then orders one or more samples from the

respective magazine. The magazine operator, after being informed on the magazine position,
checks the sample for correct number and delivers it to the ordering experiment.

After receipt, the sample is reidentified again as being ordered and fed into the
sample preparation and/or measurement cycle.

Sample Preparation and Measurement

Besides the few make-up samples, which can be handled on the bench without applying
shielding precautions, this area offers its characteristic features in the necessity of
performing remote sample preparation for various measurement methods, often including locks
for transferring samples from contaminated radiation-shielded boxes to a measurement device
which can only be operated in a laboratory. Examples are gamma spectroscopy, gross beta and
gross gamma counting, gas chromatography and X-ray fluorescence.

Pipetter Systems

The most important condition in aliquoting liquid samples for fission product radio-
activity measurements is to avoid cross-contamination of the aliquots considering a possible
range of about 10'0 in radioactivity concentration between sequential probes. This excludes
the application of a reusable pipetter head but presumes exchangeable pipetter tips.

As shown in figure 5, a coupling device takes up a plastic throw-away counterpart of
an appropriate size, fitted with syringe needles to enter different kinds of sample vials'.
The coupler is connected to an ordinary HAMILTON -pipetter. The whole system is located in
a lead shielded box and interfaced to the laboratory by a special lock (figure 6), which

IK. Kroth, private communication.
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allows for a contamination-free sample trans
port into the laboratory, monitored for an
upper radioactivity level, and equipped with
an additional ionization chamber for the

specification of intermediate dilution
steps^.

A different approach is made for
aliquoting samples assigned to titrimetry,
X-ray fluorescence or gas chromatography.
A minimum of cross-contamination can be
accepted here without affecting the results
significantly. A reused system is applied
(figure 7) which by a dodecane-filled stain-
less steel tubing is air-free connected to a

motor-driven burette in the laboratory and
equipped with devices for de-aeration and
rinsing of the pipetter head with dodecane
and propanol-(2)

.

? . ...
P. Filss and H. Kirchner, Analytical Chemistry in Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing
(Science Press, Princeton, 1978), p. 258
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X-Ray Fluorescence

Since long we have decided on a filter paper sample preparation technique that fits
the given demands best^.

As mentioned before, a sample vial received from the central magazine is checked for

being ordered by label code identification. Positive identification yields in the display
of sample data and preparation parameters like type of internal standard to be used,
aliquot setting and number of parallel samples.

The vial is then located in the receptacle of the preparation device and the mechanism
is started. It follows a preprogrammed sequence of dilution with internal standard,
aliquoting onto one of the filter papers of the preparation tape, identification of the
associated label code and registration in the relevant data block, transportation through
the time-controlled drying compartment to the punch position, where rounds containing
both filter and label are punched from the tape into a plastic frame which rolls into an
intermediate magazine. The complete assembly, as operating in a box, is shown in figure 8.

Figure 8; XRF Sample Preparation Figure 9: Pneumatic Frame Transport

On request of the spectrometer a frame is pneumatically transferred through the box
shielding to another identification station which starts the measurement cycle (figure 9).

After termination of the measurement the frame finally is being disposed-of by pneumatic
transfer into a waste box. The on-line acquired data are processed according to the corres-
pondent software modules.

CONCLUSION

Results produced from XRF or other types of measurement are generally displayed as
hardcopy report at the experiment-specific terminal. There will be no closed-loop feedback
of results into the process neither from off-line nor from in-line measurements.

In-line measurements, which are performed applying the dip-tube method for density
and liquid level and with thermocouples for temperature, produce a report at the process
control board on individual request, in case of a preset tank parameter overflow and with
any sample taking.

'B.-G. Brodda, H. Lammertz, H. Maselter and J. Vieth, Kerntechnik 19, 433 (1977)
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Future intentions for system development are:
- to reduce the interrupt load of the PDP 11/40 CPU by delegation of data acquisition to

intelligent periphery, as planned with e.g. a new gamma spectroscopy system running on
a PDP 11/34 which could be coupled to the central CPU through DECNET, this is planned
also for XRF and may apply to a thermionic mass spectrometer, and

- to realize a data bank system to manage accountability-relevant data and for correlating
results obtained during the campaign for purposes of trend analysis and other general
process evaluation.

So far, the analytical control system RADAR could only partially be tested under
realistic conditions, a final evaluation can only be made after some time of hot operation.
In the meanwhile, the system has found some interest by the LWR fuel reprocessing industry
in Germany for application in their large scale industrial plant under design.
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Discussion:

Hakkila (LASL):

What is the cost of your sample identification system? Have you made any attempt to

harden it against operator misuse.?

Brodda (KFA - Julich):

The cost of the sample identification system - well, it differs. The labels them-

selves are very cheap, but the electronics part, if you buy it completely, will cost about

$3,000 per station. But you can make it yourself, and we have made the electronics part in

an amount of about 30 stations - then it becomes much cheaper. The hardware you need,

motor and brass or steel is quite cheap. It depends on the cost of your mechanical work-
shop. I would say $1,000 per item. On the second question, we have a random number as-

signment to the samples, as I already said, so no operator can identify the sample when
reading the sample number. We feel that this is an inherent type of information securing.

Larsen (AND:
Are you saying then that the assignment of the sample number is made in such a way that

the operator has no idea of what the result would be? He would have to know something
about the nature of the sample.

Brodda:
When he receives the sample at his experiment place, he receives from the computer the

recipe of how to handle the sample. This does not include information on the expected re-
sult of the sample. This is completely unknown to the operator.

Larsen:

Doesn't the individual still have to have some idea about the magnitude of, let's say,

the uranium concentration in the sample? He has to have some idea whether he is measuring
a concentration of 1 mg per liter or 100 mg per liter. He has to have some input in order
to even choose the method he is going to use.

Brodda:
The operator does not choose the method. The system manager has chosen the method for

a certain combination of tank and flow sheet before the campaign has been started, and the
operator only receives the methods and some figures and types of reagents or dial set-
tings he has to use. He has no information on the expected result of the measurement. He
could possibly deduct that the concentration might be of a certain magnitude, but not more
than that.

Johnsen (NBS):

I am interested in the control mechanisms that you are using for your remotely handled
equipment.

Brodda:
Each device has a particular control system. This might be a card controller or a com-

bination of microcomputer-controlled driving mechanisms and digital control outputs from
the central PDP- 11/40.

Suda (BNL):

I'd like to comment on your statement about the measurement error in volume determina-
tions. We have developed a system that involves an electromanometer that is controlled by
a desk-top computer that has accuracy on the order of one tenth of one percent This sytem
was tested at the Barnwell Nuclear Fuels Plant and installed at the PNC spent fuel re-
processing plant at Tokai-Mura. We are currently analyzing PNC data results and we hope to
have the results of that experiment available soon. Automating the bubbler probe measure-
ments so that one collects data over several seconds and averaging the results yields very
precise measurements. Working with the averages improves the measurements substantially
and in fact, I think the density measurements that we can get off the bubble probes now is
probably superior to that achieved in the laboratory. Furthermore, the data are available
whenever both bubble probes are covered.
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Brodda:
The problem I see is that the primary function will drift during hot operation and I

expect it will be difficult to recalibrate the whole system during hot operation.

Suda:
That is true, but the tank does have a certain amount of stability. With the automated

electromanometer system, we do look at the probes independently so that there are a number 1

of comparisons of redundant data that can be made. We have a pneumatic scanner that reads
data from as many probes as there are, once every two minutes. The measurements are pre-
cise enough that one can observe changes as they occur in the tank and then devise and per-
form several tests to identify the cause. Some of these techniques for tracking the chang-
ing conditions in the tank are very promising in terms of tamper indicating applications to
international safeguards.

Johnson (Exxon):

We have been working on an extended electromanometer system under Task I of TASTEX for i

testing at Tokai-Mura. One of the techniques we are looking at is the capability for doing
|

continual calibration checks. This requires precise level and volume measurements in pro-
cess tanks and verifying transfers among tanks. This may not duplicate the precision of
the initial calibration, but will at least provide some ongoing checking capability. We
hope to have that technique verified and the results on it by the end of January.

Brodda:
The problem is that any tank has to be seen as an individual and that the bubbler tubes

|

within the individual tank might change their specifications due to precipitation of solids
during the campaign, which will lead to a drifting pressure difference with time, thus
changing the calibration function.

Johnson:
We have noticed some variations between tanks at the ICPP (the Idaho Chemical Proces-

sing Plant) due to off-gas variations and compensations have to be made. At this point we
are collecting operational data to evaluate and isolate some of these factors, but you are
correct in that there are variations that require compensation.

Larsen:
The critical measurement that is involved here is the tank volume. The point is, as

you pointed out, that it is of no value to pursue analytical methods that provide accura-
cies to a tenth of one percent when you don't know the tank volume to plus or minus one
percent. It seems that an apparently significant effort is being directed to the problem
of how we improve the method of obtaining tank volumes. Now some few months ago at a meet-
ing at BNL there were some discussions of an analytical technique of spiking the dissolver
tank with some other constituent. I think somebody made the decision to use lithium at one

time although lithium is a devil to do by mass spec isotope dilution. Well, there are
other materials that could be spiked into the dissolver tank and then by doing a double

mass spec isotope dilution on the dissolver tank one could recalibrate the dissolver tank.

How accurately can those measurements be made? We don't know how much uranium is in the
dissolver tank, but we spike in a known amount of some other element and analyze for both
of them and then by a ratio method you determine the amount of uranium in the tank.

DeBievre (CBNM - Geel):

I think I can provide some answers to your questions Mr. Chairman - and then I'll have
a question for Mr. Suda. Several attempts along the lines you describe have been made over
the last ten years. The lithium was tried out and I think that that is a poor choice; I do
not know too many spectrometrists who can do lithium measurements to a reasonable degree of
accuracy. We have done, at the request of Karlsruhe, hydrogen deuterium ratio measure-
ments. One can indeed spike a light water or a light nitric acid fuel tank with heavy
water - a few liters or ten liters or so, very cheaply. However this gets you to the prob-
lem of accurate hydrogen deuterium ratio measurements, and although we have been working on
that for six to eight years (achieving eventually a 99.7% T>2® Reference Measurement
Method), I would not encourage other people to go through the same difficulties. It can be
done but it is very difficult. I think that the Indians have done some useful work by
spiking total tank with magnesium and with lead. Isotope ratio measurements for both of
the elements have been well developed. I have another proposal in my talk this afternoon
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I

— to tackle the problem of accurate determination of mass (not volume) of total solution

by isotope dilution. Solution mass independent of the form of the container tubing or what
' else, and if it is followed by an accurate isotope ratio measurement, then accuracies, not

i

precisions, of 1/2 percent are within reach. That leads me to the question for Mr. Suda.

I He made a statement about a A% accuracy. Can he come up with some proof? This might be a

I

controversial question, but you have asked for something like that this morning and so far,

j
haven't gotten it.

Larsen:
I think that this is a major point, and if we go on beyond the time that is allotted

for a particular paper, it is obviously worth doing.

Suda (BNL):

This stated accuracy is based on the calibration data. We have standards that are

I traceable to NBS. The increment method of calibration involves the introduction of known
! masses of liquid into the tank. What is of interest here is the accuracy associated with
the calibration equation. This is the real problem. In a reprocessing plant, where you
may have a tank filled every day, or perhaps twice a day, the random error of two tenths of

a percent is negligable at the end of the month. It is the systematic error that one
worries about. If the calibration curve is off by some value, this error is perpetuated in

every measurement that is made. Periodic checks are needed to assure the continued
validities of the calibration equation. NBS has been involved in using an electromanometer
in calibration exercises at the Barnwell Nuclear Fuels Plant at the Savannah River Plant
and there are other facilities also using this technique. I think they are in agreement
that one does get a tenth of one percent accuracy on the calibration equation.

I would also like to comment on the spiking technique. We have been looking at the

spiking technique as a way of periodically verifying the bubbler probe calibration curve.

One of the problems with the spiking technique is the very high cost. Also the time delay
associated with hot sample analyzes is substantial. The spiking technique is very costly
and you may wait 7-10 days to learn what the volume of a tank transfer was.

Filby (Exxon Nuclear, Idaho):

We've been working with the spiking technique for some time at the Idaho chemical pro-
cessing plant. We've considered everything that has been mentioned here plus some others.
I have several points. First of all, it is a very expensive technique. Turnaround time is

a little better than Sylvester was talking about - we've managed about three days on it,

including the chemical processing time. The worst problem we've had with the spiking
technique in the operating system is getting the spike reproducably into the tank. Of
course, we have an old plant. We've had hangups during that introductory phase. In
controlled conditions with a very skilled group of people, we've had very reproducible re-
sults. But to make a routine check of your calibration perhaps once a week, a well
thought-out system would be needed. You have to have careful control because your spike
doesn't always get into your tank the way you want it to.

Skinner (DOE - SROO):
I'd like to reinforce what Mr. Suda was saying. We have had this problem at SRP for

all these years. The analytical people were saying why should we try to do better because
the volume is bad. We engaged NBS to help us - they were to be our experts - and they did,

and we have done it. We have reinstrumented the tanks and we are down in the range of one
tenth of one percent. It has been done on several tanks.
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ABSTRACT

A unique time-of-flight mass spectrometer has been built to make use of a
process referred to as plasma desorption to measure isotope ratios of
materials which contain fissionable material. Plasma desorption is the
very rapid and energetic process by which a fission fragment may desorb
and ionize minute portions of the sample. It is so rapid that fractionation
is thought not to occur, and the amount of material removed from the sample
is extremely small. The mass spectrometer construction is discussed and a

description of the timing electronics is given.

KEYWORDS: Time-of-flight mass spectrometer, plasma desorption, fission
fragment desorption, isotope ratio measurement

INTRODUCTION

Properties of Fission Fragments

When a 235u nucleus captures a thermal neutron and fissions, two fission fragments are?,

released along with several neutrons. The two fragments are usually of unequal size. The N

mass of the lighter fission fragments center around mass 95 and the heavier fragments near lj

mass 140. The lighter particles have approximately 100 MeV of kinetic energy and the
heavier particles have approximately 70 MeV. Each fission fragment has a charge of about
+20 and a cross sectional area of less than 1A^.

As a fission fragment travels through a condensed medium, it deposits some of its
energy through coulomb interaction. An estimate of energy deposition in a hydrocarbon
medium is 10 MeV per micron in about 10" sec.^ Studies with CsBr have shown that at a

radius, of 25A from the fission fragment's trajectory, temperatures reach 66,000°K and at
80A radius, 10,000°K.2 Temperatures along the trajectories of fission fragments passing
through other substances have been found to be of the same order of magnitude. The time
scale for energy deposition is also the same.

Plasma Desorption

When a fission fragment exits the surface of a condensed medium, little material may

be expected to be ejected by a head-on-collision since the cross section of a fission
fragment is so small. ^ But, the highly energetic condition near the trajectory causes
some of the material to be ejected and ionized within the 10"^ second time frame.

Although intensely energetic, this process has been demonstrated to be an extremely

gentle method of ejecting and ionizing. The energy from the fragment probably becomes

translational energy in the desorbed ions rather than coupling into the unstable vibrational

modes in the short time of the process.

^

R. D. Macfarlane and D. F. Torgerson, Science 191 , 920 (1976).

R. D. Macfarlane and D. F. Torgerson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 36 , 486 (1976).
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Plasma Desorption Mass Spectrometry

Unlike thermal ionization, plasma desorption is a discrete event which releases a few

ions from an extremely energetic, localized, short-lived event. A mass spectrum is a

composite of many such events where major peaks represent ions which were given off most
often by the sample. Even a very large number of fission fragments would remove only a

minute amount of the sample; therefore, the process does not destroy the sample. Since the
process is so rapid, intermolecular interactions would not be expected to happen before
desorption; therefore, fractionation would not be expected to occur. * And, since many
molecular ions tend to be released, isotope ratios will probably be taken from the parent
ion peaks, a process more complex than interpreting peaks from singly charged uranium ions.

This may offer an added bonus, however, in mixtures where different elements of interest
with the same mass may be bound in different compounds. Again, since molecular ions are
ionized and vaporized, sample analysis of an unknown mixture should consist of locating the

major uranium bearing parent ion peaks and extracting the isotope ratio.

INSTRUMENTATION

Introduction

The plasma desorption time-of-flight mass spectrometer constructed by R. D. Macfarlane
and D. F. Torgerson used ^^Cf to generate the fission fragments for desorption and
ionization.^ One fragment was used to start the timing of the ion's flight while the
recoil fragment passed through the sample support material and through the sample, exiting
the outer face.

The mass spectrometer systems described in this paper make use of the fission properties
of the 235jj within the sample. Exposing the sample which is in the mass spectrometer to a

neutron flux causes some 235jj nuclei within the sample to fission. The fission fragments
which pass out of the exposed face of the sample cause desorption and ionization of the

material within the sample.

The Neutron Source

The neutron flux emanates from a 240 ug 252Gf source. This neutron source is housed
in a shielded well that is designed to accommodate the mass spectrometer. Shielding within
the well is 18 inches (46 cm) of borated polyethylene. At the bottom of the well is a

cup-shaped container which surrounds the 252Cf source with 4 inches (10 cm) of D2O to

partially reflect and thermalize the neutron flux. In the present configuration, the
sample-containing end of the mass spectrometer is brought to within approximately 8 inches
(20 cm) of the 252cf source. In Figure 1 the mass spectrometer has been lowered into
position in the shielded well.

The Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer

General Description

The time-of-flight mass spectrometer is a long slender stainless steel tube which has
been designed to have the source-containing end lowered into the neutron flux of the well
described above. Figure 2 shows the full length of the mass spectrometer and the supporting
crane. The black unit at the top of the assembly is a 100 liter/second ion pump. The large
tubing just below the pump covers the upper grid assembly and electron multiplier. The
lower grids, fission fragment detector and sample plate exist as an assembly which slides

3R . D. Macfarlane, private communication.

4
R. D. Macfarlane and D. F. Torgerson, Science 191 , 920 (1976).
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into the bottom of the unit. The drift tube is contained within the vacuum envelope and is
59.1 inches (150 cm) long. One hundred (100) mesh 82% transmission Ni grids are mounted at
both ends. A 1-mil (0.025 mm) stainless steel wire is mounted on the axis and extends the
length of the drift tube.

The Detectors

The system contains a surface barrier detector and an electron multiplier. The
electron multiplier is mounted above the upper grid and detects desorbed ions from the
sample, which travel through the drift tube. The multiplier and upper grid assembly are
shown in Figure 3. The surface barrier detector is placed near the sample to detect
fission fragments. A fragment marks the start of the ions flight.

The Sample Holders

Two types of sample holders are being used. The first consists of thin aluminized
mylar onto which the sample is placed. In this configuration the sample has to be thin
enough to allow a fission fragment to pass through the exposed face for desorption while
permitting the recoil to pass through the lower portion of the sample and the aluminized
mylar to strike the surface barrier detector.

The second holder type consists of a stainless steel plate on which a thick sample is
placed. The sample is partially covered by an annular surface barrier detector. The
diameter of the sample is about twice the diameter of the hole in the annulus. The fragment
that causes ion desorption strikes the detector while the desorbed ions pass through the
annular hole into the drift tube. Assembled and partially disassembled views of the lower
grid, source holder, and annular surface barrier assembly are shown in Figures 4 and 5,

respectively. Figure 5 shows the sample as a black spot in the upper portion of the left
subassembly.

The System Potentials

In both configurations described above, the sample holder is held at a potential of

5000 V. The drift tube and grids are held at ground potential. The first grid is 2 mm
above the sample. Ions of the same polarity as the sample holder are repelled and
accelerated toward the first grid.

The guide wire held at an attractive potential of 200 V causes ions that have a small

component of kinetic energy perpendicular to the drift tube axis to orbit the wire.-' The
process allows the collection of ions which would otherwise not strike the electron
multiplier and enhances the signal by a factor of up to 1000.

Flight Time

All ions created by the plasma desorption process start at the sample surface, which
is on a plane parallel to the first grid. The flight time of the fission fragment to the

detector, as well as the desorption time, is considered negligible in comparison to the

ion flight time. The flight time of the desorbed ions is then the sum of the time spent
in the three main regions of the mass spectrometer.

In the first region, defined by the sample holder and the first grid, and in the third

region, defined by the last grid and the electron multiplier face, ions are accelerated
due to the applied potentials. At the first grid each ion has 5 keV of kinetic energy from

the electric field between the sample holder and grid and approximately 8.5 eV (66,000°K)

'M. D. Edmiston, "Construction and Use of an On-Line Mass Identification System",

Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan State University (1976).
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Upper Grid and Electron Multiplier Assembly

Figure 3
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from the desorption process. The multiplier face has a potential of -1500 V, causing
further acceleration of the ions. Of the total flight time of the ions, a negligible
portion is spent in these two regions. The second region, the drift tube, is field free

|

along the tube axis; therefore, ions drift at a velocity determined by the axial energy
component with which they entered from region 1.

The Electronics

The time-of-flight mass spectrometer system detects fission fragments and desorbed
ions and collects ion flight times in a multichannel analyzer. A diagram of the
electronics is shown in Figure 6. The ion flight times are measured between "start" and
"stop" pulses. A "start" pulse is generated when a fission fragment strikes the surface
barrier detector. This marks the desorption of ions from the sample surface. When the
ions arrive at the other end of the drift tube, having separated in time, and strike the
magnetic electron multiplier, a "stop" pulse is generated. The difference in time between
a "start" and a "stop" pulse is measured by a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) . The TAC
generates an analog pulse precisely proportional in height to the flight time of the ion.

This pulse is sent to a multichannel analyzer (MCA) . The MCA sorts and stores these
pulses within its memory and displays this information as a histogram of pulse height (or

time) versus intensity.

I

Two Tennelec TC444 timing single channel analyzers (TSCAs) are used in the circuit as
|

discriminators and as crossover pickoffs. As discriminators, the units allow the rejection
of unwanted signals. Signals from the surface barrier detector caused by a decay within
the 235y bearing samples are rejected by raising the TSCA discriminator level to allow
only the larger signals caused by fission fragments to pass. Signals from the electron
multiplier caused by ions from the ion pump are rejected in the same way. The TSCAs are
used to gain timing information from the signals as well. Bipolar pulses from the
amplifiers are fed into the TSCAs, which put out fast negative pulses to the TAC when the
voltage of the signals of interest reaches zero in crossing from positive to negative.

I

CONCLUSIONS

The mass spectrometer has been constructed, the electronics assembled and tested, and
:

a number of mass spectra of uX>2 with a 235u enrichment of 93% have been accumulated to

demonstrate that the instrument is working in its present form. Both negative and positive
ion spectra have been acquired. The ion activity is very low as can be seen from Figures 7

and 8, where the accumulation time in seconds is shown as the number in the center. The

mass calibration has not yet been confirmed and peaks on the present spectra are as yet

unidentified. Future plans include modifications to increase the number of ions detected
as well as the number desorbed. The timing electronics will also be modified to increase
the resolution. Then, a series of spectra of samples of different isotope ratios will be
acquired

.
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Negative Ion Mass Spectrum

Figure 7
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Discussion:

Larsen (ANL):

You are using the fission process to establish some relationship to the 235 - is that
right? And how is that related to, let's say, the total amount of uranium in the sample?

Ulbricht (DOE - NBL)

:

Essentially, I cause fission of a small amount of the U-235 to cause the desorption and
the desorbed ions, which contain some U-235, are detected and displayed as the mass spec-
trum.

Harwell (EG&G, Idaho):

If I understand you correctly, you furnish a start pulse for the time of flight spec-
trometer from one of two fission fragments while the other fission fragment causes the de-

sorption process. It appears to me that you then have an accidental coincidence problem,

do you not? How is this compensated for? It's possible that you generate spurious start
pulses and have ions that travel through the time-of-flight spectrometer that do not in

fact coincide with any start pulses.

Ulbricht:
That's correct, they lie along the baseline as background.

Charles Roche (ANL):

Are you limited to any particular sample thickness with this method?

Ulbricht:
With the annular surface barrier detector, there is no limit. I actually use the de-

sorbing fragment to trigger my start.
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Quadrupole Mass Spectrometry for Isotopic Analysis of Uranium Hexafluoride

I

by

H. S. KUSAHARA and C. RODRIGUES
Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares, Sao Paulo, SP - Brasil

I
j

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the procedures for isotopic analysis of uranium
in UFg using a quadrupole mass spectrometer/ computer system in a closed
loop mode. The results of a series of measurements on natural uranium
samples are discussed. A typical internal precision of about 10~^% for the

235u/238u ratio was obtained.

KEYWORDS: Quadrupole mass spectrometer, uranium isotope analysis, uranium
hexafluoride, nuclear safeguards, precision

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear materials under safeguards are present in the fuel cycle in various physical
states, chemical compositions and isotopic abundances. The ease of access for measurement,
containment, surveillance and identification will vary from convenient to extremely
difficult, depending upon the particular key measurement point in the nuclear fuel cycle.

From the point of view of nuclear safeguards, uranium enrichment plants for
industrial scale production of uranium enriched to about 3% of U-235 play an important
role due to the diversion potential at such facilities.

Material accountability is the basic and amost direct means to safeguards a nuclear

!
facility against a misuse. For those concerned with safeguarding instalations for uranium

i

enrichment, one of the major tasks is the establishment of material balances which call
for precise and fast methods for the knowledge of the U-235 of the facility.

Besides the nuclear safeguards aspects, the economic operation of an enrichment
plant also requires means to monitor the purity and the isotopic abundances of circulating
uranium hexafluoride gas at different stages of enrichment and for controlling the final

product.
The mass spectrometry, primarily because of its precision and accuracy capacibilities

has proved to be the most valuable of the several techniques available for determining
the isotopic composition of uranium. Magnetic mass spectrometers have been used for many
years and have proved satisfatory for precise isotopic measurement of uranium hexafluoride
gas.

For such reasons as compacteness , fast scanning, low expediture, ease of operation
and maintenance and reliability over long period the quadrupole mass spectrometers
apperars to offer attractive possibilities for routine measurements of U-235 content in
uranium hexafluoride. The errors resulting from the fluctuations in the intensities of
the ion currents measured sequentially - the double collector technique is precluded in
QMS - could be minimized by adequate automatic operation.

The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss the preliminar results obtained
for the isotope ratios U235/U238 in uranium hexafluoride samples using a gas quadrupole
mass spectrometer/computer system in a closed - loop mode.

The operation of the mass spectrometer in a closed-loop mode enables fully automatic
control of the mass spectrometer as well as data acquisition and data processing. Besides
the isotopic measurement the system can also be used to investigate and determine the

presence of gas impurities in the uranium hexafluoride samples.
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URANIUM HEXAFLUORIDE ISOTOPIC MEASUREMENTS

The analytical system for isotope and impurities determination of UF5 consists of a
digitally controlled quadrupole mass spectrometer interfaced to a PDP 11 type computer.

Basically the mass spectrometer consists of a quadrupole mass analyser, a Faraday
cup ion detector, a molecular beam inlet integrated in the electron impact ion source
and a liquid nitrogen cold trap which involves both the ion source and the molecular beam
device acting as an effective cryogenic pump for the uranium hexafluoride gas. A
conventional dual sample manifold permits alternate measurements using reference materials.

The closed-loop operation of the mass spectrometer/computer system is performed by
acquiring data from the mass spectrometer, evaluating them by the computer and thereafter
changing the mass spectrometer settings under computer control, acquiring data again and
so forth. Adequate provisions covering both the hardware of the QMS (ion source, rod
system, eletronic supjiy unit and ion current amplifier) and the software ( procedure of
measurement)permits to minimize the errors resulting from fluctuations of the absolute
ion intensities measured sequentially. Memory effects and damage of the ion source parts
are reduced since the UFg is introduced via a well collimated molecular beam.

The computer control of the quadrupole mass spectrometer allows adequate procedures
for sample handling and measurement. To measure 235U/238U ratio the QMS is set to mass
327 for base line measurement, to 330 (235UF5) and 333 (238UF5). After the measurements
of these intensities, the program starts again for the next cycle by scanning the peak
top 333 and remeasuring the intensities on the masses 327, 330 and 333. After a

preselected number of cycles the program calculates the mean value, the standard deviation
of the measured isotope ratios and the correction factor for the contribution of the
isotope 23^U to the intensity of the peak 330.

The samples of uranium hexafluoride used in this work were prepared from uranium
oxide throug the cobaltic fluoride technique. Three ampoules of UF^ were prepared. Prior
to each measurement the ampoules were cooled to -80 C and evacuated for possible
impurities, and later heater again to room temperature at which point, the gas is let into
the mass spectrometer. For each uranium hexafluoride sample, isotope measurement of twenty
groups, each having nine cycles, were measured. The results for these measurements are
shown in the Table I. The Table II presents the grand mean of the isotopic ratios and the
internal variance determined from the experimental results for each samples. The relative
deviations of the group means from the grand mean for each sample have been represented
in Figures 1 to 3. The error bars denote the relative standard deviation of the group
means.

CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained show that under adequate automatic operation measurements of
isotope ratio U235/U238 in uranium hexafluoride can be performed by quadrupole mass
spectrometry with satisfatory precision. It therefore seems useful to carry out
measurements on reference samples of uranium hexafluoride with diferents degrees of
enrichment before arriving at a final conclusion.
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Table II : Results of the grand means and internal variances for the samples 1 to 3

SAMPLE Sin2 v in~8

01 0.723393 3.8130892
02 0.721927 8.7848667
03 0.723766 2.0626709
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Safeguards Reference Measurement System
Utilizing Resonance Neutron Radiography

by

R. A. Schrack, J. W. Behrens, C. D. Bowman, and A. D. Carlson
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, DC 20234, USA

ABSTRACT

A resonance neutron radiograph system is being developed to provide
a reference method for nondestructive assay (NDA) measurements for the
safeguards program. Initial tests have produced radiographs of 5 mm
and 1 mm resolution and determined the uranium content of commercial
reactor fuel pellets.

[Epithermal neutron energy, neutron radiography, nondestructive assay, position-
sensitive proportional counter, uranium.]

INTRODUCTION

A resonance neutron radiography system is being developed at the National Bureau of
Standards to provide a reference method for nondestructive assay (NDA) measurements for
the safeguards program. Although the special properties of the technique recommend its use

as a reference system, it may also be attractive in special field measurement systems.

Nondestructive assay techniques are generally dependent to some degree on the matrix
of materials contaning the material to be measured. Because of the measurement technique
employed in resonance neutron radiography, it is possible to provide an assay of an isotope
in a mixture without interference from other materials. The method therefore promises a

singificant advantage in terms of isotopic and elemental discrimination over thermal

neutron radiography, which is a well -developed analytical method. Resonance neutron
radiography probably will fall short of thermal neutron radiography in terms of image
quality. Previous work on neutron radiography has been reported which utilized a variety
of neutron sources and detector systems, and a review of early work has been published
by Berger J »2,3,4

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The neutrons are produced in a

water-moderated tungsten target by the pulsed electron beam from the NBS linac. The linac

is typically operated at 100 MeV with an average current of 30 yA, producing a pulse of
electrons 0.5 ys long at a rate of 720 pps. The detector is a position-sensitive propor-
tional counter (PSPC) placed 4.4 meters from the neutron source. The object to be

radiographed is placed on a carrier that can be incrementally moved under computer control.

The neutron beam is collimated into a narrow fan-shaped beam so as to provide even

illumination of the position-sensitive detector. The object is then placed in the beam,

and the neutron transmission as a function of energy is determined by time-of-fl ight for

successive increments of the object carrier. The position-sensitive detector has a resolu-

tion of about Mo of its length. Data can be stored in the computer memory tagged for
energy and position. An image of the object can thus be generated by storing information
for each elementary picture element (or pixel). For each pixel we have stored a time-of-
fl ight spectrum for neutron energies ranging from 0.5 eV to 20 eV. By analyzing an energy
region of the spectrum containing a large resonance in the neutron total cross section
unique to a particular isotope, the number of atoms of that isotope in the pixel area can

be determined. From the knowledge of each pixel, the distribution and quantity of the

isotope in the sample can thus be determined.
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The first test of the concept was carried out with a commercially available PSPC

having a sensitive length of about 20 cm and a resolution of about 5 mm. 5 A test object

was constructed, shown in Fig. 2, which consisted of brass and stainless steel discs which

were brazed together with silver solder.

6

WW-'':--

1
, SILVER SOLDER

IMAGING Fig. 2. Cross Section of Silver Solder
Test Object

Fig. 1. Resonance Neutron Radiograph
System

A defect was deliberately introduced in the silver solder. Conventional x-ray analysis
of the object did not reveal the defect. Thermal neutron radiography disclosed variations
in density but did not indicate clearly the magnitude of the imperfection. A resonance
neutron radiograph using the 4 eV resonance of lO^Ag clearly shows, in Fig. 3, the density
and distribution of the silver with no interference from any of the other elements in the

I discs. This figure represents 650 pixels (25 x 26). Each pixel measures 3 mm x 3 mm.

Fig. 3. Resonance neutron radiograph of
silver solder joint. The defect in the
solder is clearly visible.
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While this experiment demonstrated interesting prospects for large objects of interest
in the safeguards program, such as waste cans, the application to smaller objects, such as
fuel elements, requires higher resolution. In collaboration with ORNL a small high-
resolution PSPC was developed having a sensitive length of 5 cm and a resolution of about
1 mm. ' This PSPC, shown in Fig. 4, operates at a pressure of 3 atm 3He, 8 atm Xe, and
0.5 atm CO2. Position sensing was obtained with RC-encoding electronics. 8

This detector has been used to obtain a neutron radiograph of fresh nuclear fuel

pellets 1 cm in diameter and 1 cm in length weighing about 9 grams. 9 The results of a

single scan are shown in Fig. 5. These data took about 8 hours to collect. The relative
transmission for the total neutron spectrum from about 1 eV to about 12 eV is shown as a

function of position. The figure has a resolution of about 0.6 mm/channel, about half the
intrinsic resolution of the detector. The neutron total cross sections used for the

resonance analysis of the 235y anc| 238u content were obtained from BNL and are shown in

Fig. 6. The " 5U cross section has a number of isolated resonances that have no inter-
ference from other isotopes, but the large 238U resonance at 6.6 eV is straddled by

substantial resonances in "5y. This interference caused no problem with the analysis.

Fig. 4. High resolution position sensitive
proportional counter.

Fig. 5. Resonance neutron radiograph
scan of fuel pellets.

Fig. 6. The neutron total cross sections

for 235 U and 238U from 4 to 15 eV. These
cross sections are Doppler-broadened
ENDF/B-IV files as supplied by BNL.
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The technique of analysis used was a non-linear fitting program, with initial values

idetermined by a linear least squares fit routine. The linear least squares fit routine

[cannot give a correct answer because the energy resolution of the experimental system cannot

[be introduced correctly into the linear least squares fitting algorithm. The effects of

resolution in the experiment were taken into account in the following way. The observed

neutron transmission is given by:

T EJ = / R(E .E n )T(EjdE no J o n n n

where E is the observed neutron energy
o

E
n

is the actual neutron energy

R(EQ) E
n

) is the response function of the experiment

land

T(E
n

) = exp
j-£ n.a.(E

n )|

|Where m is the number of isotopes

n^ is the atoms/barn of the ith isotope

I

and a. (E
n

) is the neutron total cross section in barns/atom of that isotope.

The response function R of the experiment was determined by fitting the shape of the narrow
resonances in 235jj a t n . 6 eV and 12.4 eV. The response function has a width of about 2.5

channels and a small tail about 10 channels long extending in the direction of higher
channels. By taking the logarithm of the observed transmission (and neglecting the response
function) one obtains a data set:

- log (T(E)j = I n.o-.(E)

that can be fit with a linear least squares procedure using the cross sections o.{E) as

basis functions.

This concept was tested with data that were synthesized from the basic cross sections,
and counting statistics simulated by the Poisson distribution, and the experimentally
determined resolution function.

The linear least squares fit to this synthetic data resulted in values of n-f (atoms/
barn for the isotope) within only 30% of the true value used to develop the synthetic data.
The results of the linear least squares fit were then used as starting values in a non-
linear least squares fitting program that did correctly include the response function of
the experimental system. The non-linear fitting procedure did in all cases converge to
within a couple of percent of the correct value. When data having an average count of
10,000 per channel were synthesized and then analyzed, the mean value of the isotopic
abundance of 235y for 8 tries was 0.994 of the true value, with a standard deviation of the
mean of 0.9%. The same procedure with 1,000 counts/channel data yielded a result that was
1.01 times the true value and a standard deviation of the mean of 2%.

Once the analysis procedure was shown to operate effectively, the data from the
experiment shown in Fig. 5 were analyzed.

To obtain a better statistical precision, the data of channels 54 through 68 of Fig. 5

were summed to obtain about 1000 counts/channel. The resultant time-of-f 1 ight spectrum for
the transmission is shown in Fig. 7. The solid curve is the best fit that was obtained to
the data.
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The values obtained were

320 360 400 440 480 520 560 600 640
CHANNEL

Fig. 7. Transmission data for nuclear fuel

pellet.

0.417 + .005 g/cm
2 235

U

10.120 + .150 g/cm
2 238

U

or 4.01 + .08%
235

U

The pellet was analyzed by a scintillation spectroscopy technique by the manufacturer and
found to have a relative abundance of

3.96 + .005%
235

U

The mean value obtained by resonance neutron radiography is thus about 1% different from the
accepted value, well within the 2% error. This error includes the statistical and system-
atic errors. The systematic errors are associated with timing, flight path, response
function, cross section, background, and normalization uncertainties. The statistical
uncertainty can be reduced by increasing the total accumulated counts, and the systematic
errors can be eliminated by a calibration run of the system using a known thickness of
uranium or some other isotope having a resonance in the same energy region.

There is a small amount of 234jj a i so -j n the sample as can be seen in Fig. 7 by the
small dip at 5.19 eV. This could have been included in the analysis by the addition of the

additional basis function of the 234y neutron total cross section. An area analysis of the

resonance gave a value within about 6% of the expected value, which is about the uncertainty
associated with the statistical precision.

The pellet shown at channels 28 through 39 in Fig. 5 was also analyzed by summing the

data together. There is less 235jj i n this pellet and the analysis is thus much less pre-

cise. The relative abundance as determined by resonance neutron radiograph is:

235
U = 1 .10 + 0.06%

The value supplied by the manufacturer is:

235
U = 1.19 + .005%.
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i| Here the mean value of the result obtained by resonance neutron spectroscopy is about 8%

'different from the value given by the manufacturer. We attribute this to the poor

statistical precision of the experiment.

DISCUSSION

The theory and experimental realization of resonance neutron radiography indicate the

lability to determine the amount and distribution of isotopes without interference. Improve-

ment in the statistical precision will allow higher precision in determination of the amount

of material and higher resolution in the distribution description. We are now involved in

several programs that will allow us to increase greatly the rate of data accumulation. Two-

dimensional detector systems are being developed that will allow data to be collected for

all the pixels at once and eliminate the need for systems that require multiple scans of an

object. In addition, higher speed electronic and computer systems are being acquired that

will permit the acquisition of more than one event per linac pulse.

Studies have also been made of methods of neutron production. In a recent paper it has

been shown that a small low-energy single-section linac in combination with a low-Z photo-

neutron source can have as high or higher efficiency of neutron production as a conventional

high-energy linac and high-Z photoneutron source JO The development of a small, relatively
inexpensive, neutron source of this type would allow for the practical and effective use of

jresonance neutron radiography in installations outside a research laboratory.

We are also investigating the ability to analyze spent fuel to determine the distribu-

tion of the uranium and plutonium isotopes for use in isotope correlation studies. In

laddition, we are investigating the feasibility of in-line analysis of dissolver solution in

a reprocessing plant.
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Accurate in-situ Assay of Total Fissile Isotopes in Inputs of Reprocessing Plants;

a Reference Method or a "Definitive" Method?
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ABSTRACT

The solid spike method previously established and used by this
laboratory to assay fissile isotope concentrations in-situ in undiluted
input samples from reprocessing plants, has been improved considerably
for Pu by replacing previously used U/239pu solid spikes by 235y/
2^2pu . Results of plant tests are given indicating a same 0.3 % standard
deviation on a single determination for both U and Pu. Comparison with
the former method is made.

Also presented are the results of the first laboratory tests of an
extension of the above-mentioned method to include the determination of
the total mass of a solution using again isotope dilution mass
spectrometry.

The combination of both methods, concentration and total mass
determination, allows the in-situ assay of total U and total Pu in any
input batch of a reprocessing plant.

KEYWORDS: Input concentration, total mass, uranium, plutonium,
neodymium, spike, blend, isotope dilution, alloys, safeguards,

1 . INTRODUCTION

All determinations of U and Pu concentrations in inputs of reprocessing plants use
diluted input samples (dilution factor 100-250) to reduce a) radiation b) 233u/242Pu Spike
consumption. The dilution process either by weight or by volume must be performed in a hot
cell and carries its uncertainty. Also the risk of contaminating diluted samples in a cell
where much more concentrated solutions are present, is not negligible.

In order to know total amount of U and Pu (or fissile isotopes), the volume or mass
of the accountability tank solution must also be known. This is done by such methods as
volume calibration, dip tube manometer or direct weighing. A density measurement and
consequently a temperature determination must be carried out. These methods, however, may
not be the most reliable in terms of accuracy on the mass of the solution and they are
installation-dependent, i.e. they require active cooperation from the operator through
reliable data of tank calibration, assurance that no changes have been made, etc.

The approach taken by this laboratory to the problem of highly reliable assay of total
U and Pu in an input accountability tank have been led by the following considerations from
the start:

1 . the assay should be performed on undiluted samples
2. no high consumption of expensive spike isotopes can be tolerated
3. volume measurements (either when diluting samples or measuring tank volumes) should be

avoided as they are not accurate enough and temperature dependent
4. the inspector (and/or his verification laboratory) should be the only person(s) who can

calculate final results of verification measurements
5. the verification measurement should contain a mechanism to warn that the

verification measurement is reliable or went wrong in some step (all measurements are
likely to go wrong at some time)

.
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1 2
Earlier work of this laboratory ' was focussed on determination of U and Pu concen-

trations by isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS) and fulfilled the above-mentioned
requirements: homogeneous U/Pu alloys were prepared for use as solid spikes. They were made
of ~ 93 % enriched 235U and ~ 97 % 2 39Pu . They allowed :

1 . to spike an undiluted sample because a sufficiently large amount of spike could be used
(
235U and 239Pu are abundantly available)

2. to avoid consumption of expensive highly enriched U and Pu spike isotopes
3. to circumvent the dilution of the sample in a hot cell.

This approach led to U and Pu concentration determinations in inputs with an accuracy of
0.3 % and 2 % respectively. It was frequently used in operational reprocessing plants in
Europe in the period 1972-1979, but in order to attain 1-2 % accuracy on Pu concentrations,
high precision Pu isotope ratio measurements were required to measure the small change
induced in a sample with say 23^Pu/Pu = 0.70 by means of a spike with 239pu/pu = 0.97
resulting in a blend say with 239pu/pu = 0.85.

Two problems remained unsolved:
a) the larger uncertainty on Pu determinations
b) the determination of the total mass of the solution.

2. REDUCING THE UNCERTAINTY OF Pu MEASUREMENTS

2.1 Theoretical

242
Pu metal was expected to reduce the uncertainty of Pu measurements to the same value

as for U i.e. a few % 0 . However the large spike consumption per spiking process (~ 1 mg to

spike 1 g solution containing ~ 1 mg Pu/g) precludes the use of expensive and rare highly
enriched 242pu , The amounts available to us were anyway too small for conversion into metal
needed for preparation of solid spike alloy. Close examination of the isotope dilution proce
and its error propagation, showed that assay by isotope dilution is based on the measurement
of the change of an isotope ratio R = 242pu/239pu in the sample (Rx ) by diluting it with the

isotope ratio of the spike (Ry ) into a blend ratio Rg. For the simplest case, we have R^. = 0

(pure 239), Ry = °° (pure 242; and Rg = 1 (when a number Nx of element atoms in the sample
are mixed to an equal number Ny of element atoms in the spike). It follows that

N

ir = R
B < 2 -'>

y

The uncertainty on Nx is equal to the sum of uncertainties on Rg and the spike Ny. Because
Ny is known (= spike), Nx can be calculated from a measurement of Rg. When sample and spike
are not isotopically pure, the following equation applies 3

N R -R„ SR.
x _ y B ix

N R -R " SR.
y B x ly

(2.2)

where SR. is the sum of all isotope ratios (all referred to the same reference isotope, in

this case ^ J5Pu) .

2^ 2 2 ^ 2
Now we had relatively large amounts of lower enriched Pu available ( Pu/Pu = 0.87).
Table I gives its isotopic composition next to that of a typical input Pu to be determined
for concentration.

So for a 1 to 1 spiking of sample and spike amount

N 162.28-1.54 1.69
x

N 1.54 -0.076 185.19
y

= 1 .00

(2.3)

P. De Bievre, J. Van Audenhove, An accurate procedure to safeguard the fissile material
content of input and output solutions of reprocessing plants, IAEA-SM-201 / 1 08 , Proc. Symp.

Safeguarding Nuclear Materials, Wien, October 1975
2P. De Bievre, J. Broothaerts, M. Gallet, A. Loopmans, E. Sattler, J. Van Audenhove,
Performing accurate measurements of fissionable material for Safeguard purposes in

reprocessing plants in Europe, Proc. 17th Ann. Meeting INMM June 1976, Nucl. Mat. Man. V,

478-484 (1976)
3p. De Bievre, G.H. Debus, Precision mass spectrometric isotope dilution analysis,
Nucl. Instr. Meth. 32, 224-228 (1965)— 94



)ne observes that systematic errors on Ry and SR^ are
ibout the same and of the same sign. It therefore
ancels out in Equation (2.2) (Rg < Ry) . On the

pther hand the uncertainty on ^R£x is very small

and is almost negligible in the error propagation of

Equation (2.2). Since Rx < Rg, the uncertainty on
jig determines essentially the uncertainty on Nx/Ny
tfe conclude that the main uncertainty contribution
pomes from the measurement of Rg and for reasonable
knrichments say > 50 % in sample (^39pu ) an(j Spike
Isotope (2^Pu) (-he limiting accuracy of the isotope
llilution assay is the accuracy of the Rg measurement-^;

j
Pu isotope dilution can be performed with lower

|42pu enrichments^. Consequently the ^^^Pu02
/242pu/pu = 0.87) was converted into
metal* for subsequent use in solid spikes.

Table I

Isotopic composition of a typical reactor-grade

Pu and of the spike used

Input Pu
X

Spike

y

Isotopic composition (atom 7.)

238
Pu

23V
240*u

242*u

244
Pu

1.3

59.1

23.7
11.4
4.5

1 .01

0.54
8.52
2.28

87.63
0.02

R (

242
Pu/

239
Pu) 0 0760

R
v

( id. ) 162.278

233/239
239/239
240/239
241/239
242/239
244/239

0.0219
1

0.400
0.192
0.076

1.8704
1

15.778
4.222

162.278
0.04

2 P..
l

1.69 185. 188

2.2
233 24-2

Preparation and Characterization of the U/ Pu alloy

,235 T964 g U CU/U = 0.85) and 0.516 g
|242pu (242Pu /Pu = o.87) were weighed,

brought into the induction coil of a

high frequency levitation unit (see

Fig. 1), levitated contact-free until

a white-hot molten drop was obtained
(see Fig. 2). After vigorous stirring
of the melt by the induced Faraday
currents to homogenize the melt, the

alloy was quenched in a water cooled
copper crucible and weighed again.

mass before mass after
levitation levitation

9.964 g U

0.516 g Pu

10.480 g 10.4771 g

Fig. 1 High Frequency Levitation Unit

Even if all the loss would have to be

ascribed to the minor component (worst

case), the relative error on its
concentration would still be less than
0.6 %, but this is very unlikely.

The alloy was then divided into small
pieces of about 40-60 mg. Each of them
were individually weighed to a

certified + 0.01 mg (i.e. to 0.02 %)

and thus constituted a "solid spike".
A series of 5 solid spikes were then
characterized by isotope dilution
against NBS 950 a U

3 0g and NBS 944 Pu
sulphate. Results are given in Table II.

* at CEA, Fontenay-aux-Roses
4
P. De Bievre, Isotope Dilution of the
Actinide Elements, Proc. 26th Ann.
Meeting Amer. Soc. Mass Spec. (1978)

Fig. 2 Induction coil with a white-hot molten drop
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Table II

Characterization of solid spikes
235U- 242

Pu.

Pu element

(•/.)

U element

concent rot ion

C/,)

44 05560 99 16

53 05544 99 08

62 05535 99 22

60 05531 9899

85 05557

05545

t 0 0013

9919

99.13

* o.»

, .. . 0.558
Leviatton synthesis

tQQQ^

2.3 Application of U/ Pu solid spikes to operational reprocessing plants

An undiluted sample of a true reprocessing campaign on typical Power Reactor spent fuel'

was obtained from the Karlsruhe reprocessing plant (WAK) and transferred to the hot cell of
the KFK-IRCh.

6 samples 1 g each were taken (series 130 ... See Table III) and weighed in one day and
all of them spiked in one day. The spike was allowed to dissolve at about 60° C. To ensure
complete dissolution of input particles and spike, a few drops of HF were added. A fraction
of this spiked sample was then transferred to CBNM Geel, valency homogeneized and fission
products separated. Careful preparation for mass spectrometric isotope ratio determination
was performed incl. U/Pu separation. Results are summarized in Table III.

Table III

Determination of Pu and U concentration in undiluted input samples with

the aid of
235U -

242Pu solid spikes.

1st series: Spiking on same day

Sample number
Sample-taking

Weighing Ali
Spiking

mg Pu Iq

solution

mg U/g

solution

ASI /130-101

AS II / 130 - 201

AS III/ 130 - 301

AS IV/ 130 -401

ASV/130 - 501

ASVI/130 - 601

2S.01.78

>»

m

m

3001.78 1 4800

1 4891

1 4826

1 4800

1 4633

1 4733

1.4813

s» tO 35%

spread: 1087.

U/Pu =124

182686

184 034

183 930

182 961

184 370

133 590

183 595

S= 1037'/.

spread: 092*/.

04 1 0357.

In parallel another 6 samples (series 139... in Table IV) were spiked with U/ Pu solid
spikes and treated the same way. See results in Table IV.

Another series (series 140... in Tables V and VI) of 6 samples were aliquoted and spiked
with 235u/242pu spikes on different days and further prepared similarly for measurements. See

results in Table V for Plutonium and Table VI for Uranium.

In order to separate weighing accuracies in the hot cell (estimated at 0.1-0.2 %) and

possible inhomogeneities from particulate matter (estimated at a possible 0.1 % from other

experiences^ , the first 3 samples of each series were divided in 3 parts, each of them

5G. Bortels, P. De Bievre, I.L. Barnes, K.M. Glover, Characterization of the samples used in

the AS-76 Interlaboratory Experiment on the Determination of 238pu> proc. 1st Ann. Symp.

Safeguards & Nucl . Mat. Man. pp 380-387 (1979)
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Table IV

Determination of Pu and U concentration in undiluted input samples with

the aid of
235U - 239Pu solid spikes.

Spiking on the same day

Sample number
Sample- taking

Weighing Ali
Spiking

mgPu/g

solution

mn 1 1/n

solution

AS 1 /139 - 101 25.0178 26 0178 1.4859 162 81

AS II /139 • 201
**

1 4920 183 61

AS 111/139 • 301
m

1 4771 183 19

AS IV/139 - 401 m -
1 4972 182 08

AS V/139 - 501 1 4937 182.28

AS Vt/139 • 601
M

14666 182 41

14054 102.73

I« 1 0.78V. s=t032'A

spread. 2 07 7. spread: 084 7.

valency homogeneized, U/Pu
separated and measured. The
resulting standard deviation
was 0.1 % in all cases (U and
Pu) . See again Tables V and VI
(upper part)

.

Since the different analysts
each with their own mass
spectrometer were separately
proven to attain routinely
0.1 % external single standard
deviation (see definition in 6)

the ~ 0.35 % external standard
deviation for single spiked
determinations indeed seems
attributable to weighing
uncertainties and particulate
matter inhomogeneities
combining to at least a
0.25 % uncertainty.

Table V

Determination of Pu concentration in undiluted input samples with the aid of

235y _ 242Ru so|jd spjkes

2nd series: Spiking on different days

A. Plutonium

Sample number
Sample -taking

Weighing Ali
Spiking

mg Pu/g solution

01 02 03

ASI / 140 - 10!

AS II /HO -201

ASIII/UI -301

26.01.78

H

M

30 01 78

08 02.78

1 4839 1 4864 1 4868

1 4925 1.4917 1.4911

1 4832 1 4639 1 4867

s= 100987.

(n=9)

AS IV/ 141 -401.
m H 14786

ASV/H2-501 m U.03.78 14805

ASVI/U2 -601
m 14954"

14856

s * i0 46V. (i 0 367. without 'outlier •)

spread: 1 14 7.

U/Pu « 124.02 t 0.17%

Table VI

Determination of U concentration in undiluted input sam-

ples with the aid of
235U- 242Pu solid spikes.

2nd series: Spiking on different days

B Urr.niurn

P. De Bievre, Accurate Isotope Ratio Mass
Spectrometry, Proc. 7th Intern. Mass Spec.
Conf. Firenze 1976, Adv. Mass Spec. 7A pp.
395-447, Heyden and Son Ltd London (1978)

Sample number
mg U/g solution

;

01 02 03
|

. i

ASI .'140-101

ASH / 140 - 201

ASIII/UI - 301

183 757

184 625

184 038

184 383

164. 373

163 952

184 202

184. 651

184.374

I

s=i0.1 %

AS IV /HI -401 183 846

ASV /H2-501 183 863

ASVI/H2-601 185 224

184 235
\

»s 10.317.
J

t

spread 0807.
i

i
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Table VII

Determination of Pu and U concentration in undiluted input samples with the

aid of
235U -

242
Pu solid spikes.

3rd series: Spiking and weighing on different days

Sample number Sample -taking
Spiking

Weighing Ali

mgPu/g

solution

mgU/g

solution

ASJ /ISO - 101

ASH / 150 -201

ASin/152-301

ASIV/152 -401

ASV/153-501

ASVt/153 - 601

01.02.78

14 03 78

26.06.78

0102.78

14.0378

26.06 78

1 4865

1 4817

|l 4841 |—i-

14937 J,071
1 4905 *A

|l 4946]—

I

16214

1 6145

90
7.

16180

183 909

184 223

1 184 066

1

—i—

185 614 I

066
104 936 7.

185 2

200 411
88

200 286 7.

200 348

r

U/Pu .123.94 t0267.

Table VIII

Summary of U and Pu concentrations.

Spike used
U

Img/g)

Pu

(mg/g)
U/Pu

J15
U/

JnPu

series 139 .

1 4854

series 130..

183 58 14814 123 93

»5
U/

J"Pu

series 140...

184 23 1 4856 124 01

"5
U/

iwPu

series 150..

var. var. 123 94

Max spread 0287.

Finally 3 pairs of samples (series 150... ir

Table VII) were aliquoted and immediately
spiked at 3 different points in time over
more than 4 months. Both U and Pu concen-
trations increase by the same amount but
U/Pu ratios stay constant (s = 0.26 %) . See
results in Table VII.

The U and Pu concentrations of all series
measured are summarized in Table VIII and
the external standard deviations observed,
in Table IX.

Table IX

Summary of observed external S

Spike used U Pu U/Pu

230u/
2 39pu

series 139

.

0 327. 0787.

»\j/ Jt2
Pu

series 130 .

0 377. 0 357. 0357.

"5
U/

r«Pu

series 140..
0 317.

0.467.
or

0367."
0.187.

2.4

after rejection of one outlier

233 2 A1 2
Conclusions from the results obtained with U/ Pu spikes

a) the precision of Pu assay has improved and is now of the order of that of U (from 2 % to 0.3
b) there is no difference in the Pu assay obtained with 239pu Spike and that obtained with

2^Pu on the basis of 6 determinations; so the use of 239pu Spike only results in a

larger spread , not in a systematic error;
c) leaving an undiluted input sample in a closed bottle does not generate effects selective

for Pu; the U/Pu ratio remains unchanged; the solution becomes more concentrated
presumably due to a simple evaporation process;

d) abundantly available 235u at a reasonable enrichment ( U/U = 0.85) is perfectly suited
for use as a spike and allows to reach the optimal accuracy in the isotope dilution assay;
furthermore the accuracy attained is the same as would have been obtained with highly
enriched 233U;
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e) abundantly available Pu at a reasonable enrichment ( Pu/Pu = 0.87) is perfectly

suited for use as a spike and allows to reach the optimal accuracy in the isotope

dilution assay; furthermore the accuracy attained is the same as would have been
obtained with highly enriched 242pu or 244pu .

f) the weighings of the undiluted samples in the hot cell (and possibly some slight
inhomogeneities caused by particulate matter in the samples) seem to be responsible for

the too large standard deviation of 0.3 %; 0.1 % is within reach as repeated treatments
and measurements of a same spiked sample show; this is also the precision obtained on
Uranium in previous work 2 .

3. DETERMINATION OF A TOTAL MASS OF SOLUTION BY ISOTOPE DILUTION

3.1 Principle of total mass determination

Normally isotope dilution leads to an unknown concentration Cx by assaying total
isotope or element in a known mass Mx of solution. Now, if we had a known concentration at
our disposal, the reverse could be done. Recalling that N = CM the isotope dilution
equation becomes A

C = weight concentration \_
M = mass of solution ^ • n m _

t> _r> • vr> (3.1;

A = Atomic Weight

CM R -R
x x _ y B

CM
y y

R -r
B x

SR.
iy

If an isotope dilution would consist of changing a measured isotope ratio Rx by adding
a known mass My of a spike with element concentration Cv and containing an isotope ratio with
value Ry, a measurement of the resulting value Rb for the isotope ratio R in the blend, will
allow - with knowledge of the concentration Cx - to compute the total mass Mx of the solution.

We have chosen an element concentration existing in a real input: Nd fission product with

the ratio R = 14£Nd having a value 0 (in fission products no ] ^ 2Hd present).
"
r43Nd

After C has been determined in the same way as U and Pu, the total solution is spiked

with natural Nd as N^O^
= Nd/Nd 0

142.,/
J

Nd
= 2.230

143

M
Nd

15g

and the resulting Rb value for the ratio ^Nd/'^Nd measured. Also Rx in the fission product

Nd is measured. Mx can then be calculated with Equation (3.1).

3.2 Determination of Nd concentration in a simulated (synthetic) input

This determination is performed in an entirely analogous way as the U and Pu concen-
tration under points 2.2 - 2.3 and described earlier 2

5 except that no Nd solid spike is used
but a natural Nd spike solution made from pure Nd203 (Merck 12276). A '42Nd solution (SS) and
a real input solution (RISL) (isotopic compositions different from natural) were used for the
tests. Resulting Nd concentrations are 57.93 and 637.17 |/-g Nd/g.

Table X

Isocopic composition values for test

solutions and spike

Isotop ic composition
(atom %)

143

150™

Nd

Nd
Nd

142
Nd/'

43
Nd

IR.
l

«B
M

C (Jg/g

A

solution

Nd solution
SS

98.26

0.71

0.58
0.12
0.24
0.05
0.04

138.39

140.84

Natural Nd used as spike

y

27.157

12.177
23.795
8.293
17.188

5.755
5.635

2.230

8.212

RISL

0.359

21.098
31 .322
17.209
16.624
9.078
4.310

0.01702

4.740

26.44

M - 0.72645 g

= 57.93

141 .945

M
y

= 0. 1 1499 g

C = 100.267
y

0.580 g

10.857

0.09958

M =

144.233

0.1478 g

= 637.17

144.8202
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3.3 Determination of mass of solution

We tested the concept out on
a) a laboratory made synthetic solution (SS)

b) a real (but small) input solution (RISL) also in the laboratory, the Nd concentration ofwhich was known from another programme.
We take back to equation (3.1) and note that we now have to spike the solutions "SS"

and "RISL-1" which have known U, Pu and Nd concentrations but unknown mass. Isotopic
composition data for SS, RISL, spike and results are given in Tables X and XI. Both SS and
RISL were spiked with natural Nd as can be used in a real tank.

Table XI

Isotope dilution data of synthetic solution (SS),

real input solution (RISL-1), spike and results

c
x fg/g

R
x

R
y

(nat. Nd)

ZR.
IX

£R.

Cy f g/g

M
y

(determined)

M (from make-up values)

SS

57.93

138.39

2.230

140.84

8.212

100.267

0.34709 g

22.45

1.7685 g

1.75465 g

RISL-1

637.17

0.01702

2.230

4.740

8.212

10.857

1.160 g

0.1776

0.14641

0.14776 g

3.4 Conclusions from results on determination of solution masses

3.4.1 Laboratory tests show that it is possible to determine mass of solutions by spiking a

total solution. Achievable accuracy is < 1 %.

3.4.2 The method should be tested out on a real input tank but Table XII shows that the same
result must be expected: a ratio Rg = 0.04 can be measured to the same accuracy as a

ratio 22.45 or 0.177 and we have seen (see 2.1) that the uncertainty on this ratio
measurement determines the uncertainty of the total isotope dilution.

Table XII

Comparison of laboratory test and real tank showing

laboratc

SS

>ry test
RISL

real tank
(expected)

C
x
Mg/g

Total Nd (C .M )XX
C
y

Amount My of
spike

h
M
X

57.93
*

101 .647 lit}

100.267 Vg/g

0.34709 g

22.45

1.75465 g

637.17
*

94. 148 j/g

10.857 ng/g

1.160 g

0.1776

0. 14776 g

~ 600

900 g

0.857 g/g

~ 15 g

~ 0.04

~ 1500 kg

* comes from assay in Table X

The tankcouldbe spiked with ~ 15g Nd^ costing $ 2.8 (99.9 % purity).

3.4.3 There is a need for a Nd Isotopic Reference Material (IRM) to calibrate the Nd isotope
ratio measurements. Absence of this calibration is estimated to contribute at least
0.5 % of the uncertainty.

3.4.4 Larger samples (say 1 g) for spiking would reduce the uncertainty by several % 0 by
making weighing errors negligible.

3.4.5 If a similar operation would be carried out using another element concentration in
the tank (Eu, Sr, H, other Fission Products) or even several of them, very strong
confirmatory evidence could be gained. Or, alternatively, if the results would not

coincide, proof is given that something went wrong in at least one step of the

procedure and that a timely warning is given.

3.4.6 The method provides an accurate burn-up determination through the Nd measurement.
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4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

4.1 It is possible to determine total amount of fissile material (isotopes and element) in

an input tank to better than 1 % accuracy, possibly 0.3 %, by determination of

- U concentration
- Pu concentration
- total mass of solution

using isotope dilution mass spectrometry.

4.2 If desired, the verification laboratory delivering the spike is the only one which can
calculate end results and, if duplicate measurements are performed, can verify that all

steps are performed properly.

4.3 The actual isotope ratio measurements can be performed by any laboratory incl . at the

plant itself; passing the results onto the laboratory having delivered the spike, allows
the latter - and nobody else - to compute end results.

4.4 Results are valid for time and place of spiking i.e. of inspection and not for - as in
the case of classical analytical measurements - time and place of measurements.

4.5 The key elements of the determination are located (or can be located) outside of the
installation: amount and isotopic composition of the U-, the Pu- and the Nd-spike.

5. ORIENTATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

5.1 A triple solid spike U-Pu-Nd should be prepared and used for concentration determinations,
possibly a quadruple spike U-Pu-Nd-Eu.

5.2 Natural Nd spike capsules in readily dissolvable material should be prepared and used
for tank calibration.

5.3 A Nd IRM should be established.

5.4 At least a second element (e.g. Eu) should be tested out for the mass determination
(duplicate measurement to provide the built-in detection device for accidental or

introduced error)

.
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Discussion:

Larsen (ANL)

:

Do you contemplate any difference in the oxidation state of the plutonium? The problem'

is that you dissolve the nuclear fuel and the plutonium has gone through a certain number
of chemical processes. The oxidation state of the plutonium that comes from the nuclear
fuel may be different from that of the dissolution of the spike.

DeBievre (CBNM):

That indeed is the eternal problem with the plutonium valence state. We did valency
homogenize the samples in a number of cases, however we have now sufficient indication that!

the large excess of the uranium metal acts as a sufficient vigorous reductor for the pluto-
nium not to give us any problems.

Larsen:
Then what you are saying is that, in the dissolution process of the metal spike, all of :

the plutonium in the solution is being reduced to the trivalent state by the excess of ura-i

nium metal that is present during that dissolution operation.

DeBievre:
Exactly, simply following the analytical procedure, of course.
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Gamma-Ray Measurements for Uranium Enrichment Standards

by

T. DOUGLAS REILLY
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

The gamma-ray spectroscopic measurement of uranium enrichment is

one of the most widely used nondestructive analysis techniques. A

study has been started of the precision and accuracy achievable with
this technique and the physical parameters which affect it. The study
was prompted by questions raised during the ongoing ESARDA-NBS experi-
ment to produce uranium oxide reference counting materials for the

technique. Results reported here using a high-quality Ge(Li) spectrom-
eter system show reproducibility comparable to that attainable with
mass spectrometry (approximately 0.1% for low enrichment uranium).

KEYWORDS: Uranium enrichment measurement, gamma-ray spectroscopy,
mass spectroscopy, accuracy, precision

INTRODUCTION

The gamma-ray spectroscopic measurement of uranium enrichment is one of the most widely
used and highly developed nondestructive analysis techniques. The measurement is based on

the fact that the intensity of the 185.7-keV gamma ray of 235n from an appropriately
collimated sample of uranium bearing material is almost directly proportional to the en-
richment of the sample (235u/u).^>2 ^he essential requirement is that the gamma-ray
detector view the sample through a collimator chosen such that there is an infinite path
length (greater than approximately six mean free paths) within the sample along any path
from the detector to the visible part of the sample. If this is met, the measured 185.7-
keV activity is exactly proportional to the 235u enrichment, independent of the sample
density, and nearly independent of the uranium concentration. The dependence of the
activity on uranium concentration is given by the term

in m m 1

V
1 tt)

where

\, Hn = mass attenuation coefficient of uranium, matrix (all nonuranium materials in

the sample)
pu, pm = density of uranium, matrix.

While widely used in uranium fuel fabrication and enrichment facilities by operators
and nuclear safeguards authorities, this gamma spectrometric measurement is presently con-
sidered to be significantly less accurate than the mass spectrometric measurement which is

used for most definitive enrichment determinations. There appears to be no intrinsic limit
to the accuracy of the gamma-ray spectrometric measurement, so a study has been started of
the precision and accuracy achievable with this technique and the physical parameters which
affect it. This study was prompted by questions raised during the ongoing experiment of
the European Safeguards Research and Development Association (ESARDA) and the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) to produce U^Os reference counting materials for the gamma-
ray enrichment measurement technique.

3

The samples used for the measurements reported here include several cans (11-cm-diam
by 12-cm-high by 0.28-mm wall thickness) of uranium oxide with nominal enrichments of
0.7%, 1.9%, 3%, 10%, and 93% 235u. Each can contains approximately 1 kg of uranium.
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CAN

OF

URANIUM

OXIDE

I

GE

DETECTOR

-TUNGSTEN DISC (COLLIMATOR)

-SUPPORT TABLE (Al)

"2 SHEETS OF CADMIUM

CADMIUM SLEEVE

•LEAD CYLINDER (SHIELD)

PREAMPLIFIER

TUNGSTEN COLLIMATOR:

OUTER DIAMETER = 18 cm

INNER DIAMETER = 5 cm

HEIGHT = 4 cm

SUPPORT TABLE THICKNESS = 12 mm

DETECTOR TO SAMPLE = 64 mm

Fig. 1. ENRICHMENT COUNTING GEOMETERY
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Multiple samples were available for each enrichment except 93% • Each uranium material was
carefully characterized by the Analytical Chemistry Group at Los Alamos; they were sampled
three times each and analyzed for uranium concentration and isotopic composition. A 93%
enriched disc of uranium metal (6-cm-diam by 0.5-cm-thick) was also measured to test the
density independence of the enrichment measurement.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The counting geometry used for the measurements reported here is shown in Fig. 1. The
tungsten collimator defines the required infinite counting geometry; the detector must not
be able to view the edges of the can since these do not provide infinitely thick path
lengths. The cadmium filter on the face of the detector serves to reduce the intensity of
unwanted low-energy gamma rays and x-rays which increase deadtime and pulse pileup losses.
The counting electronics is shown as a block diagram in Fig. 2. Electronic pulse pileup
rejection is provided by the main amplifier and the use of the linear gate stretcher. In
addition a small 57qq iq yci) source is glued to the cadmium filter to provide a
reference peak (122.06 keV) in the measured spectrum which serves as a live time and pulse
pileup correction. The measured parameter which should be proportional to 235u enrich-
ment is the ratio of the 185.7-kev activity of 235y to the 122.0-keV activity of the

reference source. The 57co source activity must be corrected for decay (271.65
day half-life) and a weak interference at 120.9 keV from 234u_

The total count rate from the 57co reference source alone was approximately 10 000
cps with 5600 cps occurring in the full energy peak at 122 keV. The 234u interference
at 120.9 keV from the 93? oxide can is only approximately 10 cps indicating a correction
of less than 0.2%. Therefore, the correction for the lower enrichment samples is less
than 0.02% and can be ignored. In some cases it may be desirable to maintain a lower
total count rate by using a smaller reference source. If so, careful attention
must be paid to the measurement of this correction; essentially the ratio of activity at
120.9 keV to that at 185.7 keV must be measured for each sample in the absence of the

reference source.

The detector used for these measurements was a coaxial Ge(Li) with a nominal relative
efficiency of 11% and measured resolution in optimum conditions (low count rate, 4 ys time
constants) of 1.79-keV FWHM at 1332 keV and 0.68 keV at 122 keV. With the counting geom-
etry shown in Fig. 1 and the reference source described above the total system count rate
varied from approximately 12 000 cps for the natural uranium samples to approximately
13 000 cps for the 10% enriched samples and approximately 23 000 cps for the 93% sample.

Over this range of count rates the system resolution with 2 us time constants varied from
0.80 keV to 0.81 keV at 122 keV and from 0.87 kev to 0.89 kev at 186 keV.

The system gain was set to give an energy calibration of 0.05 keV/channel. A double
digital stabilizer was used to keep the 122.0-keV peak in channel 2440 and the 185.7-keV
peak in channel 3714. The desired peak areas were determined using a three-window channel
summation procedure with symmetrically placed background windows. " The peak windows
were chosen to be three full-widths-half-maximum wide or 49 channels at 122 keV and 53
channels at 186 keV. All background windows were 50 channels wide.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A series of measurements were made on each of the various samples over the course of
eight days. Each sample was measured several times to compare measurement reproducibity
with that predicted by simple Poisson counting statistics. Table I shows sample measure-
ments obtained on the 1.9% and 3-0% enriched oxide cans. Relatively long count times were
used so that the counting statistical precision of the average measured response of each

sample would be well below 0.1% (one relative standard deviation). The count rate in the

full energy peak at 185.7 keV for samples of 1.9%, 3-%, and 10% 235n was approximately

72, 112, and 365 cps, respectively. The measurement result is given in weight percent
235u using a calibration obtained from the average response of three cans containing

1-9%, 3% and 10% uranium oxide. As shown in Table I the measurement reproducibity is very
good (of the order of 0.1%) and consistent with that predicted by Poisson counting
statistics.
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TABLE I

ENRICHMENT MEASUREMENT REPRODUCIBILITY

Sample Enrichment = 3.023 wt $

Uranium Concentration = 86. 90$

Sample Enrichment = 1.937 wt $

Uranium Concentration = 87. 75$

Dax Live Time (s) wt $ 235u ($ RSD)* Day Live Time (s)

1 3200 3.023 (0.18) 1 6381

2 11001 3.026 (0.10) 2 2459

2 8836 3.021 (0.11) 2 8199
4 7703 3.020 (0.12) 5 8202

mean = 3.023 mean
sigma = 0.0026 (0.0950 sigma

wt % 235u ($ RSD)

1.935
1.940
1.937
1.936

(0.16)

(0.26)

(0.14)
(0.14)

1.937
0.0022 (0.11$)

This is the percent relative standard deviation predicted by Poisson counting statistics.

Table I also shows that the measured enrichment is in good agreement with that deter-

mined by mass spectrometry. This is better illustrated in Table II which gives the
weighted average for the measured enrichment from all measurements and the mass spectro-
metrically determined value. The 1.9?, 3%, and 10$ samples show excellent agreement, how-
ever, the 0.7$ sample measures 0.35 + .08$ 235y higher than the mass spectometrically
determined enrichment. The origin of this difference cannot now be explained with any
certainty; it may, in fact, lie within the limit of error of the mass spectrometry deter-
mination (see later discussion). In looking for possible explanations for this discrepancy
there came to light several possible weak interferences which could perturb the gamma-ray
measurement of natural or depleted uranium samples. Table III shows three possible inter-
fering gamma rays from daughter products of 238u.5 These have energies almost identi-
cal to the 235u gamma ray and would be included in the measured peak area. Assuming the
tabulated intensities to be correct the 238u daughter product contribution to the
185.7-keV peak for natural uranium would be at least 0.14$ of the total activity (i.e.,

this is the sum of 234mpa 23**Pa. A value is not given for the intensity of the

234?h gamma ray.) For the case of depleted uranium (0.2$ 235u) the 238jj daughter
product contribution would be at least 0.5$ of the total activity. It will be interesting
to investigate in future experiments if these gamma rays are real and if they represent a

slight interference to the enrichment measurement.

As mentioned earlier samples of 93$ enriched uranium oxide and 93$ uranium metal were
available to test the density dependence of the enrichment determination. These were
measured with the same counting geometry shown in Fig. 1 but with an additional lead
filter to reduce the overall count rate. The corrected response from the oxide sample
(density « 1.5 g/cm3) differed from the response of the metal sample by -0.20 + 0.24$
confirming within the measurement uncertainty the invariability of the 185.7-keV response
over wide ranges of bulk density.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY ENRICHMENT VALUES

wt $ 235p

Gamma-Ray Spectrometry ($ RSD) Mass Spectrometry

10.10 0.09 10.09

3-023 0.05 3.023
1.936 0.05 1.937
0.718 0.09 0.714
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TABLE III

POSSIBLE INTERFERING GAMMA RAYS (Ref. 5)

Intensity
Isotope Energy (keV) (y/ g/s;

235u 185.715 4.31 x 104

234Th 184.8 not given

234mPa 184.7 0.149
*

234Pa 185.95 0.281
*

These are short half-life daughters in equilibrium with the parent 238u. The
intensity is stated per gram of 23°u.

MEASUREMENT TIMES - CONCLUSIONS

Little has so far been said regarding measurement times, although Table I does show
the counting times used for specific measurements. No special effort was made for the
measurements reported here to minimize required measurement times. The goal of this study l

was to see if, under laboratory conditions, the gamma-ray spectroscopy measurement could
f

be performed with a reproducibility approaching 0.1$ and to compare these measurements
with mass spectrometry.

i

A limited number of measurements were performed with a thinner collimator disc
(12-mm-high) and with no collimator to study the time required to achieve a given counting

j

precision with more efficient counting geometries. A summary of these results is presented
in Table IV which gives the time required to reach a precision of 1.0$, 0.2%, or 0.1$ for

|

the four enrichments measured here in each of the three geometries. These times should not i

be understood as representing the ultimate limit of the gamma-ray spectrometric measure-
j

ment. Table IV does show that a typical LWR fuel material of 3$ 235jj can be measured to

a precision of 0.1$ in less than one hour. It also shows that very long count times would
be required to achieve similar precision on samples of natural or depleted uranium.

For comparison purposes it is interesting to look at the stated precision of thermal i

ionization mass spectrometry for measuring uranium enrichment. Table V shows the precision
of the 235u determination as a function of enrichment as declared by the New Brunswick
Laboratory of the U.S. Department of Energy. 6 Reference 6 states that ten determina-
tions can be performed during a day which implies something less than one hour per measure-
ment; this presumably includes the time necessary for sample preparation and filament load-
ing. Table V shows that for low enriched uranium the precision of the mass spectrometric i

determination is similar to that achievable with the gamma-ray spectrometric determination.
|

The measurements discussed in this paper are just the beginning of a study of the accu- I

racy and precision of the gamma-ray spectrometric enrichment measurement technique. Mass
|

spectrometry is a well-studied and qualified technique having certified reference materials
and an accepted accuracy and precision demonstrated through intralaboratory measurement '•

control programs and interlaboratory sample exchange programs. If gamma-ray spectrometry
is to become an accepted enrichment measurement technique, it must undergo similar develop-
ment and testing as has occurred for mass spectrometry. This process is now beginning with
the planned fabrication of counting reference materials and accompanying interlaboratory
comparison measurements.
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TABLE IV

TIME REQUIRED TO REACH GIVEN PRECISION (RSD)

With 40-mm-High by 50-mm-Diameter Collimator

Count Time for Precision (RSD)

% 235y 1.0% 0.2$ 0.1$

10$ 31 s 765 s 3060

3$ 102 s 2550 s 10200

2% 167 s 4180 s 16700

0.7% 560 s 13900 s 55700

With 12-mm-High by 50-mm-Diameter Collimator

Count Time for Precision (RSD)

<t 235n$ c
->->\J 1.0$ 0.2$ 0.1$

10% 17 s 428 s 1710

3% 54 s 1340 s 5360
2% 86 s 2160 s 8620

0.1% 230 s 5760 s 23000

Without Collimator

Count Time for Precision (RSD)

% 235u 1.0$ 0.2$ 0.1$

10$ 8 s 209 s 840

3% 22 s 560 s 2240

2% 34 s 840 s 3380
0.7% 88 s 2190 s 8760

TABLE V

PRECISION OF MASS SPECTROMETRIC DETERMINATION OF URANIUM ENRICHMENT (Ref. 6)

Wt $ 235u RSD $

0.5 - 0.7 0.20
0.7 - 1.0 0.15
1.0 - 1.5 0.125
1.5 - 10 0.10
10 - 15 0.09
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Discussion:

Camp (LLL):

Would you comment on the size of detector you use?

Reilly (LASL):

There are several ways of stating it. It is basically 11$ efficient, in the normal
way, relative to a three-by-three inch Nal(Tl) — so essentially about 65 cubic centi-
meters. It is a closed-end coax.
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New Advances in Alpha Spectrometry by Liquid Scintillation Methods

W. J. MCDOWELL AND G. N. CASE
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

ABSTRACT

Although the ability to count alpha particles by liquid scintillation
methods has been long recognized, limited use has been made of the method
because of problems of high background and alpha energy identification. In

recent years some new developments in methods of introducing the alpha-
emitting nuclide to the scintillator, in detector construction, and in

electronics for processing the energy analog and time analog signals from
the detector have allowed significant alleviation of the problems of alpha
spectrometry by liquid scintillation. Energy resolutions- of 200 to 300 keV
full peak width at half maximum and background counts of <0.01 counts/min
with rejection of >99% of all beta plus gamma interference is now possible.

Alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry is now suitable for a wide
range of applications, from the accurate quantitative determination of

relatively large amounts of known nuclides in laboratory-generated samples
to the detection and identification of very small, subpicocurie amounts
of alpha emitters in environmental-type samples. Suitable nuclide separa-
tion procedures, sample preparation methods, and instrument configurations
are available for a variety of analyses.

KEYWORDS: Alpha particle, spectrometer, liquid scintillation, alpha counting,
solvent extraction

BACKGROUND

No alpha assay method that is good both in identification of alpha energy and quantifica-
tion of the alpha count is currently available. Surface barrier detectors and Frisch grid
detectors give excellent energy identification if the sample is properly prepared, but self-
absorption and geometry duplication problems prevent consistently accurate quantification
of the alpha events. Even with painstaking and time-consuming sample preparation methods,
it is difficult to obtain an average reproducibility better than ±10%. Addition of a

tracer isotope can improve accuracy but at the expense of an additional operation and addi-
tional counting statistics considerations. Proportional counter methods have about the same
problems with poorer energy resolution. Zinc sulfide foil methods offer neither energy
resolution nor accurate quantification. They, like surface barrier detectors, do offer very
low background from beta, gamma, and cosmic radiation.

Liquid scintillation as it is usually practiced for beta assay work can, under certain
conditions, give excellent count quantification, but the energy identification capabilities
are nearly nonexistent. However, improvements in instrumentation, scintillators, and sample
preparation methods have made liquid scintillation an attractive addition to alpha assay
methods in that useful nuclide identification and improved quantification can be achieved
using relatively simple procedures.

*Research sponsored by the Division of Chemical Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy under
contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.

By acceptance of this article, the publisher or recipient acknowledges the U.S. Government's
right to retain a nonexclusive, royalty-free license in and to any copyright covering the
article.
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I

The fact that liquid scintillation methods can be used for alpha counting has been knowik
for almost as long as the method has been used for beta counting, 1-4 and the ability to obtai-i
a useful degree of alpha energy resolution was demonstrated several years ago. 5

>
5 However, i=

the application of liquid scintillation to alpha counting and spectrometry has been limited *

partly because alternative methods such as gas-flow proportional counting, zinc sulfide
scintillators, and surface barrier detectors have become established as the conventional
methods and partly because of some disadvantages of liquid scintillation as it is ordinarily ;

used and perceived. These disadvantages are primarily related to two areas: (1) determina-
'

tion of background and (2) energy resolution and identification.
i

Beta or gamma radiation produces more light for the same amount of energy absorbed in i

a liquid scintillator than does alpha radiation, resulting in a serious overlap of beta-
gamma and alpha spectra. Figure 1 illustrates the type of energy (pulse-height) distribu-
tion observed for alpha, beta, and gamma emissions. The interfering beta and gamma radiation?;

may arise from the alpha nuclide decay scheme, may be introduced to the scintillator as an t

impurity along with the sample, or may be of external origin (including the sample container •

and phototube face). Therefore, the usual method of background counting and subtraction will
frequently be inadequate in liquid scintillation counting.

Energy resolution constraints arise from a variety of sources. Beta liquid scintilla-
j

tion equipment usually has limited energy resolution capability for alpha particles because
highly refined energy resolution is not needed for the broad zero-to-maximum energy distribu-i

tion of beta spectra. Further, quenching effects tend to complicate the calibration of an J

alpha energy scale in liquid scintillation. When a sample for alpha counting is prepared
j

in the manner normally used for beta counting, the addition of water, acids, salts, or

other impurities changes the scintillator response and shifts the alpha spectrum up or ,)i

down scale; thus, although the alpha counting efficiency usually remains at 100%, the '>

ability to identify alpha energies is impaired or lost. These circumstances have made the
p

usual beta liquid scintillation methods unattractive for alpha counting except under special jl

conditions. \

ORNL-DWG 79-15107

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 1. Typical liquid scintillation spectra
of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.

NEW ADVANCES

Over the past 10 to 12 years substantial improvements have been made in nuclide separa-

tion procedures, in methods of preparing liquid scintillation samples, in the optics and

electronics of detectors, and in methods of reducing background so that alpha counting and

spectrometry by liquid scintillation is now often practical and simple to use. 5
*
7-14 In the
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Jdegree of energy resolution obtained, the new techniques are generally intermediate between

lalpha counting with a beta liquid scintillation counter and with a surface barrier detector,

as they also are in regard to the difficulties of sample preparation. Energy resolution of

200 to 300 keV full peak width at half maximum (FWHM) and background count rates of <0.01

counts/min are easily obtained. Pulse-height response is linear with alpha energy, quench-

ing effects can easily be made negligible, counting efficiencies are 100%, and nuclide

quantification is generally superior to other alpha counting methods.

Scintillators

A key factor in the successful application of liquid scintillation to alpha spectrometry

is the use of a liquid-liquid extraction reagent in the scintillator. This allows the alpha-

emitting nuclide of interest to be extracted into a water-immiscible scintillator without

transferring unwanted salts, acids, or other quenching materials. Various extractants are

effective for this purpose, 15 and the use of the "extractive scintillator" is usually part

of a chemical separation scheme that aids in identification of the nuclide. Appropriate

preliminary separation and/or concentration steps are usually included to prepare the sample

for final extraction into the scintillator.

The extractive scintillator can be used to prepare samples for the usual commercial beta

liquid scintillation counter or for the improved, high-resolution detector. In both cases

quenching effects are reduced, and the response of the scintillator is more constant, sample

to sample. Aqueous solutions and all agents for incorporating them into the scintillator

(e.g., solubilizing, dispersing, gelling agents) are avoided, eliminating their large and

variable quench effects. In effect, only the trace nuclide is added to the standardized

scintillator. This allows the pulse-height and consequent peak position for a given alpha

to be made constant. A few typical extractants and their properties are listed in Table 1.

An extractive scintillator composition of 0.1 to 0.2 mole/liter of the extractant, 150 to

200 g/liter of naphthalene, and 4 to 5 g/liter of a single fluor was found to he.ve the best

pulse-height and pulse-shape resolution properties. Of the various fluors tested, oiNPO

[2-(l-naphthyl)-5-phenyloxazole] and PBBO [2-(4'-biphenylyl-6-phenylbenzoxazole) ] were found

to have the best pulse-height response and energy resolution properties. 16 The extractant

used in the scintillator (and the aqueous medium from which the extraction is made) can

often be chosen so as to provide a degree of selectivity for the nuclide of interest; thus

the extraction into the scintillator becomes the last step in a separation scheme that aids

in identification of the nuclide. 12
'
16-19

Extractant

TABLE 1. Extractants for use with extractive scintillators

Alpha emitter extracted Quenching

Di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric
acid

Tertiary amine sulfate
(trioctyl, triisooctyl,
or triisodecyl)

l

Primary amine sulfate
(branched 16- to 20-

carbon compound)

Tertiary amine nitrate

Tertiary amine chloride

Trioctylphosphine oxide

Tributyl phosphate

All cations;
trivalent actinides, thorium,

and uranyl best

Uranium (VI)

Uranium(VI), thorium

Plutonium (IV), (VI)

Polonium, uranium(VI)

Uranium(VI), thorium,
plutonium(IV)

Uranium(VI), thorium,
plutonium(IV)

Very slight

Very slight

Very slight

Moderate to severe

a
Moderate to severe

Depends on anion present ;

a

slight for sulfate, moderate

to severe for nitrate or

chloride

^ay be necessary to strip and reextract into scintillator containing di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid to obtain

good energy and pulse-shape resolution.
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Detectors

A detector with improved optical and electronic properties 7
'
9-11 has been built to take

1

!

advantage of the reduced background, controlled quenching, and improved energy response of 1

the aqueous-immiscible extractive scintillator. The basic detector design is shown in
Fig. 2. Although detectors of this type are not commercially available, they are simple and
can be easily built for less than $1000, including the cost of the phototube. The dual
phototube-coincidence arrangement used to reject random noise pulses and lower the energy
detection threshold for soft betas is not needed, nor is the refrigeration chamber for the
detector that is used for the same purpose.

The optical requirements for good alpha energy resolution appear to be as follows:

1. A scintillation event must appear the same to the phototube irrespective of

where it occurs in the sample.

2. Since the photocathode is not homogeneous but varies in sensitivity from place to

place, the light from any scintillation anywhere in the sample must be spread
evenly over the face of the phototube.

3. Light collection must be efficient because the resolution is a statistical
function of the quantity of light collected.

Horrocks and Studier 6 were among the first to seek optimization of sample size, light
coupling arrangements, and reflectors to increase energy resolution. Although these
innovations were made to lower the counter background and to improve efficiency for soft

beta emissions from
2I+1

Pu, the presence of alpha-emitting plutonium isotopes in the same
sample allowed the investigators to recognize possibilities for improved alpha energy
resolution. Subsequent work confirmed that small samples, good optical coupling, and
efficient reflectors were necessary to obtain good alpha energy resolution. Although
later work by others showed some progress in optimizing sample size and light-collection
arrangements

,

5
>
7

>
1

0

>
1

8

it is not certain that the best conditions have been attained.
However, Hanschke, 19 who has made an extensive study of the effects of reflector shape,
sample volume and shape, and photocathode variability, concludes that a small-volume

ORNL-DWG 75-3386

SLOT OR HOLE
TO RELEASE
TRAPPED AIR

PHOTOTUBE

RTV SILICONE SEAL

RESERVOIR FOR
OIL OVERFLOW

SAMPLE IN

75-mm x 10-mm
CULTURE TUBE

WHITE REFLECTING
SURFACE

CAVITY FILLED
WITH SILICONE OIL

Fig. 2. Detector-sample holder for alpha
liquid scintillation spectrometer.
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sample and a reflector that is a section of a sphere give the best resolution for a given
phototube situation. At ORNL good light-collection and good pulse-height resolution have
been obtained using standard 10- by 75-mm culture tubes in the detector as shown in Fig. 2.

The space between the reflector and phototube face is filled with silicone oil to minimize'
reflecting surfaces at refractive index discontinuities. A large number of sample sizes
and reflector arrangements were evaluated before arriving at this arrangement. Some of this
work has been reported previously. 10

t

General improvements in multiplier phototubes have contributed significantly to the

ability to develop an alpha liquid scintillation detector with improved energy resolution
characteristics. Only limited tests of available phototubes for this application have
been made. 12 At ORNL, two flat-faced, 2-in., bialkali phototubes have been found useful:
the RCA 4523 and the EMI 9840A. Other tests indicate that the RCA 8575 phototube has
favorable characteristics; however, differences between phototubes of the same type are
often greater than those observed for different types.

Electronics

Energy Resolution

In order to take advantage of the improved characteristics of the scintillator reflector
and phototube, the electronics system for processing the signal must retain the energy
information produced by the detector system. Linear amplifiers and preamplifiers of the
type generally used for gamma spectrometry with sodium iodide crystal—phototube combinations
appear to be quite suitable for this application. Such equipment has been used by several
investigators. 5-7

*
18 Typically, a scintillation preamplifier is followed by a linear ampli-

fier that feeds the signal into a multichannel analyzer. Alpha energy resolution typical
of such electronics in conjunction with a single bialkali phototube with reflector and small-
volume sample as described previously is shown in Fig. 3. A spectrum of the same pair of

nuclides (
232Th and 239Pu; 1.15-MeV separation) in the same scintillator recorded from the

output of a commercial beta liquid scintillation spectrometer is included for comparison.
The higher energy resolution for the alpha scintillation counting is due partly to the more
efficient light-collecting arrangement and partly to the improved electronics system.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of spectra from (a) a commercial
beta liquid scintillation spectrometer and from (b) a high-
resolution alpha liquid scintillation spectrometer. The
same pair of alpha emitters (

232Th, 4.01 MeV; 239Pu, 5.15
MeV) were used in the same scintillator in both cases.
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Pulse-Shape Discrimination

One of the most important developments in electronics for alpha liquid scintillation
counting is the use of electronic pulse-shape discrimination to separate and reject pulses
produced by beta and gamma radiation. The techniques of pulse-shape discrimination are wel!

known and have been extensively applied to the rejection of gamma background in neutron
spectrometry20 '

21 and to the isolation of fission events in liquid scintillation counting. 2 '

Only limited application has been made, however, to the separation of beta- and gamma-
produced pulses from alpha-produced pulses arising from a liquid scintillator

.

9
>
18

>
23

>
21+

Pulse separation in pulse-shape discrimination is achieved by taking advantage of the
slower decay of the light pulse produced by alpha particles compared with that produced by
beta or gamma radiation. Thus the effectiveness of pulse-shape discrimination, like that
of pulse-height resolution, depends on several factors. For example, the scintillator must
be high efficiency and free of chemical quenching materials, particularly dissolved oxygen.
In addition, the optical coupling between sample and phototube must be optimum. Although
reflectors yielding good pulse-shape resolution apparently always give good pulse-height
resolution, the reverse is not necessarily true. 10 Finally, the phototube and amplifiers
must be able to retain in their output signal the time difference in light pulse produced
in the scintillator by the different types of radiation.

Several types of pulse-shape discrimination electronic circuits have been described in

the literature. 2

5

A very efficient and reliable arrangement using commercial components
has been used at ORNL. 9 More recently, Thorngate has designed a very simple two-unit-wide
pulse-shape analyzer, designed primarily for alpha spectrometry. 26

Figure 4 shows the results of using pulse-shape discrimination circuitry to resolve the
mixed beta, gamma, and alpha pulses from a sample containing 232 Th and its daughters
(spectrum A) . Spectrum B is a time spectrum showing the beta-gamma pulses (left) separated
from the alpha pulses. When the alpha pulses are selected by a single-channel analyzer and

a logic pulse derived from them is used to gate the multichannel analyzer, spectrum C,

devoid of the beta-gamma continuum, is obtained. Backgrounds of 0.01 counts/min are easily
obtained with pulse-shape discrimination, and with careful work it has been possible to

achieve backgrounds as low as 0.002 counts/min under a typical alpha peak. With samples
containing internal beta and gamma radiation, it is possible to remove at least as much as
99.9% of the beta-gamma component and retain a similar percent of the alpha counts.

oftNL owe rt-nu

ALPHA ENERGY 0 '00 200 ALPHA ENERGY
TIME Iniac)

Fig. 4. Spectrum of 232Th and daughters (a) including

beta-gamma component, (b) time spectrum showing beta-gamma
component, left, and alpha pulses, right, and (a) 232 Th and

daughters, energy spectrum with beta-gamma component removed

by pulse-shape discrimination.
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APPLICATIONS

The degree of complexity and sophistication necessary in alpha liquid scintillation is

dictated by the properties of the sample (physical and chemical forms, impurities present,
type of nuclide to be counted) and the accuracy of the results required. Several of the
possible options are listed in Table 2.

If the samples contain only one alpha-emitting nuclide and minimum, or known, amounts
of beta and gamma emitters and if the count rate is sufficiently above background,
commercial beta liquid scintillation equipment and scintillators are an appropriate and
convenient means of alpha counting. Useful background reduction and scintillator-response
standardization can be achieved by the use of an extractive scintillator in conjunction with
a beta liquid scintillation counter.

The ability to isolate alpha-emitting nuclides chemically and to identify them by a
combination of chemical selectivity and alpha spectrometry may be realized by using a

combination of standard chemical separations, an extractive scintillator, and high-
resolution alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry. For example, plutonium can be extracted
selectively from nitric acid digests of a variety of materials and th€:n stripped and
reextracted into a scintillator (1.2 to 1.5 ml) for subsequent counting in a high-resolution
detector. 16 Uranium and thorium can be extracted together, stripped into an aqueous phase,
and reextracted selectively into separate scintillators. 14 The trivalent actinides can be
separated by conventional methods and then extracted into a scintillator containing di(2-
ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid. 7

A typical analysis would proceed as follows: A sample is placed in solution in a

medium from which it can be separated and/or concentrated by ion exchange, solvent extraction,
or some other applicable method. (If the sample is a solid, this could be the most time-
consuming step in the analysis.) After the nuclide of interest is concentrated into a

suitable volume (2 to 10 ml), it is extracted into the extractive scintillator. Oxygen is

removed from the scintillator by bubbling with an inert gas for 1 to 2 min. The sample is

corked, and is then placed in the detector and counted for sufficient time to obtain the
desired counting accuracy, usually 10 min or less but occasionally as long as 1000 min.
The time required to prepare a single sample after it is in solution is about 45 min. Six

to eight samples can be prepared in 1.5 hr.

In a recently developed procedure,
23l+-238jj an(j 230^ are extracted together into a

solution of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) in toluene and are then stripped into an aqueous
phase by sequential contact with 0.5 M ammonium carbonate followed by 0.5 M H2SO4. The

TABLE 2. Options for alpha liquid scintillation

Method Capability Advantages Disadvantages

Aqueous sample
All-purpose scintillator
Beta LSa counter

Gross a count of

relatively high
count rate

Easy sample preparation
Available equipment and

scintillator

Little energy resolution
Variable quench
Variable background

Extractive scintillator
Beta LS counter

Gross a count of
somewhat lower
count rate

Less background variation
Reproducible quenching

Little energy resolution
Still relatively high
background

Extractive scintillator
Alpha LS spectrometer

a spectra 200- to
300- keV FWHM

Lower detection
limit

Lower external background
Usable energy spectrum

More sample preparation

8~Y from nuclide or
daughters visible

Extractive scintillator
Alpha LS spectrometer
Pulse-shape discrimination

a spectra Internal $-y rejected
Still lower detection Low, reproducible

limit background

Additional sample preparation
Additional electronics

a
LS = liquid scintillation.
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strip solution is reduced in volume and converted to a sulfate system. The uranium and
thorium are then extracted into separate extractive scintillators. Figure 5 shows the
extraction coefficients (organic phase concentration divided by aqueous phase concentration)
for both systems as a function of pH.

The overall accuracy of the 23^-238^ an(j 230^ assavS} including the dissolution and
two extraction steps, is estimated at ±5%. Reproducibilities of ±0.3% (including the two
extraction steps and counting) were easily obtained for the uranium at the 100- to 150-ppm
level. Detection limits for 1-g samples were found to be 1.1 parts per 10 8 for 238U and 4

parts per 10 13 for 230 Th when pulse-shape discrimination was used. This is competitive with;

fluorimetric methods for uranium and may be better than most existing methods for 23 ^Th. 1[+

ORNL-DWG 78-1158

T 1 1

1

-2.0 -1.0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0

PH

Fig. 5. Thorium distribution to the primary amine
sulfate scintillator and uranium distribution to the

tertiary amine sulfate scintillator as a function of
aqueous-phase pH.

FUTURE UTILIZATION

Widespread use of the more refined forms of alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry
described here depends on (1) an increased interest and need for such procedures and (2)

promotion of the development of commercial supplies of the necessary reagents, detectors,
and special electronic (pulse-shape discrimination) units. Several laboratories are current
ly using these procedures and devices on a research basis, however, and it is hoped that

commercial supplies will become available as was the case with beta liquid scintillation.
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Chemical separation steps are required for alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry just

as they are for alpha spectrometry by other methods. These steps generally involve much

hand labor in either case, and methods of simplifying and automating these time-consuming

steps are needed. Some work in this direction has been done at ORNL. Initial separation

I
steps can, of course, be done in multiples. Automatic pipetters and dispensers can simplify

reagent measurements. An equilibration vessel for the final extraction into the scintillator

has been designed that allows extraction, deoxygenation of the scintillator, and counting

in the same vessel.

It is not clear whether the practical limit of energy resolution for alpha liquid
scintillation work has been reached. The relevant factors are associated either with the

scintillator or with the detector since electronic signal processing is clearly not a limit.
Considerable improvements have been made in resolution by choosing the purest and most
effective ingredients, 15-17 but these measures have not extended energy resolution capability
beyond 200- to 300-keV FWHM. This resolution, which corresponds to 4 to 6%, is somewhat
better than can be obtained in gamma spectrometry by optimizing a phototube—sodium iodide
crystal combination.

Most detectors now in use for alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry do not incorporate
sample changers, partly because of their experimental nature and partly because they are
not really needed for low-count-rate samples. Sample changers using the detector and sample
configuration described for high-resolution alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry have
been constructed; 13 however, like the detector, they are not commercially available.

CONCLUSIONS

There is a great need for a simple, rapid, and accurate method of alpha counting and
spectrometry. Unfortunately, the nature of alpha radiation makes the development of such
a method difficult. Liquid scintillation methods, however, offer inherent advantages for
alpha counting and spectrometry with regard to sample preparation and counting efficiency.
Recent improvements in sample preparation, scintillators, and equipment designed to optimize
the system for alpha assay indicate that rapid, accurate, and efficient methods of alpha
counting and spectrometry are possible with liquid scintillation. Further improvements are
needed in sample preparation methods, scintillator efficiency, and detector design to

encourage widespread use of alpha liquid scintillation spectrometry.
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Discussion:

Larsen (ANL):

What are the possibilities, with the very low backgrounds you are talking about, of
applying this system to the determination of

2l
*^Pu. That's a reverse situation. You are

counting a low energy beta in the presence of lots of alpha. Have you set up your discrim-
ination circuit in such a way that you can discriminate the low energy beta from 241 from
the alphas of the 239Pu and 24oPu?

McDowell (ORNL):

You can discriminate either way, so you could do that if you have the plutonium chemi-
cally separated. You would need to determine the

2l* 1 Pu counting efficiency.

Harlan (Rocky Flats):
Is the separation extremely clean between the beta, gamma and the alpha time peaks?

McDowell:
Well, you saw the time spectrum. It is a good deal better than that now. It is very

clean, it goes down to the base line. The time separation is about 30 to 40 nanoseconds
between peaks. It is better than 99.9%.
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Acid-Compensated Multiwavelength Determination
of Uranium in Process Streams

D. T. BOSTICK
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

Uranyl absorbance was measured in the presence of 0.02-5M
HNO3 to determine the effect of nitric acid concentration on the
absorbance of uranium in the concentration range of 20-200 g/1.
The uranyl absorbance was found to be primarily the result of three
uranyl species: U02 ,

UO2NO3 and a uranyl dimer. The concentration
of HNO3 determines the relative concentration of each of these uranyl
cations and. hence, th^ir contribution to the total absorbance.
Because U02 and UO2NO3 are the major uranyl species in streams
containing excess acid (0.5-5M HN0 3 ) , the absorbance at 416 and
426 nm is used to simultaneously calculate the total uranium and
nitrate concentration in a stream to within 5% and 0.5 molar units,
respectively. The uranyl absorbance in acid deficient aqueous streams

(0.02-0.5M HNO3) is due primarily to the absorbance of U02 and the
uranyl dimer. As a result the absorbance at 416 and 426 nm can be
used to simultaneously calculate the total uranium and hydrogen ion
concentration in samples to within 3% and 0.2 molar units, respectively.

KEYWORDS: Uranium, nitric acid, spectrophotometric, dual wavelength,
determination

INTRODUCTION

Continuous in-line analysis of uranium in process streams can enhance plant operations
by allowing continuous process optimization, resulting in a higher quality product with
reduced losses. Real time analysis also provides a greater degree of process safety
through continuous material balance control and better operator awareness. Instrumentation
designed to meet these^oals has frequently been based on the direct colorimetric measure-
ment of uranyl ion (U02 ) at 416 nm. The in-line detectors incorporate a dual beam optical
system to reduce errors resulting from cell window fouling and sample turbidity. Errors
in the determination of uranium concentration attributable to these sources generally do not
exceed 5% (1-4). However, errors as great as 15-30% are often encountered with these single
wavelength instruments, due to variations in nitric acid concentration and temperature (2).

Several adaptations of the photometric method have been suggested to minimize the
effect of nitric acid on the determination of uranium, and thereby improve the accuracy
of

2
£he continuous monitors. Prohaska noted the fact that U-HNO3 solutions contain both

U02 and UO2NO3 (1). He therefore proposed the use of a second order calibration equation,
after Betts and Michels (5) , in which the absorption at 416 nm was corrected for the presence

i of U02N0 3 . Prior knowledge of the nitrate concentration in the stream was required before
] this correction could be made. Bhargava et. al. (6) found that the absorption due to the
total uranium concentration in the sample is linearly proportional to acid concentrations

I above 0.5M HNO3. If either the HN0 3 or total uranium concentration is known, one can calcu-
late the concentration of the other component from the solution absorbance at 416 nm.

Erickson and Slansky also noted this linear relationship and suggested that uranium and
HNO3 concentrations might be simultaneously determined by using a multi-wavelength
approach (7). However, this proposal was not incorporated into their prototype uranium
monitor.

This report further defines the influence of 0.02-5M HNO3 on the uranium absorption
spectrum. These results, together with the above recommendations, have led to the develop-

ment of a dual wavelength technique for the determination of total uranium concentration,
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which requires little prior knowledge of stream conditions. The modified photometric method
improves the accuracy of existing in-line uranium monitors by compensating for fluctuations

I

in HNO3 concentration. The improved accuracy is demonstrated over a wide HN0
3
concentration

range.

1

EXPERIMENTAL

Uranium standards were prepared from serial dilutions of 520.1 g/1 depleted uranium
stock solution containing 0.001M HN0

3 . The uranium concentration of the stock was deter-
j

mined coulometrically (8) and the acid concentration was determined titrimetrically after
the uranium was complexed with fluoride (9) . Reagent grade nitric or perchloric acid and
sodium nitrate were used to adjust the concentrations of free acid and nitrate ion,
respectively, in the diluted uranyl nitrate standards.

A Cary 14 recording spectrophotometer was used to scan uranyl solutions contained in
a 0.1 cm path length quartz cell. Further experimental details are described elsewhere (10)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical aqueous streams in the Purex fuel recycling process contain from 20-200 g/1 U
and up to 1M free nitrate ion. These streams may either contain excess acid (0.5-4M HN0

3 )

or be acid deficient (0.02-0. 5M HNO3) . The concentration of all stream components will vary
by at least 10%. The visible spectra of uranium solutions containing varying concentrations
of acid and free nitrate were examined in order to develop a uranium monitor that could
accurately operate under any of these variable process stream conditions.

The visible uranium spectrum contains several absorption maxima at 426, 416, 403 and
359 nm. Calibration curves obtained at constant HNO3 and nitrate concentrations are linear
with uranium concentration at each of these wavelengths. If, however, the HNO3 concentratioi
of the solution varies, the absorption at a given concentration of uranium will change con-
siderably. Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the extent to which the uranium spectra shifts with
fluctuations in HNO3 concentration under both acid-deficient an^

+
-excess conditions, respec-

I

tively. The uranyl spectrum is transformed from the typical UO2 triplet to a single broad
absorption envelope, having a maximum absorption coefficient which increases significantly
as the HNO3 concentration decreases from 0.2 to .02M HN0

3 . Under excess acid conditions, the

uranium spectrum is also modified, but to a lesser extent. The absorption coefficients in this !

case increase with acid concentration from 2-6M HNO3.

A composite of uranium behavior for both acid conditions is shown in Figure 3. Each
curve represents the effect of HNO3 on the absorption at a given total uranium concentration.
A similar set of curves was also generated for the 426 nm absorption maxima. The minimum

absorbance for each uranium concentration occurs at a U/HNO3 molar ratio of approximately 2.

It becomes obvious from the previous figures that uranium analysis based on the absorp-

tion at any single wavelength will be considerably influenced by fluctuations in HN0
3
con-

centration, such as commonly encountered in reprocessing streams. An expression must be

derived which will adequately describe the effect of HN0
3
over the 0.02-5M range, as presenter

in Figure 3. For present purposes, acid-deficient solutions will more accurately be defined
as solutions in which the U/H molar ratio exceeds 2 and excess acid solutions will be those

with a U/H molar ratio of less than 2. The analysis of each type of solution will be treatei

separately in the following sections.

Uranium Analysis in Excess Acid Solutions

The absorbance of uranyl solutions is linearly proportional to HN0 3 concentration under

excess acid conditions. To define the exact nature of this behavior, the uranium spectra

were observed in the presence of increasing hydrogen ion concentration, added as HCIO^, and
increasing nitrate ion concentration, added as NaN03. At constant uranium and nitrate con-

centration, uranyl absorption is only slightly affected by hydrogen ion concentrations greatei

than 5M HCIO^. At constant uranium and hydrogen ion concentration, uranium absorption
increases linearly with nitrate (Fig. 4). The slopes of the curves obtained with varying
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nitrate ion were found to be identical to those obtained by varying HNO3 concentration,
indicating that the elevation in uranyl absorption with HNO3 concentration is proportional
to the total nitrate, rather than hydrogen ion or HN0 3 , concentration. From Figure 4, the
absorbance (A^g) at a given uranium concentration is equivalent to:

Ait 16 = d(Altl6 )/d[N0 3 ] X [N0 3 ] + a£ 16 (1)

where d(Aitl g)/d[N0 3
"] is the slope of a given line and A° 16 is the extrapolated intercept.

A similar relationship can be written for solutions in which the U/H molar ratio is less
than 2 at each of the remaining uranyl absorption maxima.

The uranium concentration appears to influence the magnitude of both dCA^ ig)/d[N03]
and A°ig. The exact proportionality can be evaluated by plotting both d(A^ ls )/d[N03]and

A^ig versus uranium concentration. Similar effects were observed for all four absorption
maxima. As indicated in Figure 5, the slope of 416 ran data can be represented by a propor-
tionality constant, Mi^g, in the following equation:

d(A^ 16 )/d[N03] = M^gCu] + b„ 16 . (2)

The value, b^g, is the intercept of 416 nm data and is essentially equal to zero. A plot i

1

of A^g versus uranium concentration (Fig. 6) permits the calculation of the proportionality;

constant Ni^g such that:

is
»t

• iva

[ ice

A° 16 = Ni+xgCu] + Cl+16 .

Again, c^jg represents the small negative intercept of the 416 nm data line.

(3)

Combining equations 1-3 thus completely describes the effect of nitrate ion on uranium
absorption at 416 nm under excess acid conditions:

Aye = Mm 6 [u][N0 3 ] + NM6 [U] + C^g (4)

This behavior is exactly that described by Prohaska (1) in which total uranyl absorption is

due both to the absorbance of UO2 , calculated by the product N^gfu], and U02N0 3 , calculate*

by the product Mi+16 [u][N0 3 ].
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2+ +
Both U0 2 and U02N0 3 similarly contribute to the absorption at the remaining uranyl

wavelengths, and therefore relationships analogous to equation 4 can also be written for

»ach of these absorption maxima. By combining equations from any two of the uranyl absorption

wavelengths, it is possible to simultaneously calculate the total uranium and nitrate concen-

trations of a given sample. Because 416 and 426 nm data exhibit the greatest sensitivity

toward uranium and nitrate, these two wavelengths were selected for use in the uranium

uonitor. The simultaneous equations for uranium and nitrate analysis, respectively, in

;xcess acid solutions are given below:

(5)
[u] = Mi+26 (A416-C«tl6) - M416 (AH26--Ci+26)

Mit26N416 "
" Mi+16N it2G

[no!] = Nij 2 6 (Am6-citl6) - N!t 16 (Att 26 -Cit26)

Mitl6 (A426-C it26) - Mit26 (Ait 16 _c416)

and

[NO3] = Nit 2 6 (Am6-Citl6) " Nm 6 (Ai+26-c it26)

(6)

For a 0.1 cm path length optical cell, these calibration equations numerically reduce to:

[U] = 6.83X10 2
Ait 16 - 5.00X10 2 A,t26-0.973 (7)

and

[NO3] = 3.10X10" 3 (Atf i 6+0.0114) - 3.74X10" 3 (Ait26-0.0175)
(8)

3.10X10 lt (A1+26+0.0175) - 4.23X10 4 (Attl6+0.0114)

The estimated relative standard deviations using the above equations are 5% and 15% for
.20-200 g/1 uranium and 0.5-5M nitrate, respectively.

Uranium Analysis in Acid Deficient Solutions

Above a U/H
+
molar ratio of 2, the uranyl absorbance is no longer proportional to the

total nitrate concentration. Instead, the absorbance sharply increases as the acid concen-
tration of the solution decreases. Uranyl absorbance in acid deficient solutions was found
to be proportional to the square of uranium concentration and the inverse of hydrogen ion
concentration in the sample. Because the absorbance is dependent on the square of uranium
concentration, the uranyl species formed in the 0.02-0. 5M HNO3 range is assumed to be a dimer
of uranium, although its exact identity is unknown. The complete equation which describes
uranyl absorbance at 416 nm in the 0.02-5M HNO3 can be written as:

A416 = Kitie [U] 2/[H
+

] + MU6 [U] [NO 3] + Nit i6 [u] + Cl|16 , (9)

where the term i6[u] 2 /[H
+
] represents the absorbance due to the uranyl dimer.

In excess acid streams the hydrogen ion concentration is so high that the contribution
of the dimer to the total absorbance of the sample becomes negligible. The calculation of

Ait i6 then reduces to that described in equation 4. Conversely, the nitrate concentration
j in acid deficient streams is generally so low gs_ to make the product m[u][N0 3 ] negligible
1
in comparison to the absorbance produced by UO2 and the uranyl dimer. Equation 9 can then
be simplified for acid deficient streams to:

A416 = Kit 16 [u]
2 /[H

+
] + Nit 16 [u] + c 416 . (10)

The 426 nm data also exhibit the same response to HNO3 so that a simultaneous equation can
be derived for the calculation of uranium concentration in acid deficient samples based on
416 and 426 nm absorbance:

[U] = (Ait26"Cit26) " Rit26 (A tt 1

6

_c «+ 1 6 ) •
(H)

K416 Nit26 _ K426 Ntti6
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Because the simultaneous solution for hydrogen ion concentration is mathematically too comply
to be useful, acid concentration is determined subsequently, based on the calculated uranium !

concentration:
i

[H
+]- K416 [u]

:

(12)

(A^g-c^g) - N^gEu]

A computer routine was used to determine the optimum values, based on a least squares crite-
rion, for the constants in equations 11 and 12. The numerical values of the constants are
given below, assuming a 0.1 cm optical path length:

which reduces to

and

[U] = 1.165X10~ 6 (A1+26+0.0194) - 1.294X10 6 (Altl6+0.0128) ,

(1.165X10~ 6 )(3.25X10~ 3
) - (1.294X10" 6

) (3.83X10" 3
)

[U] = 1.106X10 3 Akl6 - 9.959X102 A^ - 5.16 ,

[H
+

]
= 1.165X10 6 [U] 2

(Altl6+0.0128) - 3.83X10 3 [u]

(13)

(14)

(15)

The estimated relative standard deviations using the above equations are 3% and 0.2 molar
units for 20-200 g/1 uranium and 0.02-0.5M HN0 3 ,

respectively.

SUMMARY

The above derived equations demonstrate that by monitoring the 416 and 426 nm absorbance
of a uranyl process stream, uranium concentration can be accurately determined in the presencf

of varying concentrations of HNO3 and free nitrate ion. Prior knowledge of exact concentra-
tions of these constituents is not required for the analysis. Once the operating range of
the hydrogen ion concentration has been established for a given process stream, the appro-
priate simultaneous equation can be applied to the absorbance data. In streams for which
the U/H molar ratio will be greater than 2, the acid deficient form (eq.llandl2) can be
used to determine uranium and estimate hydrogen ion concentration. The excess acid form
(eq. 5 and 6) can be used to calculate uranium and free nitrate concentration in streams where
the value of the U/H molar ratio will be less than 2. If the molar ratio is anticipated to

vary about the value of 2, equation 11 rather than equation 5 should be used to calculate
uranium concentration. As indicated in Table 1, the acid deficient form of the simultaneous
equation results in !j.ess error in predicting uranium concentration for streams operating near
the intermediate U/H molar ratio of 2.

Use of the descriptive expressions derived above will significantly decrease the analyt-
ical error in the estimation of total uranium concentration in actual process streams and
also provide estimates of other important components (hydrogen or total nitrate ion) in the

same stream.
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I. Accuracy in the Simultaneous Determination of Uranium Concentration

U/H
£iXp • L'-'J £iXp • l_

niNu 3 j Molar v_»aj_c • i_u j /o D1I I •
" L<aj_c . L u j /o uiri

(g/D
'

(M) Ratio Equation 5 Equation ii

"11/ O124 . o 0. U4o 10.

9

174 .

0

39 .

0

124 .

4

0.3
83. 2 0.048 7 . 28 111.2 34.0 80.

7

3.0
83.

2

0. 080 4. 37 104. 3 25.0 81.9 1.5
166 .

5

0. 320 2 . 19 179 .

3

7.7 166.4 0.1
124.

8

0. 256 2.05 134. 3 7.6 129.5 3.8

114.4 0.256 1.89 118.5 3.5 118.7 3.7

124.8 0.320 1.64 125.0 0.2 125.3 0.4
166.5 0.512 1.37 166.8 0.2 163.8 1.3
83.2 1.02 0.341 82.1 1.3 78.7 5.4

83.2 3. 06 0.117 81.3 2.3 65.4 21.0

*Represents the absolute value of 100 -(Experimental [u] - Calculated [u] ) /Experimental [u]

.
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Discussion:

l

Persiani (ANL):
j

Can a similar system be applied to the plutonium stream and to a mixture of plutonium
and uranium?

Bostick (ORNL):

That's what we are working on right now. We are mainly looking at plutonium (III) and
(IV) in aqueous streams. The plutonium (III) absorbance doesn't seem to vary much with
acid concentration, but the plutonium (IV) absorbance is quite dependent on acid concentra-

j

tion. We are investigating whether we can use a similar dual wavelength approach for plu-
tonium. Our final goal is to be able to determine plutonium (III) and (IV) and uranium all

j

in a single stream with about a 5% accuracy.

Questioner:
Basically, when you get into a situation where there is a hundred times as much uranium

as there is plutonium you're in trouble. The absorbancies for the plutonium species are
not significantly different from those for the uranium species.

Bostick:
We are looking at the visible plutonium (IV) spectra and mainly the 476 wavelength

line. The 565 and 603 nm lines are being monitored for plutonium (III). Typically uranium
concentrations will vary between 2 and 200 g/L. The plutonium concentrations will vary
between about 1 and 20 gms per liter. Plutonium can be easily analyzed under these
experimental and process stream conditions.

Questioner:
Can your in-line monitor system be adapted to handle low uranium concentrations at the

waste station and second, can your system be calibrated in-line?

Bostick:
Let me answer your second question first. The design and maintenance of the in-line

instrument is too complex to build in a self-calibrating system. Instead, samples will be
drawn and analyzed for safeguard requirements every place the instruments occur and we will
use those for calibration. The first question: we have been thinking about looking at
trace levels of uranium by using a long path-length cell. We thought that fluorescence
might be a better way of looking at trace levels of uranium.

Hakkila (LASL):

What is the advantage for high uranium concentrations of using the spectrophotometric
method over the densities methods?

Bostick:
Well, actually we have made that study. We have had a mini-process going where we have

had a densitometer and the photometer side-by-side in the stream. The dual wave length
procedure was much more accurate than the density measurement. Using a densitometer you
have to assume a concentration for nitric acid and nitrate. Our levels of uranium
concentration are going to be about 80 gms per liter and lower. There was too much
inaccuracy because of the stream composition variability, particularly in the assumed
nitrate and HNO3 concentration. You need the dual wave length approach to get the 5%
accuracy that is wanted in process control.
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ABSTRACT

Major tasks in this program are (1) development of dissolution
techniques for refractory nuclear materials, (2) development of methods
and automated analyzers for determining plutonium, uranium, and thorium,

(3) preparation of plutonium reference materials distributed as certified
reference materials by the National Bureau of Standards, used in the

Safeguards Analytical Laboratory Evaluation (SALE) program administered
by the New Brunswick Laboratory, and used to calibrate nondestructive
analysis apparatus at LASL, and (4) preparation and characterization of
plutonium isotope materials and participation in an intralaboratory
program to measure longer-lived plutonium isotope half lives. More recent
and significant achievements are reported. Gas-solid reactions at

elevated temperature, used previously to convert uranium in refractory
forms to species readily soluble in acid, are being applied to thorium
materials. A microgram-sensitive spectrophotometric method was developed
for determining uranium and the LASL Automated Spectrophotometer has
been modified to use it. The instrument now is functional for deter-
mining milligram amounts of plutonium, and milligram and microgram
amounts of uranium. Construction of an automated controlled-potential-
coulometric analyzer has just been completed. It is giving design
performance of 0.1% relative standard deviation for the determination
of plutonium using a method developed especially for the instrument. A
method has been developed for the microcomplexometric titration of
uranium in its stable (VI) oxidation state. A color probe analyzer
assembled for this titration also has been used for microcomplexometric
titration of thorium. The present status of reference materials prepared
for NBS and for the SALE program, as well as examples of working reference
materials prepared for use with nondestructive analyzers, is given.

The interlaboratory measured value of the 239 Pu half-life is 24,119 yr.

Our just completed measurement of the half life of
2Ifl Pu is 14.38 yr.

Measurement of the
21,0 Pu half life is in progress.

KEYWORDS: Assay of uranium, plutonium, and thorium, automated spectro-
photometer, automated controlled-potential analyzer, com-
plexometric titration of uranium and thorium, dissolution
of nuclear fuel-cycle materials, plutonium reference materials,
half lives plutonium isotopes.

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of characterizing nuclear fuel cycle materials for safeguards appl
cation is measurement of their uranium, plutonium, and thorium contents. All measurements
must be accurate, with precision requirements ranging from < 0.1% standard deviation for
product materials to several percent for scrap materials containing low quantities of these
three elements. Many fuel-cycle materials, including scrap materials produced in calcina-
tion processes, contain highly refractory components and have multiphase, heterogeneous
composition. At present, a particularly time-consuming operation in the chemical assay of

such materials is their dissolution to effect solubilization of the uranium, plutonium, and
thorium. In addition to fast, effective dissolution technique, automated analyzers for

assaying the three elements will provide economy. The accuracy of assay measurements,
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whether by chemical analysis or by use of nondestructive (NDA) techniques, depends on cali- !

bration, best attained by use of proper reference materials. Accurate plutonium isotope half
life values are essential to NDA methods based on radioactive calorimetry and decay measure-l
ment, as well as for adjusting reference materials and accountable material inventories for i

their changing plutonium content with time.

DISSOLUTION OF NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE MATERIALS

Techniques currently being investigated to attain rapid and effective solubilization of
uranium, plutonium and thorium in refractory materials are mineral acid reactions at elevat-
ed temperatures in pressurized containers and reactions with reactive gases at elevated
temperatures

.

We previously developed a dissolution apparatus of a Teflon container in pressure-
supporting stainless steel and nickel shells which permit reactions with various mineral
acids at temperatures up to 260°C and pressures to 320 atm (5000 psi) . The apparatus design
was made available to industry and was adopted by the Parr Instrument Company. A stainless
steel shell is used with HNO3, H2SO4 , and HN03-H 2 S04 mixtures. A nickel container is used
for HC1, HF, and their mixtures. The dissolution apparatus has been applied successfully
to a variety of materials including Nb-U alloy, U02Zr02 in Zr matrix, U-Zr-Hf carbide,
1600°C-sintered (U-Pu)02, and a variety of scrap-type materials supplied by the New
Brunswick Laboratory (NBL)

.

We verified NBL findings that the Parr Teflon containers frequently failed when used
at 270°C with HN0 3 -low molarity HF mixtures for the dissolution of materials such as high-
fired Pu02 and calcined mixed oxide. The Parr Company supplied Teflon containers made from
new Teflon stock and we fabricated new containers. Both failed even when heated at only
250°C with a HNO3-I0W molarity HF mixture and without samples.

The du Pont Company, in response to our request, recommended two Teflon grades, molded
7A and Type 1 Premium per ASTM D-3294. Containers fabricated from both grades withstand
repeated use with the HNO3-HF mixture at 260°C. The Parr Instrument Company has changed
its production to use only the molded 7A grade.

Gas-solid reactions at elevated temperatures are being investigated for converting
refractory materials to soluble compounds or for forming volatile uranium and thorium com-
pounds that condense as compounds readily soluble in mineral acids. Materials in a quartz
boat are reacted in a quartz tube heated by a resistance furnace. The tube is designed to

provide a controllable atmosphere and effective recovery of the volatilized compounds.

Reactions with chlorine gas and carbonyl chloride, especially the latter, are effec-
tive for volatilizing uranium. For example, 0.1 g of U3O8 (as well as UO2, UO3, and UC2)

volatilizes completely when reacted with chlorine at 1000°C for 12 h or 1200°C for 5 h.

With carbonyl chloride, using the same reaction conditions for chlorine, O.lgUsOa vola-
tilizes completely in < 0.5 h at 1000°C and in < 1 h at 700°C. The system has been
applied successfully to a variety of uranium-containing materials produced in a LASL waste-
recovery calcination facility and supplied for testing by NBL. The method is effective
for materials containing zirconium and niobium which, like uranium, volatilize as chlorides.

The technique now is being evaluated for thorium materials. As predicted by the rela-

tive boiling points of UCl^ and TI1CI4 , thorium is proving more difficult to volatilize.

For example, < 1% of Th0 2 , previously calcined at 1200°C in air, volatilizes during a 1-h

reaction with chlorine, contrasted to about 40% for U3O8. Under the same conditions
using carbonyl chloride instead of chlorine, uranium was completely volatilized, but vol-

atilization of thorium increased only to 36%. The formation of volatile UCI4 and ThBr 4

by reaction of the oxides with chlorine and bromine in the presence of carbon 1 prompted
an evaluation of various forms of carbon. Charcoal is proving the most effective. With

1
G. T. Seaborg and J. J. Katz, The Actinide Elements (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1954),

pp. 84, 153.
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-lixtures of the 1200°C calcined Th02 and various charcoals, at a C/Th02 mole ratio > 3, the

horium volatilization is > 99% in 1 h at 1000°C. The condensed thorium compound dissolves

|

'eadily in mineral acids

.

ANALYTICAL METHODS AND AUTOMATED INSTRUMENTS FOR URANIUM,
PLUTONIUM, AND THORIUM DETERMINATIONS

Automated Spectrophotometer

The LASL Automated Spectrophotometer is designed primarily for determining uranium and
ilutonium in scrap materials. The method used in the original instrument 2 provides high
tolerance for the many impurity elements present in scrap materials. Measurement precision
•s about 1% standard deviation for a range of about 1 to 14 mg of either element determined
Ln sample portions up to 0.5 ml.

Because many scrap materials have very low uranium and plutonium contents , measurements
)f microgram quantities of the two elements often are required. A method, designed for use

.n the automated spectrophotometer, was developed. 3 It features measurement of 2.5- to 100-

,ig amounts of uranium and high tolerance for impurity elements present in scrap materials.
;he method consists of extracting the U(VI)-benzoyltrifluoroacetone complex into butyl
iropionate from a solution that contains Mg(II) -cyclohexanediaminetetraacetic acid masking
igent to provide high selectivity and hexamethylenetetramine and triethanolamine to provide
ligh buffering capacity.

The automated spectrophotometer, shown in Fig. 1, was modified to use this microgram-
level uranium method as well as the original methods for determining low milligram levels
ooth of plutonium and uranium. Modifications include (1) a separate reagent dispensing
»ystem for the microgram-level method, (2) a mechanism to switch the pneumatic-hydraulic
system automatically between the two sets of dispensers, (3) removal of the cam-actuated
switches that had controlled mechanical operations and expansion of the microcomputer
system to provide complete control of all mechanical and electrical operations, (4) instal-
lation of a pair of interference filters for absorbance measurements for the microgram-
j.evel method, and (5) replacement of the 32-digit, analog-to-digital converter with a

ii-digit converter to cover a larger dynamic range.

Output response for the microgram-level method is linear over the range of 2.5 to

LOO yg of uranium. The precision ranges from 0.5% standard deviation at 90 yg to 3% at

j yg of uranium. Under instrument operation conditions, tolerances of 48 metal ions and
L7 nonmetal anions have been established.

1*

Automated Controlled-Potential Coulometer

We previously have described 5
a controlled-potential-coulometric method for plutonium

ieveloped for use in an automated analyzer. Construction of the analyzer has been com-

pleted recently. The method features high tolerance for impurities, a precision of 0.1%

*D. D. Jackson, D. J. Hodgkins.R. M. Hollen, and J. E. Rein, "Automated Spectrophotometer
for Plutonium and Uranium Determination," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory report LA-6091
(February 1976)

.

3
S. F. Marsh, "Extraction-Spectrophotometric Determination of Microgram Quantities of

l
Uranium with Benzoyltrifluoroacetone," Anal. Chim, Acta 105, 439-443 (1979).

i*G. R. Waterbury, Compiler, "Analytical Methods for Fissionable Materials in the Nuclear
Fuel Cycle, October 1, 1978-September 30, 1979," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory report,

in press.
5
D. D. Jackson, R. M. Hollen, F. R. Roensch, and J. E. Rein, "Highly Selective Coulometric
Method and Equipment for the Automated Determination of Plutonium," in Analytical Chem-
istry in Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing, W. S. Lyon, Ed., Proc. 21st Conf. Anal. Chem. Energy
Technol., Gatlinburg, Tennessee, October 4-6, 1977 (Science Press, Princeton, 1978), p. 51.
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Fig. 3. Automated Controlled-Potential-
Coulometric Analyzer in Box
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|standard deviation for the determination of 5 mg plutonium, and operational simplicity.

IPlutonium is reduced at 0.25 V (vs SCE) to Pu(III) in 5.5M HC1 - 0.015M sulfamic acid

electrolyte. Diverse ions are oxidized at 0.57 V at which Pu(III) is not significantly
loxidized. Phosphate (as NaHzPOn) is added to lower the Pu(III) -Pu(IV) potential and Pu(III)

iis titrimetrically oxidized to Pu(IV) at 0.68 V. Results of a detailed investigation of

j

(diverse ion tolerances for more than 75 metal ions and nonmetal anions have been reported. 5

:

[Metallic elements normally present in nuclear fuel cycle materials do not interfere at equal

;!mole ratio relative to plutonium. Most interfering nonmetal anions are separated by fuming

Iwith perchloric acid prior to analysis.

An overall view of the instrument components is shown in Fig. 2 and its installation in

la containment box is shown in Fig. 3. The mechanical portion is installed in the sloping,

|

open-front box that is 0.91 m wide, 0.79 m deep, and 0.84 m high and the electronic compo-
jnents are mounted outside the box.

i

The major electronic components of the instrument, shown in Fig. 4, are commercial which
Isimplifies maintenance. A Hewlett-Packard 9825 Programmable calculator controls all mechan-
,ical and electrical operations, processes titration data, and outputs results on paper tape.

I A Princeton Applied Research Corporation 173 Potentiostat-Galvanostat and 179D Digital
Coulometer, modified for calculator control, do the electrolysis. Also interfaced and
under calculator control are a D to A converter, a digital multimeter, a scanner, a real

I time clock and a digital plotter. The D to A converter provides calculator capability
jjto select electrode potentials. The digital multimeter measures electrolysis conditions
of interest and serves as an A to D converter to input data to the calculator. The digital
Imultimeter also monitors interlocks designed to protect the instrument in case of a mal-
function. The scanner switches the digital multimeter to the point to be measured. The
mechanical operations are controlled through the scanner by contact closure of relays.
The real-time clock monitors electrolysis times and by means of an interrupt system termi-

i nates analyses in which the times exceed those found to affect the determination adversely.
' The plot of log current vs. time provided by the on-line digital plotter allows a trained
analyst to spot deviations indicative of a faulty analysis.

The mechanical assembly is designed for long-term, trouble-free operation. A turntable
| holding up to 24 electrolysis cells rotates them into position under a fixed Teflon support.

Smooth and accurate rotation is provided by a Geneva-drive, intermittent motion assembly.
Positional accuracy is further insured ftya cylindrical rod, driven by a pneumatic cylinder,
that engages slots in the edge of the turntable at each of the 24 positions.

The electrolysis cells are simply fabricated from 4.8-cm-diam glass tubing by flame seal
ing a flat bottom and grinding the top flat. The electrodes, stirring mechanism, reagent-
delivery tubes, inert-gas inlet, and rinsing system are mounted in a rigid Teflon support.
The cells are raised by a hydraulic-cylinder-driven assembly to form a gas-tight seal
against the Teflon support and to position the various components reproducibly . The reagent
dispensers for the HCl-sulfamic acid electrolyte and the phosphate complexant are similar
to those used in the automated spectrophotometer. 2 Only glass, Teflon, and Kel-F contact
the highly corrosive reagents.

The analyzed sample and rinse solution are withdrawn by suction through a Teflon tube.

The aspiration tube is driven by a pneumatic-cylinder mechanism to an exact position at
the bottom of the cell near the platinum-gauze electrode for efficient removal of the
liquid. Two consecutive rinses, each with ~ 25 ml of 5.5MHC1, leave less than 0.01% of
the previous sample.

Complexometric Titration of Uranium and Thorium

Methods are being developed for the determination of microgram and milligram levels of

uranium and thorium applicable to materials produced in various stages of fuel production
and ultimately for irradiated fuel analysis. A versatile, automated apparatus, shown in

Fig. 5, has been assembled for this purpose. In the instrument, titrant is delivered by
a micrometer pipet driven by a stepping motor to provide precise increments. A probe
colorimeter immersed in the solution monitors the continuously changing color. Light
is transmitted to the probe tip through a flexible fiber-optic light guide. The light
passes through the solution and is reflected by a mirror at the end of the probe tip back
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through another portion of the fiber-optic light guide to the photodiode detector. A pro-
grammable calculator controls the titrant addition, senses the approximate inflection point,

j

processes the data, and calculates the quantity of titrant at the endpoint as the intercept

of least squares fitted lines before and after the inflection point. A digital voltmeter

berves as an analog-to-digital converter to transfer the measured absorbance values into the

calculator. A stripchart recorder also monitors the absorbance output from the colorimeter

and provides a plot of absorbance vs delivered titrant volume.
i

Thorium is determined by titrating the thorium-xylenol orange complex with diethylene-

!

triaminepentaacetic acid. Over the range of 20 to 140 yg thorium, the precision is < 1 yg
standard deviation. Because this method is not selective, a chemical separation procedure
is being developed.

A selective, complexometric titration method has been developed for determining uranium.
|The U(VI)-arsenazo I complex is titrated with dipicolinic acid (pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic
acid) at a pH of 4.9 attained with hexamethylenetetramine buffering. Selectivity is gained
iby use of cyclohexanediaminetetraacetic acid and diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid as

masking agents. Measurement precision for 30 to 180 yg of uranium is about 0.6% standard
deviation. Tolerances of diverse impurities are being established.

PREPARATION OF REFERENCE MATERIALS

Reference materials, mainly containing plutonium with lesser numbers containing uranium,

are prepared for distribution as NBS standard reference materials, for use in the NBL-
administered Safeguards Analytical Laboratory Evaluation (SALE) program, and as working
calibration materials for various nondestructive analyzers in operation at the new LASL
plutonium processing facility and elsewhere. Table I summarizes the status of LASL-
prepared materials prepared for NBS. The status of materials prepared for the SALE
program is given in Table II. Examples of working calibration materials for nondestructive
analyzers are given in Table III.

Table I. Plutonium Reference Materials Prepared by
LASL as NBS Certified Reference Materials

Composition Designation Certified for Status

Pu metal SRM 945 purity 99.9%,
impurity blend
matrix

present
lot in

ample
supply

Pu metal SRM 949 assay g Pu/g eighth
lot to

be pre-
pared in
1980

Pu-244 not assigned atoms Pu-244 prepared.
per container character-

ization
in progress
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Table II. Reference Materials Prepared by
LASL for NBL SALE Program

Composition

Pu nitrate
solution

Pu0 2

(U-Pu)0 2

powder

(U-Pu)0 2

pellets

Certified for

g Pu/container

,

isotopic

g Pu/g

g Pu/g, g U/g
Pu and U isotopic

as above

Status

one series used in the past.
Not planned for future use.

second series of 3 lots
scheduled for 1980.

previous series of 3 lots
prepared. Not planned for
future use.

second series of 3 lots
prepared. Characterization
in progress.

Table III. Typical Reference Materials Prepared by LASL
Analytical Chemistry Group for
Calibration of NDA Instruments

Material

Pu0 2

PuCl 3

Pu(N0 3K
U0 2 (N0 3 ) 2

(U-Pu)Cl^

Characterization

Pu assay, particle
size, impurities

Pu assay, isotopic

Pu assay, isotopic

U assay

U, Pu assay

Various Configurations

solutions

solids

solids on specific
substrates

geometric containers

PLUTONIUM ISOTOPE HALF-LIFE MEASUREMENTS

Accurate half-life values of longer-lived plutonium isotopes are essential to non-
destructive methods of analysis that measure a nuclear property associated with a dis-
integration rate, including calorimetry and various radioactive particle measurements, and
to adjust the plutonium content and isotopic distribution values of reference materials
and accountable material inventories. In an interlaboratory effort sponsored by the DOE
Office of Safeguards and Security, LASL prepares and characterizes pure, enriched-isotope
plutonium materials for distribution to participating laboratories, and participates in
the half-life measurements.

As shown in Table IV, the intralaboratory effort has produced a precise measurement
of the half-life of 239 Pu. 6 Our recently completed measurement of the

2l|1
Pu half-life,

based on mass spectrometric determinations of the decreasing 2k 1Pu/ 242Pu ratio over a

3.6-yr time period, is 14.38 yr with a 95% confidence limit of 0.06 yr. At present, an
interlaboratory effort is in progress for the measurement of the

2l|0
Pu half-life.

6
L. L. Lucas and W. B. Mann, Editor, Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isotopes, 29 (No. 8), 479-524

(1978).
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Table IV. Plutonium Isotope Half-Life Measurements Status

Isotope

238

239

240

241

Measurement
Technique

not done

a-particle
calorimetry
mass spectrometry
of U-235 daughter

a-particle
calorimetry
mass spectrometry
of U-236 daughter

mass spectrometry
of changing
241/242 ratio

Laboratory

ANL, LLL, NBS
LLL, ML
ANL, LASL, LLL

LASL, NBS
LLL, ML
LASL

LASL

Status

recommended
average of

87.74 yr
measured by
ANL and ML

complete

:

24, 119 ± 26 y

24 °Pu0 2 pre-
pared. Char-
acterization
and half-life
measurements
in process

complete

:

14.38 ± 0.06 y

ANL- Argonne National Laboratory
LLL- Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
NBS- National Bureau of Standards
ML- Mound Laboratory
LASL - Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
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Discussion:

Larsen (ANL):

Why does zirconium interfere?
i

Jackson (LASL):

Because I am using phosphate to lower the plutonium (Ill)-plutonium (IV) potential.
Zirconium interferes by forming a precipitate and flocculating plutonium which results in a|
low value.

Larsen:
Then you said that oxidation of the electrolyte makes it necessary to lower the pluto-

j

nium (III) -plutonium (IV) potential. Are you saying that you would start generating hydro-

'

gen as readily as you start generating plutonium (IV)?

1
Jackson:

What I am saying is the oxidiation of plutonium (III) to plutonium (IV) in 5.5 M HC1
requires a sufficiently high potential that oxidation of the electrolyte would take place

[

during a high background current. So we add a complexing to lower the plutonium
(III) -plutonium (IV) potential before carrying out the oxidation.

Larsen:
Have you considered the possibility of doing low-levels of uranium, plutonium, and

thorium, in the of 5, 10 or 25 micrograms range, by x-ray spectrometry?

Jackson

:

We have not worked on that. There is certainly a lot of that type of research in pro-
gress, but not by us.

Larsen:

I wonder what the relative merits of spectrophotometric methods are in terms of speci-
ficity. Xylenol orange is a notoriously bad reagent. It seems to me that energy disper-
sive x-ray spectrometry would be particularly advantageous. Put a microgram of thorium in

an energy dispersive instrument and the peak pops out at you. It is a matter of the speci-
ficity. In x-ray analysis there is no interference whatsoever, and you have sensitivity.

Brodda (NRC - Julich):

In the thorium titration you used diethylene-triaminepentaacetic acid instead of EDTA.

Why?

Jackson:
It offers no particular advantage. We had standardized solutions of it available, so

we used it.

Strohm (Mound):
Concerning the dissolution work, I am wondering where that stands. I have two con-

cerns: one is plutonium NDA. We want to consider a measurement control program and veri-
fication measurements. Dissolution for traceability for chemistry is very important and is

very difficult in scrap. The second thing is a verification measurement of a gamma-ray
isotopic measurement of plutonium, which includes americium. With a simple dissolution we
find that we get preferential dissolution of americium over plutonium. Is this program
being actively pursued and where do we stand as far as being able to have a verification of
those two measurements?

Jackson

:

The method we have used for plutonium-containing materials is the Teflon-container ap-
paratus. We have applied this to a variety of plutonium-containing materials. It is very
effective. The gas-solid reaction we have not. We intend to investigate this gas-solid
technique for plutonium, but have not done so yet. It is hard to make general statements
about dissolution, because every type of scrap material tends to be unique. New
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Brunswick helps us by supplying a variety of difficult-to-dissolve materials. We have

looked at these and have been fairly successful. However, the next one we get might give

us problems.

Bingham (NBL):

One of the situations that has been mutually discussed here is the sample size liquida-

tion of the Teflon bomb. The heterogeneity that is inherent in the scrap materials doesn't

llend them to representative sampling. If you have a kilogram of junk and can only dissolve

a gram at a time, that takes 10 hours. Traceability of the measurement becomes a problem.

Jackson:

Agreed. Sampling is a real problem, particularly in scrap material, regardless of

technique.

Larsen:

A paper should be written on the dissolution of samples. I wrote one a long time ago
on the dissolution of uranium and its allies. There was very little original work in it.

1 1 collected a bunch of information through the years and a bunch of in-house experience
from chemical engineering at Argonne and published a paper. I got more requests for re-

prints on that paper than any other paper I have written and I have written much better
papers — I think - (laughter). I think there are some people in this business who should

i jointly put together a compendium of procedures for the dissolution of these devilish sam-
ples. I can remember particularly the people at Gulf General Atomic having a problem years
I ago with carbide-coated thorium oxide pellets. We got some of those samples and Ralph Bine
I at ANL knew of a dissolution procedure. He popped them in just like that. Another
I individual, who was working on the problem, used to fume them in perchloric acid for U8

hours, and then hoped they were in. And yet, somebody knew of a trick that popped the
i stuff into solution just like that. I wonder just how many people who are dissolving Plu-
tonium oxide know that plutonium oxide dissolves like a charm in concentrated hydrobromic
acid, even the high-fired stuff. These kinds of things ought to be put together.
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Low Level Uranium Determination by
Constant Current Coulometry

by

WANDA G. MITCHELL and KENNETH LEWIS
U. S. Department of Energy, New Brunswick Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

ABSTRACT

A scaled-down version of the titration of uranium by electrogenerated V(V) has
been studied at the New Brunswick Laboratory. The full-scale method, automated
by the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, was based on a modification by Goldbeck
and Lerner of the titrimetric method for uranium by Davies and Gray. A 1/4
scale-down of the coulometric method has resulted in precise and accurate
titrations of 5-40 mg levels of uranium. Modifications were made in the
approach to the end point of the titration and in the treatment of the
indicator electrodes.

KEYWORDS: Uranium titration, low level titration, constant current coulometry,
vanadium (V) titrant

INTRODUCTION

A titrimetric method for the determination of uranium, originally developed by Davies
and Gray,l was evaluated by the New Brunswick Laboratory (NBL) and found to be relatively
selective and simple. Extensive investigation of the procedure at NBL led to modifications
resulting in a precise and accurate titration for uranium which was relatively rapid and
specific. ^ Automated procedures offer the advantages of increased sample output with
decreased manpower per sample. Initial investigations of automation resulted in systems
using volumetric and gravimetric delivery of potassium dichromate titrant. The develop-
ment of a constant current coulometric titration by Goldbeck and Lerner,^ using generation
of vanadium (V) , offered the added advantages of elimination of the preparation and
storage of a standard titrant and of traceability to the coulomb.

The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) built a totally automated titrator for NBL
based on the constant current coulometric titration. The automated instrument which is

completely computer monitored and controlled was evaluated by NBL.^ The initial
evaluation was carried out, using quantities of uranium from 20 to 140 mg at 20-mg
intervals, with quantities of reagents similar to the manual NBL titration (final solution
volume of about 250 ml). Results obtained at the 20 mg level were variable; thus, the
final evaluation was carried out over the range of 40 to 140 mg. The precision obtained
over the entire range was 0.05% (RSD) or better. Accurate results were obtained at the

40 mg level. Although results were consistent and reproducible at all levels, an

increasingly negative bias was found with increasing quantities of uranium titrated above
40 mg.

W. Davies and W. Gray, Talanta 11, 1203 (1964).

:A. R. Eberle, M. W. Lerner, C. G. Goldbeck, and C. J. Rodden, NBL-252 (1970).

!

C. G. Goldbeck and M. W. Lerner, Anal. Chem. 44, 594 (1972).

*K. Lewis, D. L. Colwell, C. G. Goldbeck, and J. E. Harrar, "Analytical Chemistry in

Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing," W. S. Lyon, Ed. (Science Press, Princeton, NJ, 1978),

pp. 134-141.
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The present investigation was carried out primarily to determine if a scaled-down
Version of the coulometric titration could be applied to the determination of uranium in

the 5-40 mg ranges. Other workers ^» have successfully scaled down the volumetric
titration; this indicated that smaller quantities of the reagents should be adequate. It

Iras also felt that information derived from the titration of smaller quantities of uranium
(night lead to an explanation of the bias found in the automated titrator evaluation study,

i

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents

The reagents were the same as those used in the automated titrator? except that the
fe(II) solution and the concentrated HgPO^ were not mixed prior to addition to the sample.

Ihe volume of all reagents was scaled down by a factor of four compared to those used in

jthe automated titrator system.

Apparatus

Cell Assembly

The cell consisted of a 70-ml weighing bottle, 40 mm in diameter, with a Vikem stopper
las a cell head. The stopper was drilled to hold the indicator and generator electrodes and
wo glass tubes (the reference and the counter electrode compartments) with porous Vycor
lugs force-fitted with Tygon tubing into the ends of the glass tubes. The glass tubes

kere filled with electrolyte (0.14 M H2SO4, 2.5 M H
3
P0

4 , and 0.35 M HNO3)

.

Electrodes

The reference electrode was a Radiometer mercurous sulfate electrode.

The cathode was a coil of #16 gauge Pt wire 8 cm long suspended in the counter
ielectrode compartment

.

The anode was one of three cylinders of gold mesh attached to a gold wire. The
cylinders were about 3.5 cm in diameter by 2.0 cm in height. The three electrodes had
estimated total areas of 20, 50, and 80 cm2, respectively.

The indicator electrodes were 10-cm coils of #16 gauge Pt wire.

Coulometer

Two systems were used. An MT Model 3 Coulometer, in the constant current mode with a

precision resistor, supplied currents up to 50 mA for initial work. A stable current source
was assembled by the instrumentation section using a CEA, Berkleonics Inc. constant current
supply with a General Resistance Inc. 1 ohm + 0.01% resistor. An HP 3455A Digital
Voltmeter accurate to 0.005% was used to monitor the voltage across the precision resistor.

Timing was done with an Electronic Research Co. Series 2600 Digital Stop Watch in the
remote control mode reading to 0.001 sec.

-"J. Slanina, F. Bakkar, A. J. P. Groen, and W. A. Lingerak, Fresenius Z. Anal. Chem. 289
102 (1978).

6
S. D. Reeder and J. R. Delmastro, NBS Special Publication 528, 247 (1978).

7j. E. Harrar, W. G. Boyle, J. D. Breshears, C. L. Pomernacki, H. R. Brand, A. M. Kray,
R. J. Sherry, and J. A. Pastrone, UCRL-52351 (1977).
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I

Voltammeter

Current-voltage curves were obtained with a PAR 170 Electrochemistry System.

Procedure
jj

Weigh a sample, containing 5-40 mg of uranium in a volume of 3 ml or less, into the (

cell. Add to the sample with stirring the following pre-titration reagents: 1.25 ml of
j>

sulfamic acid solution; 10 ml of concentrated HoPO, (treated with 2% K
2
Cr

20y) ; 1.25 ml of
Fe(II) solution; wait 30 seconds, and add 2.5 ml of the oxidizing solution. Three minutes

|

after the black color disappears, add 40 ml of diluent. Stir rapidly, and insert the t

cell-head containing the electrodes. Titrate at the selected generating current (50-200 mA)

to the vicinity of the end point. Complete the titration using current pulses. Use the
second derivative method" to calculate the total generation time (t) to the end point
using the following equation:

t =
fcA +

[(B-C)

B

+
A
(B-A)]

(t
B " tA )

the maximum change in the potential per current pulse,
the change in potential for the preceding pulse,
the change in potential for the following pulse,
the total generation time up to the pulse which gave the maximum change in the
potential, and
the total generation time through the pulse which gave the maximum change in
potential.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Basic Method

The method of analysis consisted of the reduction of U(VI) to U(IV) by Fe(II) in

strong H
3
P0^. Excess Fe(II) was oxidized by HNO3 with a Mo (VI) catalyst. A V(IV)

solution (0.025 M) in dilute R^SO^ (0.3 M) was added as diluent, and V(V) was coulo-
metrically generated at a gold electrode. The titration of U(IV) was followed
potentiometrically using a platinum indicator electrode and a mercurous sulfate reference
electrode. The end point was taken as the inflection point of the potentiometric curve.

The general reaction scheme is outlined in Figure 1.

(1) U(VI) + 2 Fe(II)
H
3
P°4

> U(IV) + 2 Fe(III)

(2) 2«Fe(II) + HNO3 + 2 H4"
M°^VI

^ > 2 Fe(III) + HN02 + H
20

HN02 + NH
2 S0 3H > N2 + + H2 S04 + H

2
0

(3) U(IV) + 2 V(V) > U(VI) + 2 V(IV)

General Reaction Scheme for Titration of

Uranium by Electrogenerated Vanadium

Figure 1

8G. C. Goode, J. Herrington, and W. T. Jones, Anal. Chim. Acta 37 , 445 (1967).

where B =

A =

C =

*A
=

tB =
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Initial Investigation

A manual, coulometric titration system was assembled for the present work, because
-.he automated titrator cell head was designed for the full-scale titration and would have

Required extensive revision to accommodate a scaled-down procedure. Since the volume of

ill of the reagents was scaled down by a factor of four from those used in the automated
citrator, resulting in a final solution volume of 60-65 ml, a 70-ml weighing bottle was
ised as a cell.

Initial evaluation of the scaled-down procedure was carried out using 10-mg quantities
>f uranium. The coulometric system assembled supplied a maximum current of 50 mA, and the

4) (Initial gold generator electrode had an area of 20 cm^. Preliminary results obtained with
phis system on 10-mg quantities of uranium gave a precision of 0.05% RSD and an accuracy

Jbf better than 0.05%. Although these results were sufficient to encourage further
jLnvestigation, problem areas in the titration method also became evident.

The approach to the end point was found to be critical in achieving accurate and
brecise results. The generation of V(V) was carried out rapidly and continuously while
ponitoring the generator potential. It had been previously established that high
generator electrode potentials (>710 mV for the present system) would lead to a black
jdeposit on the generator electrode and decreased current efficiency for generation of

||7(V). The indicator electrode potential was also monitored, and the continuous generation
Ipf V(V) was stopped when the indicator potential reached a value of -10 mV vs the mercurous
i'Bulfate reference. The titration was continued from this point using current pulses of

approximately 0.5 sec. Apparently, in the pre-end point region at the foot of the
titration curve from -5 mV to +5 mV, either the titration reaction or the platinum indicator
electrode response is slow. Therefore, it is essential to allow a wait time after the
addition of each increment of titrant for accurate indicator readings to be obtained. The
current pulse in this region causes a rise in the indicator potential to about +5 mV,

followed by a potential decay back to -5 mV. The rate of decay is rapid initially but
becomes slower with subsequent pulses until stable potentials are obtained in the vicinity
of +5 mV. The titration can then be completed with short wait times between pulses. The

l^otal titration time varies from 6 to 10 minutes, and it takes 2 to 3 minutes to go through
the pre-end point region. It has been found that low results are obtained if the rate of

titration is too fast through the region at the foot of the titration curve. This
observation indicates that the negative bias in the LLL automated titrator may be related

:
to the rate or mode of approach to the end point. It is planned to examine this possibility
further

.

A second problem was encountered which appeared to agree with the observations of

Reeder and Delmastro.9 Maintaining the stability of response of the platinum indicator
electrode in titrations of small amounts of uranium was difficult. The indicator
electrodes had to be treated by flaming, quenching in HNO3, water washing, and storing in
a previously titrated solution after about ten titrations to attain the desired accuracy
and precision of 0.05% at the 10 mg uranium level.

Additional Studies

Accumulated Results

The initial interest was to obtain a titration procedure for the range of 5-40 mg of

1 uranium. Having established the basic procedure for 10 mg quantities, attempts were made
to titrate larger and smaller amounts of uranium. Some problems involved with the

j

extension to lower and higher quantities of uranium then became apparent. When the
initial coulometric system was used to titrate 20 mg and 40 mg, the precisions attained

J

were the same as for the 10 mg quantities of uranium, but the recoveries were about 0.1%

Reeder, loc. cit

.
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low at the 20 mg level and about 0.2% low at the 40 mg level. It has been established for !

the volumetric titration^ that low results are obtained with prolonged titration times.
The relatively low current (50 mA) in the initial coulometric system resulted in prolonged
titrations which caused the low results. The analytical instrumentation section assembled
a more suitable instrument providing generation currents, stable within 0.01% over a range
of 50-200 mA. Table I shows the results achieved with this coulometric system over a period
of time during which the electrode conditions were studied in more detail, as described
below. The range of 5-40 mg of uranium was of primary interest, but some results were
obtained at the 1 mg level. The precision and accuracy obtained at all levels, with the
revised instrumentation, was quite satisfactory.

Table I

Accumulated Titration Results for Uranium
with Electrogenerated Vanadium (V)

mg U n % RSD % Diff

1 5 0.081 +0.090
5 16 0.037 +0.057

10 48 0.046 -0.001
20 50 0.036 -0.008
40 48 0.018 -0.039

Current and Titration Efficiencies

The higher generating currents, used for the larger quantities of uranium on the
initial gold generator electrode (20 cm2 ) , caused polarization of the electrode to
excessively high potentials. The high potentials caused a deposit to form on the generator
electrode and led to low current efficiency and high results. It was apparent that the
current density was too high. Thus, two more generator electrodes were constructed with
respective areas of 50 cm2 and 80 cm2 . An examination of the current efficiency for the
three electrodes was carried out using current-voltage curves to evaluate the electrodes
under the titration conditions. These curves were obtained by two controlled-potential
techniques, a slow scan method and a steady state method. Typical curves using the slow
scan method are shown in Figure 2.

Goldbeck and Lerner^ determined current efficiencies directly for a large gold
generator electrode by generating V(V) and titrating the generated material with
standardized Fe(II). They obtained efficiencies of 99.97% for current densities in the
range of 0.1 to 3 mA/cm2 . Harrar and Boyle,

*

2 using current-voltage curves in the presence
and absence of uranium, showed that uranium as well as vanadium was oxidized directly at

the generating electrode and that the resulting generator potential was lowered by the
presence of uranium. The current-voltage curves obtained in the present study with
smaller electrode areas show current efficiencies between 99.9 and 100.0%. The titration
results in Table I indicate titration efficiencies of 99.95% or better. A current density
of 2.5 mA/cm2 was found from these results to allow reasonable currents to be utilized
without polarization problems.

Indicator Electrode Sensitivity

Although the titration range has been extended to 5 mg and some 1-mg quantities were
titrated, the indicator electrode problems previously noted became very pronounced at these

I

10Eberle , loc. cit.

^Goldbeck, loc. cit.

12J. E. Harrar and W. G. Boyle, UCRL-52060 (1976).
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low levels. The indicator electrodes were treated after only five titrations at the 5 mg
level and after each titration at the 1 mg level. This increased sensitivity of the
indicator electrode with smaller quantities of uranium titrated has not been reported in
some scaled-down volumetric 1 -5 and gravimetric procedures with K2Cr20y titrant. Since this
indicator electrode sensitivity would be a problem for 1-5 mg level determinations on an
automated instrument, other modes of electrode treatment and possible alternative end point
procedures are being investigated.

CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that results with an accuracy and a precision of 0.05% can be obtained
by coulometric titration of uranium using electrogenerated vanadium (V) over the range of

5-40 mg. The present work shows that titrations of 10-40 mg uranium can be accomplished
without major problems. Titrations of 5 mg or less require frequent treatment of the
indicator electrode to maintain the desired precision. Automation of the scaled-down
procedure will require further examination of the stability of the indicator electrodes
and also a careful choice of the mode of approach to the end point which the present study
has shown is critical to attaining accurate and precise results.

1
•LJSlanina, loc . cit

,

Discussion:

Larsen (ANL):
What about interference problems?

Mitchell (DOE-NBL):

When Goldbeck and Lerner set up the original method, they studied the interference
problem. I think they found that manganese is among the interfering ions. We're doing a
scale-down of their original method and we don't expect to find any additional problems.
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Application of a Direct Method for the
Determination of Trace Uranium in Safeguards

Samples by Pulsed Laser Fluorometry

by

A. Creig Zook and Linda H. Collins
U.S. Department of Energy, New Brunswick Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

ABSTRACT

A direct method for the fluorometric determination of trace amounts
of uranium in solution has been developed. Precision and accuracy are
better than 5% with a sensitivity of 0.005 ng U. The method employs a

pulsed nitrogen laser to excite uranium atoms in solution containing a

pyrophosphate fluorescence reagent. The resulting fluorescence is filtered,
electronically gated, and integrated. A standard addition technique is

used to overcome sample matrix effects.

KEYWORDS: Uranium determination: fluorometry; laser-induced
fluorescence; trace levels; low-level analysis; waste
solution analysis: nuclear safeguards; analyses

INTRODUCTION

Fluorometric methods for the determination of uranium have been recognized since 1935
for their sensitivity and selectivity and have been used extensively for the quantitative
determination of trace amounts of uranium since the early 1950's. The basic method has
been improved little since then. It is a lengthy procedure involving separations, ex-
tractions, and a fusion or sintering of a solid sodium fluoride or sodium carbonate-fluoride
pellet containing the purified uranium. The pellet is placed into a fluorometer, irradiated
with ultraviolet light, and the resultant emitted light is measured. The identification
and control of some of the many^vgriables of the procedure have allowed some laboratories
to obtain precisions of 10-12%. '

In 1976, a commercially-available laser fluorometer was introduced by S^cintrex, Ltd.

for the direct determination of trace amounts of uranium in natural waters. This instru-
ment seemed to provide significant potential for laboratory application where rapid, ,

accurate, and precise analyses of uranium in solutions of various materials are required.

^J. E. Strain, "The Fluorophotometric Determination of Uranium: An Automated Sintering
Furnace and Factors Affecting Precision", 0RNL/TM-6431

.

2
Savannah River, Analytical Procedure (unpublished), 2SP40.3a, Uranium, Fluorophotometric
Hexone Extraction, (January 1978).

3
J. C. Robbins, "Field Technique for the Measurement of Uranium in Natural Waters", CIM
Bulletin 793, (May 1978), pp. 61-67.

Private communication, T. M. Florence, AAEC, to C. E. Pietri, NBL, (July 1978).
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In its continuing effort to upgrade and improve measurement technology, the U.S.
Department of Energy's New Brunswick Laboratory (NBL) undertook the task of evaluating the

i

instrument and its performance and to develop an analytical method for a more precise,
accurate, and rapid fluorometric method for the analysis of uranium solutions including
safeguards inventory verification samples.

THEORY OF OPERATION

A small nitrogen laser supplies monochromatic ultraviolet light (337 nm wavelength) to
the sample cell. Uranium atoms absorbing this energy emit a green luminescence which is
read by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) . Since organic matter fluoresces mainly in the blue
region of the spectrum, a green filter is placed between the sample cell and the PMT. Longer
wavelengths will still be transmitted however. Taking advantage of the longer fluorescence
"lifetime" of uranium, the instrument pulses the laser about 16 times per second, each pulse
lasting 3-4 nanoseconds. Since the organic component of the fluorescence decays away in a

shorter period of time than the uranium component, an electronic gating system is employed
to wait a specified time before actually "reading" the fluorescence. The fluorescence
signals from 64 pulses are amplified and integrated, and the result is displayed on a meter.

As in other fluorometric techniques, several interfering species exist which either
enhance or quench the fluorescence. Any long-lived green fluorescence from samples high in
organic content is compensated for with a "balance" control while reading the "residual" or
background fluorescence of the sample before the addition of a proprietary buffered pyro-
phosphate reagent, "Fluran", which causes the uranium to fluoresce. Interfering species
which decrease the fluorescence either by absorbing the excitation light or the fluorescence
emission are compensated for by a standard addition technique.

EVALUATION

The New Brunswick Laboratory for many years has used the conventional fused pellet
fluorometric method for the determination of trace amounts of uranium. In order to deter-
mine the potential of this new instrument, an initial evaluation of the laser fluorometric
method versus the fused pellet fluorometric method was designed to cover a wide range of

uranium concentrations and impurities commonly encountered at NBL. Four uranium standards
were prepared: 0.05, 0.5, 5 and 50 ugU/g. Ten additional standards (5 ugU/g) were spiked
with one or more groups of impurities (Ce, V and Th; Fe, Cr, Cu, Ni and Zr; Mn, Zn and Ti;

Ca, Si and Al) at two levels, 50 ug impurity/g and 1000 ug/g. Also, fourteen actual field

samples of various types were included for comparison. The samples and standards were then
analyzed in triplicate by both methods.

The mean percent recovery of standards for three or more determinations for the laser
fluorometer method ranged from 92.8% to 106.5% with a mean of 101.9% +2.3% (95% confidence
interval, 13 degrees of freedom), as compared to the fused pellet method which ranged from
62.1% to 104.4% with a mean of 90.2% + 6.4% (95% confidence interval, 12 degrees of free-
dom). The bias was statistically significant for the fused pellet method, but not for the

laser fluorometer method. The standard deviation of the relative differences for the
uranium standards analyzed by the laser fluorometer method was 5.3%, as compared to 11.3%

by the fused pellet method.

Figure 1 indicates that the laser method consistently exhibited a small positive bias

(y 2%), discussed later. Only the fused pellet method was affected by impurity group A
(Ce, V, Th) at the 1000 ug impurity/g level, and to a smaller degree at the 50 ug/g level.

These elements are known to be fluorescence quenchers, and extract into the ethyl acetate
used for the uranium separation. The fused pellet method was not capable of analyzing
standards below 1 ugU/g accurately.

The analysis of the actual field samples, Figure 2, also gave statistically
significantly lower results (.-17.0% + 6.1%, 95% confidence interval, 12 degrees of freedom)

for the fused pellet method when compared to the laser method for all levels of uranium from

0.02 ugU/g to 42 ygU/g; differences were even greater below 1 ygU/g. The laser method gave

good precision (4.7% mean RSD) over the whole range.
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Figure I. Evaluation of Standards
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METHOD

The initial evaluation had proven the new instrument's potential. Further evaluation
•led to several improvements in the method which improved both its precision and accuracy.
The present method is described here.

Sample solutions must be relatively free of suspended matter, should not be excessively
jacidic or basic for compatibility with the buffering action of the fluorescence reagent, nor
should they contain large amounts of organic materials. If the uranium concentration is too

high for analysis, a simple weight dilution of the sample can be made.

For the samples normally encountered at NBL, dilution is almost always necessary and is

accomplished simply by adding a small amount of sample (0.02 to 1.0 ml) to the sample cuvet
which already contains 5.0 ml of water. The cuvet is placed on a self-taring balance read-
able to 0.0001 g, the sample is added using a variable volume pipettor with disposable tip,

and the resultant weight gain is recorded.

The cuvet, which contains a stirring bar, is placed on a magnetic stirrer for about 15

seconds before insertion into the fluorometer, and the fluorescence is adjusted to zero with
the "balance" control to compensate for any residual fluorescence not due to uranium. The
cuvet is placed on the stirrer again, 0.7 ml of the fluorescence reagent is added, and the
solution is stirred for 15 seconds. The cuvet is placed in the fluorometer and the result-
ant fluorescence recorded. The cuvet is placed on the balance, the balance is tared, a

standard uranium solution is added, and the weight is recorded. After stirring the solution
for 15 seconds, the fluorescence is read and recorded. It is important that the fluore-
scence reading of the standard be taken under the same matrix conditions as the sample
fluorescence. The standard addition volume must be small enough so as not to dilute the
solution significantly, and it must not contain large amounts of acids or impurities which
would alter the solution matrix.

The concentration of uranium in the sample is calculated by the following equation:

WF
1
S
1

ugU/g sample =

Z(F
2
S
2

- F lSl )

where

:

W = grams of uranium added in the standard addition.

F^ = the fluorescence of the solution, S^.

= grams of total solution in the cuvet at F^: water + fluorescence reagent + sample.

= tne fluorescence of the solution, S
2

.

S
2

= grams of total solution in the cuvet at F
2

: water + fluorescence reagent + sample
+ standard addition.

Z = grams of sample added to the cuvet.

DISCUSSION

Accuracy and Precision

In the initial testing of the laser fluorometer method, accuracies of + 5% were ac-

cepted as being at least as good as the fused pellet method for small numbers of analyses.
It was concluded that the laser method performed well within these limits for all types of

samples tested and in the presence of all impurities tested. Upon further evaluation of

the method and subsequent results, a small consistent positive bias (2-4%) was noted.
It was suspected that there was a correlation between this bias and the
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fluorescence temperature dependency: a sample left in the fluorometer would steadily
decline in fluorescence over a period of several seconds. Temperature measurements made on i

cuvet solutions at each step of the analysis revealed that the solution temperature was
rising noticeably during the procedure. This was due to a cuvet compartment temperature of
32 C in comparison to normal room temperature of 23-25 C. A one-degree increase in the
solution temperature gave fluorescence readings several percent lower Since in the
standard addition technique, two fluorescence readings are compared, these two readings
must be made at the same temperature. It was empirically found that the temperature at
which no change would take place was about 27.5-28 C. This temperature varies with the
analyst, depending on the residence time of the cuvet in the fluorometer and the time
between the two fluorescence readings, since cooling occurs between readings. To achieve
the optimum operating temperature, the cuvet containing 5 ml water is heated on a hotplate
at low temperature for about 5 seconds. A simpler method might be to store the water
dispenser in a water bath of the appropriate temperature. For the most part, this procedure
has eliminated any bias in the method.

Another parameter effecting accuracy involves the rinsing of the cuvet between
analyses. Negatively biased results were noted to occur with samples which had more
"residual" fluorescence than normal. This residual fluorescence was zeroed out with the
"balance" control to bring the meter back to zero before beginning the analysis. It was
determined that if the cuvet was rinsed more thoroughly, the residual fluorescence of the
second aliquot would be lower. Evidently a carry-over of a very small amount of the
fluorescence reagent from the previous analysis causes a small portion of the uranium to

fluoresce during the balancing procedure. This falsely high residual fluorescence, when
zeroed out., causes the subsequent sample uranium fluorescence to be measured low. Experience
coupled with careful rinsing generally has eliminated this problem. Interestingly, the
problem has been most prevalent on standard material, and not on field samples. Constit-
uents in actual sample solutions apparently react with the reagent sufficiently to prevent
adherence to the cuvet walls while high purity standards do not.

The initial evaluation indicated a precision of 5.3% on standards spiked with
impurities. Further refinement of the method, as previously noted, gave a precision of
2-3% on field samples. At the present time, duplicate results exceeding a 5% relative
difference are not accepted. Quality control standards which are run daily along with
field samples have produced standard deviations of the relative differences between pre-
pared values and assayed values of 1.6%, 1.7%, and 1.2% for three analysts for 10 deter-
minations with mean relative differences of less than + 0.5%. These improvements are

attributed to: 1) weighing the sample and standard aliquots when they are added to the

cuvet, 2) controlling the initial solution temperature, 3) careful technique including
precise timing between sample and standard fluorescence readings and adequate rinsing of

the cuvet between analyses.

Current modifications are being made to improve the readability of the fluorometer'

s

meter by substituting either an analog, large-scale meter or a digital voltmeter to the

meter circuit. Unfortunately, noise interference from the high voltage circuits of the

laser adversely affects the performance of the meters tested to date. A special shielded
cable is being tested to resolve the problem.

Analysis Time

One of the major drawbacks to the fused pellet method was the length of time required

to obtain a result. At NBL, one 8-hour workday was the minimum elapsed time required.

Groups of 15 samples took three days including preparation and cleanup time. The laser

fluorometer method, because it is a direct method requiring no separations, extractions,

or fusions, is very rapid. A single determination requires about five minutes. Although

it could be completed in about three minutes with less precise results. Routinely, four

samples are completed in duplicate per hour, including preparation and cleanup time. This

throughput makes reruns practical without significant delay.
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Sensitivity

The manufacturer claims a sensitivity of better than 0.05 ng U/g solution, which is

about 0.3 ng U in the cuvet. In actual practice, 0.005 ng U has been determined to be the
detection limit. An important feature of the instrument and the method presented is the
ability to measure any uranium solution concentration easily from 0.05 ng/g to 50,000 ng/g
by the turn of a "sensitivity" control, or the adjustment of sample and standard volumes
chosen for analysis. Furthermore, weight dilutions may be used to bring samples into a

more convenient concentration range.

SUMMARY

A direct method for the determination of trace amounts of uranium has been needed for
some time, which is accurate, precise, sensitive, rapid, and free from interferences. A
pulsed laser fluorometric method has been introduced which, when used with a standard
addition technique and a pyrophosphate fluorescence reagent, fulfills these needs extremely
well.

A precision and accuracy of 2-3% are not difficult to attain. The method is sensitive
to 0.005 ng U. Analysis times are on the order of a few minutes. No separations,
extractions, or fusions are required, and no interfering species, which effect the
precision or accuracy of the analysis, are known.
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Discussion:

Larsen (ANL):
We did fluorometric measurements with an accuracy of 4%. You have a detection factor

of 1,000 higher. Are you sure you know the difference between picograms and nanograms?

Zook (NBL):

In the normal operation of the instrument, full scale deflection is two nanograms per
gram with the sensitivity set midway. If you turn the sensitivity up you can get a lot
more.

Larsen:
What's in the magic potion? They won't tell you?

Zook:

I'm not sure of the exact ingredients, although I do know you can obtain it. I think
it is about H% sodium pyrophosphate, in 1.5 molar phosphate.

Larsen:
That isn't too magic. I was just curious if somebody had found some minor constituent

which gave you this increase.

Zook:

I suppose the laser is one answer to that question, and another is the pyrophosphate
reagent. You can't do the analysis without either one. The laser, by itself, will not
cause the uranium to fluoresce — and of course the fluorescence reagent will not work
alone in a conventional fluorometer without the intense, pulsed laser.

Larsen:
May I say to anyone who goes ahead and starts to use this method for determining ura-

nium concentrations that he is going to find uranium in everything — the nitric acid for
instance. I've seen nitric acid at about 10 nanograms per milliliter, so you add 1 ml of
nitric acid and you are 1,000 times the detection limit. You'll have to turn down the sen-
sitivity. Clean reagents are the problem.

Zook:
Most of the time we have to dilute the sample, and therefore the impurities, to be able

to analyze it. NBL seldom receives samples in the "normal" operating range of the instru-
ment.

Larsen:
How do you keep the reagents clean? Is your water that clean?

Zook:

Yes. In the concentration range of our sample work, the water that we use has no de-
tectable amount of uranium. I might make a comment about one of the last things I said. I

said that there are no interfering species known to affect the precision and accuracy. I

did not mean there is no fluorescence quenching effects. I meant that the results are not
affected because of the standard addition technique used.

Larsen:

The regular pellet uranium fluoremetric method, in comparison with all analytical
methods, provided a combination of high sensitivity and high specificity. Here you are
saying that the senstivity is remarkably improved. There is the same specificity and the
technique of standard addition can be used. Now it seems to me that your next step is to

increase the accuracy of the determination by a factor of 10 and you can run a number of
your other methods out of existence.

Persiani (ANL):

I could understand the selection of some of the impurities you added. However, I don't
understand thorium being one. Why did you not include plutonium, and would that interfere?
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Zook:

I don't know — we are going to be doing some plutonium in the very near future. I

have been told that plutonium will fluoresce, but I don't know if it will in this

particular reagent.

Larsen:

It would be an interesting thing to examine. In this solution you should examine the

fluoresence of that situation as a function of plutonium oxidation state. Is that
fluorescence related to the electron structure of the plutonium? The possibility exists
that you might develop a method for doing plutonium, if you could oxidize the plutonium in

the solution to the VI state. It may fluoresce like uranium.

Zook:

In the analysis of uranium, of course, plutonium would not be a problem as far as
quenching, because of the standard addition technique.

Armento (ORNL):

Could you tell us how they selected this particular wavelength for fluorescense
excitation? Did they look at the excitation spectrum and pick this wavelength out as a

maximum?

Zook:

Although I'm not really versed in this, I assume that the uranium has a fairly broad
wavelength excitation band. The nitrogen laser supplies 337 nm, and Scintrex used it

because it's convenient.
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An Automated Ion-Exchange System for the Rapid Separation
of Plutonium from Impurities in Safeguards Analyses

by

Brian P. Freeman, Jon R. Weiss and Charles E. Pietri I

1

U.S. Department of Energy, New Brunswick Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

I

ABSTRACT

Many plutonium samples cannot be analyzed directly after dissolution
because of their high impurity content. Even when relatively interference-
free methods such as controlled-potential coulometry are used, dissolved
organic matter and high salt content from sample dissolution fusion treat-
ments may require separation for highly reliable results. The anion-exchange

(

separation of these interferences from plutonium (IV) in the Dowex-1 8N HNO^
system has been successfully used at the New Brunswick Laboratory (NBL) for
many years. However, the demand to increase sample analysis output, to
decrease sample turnaround time, and to reduce operating costs, has prompted
the development of an automated system, AUTOSEP, based on the manual ion-
exchange method. Application of this automated system to the analysis of
safeguards inventory verification samples should have significant positive
impact on those goals.

The AUTOSEP system is designed as a batch-type operation in which ten
sample aliquots are simultaneously passed through mini ion-exchange columns
in a pattern nearly imitating NBL's manual procedure for this same process.
Weighed aliquots of dissolved sample, each containing 5-10 mg of plutonium,
are added to each of ten reservoirs in the mini anion-exchange separator.
The volume of liquid in each reservoir is adjusted uniformly by reagent
addition, and all subsequent steps in the separation are performed auto-
matically. The system incorporates a means of programming reagent delivery,
adjustment of the sample to the plutonium (IV) oxidation state via Fe(II)
reduction/HNO_ oxidation, plutonium sorption on the resin in 8N HN0^» washing
of the resin bed with 8N HN0_ to remove impurities, elution of the purified
plutonium with 0.36N HC1-0.01N HF, and waste effluent disposal. The reagents
are delivered by gravity from a module whose only moving parts are rotary
valves. The eluted plutonium solutions are collected in glass coulometer
cells in stainless steel holders for subsequent automated coulometric analysis.

KEYWORDS: Automated ion-exchange; plutonium; ion—exchange separation;
automated plutonium separation; impurity separation; AUTOSEP.

INTRODUCTION

The AUTOSEP system, previously described,^" was designed to automate a mini ion-exchange
procedure for separating plutonium from interfering impurities prior to analysis by con-

J. R. Weiss, C. E. Pietri, A. W. Wenzel, and L, C. Nelson, Jr., U.S. Atomic Energy Com-

mission Report, NBL-267, p. 101 (September 1973).
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trolled potential coulometry.

Description
I

The AUTOSEP system, Figure 1, consists of five modules. The modules, identified as a

mini ion-exchange separator, a reagent delivery system, a programmer, a controller, and a

waste handling system, are described below.

Mini Ion-Exchange Separator

The mini ion-exchange separator module, Figure 2, designed for gloved box operation, is

used for separating plutonium from impure samples. The module incorporates ten commercially
available disposable polyethylene ion-exchange columns mounted in a rack. Each column has a

removable graduated reservoir at the top for sample loading, reagent addition, and mixing.

|

Mixing is accomplished by means of a motor-driven stirrer positioned above each reservoir.
i The flow of column effluents is controlled by a three-positioned motorized stopcock at the
bottom of each column. The stopcock position either shuts off all flow, diverts the wash
solution to a waste container, or directs the plutonium eluate to a coulometer cell for
analysis. The structural parts of the module are made of stainless steel for corrosion
resistance. All components which come in contact with samples and reagents are fabricated
from plastic and glass.

Reagent Delivery Module

The reagent delivery module frame mounted above the gloved box provides for the
aliquotting and delivery of reagents to each of the ten ion-exchange columns inside the box.
A gravity flow system is used for liquid transfers. The module simultaneously delivers to

each of the ten columns an aliquot of 10.0 + 0.1 ml concentrated HN0„ (for acidity and
oxidation state adjustment) or 32 ml of 8M HN0~ (wash solution), or 32 ml of 0.36M HC1-
0.01M HF (eluting solution) upon signal from the programmer. The reagent volumes are
measured by ten self-filling pipets. Commercial tetrafluoroethylene-fluorothene rotary
valves driven by a motorized gear box, Figure 3, provide the proper dispensary of reagents
to these pipets, and subsequently, the columns.

Programmer Module

A 24-step Agastat Programmer is used to select and switch reagent flow and to time the
various flow steps for ten ion-exchange columns operating simultaneously. The programmer
shuts off the system at the end of the operating cycle and its start switch must be
activated before the cycle can be repeated.

Control Module

The control module contains the wiring interfaces for the other three modules. Each
function that is controlled by the programmer may be deactivated by a switch. This feature

J. R. Weiss, C. E. Pietri, A. W. Wenzel, and L. C. Nelson, Jr., U.S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission Report, NBL-265, p. 101 (September 1973).

i

'C. E. Pietri and A. W. Wenzel, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Report, NBL-159, p. 73

(May 1960).

'j. R. Weiss, C. E. Pietri, A. W. Wenzel, and L. C. Nelson, Jr., U.S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission Report, NBL-265, p. 94 (October 1972).

k

M. K. Holland, J. R. Weiss and C. E. Pietri, Anal. Chem. 50, 36 (1978).
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Figure 1. AUTOSEP System.
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allows for complete control of each function when manual operation is desired. The "on-off"

i

power switch, the programmer "start" switch, and protective fuses are mounted in this

, module

.

I

Waste Handling System

The waste handling system, mounted in front of the mini ion-exchange separator module,
is used to evacuate the wash solution to a waste container. This system was designed to

decrease head pressure and increase the flow rate of the ion-exchange waste to its con-
tainer. This system consists of ten glass "S"-shaped tubes connected by vinyl tubing to

each stopcock waste vent in the separator module. These "S" tubes direct the wash waste to

five polyethylene reservoirs (two "S" tubes per reservoir) , which subsequently lead to a 1"

I. D.-angled polyethylene tube. This tube is joined to a 0.5" O.D. vinyl tube. The flexible

|

vinyl tube then leads to a waste container in the sink. The large internal diameter of each

I

component in the waste handling system facilities the flow of wash waste, eliminating pos-
sible backwash and waste buildup which was evident in a previous prototype waste handling
module.

PROCEDURE

A simplistic operating cycle has been developed"* which parallels the manual ion-
exchange procedure used at NBL. The automated procedure is given in Table I.

Table I. AUTOSEP Operating Cycle

Stopcock
Dwell Time, Sec. Step Position Description of Operation

Manual Dissolve sample in 10 ml 1.0N HN0_
Manual Reduce sample with 1.0 ml (1.0M FeSO^)
Manual Load reduced sample into reservoir
180 1 Off Stir, fill pipets with cone. HN0„
60 2 Off Cone. HNO, flows to reservoir
80 3 Off Stir

800 4 Wash Load columns
180 5 Wash Fill pipets with 8N HN0

3
800 6 Wash Wash columns with 8N HNO-

180 7 Wash Fill pipets with 0.36M HC1-0.01M HF
800 8 Elute Elute columns
180 9 Elute Fill pipets with cone. HN0

3
10 10 Off Alarm - separation completed

11 Off System hold

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Several improvements in the system have been made to eliminate operating deficiencies.
; The most notable changes are described below. Faster reagent measuring steps were obtained
by modifying the delivery module to increase head pressures in the gravity-fee^ system.
Three-way solenoid switching valves formerly used for controlling reagent flow were re-

placed by tetrafluoroethylene-fluorothene rotary valves operated by a newly-designed
motorized gear box. (The solenoid valves proved unreliable due to electrical shorts and
component failures.) Improved waste handling was obtained with the design of the waste

5
B. P. Freeman, J. R. Weiss, and C. E. Pietri, U.S. Department of Energy Report, NBL-289,

p. 84 (January 1979)

.
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handling module, mentioned previously. Operator safety was enhanced with the addition of
j

structurally-sound stainless steel reagent delivery module supports, a methyl methacrylate <

splash shield, and acid reservoir containers consisting of flat polyethylene pans.

Operational testing was performed after each modification, which included system
evaluation with inert reagents, selected reagents, and samples not containing plutonium. Fo
example, uranium and iron samples were used to evaluate separation efficiency for a typical
cycle. Uranium, since it is very difficult to elute completely from the resin, was used to
test the efficiency of the washing step. Results obtained using 32 ml of 8N HNO^ wash
solution indicated that from 99.0 to 99.9% of the uranium was eluted. Plutonium, if pre-
sent, would remain on the column. Iron is the most serious interference in the determinatioi
of plutonium by controlled-potential coulometry in nitric acid media. The feasibility of

using an an^on-exchange method to separate iron from plutonium has been demonstrated
previously. To test the effectiveness of the AUTOSEP system in iron removal from the resin
column, 10 mg amounts of iron were processed through the separation procedure, and the
equates which would normally contain plutonium were analyzed for iron. (The relatively
large amounts of iron used in this test and in the subsequent study were necessary to

simulate the quantity ordinarily employed for oxidation state adjustment in the manual ion-
exchange method.) Tests with a resin bed height of 4.7 cm showed that up to 24 yg of iron
would accompany the plutonium. This quantity of iron is sufficient to cause a positive erroi

of about 2% in the amount of plutonium determined in a typical sample. Further tests using
up to 20 mg of iron showed that by reducing the resin bed height of 3.8 cm and by limiting
the height of the liquid above the resin bed to less than 1 cm, the iron content of the

eluate was reduced to about 0.5 yg. The error introduced by this residual quantity of iron :

is thereby reduced to an acceptable level. Additional studies were performed with a

quantity of iron (y 3 mg) more appropriate to AUTOSEP operations. In these tests, the liquid
level above the resin was further reduced to 1 mm. Results showed insignificant quantities
of iron, < 0.04 yg, remaining after separation.

Several separations using plutonium sulfate tetrahydrate standard material (NBS SRM 944)

have been satisfactorily performed to date. Recoveries^ of plutonium standard aliquots using

the NBL manual controlled-potential coulometric method are shown in Table II.

Table II. Plutonium Recoveries of Aliquots
of Plutonium Standards

SET A

Aliquot
Wt.

Recovery, %

SET B

Aliquot
Wt.

Recovery; Aliquot

SET C

Wt.

Recovery

,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Mean
RSD, %

99.99
100.06
100.00
100.10
100.12
100.12
99.89

100.11

100.05
0.07

0

99.92
99.90

100.11
100.09
100.00
100.07
100.04
99.90

100.02
0.08,

100.05
100.07
100.04
99.90
100.11
100.13

100.05
0.07

0

J. R. Weiss, C. E. Pietri, A. W. Wenzel, and L. C. Nelson, Jr., U.S. Atomic Energy Com-

mission Report, NBL-265, p. 94 (October 1972).

M. K. Holland, J. R. Weiss, and C. E. Pietri, Anal. Chem 50, 36 (1978)

*M. K. Holland and J. R. Weiss, U.S. Department of Energy Report, NBL-292, p. 28

(October 1979).
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Minor refinements in reagent delivery and waste handling are currently being performed

to enhance the precision and reliability of AUTOSEP. Shortly, evaluation using plutonium

standard material will be completed and separations of actual sample material will be

j

initiated.

The following studies are being made currently to further enhance the efficiency and

productivity of AUTOSEP: automated sample loading, sample reduction Pu(IV) -> Pu(III) , and

j

pressurized ion-exchange column effluent flow.

Discussion:

Larsen (ANL):

A question which should be borne in mind by everybody who has anything to do with
plutonium analytical chemistry is that of oxidation state. Do you have any problems or
have you run into any problems with the samples, in the dissolution of the samples, in the

storage of the samples — the kind of thing where you couldn't subsequently get
quantitative reduction of all the plutonium to the trivalent state with the ferrous
sulfate, and followed by the quantitative oxidation to the tetravalent state? Those are
good steps as far as I know — providing that there is no polymeric material present.

Freeman (NBL)

:

I think there was one occasion where we did have some minor problem with that. We were
performing some work on the SALE characterization of the Lots 105 and 106 mixed oxide and
plutonium dioxide. We were using some mixed uranium plutonium standard material which was
several months old at the time. During this time, uranium, as you know, picks up water.

The standard materials are dry 10 mg plutonium aliquots in the sulfate form, and they are

bone dry.

Larsen:
You've got plutonium and you've got sulfate in there to start. As soon as you have

sulfate in there you're forstalling the probability, quite significantly, of forming a

polymer of plutonium.

Freeman:
Right. The samples did pick up water at the time, and it appeared that some of the

plutonium was polymerized, at least to the extent of anywhere from 0.06 to 0.1 percent.
This introduced a negative bias. This is the only example that I know of where we have had
difficulty.

Larsen:

I was just curious, because I think one of the things to warn about is what people can
and cannot do with solutions that are freshly prepared. If you are going to store them for
a long time, what precautions do you take?

Pietri:

What we do, Bob, is when we get a solution in, or we make a solution, we aliquot it

immediately and dry it down in a sulfate form. Plutonium in a sulfate form is usually very
readily redissolved. So we avoid that problem, because we recognize that there is really
no good way to store solutions. In fact I think Bingham had a slide this morning that
shows what happens to plutonium nitrate solutions over a period of time — you get
radiolyis, you get evaporation, you get polymerization, and precipitation.
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Computer-Assisted Controlled-Potential Coulometric
Determination of Plutonium for Safeguards Measurements

by

Michael K. Holland, Thomas L. Frazzini, Jon R. Weiss, and Charles E. Pietri
U.S. Department of Energy, New Brunswick Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

ABSTRACT

A computer-assisted coulometric system, based on the New Brunswick
Laboratory (NBL) manual controlled-potential coulometric method for
plutonium determination has been developed. This system reduces the costs
and operating time for plutonium measurements without loss in reliability
in the analysis nuclear safeguards materials.

The computer-assisted system employs the same features as the manual
method: 1) electrical calibration of the integration system is used to

relate the coulombs produced during sample electrolysis to the quantity
of plutonium electrolyzed, 2) corrections for the nonelectrolyzed fraction
of the sample and for the coulombs resulting from background current
(faradaic, charging, and constant currents) are applied, and 3) the
control-potential adjustment technique developed at NBL is used for endpoint
location.

KEYWORDS: Computer-assisted coulometry; plutonium; electrical calibration;
control-potential adjustment; controlled-potential coulometry;
plutonium determination.

INTRODUCTION

Controlled-potential coulometry is recognized as a reliable analytical technique for

the determination of plutonium. Automated controlled-potential coulometers for plutonium
determination with reliabilities ranging from 0.1% to 0.25% relative standard deviation
(RSD) have been reported. '

In this paper we describe an automated coulometer, based on the New Brunswick
Laboratory manual controlled-potential coulometric method for plutonium determination, with
a reliability of 0.02% RSD with no statistical bias. The development of the computer-
assisted controlled-potential coulometry system is a part of an overall plan at NBL for

automating the plutonium assay measurement. The completed system will include an automated

G. Phillips, D. A. Newton, and J. D. Wilson, J. Electroanl. Chem. , 75, 77 (1977).

P. D. Jackson, R. M. Hollen, F. R. Rocnsch, and J. E. Rein in (Gatlinburg, p. 151).
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weight aliquoting system (AUTOALIQUOTOR) , an automated anion exchange purification system
(AUTOSEP) , and a computer-assisted

s
controlled-potential coulometry system with an automated

sample handler (AUTOCOULOMETER)

.

ROUTINE SAMPLE PREPARATION

Aliquots containing 5-10 mg of plutonium were taken by weight from sample and
standard solutions and fumed to dryness in sulfuric acid. The plutonium aliquots were ad-
justed to the plutonium (IV) oxidation state and purified by anion exchange separation. The

aliquots were fumed to dryness twice in sulfuric acid, then cooled, covered with Parafilm,
and stored dry until analyzed.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED COULOMETRY SYSTEM

The first prototype of the computer-assisted coulometry system with controlled-poten-
tial adjustment capability consisted of the following components: a programmable calculator,
a controlled-potential coulometer, a 6^-place digital voltmeter, two dual potential sources,
a series of relays, and interfacing circuitry. The programmable calculator was used for
control of the commercial state-of-the-art controlled-potential coulometer consisting of a

potentiostat with an analog integration system. The 6^-place digital voltmeter was used for
monitoring the output of the analog integrator. This system required complex mathematical
and procedural corrections for the nonideal responses of the analog integrator. The
potentiostat and the two custom-made dual potential sources are interconnected and permit
remote selection of one of four predetermined control-potential output signals by the

potentiostat. They were used for switching from oxidation to reduction mode and for adjust-
ment of the control-potential. Computerized prediction of the solution redox potential was
used in order to automate the control-potential adjustment technique. The first dual
potential source was set at 0.40 V and 0.48 V vs. SCE, and the second dual potential source
was set at 0.91 V and 0.85 V vs. SCE. Sample reduction was initiated at 0.40 V vs. SCE.

3
J. R. Weiss, A. W. Wenzel, and C. E. Pietri, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Report, NBL-267,

p. 101 (1973).

4
J. R. Weiss, A. W. Wenzel, and C. E. Pietri, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Report, NBL-272,

p. 74 (1974).

5
'

*

J. R. Weiss, A. W. Wenzel, and C. E. Pietri, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Report, NBL-272,

p. 78 (1974).

G. E. Peoples, S. A. Malone, J. R. Weiss, A. W. Wenzel, and C. E. Pietri, U.S. Energy
Research & Development Administration Report, NBL-277, p. 80 (1975).

7
B. P. Freeman, J. R. Weiss, and C. E. Pietri, U.S. Department of Energy Report, NBL-289

,

p. 84 (1979).

*M. K. Hollanc

Report, NBL-289, p. 86 (1979).
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M. K. Holland, J. R. Weiss, C. E. Pietri, and B. P. Freeman, U.S. Department of Energy

9
T. L. Frazzini, M. K. Holland, J. R. Weiss, and C. E. Pietri, submitted to Analytical
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The control-potential adjustment technique was accomplished by using exponential decay
equation (i = i e -t/x) and the Nernst equation to predict when the solution redox
potential would reach 0.48 V vs. SCE at which time the control-potential was switched to
0.48 V. Sample oxidation was initiated at 0.91 V vs. SCE, and when the solution redox
potential reached 0.85 V vs. SCE, control-potential adjustment was accomplished by switching!
the control-potential to 0.85 V. The series of relays and the interfacing circuitry were I

used to interconnect the modules into a working system. This prototype was evaluated using
j

NBS SRM 949e and the results showed an uncertainty of 0.1% RSD with no statistical bias.
While the system generally provided reliable results, some difficulties in automated con-

j

trol, electrical calibration, temperature sensitivity, and maintenance indicated the need
for upgrading.

An updated system has been designed, fabricated, assembled, fully bench-tested, and
programmed for plutonium analysis. This system consists of the following components: an
improved programmable calculator, two potentiostat modules, an NBL-designed digital
integrator, a calculator-controlled variable power supply, two 6^-place digital voltmeters,
a timing generator, a series of relays, and interfacing circuitry. The improved program-
mable calculator with external interrupt and increased instrument control capability is used
for control and data manipulation. Two potentiostat modules are used, one for prereduction
steps and one for oxidation steps. The use of the two potentiostat modules provides the

system with an extremely desirable feature: virtually continuous system calibration. Three
electrical calibrations are performed concurrently with the sample analysis. The first
potentiostat, which is not connected to the digital integrator, is used to reduce the sup-
porting electrolyte before background current determination and to reduce the plutonium
before sample determination. During each of these reduction steps, the second potentiostat,
which is connected to the digital integrator, is used to perform an electrical calibration.
The second potentiostat is then used for the measurement steps, which are the oxidation of

the supporting electrolyte and the oxidation of the plutonium sample. A third electrical
calibration is done after completion of the analysis while the coulometry cell is being
prepared for the next sample (see Figure 1) . This virtually continuous calibration cap-
ability insures proper instrument operation throughout the multiple blank and sample
measurement sequences without loss of time and provides the automated system with a built-in
capability to self-monitor performance. The NBL digital integrator was designed to optimize
the linearity of^voltage-to-frequency converters and to minimize the temperature sensitivity
of the circuit. Compensation for the ^ 0.001%/ C change in the instrument calibration due

to laboratory temperature fluctuations is achieved by the computer-controlled continuous
calibration feature.

The additional potentiostat and the variable power supply replace the two dual
potential sources of the previous system. The variable power supply permits remote adjust-
ment of the control-potentials of both potentiostats allowing the use of the control-

potential adjustment technique to locate the solution redox potential without use of any

predictive coulometry techniques. The two digital voltmeters are used to monitor the

electrolysis current during the control-potential adjustment. The output of the variable

power supply is changed in increments of 1 mV until the electrolysis current is at ap-
proximately zero (background current <3 uA) which closely resembles the manual application of

the control-potential adjustment technique. Automation of the control-potential adjustment
technique permits the same decrease in the electrolysis time as is obtained manually. In

addition, the two digital voltmeters are used in determining the solution redox potential

at the completion of an electrolysis and in determining the constant current used in

electrical calibration. The timing generator is used to improve time measurement steps

previously done by the programmable calculator. Finally, the series of relays and inter-

facing circuitry are used to interconnect the modules into a working system.

T. L. Frazzini, M. K. Holland, J. R. Weiss, and C. E. Pietri, manuscript in preparation.
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FIGURE I. Flow Chant of the Sequence of
Operations in Plutonium Analysis.
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Evaluation of the system with NBS SRM 949e plutonium metal gave unbiased results with I

an RSD of 0.02% as compared to previous unbiased data with 0.05% RSD obtained from the
manual coulometric method (see Table I). Addition of an automatic sample changer, pre-
sently nearing completion, will fully automate this system. The improvement in precision,
the ruggedness of the system, and the relative simplicity of the automated analysis make the

computer-assisted coulometry method for plutonium superior to the manual technique.

Selected standards used in this evaluation were prepared and analyzed in conjunction
with safeguard samples. The precision obtained from routine safeguard samples was com-
parable to the data from standards.

Table I. Determination of Plutonium Using the Computer-
Assisted Coulometry System

Standard Number of Pu
Preparation Replicates Recovery, % RSD, %

A 3 100.05 0.02
B 3 99.98 0.01
C 6 99.97 0.02

D 2 99.96 0.01
E 13 100.00 0.01
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MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS AND EXPERIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS

by

A. J.G.Ramalho and L.W.Thorne
Department of Safeguards, International Atomic Energy Agency

ABSTRACT

This report describes IAEA experience in the application of NDA techniques
in international safeguards. It refers to the main pieces of equipment and their
use, placing emphasis on high resolution gamma spectrometry and neutron coincid-
ence counting. Some recent experience, problems found and improvements needed
are also touched upon.

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of SNM materials are an important part of IAEA inspection activities and
|are routinely performed by the inspectorate. The items assayed are randomly selected from

P'frozen" populations in accordance to sampling plans prepared in advance and adjusted at the
(time of the inspections. Assurance that a population is static is reached either with the
iinspector's presence of through containment and surveillance measures.

The measurements have to be fully independent, therefore they are generally performed
with IAEA owned and calibrated equipment. In the cases where facility owned equipment is

used, either it has been calibrated or the calibrations verified by the Agency. In the
course of time the calibrations are checked or re-established and to prevent the equipment
from being tampered with, sealing is applied when possible.

(5)
The sample sizes are calculated on the basis of a zero-acceptance number which

means that a stratum under verification is accepted if no defects are found amongst the items
sampled. This approach results in the minimum inspection effort for a given probability of
failing to detect a given discrepancy. This therefore also gives the minimal interference
with the operator. The sampling plans are constructed to take into consideration diversion
strategies involving total and partial item removal.

The measurements themselves need, therefore, to be performed /at different levels,
namely to be capable of detecting large, medium and small removals^; . The first type is

covered by an attributes measurement while the last two involve the variables type of meas-
urement. Although the same instrumentation may, in due course, be used for both purposes,
ithe verification of most of SNM materials requires more than one type of instrument.

In field measurements are performed using NDA techniques but concomitant with them
samples for destructive analysis are also taken particularly from fuel fabrication and re-
processing plants. Such samples are part of a variables type of measurement but their
taking is usually limited to the cases where NDA methods have not yet been implemented or
'further calibration or checking of the equipment is required.
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TYPES OP MEASUREMENTS

In field measurements are performed aimed at qualitative or quantitative verification]
of the amount of SNM material present.

(a) Qualitative tests are conducted mainly with single channel analysers. These have the'l

windows set at particular energies to identify the types of material as well as to assure ti

presence of nuclear material. They cannot, in general, be used to determine the amount of Si

present hut combined with other information available to the inspector might generate confitf

ence in the correctness of a declaration. Furthermore in the absence of adequate quant itat ft3

verification methods or in other circumstances, such as time availability, accessibility ofli

the materials or failure of more sophisticated pieces of equipment, they often are the only 1

feasible measurements.

In addition to single channel analysers, ionization chambers or other radiation sensi:

ive devices have also been used. The quality of the information collected with these cate^
ories of instruments can and needs to be improved, for example through the use of high resoj'j

ution gamma detectors which are capable of quick and unique identification of the nuclear
materials. A device of this type to be used in the circumstances described above needs how-|

ever to be highly portable and to have a visual display.

Simple pieces of equipment such as single channel analysers can in some cases be used
j

to generate quantitive information. This can, for example, be the case of measuring the
active length of a fuel rod. In this situation the instrument is required to define bound-
aries of the nculear material in a "yes or no" type of application and can do the job almost?]

as well as any sophisticated piece of equipment.

(b) Comparison between identical items (consistency checks) is a common practice which has!

its most significant applications when adequate standards to calibrate the equipment are not]

available or when proper techniques for quantitive measurements do not exist.
H< \

If the type of response function of the equipment to the amount of material is known,
then measurements of non-identical items can be performed and comparisons among them estab- PI

lished. Depending on the range of the materials to be assayed, it may be possible to establfp"

in this way a kind of calibration curve. The inspector who does not have calibrated equipme;

would be able in this case to derive from his measurements a further degree of verification.!
1

(c) Quantitive measurements are the most important since they are the only ones that can
provide the basis for full objective conclusions on verification. They are conducted with
various types of instruments which are of the portable or in plant type. So far in most of
the inspections portable IAEA owned equipment has been used but, when available, plant owned
instrumentation has also been employed after the Agency has assured itself of its adequacy
for an independent verification. A trend also exists to have IAEA equipment localized at

facilities and to the introduction of larger units (sometimes more transportable than portabl,

specially at facilities demanding a large inspection effort. Clearly in these cases the
question of portability becomes less stringent but the equipment must be capable of long
periods of reliable operation.

MAIN TYPES OP EQUIPMENT AND ITS USE

To perform the types of measurement described, the inspectorate is using different in- •

strumentation comprising among others single and multi-channel analysers and total and coin-

cidence neutron counters.

Eberline Assay Meter

The single channel analyser mostly used has been the Eberline SAM 2 assay meter employe!

in quantitive mode, namely in:

- The verification of the uranium enrichment in metal or in oxides be it in cans

of powder, pellets or fuel rods;

- The verification of MTR fuel assemblies and plates;

- Plutonium measurements both as mixed oxide fuel pins and metal plates.
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The enrichment type of applications which constitutes the bulk of the instrument use

re well documented, therefore reference will be made here only to the last two cases.

(8)
Regarding the verification of MTR fuel assemblies and plates * ' the materials are

leasured in fixed geometric conditions using as signal the net count rate under the U-235,

186 KeV peak. Once the signal is corrected i ,r self absorption and source dimensions the
lesponse depends only on the amount of material present. The corrections are determined the-
iretically beforehand using a point source model and information contained in the design
ata (plate dimensions, amount of material per plate, cladding thickness, meat thickness,

)

ranium fraction in the meat and number of plates per assembly). A source-detector distance
Jqual to 1.2 m which is equal to twice the largest active dimension of a standard MTR type
Bsembly has been adopted. In this way the assembly or plates can be considered as point
Sources, located in the detector axis and having the same intensities as the samples them-
jelves. It is easy to show that, for a uniform narrow plate source of length x

, placed
!entered with the axis of a detector and at a distance 2x from it, the maximum difference

fin the detector response to radiation originated in any two of its points is 6.jfo. The
Jechnique used as described gives only the fissile content of the item; in order to obtain
[he amount of the element an absorption measurement is also required.

Concerning the plutonium measurements the system has been used both as a neutron and a
amma ray counter. In the first case the standard SNAPv9) system and a specifically developed
10) measuring head applicable to the assay of plutonium platelets in storage containers have
een used. The measuring head consists of one array of four He-3 detectors embeded in a
oderator block which is placed surrounding the container. The system can be assembled in
two different ways, one applicable to the containers, the other to individual platelets. In
iny one of these situations the system is responding to the total neutrons, originated mainly
n the spontaneous fissions of the even isotopes, therefore an independent characterization
f the Fu is also necessary in order to be able to derive the total amount of material.

Regarding the gamma measurements, a two detector system has also been used in the case
f mixed oxide fuel pins of the PBR type. This technique which was applied by Beets et alv )

jo the measurement of uranium fuel pins aims at examining each portion of an extended source
fith the same detector efficiency. To achieve this objective the distances between the de-
iectors and between the detectors and the radiation source are determined so that for any
oint of the source the sum of the signals induced in the two detectors remains constant.

Despite the wide application to which it has been put the Eberline assay meter has some
ell known drawbacks therefore another unit the B-SAM (1; developed under the US support
rogram is being field tested and it is expected to be fully operational in the near future.

Multi-Channel Analysers

The multi-channel analysers - Silena B-27* one thousand channels - are practically used
nly as part of high resolution gamma spectrometry systems based on intrinsic germanium de -

L ectors. The volume of the Ge detectors ranges from a few to about 80 cc. Viewing the
ntermittent use of the equipment as well as transportation and servicing conditions, it is

ssential for the Agency to use intrinsic Ge detectors.

The most frequent use of the HRG systems include the determination of plutonium isot-
pic characteristics and amounts, uranium enrichment and spent fuel measurements.

!l

Concerning the plutonium isotopic characteristics, the applications range from pure
dentification to full isotopic analysis. They include therefore some significant ratios
.ike the Pu-24l/Pu-239 or direct comparison between spectra of items of the same batch.

Enrichment measurements using HRG are only performed when a clear advantage over simpler
ystems exists. This is, for example, the situation in the case of low enriched UFg cylinders,
nd materials irradiated in zero power reactors.

I This multichannel analyser was first used in field by the Agency in the summer of 1976 in

!
replacement for the LP-4840 NOKIA System.
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Spent fuel measurements using HRG systems are currently "being done^^^ \ In most
J

of the cases the aim is the determination of 'burn-up and cooling time but in some instances 1

, ,|

only identification is performed. Identification meaning, in this case, an attributes typei
of verification to assure that the material contain fission products. In the quantitative
mode of operation it has been found that more precise results can be obtained in cooling
time than in burn up determination. It is not uncommon to have results with errors below
2% in the first case while several percent are found for the Cs-134/Cs-137 ratio.

As indicated the HRG systems are used in a variety of circumstances. Being able to
unequivocally identify the nuclear materials by their characteristic gamma rays they are
among the most interesting pieces of equipment from the inspector's point of view. The
present cost, size and weight of such equipment prevents its substitution for units which
are smaller and therefore much handier, even if they are not as good.

§

is

si

The HRG measurements can be lengthy, an aspect that needs to be improved in order to
reduce the inspection time. Such aim can be achieved by the use of large detectors and
multichannel analysers capable of handling high count rates. The Silena system has proved
to be somewhat insufficient in this aspect as well as in the number of channels. Both this
features are particularly desirable in order to improve the quality of the data on both
spent fuel and plutonium analysis measurements.

Neutron Counters

The most widely used neutron counter by the Agency is the high level neutron coincid-
ence counter (2 ) (6) (HLNCC) developed under the US support program. This detector initially
intended for the measurement of large amounts of Pu, like cans of feed material, has been
also applied to metal plates and mixed oxides contained in cans, fuel pins and fuel assemb-
lies. Although some results of the use of this equipment have already been published v- 2)

and inference on the expected results can be extracted from the user's manual, reports on
field experience are still lacking. It seems therefore appropriate to give here some more
information, even if, due to its origin, only in a relative form. The attached table
summarises results of measurements of fast critical type plutonium coupons, assembled in fue
drawers and of mixed oxide fuel clusters. All measurements were done at different occasions
on randomly selected items from given populations and not necessarily with the same instrum-
ent. Statistical analysis of the results can show whether the different means are the same
or not, a question that has to be asked even if the maximum difference between them does not
exceed 2%. These small differences are of the type that inspections are aiming to detect,
therefore extreme care needs to be used both in calibrating and setting the measurement
conditions each time. For example, in the case of metal plates, due to the short length of
the active dimensions of the counter, each result is a double measurement so that each point
of the item is observed once with high and once with low efficiency. This procedure .allows

for uniform assaying of the item but requires two adjustments of the position which can
introduce systematic differences particularly if proper adjustment of the reference marks
was not achieved during the equipment setting. Since this measurement can have errors in
the percent range (see table) such adjustments become difficult to check during inspections
because such checking would require lengthy tests. In the present case 3 mm misadjustment
can originate a change in response up to 1%. To avoid that situation new measuring heads
with larger sensitive regions are being developed and built at LASL. They are expected to
be ready for use soon.

The present measuring head of the HLNCC ^^is formed by the He-3 detectors and the J

surrounding moderator material (there are 18 detectors embeded in 6 polythylene slabs). The (

remaining components of the system are the preamplifiers, electronic package and calculator.

In some of the new heads which will have different number of detectors the sensitive region »

will be close to one meter in length, therefore the units themselves become difficult to

transport. On the other hand they would also be usable to assay fast breeder type fuel pins

in a single measurement.

In the assay of mixed oxide clusters a concentration concept coupled with active length5

measurement is used. The results presented in the table are ordered by decreasing Pu con -

centration per unit length and this is the reason for the increase in the standard deviation

as one goes down through the table. In this case the count rates are relatively small and the

1

i

:
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affect of large totals rate background can also be seen. This is the case of the second

eries of measurements - all of them performed in a storage room - where larger amounts of

naterial were present in the vicinity of the equipment.

The HLNCC has also been used in the measurement of fuel pins and scraps. In this last

base the measurements which generally become less precise can be also difficult to interpret.

En measuring Pu one is frequently faced with multiplication type of effects which being shape

dependent are, in general, difficult to account for. Standardization of the containers would

^e a large step forward in solving this difficulty. It has been found that the multiplic-

ition correction technique as developed by Ensslin et al (2)(6)(l3) is in several cases

ixtremely useful. Certainly spurious values can be generated due, for example, to the

ipplication of the technique to insufficient or improperly characterized samples. Analysing
;he results using different approaches may help in removing those anomalies

Table

MEASUREMENTS OF IDENTICAL ITEMS ON DIFFERENT OCCASIONS

[TEM

DESCRIPTION
NUMBER
MEASURED

MEAN VALUE
OF MEASURED
CONTENT (x)

STANDARD
DEVIATION
POPULATION
as $ of X

TYPICAL STANDARD
DEVIATION (COUNTING)

ONLY) as % of 5

COUNTING TIME
(SEC)

fetal Plates
I Various Matrix
•taterials

flixed Oxide
juel Clusters

# Loadings

33 X 1.26 1.40 2 x 200

19 x 1.020 1.44 1.40 2 x 200

16 x 1.011 1.05 1.40 2 x 200

7 X 2.24 1.60 400 *

7 x 0.984 2.35 2.22 300 +

3 X 0.93 2.30 400 *

7 x 1.014 2.87 3.20 300 +

7 X 1.75 2.75 400 *

6 x 1.014 5.26 4.15 300 +

Some measurements were done with longer counting times.

Larger totals background.

If the samples are not strong (a,n) neutron emiters our experience seems to indicate
that a large variety of samples can be assayed using the same calibration curve which be-
omes linearized by the multiplication correction technique. This would obviously be of
great consequences in reducing the number of standards required for the calibration of the
squipment

.

Since the neutron counters respond to the non-fissile components of the plutonium,
information on the isotopic composition is required to derive the total amount of material
present in a sample. It is for this reason that now in practically all Pu determinations
ione by IAEA, both HRG and neutron coincidence oounting are used. Since there is always
the problem of the amount of time consumed in the measurement, they are performed simult-
aneously whenever possible and for this purpose holes have been drilled in HLNCC measuring
heads, through which the samples are viewed by the Ge detectors.

Use of the HLNCC in an active mode for the determination of U-235 is also being intro-
duced. In this case the interrogating neutrons are originated in Am-Li neutron sources which
are localized in the axis of the end plugs which where redesigned (14) to create an optimal

ilcavity about 10 cm in height. The system due to its low sensitivity is intended principally
jto probe relatively large pieces of uranium metal which can also be assayed by other methods
like weighing. With this apparatus yfo counting precision can be obtained in a 1000 seconds
counting time of a 2 kg highly enriched uranium button (l4)« An active well coincidence
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1

counter (AWCC)( 15)(l6)
>

instrument one order of magnitude more sensitive than the one just
referred to, is also being introduced for the uranium assay.

As mentioned above the HLNCC system is being widely employed by the Agency but its
application can still be further improved through the use of objective specific measuring
heads. Other than the cases of the fast critical assembly drawers and FBR type pins that
were mentioned above measurements of Plutonium metal platelets contained in storage canisteri
and of FBR assemblies may also be mentioned.

In all the applications referred above only the detecting part of the system is being
adapted to the different situations. Keeping the same electronics for a variety of measure- ;

ments is a key factor for the reliability of the measurements and therefore for the effect- I

iveness of the international safeguards due to the reduction in inspector's training.

EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION AND STANDARDS

As previously mentioned some of the measurements performed aim at qualitative inform-
ation, but the objective of the really significant ones is the quantitative determination
of the amount of SNM present in the items assayed. Such determination implies equipment
calibration which in turn means standards. It has long been recognized and repetitively
mentioned that one serious difficulty in implementing field measurements by the Agency is

the absence of adequate standards.

To circumvent this difficulty use has been made of materials characterized and made
available to the IAEA by member states. In many cases the materials are not standards as
such but are sufficiently well characterized for the purpose. In other cases actions have
or are being taken in co-operation with national safeguarding authorities and the operators,
to select materials from facilities which will be characterized by the parts involved. On
other occasions the equipment has been calibrated in member states and used in other member
states where agreement has also been obtained to keep some of the materials measured with
those systems as a reference for subsequent use.

It is claar that frequently the materials used as standards do not fully match the
ones to be assayed. This is not surprizing since in some cases these may have been pre -

pared or developed as part of specific projects that are not duplicable. Calculation methods
which would for example be used to reduce the number of required standards need to be applied
in order to adequately analyze measurement results.

It has sometimes been possible to construct a set of calibration curves for different
i

values of some parameter and interpolate between them if the value of that parameter in the
assayed material is different. The measurement of mixed oxide fuel clusters included in the
table falls into this category. In this case it has also been found that by applying a
multiplication correction technique (13) to the measurement of different types of clusters
(different in Pu type and concentration and number of fuel rods) all the results could be

described by the same linear relation.

Multiplication correction techniques like calculational methods can be most valuable
in reducing the number of standards required for the calibration of the equipment. However
some of the equipment now in use is capable of furnishing, in routine inspection, results
identical or better than the ones included in the table and the application of alternative
methods to circumvent proper standards might not be an adequate procedure. Somewhat connected

with this subject, mention can be made of plutonium measurements using the HLNCC and the
Pu-240 effective concept. It has been found that in some cases better results are obtained
when the Plutonium non-fissile fraction is used instead of the Pu-240 effective. This seems

to result from the fact that the Pu-240 effective value places heavier weight on the Pu-238
and Pu-242 content whose itotopic fractions are frequently not known or obtained with suffi-
cient accuracy.

In some cases it is possible for the inspectors to have at the facilities either IAEA

owned standards, sent from HQ for that purpose, or reference materials made accessible under

some agreements such as the ones indicated above. However, in several instances that is not

the case and alternative approaches to calibrate the equipment or assure of its correct

working conditions have to be applied. It is possible, for example, to use as a reference,
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operator's material which is sampled for destructive analysis. This procedure has been used
for exanrole for the enrichment of uranium powders but the values obtained with this in the

field calibration have to be checked and, eventually, corrected a posteriori once the DA
(results are obtained. Such an approach has the drawback that if the values furnished by the
operator are found to be incorrect, then defects on the samples assayed can reveal themselves
later therefore at a time where immediate action can no longer be taken.

When the calibration of the equipment is done outside the facilities only the proper
'functioning of the equipment might need to be verified. To fulfill this objective, normaliz-
ation sources can be used; such sources are measured at the times of calibration and assay
land the normalization factors so determined are applied to correct the data. In the case
|of the HLNCC Cf-252 neutron sources with activities of the order of 9 J*Ci are used, and for
lithe SAM-2 Ho-l66m gamma sources with activity of the order of 0.2 y.Ci. This last source is

ijalso convenient for the energy calibration of the multi-channel analysers.

|

RESULTS OP THE ITDA MEASUREMENTS

A safeguards inspection aims at the verification of the amounts of SNM with minimal
intrusion. This implies sampling plans drawn on the basis of zero deffects and also meas-
urement systems capable of giving, in field, the content of the items assayed so that at

least their classification as good or defective is obtained. That this classification is

essential can easily be seen because if a deffect is found all the plan of the inspection
has to be modified since no deffects are allowed by the sampling plan. The measurement
result might eventually be such that no further treatment is necessary but frequently more
elaborated calculations are unavoidable. The achieve in field data reduction and treatment
capacity HP-97 programable calculators are being used concomitantly with the measuring equip-
ment and in some cases interfaced with it. In some situations such as most of the HLNCC
measurements the calculator has the capacity to deal with one type of measurement, collecting
the data and via calibration curves calculate the final result. In other cases such as the
HRG systems the calculators are not interfaced with the equipment but programs are being used
|to obtain a result. Those calculators are insufficient to handle more complicated situations
itherefore final treatment of inspection data is being done at Headquarters. Although this type
of situation is bound to continue because the additional calculational capacity is probably
not compatible with the transportability of the equipment, improvements are required both in
interfacing and expanding the capacity of the presently employed calculators. As an example
both in the case of the HRG and the HLNCC a slightly more powerful calculator could permit
the unification of the programs now in use - presently each type of measurement requires a
different program but most of them have large portions in common - which would greatly simp-
lify the procedures.

Simplification of the procedures and equipment manipulations during data taking are
fundamental steps towards safeguards effectiveness. This statement may sound strange until
it is realized that international safeguards are conducted by inspectors hired on a fixed
term contract. The average duration of this is such that if the equipment and procedures
are complicated, the inspector can hardly become familiar with them. Even in the case of
inspectors staying with the Agency for longer periods since they are not constantly using the
(equipment specific details on its use at certain places may easily be forgotten.

OTHER IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

Successful NDA measurements in the international safeguards depend on various factors
of which some are inspector specific, others are equipment related and finally others that
are not associated with any of the previous causes.

(a) Perhaps the most important requirement is the inspector being familiar with the measure-
ment technique that he is applying. This is achieved through basic training involving equip-
ment and methods (the inspectors are attending training courses either in the Agency or out-
is ide like for example at LASL under the US support program) as well as by refreshing at least

I
before the inspections.

j

(b) The equipment is frequently used in non optimal conditions; for example the temperature
and humidity may cover a very wide range as well as electrical noise or vibrations caused by
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different machinery. Obviously the equipment needs to he reliable, even in the most adverse,
working conditions, and its operation needs to be as simple as possible. Even if highly reJ
liable, the equipment is bound to fail and in some cases would be impossible to obtain sub-
stitution in time therefore trouble shooting should be easy so that simple repair could
eventually be done during the inspection. Kits of spare parts should be available as well
as adequate auxiliary equipment like pulse generators, osciloscopes and volt-meters. Again
all these pieces should be reliable and small in size.

i

(c) The equipment might have to be transported for large distances both internationally
and within the countries; during this process the handling is, in general, not adequate.
Ruggadizing is recommended for all pieces and if they are also light and easy to pack, i.e.

,

regular and simple shapes with no protruding sensitive parts, handling would become a much
less serious problem. In field repacking is normally done by inspectors after the equipmenl
has been used; such operation normally takes place at the end of the day and frequently in
rush. Small reference sources are normally required and for some of these such as the Am-Li
and Cf-252 neutron sources the transportation and use are heavily regulated introducing ex-
ceedingly high delays for the nature of the problem at hand. Difficulties are also found
regarding transportation of standards particularly of the Pu ones.
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|Uis cussion:

Bowman (NBS):

Could you describe what means you have for calibrating fuel rod scanners for the Inter-

national Community?

Ramalho (IAEA):

We have not been using rod scanners so far. We, in fact, intend to use the rod scan-

ner — if we had it available. The Agency doesn't have it, but may make use of it in some
facilities. What we are planning to do is make arrangements with the operator, whereby we
would select some of their rods to be used as standards. We would have to establish be-
forehand that those rods are good by comparison with the IAEA standards. So we have to go
in a chain process in order to achieve the use of the rod scanner at this stage.

Schleicher (EURATOM)

:

In the European Community, we use, in certain cases, the rod scanner of the operator.
For this we are really controlling the preparation of some rods, which we select as stan-
dards, supervising the whole fabrication process, taking samples of the pellets which are
put into rods, etc., thus obtaining comparison standards for future use.
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Inventory Verification Methods
In DOE Safeguards Inspections

by

Craig S. Smith and Rush 0. Inlow
Safeguards & Security Division

U.S. DOE, Albuquerque Operations Office
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

The most difficult and complex activity of a nuclear materials
safeguards survey involves measurements review and inventory testing.

At the Albuquerque Operations Office, we have relied on remeasure-
ments as the key to inventory verification. Measurement of inventory
items is accomplished by weighing, non-destructive assay (using
contractor instruments and our assay meter)

,
sampling/chemistry, and

the use of off-site laboratories. The emphasis on each of these
methods shifts from one contractor facility to another depending on
processing history during the survey period and measurement capa-
bilities required for proper safeguards accountability. ALO surveys
five major facilities and we use five completely different approaches
to measurement verification.

The goal of inventory verification is to assure that the con-
tractor has all the nuclear materials reported to be in his possession.
Verification is complete when it has been demonstrated that items
purported to be in the inventory are present and easy to locate, that
SNM items in the inventory are on the inventory listing, and that
items contain the purported amounts of SNM. Ideally, an independent
verification of inventory holdings would require a 100% remeasure-
ment. This is not possible for facilities with large inventories.
An alternate method is to remeasure items randomly selected through
an attribute sampling plan. In our experience, this is unworkable
for large, throughput-dominated facilities. By subdividing the
inventory holdings into categories depending on the nature of the
material, process characteristics, and measurement methods, the
inspector can logically design a remeasurement campaign. This method
is the most efficient means for examination of measurement performance
during the entire accountability period.

Inspector remeasurement activities may be categorized under
bulk properties determination, sampling and chemical assay, or NDA
measurements. When possible, measurements are performed by the
inspector or done under direct observation of the inspector. Samples
are selected for each measurement method and material category such
that the entire calibrated range of an instrument is tested. These
measurements provide verification of random errors only. Off-site
independent assays are provided by reference laboratories such as

NBL or Mound Facility. This facet of our program has been very
successful in improving contractor measurement systems and iden-
tifying or reducing significant biases. Samples returned after
calorimetry at Mound are especially valuable in that they may be
used as working standards for calibration of NDA instruments with
actual process materials. When a facility possesses NDA and
calorimetry capabilities, a dynamic calibration program may be
established with process stream samples, reducing the need for
extensive stocks of prepared standards.
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ALO plans to field test a transportable calorimeter being
designed and built by Mound for the Office of Safeguards and

Security, DOE. This instrument has potential to be a valuable
addition to our measurement capabilities by providing a rapid,

inspector-operated assay system.

INTRODUCTION

The most difficult and complex activities of a nuclear materials safeguards survey are

inventory testing and appraising the measurement systems. At the Albuquerque Operations

bffice we consider remeasurement as the key to assuring both the quality of the inventory

land the reliability of the measurements. Our remeasurement efforts include the use of con-

tractor instruments, our own portable and transportable equipment, and reference laboratories.

Each of these methods is employed in varying degrees at our five major contractor facilities

according to their processing history for the survey period as well as their measurement

capabilities.

Ideally, an independent verification of inventory holdings would require a 100% re-

Imeasurement . Since this is not possible for facilities with large or throughput-dominated

inventories, we custom tailor our remeasurement plan to fit our objectives at each facility.

(Furthermore, each facility under the Albuquerque Operations Office has different materials

and material forms, different process characteristics, and different measurement systems.

This paper will present some of the activities that have been developed to improve our

verification of measurements and measurement systems. The topics covered in this paper are

conveniently divided into Onsite Verification, Offsite Verification, and some examples.
Our onsite activities comprise the bulk of the inventory certification and will be the first

subject discussed.

I. ONSITE VERIFICATION

Onsite verification data are gathered during a survey and are largely responsible for

jour conclusions regarding the status of the nuclear materials physical inventory. Our
statement about the status of the inventory includes the presence of all identifiable items,

and the accuracy of the accountability weight values. Indirectly this is also a statement
about the operability of the measurement systems since it was the values derived from these
systems that provided our confidence in the inventory. Our onsite verification program,
then, is designed to concentrate on the special nuclear material, certain measurement
methods, and specific categories of material that are unique to each facility. Consequently
the following discussion will include several examples of our rationale in fitting an onsite
verification program to the five major contractors.

Measurements at Contractors

1. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory - University of California. First we'll analyze
the program at our most diverse and complex contractor, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
(LASL) . LASL has two facilities which are the focal point of our survey, namely, TA-55 and
TA-21. TA-55 is the newly constructed plutonium processing facility housing CMB-11 and
featuring Dynamic Materials Control, (DYMAC) and TA-21 is the location of the enriched

uranium recovery group, CMB-8. They present similar problems, but the measurement systems
jare different, the categories of material are different, and processing histories for the
survey period must be considered.

Group CMB-8 . A normal inventory for CMB-8 will consist of uranyl nitrate solutions in
55 L transparent pencil tanks, 2 gal. Volrath cans containing enriched uranium in a dense

matrix with a gross weight of 8-12 kgs, enriched uranium product oxide, and metal buttons.
The majority of the material is either as solutions or as scrap in the 2 gal. Volrath cans.
Both categories are measured by nondestructive analysis (NDA) instrumentation designed by
LASL. The solution samples are assayed by the Uranium Solutions Assay Device (USAD) , and
.the volume is taken from a calibrated, transparent pencil tank. The cans of scrap are
|measured by the Random Driver (RD) which is a neutron-activated coincidence counter using
'three calibration curves according to the type of scrap.
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Random Driver . In order to judge the reproducibility of the RD and the reasonableness of thj

enriched uranium scrap inventory, we select a number of inventory items from the scrap cate-
gories to be recounted. So as not to impact production inordinately, we limit the recounts f

to the number that can be accomplished in two days. Items are selected that span the range
[

of inventory values and that utilize more than one calibration curve. Unfortunately, there i

are no practical methods of cross-checking the accuracy of the RD during our survey or at a

[

reference lab. The subject scrap categories have already been through various leaching
steps and would be difficult to destructively analyze, are too inhomogeneous to sample for
weight X factor analysis, and are not amenable to any other current NDA technique. We can i

also request that the RD be recalibrated before the recounts begin. However, the recalibra-
tion reduces the number of recounts, and we normally resort to counting the standards re-

quired by the programmed diagnostics.

111

Uranium Solutions Assay Device. In contrast to the restrictions on the scrap items, the
uranyl nitrate solutions can be verified in a number of ways. Instead of relying on an
offsite laboratory, we have turned to LASL's own analytical laboratory, Group CMB-1, for

assistance in verifying the accuracy of USAD. Until recently our resamples of inventory
solutions had to be prepared by CMB-8 personnel for submission to the analytical labs. This
time-consuming operation was inefficient and burdensome. Therefore, we reversed the pro-
cedure and requested CMB-1 to furnish three blind samples at concentrations selected to test^

each of three separate ranges programmed into the USAD. The speed of the USAD allowed
replicates on each blind and also allowed the measurment of the tanks resampled in our pres-

ence. In some cases the observed sampling and measuring establishes the inventory values,
and in others, it verifies the inventory value. Either process serves to certify the
inventory.

TA-55 (Group CMB-11)

.

Four distinct plutonium operations are carried out in TA-55,
namely, plutonium recovery, plutonium fabrication, Pu-238 processing, and advanced carbide
fuel production. With nearly 5000 items of every imaginable description, inventory verifi-
cation at TA-55 is a sizable challenge. The challenge is made manageable by the full
utilization of DYMAC information and instrumentation. The instrumentation includes a seg-
mented gamma-scan unit, a neutron coincidence counter, an in-line thermal-neutron coinci-
dence counter, and a solution assay system. The information file includes date of last
measurement, material description, instrument used, and area of origin.

In the time allotted for verification, it is impossible to select samples from all the

scrap, intermediate product, and product categories. Thus, we reduce the total population
to a few categories by choosing processing and counting characteristics representative of
many. With this approach, we are able to verify the random errors throughout the calibrated
range of the instruments. We are not, however, able to estimate the systematic errors.

The verification is partitioned into testing the stored or inactive inventory with the
segmented gamma-scan unit and the neutron coincidence counter while the active items in the
glovebox lines are remeasured in the thermal-neutron coincidence counters and solution
assay system. Normally, the inventory at the time of survey is principally stored items,
and we spend most of our time remeasuring those. We include standards as much as practi-
cable and, on those items which are amenable to either neutron or gamma assay, we recount
in both instruments. This gives us an indication of the packaging and correct categoriza-
tion by scrap codes. At LASL this is a very important exercise because the recovery •

operations handle atypical scrap that could easily be miscategorized.

The foregoing remeasurement activities are the highlights of our program at LASL. Not
included are our normal reweighing and other measurements which supplement our remeasure-
ments.

2. Mound Facility - Monsanto Research Corporation. The Mound Facility is noted for
its expertise in calorimetry. This was a logical measurement development because Mound's
inventory consists primarily of Pu-238 and tritium items. Calorimetry is easily the most
accurate method for measuring these materials and is therefore the basis of our verifica-
tion program.
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At Mound the calorimeters are sized to accommodate routinely used sample containers in

1 particular building. We stratify the inventory by the building and the secondary container

kize so as to identify which items will fit the various calorimeters. Time-wise we are re-

stricted to the number of samples which Mound can run in a workweek. This means that the

Samples must be selected during the physical inventory without the benefit of a statistically

generated random sampling.

To make the verification as independent as practical, we observe the sample as it is

placed in the calorimeter, observe the last two or three readings at the end of the equili-

brium period and make sure the same sample is removed from the calorimeter.

For measuring their low-level Pu-238 solid scrap and waste Mound employs an in-line

gamma-ray assay system which measures the intensity of the 743 keV and 766 keV gammas using

I Ge(Li) detector. The scrap/waste is packaged in paper "ice cream" cartons and can vary
trom a lightweight combustible matrix to a dense, metal matrix. Because of the matrix
variability, Mound has established a calorimeter cross-check program which routinely com-
pares gamma-scan values with calorimetry. Our verification uses the same program for this

Level of material. The first phase is to observe remeasurement of between twenty and

bhirty inventory items in the gamma assay system. These remeasurement values are assigned
fcrom manual calculations which are also verified. Normally, a good portion of the low-level
inventory is certified in this manner, but the system's accuracy is still in question. To

[give us information on the accuracy we also observe two or three low-level cartons being
Ipalorimetered. This is one of the few situations which allows us to compare in-plant
jneasurement capabilities.

There is only one way to verify Mound's Pu-238 solutions; we observe the resampling,
labelling, sample preparation, and alpha pulse height counting as well as check calculations,
dhat makes this possible is the small number of accountability tanks in the process and the
Individual attention the analytical labs can afford us.

3. Rocky Flats Plant - Rockwell International. The Rocky Flats Plant is a Pu-239 pro-
auction facility which is fully supported by storage, recovery, and R&D operations. Trans-
lated, that means the facility is throughput dominated with a large backlog of unprocessed
(scrap and a substantial holding of feed material. The scrap is of every imaginable des-
cription and is stored on the plant site awaiting recovery. It comprises a sizable portion
of the inventory and is most subject to errors in measurement. Feed material is also stored
In large quantities and is not amenable to direct verification such as sampling/chemical
analysis or weighing. These are the major problems at Rocky Flats and, over the years, we
have employed some verification techniques which provide us with a high degree of confidence.
For the scrap, we have developed an offsite sample verification program with the Mound
Facility, and for the feed material, we rely upon the capabilities of portable NDA instru-
mentation. These methods will, however, be discussed in other portions of this paper while
methods to verify the active inventory are covered here.

The recovery operations group performs a total shutdown, cleanup, and physical inven-
tory annually to coincide with our survey. For the purpose of saving time and effort, a
large proportion of their inventory is plutonium nitrate solutions in calibrated, Raschig-
ring-filled tanks. Accountability values are derived from the typical volume X assay.
Since the dominant error in this value is due to the error in the volume calibration, our
|emphasis is placed on verifying the accuracy of the sight gauges. The sight gauges are
ifabricated and mounted according to the correlation between the calibrated volumes intro-
duced into the tank and the height of the liquid level. Each tank is calibrated by adding
known amounts of water and measuring the height of the water in the sight glass from a
permanent reference point. A computer performs a least squares fit, scribes the sight
gauge, and prints a calibration certificate. It is our task to verify how well the gauge
is mounted in accordance with the certificate. We consider that the gauge is properly
mounted if three points on the full range of the gauge measure within the standard error,
two sigma, of the certified height. Every one of the 70 + tanks is physically verified
in this fashion.
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A very unsettling aspect of observing a physical inventory is certifying that a metal
button is present when all you see is a metal can with the correct serial identification.
At Rocky Flats we are not limited to a simple verification of the presence of a metal can

f

in the button vault. An instrument known as a button counter is available for qualitative
measurement of plutonium. It measures the 384 keV gamma as well as the neutrons from the
Pu-240. Empirical limits which bracket the average gamma and neutron counts for Savannah
River buttons have been established as part of the verification procedures on external re-
ceipts. These limits are used as a guideline in verifying any button. Due to concerns for
personnel exposure, we have informally limited our efforts to the number of buttons that
can be counted in two hours. At 20 seconds per button that number can vary from 50 to 100
according to the accessibility of the containers. Another limiting factor is the tier of

holders we select. For instead of making a truly random selection, we indicate by tier
which samples to count. This greatly reduces the time wasted hunting samples. Although
the sampling method is not statistically sound, the number of samples verified is large and
the exposure time is reduced.

In one area called the XY Retriever we perform a random verification of the book in-

ventory. This is preferable to a complete physical inventory because the mechanical re-
trieval system combined with weighing each of the 200 + items would expend greater than 17

hours. Again, our sample size is related to time; it is the number of ingots that can be
verified in one day. These 45 or so samples are checked for serial identification, weighed
and scanned by our portable gamma and neutron instrumentation. The portable instruments
are set up above and below the glovebox with the two detectors directed at the pan of a

10-kg balance. A significant count above background registered on both rate meters is con-
sidered a positive indication of Pu-239 (a significant count = 5 times background) . We
consider this a variables test of the inventory with 0 rejects allowed; one reject and we
perform a 100% inventory.

We perform a similar verification of the metal parts stored in carriers on the chain-
veyor lines inside of gloveboxes. By setting up the detectors on top of the gloveboxes, the

parts can be verified as the chainveyor is operating. A person can observe the ratemeter
and parts simultaneously or connect the single channel analyzer output to a strip chart
recorder. Presently, we only have this capability for one instrument. It works best with
the gamma detector because the background and chainveyor speed are too high for significant
count rates with the neutron detector. Of course this is not the extent of our activities
at Rocky Flats, but the foregoing examples are unique to the facility.

4. Pantex Plant-Mason & Hanger - Silas Mason Co., Inc. The Pantex Plant is a nuclear
weapons assembly installation which handles only finished parts; it performs no chemical
processing or physical transformations. Consequently, it relies solely upon radiometric
verification of the SNM by means of portable, gamma/neutron instruments. This facilitates
our verification program by allowing us to concentrate on the use of our own portable gamma
neutron equipment. With this equipment our objective is to obtain a signature for the pres-
ence of SNM in shipping containers or completed weapons

.

In order to optimize the verification we take all readings in £aXu. For instance,
we'll walk into a vault with our heavily shielded gamma detector and place it directly on
top of the shipping container for our count. The background is simply the count with the
probe inverted. In this way, we can verify the entire content of the vault without re-
moving each container to a low background area for a timed count. It's a two-person opera-
tion; one person handles the probe while the other watches the ratemeter. The count can be
influenced by so many variables that we allow 3-5 times background as a significant indica-
tion of SNM. This is especially true for enriched uranium gammas which are easily atten-
uated. In less crowded conditions, we use the neutron probe in tandem with the gamma
detector for Pu-239 items. Under cramped conditions, however, the neutron counter is

swamped and cannot be used. Additionally, we monitor the response for a series of identical
items and question any atypical reading. Such things as the age of the item, the radio-
activity of adjacent items, and the position in the storage area will cause fluctuations in

the expected response.
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The method we use to distinguish the difference between depleted and enriched uranium

items is by varying the energy window examined. First, we look for a significant count

ibove background in the window calibrated to bracket the 186 keV gamma from U-235. With a

positive indication of nuclear material, we then adjust the threshold above and below the

186 keV setting looking for a well-defined peak. If the count doesn't drop off to near

background on either side of the peak the material is depleted uranium, and the 186 keV

ifindow is counting Compton scatter.
r

Using these above expendiencies we are able to verify 50 to 100% of Pantex's nuclear

naterials inventories during a survey. We consider the portable radiometric equipment as an

Invaluable tool of our trade.

5. Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque - Western Electric. Sandia is a design and

testing facility with a wide range of enterprises. Their inventory consists primarily of

irradiated special nuclear material either as fuel in reactors or as stored samples in the

cool-down stage. Of course, the material in the reactors cannot be verified except by gross

counting and the reactivity as indicated by flux meters. The material of concern to us is

the low-level, irradiated samples and fuel plates which are in storage.

The most effective verification technique available is weighing and simultaneous

(radiometric scanning with our portable gamma/neutron instruments. Although the induced

jradioactivity of most samples overwhelms the peaks of interest, we are still interested in

checking whether the response is due to natural or induced radioactivity.

Since most of the material is enriched uranium, we use the 186 keV settings and vary
the energy range of the instrument. Occasionally, the material is sufficiently cooled to

distinguish the enriched uranium. Usually, however, the count rate is uniform throughout

the range of energies. For this case, the only difference is the intensity of the response.

If the ratemeter pegs at the highest range setting the material is too irradiated to verify.

'Otherwise, the material is considered to be depleted uranium.

There is no requirement to verify the irradiated material, but we still consider much
pf the low-level, irradiated material attractive for diversion.

II. OFFSITE VERIFICATION

Mound Exchange

As mentioned earlier under Onsite Verification, Rocky Flats has an extensive backlog
of unprocessed scrap which defies normal verification techniques . A collateral concern is

the accuracy of the NDA systems which establish the inventory values for the bulk of the
'scrap categories. Previously, the available onsite techniques for verifying the backlog
could not satisfy our criteria of independence, accuracy, and timely results. The overriding
factor was independence, and this led us to consider an impartial reference laboratory.
Because of the advantages of calorimetry, the Mound Laboratory was funded to perform our
offsite verification project, which soon became known as the Mound Exchange. Needless to

say, the exchange program has experienced some growing pains and lessons learned the hard
way, but overall it has provided gratifying results.

In describing the Mound Exchange we'll skip all the mistakes and comment on the final
jproduct. Over the years, the Mound Exchange has evolved into a twofold experiment. The
first part remains as always, verification that the inventory is accurately stated. As the
potential of dynamic calibration was realized, the second part has become an opportunity
for the facility to perform a calibration of their NDA equipment for specific categories.
With this duality in mind, the statistical sample is selected to represent a large portion
of the backlog, represent routinely-generated material, and provide a spread of points which
will optimize calibration. Unfortunately, the Department of Transportation (DOT) has
packaging and transportation regulations restricting the categories of material and amount
of SNM per package which can be shipped. Difficulties in this exchange are further com-
;pounded by the lack of uniform containers and the size of packages that the calorimeters can
I
accommodate. Though we've learned to live with the restrictions, some of the effects on the
ground rules of the exchange are: 1) the variety of scrap categories we can sample have been
seriously limited; 2) all samples must be calcined in order to eliminate moisture and
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oxidize any metal; 3) every sample must be quantitatively transferred and repackaged; in soi

instances one package is divided in two; and 4) samples exceeding a plutonium content of 105

by weight or 400g cannot be shipped.

At the outset of an exchange, the scrap categories are mutually agreed upon, and the

samples are selected during our survey. We participate in the selection, obtaining the

sample identification and the inventory value. From this point on the contractor prepares
and ships the samples to the Mound Facility. The contractor also supplies subsamples
according to Mound specifications.

Upon receipt of samples and subsamples, Mound performs mass spectrometry or gamma
spectroscopy of the subsamples and the samples, and calorimeters all samples. Mound person-

nel have been able to furnish results with limits of error within six weeks for sample
sizes no larger than fifty.

The results from the exchange are compared to the original inventory values and statis-

tically evaluated for significant biases. If significant biases do exist, the inventory val
ues are adjusted, and instrument calibration is realigned. Some categories have required
adjustment and recalibration ; these, however, are not considered deficiencies, but, rather,
benefits derived from the program. Some of these benefits will be discussed later.

Chemistry

Although we have not relied on offsite verification for solution chemistry nearly as

much as calorimetry, some situations have called for engaging a reference or umpire labora-
tory to analyze solution samples. An example of this was the need for an umpire laboratory
to resolve a significant shipper/receiver difference between Rocky Flats and Rockwell Han-
ford. In this case, separate samples had been set aside just for such an eventuality. At
our request, LASL agreed to act as the umpire laboratory for all the solution shipments
between the two parties. The wisdom of this planning became evident when LASL released the

results. LASL found undissolved precipitates which required special treatment. Failure to
correct for the particulates would bias the results. Due to the condition of the samples
and to LASL's thorough analysis, the umpire results were accepted by both parties.

Another situation which required reference laboratory expertise was the verification
of the isotopic makeup and total uranium in high level uranyl nitrate solutions at LASL.
Before the advent of the Uranium Solution Assay Device, the analytical labs group, CMB-1,
performed all of the solution analyses. In order to examine and evaluate the analytical ch
istry errors, we contracted the New Brunswick Laboratory to perform the independent veri-
fication. We observed all the sampling, sample preparation, and packaging by LASL person-
nel. NBL's results supported LASL's published random and systematic errors.

III. EXAMPLES

The practicality of our overall verification program can best be measured by the numer
ous improvements in measurement and verification techniques. Some examples of these im-
provements and how they came about will illustrate our program.

Benefits of Offsite Verification

1. In terms of grams, the offsite verification of Rocky Flats scrap categories has been the
most beneficial. Results from the Mound Exchange have identified significant measurement
biases. The most recently identified bias was in the ash heel category. Estimates of the
biases from four separate exchanges were pooled to arrive at the final estimate. This
pooled bias was used to adjust the entire ash heel inventory backlog by 12.9 kg. As you
can see, this is a significant adjustment and reflects the importance of verification.
Earlier in the program a similar adjustment was made to the virgin ash category. As the ash
was processed through recovery it became evident that the ash portion of the backlog had
indeed been "fine tuned", because the inventory differences attributed to ash recovery
shrank to the random error level after the correction.
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1. For many years Rocky Flats was obliged to bear the cost and impact of their end of the

Mound Exchange. The increasing cost of the exchange has compelled Rocky Flats to develop

in alternative.

Consequently, they developed a calorimetry capability comparable to the Mound Facility,

to prove this comparability, they proposed that the 1978 Mound Exchange include the compar-

ison of wattages on all samples. The proposal further stated that if the wattages agreed,

kocky Flats would perform the verification in place of Mound and would endeavor to satisfy

whatever degree of independence we would require.

Rocky Flats proved their competence and have already performed an onsite verification

(of four scrap categories during our recent survey. They used the same guidelines

Ifor independence as are followed at Mound. The most meaningful outcome, however, was not

the shift of sites from Mound to Rocky Flats, but the fact that Rocky Flats now performs
jtheir own dynamic calibration every month.

3. LASL's plutonium recovery group, CMB-11, is responsible for receiving, measuring and

"(storing for recovery some dif ficult-to-measure scrap . CMB-11 does not have the gamma

spectroscopy and calorimetry instruments to measure these categories. Therefore, we de-

signed a Mound Exchange which would accomplish two goals: namely, verify portions of the
(inventory and provide standards for specific scrap categories. These were the beginnings
jof dynamic calibration.

Benefits of Onsite Veriication

jl. During two days of NDA remeasurement activities at one of our contractors, we observed
variations between the original value and recount that were as large as lOOg. This was
quite unexpected, and it prompted an immediate investigation into the possible causes. A
check of the window energies revealed a drastic shift in the instrument gain. When no
evidence of electronics malfunctions wa s found, it was postulated that the unseasonably
warm weather had raised the room temperature above the critical operating temperature of

the electronics. Further testing confirmed this suspicion and corrective steps were taken.
A thermostat was installed to give temperature control year-round, and all the items
measured during the hot weather were remeasured.

2. At another contractor our onsite verification program called for recalorimetering a

number of Pu-238 items. An analysis of the results revealed relative differences larger
than the published precisions for each calorimeter. Moreover, there was an apparent bias

F in the data; eleven of the seventeen items had remeasurements which were less than the
inventory value. We suspected that decay had not been properly accounted for when the
contractor converted from a manual to an automated accounting system. The contractor
traced histories, remeasured numerous items, and finally tracked the problem to an error in
the decay program. Now, realizing the benefits of a remeasurement program, the contractor
has implemented a formal program of its own.

3. One of our contractors formerly used a weight-times-a-factor method in accounting for
a special material. The factor was based on the calorimetric value of a sample from a
large batch. The large batch as well as any cuts from it were weighed and factored. As a
crosscheck of this method we calorimetered representative samples which were on the inventory
at weight X factor. The disparity between calorimetry and the factor method convinced the

j contractor to change over to calorimetering all items of this type.

4. In some circumstances we have employed our portable gamma detection instruments linked
to a strip chart recorder to verify material on a chainveyor inside of a glovebox while it
is in operation. This exercise does not have to be attended and it provides a permanent
record. Rocky Flats was so impressed with the idea that they now have a similar setup
used to certify that no one has diverted material from the chainveyor during off-shift
hours. The chart taken at the end of the day shift is compared with the chart taken the
following morning. This procedure is a valuable part of the safeguards requirements for
daily inventories.
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New Developments !'

The Mound Facility has attempted to predict the trend of safeguards verification
activities. They were aware of the increasing costs of offsite verification in addition to
the increasingly stringent regulations covering the shipment of radioactive material. With
this motiviation, Mound began developing a transportable calorimeter which will be supported
by reliable gamma spectrometry measurements. This combined instrumentation package will be
field tested in 1980 at both LASL and Rocky Flats. Ultimately, ALO inspectors will be
trained to use both instruments.

Fig. 1. Transportable Calorimeter Developed at the Mound Facility.
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Discussion:

Cullington (EURATOM):

In your first slide you said that one of the things you did was to check that all

j identifiable items were accounted for. Does this mean that some items are not identified

{jand therefore are not checked by the inspector?

5

| Smith (DOE-ALO):

All items at our contractors must be identified. Therefore, the statement says that we

have observed every identifiable item and are assured that it is present at the facility

Cullington:

A second question, please. You said that the weight values derived were checked. Does

j this mean that you calibrate their weighing scales or is this a check of the actual weights
1 of the items?

I Smith:

We make that statement as a result of our on-site and off-site verification programs.

There are many parts to our program that I have not discussed today and, as you mentioned,
verifying the accuracy of the field is one of them.

! Bingham (NBL)

:

I'm a little concerned with statements relating to accuracy of measurements solely
j based on calorimetry, no disrespect to our calorimetry colleagues, and based on stream
'averages. Granted, that the measurement of heat can be performed very precisely and very
I accurately, but referencing my pitfall talk yesterday, the transfer of heat measurement to

Plutonium content must be based, and has to be based, on a very accurate knowledge of the
isotopic content, the age, and the americium content of what you've got in the can.

Smith:

What I meant by that statement was that Mound and Rocky Flats were selected because
| they do have stream averaging, but Rocky Flats also has a very good quality assurance

[j
program and very good records on their scrap. We are not relying strictly on stream
averaging, but that was one of the considerations in choosing Rocky Flats over, let's say
LASL

.

Bingham:

I am not disputing that part of the program. I am just pointing out that to

,
extrapolate from this program to other plutonium facilities and use calorimetry without the
benefit of the stream average assurance that you feel you apparently have, is a dangerous
extrapolation for measurement accuracy.

Strohm (Mound Laboratory):
We at Mound do not blindly use the stream average from Rocky Flats in the calorimetry

assay of plutonium. We do measurements - nondestructive gamma-ray isotopic measurements of
cans, and we do take aliquots from a selected number of the cans for confirming isotopic
measurements by mass spectrometry and alpha counting. We then, sometimes, establish a
steam average for a given category, and, based on our independent isotopic measurement,
apply an uncertainty to that stream average. That error is folded into the assay value
that we report back to the ALO. The gamma-ray isotopic measurements have advanced far

: enough that now we are more and more often determining an independent set of isotopics for

]

each can, and have less reliance on stream averages.

Persian! (ANL):

I am going to ask a generic question that relates to the first paper as well as this
current paper. It has to do with item accountability and sampling methods. I'd like to

use an example of the spent fuel measurements mentioned in the previous paper. I assume by
spent fuel measurements, that this is done on a single rod so that the basic item unit
becomes the rod. However, the spent fuel assemblies are an assemblage of rods. Now when
you compromise that package to make a measurement on the single rod, does this not impact

j

on your sampling techniques? How do you handle this in the field, both in EURATOM or IAEA,

j
or as in your case, when you have to break a package into smaller sub-units? What is the

I unit of item accountability?
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Smith:

I'm really not involved in spent fuel, but I'll address it as it applies to me. The
only thing we can do with our verification program is remeasure or verify what is in the
unit container, and, normally, we try to restrict our contractors to have one unit in one
identifiable container. Now this isn't true in all cases, but this is what we try to do
and, as you point out, it is very difficult to say that one item out of fifty is in there,
if all we can see is the outside container and take measurements of that outside container.

Schleicher (EURATOM)

:

Certainly, you measure sometimes rods, sometimes bundles. If the operator accounts
first for rods and later on for bundles he has to declare a rebatching operation, giving
all necessary data. A priori this does not influence the sampling plan.
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Safeguards Independent Measurements Program

by

Walter G. Martin
Chief, Safeguards Branch

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region I

Office of Inspection and Enforcement
631 Park Avenue

King of Prussia, PA 19406

ABSTRACT

The special nuclear material (SNM) control and accountability inspection program of the

fj.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) stresses independent verification of their inven-
tories of SNM. In addition, independent assessments of the licensee's measurement systems
ire also performed by NRC Safeguards inspectors. The independent measurements program
;onsists of two major areas; one being nondestructive assay and the other being destructive
analyses. Both areas employ the use of NRC and NBL prepared standards to independently
•assess a licensee's capability in performing NDA and DA measurements.

In the area of nondestructive assay, the inspectors perform gamma spectroscopy and
leutron counting measurements for both variables and attribute testing of the licensee's
MM. Regional inspectors have performed NDA measurements of licensee's special nuclear
naterial in forms such as oxides, solutions, fuel elements and rods, residues, sludge,
fecrap, ash, and waste. In addition, NDA measurements of SNM holdup in piping, ducts,

process equipment, and floors have been performed. The NRC has also performed NDA measure-
ments to independently verify the SNM contained in licensee's ponds or lagoons - both the

|;

ponds' contents and the ponds themselves.

Due to the fact that generally recognized standards are not available for many of the
I above-mentioned items, NRC inspectors prepare field standards of different forms and
matrices. Asphalt has been spiked with uranium solutions to obtain pond liner standards.
Planar standards have been developed for different quantities of SNM to construct standards

! for piping, ductwork, and process equipment. Standards have been developed for waste drums,
filters, and sludges. One of the major problems existing today in the field of non-
destructive assay is the lack of adequate standards . Matrix problems and geometry problems
nust also be resolved. The NRC has instituted a measurements committee to investigate
possible solutions for these problems. One area we are looking into is standardizing con-
tainer sizes for various types of materials. Another area of concern is material segrega-
tion; i.e., removing certain types of extraneous materials from sludge produced by
j machining or sawing fuel elements

.

NRC inspection modules require NDA measurements of licensee special nuclear material
Ion inventory by attribute testing (qualitative) and of material measured by the licensee,
using NDA techniques, by variable testing (quantitative). The NRC has prepared programmable
(calculator programs to determine sample size of a population, calibration using standards,
(differences (Licensee-NRC) , and statistical evaluation of the differences may be performed
jand reported to the licensee prior to conclusion of the inspection.
i

The NDA equipment currently used by Region I consists of the following:
i

1. Hewlett Packard, 1024 Channel, multichannel analyzer
2. Tracor-Northern portable multichannel analyzer
3. Survey Assay Meter (SAM II)

4. Isotopic Source Adjustable Fissometer (ISAF)

5. Neutron Well Correlation Counter
6. Neutron Rod Correlation Counter.

We are purchasing a nuclear data quantitative isotope measuring system to measure
uranium and plutonium isotopes. This system will also be used as a backup system for
radioisotopic measurements in the environmental area.
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In the area of destructive analysis, independent verification is performed by two
distinct techniques. Destructive analyses of split samples of licensee special nuclear
material by the New Brunswick Laboratory and the licensee's laboratory enable the inspector'
to compare the analytical results. Also, NBL prepares and certifies, for the NRC, standard
that are closely representative of the licensee's material being analyzed by a specific
measurement system.

The licensee is requested, by our inspectors, to perform analyses on these standards.
The inspectors are then able to compare the licensees ' analytical results to the known
values of the standards. A statistical evaluation of the differences is then performed to
ascertain that the licensees ' performance is adequate . This technique has been used by
Region I to identify errors in analytical procedures that have an impact on inventory dif-
ferences and shipper-receiver differences.

Discussion:

Belew (DOE-SR):

I would like to know what type of sampling plan you use to determine how many samples
you are going to need?

Martin (USNRC):

Normally, we use MIL standard 105D. Frequently, we throw out the sampling plan
depending on how we want to treat a certain inventory. Depending on the material, we do

100?, sometimes we will decide to do 50%. We work out the statistics after the fact in
many instances but, for the most part, it is based on the 105D standard.

Suwala (B&W):

One of the observations I have made at a NRC auditor inspection is that the auditors
have so many modules and paperwork to fill out that he can easily spend most of his time
filling out paperwork instead of being on the floor observing what is going on. What is

your comment on this?

Martin:
First of all, which B&W (Apollo). The people who are in the office are the auditors.

They are meant to be in the office filling out paperwork. We get out on the floor; in

fact, the picture you saw here was actually taken at Apollo. I think we have probably been
out in the plant at Apollo more than any other facility. That plant has been walked
through, looked at, and crawled over, including the piping. It appears that the only
people you see are the auditors or that you have not been out in the plant while we are
inspecting.

Green (BNL):

In anticipation of IAEA inspection of some U.S. facilities, and also understanding the

necessity for independent verification on the part of the IAEA, you mentioned two

activities: one is verification of the inventory and the other is the incorporation of
working field standards. Would you care to comment on the compatibility of the NRC
procedures with the IAEA inspection - perhaps they can take advantage of the kind of work
you are doing.

Martin:

We have had the IAEA inspectors accompany us on our inspections. I'm not sure if they

are trying to determine the quality of our inspections or whether they are trying to

learn. They are coming with us again in January, and this will be about the third or

fourth time they have accompanied the Region I inspection personnel. So far as I can tell,

what we are doing would be compatible with what the IAEA would expect to do. My current
understanding is that they would not duplicate our effort when they inspect a U.S.

facility, but they would go with our inspectors and, again, determine what the quality of

our inspections were and make statements with regard to that. I do not think that they, at

least at the present time, intended to duplicate our effort. Did I answer your question?
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Green:
Partially.

j

JMartin:

My understanding is that they will make use of the same program. Theirs may require a

(little less work than ours, but they would make use of the same techniques.

i

Schleicher (EURATOM)

:

I think you are a little optimistic. (Laughter. ) There should be an understanding
with the Agency on sampling plans, which is perhaps not as difficult, but major questions
will probably be standards. The standards must be accepted by the Agency if you don't want
them to double your work. This sometimes can be troublesome because the Agency wants to be

fully involved in the preparation of the standards in order to be assured that they are

correct.

Martin:

This was one of the reasons why I spent two weeks in Vienna in 1977 and one week there
in 1978. I was working on the problem of NDA standards. It is my understanding that they
will be able to calibrate, or check the calibration of, our equipment by bringing some of

their standards or having some here. We could then work back to accepting our working
standards.

Bingham (NBL)

:

I'd like to make a comment, if I may, on the subject of standards and the compatibility
of various systems nationally vs. internationally. We are rapidly approaching a point
where, if we don't have a better degree of international cooperation in ease of transport
and interchange of materials between national measurement systems, we are going to end up
with a set of standards in this country and a set of standards in that country and no way
of verifying the compatibility of these various measurement systems. For international
safeguards, which relies on the compatibility of measurements internationally, I think we

are getting to a place where the technical people are going to have to stand up and say we

must do some things, and we have got to do away with some of the bureaucratic impediments
that are preventing us from assuring that the EURATOM, the U.S., Japan, etc., are all

self-consistent in their measurement systems.

Martin:

I think the main problem is one of transporting the standards. The various laws in the

countries create a problem. I know that the IAEA, for instance, has trouble getting even
their equipment from one country to another.
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Instrumentation Development for the Enhanced
Utilization of Calorimetry for Nuclear Material Assay

by

Curtis L. Fellers, Walter W. Rodenburg, John H. Birden
M. Fred Duff, and Jerry R. Wetzel

Monsanto Research Corporation, Mound Facility*, Miamisburg, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Calorimetric assay is an accurate and reliable technique for
safeguards measurements. It is used extensively in DOE laboratories
for SNM accountability and quality assurance measurements. To
enhance the usefulness of calorimetric assay, an instrumentation
and operating method development program is conducted at Mound.
Recent development efforts have been directed at reducing analysis
time, providing transportable instrumentation and relating calori-
metric assay to chemistry.

KEYWORDS: Plutonium assay; calorimetry; calorimetric assay; plutonium
safeguards

INTRODUCTION

Due to the accuracy, reliability, and simplicity of operation, calorimetry is used
extensively in DOE facilities for special nuclear material (SNM) accountability and quality

j,

assurance measurements. In addition, calorimeters are used to verify previous SNM measure-i
ments [1], identify measurement biases, and calibrate other NDA measurements [2].

At the present time ten DOE facilities regularly use calorimetry for SNM accountability!
and quality assurance measurements. Three of these laboratories, Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory, Rockwel 1 -Hanford Operation, and the Savannah River Plant, are expanding their
usage by ordering new multi-calorimeter systems including 15 new calorimeters. As calori-
meter usage is expanded, new applications of the technique are recognized, operating
requirements are changed, and additional needs are identified.

In order to satisfy these current and future measurement needs, a continuing develop-
ment effort is being conducted at Mound aimed at enhancing the usefulness of calorimetry.
Instrumentation and operating methods are being developed and tested to provide solutions

to specific measurement problems and to satisfy new and changing measurement requirements.
Current development programs include a mathematical technique for predicting calorimeter
equilibrium aimed at reducing analysis time, a transportable calorimeter which will allow

SNM inspectors to perform in-field measurements, and an analytical calorimeter which will

relate calorimetric assay to the chemical laboratory.

Prediction of Equilibrium

The equilibrium prediction technique has been developed to reduce calorimeter assay

time and thereby increase sample throughput. This is a mathematical technique and does not

require hardware modifications or additions to the calorimeter [3]. The technique makes

use of the fact that the calorimeter equilibrium response function is dominated by a single

time dependent exponential of the form Y = A + Be
- * where t is the time, A is the decay

constant characteristic of the sample, and B is a scaling constant. By monitoring the

*Mound Facility is operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the U.S. Department of

Energy under Contract No. DE-AC04-76DP00053.
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output of the calorimeter, Y, at equally spaced time intervals, the equilibrium value. A,

can be predicted.

The mathematical prediction is accomplished by evaluating the calorimeter response

curve in real time and subsequently estimating the final value based on this evaluation.

Actually, the calorimeter itself never achieves equilibrium since the analysis is ter-

minated when the final value is predicted. This particular mathematical algorithm is

applicable only when the equilibrium process can be described by a single exponential

equation, but is valid for either exponential growth or decay.

The equilibrium value, A, can be determined by solving the simultaneous equations
generated from three data points separated by equal time intervals, e.

A(l + Be"
Xt

)

AO + Be'
A(t + e)

)

A(l + Be"
A(t + 2e)

)

Figure 1 shows a typical response curve from a calorimeter approaching equilibrium.
With the addition of each data point, another equilibrium value can be predicted. These
predicted data points are also plotted in Figure 1. When the calorimeter response data can
be described by a single exponential, the predicted values lie on a straight line parallel
to the time axis and are reliable estimates of the true equilibrium value. This fact is

used to decide when the best value has been predicted and, therefore, when the analysis can
; be terminated. The slope and precision of the ten most recent predicted values are moni-
tored and compared to pre-set values. When these parameters meet the predetermined cri-
teria, the average of those ten predicted values is accepted as the best equilibrium value
and the data collection is stopped. The same calorimeter response data is used to evaluate
the random uncertainty in the predicted equilibrium value.

The equilibrium prediction technique has been tested on a variety of calorimeters and
power levels at Mound. Twenty-five independent tests have been conducted using five dif-
ferent calorimeters and sample powers ranging from 0.1 to 8.0 watts. For these tests, the
calorimeters were allowed to equilibrate so that comparisons of predicted and observed
values could be made. A time savings of 55% was realized with the technique and the
standard deviation of the unbiased difference between the predicted and observed equi-
librium values was 436 microwatts.

An independent test and evaluation of this technique was conducted at Rockwell Hanford
under the direction of Dr. Richard A. Hamilton [4]. One calorimeter was used to make 36
independent tests on samples between 0.06 and 5.3 watts. A comparison of the predicted and
observed equilibrium values yields a standard deviation of the difference of 639 microwatts
with no significant bias. The average time savings for these tests was 43%.

The equilibrium prediction technique has been demonstrated to be a reliable method for
reducing calorimeter assay time without sacrificing accuracy. This technique is available
for use on existing calorimeters as well as new instrumentation and is currently being
incorporated into a bulk sample assay calorimeter which will be used by IAEA inspectors.

Transportable Calorimeter

For calorimetry to be a viable technique for field inspectors use, instrumentation must
meet the special needs of the inspector. For example, the system must be light weight,
rugged, and easy to set up and operate. At the same time, the design should not jeopardize
the accuracy and reliability which make calorimetry such an important tool.

Y: =

Yi =

Y 3 =

A =
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To accomplish these goals, the conventional environmental water bath (200-400 liters)

in which the calorimeter is immersed was replaced by a heat exchanger surrounding the

calorimeter jacket (Figure 2). Water from a small ( 15 liters) recirculating bath is

pumped through the heat exchanger to provide the constant temperature environment required

by the calorimeter. For compactness, the standard twin bridge calorimeter was oriented so

that the sample and reference units were end to end.

Feasibility tests were first conducted on a prototype instrument [5] which measured
samples 5 cm diameter X 15 cm high samples. Water was circulated around the calorimeter
from an external temperature control led reservoir. The reservoir was a commercially
available eight-liter tank with heating and cooling capabilities. Test results indicated

that the calorimeter precision was not affected by the use of the heat exchanger and

external reservoir.

The calorimeter shown in Figure 3 was designed and constructed specifically for the use

of D0E/AL0 auditors. The instrument will be used to verify stated SNM values in ALO
contractor facilities. This will provide rapid feedback of results and minimize the need

to ship SNM to other sites for independent verification.

The instrument shown in Figure 3 is capable of measuring samples 13 cm in diameter and

28 cm high. The calorimeter and heat exchanger form a cylindrical unit 28 cm in diameter
by 84 cm high. The total system including calorimeter, external constant temperature bath,

and computer based data acquisition system is mounted on a single cart for ease of

movement.

In addition to meeting the inspectors need for portable instrumentation, the
calorimeter requires minimal operating space. The reduced water requirements of the
environmental chamber permits usage where large quantities of water may provide a

critical ity hazard.

The second transportable calorimeter is now under test at Mound. It will be field
tested by ALO auditors in February and June of 1980.

Analytical Calorimeter

The conversion factor relating watts to grams Pu, known as the effective specific power
(P eff), can be determined by two methods. The computational method, which is most often
used, involves determining the relative abundance of the americium-241 and plutonium
isotopes and computing P eff. The second method, known as the empirical method, involves
calorimetry and destructive assay of a small quantity of Pu. The empirical method is

directly traceable to the national measurement system through chemical assay calibrated
against NBS certified elemental Pu standards. However, this method has received little
attention due to the unavailability of suitable instrumentation.

The analytical calorimeter shown in Figure 4 measures small samples (1-5 grams of Pu)
which are similar to the sample size required for chemical analysis. In addition, the
primary sample container is a standard two dram glass vial of the type used in many
analytical laboratories.

The calorimeter includes an automated sample loader which allows for analysis of up to
16 samples without operator intervention. The samples pass through a temperature
controlled zone before entering the calorimeter. Thus, while one sample is coming to
equilibrium, a second sample is being temperature equilibrated to reduce assay time.

The calorimeter is designed to fit inside a standard three foot glovebox. Water is

pumped from an external circulating bath to provide the temperature controlled environment
for the calorimeter. If desired, the calorimeter can be used in an open hood or on the
bench top.

Test results on ten-milliwatt samples indicate a precision of +0.05% with biases
<0.05%. Assay time is approximately 30 minutes per sample.
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FIGURE 2. CROSS SECTION OF TRANSPORTABLE CALORIMETER DESIGN
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In addition to the Peff determination, the calorimeter can be used to test for sample

homogeneity. Since the wattage of a sample is directly proportional to the grams of Pu,

the watts/g of sample is a direct indication of the g of pu/g of sample. By combining the

calorimetry measurement and sample weight the analytical chemist can nondestructi vely test

for sampling errors which are frequently the largest errors encountered. Furthermore, the

analytical calorimeter can be used to nondestructi vely verify historical sample contents

based on stated isotopic data or on gamma-ray isotopic analysis [6].

SUMMARY

Calorimetric assay provides an accurate, reliable, and timely technique for SNM
accountability and quality assurance measurements. As its use expands, new applications
and measurement requirements are being identified. As a result a continued development

]

effort is being conducted to provide calorimetry instrumentation and operating methods
responsive to the needs of the users. Current development programs are providing solutions

'to identified measurement requirements.

A mathematical technique has been developed to predict equilibrium values and
significantly reduce calorimeter analysis time. Tests conducted at Mound and at an

independent laboratory indicate that time savings approaching a factor of two can be

realized using this technique.

The need for portable instrumentation is being met by the development of a trans-
portable calorimeter. By minimizing the controlled environment surrounding the calori-

' meter, the instrument size and weight are reduced. This instrument can be easily moved
between sites and requires little operating space.

Calorimeter measurements on isotopically homogeneous bulk samples can be linked to the
chemistry laboratory only by destructively analyzing a known fraction of the total sample.
An analytical calorimeter has been developed for in-line operation which is capable of

accurately measuring one to five gram aliquots of plutonium. This instrument will provide
the relationship between nondestructive calorimetric assay and chemical analysis.
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Discussion:

Roche (AND:
Curt, could you give a little more data on the portable instrument you're developing,

such as the sample size, the assay time, and expected precision?

Fellers (Monsanto-Mound)

:

The prototype calorimeter that I showed in the picture measures samples that are 13

centimeters in diameter and 28 centimeters tall. The test that we are running now
indicates that we will be able to get the assay time down to about four hours on this
particular instrument, and I believe that will be accomplished by using the prediction
technique that I spoke of. The test that we are running, using the Pu-238 standards, for
the accuracy test indicates that in the 1-watt range, the accuracy is 0.1 to 0.3%. We
believe that this is due primarily to the poor temperature control that we are getting on

our commercially available water baths. We are purchasing a new instrument that will
provide (manufacturer says) improvements in temperature control by an order of magnitude.
We believe this will bring the performance of the calorimeter back in line with the
conventional instruments.
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by
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ABSTRACT

A direct comparison has been made between the IAEA Active Well
Coincidence Counter (AWCC) and the LASL Random Driver at CMB-8. The
comparison included an experimental evaluation of precision, counting
rate, accuracy, penetrability, stability, and the effect of sample
inhomogeneity.

Samples used in the evaluation included highly enriched UgOs,
U3O8 mixed with graphite, highly enriched uranium metal discs, and
depleted uranium metal. These materials are typical of the samples of
interest to the IAEA inspectors.

We concluded from these investigations that the two instruments
had very similar performance characteristics with the Random Driver
giving better penetrability and the AWCC giving better stability.

KEYWORDS: Nondestructive assay, uranium, random driver, neutron, coin-
cidence counter, stability, precision, calibration

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, random driver (RD) type instruments have been widely used for the non-
destructive assay (NDA) of 235u. There have been several versions of random drivers ;^

some designed and built by LASL and some by commercial instrumentation vendors. The paper
by Paul Goris in Session IV of this symposium described the application of a commercial
random driver to the NDA of 233u. The different RD units have generally improved over
the years with better detectors, electronics, and data analysis techniques. However, this
type of system is not readily adaptable to portable applications for field inspections
because of its weight and complexity.

The Active Well Coincidence Counter^ uses a combination of a small AmLi neutron
interrogation source and a 3ne thermal-neutron well coincidence counter. This Active
counter can be used for uranium samples, including high gamma-ray background materials
such as 233u-Th fuels. The present AWCC was developed to be more lightweight and
portable than the conventional fast random driver assay system.

The purpose of the present paper is to make a direct experimental comparison of the RD
and the AWCC. The performance parameters of interest in the comparison are:

1. counting rates,

2. precision,

3. stability,
4. response linearity, penetrability,
5. geometric effects,
6. sample inhomogeneities and matrix effects.

Samples that were available for the comparison included highly enriched U3O5 in
recovery cans, U3O8 mixed with graphite, and uranium metal discs (93.15$ ?35u)
similar in size to the "buttons" and ingots used for fuel fabrication. The mass of the
samples ranged from 250 to 4000 g U.
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RANDOM DRIVER DESCRIPTION

The Random Driver is typically used to determine the enriched uranium content of oxide,
metal, or residue samples. 3 Typical container sizes are 5 to 10 liters capacity. AmLi
random neutron sources are used to induce fisson reactions in the 235u present in the
material. Relatively few fissions occur in the 238u because the neutron energy spectrum
of the AmLi sources (0.3 MeV average) is below the fission threshold for 238u. Also,
the spontaneous fission rate of 23°u is very low. The fissions induced in 235u are
observed by coincidence counting the time-correlated fission neutrons with two 5 x 25 x 50
cm Pilot F fast plastic scintillators, located on opposite sides of the assay chamber as

shown in Fig. 1. By requiring the detection of neutrons in both scintillators within 45
nanoseconds, it is possible to distinguish fission events from randomly produced AmLi
source neutrons. The coincidence counting rate is proportional to the quantity of 235'j

in the material being assayed, and thus provides a measure of the uranium content.

A number of features are incorporated in the design of the RD to reduce potential
sources of assay bias. The interrogating neutrons are not thermalized, and the assay cham-
ber is lined with boral to absorb low-energy neutrons, thus ensuring good neutron penetra-
bility through the sample. The detectors are also shielded with 5 cm of lead, because the
fast plastic scintillators are sensitive to energetic gamma rays as well as neutrons. This
lead eliminates the gamma rays from the AmLi source and some of the induced fission gamma-
rays from 235u. The attenuation of gammas in most large samples is greater than the
attenuation of neutrons. To make assays less dependent on sample density and composition,
the RD discriminates against gamma rays by the use of lead and by time-of-flight. Gamma
ray signals are detected in the scintillators in the first 2-3 ns, whereas neutron flight
times are typically 20-40 ns. A time window of 5-45 ns is used to accept most (n,n) coin-
cidences and reject most (y>y) coincidences. For typical energy thresholds of 650 keV for
neutrons and 220 keV for gammas, the RD response consists of 78% (n,n) coincidences and

22% (n,y) coincidences. 1
*

Two techniques are used to reduce the effects of loading differences between samples.
The sample is rotated during assay to minimize the effect of asymmetric loading of material
within the container, and the AmLi sources are positioned to produce a nearly uniform ver-
tical response profile over the typical range of container fill heights (2-20 cm). There
is a 3-5? variation in RD response as a function of height, as determined by moving a small
sample along the central axis of the sample chamber. For large samples the total inte-
grated response is constant to 1% or less over the range of fill heights.

The effect of introducing moderating material into the assay chamber is to reduce the
energy of the interrogating spectrum, which increases the rate of induced fission in

235u. Light element moderating material can appear either as matrix or in polyethylene
containers and bags. Because the type of container (i.e., metal or polyethylene) used for
most material being assayed is dictated by the process stage in which the material occurs,
assay data should normally be corrected for perturbations caused by moderating material in
the sample chamber. This correction is based on the response of two 3He proportional
counters, located adjacent to the sample assay position, which monitor the interrogating
neutron flux.

Elimination of some sources of assay bias by the instrument design features and

corrections described above has reduced the number of physical standards required for
calibration of the RD. However, experience with a wide variety of sample types has shown
that widely different materials require different calibration curves to obtain good
accuracy. The RD described in this report has separate calibration curves for pure
uranium oxide, oxide mixed with graphite, uranium in hydrofluoric slag, and reduction
metal residues.

ACTIVE WELL COINCIDENCE COUNTER

The basic principle of the AWCC is the same as the RD. That is, fast-neutron interro-

gation using a random neutron source (e.g., AmLi) and counting the induced fission reac-

tions using coincidence techniques to suppress the signal from the random interrogation
source. The primary difference is that the AWCC uses 3He detectors which are sensitive
to neutrons after they have slowed. This necessitates the use of relatively long (32-64

ys) coincidence time gates resulting in a large fraction of accidental coincidence events
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Figure 1

Random Driver (RD) counting chamber - legend: A. scintillator assembly, B.

source, C. base, D. base skirting, E. front maintenance panel, F. sample
platen, G. lid, H. top cover, I. casters, J. weighing mechanism, K. door,
L. steel shielding, M. boral shielding, N. source tailoring container.
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for high counting rates. To help alleviate this problem, we have positioned the AmLi
source inside CH2 shielding (the end plugs) as shown in Fig. 2 to reduce the accidental
pileup rate. With this technique, the induced signal-to-interrogation neutron background
ratio is improved by a factor of ten.

The AWCC has been designed to take advantage of the portable electronics package^
that was developed for the HLNCC. To keep this initial model as simple as possible and to

take direct advantage of the previously developed electronics package, no neutron flux
monitor has been incorporated into the present AWCC. Flux monitors are often used with
active neutron assay units to make corrections for neutron self-shielding or for neutron
moderation in hydrogeneous matrix materials. Operational experience with the present
model will be used to evaluate the need for a flux monitor in more advanced models.

Normally the sample cavity wall of the AWCC is lined with a 2. 54-cm-thick nickel
reflector to give a more penetrating neutron interrogation. However, the sample cans for
the U^Os plus graphite were so large (20- cm diam) that it was necessary to remove the
nickel liner and the top and bottom CH2 discs (7.6-cm-thick) to accomodate the cans.

The removal of the nickel results in some loss of penetrability. The counter was returned
to the configuration shown in Fig. 2 for the measurements on the HEU metal discs. There
is a sleeve of Cd in the detector sample well to remove thermal neutrons from the inter-
rogation flux and to improve the shielding between the 3He detectors and the AmLi source.

To obtain a more uniform spatial interrogation, two neutron sources of similar yield
are used. One is in the lid and one is in the bottom plug as shown in Fig. 2. The use of

two sources results in a rather uniform vertical response.

The unit uses 42-3fte gas (4 atm pressure) tubes that are 2.54 cm diameter and 50.8
cm long (active length). This detector configuration gives an absolute efficiency of
approximately 30% for counting fission spectrum neutrons.

The electronics unit is directly interfaced to the HP-97 programmable calculator shown
in Fig. 3- A microprocessor in the unit reads out the run time, total counts, reals plus
accidental counts, and accidental counts to the HP-97. The HP-97 is then used to reduce
the data using the software package selected by the operator.

Table I gives the specifications for both the RD and the AWCC showing the major phys-
ical differences in the two systems. The weight and size of the AWCC is considerably less
than for the RD.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

For the comparison, the AWCC was taken to the uranium recovery plant at LASL, where
the CMB-8 Random Driver shown in Fig. 4 is in routine use. Thus, both systems were
operating side-by-side to obtain the same environmental factors. The samples were
alternatively counted in the RD and the AWCC for the same time intervals - typically
1000 s. Repeat runs were performed on the lower mass samples to improve the counting
statistics.

The samples selected for the measurement were those normally used for the calibration
of the RD (U^Og) plus the HEU metal discs that were prepared for IAEA detector cali-
bration. Also, depleted uranium metal discs of the same size as the HEU discs were mixed
with HEU discs to create inhomogeneities in the sample.

To check the stability of the systems, cyclic runs were performed over two nights and

over a three day weekend. High mass samples were used for these runs to give good counting
statistics to better check the precision.

The primary evaluation considered the RD coincidence response directly without making

corrections for the flux monitor or temperature sensor. This was to permit a direct com-

parison with the AWCC coincidence response which has no correction sensors in the present

model. The data shown in the graphs and tables corresponds to the uncorrected response
from both systems. The magnitude of the correction factors for the RD were observed to be

small and rather uniform over each of the sample categories.
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ACTIVE WELL
COINCIDENCE COUNTER

MOD II

Figure 2
Schematic diagram of Active Well Coincidence Counter (AWCC) in its normal con-
figuration for counting small samples.
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Figure 3

Photograph of AWCC system complete with detector body and cart, electronics
package and HP-97 calculator for automated data readout and analysis.
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Figure 4

Photograph of RD system at CMB-8 including detector body, minicomputer,

tronics rack and TSI terminal.
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TABLE I

Number of AmLi sources

Total source strength

Interrogation energy-

Detector type

Counting

Response signal

Coincidence gate

Body weight

Electronics

AND AWCC SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

RD

2

106 n/s

Fast neutron

Plastic scintillators

Fast neutrons and gamma rays

Fast coincidence

<v 45 ns

1150 kg

2 NIM BINS plus minicomputer

AWCC

2

105 n/s

Fast neutron

3He tubes

Thermalized neutrons

Slow coincidence (auto-
correlation)

<v 64 ys

125 kg

HLNCC package plus HP-97

RESULTS

l^Os-Large Containers

The RD located at the LASL uranium recovery facility is normally used to measure the
235u content of U3O8 in stainless steel cans that are <\. 20-cm-diam x 25 cm tall.

This material is in two sample categories - each having its own set of standards. The
first is pure U3O8 ranging in mass from 250 to 4000 g uranium fa 93% enriched in

235u). The standards of this type material that were used for the comparison are listed
in Table II. The uranium is very concentrated and fills only the bottom few centimeters
of the can resulting in a "pancake" shaped sample. The UoOft had a density of approxi-
mately 2.38 g/cm3 resulting in a 235u density ,of 1.96 g/cmX This density was basi-
cally the same for all of the U3O8 standards with only the fill height changing as the
sample mass increased.

The set of U3O8 standards mixed with graphite are listed in the bottom section of

Table II. In this case the graphite fills most of the volume resulting in a low 235u
density. The mass of the uranium ranged from 234 to 4000 g. The 235y densities were 3

to 30 times lower than for the pure UgOg material. Also, the densities and fill

heights had large variations as given in Table II. The large quantities of graphite in
these containers had a significant effect on the observed signal for both assay systems.

Random Driver Results

The net coincidence response of the RD as a function of uranium content is shown in

Fig. 5. All of the data points lie on a smooth curve which has the functional form
aU/l+bU for uranium values less than 2000 g. For the 4000 g sample, the multiplication
gives a slight increase in the coincidence response.

The curve for the UgOg plus graphite falls below the curve for pure U3O8 for

the RD. This result is somewhat surprising because the graphite will increase the inter-
rogation flux density and increase the number of slow neutrons which have a high fission
cross section for 235u. However for the RD, the graphite has the opposite effect on the
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TABLE II

STANDARD SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

Sample Net Wt. Fill Ht. Diam Enrichment
ID (?) (cm) (cm) (g/cnp)

Pure UoOft

TRN-250 296 0.46 18.2 250 93.14 1.94
TRN-500 591 0.91 18.2 500 93.14 1.96
mi—i \1 t n a /sTRN-1000 1183 1.82 18 .

2

1000 93.14 1.96
TRN-1500 1774 2.73 18 .2 1500 93.14 1.96
TRN-2000 2366

-» C ll

3- o4 18.2 2000 93-14 1. 96

U3O8 Plus Graphite

STD-234 4678 13.5 20.0 234 92.83 .0512

STD-400 467o 12 .

0

20 .

0

ll C Q4bo 92.83 . 115
STD-500 7005 19.3 20.0 500 92.88 .0765

STD-846 4230 10.0 20.0 846 92.83 .250
STD-100 7335 18.6 20.0 1000 92.88 .159
STD-1591 4679 12.5 20.0 1591 92.83 .376
STD-2000 7640 19.0 20.0 2000 92.88 • 311
STD-4000 9691 18.0 20.3 4000 92.88 .657

counting channel. That is, the induced fission neutrons and gamma rays have a more diffi-
cult time being counted by the plastic scintillators. The cans contain 4-6 kg of graphite
which both absorbs fission gamma rays in transit to the scintillators and slows down the
fast neutrons so that they are below the counting energy-threshold. This graphite has the
opposite effect on the response for the AWCC which will be discussed in the next section.

The net coincidence response for the U3O8 samples are listed in Table III. The
error corresponds to the calculated standard deviation for a 1000 s run. For the low mass
samples, several measurements were performed to obtain better precision than the value
listed in the table.

The last column in Table III gives the coincidence rate per gram sample. This is an
indication of the penetrability of the interrogation flux. A linear calibration curve
would correspond to a constant value for the response per gram. The pure U3O8 curve
is more linear than the graphite curve because the graphite moderates the interrogation
neutrons resulting in more low-energy neutrons and thus more self-shielding in the 235u.

Active Well Coincidence Counter Results

The results for the same set of standards measured with the AWCC are shown in Fig. 6.

These curves are more nonlinear than the corresponding curves for the RD. This indicates
a softer interrogation neutron spectrum for the AWCC. The reason for this is the large

amount of hydrogen in the CH2 end plugs and detector walls.

The curve for the U3O3 plus graphite is above the U3O8 curve. We expect this

to be the case because the large quantity of graphite increases the low energy neutron
flux. As opposed to the RD, the graphite has little or no effect on the efficiency of the

AWCC for counting the induced fission neutrons.

The data point at 1591 g U falls significantly below the curve through the other data
points. A likely reason for the low response is that this can contains less graphite than
the other cans with similar amounts of uranium resulting in less neutron moderation.
Also, the graphite acts as a diluting agent for the U3O8 and less graphite means a

higher concentration of U3O8 and thus more self-shielding. The AWCC is more sensitive
to this type problem than the RD. The large sample cans made it necessary to remove the

nickel liner from the AWCC and this increased the self-shielding problems.
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TABLE III

RANDOM DRIVER MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR U3O8 AND U3O8 PLUS GRAPHITE STANDARDS

Sample
I-P--8 u

u
3
o8

TRN-250
TRN-500
TRN-1000
TRN-1500
TRN-2000

U3O8 plus Graphite

STD-234
STD-468
STD-500
STD-846
STD-1000
STD-1591
STD-2000
STD-4000

Coincidence
Rate (s- 1 )

4.90

9.75
18.7
27.3
35.3

4.27
8.56
8.84

14.7
16.8

26.3
31.5
57.8

Standard
Deviation
(1000 s)

5.2?
2.0$
1.5$
1.1%
0.88?

5.8%

3.0%
2.9%
1.8$
1.6$

1.1$
0.98$
0.62$

Counts x 1000
s-gU

19.6

19.5
18.8
18.2
17.6

18.

18.

17.

17.

16.8

16.5
15.8
14.5

The results of the AWCC measurements are listed in Table IV, and we see that the net
coincidence rate for the AWCC is approximately 6 times higher than for the RD even though
the AmLi source strength is a factor of ten smaller. The reason for this is the higher
detector efficiency and the softer interrogation flux. It should be noted that the stand-
ard deviations for both the AWCC and RD are about the same in spite of this higher count
rate. This is because of the high accidental coincidence rate in the AWCC contributing to

the statistical error. The coincidence time gate in the AWCC is 64 jjs compared with about
45 ns for the RD.

HEU Metal Discs

The high enrichment metal discs used in the present experiment are similar to metal
buttons of interest in inventory inspections. The two diameters (6- and 7-cm) for the
discs were used to check the effect of diameter variations in the measurements.

To obtain the mass range from approximately 500-4000 g U, the discs were stacked on

top of each other to form a cylinder with heights varying from 1-cm to 7-cm. The uranium
metal had a density of 18.7 g/cm3 resulting in a 235u density of 17.5 g/cm3. To
avoid oxidation and contamination by the uranium, the discs were coated with a thin nickel
plate.

Random Driver Results

The samples were counted in the RD with no change in the detector configuration used
for the large U3O8 cans. The results of the measurements are given in Table V. The
response per g U of a single disc (17.2) is somewhat less than the response per g U for
the U3O8 samples (19.5 for TRN-500). This reduction is likely caused by neutron or

gamma self-shielding in the higher density metal.

As the sample mass increases from 1 disc to 7 discs, the response per gram increases
from 17.2 to 20.7 or a 20$ increase. This is caused by the multiplication of the induced
fission neutrons.

Figure 7 gives a plot of the net coincidence rate as a function of uranium mass. The

curve is fit through the data for the 6-cm-diam discs. The larger 7-cm discs had an aver-

age response per gram that was only 1.6$ higher than the smaller diameter discs.
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TABLE IV

AWCC MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR U3O8 AND U3O8 PLUS GRAPHITE STANDARDS

Sample
I.D.-g U

u
3
o8

TRN-250
TRN-500
TRN-1000
TRN-1500
TRN-2000

U3O8 Plus Graphite

STD-234
STD-468
STD-500
STD-846
STD-1000
STD-1591
STD-2000
STD-4000

Coincidence
Rate (s"1 )

24.2

42.9
88.0

124.9
153-3

33.4

56.0
61.9

96.6
109-6
147.3
185.5
300.2

Standard
Deviation
(1000 s)

6.4?

3-8%
1.9?
1.4?
1.2?

.1?

.1?

.8?

9?
,6?

.2%

5.

3.

2.

1.

1.

1.

1.0?
0.61?

Counts x 1000
s-gU

96.8
85.9
88.0

83.3
76.6

142.6

119.7
123.8
114.2
109.6
92.6
92.7
75.0

TABLE V

HEU METAL BUTTONS MEASURED WITH THE RANDOM DRIVER

Sample Size
diam x ht.

(cm)

Sample Mass3

(g U)

Coincidence
Rate (s"1 )

Standard
Deviation
(1000 s run)

Counts v mnn
s-g U

6x1 528 9.10 4.2? 17.2
6x2 1055 18.16 1.6? 17.2
6x3 1583 28.44 1.1? 18.0
6x4 2112 39.04 0.80? 18.5
6x5 2640 51.30 0.65? 19.4
6x6 3168 63.81 0.54? 20.1
6x7 3692 76.43 0.46? 20.7

7x1 718 12.36 2.16? 17.2
7x2 1434 25.36 1.15? 17.7
7x3 2152 40.94 0.78? 19.0
7x4 2870 57.69 0.60? 20.1

a) Uranium metal samples 93.14? enriched in 235u.

b) Corresponds to relative error in net coincidence rate considering only counting
statistics.

The upward curvature of the response from multiplication is evident. Techniques are
under development to make automatic corrections in the data for multiplication.
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Active Well Coincidence Counter Results

For the HEU disc measurements, the AWCC was returned to its normal configuration as

shown in Fig. 2. This smaller sample cavity increases the irradiation efficiency and the
nickel liner improves the penetrability of the neutron flux.

Table VI gives the results for the different sample masses. The coincidence response

per gram for a disc (87-2) is very close to the response for the U3O8 samples (85.9

for TRN-500); however, this is only a "coincidence" because the detector and end plug con-
figuration was different for the two cases.

The response per gram changes by only 8$ in going from 1 disc to 7 discs. There is a

j cancellation of self-shielding and multiplication effects. For the lower mass region

|
(< 1500 g U) the self-shielding dominates resulting in a decline of the response per g U,

I but for the higher mass values (>2000 g U) the multiplication dominates resulting in an

I
increase in the response per g U. The average difference in response per g U from the

mean was only 2.7%.

A plot of the coincidence rate versus the response is shown in Fig. 8. The curve is

fit through the data points for the 6-cm- diam discs. The 7-cm discs fall slightly above
the curve. The average rate per gram for the 7-em discs is 2.2$ higher than for the 6-cm

j

discs.

Inhomogeneities

A pair of 6-cm-diam x 1-cm-thick depleted uranium metal discs were used to check the
sensitivity of the assay systems to inhomogenous samples. Two HEU metal discs were
measured in the following configurations: a) two HEU discs with no depleted uranium (DU)

discs, b) two HEU discs inside the DU discs, and c) two HEU discs outside the DU discs.

We observed that the DU disc inhomogeneities change the results by only approximately

;
2% for the AWCC, but the change is approximately 5% for the RD. The RD has the larger

j

perturbation because gamma rays contribute to its signal and the DU absorbs some of the
gamma rays before they reach the scintillators.

TABLE VI

HEU METAL BUTTONS MEASURED IN AWCC WITH Ni LINER IN WELL

Sample Size Standardb

diam x ht. Sample Massa Coincidence Deviation Counts x iooo
(cm) (g U) Rate (s-1 ) (1000 s run) s-g U

6x1 524 45.72 3.2% 87.2
6x2 1055 86.289 1.55 81.8
6x3 1583 127.55 1.2% 80.6
6x4 2111 170.30 0.85$ 80.7
6x5 2636 218.73 0.74$ 83.0
6x6 3164 268.33 0.64$ 84.8
6x7 3692 318.33 0.55$ 86.2

7x1 718 66.22 2.3$ 92.2
7x2 1434 116.19 1.4$ 81.0
7x3 2152 179.11 0.92$ 83.2
7x4 2870 246.65 0.69$ 85.9

a) Uranium metal samples 93.17$ enriched in 235u.

b) Corresponds to relative error in net coincidence rate considering only counting
statistics

.
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Additional tests were performed where the U^Os contents of sample TRN-2000 were
forced to one side of the can. The measured rate was compared with the normal sample
geometry. In this case the RD had less of a perturbation than the AWCC. This is partly
because the RD has a more penetrating interrogation flux than the AWCC and partly because
there is less radial geometric variation in the RD. The sample rotates past the interro-

gation sources which averages out radial variations in the RD; whereas, there is no sample
rotation in the AWCC, and the interrogation flux decreases with radial distance from the

central axis of the well.

Measurement Precision and Stability

A series of measurements were performed overnight and over the weekend to check the
precision and stability of the two systems. Normally the 1500 g U or 2000 g U samples
were used in the counters to give the coincidence response.

The results of the measurements are given in Table VII. The observed standard devia-
'I tions are very close to the standard deviations predicted by counting statistics for the

|
AWCC. The standard deviation in parentheses for the RD corresponds to the measured value
after making corrections with the temperature sensor and the minicomputer. For cases with
better statistical precision (e.g., the 10,000 s runs), the observed RD deviations are
larger than would be expected from counting statistics alone. The cause of the instability
is likely to be the scintillator-photo tube system. The stability of the 3He detector
system in the AWCC is very good.

CONCLUSIONS

There are many characteristics and parameters to be considered in the comparison of
the RD and AWCC systems. The relative importance of these parameters depends on the
application and constraints on the user. A brief summary follows for the major param-
eters of interest.

Counting Rates

The net coincidence counting rate is approximately 18 x 10"3 counts/s-gU for the
RD and approximately 84 x 10"3 counts/s-gU for the AWCC. However, this difference in
rate is not important because the statistical error is dominated by the accidental coinci-
dence rate which is considerably higher for the AWCC.

TABLE VII

STABILITY RESULTS FOR AWCC AND RD

Net Coincidence Counts
Wednesday Overnight AWCC RD a

(4000 s runs - 15 h period)
la predicted 0. 55% 0.42%
la observed 0.59? 0.8258(0. 54%)

Thursday Overnight
(4000 s runs - 15 h period)

la predicted 0.58$ 0.42%
la observed 0.59? 0.45%(0.40%)

Friday - Monday
(10000 s runs - 60 h period)

la predicted 0.26% 0.26%
la observed 0.28% 1.0458(0.96%)

a) The la value in parenthesis for the RD corresponds to the standard deviation of the
coincidence count after making the temperature correction with the temperature sensor
and minicomputer.
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The fact that the AWCC uses AmLi sources that are an order of magnitude smaller than'

the RD is important for portable applications.

Precision

The precision is linked to the net coincidence counting rate but it also includes the!

background rates and the electronic stabilities. The observed precision of the RD and the,

AWCC were essentially the same (approximately H-Q.5%) for the counting intervals (approxi- 1

'

mately 1000 s) and mass range (500-4000 g U) of the present comparison. For higher massesf
or longer counting times, the statistical precision would drop below approximately 0.5?!

and the AWCC would have some advantage because of its better stability.
I

Other versions of random drivers that do not have the Pb shielding and gamma-ray time;

gate rejection, have a higher counting rate and better statistical precision. However,
the penetrability/linearity is then worse and RD stability limits the observed precision
in any case.

Penetrability and Linearity

Because of the large quantities of iron and lead close to the AmLi source and sample
chamber, the RD has a harder neutron interrogation flux than the AWCC. This is demon-
strated by the calibration curves for U3O8 where the linearity is better for the RD
than the AWCC. The better penetrability of the RD makes it possible to tolerate a larger
variation in certain types of sample inhomogeneities.

Geometric Effects

Changes in coincidence rates because of sample position variations or geometric effects
were only briefly studied in the present work. The two source approach to flatten the
spatial response is used in both instruments. The response variation as a function of
fill height or vertical position is very small and essentially the same for both systems.
The RD incorporates a rotating sample holder and side mounted neutron sources to reduce
the effects of radial sample variations. The AWCC does not have this feature for two
reasons. One is to keep the system simple from a mechanical standpoint, and the other is

that the AmLi sources are mounted on the center axis of the AWCC to take advantage of the
end plug shielding of the AmLi background neutrons.

Because of the above reasons and the larger sample cavity of the RD, that system is

somewhat less subject to sample geometric effects.

Stability

One of the reasons for selecting 3ne tubes for the AWCC was their excellent stability
and their insensitivity to gamma rays. For high precision counting (la < 0.5-1%) or appli-
cations with long periods between calibrations, the AWCC has better performance than the

RD. The RD system uses plastic scintillator-phototube detectors which are subject to tem-

perature variations and radiation fatigue. A temperature sensor is incorporated into the

system and computer based corrections are made for these effects.

Matrix Effects and Flux Monitors

The effects of matrix materials in the sample and the role of the flux monitor were
only lightly studied in the present comparison. This was because of the limited sample
categories and the lack of a flux monitor in the AWCC.

The primary function of the 3ne flux monitor in the RD is to make corrections for

hydrogen that might be present in the sample. Because there was no significant amount of

hydrogen in the standards used in this comparison, the flux monitor correction was not

large. However, if assay samples have moisture content or a large amount of plastic
bagging material, a flux monitor might be required to indicate the problem and make appro-
priate corrections.
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The harder neutron interrogation spectrum of the RD makes it less sensitive to inhomo-

I geneities that effect the interrogation neutrons such as self-shielding in lumps of fissile
'material. However, the AWCC is less sensitive to matrix materials that effect the counting

j of the induced fission reactions. Examples of this are density variations in the matrix
materials which change the gamma-ray absorption and/or the fission neutron moderation.

In summary there is not a consistent advantage of one system over the other with
respect to matrix effects. If the samples contain a significant amount of moisture, a flux
monitor should be used, or if the fissile density is low, thermal-neutron interrogation

\ can be used to override the hydrogen effect.

Portability

The relative portability of the two systems was only indirectly checked in the present
I work. That is, the AWCC was carried to the site of the RD rather than the other way
I around.

In all factors which pertain to portability, the AWCC is better. The key parameter is

the weight and the AWCC is roughly a factor of ten lighter. The size of the AWCC elec-
tronics is about an order of magnitude smaller than for the RD. However, the RD electron-
ics could be reduced with sufficient effort. The AWCC is more rugged, stable, less com-
plex, and less sensitive to temperature variations than the RD. Also, when the AWCC is

turned on at a new location, the warmup time for the electronics is only a few minutes
compared with several hours for the RD. The factor-of-ten smaller Am-Li source strength

| is another advantage of the AWCC with respect to transportation logistics.

In summary, the performance characteristics of the RD at CMB-8 and the AWCC are quite
similar with respect to precision and sensitivity. The AWCC has many obvious advantages
for portable applications as detailed above. For in-plant or fixed-site applications the
RD has the advantage of better neutron penetrability. Also the minicomputer based data

| analysis system can be used for measurement control functions that are not possible with
: the smaller portable electronics. For samples with high gamma-ray backgrounds such as
| irradiated fast critical assembly plates and 233u-Th fuel materials, the AWCC has the
advantage of being insensitive to the gamma-ray backgrounds.

IAEA inspector applications normally require equipment that can be easily moved from
one site to another, and thus the AWCC more closely meets their need.
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Discussion:

Hopwood (Union Carbide):
I noticed you showed the effects of graphite in depleted uranium. What other major

matrices have given problems or had a pronounced effect on the measurement?

Menlove (LASL):

In this examination, we didn't study other matrices. From other works, as a general
statement, hydrogeneous matrices are the ones that can give trouble with the active neutron
systems. Most metal matrices, or any high atomic number material, will not make any
difference with the measurement with the active well counter. It will make some difference
with random driver, because of the gamma-ray absorption. The key thing in these is the
hydrogeneous materials that have to be watched.

Green (BNL):

I hope you will forgive me, Howard, but I think I have another comment for LASL. I

don't know exactly where the seed of this idea originated, but it was encouraged and it was
understood as a need by the fact that a number of LASL experts have been serving on the
IAEA staff. This particular device was recognized as an important IAEA need by John Foley,
and I think all the people at LASL are to be congratulated for working so well with the
Agency and helping satisfy their needs.

Menlove:
Thank you, Leon. This particular instrument was developed under support from the ISPO

office, so we are appreciative of that.
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A Rapid Inventory Taking System

P. S. S. F. MARSDEN
Nuclear Materials Accounting Control Team (NMACT)

Harwell, England

ABSTRACT

A data processing system designed to facilitate inventory taking

is described. The process depends upon the earliest possible appli-
cation of computer techniques and the elimination of manual opera-
tions. Data is recorded in optical character recognition (OCR) 'A'

form and read by a hand held wand reader. Limited validation checks

are applied before recording on mini-tape cassettes. The data is

read from the cassette directly into a computer system. A software
package has been developed to validate the data, collate it with ver-

ification data, compare the physical and book inventories, and output
the data in the form required to satisfy Regulation 3227/76. The
system depends critically on label security and aspects of this prob-
lem are considered.

1 . INTRODUCTION

Much of the nuclear material held by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA)

at its research and development establishments is static or slow moving and is held in

storage locations between periods of use. Physical inventory taking in these stores can be

j

a time consuming manual operation, which has the undesirable consequence of exposing those
i workers involved to low levels of radiation. In some cases, they may possibly accumulate a

!
substantial fraction of their permissible annual exposure.

It is believed that a major source of error at physical inventory taking time stems
from the necessity to transcribe data from the labels on nuclear material containers to

working papers and the subsequent manual manipulation of this data.

At all UKAEA establishments comparison of the results of physical inventory taking with
the book inventory is a manual and time consuming process. The discovery of discrepancies
and consequent investigations tends to be slow and results in delays in final preparation
of the physical inventory listing (P.I.L.).

With these three situations in mind NMACT have been investigating ways in which these
problems can be solved. By replacing manual operations by machine operations, and removing
the potential source of transcription errors by using a form of machine readable data,

NMACT believe that the accuracy and speed of the whole process can be improved. Our work,
which is about to be field tested, suggests that our expectations will be realised.

At the same time we have had the essential features of the physical inventory taking

j

process in mind from the point of view of accountancy. Namely that physical inventory tak-
ing is a process of searching a locality for nuclear materials with the objective of ensur-
ing that all nuclear materials are brought into the accounts.

We have therefore designed the system so that the operator can move through the area
reading each label as he comes to it without stratifying or ordering the contents of the
area in any way. If items are discovered which do not bear appropriately encoded labels
the data derived from either an ordinary label or as determined, by weighing, analysis,
and/or non destructive methods, at the time or subsequently, can be input into the system,

j

The minimum requirement at the stage of discovery is the recording of a batch number with

!
all other fields entered as zero. The system is capable of enlargement so that as it de-

|

velops data on the integrity of the container, mass, analysis, or isotopic composition of

(
the sample can be handled directly as and when they are determined.
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At an early stage in our development we were faced with a choice between the use of
"bar coded" labels and labels written in OCR characters. We selected the latter and our
decision was influenced by a number of factors, which were:

i) Labels in OCR characters can be read by the human eye without difficulty, "bar coded"
labels must have a translation printed beside the pattern of bars.

ii) The machine needed to print "bar coded" labels is specialised and costly when com-
pared with a standard IBM 'golfball' typewriter with interchangeable typesphere. The
relationship of cost is 10 to 1 respectively.

iii) The number of digits to be coded results in lengthy 'bar coded' labels which become
difficult to 'read.'

iv) Commercially available 'bar code' reading equipment is not user programmable and is

therefore not as versatile or adaptable as the OCR Wand Reader.

v) Neither equipment could read a complete range of alphabetic characters, so the coding
of alphabetic characters to numeric form proved unavoidable, however, the OCR Wand
Reader could read a limited range of alphabetic characters. Developments in OCR
readers suggests that all alphabetic characters are likely to be readable in the near
future.

2. DATA FLOW IN THE SYSTEM

2 . 1 Summary

The rapid inventory taking system is essentially a four step process. The four steps,

which will be amplified in more detail later in this section of the paper, are:

i) Data creation— the translation of the data to be recorded on the label affixed to the

nuclear materials container into machine readable OCR 'A' code, which can be read,

incidentally, by the human eye.

ii) Data gathering— the reading by machine of labels on all nuclear materials containers
in an MBA and the storage of the data in machine readable form on mini-tape cas-
settes. Limited data validation is carried out at this stage.

iii) Data transmission—the reading of the data from mini-tape cassettes into a data file

on a computer system.

iv) Data processing— the validation and checking of the data transmitted to the computer
system, translation of codes, collation and comparison with verification data ob-
tained independently, comparison with the book inventory, followed by the printing of
the physical inventory listing.

2.2 The Data Creation Step

There seems to be no alternative to the manual recording of data at some stage in any
inventory taking system. Accepting this to be the case there are advantages to be gained
from arranging for this manual process to take place at a period when time can be made
available for adequate checking of the data, rather than at a period when time is short and

the time consuming process of data checking may have to be rushed.

In this inventory taking scheme manuscript lists are prepared containing all the data

required for the label. This includes such information as batch number, mass, elemental

analysis, isotopic abundance, number of items, and the codes for material description, con-

tainer, state (i.e. fresh, irradiated, etc.) element, isotope, measurement regime, obliga-

tion and use. The reading wand has limited alphabetic capability and most alphabetic codes

must be translated into a numeric form. All fields are controlled by check digit verifica-

tion^ against transmission errors, and these check digits must be calculated and added to

the data fields. A computer program has been written to calculate check digits in accord-

ance with the standard regime adopted by us for our field trials.
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The data when set out on the label consists of seven fixed length fields each identi-

fied by a leading alphabetic character. Where numeric data does not fill a field the left

most columns of that field are filled by a predefined filler character. The data fields

j

are as follows:

Field Identifier: (first character) C

Field Length: 18

Description: Batch cjode, either 8 numeric characters or 8 alphabetic characters coded to

16 digits or a combination of alphabetic and numeric characters all in digi-

tal form.

Last Digit: CDV (check digit verification)

j

Field Identifier: N

| Field Length: 6

I

Description: Number of items in batch 4 numeric characters

J

Last Digit: CDV

Field Identifier: M
Field Length: 11

Description: Mass of nuclear material in grams— 9 numeric characters
Last Digit: CDV

Field Identifier: A

Field Length: 7

I

Description: Isotopic Abundance— 5 numeric characters
Last Digit: CDV

Field Identifier: P

Field Length: 7

Description: Percent accountable element— 5 numeric characters

I

Last Digit: CDV

i Field Identifier: D

Field Length: 14

Description: Description field— 6 alphabetic characters coded as 12 numeric characters
Last Digit: CDV

Field Identifier: X
Field Length: 14

Description: Further descriptive matter— 6 alphabetic characters coded as 12 numeric char-

acters
Last Digit: CDV

The code used to convert alphabetic characters to numeric form is A, B, C....Z = 01,

02, 03.... 26 with "blank" coded as 00. A Modulus 10 check digit verification gives a 90%
assurance of the validity of any digit string. Thus since three of the fields (M, A and P)

contain quantitative data there would be a 73% assurance that all three data fields are
simultaneously correct; and there would be a 48? assurance that all seven fields are simul-
taneously correct.

Two different processes have been used for printing the labels. The first procedure is
appropriate where small numbers of labels are to be prepared. It is not a procedure to be
recommended where large numbers of labels are required, because of the precision and ac-
curacy which is required and because of the tedium of the task.

In this first procedure the manuscript list is typed by a copy typist onto the self
adhesive labels using an electric typewriter fitted with an OCR 'A' type.

The second procedure involves taking a manuscript list of the necessary data (which in

:
this case can consist of the data in its uncoded form and without check digits) and keying

I it into a computer file. This data set is then processed by a computer programme which
,
translates alphabetic characters to numeric code, and calculates the check digit, at the

|

same time reformatting the data to the form required for the labels and outputting a data
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set which can be printed on a printing terminal fitted with an OCR 'A' type under the con-
trol of a computer.

The latter procedure is that recommended where large numbers of labels are required. A
significant advantage of this procedure is that the initial data set created from the key-
board of a terminal can be printed, checked for errors and edited to correct these errors
before it is processed by the computer. The labels produced in this way, given an error
free input data set, are produced with a high degree of precision and free from errors.

2.3 Label Security

Label security is a matter of concern wherever nuclear materials are stored for any
significant period and NMACT have been giving this matter some attention. Whilst the pre-
cise features to be incorporated in a secure form of label are classified and cannot,

therefore, be discussed, it is possible to detail the threats against which protection is

sought. These are:

1 ) The counterfeiting of a blank label on which spurious data can be recorded.

2) The alteration of data already recorded on a genuine label.

3) The removal of a genuine label and its reuse either with or without alteration.

4) Theft of genuine blank labels and their subversive use.

It is generally true that any document can be counterfeited, given the will, the time,

and the resources. It is thus very difficult to design a label which cannot be counter-
feited. The best chance of achieving this is the incorporation of some subtle feature in

the label design that is not readily apparent. The use of check digit verification is a
feature of this kind, and if the fact of the use of CDV is not widely known and the partic-
ular regine in use is kept secret, this can be used to detect counterfeiting. The use of
CDV in a serial number is an example. There are a number of other features which would
come into this category and which I must leave to your imagination and ingenuity.

Data can be altered by two methods, i) erasure of the original data and the re-entry of

spurious data and ii) the obliteration of the original data followed by the entry of spuri-
ous data. This is the problem encountered commonly with cheques and bonds and can be
solved in the same ways by the use of moire patterns and similar features.

For labels to be of real utility in the application we have in mind they must be self
adhesive. To prevent the removal of a label the adhesive used must be very tenacious, so

that removal cannot be effected except by the destruction of the label or the use of a sol-

vent to destroy the adhesive properties of the gum. Supermarkets have this problem and
have introduced cuts in their labels so that it is not possible to remove the price tag
without the possibility of its being torn. The use of solvent sensitive inks in the print-
ing of the label consistutes another obvious form of protection.

In order to prevent the subversive use of genuine labels it must be possible to unique-
ly identify each label and the issue and use of labels must be strictly controlled. This
implies the use of serial numbers, a label accounting system, the handling of labels only
by trustworthy staff and the return to control of damaged or unused labels and their subse-

quent destruction by burning.

Labels incorporating security features of the kind envisaged above are expensive and
may cost in the region of £0.10 (or $0.20) each.

2.4 Data Gathering Step

The portable OCR Wand Reader consists of a hand held reading head (Wand) incorporating
a keyboard and a display panel. This arrangement allows data input eithr by reading OCR

character coded labels, or by keyboard entry or partially by reading OCR character fields
and partially by keyboard entry.
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The hand held unit is connected to an electronic module powered by a rechargeable bat-

tery module, which is attached and forms the base of the assembled unit. At one end of the

electronics module are the control switches and the shuttered recess which takes the mini-
tape cassette upon which data is recorded. On top of the electronics module is a display

which indicates the stage which has been reached in the reading sequence and the status of

the electronics module.

The electronics module of the Wand Reader is user programmable. The user can specify

the identify, sequence order, and length of fields to be read. These three parameters pro-

vide a part of the data checking facilities, since fields can be recognized and read only
in the permitted sequence. Fields are also checked to ensure that a longer field length
than that defined in the program cannot be read. The user may also specify that certain
fields are to be subjected to check digit verification and a variety of check digit schemes
can be specified. The electronics module can also be programmed to accumulate (a) a count
of items read and (b) the total of a specific field. Both the count and the total are dec-
remented when items wrongly recorded are subsequently deleted. The fact that an item is

deleted is recorded on the mini-tape cassette which provides an auditable record of what
has been done.

An audible signal indicates that a field has been read correctly and a different signal
indicates failure or fault conditions. The entire system is protected against battery pow-
er failure, the user's attention is drawn to this condition as it approaches, in time to

save the data on the mini-tape cassette and close the tape cassette file. The program
within the electronics module is protected at all times against interference during use of
the Wand Reader and against power failure. It is written on a read only memory (ROM) con-
trolled by a physical key.

For further details of the equipment and its capabilities and the method of programming
the equipment, reference should be made to the manufacturer's manuals. ^ »^

In practice, labels are read by passing the Wand Reader in either direction over the
data fields in the specified order. When the field has been read a short bleep indicates
successful data transfer. No bleep indicates that the data field has not been read. A
long bleep indicates that the field has been read but rejected because of some fault
condition, for example, check digit verification has failed, too many characters in the
field, or incorrect field sequence.

In application a header record is first entered on the tape.

Field Identifier: F1

Output Identifier: T
Field Length: 7
Description: Date or time— 6 numeric digits representing DD (day) MM (month) YY (year)

Field Identifier: F2
Output Identifier: L
Field Length: 9

Description: MBA or location—4 alphabetic characters coded as 8 numeric characters

Field Identifier: F3
Output Identifier: K
Field Length: 3

Description: KMP an alphabetic character coded as two numeric characters

The header is entered via the key-board as the first record of any data gathering ses-
sion and consists of data common to all following labels read.

The sequence of fields which the Wand Reader expects to receive is thus:

When the label sequence has been completed, the Wand Reader expects to read either the
start of a new label sequence field, or the start of a new header sequence; no other field

Header Sequence Label Sequence
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identifiers will be accepted. Similarly only the specified sequences within the header and
label fields will be accepted.

2.5 Data Transmission

The mini-tape cassette is removed from the body of the electronic module and transfer-
red to a cassette playback module (Model 343D connected to a PDP 11/45 computer via a vis-
ual display unit (VDU). See section 3.7 for technical details and reference^ for a full
description. Output from the cassette playback module in its standard configuration is in
7-bit ASCII 128 character code which is compatible with the PDP 11/45 system. However,
output can be obtained in EBCDIC code which is compatible with an IBM 370 or ICL 2980 com-
puter. Systems of all three kinds are used by the UKAEA for processing nuclear materials
data.

2.6 Data Processing

A suite of computer programs has been developed for handling the data once it has been
transferred to the computer system. It is at this stage that data from two other sources
is brought together with the physical inventory data namely:

a) verification data, and

b) the book inventory.

The programs perform the following function:

i) Data Validation

This program checks the structure of the physical inventory data file to ensure that it

consists of a header record followed by a number of detail records. Each field of a header
or detail record is checked for valid identifier and correct field length. Then specific
checks are applied to all fields for example the data field is checked to ensure that the
day of the month is compatible with the month (i.e. no more than 28 or 29 days in Feb-
ruary). All data fields which are controlled by check digit verification are checked to
ensure that the verification test is passed. Certain fields cannot have values in excess
of a certain figure and cannot have zero or negative values, and these are checked. Other
fields must be filled with numerically coded alphabetic characters which may assume only
certain values or combinations of values and these are validated.

Errors detected by the validation procedure are reported and provision is made for
their correction. After correction, the physical inventory data file is updated.

ii) Collation of Verification Data with Physical Inventory Data

The next program compares the verification data for all those items where verification
data has been obtained. If the verification data differs from that recorded on the label
of the item and captured at the data capture stage, then the verification data is substi-
tuted for the label data, and this fact is recorded and reported.

iii) Comparison between Physical Inventory and Book Inventory

This program compares the physical inventory with the book inventory. When discrepan-
cies are found these are recorded and reported. There is no presumption as to which is

correct, so the report consists of a line showing the physical inventory record, a line

showing the book inventory record and a line in which asterisks indicate where the two rec-

ords differ. This highlights the discrepancy and provides the data from which an investi-

gation can be mounted with the object of resolving the discrepancy. When resolution is

achieved provision is made for the amendment of either set of records.

iv) Printing the P.I.L.

The final programs in the suite at present print the physical inventory listing in ac-

cordance with the form required by Regulation 3227/76, and carry out 'housekeeping'
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operations such as the deletion of unwanted data and work files. A minor modification to

the printing program would enable this program to produce punched cards or to write the

data to magnetic tape in a form suitable for onward transmission to Euratom.

i

The suite of programs was written in such a way that it could be implemented on any or

I
all of the three computer systems currently used within the UKAEA for nuclear materials

I
accountancy.

3. MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

3.1 Labels

The stock on which the labels are printed must conform to certain criteria if the
(labels are to be read satisfactorily.

These criteria are:

Media reflectance (PCS) 79%

Media opacity 85% (recommended 90%)

|Background "see through" opacity PCS change 10% or less.

!Media gloss < 60%—TAPPI T-480 (non-glossy stock recommended).

I

The stock used experimentally was provided by Avery Label Systems as samples. The la-

bels were 74 x 102 mm and self adhesive, in continuous fan-fold sheets 3 labels wide x 4

labels deep. The sheet size was 305 x 337 mm with edge perforation for computer printer
sprocket wheels. The sheets were perforated horizontally at the sheet junction and twice
vertically between the rows of labels. The labels had an imprint on reverse of the desig-
nation 'P4'.

The labels described above are not security labels and would not be used in any practi-
cal application. Preliminary work on a security label has been undertaken in collaboration
with Metal Box Limited, Security and General Printing Divsion, London, England.

3.2 Character Font

The OCR font used in our trials was OCR-A (NRMA) and the following 23 characters could
be used:

D1E34Sb7a ciAC j)nN pRUXYy

The specification of this font is available from Recognition Equipment Inc.'*

3.3 Label Printing Equipment

Labels were typed on an electric typewriter fitted with an OCR 'A' typesphere, or were
printed on a printing terminal fitted with an OCR 'A' type under the control of a computer.

3.4 Label Reading Equipment
1 % -

Labels are read with the portable OCR Wand Reader Model 3440 made by Recognition Equip-
ment Incorporated, Dallas, U.S.A.

3.5 Mini-Tape Cassettes for Data Recording

Suitable mini-tape cassettes are supplied by Recognition Equipment, Dallas, U.S.A.
namely "Recognition" brand ref. 3471 in boxes of 5. An alternative is "Verbatim" brand
(ref. 0968 5785). Both are double sided.
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3.6 Accessories for Use with the Wand Reader

Battery packs (REI) ref 3470
Shoulder strap (REI)

Waist strap (REI) ref 3472
Carrying case (REI) ref 3473
Sustainer (REI) ref 3421

Battery charger (REI) ref 3411
Model LG150. The input is 250 volts at 50 Hertz, the output is 0.45 amp. at 1.2 to 12

volts.

3.7 Data Transfer Equipment

The mini-tape cassettes are read on a mini-cassette Playback Console (Model 3431 ) manu-
factured by Recognition Equipment Inc. This is an asynchronous RS-232-C compatible unit
which is mains powered (220-240 VAC, 50 Hz, 100 W) . Output from the device is in 7-bit
ASCII 128 character code or optionally in EBCDIC at a variable baud rate from 110 to 9600.

The device has internal switch controls which determine the configuration and protocol
of systems with which the device can communicate.

3.8 Software

The software has been written in American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 1966

FORTRAN IV so as to be as transportable as possible, and was written in modular form.

3.9 Computers

Data processing was done on two computer systems:

i) An IBM 370/168 computer running under the MVS operating system with FORTRAN H extended
compiler. Direct access peripheral storage devices are used throughout.

ii) A DEC PDP 11/45 computer running under the RSX 11 M operating system with the FORTRAN
IV PLUS compiler supporting 4 byte integers. Direct access peripheral storage devices
are used throughout.

4 . RESULTS

4. 1 Test Data Trials

Various types of error were presented to the system incorporated in packages of test
data. The following types of error were introduced at the data creation stage:

i) incorrect field identifiers

ii) incorrect field length

iii) transposition of digits within a data field

iv) missing digits in a data field

v) incorrectly calculated check digit

At the data gathering stage all the above errors were detected and in addition attempts
to read data fields out of sequence was found impossible. There was one exception to this
latter condition. In the original data sequencing plan two fields were defined by the

identifiers D and U and they were both specified as 13 characters long. It was found in

practice that the Wand Reader could not differentiate between these fields. The difficulty
was overcome by identifying the second field as X but stipulating in the programming of the

electronics module that X was to be output as U.
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Occasionally, it was found that a correct data field could not be read by the Wand
Reader (about 2% of labels read or .3% of fields read). This was found to be due to two
causes. Extraneous ink marks adjacent to the characters in the field seem to be respon-

isible, or alternatively, some bold characters on a stratum below the label were transmitted
I through the stock of the label, because it was not sufficiently opaque, thus causing con-

j

fusion.
ii

At the data processing stage all the following errors were successfully detected:

i) incorrect field identifiers

ii) incorrect field length or data outside permitted range

iii) transposition of digits within a data field

iv) missing digits in a data field

v) incorrectly calculated check digit

vi) date not agreeing with month of year

vii) KMP not in permitted range

viii) %age accountable element or isotopic abundance greater than 100?

jix) measurement, material description, element, unit, isotope, obligation, and use codes
not in permitted lists.

There were no exceptions. The purpose of this data validation stage is to detect the cor-
ruption of data which may occur during data transmission and to apply more extensive valid-
ity checks than can be applied at the data gathering stage.

The collation of physical inventory label data and verification data draws attention to
discrepancies between recorded and measured parameters. Whilst in theory it would be pos-
sible to measure the parameters on all items physically present, in practice time precludes
this and it is only possible to measure the parameters of a sample of items. The software,
whilst designed to accommodate the latter situation, will also handle the former. When the
comparison takes place correspondence is deemed to have been achieved if the discrepancy is
less than 0.5$. The parameters compared are mass, factor ($age accountable element) and
isotopic abundance. The results of test runs using test data designed to test this part of
the system proved entirely satisfactory.

The comparison between physical inventory data, updated by verification data and the
book inventory is designed to detect discrepancies between these two sets of records. The
kinds of discrepancy of interest are:

i) items found during physical inventory and not on the book inventory

ii) items not found during physical inventory and yet on the book inventory

iii) items on both inventories where the recorded parameters do not correspond.

These cases have been thoroughly explored using test data and the program and methods for
correcting the appropriate records have worked satisfactorily.

4.2 Field Trials

The entire system is now ready for field trials which we hope to commence shortly.

j

5 . CONCLUSION
i

A rapid physical inventory taking system has been developed making use of commercially
I available equipment at the forefront of technological development and using computerised
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data handling techniques. The entire system has been tested extensively and found to work
as designed. The system is now ready for field trials and is confidently expected to im-
prove the speed and accuracy of physical inventory taking in storage areas. Wider applica^

tions of the system are being consdered. An important implication of the system is that
the integrity of labels must be guaranteed.
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Discussion:

Questioner:

Have you thought about doing this in real-time?

Marsden (UKAEA-Harwell)

:

It is real-time in the sense that you collect the data while you are carrying out your
physical inventory. Almost all of the systems that are referred to as real-time, in the

accountancy field are not, in fact, real-time at all. They are what are referred to, in

data processing, as transactional real-time systems.

Questioner:

So if there are any errors in the inventory they will not be detected right away?

Marsden:

They will be detected as soon as the data, which has been recorded on the labels, has
been transferred to the computer system, which could be in a matter of minutes. The aim
being, to process the data contained on a mini-cassette as soon as the cassette has been
filled.

Questioner:

Have you evaluated the readability or reading error rate for bar code labels?

Marsden:

We have no.t evaluated the readability of bar-coded labels vs. OCR labels for the simple
reason that bar code labels would not satisfy our requirements. The field length that is

normally available for bar coded labels is something like a maximum of 17 characters. We
are handling a great many more than 17 characters. The reason for this is that we wish to
eliminate the need for any human intervention after the data gathering stage, with the
exception of error correction procedures which involve the manual editing of computer data

|

files via a terminal.

I Wagner (LASL):

We considered using the bar code reader in the early stages of the DYMAC system. We
have not implemented it for the simple reason that it requires doing a physical inventory
and the actual contact of the reader with the can. As was mentioned this morning, because
of the large number of items in our inventory, exposure to personnel becomes a problem when
taking a physical inventory. My question is, is it possible to read the can label from a

distance?

Marsden:

It is possible to obtain OCR readers which will read labels at a distance of about 18

inches. The reading accuracy is improved if the sensing head is stationary and the item to
be scanned is held and presented to it mechanically. One of the big problems with OCR
technology at the moment is that hand-held readers are rather sensitive to the way in which
they are used. A very considerable improvement in accuracy is achieved in ticket or
document readers where the medium containing the data is moved mechanically past the
reading head.

Wagner

:

Has anyone looked into the compatability of the labels in the hostile atmosphere
present in a processing line?

Marsden:

No, we have not looked at this aspect in any great detail. We have considered ways of
protecting labels from dirt and we know that this can be achieved by cladding the label
with some easily cleanable plastic cover. Such a covering is acceptable, provided that the
optical properties of the clad conform to the requirements of the OCR reading system. I

had meant to mention the question of label security during my talk, however, I ran out of
:
time. It must be appreciated that the label is used as a primary source of data in this

I system and, therefore, label integrity becomes a very important aspect. We have been
discussing this problem with a firm of security printers.
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Questioner:
Do you have any feel of about how long it would take to do about 10,000 items?

Mars den:
I did not make reference to the speed of label reading in my paper as we have yet to

carry out field trials. Reading labels with the OCR reader is very quick, it is quicker
than reading the label by eye and transcribing the information to paper. So I would
imagine one would probably achieve a three or fourfold improvement in recording speed. We
anticipate that a 'learning curve' effect is likely to be realised, as the reading process

j

is a manual skill.

Questioner:
You mentioned information on the label. What kind of information are you reading off

the label?

Marsden:
The information that we are reading off the label is batch number, mass, conversion

factor, isotopic abundance, number of items in the batch and other descriptive material
which is required by the regulations.

Questioner:
Do you have any unique numbers assigned to the labels?

Marsden:

The system is not yet established as a routine procedure within the Authority.
However, in any final implemented version, we anticipate that a form of security label
would be used. An essential feature of any such security label would be a serial number.
The whole question of label security is mentioned in the published paper, and the need for
a serial number to implement any label control system is discussed.

Heinberg (LASL):

Could you give me some indication of what kind of error rate you expect with this
reader?

Marsden:

Yes. In our proving trials, which of course are not field trials, we found that about
2% of the labels could not be read. This could be narrowed down to about 0.3% of the
characters on the labels. These were usually not readable because of extraneous matter
adjacent to the character which interfered with the reading process.

Heinberg:
Then you would get an indication that it is not readable, but I am talking about

reading incorrectly as well. Could you give me an indication of that kind of error rate?

Marsden:
That is a very difficult question to answer, because until, at some later stage, one

compares the data that one has gathered with the original label or the book inventory, one
doesn't know whether the data has been read correctly or not. The use of check digit
verification is extensive in our system and this gives a 90% assurance that each field has
been read correctly or at least has been transcribed to the label. Obviously, one combines
these probabilities to arrive at something rather less than 50% assurance that the total

data from the seven fields has been read correctly.

Schleicher (EURATOM):

Normally an inventory is verified by the inspectors. How does the inspector's activity
fit into your described scheme? You indicate, for instance, that you might make
corrections if there are differences found with the book inventory. Should such
corrections not be reported to the control authority, e.g., as "new measurements"?
Furthermore, if you proceed in the proposed way verifying the whole inventory, you risk

that the inspectors have to repeat the whole operation. Could they participate at the
preparation of the inventory?
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Marsden:

As regards the inspectors, we would obviously afford all the facilities to the

inspectors during the inventory taking. As far as corrections to the inventory are
concerned, at each stage where corrections are necessary, a computer printout is produced
to show what errors have been found and therefore what corrective action is necessary. The
mini-casette itself forms an auditable document and could be made available to the

inspectors. However, we do not envisage that the inventory-taking process would give rise

to ICR corrections which would reach EURATOM or the Agency, because until the inventory was
considered to be correct it would not have been transmitted to EURATOM. Any new
measurements which had been incorporated from the verification data file would, of course,

give rise to ICRs.

Chanda (Rocky Flats):

Judging by the number of questions here I think we have hit a very senstive subject. I

know at Rocky Flats, as you heard earlier, we have a very sizable inventory and therefore
radiation exposure problems, thus speed of taking the inventory is a vital topic. I would
urge those of you in the R&D field to work on this and I am sure that other technical
program committees, such as the INMM meeting in June, would look favorably upon some
definitive input for papers. It is a very good topic.

Gottschalk (Westinghouse-Hanford)

:

I just wanted to make a point that HEDL is working on a system for new fuel facility
that incorporates what you've been talking about. We are going to briefly describe this
system this afternoon.
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Evaluation of Reactor Track-Etch Power Monitor

by

B. S. CARPENTER, I. G. SCHRODER
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC 20234

and

L. J. PILIONE
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

and

J. W. ROE

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555

and

S. SANATANI
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria A-1011

INTRODUCTION

The National Bureau of Standards was requested by the International Atomic Energy
Agency through ISPO to evaluate the capability of the track-etch power monitor [1, 2] for

providing an independent record of reactor power by conducting field tests under very well
defined experimental conditions. The track-etch power monitor was designed by G. E.

Vallecitos Nuclear Center to operate unattended in a neutron field to provide an independent I

permanent record of the periods of reactor operation and shut-down, in addition, to provide
information concerning the neutron energy spectrum.

Si
»to

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TRACK-ETCH POWER MONITOR

The track-etch power monitor is an externally-powered device designed to record the

neutron flux from operating reactors and other sources for extended periods of time. A
strip of 35 mm wide polyethylene terephthalate plastic film is driven past a group of six

fissionable deposits (Table I) which are exposed to the local neutron flux. A given fractionj

of the fission fragments generated penetrate the film producing radiation damaged tracks that
are subsequently etched and counted to permit a reconstruction of the temporal flux history
to which the monitor was exposed. The monitor is equipped with enough film to cover a years

jj

operation. _ Under these conditions the monitor is designed to operate at a neutron flux of
7
-s 1

.

Table I

The fissionable nuclides contained in the source plate are:

Material

235u
Np237

238u
252cf

Enrichment

99 . 83wt%

6ppm235U

Source
Diameter (cm)

0.32

0.32
0.32
0.32

Source Quantities
Collimator Per Foil(mg) Activity (Curies)

0.74
0.079
0.70

0.006ug

4.89xl0_ 3

6.25x10 3

3.192xl0
_1

i[ti

Ike

S ta

iiai
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The monitor was designed to fit within the ion chamber thimbles normally used by power

reactors for detector monitors. It is contained within a sealed aluminum can of two different

sizes, 8.4 cm in diameter and 26 cm long or 10.2 cm in diameter and 26 cm long. The total

weight is approximately 1.2 kg and 1.5 kg, respectively. There is an eye-bolt located at

the end opposite the fission sources for insertion and retrieval. Power is supplied to the

monitor from an external source through a sealed electrical connector. The synchromous
motor within the monitor uses either 115V or 240 V AC for operation and drives the take-up

reel for the 35 mm film at speed of 4.75 cm per day. In addition a micro-switch is placed
on the drive sprocket of the feed reel to allow remote indication of proper film transport

operation.

INVESTIGATIVE STUDIES

In order to test the monitor under a controlled and known neutron environment a monitor
was installed in the Nuclear Detector Well #2 of the 10MV NBS Research_Reactor . At this

position the monitor was exposed to a neutron flux of 1 x 10 6 n cm 2 sec 1 and a gamma dose
of 500 R/hr. The monitor remained in this position for 56 days and during this time the

NBS Reactor cycled through six start-ups and shut-downs. Following the removal of the

monitor from the reactor, the exposed film, 2.69 m in length, was processed (etched) to

optically reveal the latent track density. The film was etched in a 6.5 N NaOH solution at

50 °C for 50 minutes, rinsed in distilled water and air dried. The film contained a 12 um
gelatin layer on one surface and required a second etch in a 1:1 mixture by volume of ethanol
and 6.5 N NaOH at 55 °C for 5 minutes to remove the gelatin. Next, the track densities were
counted manually using an optical transmission microscope and the optical densities were
measured with the aid of an image analyzing microscope. The variation in both track density
and optical density show an exact correlation with the reactor power out put as determined
by the monitors in the NBS Reactor control room and log (Figure 1)

.

Additional tests and evaluation of the monitors in known neutron fields have been made
in order to determine the monitor's response to field changes. Some of these tests have been
conducted with a highly thermal neutron beam from one of the NBS Reactor beam tubes. The
monitor was placed in the beam and the intensity of the beam recorded with a fission chamber.
The beam intensity was then changed by means of lead attenuators for fixed periods of time.

The film was removed from the monitor and etched. The track densities in the three 235U
channels and 252Cf channel was counted along the length of the tape and the variations in

track densities matched exactly the changes in neutron measured with the fission chamber
(Figure 2). A similar study is underway using a 252Cf neutron source, to relate the track
density of the 238U and 237Np channels to changes in neutron intensity.

FIELD TESTING OF THE MONITOR

The final phase of evaluating the monitor was actual field testing in operating nuclear
power facilities. For this test, two Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR) were chosen on with
a net power output of 790 MWe and the other with 535 MWe. In each case, the monitors were
installed in a location above the head of the reactor instead of in a neutron detector well.
The monitors in both cases were positioned to receive a neutron flux of lxl0 6n cm 2 s 1 and
a gamma dose of 500 Rhr 1

.

References

[1] Fleischer, R. L. , Price, P. B. and Walker, R. M. , Nuclear Tracks in Solids: Principles
and Applications, University of California Press, Berkeley (1975).

[2] Weidenbaum, R.
,
Lovett, D. B. and Kosanke, H. D. , American Nuclear Society Transactions,

13 pp. 524-526, (1970)
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Discussion:

Stirling (AEC):

If the reactor has to be shut down to remove the monitor, how can it be a timely
warning of a diversion strategy? It will be at least 18 months after that point.

Carpenter (NBS):

That is true for the US power reactors that were used in this evaluation. However,
this particular monitor was also placed in a CANDU facility. In this case, they were
placed in a neutron detector well where one could retrieve it without having to shut the
reactor down.

Stirling:
That's the point. You've really got to have it in a place where it can be removed

without having to shut it down so late.

Carpenter:
That's correct

Schleicher (EURATOM)

:

How long does it take to evaluate the films in order to draw conclusions?

Carpenter:

At present, the processing time is short. That is, about 45 minutes to etch the films
and about two to three hours to read a 50 foot tape, using an optical densitometer.

Menlove (LASL):

If there is a power outage during operation of the monitor, what is the result?

Carpenter:
The Cf source will continue to spontaneously fission and you will get a dense track

area in that channel. If the monitor is still in a neutron field, the other channels will
also be producing high trace densities. You then have to worry about interpreting the
length of time the monitor was out from the track density. It is line time, so that does
give it some disadvantages.

Green (BNL):

Just so that people won't be misled by a previous statement, this device has been under
development by the IAEA in cooperation with, initially, ACDA, and now through the U.S.
support program. The IAEA has had a long-standing interest in using this device for
independent verification and, therefore, they have requested a field test of the device.
That is the work that Dr. Carpenter is assisting them with.
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IRRADIATED FUEL MONITORING BY CERENKOV GLOW
INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS

by

E. J. Dowdy, N. Nicholson, and J. T. Caldwell

ABSTRACT

Attribute measurement techniques for confirmation of declared
irradiated fuel inventories at nuclear installations under safeguards
surveillance are being investigated. High-gain measurements of the

intensity of the Cerenkov glow from exposed assemblies in water-filled
storage ponds are promising for this purpose. Such measurements have
been made of Materials Testing Reactor plate-type fuel assemblies and
Pressurized Water Reactor pin-type fuel assemblies. The measured
intensities depend on cooling times as calculations predict.

INTRODUCTION

Confirmation of declared irradiated fuel inventories in storage ponds of nuclear
installations under safeguards surveillance and consistency checks of repeated inspections
are responsibilities of both domestic and international safeguards inspectors. Current-
ly, no fieldable hardware exists for carrying out such inspections, but inventory verifi-
cation techniques are being investigated vigorously. Under the US program for technical
assistance to international safeguards, we are investigating several approaches to spent
fuel attribute measurements that were identified as promising in our earlier work.l The

I criteria used for selecting promising techniques included ease of implementing the
technique, simple interpretation of the measurement data, and minimal impact on the

facility operator's routine schedule. Strict adherence to these criteria precludes any
movement of the fuel assemblies. In addition, simple interpretation of the measurement
data precludes sampling of nuclear radiation fields above the assemblies, as such data
interpretation requires unfolding algorithms.*

The most promising technique satisfying our criteria is based on measuring the inten-
sity of the Cerenkov glow resulting from the interaction of the radiation from fission
products in the assemblies with the cooling water in the storage ponds. Currently,
International Atomic Energy Agency inspectors visually confirm the movement and storage of
freshly exposed fuel assemblies during refueling operations, when the Cerenkov glow from
such intensely radioactive assemblies is visible. Although shortly thereafter the glow is

not visible to the unaided eye, electronic light amplification renders the low light
levels measurable. Because water has a very small attenuation coefficient for visible and
near-ultraviolet (uv) light, * the measurements can be made from above the storage pond
surface, obviating the introduction of equipment into the pond. For the standard vertical

|

assembly storage, the penetrations in the upper mechanical structure of the assembly serve

i

as Cerenkov light channels, allowing sampling of the nuclear radiation intensity to be

l

much deeper than the top of the fuel assembly. The Cerenkov light intensity measurement
is thus much less susceptible to crosstalk among adjacent assemblies than are nuclear
radiation intensity measurements made at the tops of the assemblies.

Such was our experience in interpreting results of thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD)
measurements of the Omega West Reactor fuel elements made at the same time as the
Cerenkov measurements. TLD results will be included in a separate report.
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The problem of crosstalk among assemblies has made insitu measurement results suspect

in the past; it sometimes has been handled by moving an assembly from the normal storage

rack to a location in the spent fuel storage pool where the assembly is isolated from the

remainder of the spent fuel. Fuel movement is usually possible in the storage ponds at

reactor sites, but the Away From Reactor (AFR) storage facilities, like the General
Electric Morris facility,-^ probably will not accommodate such movement because the cover
water is not deep enough to allow extraction of an assembly for passage over the remaining
assemblies.

Cerenkov light intensities can be measured in several ways. We have concluded
preliminary tests of the technique using imaging instruments that included a silicon-
intensified target (SIT) video camera, an intensified silicon-intensified target (ISIT)
video camera, a prototype hard-film camera that incorporates a microchannel plate image
intensifier, and a standard hard-film camera with uv-transmitting lenses. Images of both
Materials Testing Reactor (MTR) plate-type fuel elements from the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory (LASL) Omega West Reactor (OWR) and commercial Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
pin-type assemblies from the Zion Nuclear Station have been made. The Cerenkov intensity
was quantified by photometric measurements of selected bright spots on the recorded images
corresponding to the water-filled interstices of the assemblies. For this report, only
measurements made with the SIT video camera are included. Results of earlier measurements
using the ISIT camera, the microchannel plate image intensified film camera, and the
standard camera with uv lenses are contained in a separate report.

^

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Electromagnetic Cerenkov radiation is emitted whenever a charged particle passes
through a medium with a velocity exceeding the phase velocity of light in that medium. In
water, the phase velocity of light is about 75% of the value in vacuum. Any electron
passing through water and having a >0.26-MeV kinetic energy is thus a source of Cerenkov
radiation. Irradiated fuel assemblies are a prolific source of beta and gamma rays and
neutrons. All three types of emissions can produce Cerenkov light.

Considering the normal fuel rod cladding, we assume that few beta rays escape directly
into the pond water and thus that beta rays are not a significant direct source of Cerenkov
light. It is possible that electron bremsstrahlung from energetic beta rays interacting in

the fuel rods could be a significant source of gamma radiation escaping into the pond
water. In the water, energetic gamma rays undergo pair production or Compton scattering
to produce >0.26-MeV electrons. Neutrons may undergo H(n,y) reactions in the water and
produce Cerenkov light through interactions in the water with the 2.23-MeV capture gamma
rays

.

The most significant production of Cerenkov light is from high energy fission
fragment-decay gamma rays that penetrate the cladding. The number of Cerenkov photons
generated from gamma rays of any energy passing through water can be calculated. Such
calculations have been made and the results have been verified by experimental measurements
with several radioactive gamma-ray sources. One calculation result is shown in Fig. 1. In
this calculation, we assumed that the gamma rays must penetrate the equivalent of 5 mm of

uranium before entering the water, thereby accounting for typical self-attenuation of the

fuel and attenuation of the cladding.

o

Only Cerenkov photons in the visible range of 4000-6000 A were considered. The
calculations indicate that Cerenkov light production is negligible for gamma rays with
E < 0.6 MeV and rises steeply with greater gamma-ray energy, reaching values of 50 or more
Cerenkov photons per gamma ray for E ^ 2 MeV.

We have calculated Cerenkov light intensity as a function of exposure and cooling
time. We used 235jj thermal fission data and included all significant fission fragment
gamma activities giving rise to gamma rays with E >_ 0.6 MeV. Using 1 MWD (megawatt-day) =

2.85 x 10^1 fission events and assuming that a total exposure time for 30 000 MWD/MTU
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(megawatt days per metric ton of uranium) is 10^ days and that no beta emissions contribute
to the Cerenkov production, the results for the calculated Cerenkov light intensities are
shown in Fig. 2. Immediately after withdrawal from the core there appears to be little
difference between high- and low-exposure material. However, at long times after with-
drawal there is a nearly linear dependence on burnup.

From 10 000 to 30 00 MWD/MTU exposure material, we expect neutron emission rates of
~107 to 109 n/s/MTU. These rates generate Cerenkov light ~109 to 1011 photons/s/MTU by
the l-H(n,Y) reaction, which is negligible compared with the fission fragment gamma-ray
induced source.

The information obtained from a Cerenkov measurment is burnup-related in that the
absolute Cerenkov light level and its decay with time are related to burnup. Successful
diversion either by substitution of dummy fuel assemblies or by incorrectly stating burnup
would be difficult as long as the Cerenkov light intensity was measured accurately.

The spatial extent of the Cerenkov glow surrounding an isolated irradiated assembly
in water probably will be determined by the gamma radiation from the assembly's outer
pins. The lOth-value-layer thickness of water for 1.0-MeV gamma rays is ~36 cm, which is
a reasonable estimate of the Cerenkov "halo" around an isolated point source. Fission
product radiation from an irradiated fuel assembly's inner pins, however, must penetrate
a much denser composite of fuel, cladding, and interstitial water, which greatly reduces
crosstalk among assemblies in either regular or high-density storage racks.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Because deep sampling (for minimizing crosstalk among assemblies) of the fission
product radiation is accomplished by detecting the Cerenkov radiation coming from deep
within the assembly, the optical axis of the Cerenkov measuring instruments should be
aligned with each assembly axis. The SIT video camera was aligned this way for the spent
fuel measurements at the LASL OWR. The SIT video camera was clamped to the spent fuel
storage pond bridge railing for the measurements of the Zion Station PWR assemblies; the
bridge was used to transport the camera above the storage racks. Because each storage
location has a larger cross-sectional area than that of an assembly, assembly alignment
was nonuniform. As shown in the results section, the lack of perfect alighnment does not
obviate the attribute measurements, but it leads to a presumed decrease in precision.

The experimental configuration of the five fuel elements used in the OWR measurements
are shown in Fig. 3. The same calculational procedures used to generate the curves in

Fig. 2 were used to estimate the inventory of fission products that give rise to Cerenkov
photons. The fuel elements used in this test included three that were reinserted in the

reactor for a second exposure after having been removed following an initial burnup. This
two-step burnup program adds some complexity to both Cerenkov intensity calculations and
the subsequent interpretations. The results of the calculations are given in Table I.

TABLE I

EXPOSURE HISTORY AND
OWR SPENT FUEL

CERENKOV
ELEMENTS

INTENSITIES
ON 9/18/78

FOR

#1 #2

Element Number In Out
Exposure
(MWD/MTU) In Out

Exposure
(MWD/MTU)

Cerenkov Intensity
(photons/s/MTU)

0-355 1 10/73 38 728 2.9 x 10 20

0-380 08/73 07 /76 35 200 11/77 02/78 4 800 2.5 x 10 21

0-381 08/73 07/76 35 200 11/77 02/78 4 300 2.5 x 1021

0-382 08/73 08/76 35 400 11/77 02/78 4 053 2.3 x 1021

0-396 01/75 OA/ 78 39 754 5.4 x 1021
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At the Zion station, two complete rows of the storage pond were imaged through about
8 m of water. These rows contained 28 fuel assemblies, 15 of which contained the standard
PWR burnable poison pin cluster. The exposure and discharge dates of each are given in

Table II. After assemblies in the storage racks were imaged, one recently discharged
assembly was extracted vertically and the entire assembly was imaged from the edge of the
storage pond. This was done to confirm that radiation profiles also can be obtained using
the Cerenkov intensity measurement technique. Radiation profiles have been used5 with
point measurements of fission product isotopic ratios to estimate assembly burnup.

TABLE II

IMAGED ZION IRRADIATED FUEL

Exposure
Assembly Number Discharge Date (MWD/MTU)

A 06 pa 03/76 19 102

A 18 Pa 03/76 19 290
A on r>a no. /7A 19 224
a t>a UJ / /D

B 01 Ra HQ /771/7/ / /
on do c
JKJ OOD

B 13 Ra no /77 0.1 77Q

D Z D K fiQ /77uy/ / /
0 1 nnQ

B 37 R 09/77 27 923
B 49 Ra 09/77 29 875
B 61 Ra 09/77 30 551

A 09 R 02/78 27 163

A 21 Ra 01/77 20 539
A 33 Ra 01/77 18 974
A 45 Ra 01/77 19 728
A 57 Ra 01/77 19 723

B 04 P 02/78 30 439
B 16 P 02/78 28 969
B 28 P 02/78 28 978
B 40 P 02/78 30 221

B 52 Pa 02/78 30 174

B 64 Pa 02/78 31 491

C 12 R 09/78 33 482
C 24 R 09/78 38 484
C 36 R 09/78 33 976
C 48 R 09/78 35 536
C 60 R 09/78 33 530
C 63 P 09/78 38 565
C 64 P 09/78 38 636

aContains poison pin cluster

Images of the fuel assemblies were recorded on video tape as a convenience for
subsequent off-line analysis. On-line digital analysis of the analog video signals is

possible with commercially available hardware. The video tapes were replayed, and
individual frames were grabbed and stored on a video disk. Each selected single frame on
the disk was displayed in conventional 512-line US television format on a cathode ray tube
(CRT) with raster address using xy crosshairs. The raster address size was a single
pixel. An associated electrometer indicated the electron current forming the intersection
pixel that is directly proportional to the pixel brightness. The brightness of pixels
representing the Cerenkov glow in the interstitial water was determined in this way. To
obtain a relative real-image brightness from the measured pixel brightness, the SIT camera
lens aperture size variable was removed by normalizing all brightness to a common f/stop
value.

RESULTS

Figure 4 shows the video monitor display of a typical single video frame (1/30 s) of
OWR fuel elements. Figures 5 and 6 are the comparable displays for PWR assemblies with the
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central assembly in Fig. 5 containing a poison pin cluster and that in Fig. 6 being an
unpoisoned PWR assembly. The images resulting from the last two cases are obviously
different, precluding confusion between the two.

The OWR and PWR data were handled in different but equivalent ways. For the OWR data,
we compared each element's relative measured Cerenkov intensity with its calculated value
for the fuel element configurations in which the element of interest was relatively
isolated. These intensity values were all normalized to unity for the least radioactive
element, No. 0-355. The results are given in Table III. A comparison of the calculated
intensity values and the measured intensity values supports our claim that the Cerenkov
intensity variation with exposure and cooling time is calculable.

TABLE III

CERENKOV INTENSITIES OF OWR FUEL ELEMENTS

Configuration
Number8

Element
Number

Calculated Normalized
Intensity

Measured Normalized
Intensity

I 0-355 1.0 1.0

V 0-355 1.1

VII 0-355 1.9

IX 0-382 7.9 5.4

III 0-380 8.6 7.6

V 0-396 18.6 20.6

aRefers to Roman numeral designation of configuration shown in Fig. 3.

The last column in Table III contains three entries for element No. 0-355. The first

entry is the normalized intensity for the isolated element. The second entry is the

measured normalized intensity of the element #0-355 when two adjacent storage bins were
occupied by elements with intensities approximately eight times greater than that of
element No. 0-355. The crosstalk amounts to about 10% in this case and corresponds to

placing elements with comparable exposure, but with cooling times of 2 and 5 years, in

adjacent storage locations. The third entry is the measured normalized intensity of

element No. 0-355 when four diagonal storage locations were occupied by elements with
average intensities more than 10 times greater than that of element No. 0-355. In this

case, the crosstalk amounts to 90% of the measured intensity of the weakest element.
However, this case corresponds to placing elements with comparable exposures, but with
cooling times of 5 months and over 5 years, in such proximity.

The results of relative Cerenkov intensity measurements of the Zion PWR irradiated
assemblies are shown in Fig. 7. The solid curve in the figure is the calculated intensity
versus cooling time for an exposure of 30 000 MWD/MTU. We took no account of the fact that

these assemblies had exposures different from 30 000 MWD/MTU because we did not expect the

measurement precision in this particular test to be sufficient to distinguish among
assemblies with different exposures. The Cerenkov photon intensities from these assemblies
depend on cooling time, as the calculations predicted.

An additional capability of the Cerenkov photon intensity measuring technique is the
rapid profiling of the radiation intensity. At the Zion station, we requested that a

single assembly, No. C-63P, be extracted from the storage rack. The SIT video camera was

set up on a tripod at one end of the pond, and video images of the extracted element were
recorded on video tape. A typical frame of the video image was video-disk recorded and is
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Fig. 5. Cerenkov image of a PWR assembly
containing a burnable poison pin
cluster. A typical "rosette" light
pattern results.
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Fig. 7. Cerenkov intensity measurements of the Zion
assemblies normalized to the calculated value
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shown in Fig. 8. The video-disk-recorded image was displayed on the CRT with the xy cross-
hair raster address. With the x-axis crosshair disabled, the y-axis crosshair provides the
axial Cerenkov intensity profile. This automatic trace is shown in Fig. 9. Although no
detailed comparisons have been made with other measurements, this profile is typical of
such PWR assemblies.

5

The video editor used for the Cerenkov intensity determinations and the profile

display also can provide three-dimensional (x,y, brightness) isometric displays of single
video frames from a video disk. Isometric displays of OWR element arrays and PWR assembly

||

arrays are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. This isometric feature was used to

rotate the PWR assembly image shown in Fig. 8. The result is shown in Fig. 12 with the

assembly structure distinctly noted in the center portion and the radial "halo" of the

Cerenkov glow displayed as the monotonically decreasing intensity on either side of the

isolated assembly. Measurement of the falloff reveals that the lOth-value-layer thickness
is about 25 cm, somewhat less than the 36 cm estimated earlier for 1-MeV gamma rays. Such
radial profiling may provide information about cooling time because the fission product
ganma-ray spectrum changes with a known dependence on time and the Cerenkov profile is

expected to change accordingly.

CONCLUSIONS

We have completed a set of Cerenkov light intensity measurements from two types of
spent-fuel assemblies in water-filled storage ponds. We have compared observed light
intensity as a function of burnup and cooling time with a simple computational model of the

Cerenkov light production process and find reasonable agreement over a dynamic range of
three decades. These intensities were measured without moving the stored assemblies from
their resident locations. The precision, reproducibility, rapidity, and nonintrusiveness
of these measurements make the Cerenkov light technique ideal for systematic attribute
measurements on large fractions of (or entire) storage pond inventories.

The present measurements, made using a SIT video camera with off-line video tape
analysis, are considered to be proof of the Cerenkov light technique principle. The full

capability of the technique will be determined using a high-sensitivity wide dynamic-range
photometer with variable field of view coupled to an ISIT video camera. Direct quantifi-
cation of the Cerenkov intensity will be possible using this equipment. Comparable results
are expected from fieldable instruments now under construction. This equipment will
consist of telephoto optical lenses, microchannel plate image intensif iers , and 35-mm
camera backs with incorporated light meters.

We have demonstrated an additional capability of the Cerenkov light measurement
technique: that of obtaining radiation profile maps of the irradiated assemblies rapidly
and nonintrusively

.
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Fig. 9. Axial profile of the Cerenkov intensity of a

single PWR assembly. Obtained by analysis of

a single video frame (1/30 s)

.
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Fig. 10. Isometric display of the Cerenkov intensity of OWR
elements. Light from individual coolant channels
of the element with greatest intensity are
distinguishable. Light from two adjacent assemblies
are also visible.
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Fig. 11. Isometric display of the Cerenkov intensity of :

assemblies. Light from the individual coolant

holes of the aligned assembly appear as distinc

spikes. Interference from adjacent assemblies

appears to be negligible.
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Fig. 12. Radial profile of the Cerenkov intensity of a

single isolated PWR assembly. The less intense
light in the center portion is the assembly
structure.
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Discussion:

Persiani (ANL):

Do you see the need to redesign fuel assemblies in order to exploit this technique more
effectively? You did say the possibility does exist that you can detect the removal of a
few elements within an assembly.

Dowdy (LASL):

From the pictures I showed you of the Zion PWR assemblies, one with the poison pin
clusters still in place and one without, one concludes that it would be better if the
poison pin clusters could be removed and stored elsewhere. It would also help if there
wasn't so much mechanical structure on top. For the PWR assembly there is a problem in
determining if a single or a few pins have been removed, because you can't see them all.

In BWR assemblies you can see each one of them. I don't know if redesign would be
warrented.

Schleicher (EURATOM)

:

There is a very nice correspondence between the calculated curve you have shown here
and the measured data; however, the scatter of the measured data is very different. Is
this an indication of unknown error sources, e.g., the water was not clear or not
completely even on the surface?

Dowdy

:

I suspect that the scatter of the points in the figure is due to the fact that the
camera was not aligned over each assembly. Even though the storage racks are dense storage
racks, there is still the possibility of canting of assemblies in the storage position. So
when you don't align the camera, scatter of results would be expected, and I think the
scatter is from non-alignment.

Fainberg (BNL):

Do you think you will be able to say anything about cooling time or intensity, or is it

just a very qualitative thing, and not quantitative at all?

Dowdy

:

We are anticipating delivering an instrument that will measure the Cerenkov photon
intensity. We will recommend that it be used for consistency checks, from inspection visit
to inspection visit, or as a relative measurement within a storage pond.

Fainberg:
I understand that you only look right at the top of the pellet.

Dowdy:

You look down from the storage pond surface, but the optical path goes all the way
through the assembly, if you are aligned well.

Fainberg:
Isn't the attenuation length for the water somewhere between 1 and 10 meters down at

3,000 angstroms?

Dowdy

:

The attenuation coefficient of the water is very high from 3,067 angstroms down to

shorter wave lengths. There is obviously a relaxation length problem for any wave length,

so the sampling is not uniform along the axis of the assembly.
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ABSTRACT

The Secure Counter Panel is an electro-mechanical module which records
attempts to tamper with instruments of an unattended safeguards system
in a way which cannot be sabotaged or bypassed without leaving obvious
evidence of tampering. A number of novel tamper-safing techniques are
included in the design, some of which are widely applicable to other
safeguards instruments

.

KEYWORDS: tamper, unattended safeguards system, safeguards instrument,
seal

.

INTRODUCTION

Important elements of safeguards systems are the steps taken to meet the threat of

tampering with safeguards equipment . While tamper-safing can be important for national
safeguards, it is crucial to the success of international safeguards because the threat
at the international level is much more severe

.

The goal of tampering with a safeguards instrument is to prevent its normal
functioning by disabling or bypassing the instrument or by compromising the validity of
the data produced by the instrument. Tampering may be overt or covert. During an overt
tamper attempt the perpetrator disables the instrument or its alarm reporting elements
but makes no effort to conceal observable evidence of tampering. Covert tampering
leaves no easily observable evidence that the system has been compromised thereby
increasing the time interval between tampering and the discovery of the tampering. The
Secure Counter Panel (SCP) is designed to make covert tampering extremely difficult.

In a typical safeguards application, when a tamper attempt is discovered a detailed
investigation is begun . The investigation may involve disrupting site operations for
costly and time consuming inventory procedures. A tamper recorder should record as much
information about safeguards instrument operation and tamper attempts as practical.
This information could be used to guide the investigation. The information would help
an inspector distinguish between intentional tamper attempts and inadvertent actions

.

The SCP is intended to be located within a locked equipment enclosure with the
safeguards instruments to be protected. The present design is part of an unattended
personnel portal. 1 It records tamper attempts and other selected operating data that
cannot be erased without leaving obvious physical evidence of tampering. The SCP
includes backup power and continues to monitor tamper attempts and instrument activities
during a power outage. The data recorded in the SCP are recovered by visually
inspecting or photographing the front panel during periodic visits by an inspector.

*This work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

1D. L. Mangan, "A Personnel Portal for International Research Facilities Safeguards",
Nuclear Materials Management, VIII, 674 (1979).
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DESIGN FEATURES

The SCP is sealed in a deep-drawn and welded aluminum box with a color anodized
finish (Figure 1). Data are recorded on 14 five-digit electro-mechanical impulse
counters. Since they register data mechanically, the counters do not lose their data
during a power outage . Low-power integrated logic circuits buffer count signals from
tamper switches , door sensors , voltage monitor circuits and other instrument control
circuits. The logic circuits filter out transient noise pulses and minimize power

consumption by forming high power count pulses when control signal transitions or switch
closures occur. The logic circuits also limit the count rate for some counters to once
every 10 seconds so the counters cannot be reset by counting 99999 times between
inspector visits. While this count limit may cause some rapidly occurring events to be

miscounted, it is only applied to events like EMERGENCY EXIT where a single count will
trigger an investigation. Optical isolators, used on all incoming signal lines, prevent
application of voltages to alter functions or damage the circuitry. Current limiting is

provided on circuits which sense external switch closures to prevent rapidly discharging
the internal battery.

Figure 1. The Secure Counter Panel records tamper events
and other operating data.

Events which are almost certainly tamper attempts are recorded separately from

events which are abnormal but may not be tamper attempts. Clearly abnormal events are

grouped at the top of the panel as SAFEGUARDS ALERTS. A magnetically latched flag
indicator, ALERT FLAG, is set whenever one of these conditions occurs. This flag alerts
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an inspector that a serious event has occurred since the last inspection. The ALERT

FLAG is manually reset with a magnetic switch. Seven counters are grouped as OPERATING

WARNINGS. These events are probably not tamper attempts but can be analyzed for

'suspicious trends. NORMAL PASSAGE and ABORTED PASSAGE events are recorded to indicate

if expected normal operations are occurring

.

Three LED indicators display the status of the input signals. If an ALERT or

WARNING signal is active, a red indicator is illuminated. If none except the equipment
door switch is active, the green NORMAL indicator is lit. The indicators are turned off

to conserve power except when manually activated with a magnetic switch.

At each inspection, the current number on each counter is compared with the count at

the last inspection. While an inspector could write down the counter readings each
time, this is an error-prone procedure. Photographing the front panel is a simpler way
to make a permanent record of the count data. An identification plate on the front

panel uniquely identifies the unit in a photograph.

A power supply and battery within the SCP insure normal functioning for seven days
should external power be interrupted. A battery charger maintains a 5 Ampere-hour
sealed lead-acid battery on floating charge until power is interrupted. A voltage
sensing circuit detects loss of external power and counts the occurrence. Another
circuit senses low battery voltage and disconnects the battery before it can be damaged
by excessive discharge. The BATTERY DISCHARGED condition is also recorded because after
it occurs no tamper monitoring takes place . A power-up reset circuit prevents spurious
counts when power is restored

.

Several design features minimize the possibility of tampering with the SCP without
leaving obvious physical evidence. The color anodized finish makes it very difficult to

repair a penetration without leaving an obvious flaw . A stressed glass window covers
the counters and will shatter if it is scratched or cut .2 The glass can only be

replaced by removing the cover. A sheet of unstressed glass protects the stressed glass
from inadvertent scratches

.

The cover is sealed with a fiber-optic
seal3 installed through the cover
mounting bolts and holes in the cover
and box. The integrity of the

fiber-optic seal is inspected with a
hand-held illuminator/microscope shown
in Figure 2. In addition, tamper
switches inside the box sense when the

cover is removed. A tilt switch inside
the box senses when the box is tipped
from its normal attitude.

The signal cable connectors on the rear

panel are secured with locknuts inside
the box. To avoid additional holes in
the box, the STATUS and RESET switches
are operated by a magnet through the
stressed glass window.

The design features of the SCP working
together make a tamper recorder that is

difficult to defeat.

Figure 2. Inspecting the integrity of
a fiber-optic seal.

2Chemcor, Corning Glass Works, Corning NY 14830.
3Mark I Fiber Optic Seal, Fiber-Lock Corporation, P.O. Box 263, Kensington, MD 20795.
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Discussion:

Stirling (AEC):

What made you choose seven days as the internal power capability? Was it a size
limitation of the battery, or the time between the inspections?

Smathers (Sandia):

Primarily the time between the inspections. The people who have studied an
international inspection system for a site which would have something as complicated as a
personal portal indicate that an inspector would probably make a daily round, or at least
every two days. The seven-day power supply would give them an opportunity to miss a
flight, or go through a hurricane, and still get back in a week. We can easily double or

triple the time by putting in a larger battery.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the application of International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards at a model gas centrifuge uranium
enrichment plant designed for the production of low-enriched uranium;
particular emphasis is placed upon the verification by the IAEA of

the facility material balance accounting. After reviewing the IAEA
safeguards objectives and concerns at such a plant, the paper describes
the material accountancy performed by the facility operator, and
discusses strategies by which the operator might attempt to divert
a portion of the declared nuclear materials. Finally, the paper
discusses the verification of the declared material balance, including
sampling strategies, attributes and variables measurements, and
nondestructive measurements to improve the efficiency of the inspection
measures

.

KEYWORDS: gas centrifuges; IAEA safeguards; isotope separation;
material balance; material unaccounted for; nondestructive
analysis; safeguards; uranium; uranium hexaf luoride;
uranium 235

.

A number of enrichment facilities will come under international safeguards for the

first time in the near future. The nature of international safeguards concerns for an
enrichment plant depends heavily on the enrichment technology involved. In this paper we
discuss these problems for a large gas centrifuge facility in the context of the struc-
ture and techniques currently accepted by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

THE OBJECTIVE OF IAEA SAFEGUARDS

The IAEA implements its safeguards based on the IAEA Statute'^', in accordance with
two main types of Agreements. As described in documents INFCIRC/153^) and

INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2^7, these Agreements are concluded with States (nations) party to the
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and non-NPT-States, respectively^. This paper shall
consider the application of IAEA safeguards at a model gas centrifuge uranium enrichment
facility in the context of an Agreement based on INFCIRC/153.

The objective of IAEA safeguards is given in paragraphs 28-30 of INFCIRC/153 as

follows:

28. The Agreement should provide that the objective of safeguards is the timely
detection of diversion of significant quantities of nuclear material from peaceful
nuclear activities to the manufacture of nuclear weapons or of other nuclear explo-
sive devices or for purposes unknown, and deterrence of such diversion by the risk
of early detection.
29. To this end the Agreement should provide for the use of material accountancy as

a safeguards measure of fundamental importance, with containment and surveillance as

important complementary measures.

* The views expressed herein are those of the authors, and do not necessarily reflect
those of Brookhaven National Laboratory or the United States Department of Energy.
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30. The Agreement should provide that the technical conclusion of the Agency's veri-
fication activities shall be a statement, in respect of each material balance area,
of the amount of material unaccounted for over a specific period, giving the limits
of accuracy of the amounts stated.

At a uranium enrichment facility, the fulfillment of this objective must take into
account the unique capability of such facilities to increase the U-235 concentration of
the uranium to levels suitable for nuclear explosives. For the purpose of planning safe-
guards activities, the IAEA has adopted the following as the quantities of safeguards
significance: 75 kg of U-235 contained in low-enriched uranium (U-235 < 20%, including
natural and depleted uranium) and 25 kg U-235 in highly-enriched uranium (U-235
> 20%)< 4 >.

IAEA Safeguards Concerns at Declared Uranium Enrichment Facilities

There are three principal safeguards concerns at uranium enrichment facilities
subject to IAEA safeguards and which have been declared for the production of low-
enriched uranium (LEU). These are the following, carried out either in an abrupt or

protracted manner^);

i) the production and diversion of a significant quantity of uranium at an

enrichment greater than declared (in particular, highly-enriched uranium), using
either declared or undeclared feed,

ii) the production and diversion of a significant quantity of undeclared low-
enriched uranium, using undeclared feed,

iii) the diversion of a significant quantity of declared uranium from the facility
(particularly in the form of low-enriched uranium product).

The first concern above is of the greatest importance because of the possibility that the

operator would produce highly-enriched uranium usable in nuclear explosives. For the gas

centrifuge enrichment process, production of uranium with greater-than-declared
enrichments can be accomplished via off-design cascade operation, batch recycle of

product through the cascade, or rearrangement of a portion of the isotope separation
equipment. The second and third concerns above are also of importance since the diverted
low-enriched uranium could be used as feed for clandestine enrichment elsewhere or used
in a nuclear reactor to produce plutonium.

As this paper is directed primarily at issues concerning material accountancy, we
will not address the problems of detecting the clandestine introduction of undeclared
feed materials (whether stored in a special non-access material balance area before the

initiation of safeguards activities or introduced clandestinely into the facility after

the initiation of safeguards). Since in many instances the production of low- or high-
enriched product from undeclared feed can be carried out so as to not affect the declared
material balance (for example, by storage of tails and wastes from such production in a

non-access MBA, should one exist), this detection is necessarily the function of a

containment/surveillance system and inspections to verify and reverify the design informa-
tion regarding the facility. These subjects are beyond the scope of this work, and our

concern here is limited to detection of diversion from the declared nuclear material
inventories and flows. In general, however, material accountancy, containment, and sur-

veillance measures must be employed together in order to provide the IAEA with
completeness and continuity of knowledge concerning the nuclear material flows and

inventories at the facility.

REFERENCE GAS CENTRIFUGE URANIUM ENRICHMENT PLANT

For the purposes of material balance verification by the IAEA, accountancy data are

partitioned in space and time into material balance areas (MBAs) and physical inventory
periods. After each physical inventory period, the facility is required to report to the

IAEA a material balance for each MBA. This must include a statement of material
unaccounted for (MUF) for U-235 and all the components of that MUF: beginning inventory
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(BI), ending inventory (EI), additions to inventory (A), and removals from inventory (R).

Mathematically:

MUF = BI - EI + A - R. (1)

The facility also has the responsibility of informing the IAEA of the nature of and
uncertainties in its measurements so that the IAEA can calculate an uncertainty for the

reported MUF.

In this paper we will assume a material balance interval of six months. Below we
describe the MBA structure, the components of the material balance, and the measurement
methods and uncertainties related to the calculation by the facility of MUF and its

uncertainty.

Suggested MBA Structure

A suggested MBA structure for IAEA safeguards at the reference gas centrifuge plant
is illustrated in Figure 1. In this arrangement, there are three MBAs; a

Shipper/Receiver MBA, a UFg Handling MBA, and a Cascade MBA.

Shipper/Receiver MBA

The Shipper/Receiver MBA would provide a mechanism for the determination and

isolation of shipper-receiver (S/R) differences between facilities; by IAEA convention,
the S/R differences are evaluated at the receiver facility. Thus, the MUFs for the MBAs
of the facility in question would not include S/R differences. For the reference
centrifuge plant, the Shipper/Receiver MBA would be used to keep track of the cumulative
shipper/receiver difference for feed cylinders. Feed cylinders received from customers
would be held on inventory at shipper's values in the Shipper/Receiver MBA until they
were weighed and sampled; they would then be transferred to the UFg Handling MBA.

UFft Handling MBA

The UFg Handling MBA would contain the major inventories of uranium and U-235
present at the reference plant. This MBA would include all product and tails cylinders
in storage, all feed cylinders in storage (exclusive of feed cylinders held at shipper's
values in the Shipper/Receiver MBA), all cylinders undergoing sampling, and all cylinders
(feed, product, and tails) attached to the cascades. In addition, this MBA would include
chemical traps in the Feed/Withdrawal Building.

Cascade MBA

The Cascade MBA would include the centrifuge cascades, maintenance areas, and

centrifuge testing areas. It would include the gas-phase portion of the feed system
beyond the feed cylinder valve, and the product and tails withdrawal systems up to their
respective cylinder valves. At the time of the physical inventory for IAEA purposes
(assumed to occur once every 6 months), flow cutoff procedures could be followed such
that the contents of the product and tails desublimers or other process vessels would be
emptied into their respective cylinders. The IAEA would verify the inventories of these
desublimers or process vessels at zero values. If the cascade area were a non-access
area (special material balance area) or a limited access area, the IAEA might not be able
to verify the inventory for the remainder of the Cascade MBA; these inventories would
include the in-process gas phase and holdup inventories. However, this inability may be
of little import, since for a number of cases, such non-verifiable inventory would be
small (compared with both the semi-annual U-235 feed and the quantity of safeguards
significance) and nearly constant when the plant was operating at full design capacity.
In this instance, the material balance around the Cascade MBA would consist of a flow bal-
ance; the nuclear materials flows to and from the Cascade MBA (the only location in the
plant where the strategic value of the nuclear material changes) would be verifiable by
the IAEA with high accuracy and precision.
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S/R MBA

A

UFg HANDLING MBA

B C D E

CASCADE MBA

F

10

11

Flow Key Measurement Points

1 Full UFg feed cylinders received at shipper's values.
2 Full UFg feed cylinders at receiver's values.
3 Feed UFg gas.

4 Product UFg liquid.

5 Tails UFg liquid.

6 Empty feed cylinders returned.
7 Empty product cylinders received.
8 Full product cylinders shipped.
9 Miscellaneous wastes shipped.

10 Spent chemical trap material shipped.
11 Decontamination solutions shipped.

Inventory Key Measurement Points

A Full UFg feed cylinders stored at shipper's values.
B Cylinders in short-term storage.
C Tails cylinders in long-term storage.
D Cylinders undergoing sampling.
E Cylinders attached to the cascades.
F Verifiable portion of Cascade MBA inventory (desublimers and process vessels).

Figure 1 ; Suggested MBA Structure for the Reference Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant,
with Inventory and Flow Key Measurement Points as Indicated.
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Nuclear Material Flows at the Reference Plant

At a gas centrifuge uranium enrichment plant, the beginning and ending inventories

are composed primarily of UFg in cylinders located in storage yards or attached to the

cascades, UFg in desublimers or buffer vessels, and relatively small quantities of UFg as

in-process gas-phase inventory in the cascades. In addition, uranium is contained in the

jform of various waste materials awaiting processing, in laboratory samples, in chemical

'traps, and as solid deposits on the internal surfaces of the isotope separation equip-

ment; unlike the other components of inventory, this last inventory quantity is very dif-

ficult for the operator to measure.

As regards the flows of uranium, the additions to material in process consist of UFg

feed, which is ultimately vaporized from the shipping cylinders and fed as gas-phase UFg

to the cascades. The removals from material in process are composed primarily of

shipments of enriched (product) and depleted (tails) UF5 in cylinders. In addition, vari-

ous waste materials containing uranium, such as spent chemical trap media, are routinely
shipped from the enrichment facility and/or processed on site for recovery of uranium.

These waste streams are commonly quite small compared to the other flows of uranium at

the plant, comprising on the order of 0.1% of the uranium contained in the feed. In sum-

mary, the nuclear material flows at a gas centrifuge plant are feed UFg, product UFg,

tails UFg, and a variety of small waste streams.

The characteristics of the reference gas centrifuge enrichment plant considered in

this paper are given as follows:

Separative Capacity
MTSWU/yra )

Feed Rate (0.71 wt % U-235)
MTU/yr
MTU-235/yr
No. of 10-ton cylinders/yr, Model 48Xb )

Product Rate (3.00 wt % U-235)
MTU/yr
MTU-235/yr
No. of 10-ton cylinders/yr, Model 48X

Tails Rate (0.20 wt % U-235)
MTU/yr
MTU-235/yr
No. of 14-ton cylinders/yr, Model 48G

Waste Rate (trap material)
kg U/yr
kg U-235/yr
No. of containers/yr

a ) MTSWU = 1000 kg of separative work.
Specifications for cylinders are given in Ref. 6.

It has been assumed in this paper that the product UF^ would be withdrawn from the
cascades into 10-ton cylinders. In many facilities, this product material is transferred
to 2.5-ton cylinders prior to shipment to the customers. For the purposes of a material
balance drawn around the Cascade MBA, this subsequent transfer is not important; it adds
a relatively minor complication to the verification of the material balance for the UFg
Handling MBA.

Material Balance Accounting by the Facility Operator

In order to close a material balance around an MBA, the facility operator must
measure the flows and inventories for that MBA, as noted in eqn. (1). The following
practices for material balance measurements are typical of U.S. enrichment facilities.
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It

Facilities in other States may use different sampling procedures, follow different inven- Ij

tory measurement procedures, or quote different measurement uncertainties, depending upon
!

the specifics of the facilities and instrumentation.

Measurements of Feed, Product, and Tails UF ^ Flows i.

The quantities to be measured for each cylinder of UFg fed to or withdrawn from the

cascades are the net mass, the weight fraction uranium, and the weight fraction U-235 of
the material transferred. From these the operator determines the quantities of uranium
and U-235 transferred via these major flows.

J
Measurements of mass of UF

fi
transferred . The net mass of UFg transferred to or from \<

the cascades is determined by weighing the cylinder before and after the transfer,
preferably on the same scale in order to minimize weighing bias.

In the U.S., 10- and 14-ton cylinders are weighed on platform scales with + 2.0 lbs.
[j

rated precision at maximum load. The relative random limit of error (95% confidence
level) for the net weight of UFg in these cylinders is approximately 2o = 0.01%. The rel-!

ative systematic uncertainty in the net weight of UFg transferred is negligible in compar-|

ison with the relative systematic uncertainties in the chemical and isotopic measurements
j

of weight fraction U and weight fraction U-235.

Bulk sampling . An acceptable sample of UFg must represent both the chemical and iso-
topic content of the cylinder of UFg. U.S. experience has shown that the most representa-
tive sample of the UFg in a cylinder is one withdrawn in the liquid phase after complete
homogenization. A 10-ton or 14-ton cylinder is heated in a steam autoclave in order to

liquefy the contents and obtain complete chemical and isotopic homogenization of the UFg.

Two independent samples are removed from each large cylinder. One of the samples is

analyzed immediately; the second sample is retained for potential umpire use. The contri-',;

bution to the relative uncertainty in the uranium content of a 10-ton or 14-ton cylinder
due to sampling is believed to be about +_ 0.02 - 0.04% (95% confidence level).

Measurement of weight fraction uranium in UF ^. Very precise and accurate analytical [I

chemical techniques are available for the determination of the uranium concentration in

UFg; that is, the number of grams of uranium per gram of sample. At U.S. enrichment fa-

cilities, a widely-used technique for the determination of uranium in UFg samples is the

gravimetric (ignition and impurity correction) method^?), j!

This method is generally recognized to be exceedingly accurate and precise. For
very pure UF5, the relative precision of the analysis, at the 95% confidence level, is

2a = 0.04% per determination^ ' . When impurity levels rise to 0.2%, the relative preci- J
sion becomes approximately + 0.1%. The accuracy achievable with the above method is very I

high; the relative systematic uncertainty (for very pure UFg) is believed to be about
0.04%.

Measurement of weight fraction U-235 in UF ^. Mass spectroscopic techniques are

available for the measurement of the weight fraction U-235 with high precision and accura-1

cy for a UFg sample. In particular, samples of UFg withdrawn from the cylinders are

analyzed mass spectroscopically for weight fraction U-235, using instruments in which the „

UFg gas is introduced directly and ionized by electron bombardment.

The most precise technique in common use for isotopic analysis of UF5 is the dou-

ble-standard mass-spectrometer method^?). In this technique, the unknown sample and two j
standards whose U-235 contents bracket that of the unknown are introduced in sequence
into the mass spectrometer, and measurements are made which are a function of the mole
ratio of U-235 to the total of the other isotopes of uranium. These measurements
together with the known composition of the standards permit calculation of the U-235 com- 1

position of the sample by linear interpolation.
At the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, fifteen gas-phase mass spectrometers are

automated via a computer system; each instrument is dedicated to a very specific range of .

isotopic assays. Measurement control tests have shown measurement precisions of + 0.1% >

t

(relative, 95% confidence level) over the range of interest; sampling errors were found
[j

to be neglibible. Measurements are made relative to a series of reference standards
(traceable to the U.S. National Bureau of Standards) which bracket the samples within 5% v

relative; bias introduced by uncertainty in these standards is believed to be less than
,
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0.1% (relative). It is assumed here that these random and systematic relative
uncertainties apply to the measurements of U-235 concentrations for feed, product, and

.tails UF 6 .

The uncertainties in measurements of uranium isotopic composition appear to be the

major contributor to the uncertainty for the U-235 material balance for a gas centrifuge
enrichment plant.

Measurements of Waste Streams

The measurements of the U and U-235 content of the waste streams, such as spent

chemical trap media or decontamination solutions, can be carried out via chemical
analysis. A sample of measured weight or volume can be analyzed for uranium content (gm

U/gm sample or gm U/liter) and for weight fraction U-235. The total amounts of U and U-
'235 in the measured discards can be deduced from the above measurements and from the

Jtotal mass (for solid waste) or volume (for liquid waste) of the discarded material.

Measurement of Inventory Quantities

Cylinders in storage yards . The U and U-235 contents of feed, product, and tails

UFg cylinders on inventory in storage yards would be based upon previously measured full
iand empty cylinder weights, and upon previously measured values for weight fraction U and

weight fraction U-235.

Cylinders attached to cascades . The weight of UFg remaining in a feed cylinder
(attached to the cascades would be determined from the initial full weight of the cylinder
minus the quantity of UFg that had been removed from the cylinder, after allowance had
been made for the cylinder tare weight. The amount of UF5 removed would be determined
from flow data integrated over time for that cylinder. The weight fraction U and weight
fraction U-235 would be known from previous measurements.

Product and tails cylinders would be weighed for process control as they were being
(filled. At inventory time, the weight of UFg in a product or tails cylinder would be de-

termined from the partially full weight minus the previously measured empty weight. The
weight fraction U-235 would be determined from on-line mass spectrometers installed for
process control.

Cascade gas-phase inventory . The cascade gas-phase inventory would be calculated
from physical measurements of process parameters (such as pressures, temperatures, and
flow rates) and from single-machine characteristics. Because this information would be
considered by the facility operator to be sensitive for commercial or non-proliferation
reasons, it is unlikely that such source data or the inventory would be made available to

the IAEA.

Expected Uncertainty in the Flow Components of the Operator's Material Balance

For material balances drawn every six months, the uncertainty in the facility U-235
material balance contributed by uncertainties in the flows of nuclear material is

dominated by the systematic uncertainties in the measurements of weight fraction U and
weight fraction U-235 for the feed, product, and tails UFg flows. Propagation of the
random and systematic uncertainties for the feed, product and tails UFg streams indicates
(that the contribution of the flow components of the material balance to the semi-annual
luncertainty in the reference facility U-235 material balance is OmUF (flow) = 9.4 kg
U-235.

IAEA VERIFICATION OF THE OPERATOR'S MATERIAL BALANCE ACCOUNTING

The facility operator will report his material balance measurements and his MUF for
each MBA to the IAEA in accordance with the safeguards agreement for that facility. The
IAEA verifies the material balance declared for each MBA by the operator. Because the
|IAEA in general does not have the resources to make enough measurements to determine com-
pletely its own material balance, such verification involves the independent measurement
of a statistically sampled subset of the reported items comprising the material balance,
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I

I

the observation (and verification) of facility operator measurements of other items, and
the auditing of facility material balance records and reports for completeness, formal
correctness, and consistency. Efficient measurement verification strategies are avail-
able which conserve IAEA measurement resources and which permit verification without repe-
tition of more than a small fraction of the operator's measurements. The purpose of the
IAEA verification of the material balance accounting carried out by the facility is to de-
tect, and thereby deter, the abrupt or protracted diversion of declared nuclear materials
at the facility; for the Cascade MBA, this includes the detection of the abrupt or
protracted introduction of undeclared feed materials through the Feed/Withdrawal facili-
ties.

This structure of facility reporting and IAEA verification defines two general
strategies for an operator who wishes to divert material undetected from the material bal-
ance. He can report an unfalsified material balance (accurately reporting his own
measurements) and divert an amount which will result in a reported MUF which is within
the range of the uncertainty in his material balance, implying that this MUF arose
through measurement uncertainties. This strategy is called "diversion into MUF". Alter-
natively, he may falsify his reported measurements so as to reduce his reported MUF. The
concealment of diversion via falsification of records or measurements can take any or all
of the following forms:

- understatement of receipts of feed UFg
- overstatement of shipments of product UFg

overstatement of shipments of tails UFg
- overstatement of measured discards (wastes)
- overstatement of accidental losses
- overstatement of cascade gas-phase inventory and solid holdup (if declared)
- overstatement of uranium held on inventory in process vessels or UFg cylinders.

It is convenient to define two levels of falsification: a defect and a bias. A
"defected item" is an item whose reported content (of U-235) differs from its actual
value by an amount which is significantly greater than the combined uncertainties of the

operator's measurement and the inspector's most accurate measurement for that item. This
means that a falsification will be very clearly indicated if the inspector decides to
measure accurately a defected item. A "bias" is a falsification by an amount smaller
than a defect.

The countermeasures used against the diversion strategies discussed above are of
three types: (1) "attributes" sampling, (2) the MUF-D statistic, and (3) a set of chi-
square statistics.

The purpose of attributes sampling is the detection of falsification via defects.
Attributes measurements usually take two forms: (1) a "gross" attributes measurement
which can be done quickly but has poor sensitivity, performed on a large fraction
(possibly unity) of all items in order to detect large defects; (2) a "fine" attributes
measurement (sometimes called a variables measurement in the attributes mode), performed
on a smaller sample with better accuracy, in order to detect small defects.

Falsifications below the defect level (i.e., biases) cannot be detected with a

single measurement by the inspector. It is therefore useful to calculate a statistic
which covers the whole material balance for an MBA. The MUF-D statistic is an estimate
of the MUF corrected for biases introduced by the operator; its variance is unaffected by
operator systematic error. This means that the inspector can verify the material balance
for an MBA with a sensitivity which is largely determined by his own systematic errors.

The MUF statistic is simply the operator's U-235 MUF, calculated over the material
balance period. The D statistic is an extrapolated difference between inspector and oper-

ator measurements. It estimates the total amount by which the operator has falsified MUF
(either intentionally via biasing, or unintentionally through systematic errors tending
to reduce MUF; the two are indistinguishable). In the absence of diversion, MUF, D and
MUF-D should all be zero to within the uncertainties caused by measurement error. The

strategy of diversion into MUF by the operator will cause a positive MUF; the strategy of

falsification by biasing will cause a negative expected value for D. Either strategy
will cause an increase in the MUF-D statistic, which, if statistically significant, is

indicative of diversion.
The sensitivity of the MUF-D statistic depends on its variance. This in turn, of

course, depends on the variances of the individual measurements which go into the
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statistic. In some cases it may be to the advantage of the diverter to increase those va
riances artificially, thereby increasing the variance of MUF-D and decreasing the proba-
bility of detection. For this reason, another type of statistical test (involving a

I
chi-square statistic) is used by the inspector to estimate the operator's random error va
riance in each of the major strata (feed, product, and tails). This statistic is de-
signed to detect large increases in the operator's random error variance over those

i stated in the design information.
The statistical tests discussed above are consistent with IAEA publications and sup-

porting studies^'?*).
The present paper focuses on the application of the above concepts to the verifica-

tion of the material balance for the Cascade MBA; this is clearly of major importance
since it is at this area that the strategic value of the nuclear material is changed,

j

Only a few comments will be made concerning verification for the UFg Handling MBA.

Verification of the Cascade MBA Material Balance

Ordinarily, the IAEA verification procedures include a "physical inventory taking",
in which the inventory for an MBA is sampled and verified. Since it may not be possible
for the IAEA to verify the in-process and holdup inventories for the Cascade MBA, we
assume that a "flow material balance" will be computed every six months for this MBA. In
a flow material balance, the difference between material input to the MBA and material
output from the MBA is regarded as material unaccounted for (MUF). As noted above, such
a balance is meaningful as an indicator of diversion only if the fluctuations of the

I unavailable in-process inventory and the holdup are small compared with other material
uncertainties and with the quantity of material regarded as being "significant". We
shall assume this to be the case for the Cascade MBA of the reference gas centrifuge
enrichment plant.

Verification of the Feed, Product, and Tails UF ^ Flows
I

The data supplied by the operator would include the U and U-235 weight for each
batch (assumed to be one cylinder); the inspector should be able to randomly verify these
quantities for any item whose content has been reported by the operator.

The major flows of uranium to and from the plant will be in the form of feed,
product and tails UFg in 10- and 14-ton cylinders. In order to verify these flows of ura
nium and U-235, the IAEA should obtain UFg samples for analysis, and should verify the
following quantities: the mass of the UFg transferred via cylinder to and from the
cascades, the weight fraction U in the UFg (gravimetric factor), and the weight fraction
U-235 in the uranium. It is assumed here that the random and systematic relative
uncertainties for the measurements of weight fraction U and U-235 as carried out by the
IAEA analytical laboratory would have the same magnitude as those of the facility opera-
tor (as noted above). Because the reference plant would operate on a continuous basis,
IAEA inspectors would have to be present at the facility Feed and Withdrawal area on a

continuous basis in order to carry out the verification program suggested below.

Suggested sampling strategy . It is assumed that the facility operator would
homogenize and liquid sample all feed cylinders, all product cylinders, and some fraction
of the tails cylinders for his nuclear material accountability program. It is suggested

I

here that the IAEA inspectorate obtain a liquid UFg sample (in a Model IS sample

]

cylinder) for each of these cylinders; that is, the facility operator would withdraw
three liquid samples instead of the usual two samples. An IAEA inspector should observe
the withdrawal of the sample intended for use by the Agency. In addition, it is assumed
that, at the request of the IAEA inspectorate and at a reasonable and mutually-agreed
upon frequency (up to a limit of one liquid sample per cylinder), the facility operator
would withdraw liquid UFg samples for IAEA use from the piping used in filling the remain
der of the tails cylinders.

While only a fraction of the above samples would actually be analyzed for weight per
cent uranium and weight percent U-235 by the IAEA at its own analytical laboratory, a com

I plete set of samples should be obtained by the IAEA so that it could make a random selec-
1 tion of the samples to be analyzed without the facility operator having knowledge of
which samples were so selected. Otherwise, the operator could simply divert material
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from a cylinder which he knew had not been verified by the IAEA. The on-site inspector
would need storage facilities for the UFg sample cylinders. At some reasonable time fol-
lowing the end of a given material balance period and after the resolution of any mate-
rial balance quantity discrepancies, the IAEA would return the unused samples to the fa-
cility operator. The Model IS sample cylinder^)

}
which can contain a maximum of 450

grams of UFg, is recommended so as to minimize the quantity of UFg stored by the IAEA
inspectorate.

Verification of mass of UF^ transferred . We shall assume that the facility operator
would measure the full and empty weight of every cylinder of UFg fed to and withdrawn
from the cascades. The IAEA inspector would observe the full and empty weighing by the
facility operator of each of these cylinders. For feed cylinders arriving under IAEA
seal, the verification of the full cylinder weight would be performed on a test basis. In
addition, the IAEA should observe the facility operator calibrate the accountability
scales. If feasible, the IAEA should obtain a calibrated set of full and empty 14-ton
cylinder replicas; from time to time, the IAEA inspector would request the operator to
weigh these IAEA-owned replicas under observation of the inspector.

Verification of weight fraction uranium . The UFg purity for feed, product, and
tails UFg transferred to and from the cascades can be expected to be greater than 99.5%;
that is, the uranium weight fraction would be within 0.5% (relative) of the nominal value

g = 0.676 for this UF5. Hence, reported values of UFg purity less than 99.5% would be,

a priori , not credible, and the IAEA would need to check for falsifications and biases
smaller than 0.5% (relative).

For the variables measurements, the IAEA inspectorate would send a randomly selected
sample of the sample cylinders (Model IS) to the IAEA analytical laboratory for very
precise and accurate measurement (2a = 0.1% relative) to check for such bias or
falsification. The sample size for each stratum (feed, product, tails) is given in Table
I. The IAEA would use the above data in generating a MUF-D statistic, and would be able
to determine whether the reported random error variances had been inflated and whether a

bias had been introduced.

Verification of weight fraction U-235 . The verification of weight fraction U-235
would be accomplished using a combination of attributes and variables measurements; the

attributes measurements contribute substantially to the efficiency (as regards IAEA re-
source utilization) of the safeguards measures applied. In this context, the U.S. gov-
ernment is developing in-line enrichment monitors for the continuous attributes
measurement of the feed, product, and tails assays (weight fraction U-235) of the UFg
transferred to or from cylinders: these measurements are expected to have precisions of
2 a = 2% (relative) or better^^-^) . Such a 100% sampling and measurement program at the

2% precision level would detect defects greater than about 4% (relative) with a high prob
ability.

The feed, product, and tails in-line enrichment monitors are all based upon the

passive detection of the 186-keV gamma rays from U-235 in either liquid or gas-phase UFg.

A product monitor would be installed at each liquid product transfer line connecting a

product desublimer or buffer vessel to the 10-ton cylinder. These monitors would use a

Nal-phototube combination to detect the 186-keV gamma rays. A device of this type has al

ready been developed and installed at the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant; it has

routinely achieved a measurement accuracy of 2a = 0.5% (relative) during 10-minute
assaysd^'lD . Similarly, a tails enrichment monitor would be installed at each liquid
tails transfer line connecting a tails desublimer or buffer vessel to the 14-ton
cylinder. A monitor for this purpose would utilize either a Nal-phototube combination or

a germanium solid-state detector for gamma-ray detection; the expected accuracy of the

enrichment measurement is about 2a = 1-2% (relative) for a 10-minute assay, depending on

whether the germanium or the Nal detector is used, respectively^^' l^) . A feed monitor
could be placed at the outlet of each feed autoclave; however, an alternative which is

nearly as effective would be to place a single feed monitor at the main feed line to the

cascades. A monitor for this purpose would measure the number of gamma rays from a

well-defined volume of gas; a correction for the absorption and scattering of the gamma
rays by the gas and by the measurement cell wall would be determined via a simultaneous
transmission measurement for an external gamma-ray source. A monitor of this type
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utilizing a Nal-phototube combination is expected to have an accuracy of 2a = 2%

(relative) for a 10-minute assay^^, 13)
#

Variables measurements would be made to detect small defects and biases. The IAEA
inspector would send a randomly selected sample of the Model IS sample cylinders to the

IAEA analytical laboratory for very precise and accurate measurement (2o = 0.1%
relative). The necessary sample size for each stratum is given in Table I. The IAEA

!
would use the above data in generating a MUF-D statistic for the U-235 material balance,
as well as estimates of the operator's random error; it would thus be able to determine
whether the reported random error variances had been inflated and whether a bias had been
introduced.

Verification of the Waste Streams

!

As noted above, the total amounts of uranium and U-235 removed via the waste streams
I (such as spent chemical trap media and decontamination solutions) could comprise on the
I order of 0.1% of the plant feed. Nevertheless, for large capacity enrichment plants, the
quantities of U-235 discarded could comprise a substantial fraction of a significant quan-
tity of nuclear material, and the overstatement of the uranium in these wastes could thus
present an attractive falsification path for the operator. Thus, the IAEA should verify
these quantities of U-235, in order to detect and deter gross overstatements. Such veri-
fication would be carried out on a random sampling basis using non-destructive assay meth-
|ods. It appears that in many instances, the IAEA need only make a crude measurement of
these quantities; for example, a measurement having a relative standard deviation of

'+ 20% might suffice for some waste streams while merely placing an upper limit on the
I quantities might suffice for others.

The IAEA could use, for example, a thermal neutron well coincidence counter to

measure the amounts of U-235 and U-238 being removed with the spent chemical trap media,

i
The coincident (spontaneous fission) neutron rate is determined primarily by the quantity

i
of U-238 present while the total neutron rate is determined primarily by the quantities

i of U-234 and U-238 present. If the uranium to be assayed contained no U-232 or U-236,

|
and if the U-234 to U-235 ratio were assumed to be approximately constant (1/125), and
further, if small (few percent) contributions to the neutron yield were ignored, then the
total neutron rate could be related to the mass of U-235 present, while the coincident
(spontaneous fission) neutron rate could be related to the mass of U-238 present. Such
an instrument is at present being developed by the U.S. government (12, 13)

m por trie pur-
poses of this paper, we shall assume that spent chemical trap material comprises the only
waste stream and that an NDA instrument (such as the above) is used by the IAEA to

j

measure the U-235 content of the waste. In addition, we shall assume that the resultant
i
NDA measurement has a relative random limit of error (2 a) of 20% and a relative
systematic limit of error of 10%. The number of containers to be measured on a random
sampling basis for a six-month material balance interval is given in Table I.

Numerical Results

The sample sizes given in Table I are determined from a calculation similar to that
outlined in Ref. 8 and 9. These documents are somewhat general in nature, however, and
necessarily tend to be overly conservative with regard to sample sizes in specific
instances. Sample sizes must be large enough to (1) enable the detection of the diver-
sion of 75 kgs of U-235 through defects with the desired probability, (2) enable the

I

detection of a strategy in which the operator artificially inflates his random

]

measurement errors by large amounts, and (3) minimize the contribution of random errors
to the variance of the MUF-D statistic when these errors are not falsified by large
amounts

.

In the present case, considerations (2) and (3) are dominant. Sample sizes were cho-
sen to minimize the total number of samples required subject to the constraints that (1)

random error not contribute more than 15% to the total standard deviation of MUF-D, and
(2) a given detection probability be achieved if the diverter artificially inflated his
random error variance so as to increase the standard deviation of MUF-D by more than 15%.

The results of these calculations are shown below for three levels of desired
detection probability for a single six-month material balance. The standard deviations

;

of the MUF-D statistic are given for the cases in which (a) the operator does not inflate
his random errors, and (b) the operator inflates his random errors in such a way that the
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contribution of random error to the overall standard deviation is 15%; if he exceeds this

limit he will be detected by other statistical tests with the desired detection probabil-
ity. "Sensitivity, bias" is the amount (kg U-235) which, when diverted into MUF or

falsified by biasing, can be detected with the stated probability. The total false alarm
probability, including both the chi-square and MUF-D tests, is lO

-
^. "Sensitivity,

defects" is the amount (kg U-235) which, when diverted as defects, can be detected with
the stated probability. This corresponds to a strategy in which the operator falsifies
the enrichment of a number of product cylinders by about 2-3% (relative). Falsifications
greater than about 3% (relative) are detected by the in-line enrichment monitors. As
these sensitivities to defects are quite conservative, and as they are much smaller in
any case than the bias sensitivities, falsification by defects does not appear to be an
attractive diversion strategy for the operator.

Table I

The number of samples to be measured for each flow stratum,
the standard deviation of MUF-D, and the sensitivities to

diversion via biases and defects as a function of the
desired detection probability, for a false alarm probability of 10

-^

Desired Detection Probability
0.8 0.9 0.95

Sample Sizes (semi-annual)

Feed
Product
Tails
Waste

21

17

9

10

24

20

10

10

27

22
11

10

Sigma MUF-D (kgs U-235)

No inflation
15% inflation

9.9

10.8
9.8
10.8

9.7
10.8

Sensitivity, bias (kg U-235)
Sensitivity, defects (kg U-235)

42.1
19

46.6
25

50.1

32

We note that for a 95% probability of detection, high accuracy (variables) measurements
would be performed for samples from about 9%, 41%, and 6% of the feed, product, and tails
cylinders, respectively.

Verification of the UFg Handling MBA Material Balance

The major inventories in the UFg Handling MBA would consist of cylinders in storage
yards, cylinders being sampled, and cylinders attached to the cascades for

feed/withdrawal of UFg. For cylinders in storage, verification would consist primarily
of cylinder identification and seal integrity verification, carried out on a random sam-

pling basis.
We next consider cylinders undergoing homogenization and sampling in the autoclaves.

The facility operator would have weighed (under IAEA observation) the full feed, product,
and tails cylinders prior to loading the cylinders into the autoclaves for sampling. A
preliminary value of the weight fraction U for these cylinders could be assumed by the

IAEA to be g = 0.676. A preliminary value for the U-235 assay of product and tails

cylinders would be obtained by the IAEA from the in-line enrichment monitor record for

these cylinders; the U-235 assay of normal feed would be assumed to be 0.71% U-235.
These preliminary values would be replaced by the more precise and accurate values ob-
tained by analysis (at the IAEA laboratory) of liquid samples obtained from these

cylinders

.

We finally consider the verification of cylinders attached to the cascades. The ini-

tial full weight of a feed cylinder, and the initial empty weights of product and tails
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Cylinders would have been verified by the IAEA (via observation of weighings by the facil

l.ty operator). At the time of the physical inventory, the cylinder weights would be ob-

served by the IAEA; it is assumed that these cylinders would be located on load cells or

scales so that they could be continuously weighed for process control. Load cell calibra

):ion would be checked from time to time by the weighing of cylinder replicas by the facil

^ty operator (observed by the IAEA). It would be desirable if the load cell electrical
tonnections and instrumentation were accessible to the IAEA so that it could assure

Itself that the load cell readings had not been subjected to tampering by the operator,

from the verified empty weights for product and tails cylinders, the nominal tare weights
lor feed cylinders, and the observed partially full weights for all the cylinders, the

^AEA could determine the amounts of UFg therein.
Prior to attachment to the cascades, a feed cylinder would have been homogenized and

'sampled, and a liquid sample would have been obtained by the IAEA. Therefore, the IAEA
(jould verify the gravimetric factor, via IAEA laboratory analysis of randomly selected
samples, for feed cylinders attached to the cascades. Similarly, the IAEA would verify
phe weight fraction U-235 in the feed UFg. For product and tails cylinders, the initial
ralue of weight fraction U could be taken to be g = 0.676 and the initial value of weight
iraction U-235 would be obtained from the in-line enrichment monitor. These approximate
values would be replaced by the more precise and accurate values obtained after the

oroduct and tails cylinders had been homogenized, sampled, and the samples analyzed at

the IAEA analytical laboratory.

|
SUMMARY

This paper has discussed the material balance accounting carried out by the operator
3f a reference 3000 MTSWU/yr gas centrifuge uranium enrichment plant, including
oeasurements for feed, product, and tails UFg flows. After discussing two operator
strategies for undetected diversion of uranium from the declared nuclear material balance
("diversion to MUF" and falsification), the paper discussed the IAEA material balance ver
Lfication strategies intended to detect, and thereby deter, the above diversion
strategies. For material balances drawn every six months for the Cascade MBA of the ref-
erence gas centrifuge plant, the verification strategy permits the IAEA to detect the di-

version of 50 kg of U-235 with a probability of 0.95 and a false alarm probability of
10-3.
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Discussion:

Bingham (NBL):

Dave, what was the basis for the values on the random and systematic errors that were
stated for the measurements of uranium fraction, the . 04% two sigma values, from whence

came those data?

Gordon (BNL):

The relative random uncertainty is taken from the USAEC report ORO-671-2, which

includes data for the determination of uranium in UFg by the ignition and impurity
correction (gravimetric) method. The relative random limit of error quoted in that report
lis .04$ per single determination. The relative systematic uncertainty was derived from
[consideration of the General Analytical Evaluation for UFg carried out by the New
Brunswick Laboratory (NBL-274, by Bingham and Bracey), looking at only those laboratories
|which performed gravimetric measurements. Of the 20 or so laboratories, only about 9

performed gravimetric measurements similar to the U.S. enrichment plant method; that is the
ignition and impurity correction method. I calculated the standard deviation of the
relative differences from the reference value, for those laboratories which performed
gravimetric analyses.

Nilson (Exxon Nuclear):

I think that you've shown that this system is capable of detecting the types of
diversions in Category III. Those concerns are not unique to an enrichment plant, any bulk
jfacility has those same types of concerns. To me the real concern, in your facility, is

the recycle concern, which you didn't touch on. Are you trying to do some work in that
area, because this is where the threat is in enrichment plants?

Gordon:

The least controversial subject in the area of safeguards for a gas centrifuge
lenrichment plant is the verification of the declared nuclear material balance. The
(questions of undeclared feed and the production of highly enriched uranium within the
jfacility are more controversial subjects. The IAEA is considering such questions, as well
as inspector access to the cascades; these issues are not at all resolved by the IAEA and
the Member States. The United States is attempting to develop a technique to directly
detect production of highly enriched uranium in the cascades, via detection of neutrons
with detectors located on the process building roof. That project is underway at LASL, and
is still in a relatively early stage of development.

Persiani (ANL):

In the last table you had listed numbers of samples, e.g., 27 for the 95% confidence
level. I am trying to relate the number of samples to throughput for 6 months or the
number of feed or product cylinders.

Gordon:

Those numbers of samples were for a 6 month materials balance. For the case of 95%
probability of detection, those numbers correspond to 9% of the feed cylinders, Hl% of the
product cylinders, and 6% of the tail cylinders. Thus, the IAEA would place most of its
effort on the product cylinders, on a relative basis.
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NDA for the SRP Fuel Fabrication Process

by

R. V. STUDLEY
E. I. du Pont de Nemours, Savannah River Plant

ABSTRACT

The Savannah River Plant fuel fabrication process is described to
illustrate requirements for a variety of assay techniques. Criteria and
design of some NDA systems for this process are discussed. Initial per-
formance of a neutron activation analysis system (californium shuffler)
as an assay method for several varieties of material is reported.

KEYWORDS: Nondestructive assay (NDA), safeguards, accountability in
fabrication of reactor fuel, active neutron interrogation,
neutron activation analysis, material control

INTRODUCTION

The Savannah River Plant (SRP) was built and has been operated by the Du Pont Company
since 1951 for AEC, now DOE. The plantsite is located (figure 1) in South Carolina adjacent
to the Savannah River, and roughly equidistant from Aiken, S.C., and Augusta, Ga. The
300-square-mile plantsite includes a central administration area, the reactor charge com-
ponent fabrication area where fuel assemblies and targets are manufactured, a heavy water
refining area producing moderator for our reactors, three operating materials production
nuclear reactors, two similar nuclear materials chemical separations areas primarily used
to refine products from our own reactors, plus waste storage tank farms and burial grounds
as well as a variety of supportive facilities.

The reactor component fabrication facility (figure 2), designated the Raw Materials
Area, includes several buildings where nonfissile reactor target elements or other core
and assembly components are manufactured. Also, in this area is Building 321-M where
reactor fuel assemblies containing highly enriched 235U are fabricated.

DISCUSSION

Reactor Fuel Fabrication

Building 321-M (figure 3) consists of seven main process areas plus offices, miscel-
laneous facilities, and storage areas. Process areas are: receiving for enriched uranium
(EU)

, casting, machining, assembly, extrusion, finishing, and shipping. Layout of the
building, constructed in the early 1950' s, was designed for efficient manufacturing in an
earlier form of the process, long before accountability was important for more than pro-
duction economy and health protection.

Receiving . In this part of the process, chemically pure, solid uranium metal packed in

sealed-steel cans is received from Oak Ridge. This uranium may be virgin or may be uranium
recovered from our reactors which has been recycled for re-enrichment through the Oak Ridge

Y-12 process. This recycled uranium may contain up to 40% of the 236U isotope which is not

practical to remove. Uranium metal is accurately weighed on receipt, sampled for isotopic

determination in the laboratory, and stored in a vault.
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Casting . Batches of about 2 kg of uranium metal are usually blended from several receipl
lots. In the casting process, each batch is melted with pure aluminum (figure 4) in graphite'
crucibles using inductive heating and stirring. The melted mixture is poured slowly into
graphite molds to prevent separation of the metals. Molds consist of a cylindrical sheath
with bottom and a center spire to form a hollow cylindrical casting (figure 5) . Castings of
several diameters are produced, depending on requirements for the final product (figure 6).

Machining . Castings removed from molds are mounted in a lathe and the rough, porous
upper ends are removed (figure 7) . Inner and outer surfaces are also trued but relatively
little metal is removed. The upper section which is removed, termed a riser, plus chips
from the cutting constitute the bulk of all scrap which is reprocessed in this building.
The scrap is clean since no oil is used in machining.

i

Assembly . Several machined castings with differing diameters are stacked concentrically 1

and placed in an aluminum housing (figure 8) fully enclosing the core. This assembly, called
a pre-extrusion billet (figure 9), is welded closed after being baked under vacuum to
eliminate trapped air.

Extrusion . The outgassed billet is then heated and placed in a high pressure hydraulic !

press to be extruded into a log (figure 10). The 250-lb hollow center log is then returned
|

to machining where it is cut into about nine billet cores (figure 11). These cores are then
'

returned to assembly and again housed in aluminum jackets which are also welded closed
after outgassing (figures 12, 13). Billets are then preheated and extruded (figure 14)

,

using the same press, into tubes about 20 ft long and from 1-1/2 to 3 in. in diameter.

Finishing and shipping . Extruded tubes are straightened, stretched, cleaned, cut to
length, and tested (figure 15). Tubes are then assembled in groups or with targets using
aluminum components. The finished fuel tube assemblies (figure 16) are shipped to one of our
three reactors for charging into the core.

Safeguards

Physical security . The entire Building 321-M plus a small amount of surrounding terri-
j

tory constitutes the material balance area (MBA) . Primary physical security protection is

provided by barrier fences, various alarms internal and external to the building, plus our
security force. Secondary protection is provided by the M-Area perimeter fences and tertiary!

protection by plant perimeter fences and limited access permitted to this area.

A centralized, computer-based alarm and data collection system is being implemented.
This system will be connected to alarms in all plant areas to provide local assessment of

all physical security alarms to security force personnel and will collect all data in a
centrally located alarm assessment facility as a backup. Such physical security features
are typical of those developed and described by Sandia and others.

j

Accountability. A high frequency accounting system (HIFACS) is being developed at SRP.
j

This computer-based, centralized data acquisition system will be connected eventually to

all SRP production sites to collect and analyze material balance data. Inputs to this sys-
tem will include data from assay equipment such as that discussed below, many process con-
trol instruments, and new operator communications stations at all primary process control
locations. Design of this system is similar to other computerized management information
systems for accountability data such as DYMAC, DYMCAS, CNMCAS systems which have been
widely discussed. HIFACS will utilize the Digital Equipment Corporation's (DEC) Distributed

Plant Management (DPM) system including a central PDP 11/70 supervisory computer, PDP 11/34

peripheral data collection computers in each major plant operating area, and LSI 11 series

microcomputers and RT805 operator input terminals within production facilities. Programming

of a prototype system is in progress.

Safeguards requirements analysis . Both formal and informal analyses of needs for

fissile material protection are being completed for all SRP processes. The Diversion Path
Analysis (DPA) developed by NBS, various forms of risk and threat analyses (as well as an

assessment of facility and production requirements) were completed to assess physical

security, material control, and nondestructive analysis requirements for the Building 321-M

facility.
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Fig. 4. Pouring a Uranium-Aluminum Casting.
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Fig. 5. Uranium-Aluminum Casting Being Removed from a Mold.
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Fig. 9. Welding Pre-extrusion Billet.
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Assessment of criteria for nondestructive assay (NDA) and material control systems
determined that equipment should be installed in-line with the process in a manner to mini-
mize the possibility of being avoided, bypassed, or having material recirculated around the
measurement. The equipment should be inviolate, self-sufficient, operator independent, and
provide unambiguous measurements with high confidence so that data reflect an accurate
evaluation of materials of interest. This equipment must also communicate with operating
personnel (on a limited, guidance basis) and security forces as well as the accountability
data collection system. However, all communications should be guarded against defeat of the
intended function.

Material Control Systems

High sensitivity of detection and speed of response may be employed in many safeguards [

measurements instead of high precision. Most systems in this category are breakthrough
sensing devices to detect nuclear materials where none should be. Examples of this class of 1

instruments are doorway monitors used to assist establishment of impenetrable physical se- 1

curity barriers, detectors for drainlines and filter effluents, plus screening devices for
supposedly clean waste and scrap. Another group of devices fitting this category are sur-
veillance systems used to protect stored materials.

An example of a material control system designed for the Building 321-M process is the
boxed clean waste SNM detector (figure 17). This instrument checks 30 x 30 x 30-in. (0.75 m)

cardboard boxes filled with up to 50 lb (23 kg) of waste from offices. The system is de-
signed to require less than 1 minute to detect 10 g of 235U (worst-case conditions).
Operator requirements for the system are limited to loading boxes and acknowledging the fact
with a start pushbutton or resetting the system after a box causing an excessive count (any

gamma) is removed. Clean boxes are automatically ejected from the exit which would not be
accessible by the operator, except through a doorway monitor (also sensitive to 10 g of
235U) . System conditions, such as door positions, internal weight, metal content of boxes,
background internally before a test as well as externally during tests of boxes, standards
and general system operation, are frequently checked by a microprocessor in the system to

obtain high confidence that performance continues to meet requirements. The system is also
designed to fail "softly" and recover automatically whenever possible to minimize false
alarms and maintain confidence in the system by production personnel.

A second material control system has been designed to monitor enriched uranium metal
stored in the vault (figure 18) between time received and use in casting. A weight detector
located inside each storage container is scanned by a microprocessor-based monitor.
Unauthorized weight changes of 10 g in any container will generate alarms. Operators making
normal additions or deletions of materials are prompted by the system. Operators are also
assisted in recovering from common mistakes but repeated errors or tampering with the
system causes alarms.

Nondestructive Assay Systems

Prime measurements . The most significant assay measurements are receipts (metallic-
enriched uranium in chunk form) and shipments (reactor fuel tube assemblies) . The best
methods to make these assays are currently being studied. A receipts monitor would typi-

cally employ a fully penetrating, definitive measurement (such as active neutron interro-

gation) plus confirmatory measurements such as weight (higher precision) and gamma
analysis (isotopic content and enrichment) with data correlated and checked against
shipper's claims.

Process scrap . The next most valuable measurement for accountability in our fuel

fabrication facility is scrap assay. In the fuel tube fabrication process (figure 19) , a

variety of 235U bearing scrap which is produced is recycled into castings. Over a period,
235U returned to castings is about equal to the amount charged from raw material receipts.

Short-term accountability balances, therefore, depend greatly on knowledge of the 235U

content of this scrap. 235U assay accuracy should, therefore, be equal to or better than

measurements of receipts or shipments.
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Scrap characteristics . Assay of scrap to high precision and confidence is complexed by
the many possible forms having widely differing geometries, matrices, and densities. Risers,
the porous tops cut from castings, and the lathe chips from cutting and facing the castings
are major contributors to the scrap. Log end defects, which are mostly aluminum, are the
ends with irregular uranium-aluminum concentrations remaining after an extruded log is cut
into billets. Rings are small sections of these logs too short for a billet. DR ingots are
a product of a local scrap recovery process where heavily oxidized froth skimmed from the
top of a crucible in casting plus any other material with suspect purity is reclaimed. The
6 x 6-in. (15 cm) solid cylindrical DR ingot is poured rapidly, unlike a casting, and the
slow solidification permits the uranium-aluminum mixture to separate, the heavier uranium
settling to the bottom. Uranium concentration ratios of three to one from bottom to top are
common.

Scrap containers . Loose scrap such as chips or the casting froth skimmings is placed
in 7-in.-dia x 12-in.-high (18 x 30 cm) stainless steel, thin wall, capped scrap cans.
Parts of larger pieces, broken before being recharged into casting crucibles, are also
placed in scrap cans. Materials of differing types or from different batches are not mixed
in these cans.

Scrap Assay

Current method .
23

->U content of scrap is now accounted for by tracing materials from
the source and is confirmed later with laboratory analysis of samples. Some inaccuracies
result in this method, however, for the more inhomogenous forms of scrap. Additional errors
result where scrap such as heavily oxidized skimmings from the casting process must be
purified in the local recovery process.

NDA methods . Nondestructive assay methods available for measurement of this scrap are
limited due to the variability and high density of some forms. Gamma measurements of

natural 185 keV photons respond only to surface materials due to the 0.24 mm half thickness
of uranium at this energy. Large assay errors would result wherever surfaces were not fully
representative of the scrap (such as in casting risers, DR ingots, etc.). Many other NDA
techniques, such as weight, are not sufficiently definitive to provide adequate assurance
that material substitutions had not been made. Neutron measurements are sufficiently pene-
trating and are definitive. Natural productivity of neutrons from spontaneous fission of
235U is too low to obtain a reasonable measurement period. However, active interrogation
where an external neutron source is used to induce some of the 235U to fission produces
adequate number of neutrons for satisfactory counting statistics in a reasonable period
from well under 1 g of 235U.

Variables in process scrap can cause significant measurement errors due to neutron
absorption and moderation. Neutron absorption by 235U content of recycled EU increases
rapidly as neutron energies decrease into the thermal energy region. Neutron energies are
reduced by moderators such as aluminum content of the scrap. Reduction in neutron energy
increases the probability of capture by 235U and the detectors as well as increasing ab-

sorption, all of which change response per gram of 235U for differing variables in the

scrap. These errors may all be reduced by maintaining neutron energies at a high level

where response to variations is fairly constant or linear.

Californium shuffler . An NDA system was developed by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

to assay scrap in the SRP fuel fabrication process (figure 20) . This system utilizes

neutron activation analysis (active neutron interrogation) and weight measurements to

assay 235U content of all forms of scrap in this process. A high energy, high strength

(1 Ci, 1 mg) 252Cf source is used to irradiate samples (generates about 1.5 x 10 9 neutrons/

sec). Neutrons generated by fissions of the 235U in samples are counted by 3He detectors.

To eliminate the requirement to differentiate between source and sample generated neutrons,

the source is oscillated between the irradiation position and a shielded, storage position.

Detectors count about 3,000 neutrons/sec from ? kg of 235U. The system cycles through eight

irradiation and counting cycles of 12 seconds each for a total test time, including back-

ground and weighing, of about 8 minutes.
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In service, a loaded scrap can containing up to 25 kg of scrap is inserted in an alumi-
num canister. The canister is connected to a hoist provided with the system and is lowered
into the measuring chamber (well) onto a turntable support. The hoist is disconnected from
the canister and is used to lower an 85-lb shield plug into the chamber top above the cani-
ster to protect personnel from the intense (approximately 1 rem) radiation field produced
by the californium interrogation source. An operator enters the sample ID through the typer
and prompts the microprocessor to start the assay. The canister is then lowered by an in-
ternal elevator (figure 21) onto three load cells three times and the average weight is

calculated. The canister is then raised and rotated for the remainder of the assay. The
californium source is moved (shuffled) about 4 ft from the storage position to the irradi-
ation position in 0.5 second. The sample is irradiated for 12 seconds during which two
small 3He flux counters measure irradiation field strength. The source is then withdrawn
to the storage position and delayed neutrons produced by fissions of 23 ^u are counted for
12 seconds by 22 large 3He neutron detector tubes. The alternate irradiation and counting
cycle is repeated five to 30 times to accumulate about 300-k delayed neutron counts,
enough, depending on 235U content for satisfactory (0.3%, 2a) counting statistics.

Calibration performance . In laboratory tests, reference source disks specially manu-
factured and analyzed for this system were used to evaluate performance of the shuffler.
Precisions of about 0.1% were achieved in tests with measuring times extended to 30 cycles,
repeated 30 times to calibrate the system using these sources. Precisions better than 0.4%
are achieved for normal assays of materials containing more than 600 g of 23 ^u. System
stability was better than 1% per month.

Vertical linearity of the sample chamber was measured by elevating a single 1-in. disk
in 1-in. increments. Calculated 235U content increases 4% near the center of the well and
then drops to -20% at the top due to nonuniformity of the irradiation field and sensor
arrangement. Actual scrap measurement errors due to nonlinearity are much less (about 1%)

since scrap is loaded relatively uniformly from the bottom of the can, rarely filling most
cans. Additionally, measurement corrections are made by fitting data to a curve determined
during system calibration.

Sensitivity of measurements to aluminum content (moderator) was measured by surrounding
reference source disks with pure aluminum disks of the same size. Worst-case error with one

uranium-aluminum disk placed among 10 aluminum disks was +20%. This error is attributed
primarily to increased capture by 235U of interrogation neutrons reduced in energy by
aluminum moderation. Data from these tests are currently being evaluated to determine if

corrections, such as by sample weight, can be calculated.

Assay performance . Experience with the shuffler in Building 321-M has been good.

Operating reliability has been excellent during the 6 months since installation with no

significant problems. System stability over this period, checked daily using six source
disks, showed changes typically less than 0.05% per day without any measurable long-term

accumulation. Assays of various forms of scrap indicate that results are very consistent
(well within 1% of expected values) for single types of scrap. However, results between

types of scrap differ from expected (traced) values and the reference source, particularly

for lowest density materials. This indicates the need for corrections for type of material
possible by weight and a height (density) measurement or by identifying the type material
being tested. Response data are currently being analyzed to evaluate possible corrections

and to identify the number of types which must be accomodated to achieve a specified level

of accuracy. Additional standards with accurately known 235U content and with other para-

meters closely matched to a particular type of scrap (DR ingots, chips, etc.) have been de-

signed and are being fabricated to evaluate corrections.

To assess potential applicability of neutron activation analysis for other materials

in this process, billet cores cut from logs were also assayed in the shuffler. Performance

is good with excellent self-consistency. However, indicated 235U content per gram exceeds

that for chips since these billets are relatively thin wall and have a low overall density.

Reference sources . To determine response of the californium shuffler, a set of solid

uranium-aluminum disks was specially manufactured. The constituents of the metal closely

correspond to current production alloys and density is equivalent to the most dense scrap

which would be measured. Each disk is 1 in. (2.5 cm) thick x 6-in. diameter (15 cm) and

weighs about 1.7 kg of which about 300 g is 235U, 200 g other uranium isotopes, and the re-

mainder fairly pure aluminum. Disks are encapsulated in a welded aluminum can (figure 22)

making the finished source disk 1.1 in. (2.8 cm) x 6.75-in. diameter (17 cm). Eleven of

these disks will fit into a standard scrap can.
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Manufacture of these disks was carefully controlled to achieve maximum material uni-
formity and to permit the highest accuracy calibration of 235U content currently available.
All new materials were used (virgin 235U and recycled uranium blended to match current pro-
duction alloys and all virgin aluminum) and traced. A special-collapsed center, solid log

(figure 23), was manufactured using carefully controlled standard production techniques.
Source disks were then cut from the log, with original orientation of each disk documented.

A 1/4- in. -thick (0.6 cm) disk was also cut between each 1-in. disk to provide representative
laboratory samples. These sample disks were sectioned in quadrants and four sets of labora-
tory samples were assembled by selecting quadrants rotated 90° for each successive sample
disk throughout the log. This reduces effect of linear or circumferential concentration of

materials in the log. One of the four sets of samples was then destructively analyzed by
laboratories at SRP and at LASL using several analytical techniques (figure 24). Analysis
of laboratory data and maximum precision measurements with the shuffler (figure 25) provides
235U content of each disk with an uncertainty of 0.91 g (±0.3%). One-inch source disks were
also examined using gamma analysis of many small surface areas and by fluoroscopy to con-
firm that no significant segregations of uranium were present.
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Discussion:

i Nilson (Exxon Nuclear):

You have a very complicated fuel fabrication process and it is interesting to see how
I
you have been able to instrument it in a nondestructive way. I wonder how you made your

i material balance before this?

Studley (SRP):

Primarily by tracing the original material from the uranium put into the casking. Of
course as material recycles through the scrap process problems increased in maintaining

!
accuracy.

;

1 Nilson:

And this is all highly enriched uranium too, it is very sensitive to safeguards.
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An In-Line Monitor of Plutonium Holdup in Glovebox Filters

T. K. LI and R. S. MARSHALL
University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

An in-line filter holdup monitoring system has been designed and
installed in the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) Plutonium
Processing Facility to detect plutonium buildup in a glovebox exhaust
filter. The filter is located on top of a glovebox in which PuC>2, UO2,

and carbon are blended, milled, and prepared for making advanced fast
breeder reactor (FBR) fuel. The system uses a 5- by 5-cm Nal detector for
the gamma-ray nondestructive assay of plutonium in the filter. The system
is simple and inexpensive, and is able to automatically and continuously
collect data on plutonium buildup. The system is capable of measuring less
than 0.1 g of plutonium in the filter.

KEYWORDS: In-line holdup monitor; glovebox filter; Nal detector;
nondestructive assay; real-time accountability.

INTRODUCTION

Plutonium holdup in glovebox exhaust filters can be a significant fraction of plutonium
holdup in process gloveboxes. This situation frustrates real-time accountability and nu-
clear material control because the filters are typically changed and measured for plutonium
holdup only at several-month intervals. From the safeguards point of view, it is important
to determine the rate of plutonium buildup on filters as a function of the amount of pluto-
nium processed.

An in-line filter holdup monitoring system has been designed and installed in the new
Plutonium Processing Facility at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) to determine
the rate of plutonium buildup in a glovebox exhaust filter. The monitored filter is lo-

cated on top of a glovebox in which Pu02, UO2, and carbon are blended, milled, and
prepared for making advanced fast breeder reactor (FBR) fuel. The monitoring system uses a

Nal detector for the gamma-ray nondestructive assay of plutonium in the filter. Advantages
of the Nal detector are its high efficiency, low cost, compact size, and its ability to
operate at room temperature. The only disadvantage of the Nal detector is that the resolu-
tion is not good enough to separate the major gamma rays of 239Pu from other interfacing
peaks. However, all the Pu02 used for fabricating the FBR fuel is aged enough so that
the daughter products and parent isotopes are in equilibrium. Furthermore, since the iso-
topic composition in the process is consistent, gamma-ray intensity ratios from different
isotopes remain unchanged. Gamma rays over the range of 320 to 470 keV emitted by 239pu>
24lpu_237u, and 24lAm are measured for determining the plutonium buildup in this

study.

This paper describes the measurement method, including calibration, and reports the

results of a study of the rate of plutonium buildup in a typical glovebox exhaust filter.

MEASUREMENT METHOD

The Glovebox Exhaust Filter and the Holdup Monitor

Glovebox air is exhausted through at least three stages of filtration to remove
airborne contamination. A high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, located in a

filter housing on top of the glovebox (Fig. 1), removes most of the particulate matter.
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Additional filtration in the building glovebox exhaust system traps any airborne

radioactive particles that pass through the glovebox filter.

The 20.3-cm-diara by 14-cm-long HEPA filter (Fig. 2) is rated at 99.97% efficiency for

0.3-micron particles. A perforated spacer located above the active HEPA filter allows the
1 exhaust air flowing through the filter to pass out into the exhaust duct. Above the spacer

I is a replacement HEPA filter that blocks upward contamination in the filter housing. When

I

the active HEPA filter needs to be replaced, the replacement filter is pushed downward
until the active filter drops into the glovebox.

The in-line filter holdup monitor, a 5- by 5-cm Nal gamma-ray detector, is installed on

j
the top of the glovebox at a distance of 18 cm from the active HEPA filter. The detector

! is well shielded and collimated by lead. The design of the collimation and shielding

j

allows the detector to view the entire active HEPA filter only, and sufficiently eliminates

j
the gamma-ray signal coming from large quantities of plutonium in the glovebox beneath the

, detector. The cylindrical column that houses the filter is also well shielded to prevent
gamma rays emitted by radioactive materials in adjacent gloveboxes, conveyors, or equipment
from reaching the detector. Absorbers of lead (approximately 1 . 5-mm-thick) and cadmium
(approximately 0 .8-mm-thick) are placed in front of the detector to attenuate the intense
low-energy gamma rays and x rays.

Electronics

A block diagram of the monitoring system electronics is shown in Fig. 3. Gamma rays
emitted from the filter are detected by the Nal detector and analyzed by single-channel
analyzers (SCAs). Three SCAs are used for determining the plutonium gamma-ray peak area
and adjacent backgrounds. Because all the plutonium processed in this particular glovebox
is aged and of consistent isotopic composition, the assay window is set at 320 to HJO keV
for the 239pu and 24lpu gamma-ray complex. An automatic gain-control (AGC) amplifier
minimizes shift from counting-rate variation and photomultiplier-tube aging. The system is
stabilized by setting the SCA discriminators in the AGC amplifier at the 662-keV gamma-ray

peak emitted from a 1-|dCi 1 37cs source. The SCA outputs, including output from the AGC
amplifier, are fed to counters that are interfaced to a printing unit. The printer is a

digital printing accessory and program-control center for the data acquisition system. The
data from each counter in the system is printed in sequence, with an automatic paper-tape

Fig. 1. Arrangement of the glovebox,
filters, and detector, including
shielding and collimation.

Fig. 2. The HEPA filter for the holdup
monitoring system.
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advance for each new data word. By presetting the printer to recycle, and the
counter/timer to a specific counting time interval, the system will continuously collect
and print the data. This automatic system minimizes operator intervention once the system
has been calibrated and set up for measurements. The multichannel analyzer (a Tracor-
Northern NS-710) is used only during the initial set-up.

CALIBRATION

The system was calibrated with three plutonium filter standards. The LASL Analytical
Chemistry Laboratory prepared the standards by adding known quantities of Pu02 to filters
of the same type used in the glovebox exhaust system. Each standard was prepared by
sprinkling Pu02 powder evenly over the surface of the filter while drawing air through
it, thus simulating the type of filter loading that might be observed in a glovebox exhaust
filter. The individual filter standards were then sealed with aluminum foil covers, pack-
aged in double plastic bags, and centered in plastic boxes having 6-mm-thick walls. The
calibration system set up, including detector shielding and collimation, was the same as
the in-plant set up at the LASL plutonium facility.

The idea for preparing the plutonium filter standards in the manner just described was
gained from a previous experiment in which we investigated whether plutonium distribution
in the filter would affect the response of the Nal detector. In this study, a 10-g pluto-
nium source was moved horizontally and vertically across the area of the filter and the
response of the detector was noted for every source position. The detector proved to be
insensitive to the distribution of a given amount of plutonium in the filter.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the monitoring system electronics.
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The calibration results are plotted as closed circles in Fig. k. Each calibration

point is an average of four independent measurements derived from four sides of the boxes
that housed the filter standards. The response decreases slightly as the plutonium in the

filter increases, due to self-attenuation and to rate-related counting losses in the elec-

tronics, including pile-up and deadtime losses. To determine whether the monitoring system
and the filter standards were properly designed, we measured the magnitudes of the correc-
tion factors attributable to attenuation and rate-loss. The 662-keV gamma-ray peak from a

1-fj.Ci ^7rjs source was used to determine pile-up and deadtime corrections of the system.

A 10-g reactor-grade plutonium source was used as a transmission source for measuring
sample self-attenuation. The calibration results with attenuation and rate-loss correc-
tions (shown as open circles in Fig. 4) demonstrate the expected linear behavior for

measured response vs plutonium in the filter. Attenuation correction for the filter
standard containing 1 g of plutonium was 32$ ; attenuation correction for the filter
standard containing 20 g of plutonium was 39%, with a rate loss of about 5%.

RESULTS

The monitoring system successfully detected plutonium in the glovebox active exhaust
filter. The plutonium buildup in the active HEPA filter was measured during the prepara-
tion of 16 batches of advanced carbide fuel. The data were taken right after each batch of

Pu02» UO2, and carbon had been weighed, mixed, blended, milled, and unloaded from
ball-mill jars. The results are plotted as a function of batch in Fig. 5(a). The buildup
is essentially linear. The error bars represent both statistical counting uncertainties

10 20 30
Plutonium in Filter (g)

Fig. 4. Calibration results for three plu-
tonium filter standards. The open circles
show the calibration points with attenua-
tion and rate-loss corrections; the closed
circles show the calibration points without
correction.
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and uncertainties associated with calibration. A counting time of approximately 100 min is
'

required to obtain a statistical uncertainty of less than \% . Figure 5(b) shows the amount
|

of plutonium buildup per processed batch. The average detected accumulation of plutonium
per batch, as indicated by a dashed line, is 0.096 + 0.037 g.

CONCLUSION
i

In summary, we have demonstrated an in-line monitoring system for measuring the
plutonium buildup rate in a filter as a function of the amount of plutonium processed. The
system is simple, inexpensive, automated, and easy to operate, and is sensitive to less
than 0.1 g of plutonium buildup in a glovebox filter. This system could be moved from fil-
ter to filter to establish the plutonium buildup rate in filters throughout the plant.
Once the rate of plutonium buildup is known for each filter, safeguards personnel can
estimate the amount of plutonium buildup in the filters at any time. Subtracting the
estimated filter-holdup values from the material-unaccounted-for (MUF) value for each
glovebox should substantially increase the credibility of estimates of nuclear material
holdup in process gloveboxes. The rate of plutonium buildup in the glovebox filter
observed in this study is relatively low. The plutonium-buildup-per-kilogram-of-
plutonium-processed varies widely in high-throughput gloveboxes and might be expected to be
ten times higher than that observed in this study.
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Discussion:

Nilson (Exxon Nuclear):
I have a question, T.K. Your calibration standards were of a given isotopic ratio.

Have you looked at how the standards vary with different plutonium types?

Li (LASL):

We used a reactor grade plutonium of about 12%
2i,0

Pu. We didn't measure the
calibration constant's dependence upon isotopic abundance. This should, however, be
approximately linear versus the 239pu abundance.

Suwala (B&W):

We have done some work in trying to measure the filters in our plutonium line in place
with a gamma counter and we have found that we couldn't do it because of the high
background in the area. Have you encountered problems such as this?

Li:

No, with our design, we don't have a background problem. The design of the shielding
and collimation cuts off the background.
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Integrated Quality Status And Inventory Tracking
System For FFTF Driver Fuel Pins

by
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ABSTRACT

An integrated system for quality status and inventory
tracking of Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) driver fuel
pins has been developed. Automated fuel pin identifi-
cation systems, a distributed computer network, and a

data base are used to implement the tracking system.

KEYWORDS: Fuel pins, quality status tracking system,
inventory tracking system, fuel pin identi-
fication system, manufacturing information
system.

INTRODUCTION

ligid manufacturing, quality assurance, and safeguards requirements support the need for

an integrated system for management of breeder reactor fuel pin and assembly manufactur-
ing data. Reliability must be maximized by compiling all required data in one central
Btore and by minimizing manual data entry.

[his paper describes a system at the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL)

:or demonstration in the FFTF driver fuel assembly manufacturing process. The system
lesign and concepts provide a basis for use in other processes as well as the one
lescribed herein.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The quality status system concept is based upon the elimination of manual record systems
at individual process and inspection stations and establishing one central, on-line set
of process, inspection, and inventory data. This concept allows real-time maintenance
of all data enabling background status checks to prevent further processing of defective
materials, or materials being held for nonconformance processing.

Automated data acquisition techniques are employed to minimize the need for operator
entry of data. A distributed microcomputer system is integrated with the existing pro-
cess equipment to allow acquisition of the process data from the various fuel pin and
assembly stations. A combination of hardware and software is used to implement the
on-line system and maintain the quality status and inventory data. The hardware and
software meets the design goals to provide:

• Data protection and data access controls
• Real-time response to process and inspection data
• User oriented work station operation
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PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Commercially manufactured FFTF nuclear fuel pins are received, inspected, and processed
into 217-pin bundles. Addition of a duct over the bundle completes the assembly pro-
cess. The assembly is then inspected and characterized prior to certification for use
in the FFTF reactor. The FFTF fuel pin and assembly designs are shown in Figures 1

and 2

.

Each individual fuel pin is uniquely identified by a six-digit code indicating the man-
ufacturer, fuel enrichment, and sequence number. As received, the identification is

roll-stamped around the circumference of the top end cap. The first process operation
is to laser-engrave this identification on the end surface of the top end cap. In addi-
tion to being more amenable to machine reading, the laser-engraved characters provide
a means of identifying fuel pins once they are fixed into the 217-pin bundle. The
identification systems and work station used for laser-engraving the end characters are

shown in Figure 3.

The fuel pin receiving inspection and fuel assembly manufacturing processes are well
established and have been operating routinely for approximately six years. The process
and the integration with the quality status and inventory tracking system are outlined
in Figure 4.

The first step in the process involves adding a pre-shipment data set to the on-line data
base. This information, furnished by the fuel pin manufacturer, consists of fuel pin
manufacturing and component lot data. Each fuel pin is checked against this data base to

assure the pin was accepted and certified by the vendor as part of the receiving opera-
tion. A series of 100-percent and sampling inspections are performed prior to releasing
the fuel pins for assembly operations.

Processing at each station is preceded by a background check to assure that no hazardous
conditions are created by further processing the fuel pin. For the bundle assembly oper-
ation, the quality status of the pins is also checked to assure that only accepted pins
are included in the finished assembly.

Following final assembly inspections all data are again reviewed as part of the assembly
certification process.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The project described herein is implemented as a collection of individual subsystems,
carefully integrated to form the system required to maintain continuously current
information.

The major components described in the following sections include:

• Information Management Center (IMC)

• Remote Process Stations

At the end of the section, a specific application is described:

• Fuel Pin Fissile Assay—an example remote station

Each individual component contributes to the performance of the system and is described
with reference to its relationship in the system.
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FIGURE 1. FFTF DRIVER FUEL PIN
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FUEL PIN RECEIVING STATION
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Information Management Center

The primary function of the Information Management Center (IMC) is to provide a central

store for all process, inspection, and inventory data. This data consists of actual

transactions received from the remote stations and additional summary items calculated

in a real-time fashion. Additionally, the IMC acts as the communications and access

control manager for the integrated system. Combining these features with the real-time

data handling capabilities, the system allows constant monitoring of fuel pin and assem-

bly status as well as current inventory and item location data. These features are
provided by the use of a PDP-11 minicomputer operating under the RSX-11M operating sys-

tem. The TOTAL data base system is combined with application specific software to manage
the quality status and inventory data.

During on-line operations, data are pre-processed by the remote process stations and
submitted as transactions to the IMC. Following additional validity checks by the IMC,

the transactions are processed and the transaction status returned to the remote station.

A central access control file is maintained by the IMC. Access to each mode of operation
is allowed only if associated access flags are set for both the requesting operator and

the requesting station. The remote station submits a logon transaction to the IMC and
the IMC returns a transaction to the remote station indicating the allowed operating modes
for display and menu selection at the remote station.

The following are allowed operating modes:

Each mode involves a cooperative effort between the IMC and remote station. By allowing
only pre-tested programs for normal operation, the system reliability is greatly improved.
The trans mode allows privileged users direct access to specific tasks residing in the
host. Such tasks include BASIC, QUERY, and REPORT-WRITER . Normal users are allowed
access only to the functions required by their particular job description.

The remote station concept evolved from the need for local automated data acquisition at

selected work stations, to provide stand-alone systems for easy interface to the existing
process equipment, and to allow for expansion to meet future unforseen requirements.

The primary function of the remote station is to act as a pre-processor for the IMC. In
operation, the remote stations acquire all real-time process data and perform the time
consuming validation and verification checks in all transactions for the IMC. One of the
major advantages of the remote station concept is in providing an additional access con-
trol level between the user and the host. Each remote station is configured to run only
specific programs. This concept, in conjunction with the central host control of access
rights, makes inadvertant or intentional tampering with the data base exceedingly

The remote stations, by performing many of the tedious and resource consuming check func-
tions, free up valuable resources on the host while giving the user nearly instantaneous
response at his operator terminal. Figure 5 shows a typical remote station consisting of
the fuel pin reader system, dedicated operator CRT, and microprocessor controller. The
pin reader consists of the large electronics cabinet, the actual camera, and a small CRT

I for display of the raw video data and processed pin identification characters. The micro-
I processor provides for control of the pin reader, communication with the operator and the
IMC, and for the acquisition of process data as required for each station.

Logon-Menu
Move
Process
Certify
Trans

As described above
Update fuel pin locations
Add process/inspection data to the data base
Complete fuel/assembly certification reviews
Privileged access to host

Remote Process Station

difficult.
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In operation, the pin identification is read by the automated reader system and verified

from the operator keyboard. Key process data and the pin identification are screened and

transmitted to the IMC for processing.

Additional verification is performed by the IMC prior to updating the data base. The IMC

always returns a transaction status to the remote station providing feedback on the

success of the transaction.

Fuel Pin Fissile Assay—An Example Remote Station

One of the primary process operations in the receiving inspection process is the fuel pin

fissile assay system. The 252cf fuel pin assay system developed by the Los Alamos Scien-
tific Laboratory (Reference 1) has been upgraded (Reference 2) and integrated into the

quality status system. This equipment is used to inspect the commercially produced FFTF

I
driver fuel pins. Total fissile content, fuel column fissile uniformity and fuel pin dia-

. meter are measured, and the pin identification is automatically determined at the assay
station (Figure 6). In operation, the fissile assay, gamma scan, and pin diameter data
are accumulated. Calibration data obtained at four-hour intervals provide the basis to

calculate actual pin mass, pellet deviations, and pin diameter from the raw data acquired
during the assay cycle. The raw data, pin identification, and calculated acceptance in-
formation are logged to magnetic media for permanent storage. Key process information is

transmitted to the IMC to update the quality status and location records. Once this in-

formation and the other process status data are stored in the central data base, it is

|

available for further calculation, various process reports, and for generating the final
inspection records package for each fuel pin.

I

SUMMARY

I The quality status tracking system provides the capability for real-time monitoring of the
HEDL FFTF fuel pin inspection and assembly processes. The use of a distributed computer
network allows for increased reliability, automated acquisition, and multi-level protection
of the process, inspection, and inventory data. The hardware and software design incor-
porates the capability for distributed control of processing operations by the remote sta-
tions. The implementation of the system described is progressing and a rapid pace. The
target goal for complete implementation of the components described in this paper is
mid-1980.
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biscussion:

Persiani (ANL)

:

' What do you have in the way of plans for item identification of the fuel assembly per
ise, through the fuel handling system, loading and unloading of the reactor, etc?

Gottschalk (Westinghouse-Hanford)

:

The FFTF fuel assemblies themselves are identified with a unique assembly number which
identifies the zone of the reactor they are going in, and also a sequence number for the
(assembly. Once the pins are all assembled into the assembly, the assembly becomes the item
jwe trace. On the assembly itself, the identification is binary coded on a notch on the
handling socket. The fuel handling equipment can identify this assembly by a mechanical
mechanism. We would hope that eventually this quality status and inventory tracking system
concept will be extended from where we've started with the pin and assembly processing, on
back through from the feed materials and on out through the assembly use in the reactor

—

basically close the loop completely. The project is funded by DOE just for demonstration
in the fuel assembly area, in order to determine the economic feasibility for doing that in
an existing plant.

Nilson (Exxon Nuclear):
Can these assemblies be easily disassembled?

Gottschalk:

The disassembly process is similar to that for an LWR assembly and, in fact HEDL has
developed a disassembly machine for FFTF assemblies.

Nilson:

How do you protect the integrity of the fuel assembly from somebody substituting a rod?

Gottschalk:

It takes quite a bit of special gear to cut the assembly apart. Also, one of the
reasons we wanted to etch the fuel pins on the top of the end cap was so that a person or
machine can look in on the top of a bundle and verify by pin number that items are still
there. In addition, for assembly verification, we have proposed programs for complete
assembly assay in conjunction with LASL. Right now there is only one place that makes
breeder assemblies in the U.S., and they only go a short distance from the fuel fab plant
to the reactor. We would expect that some type of fissile assay device for a completed
assembly would be required should the breeder industry expand and become commercially
viable.
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ABSTRACT

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has an unirradiated enriched uranium
reprocessing facility.

Various types of solutions are generated in this facility, including distil-
lates and raffinates containing ppm of uranium and concentrated solutions with up
to 400 grams U/£. In addition to uranyl nitrate and HN03» the solutions may
also contain zirconium, niobium, fluoride, and small amounts of many metals.

A uranium solution assay system (USAS) has been installed to allow accurate
and more timely process control, accountability, and criticality data to be
obtained. The USAS assays are made by a variety of techniques that depend upon
state-of-the-art high-resolution Ge(Li) gamma-ray spectroscopy integrated with an
interactive, user -or iented computer software package.

Tight control of the system's performance is maintained by constantly moni-
toring the USAS status. Daily measurement control sequences are required, and
the user is forced by the software to perform these sequences.

Routine assays require 400 or 1000 seconds for a precision of 0.5% over the
concentration range of 5-400 g/&.

A comparison of the USAS precision and accuracy with that obtained by tradi-

tional destructive analytical chemistry techniques (color imetric and volumetric)
is presented.

KEYWORDS: Uranium Assay, Densitometry

INTRODUCTION

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) has operated an unirradiated enriched ura-

nium reprocessing facility for 25 years. This facility generates solutions with uranium
concentrations varying from 0.001-400 grams/liter. Until January of 1976 chemical analysisl

was used for accountability and a simple Nal-based single-channel analyzer was used for

process control/cr iticality safety. Despite its accuracy, the chemical analysis was not t

timely enough for practical use, and despite its timeliness, the Nal-based system was not
sufficiently accurate for practical use.

In December of 1975, the LASL safeguards technology group, Q-l, installed a Uranium
Solution Assay System (USAS) . After an initial calibration period the USAS went into
routine operation in January of 1976. This instrument incorporated both the process
control/cr iticality function and the accountability function into one device, which can

measure the U solution concentrations to + 1.0% (2-400 g/l) or better.

The following sections will describe the plant and its measurement points, the

instrument and its operation, and an evaluation of the instrument's accuracy and precision.

THE URANIUM RECOVERY FACILITY2

The enriched uranium recovery is carried out by the physical chemistry and metallurgy

group, CMB-8. A section of this group operates two plants, a Concentration Plant that is

primarily for head-end processing and solvent extraction and concentration and a Final

Recovery and Purification Plant that is primarily for intermediate processing and final

purification.
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Virtually every solution generated in the chemical and physical manipulation during

processing and purification is measured in the USAS as well as solutions obtained from

I other groups. Some of these solutions contain many materials besides uranyl nitrate and
' HN03» such as zirconium, niobium, aluminum, iron, sodium, phosphates, sulfates, and trace

amounts of various metals. Some of these ions, iron, zirconium, and niobium in particular,
' interfere with the chemical analysis of uranium by the colorimetric method and must be

removed prior to analysis by solvent extraction and electrolysis.

Graphitic materials (fuel rods and casting residues) are crushed, milled to a powder,

and burned to remove essentially all the carbon. The ash is leached with hot 60% (13N)

HNO3 and the slurry is filtered. The filtrate is assayed for accountability and for

1 process control/criticality. The uranium is typically in the 5-15 g u/l range. This
I filtrate is combined with filtrates from the H2O2 precipitation mentioned below,

, concentrated to about 20-25 g M/% (assays are done during the concentration for process

I

control, and a final assay is done for accountability) and run through solvent extraction.
The raffinate is measured for accountability and to determine if it can be discarded.
Typical assays give 0.005-0.015 g u/Jl. The aqueous product is concentrated to about 200 g
U/Z and is analyzed for both accountability and process control. The distillate from this
concentration step as well as others is also assayed for accountability and to determine
if it can be discarded. Assays are typically in the range of 0.005-0.010 g

The concentrated aqueous product is filtered and the filtrate assayed for accountabil-
ity and process control. The U is then precipitated with H2O2 and the resultant slurry

, is filtered. The precipitate is calcined to our final product, pure U^Og, and the
filtrate is assayed (5-10 g U/i), combined with other filtrates, and recycled through
solvent extraction.

Nongraphitic materials (rags, gloves, towels, etc.) are burned and the ash is leached

i successively with hot HNO3 and a mixture of 10 M HF-1.7 M HNO3 at 90-100°c. After

jj cooling, the excess fluoride is complexed with Al (1*03)3 and the slurry is filtered and
(assayed for process control. U assays will range from 1-15 g U/SL. The filtrate, which is

ji relatively unstable, is run through solvent extraction and the aqueous product is treated
as described above.

All other residual solids that have been previously leached with HNO3 are treated
the same as the ash from burning nongraphitic combustibles except that the leach with hot

!

HNO3 is left out.

THE URANIUM SOLUTION ASSAY SYSTEM3 ' 4

The USAS assays are made by a variety of techniques that depend upon state-of-the-art

J

high-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy integrated with an interactive, user-oriented

j

computer software package. The USAS is shown in Fig. 1. The hardware cost of such a

j

system is approximately $60K.

The design of the measurement station, Fig. 2, was determined by the wide range of
uranium concentrations present in the process and the accuracies to which these must be

j measured. The concentration range, 0.001-400 g/z uranium, is divided into three material
]
categories described below. Each category has a corresponding turntable measurement port
(into which is placed a plastic bottle containing the sample. The sample is rotated into

] j

the measurement position above the Ge (Li) detector for the assay.

The Ge (Li) detector is a closed-end crystal with a diameter of 42 mm and a length of

|j

30 mm. The relative efficiency and resolution at 1.33 MeV are 7% and 1.75 keV, respec-
tively. The resolution at 122 keV is 0.8 keV.

Fig. 3, a cutaway drawing of the station top, shows a sample in the measurement posi-
tion. The Index Lock positions and holds the sample accurately above the collimated

j! j

detector. The position indicator is interfaced to the computer and checks that the assay-
lilist has placed the sample in the measurement port corresponding to the material category
llfor which he is requesting an assay. The "9yb transmission source is mounted above the
sample and may be isolated from it by an automated computer-controlled shutter. A *cd
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source is placed on the end of the indicated plug nearest the detector. The cd 88-keV
gamma ray is used as the gain-stabilizing signal for the system electronics.

Standard high-resolution electronics are used to process the USAS detector signals.

The system is controlled by the minicomputer via a program written in BASIC. The program

and the final results of each assay are stored on floppy diskettes. There are two CRT
i terminals for operator interaction and a hard-copy printer for the results.

During normal operation the user pushes the "request assay" button and then is prompted
to enter a line of information on the CRT. This line consists of operator ID, sample ID,

sample type, volume of material sample was drawn from, count time, and sample enrichment,

i
when this information is sent to the computer, the assay begins.

Three gamma-ray assay techniques are used, each corresponding to a material category.

1 1 The material category is determined by where the solution originates within the plant's
I process, which to a large degree also determines the uranium concentration range within a

given category.

Material Type 1 (uranium concentrations of 0.001 to 0.5 g/i) : These by-products

normally contain a very small fraction of the total uranium processed, and therefore highly
accurate assays are not required. However, data must be available at a 10% one-sigma level

|
for a uranium concentration of 0.01 g/a in order to determine which solutions meet the

i| disposal criterion.

The assay is made by pipetting 50 cc of the type 1 solution into an 80-cc sample bottle

and positioning it above the detector. A spectrum is accumulated for 2000 s with the
transmission shutter closed.

The concentration of uranium P
u

is determined from these data by

_ I(186 )/I(pulser)
u K

!

where 1(186) and I(Pulser) are the number of counts in the 186-keV and pulser peaks respec-
tively, and K is a calibration constant determined from standards.

The results of a series of raffinate standard measurements are summarized in Fig. 4

where K is plotted versus log p u . The distillate K value was found to be approximately
1 10% larger than for the raffinate. The computer software requires the assayist to identify

I

the sample as a distillate or raffinate and uses the corresponding K value in the data

,
analysis.

I
Material type 2 (uranium concentrations of 1 to 50 g/i) : As with material type 1, the

assay depends on the measurement of the 2^ 5u 186-keV gamma-ray intensity. In addition, a

transmission measurement, which corrects for the absorption of the 186-keV gamma ray in the
sample, is required.

T, the transmission of a gamma ray at 186 keV, is determined by measuring the transmis-

sions, Ti and T2, of the 169Yb 177-keV and 198-keV gamma rays and linearly interpe-
llating. The transmission T is then given by

i

T = Tx exp
-
[9/21( n Tx/T2)] .

The assay is made by pipetting 20 cc of the type 2 solution into a 50-ml bottle, posi-

I

tioning the sample above the detector, and simultaneously counting the 186-keV and the

transmission gamma rays for 400 seconds. The uranium concentration is obtained from these
data by

p _ I (186) /I (Pulser)
u K(T)

K(T) was determined using a set of standards with 2 <_ pu <_ 50 g/l. The transmissions
were measured relative to an identical water sample. Typical results are shown in Fig. 5
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where K is plotted versus 1//T. The solid line is a linear least squares fit to the data
and gives K(T) for the T range of interest. The calibration function should not be extra-

|

polated beyond this range as the linearity assumption will not hold for smaller T. The two
dashed lines represent a +_ 0.5% variation in K(T). The low concentrations (^2 g/£) demon-
strate a + 0.7% precision, while the higher concentrations (^20 g/SL) demonstrate a + 0.35%
precision for the 400-s count times.

Material Type 3 (uranium concentrations of 100-400 g/£) : Twenty-cc samples, placed in
the 50-ml bottles, are assayed by an absorption-edge densitometry technique. 1- The nominal

i

count time is 1000 seconds. The ratio of transmissions of two gamma rays from
169yfc>(iio-keV and 130-keV gamma ray) with energies on either side of the uranium
K-absorption edge (115.6 keV) is measured, relative to a water standard. The ratio of
transmissions, R, is then given by

1(130) I
w (110)

R =
1(110) I (130)

'

w

where I (130) /I (110) is the ratio of the peak intensities transmitted through the sample and
'

Iw (110)/Iw (130) is the inverse of that ratio measured through the water standard. The
latter is a constant for a given transmission source and needs to be measured only once.
The total uranium concentration, Pu (g/£), is then given by

-In R

The calibration constant K is determined using a set of standards that are representa-
tive of the type 3 samples. The results of a USAS material type 3 calibration is shown in
Fig. 6. Each point corresponds to an average of nine assays. The standard deviation in
each of the four averages is 0.55% or less. The solid line is a fit to the four data points
of the function S-nR = -KPU and yields a K value of 4.146'10-3 l/g, with a standard

deviation of 0.57%.

Although the USAS is extremely stable, its performance is checked daily to ensure
accurate assay results. The standards used for this purpose consist of a reference plastic
standard for type 2 measurements, a 0.0025-cm-thick 93.15% enriched uranium foil (FOIL-2)

to check type 1 and type 2 performance, and a 0.0025-cm-thick depleted uranium foil (FOIL-3)

to monitor type 3 performance. Both foils are encased in plastic. Secondary standards are
j

used rather than solution standards because experience has shown that the plastic sample
containers are inadequate for long-term storage of the solutions.

The daily performance check routine consists of measuring these three standards and

monitoring certain parameters. The intensity of the ^^Yb source is verified so suffi-
ciently accurate assays can be obtained with the normal count times, the transmissions
through the foils must fall within predefined limits, and the FOIL-2 186-keV peak area is

checked against predefined limits. If these tests are passed, assays are allowed for the
remainder of the day and if any test is failed, an appropriate alarm message is printed at

the terminals.

Figure 7 shows a recent 45-day series of FOIL-2 results. The normalized 186-keV peak
area is plotted as a function of time. The standard deviation in these data is 0.45%, a

typical value for a monthly average. Figure 8 shows the performance check results from
FOIL-3 in the form of the equivalent concentration as a function of time. The standard
deviation in the FOIL-3 data is 0.55%. The performance checks should be source independent

and the 169Yb source change indicated on July 3, 1979 (the 18th day in Figs. 7 and 8) had

no effect on the performance check parameters. These two figures demonstrate the short-term

stability of the USAS. The long-term performance check results show a similar pattern and

are also verified with primary solution standards. In its current mode of operation, the

USAS calibration is checked against fresh primary solution standards every six months.

Calibration shifts as large as 0.5% have been discovered. Typically they are approximately
0.2%.
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The "Yb source has a 32-day half-life and consequently it must be replaced about

three times a year. It can be irradiated and reused but only after a fourto six-week

Icooling time to allow the intensity of the shorter half-life contaminants to die away. The

only other maintenance the system requires is that required by standard computer and

commercial nuclear instrumentation.

MEASUREMENT ACCURACY AND PRECISION

The type 1 measurements are the basis for determining whether or not a distillate,

raffinate, or other solutions can be discarded. High accuracy is not required for these

particular measurements. These solutions are nearly always 0.010 q/i 23% an<j ^ is

extremely difficult to chemically analyze solutions that are this dilute. Consequently a

'comparison with chemistry was not repeated during this analysis. The type 2 comparison
[verified the system's capability to measure the 186-keV gamma ray from ^"U, and the type

[1 measurement merely needs to determine whether the 186-keV radiation emitted from the

sample is negligibly low.

Figure 9 shows the results of chemical analyses on type 2 solution standards. The

ordinate is the fractional difference between the tag value and the chemical analysis. The
abscissa is the tag value for the uranium concentration. Two types of chemistry were used,

color imetric and volumetric. Table I lists the biases and standard deviations for the data
in Figs. 9 and 10. A large negative bias and a large standard deviation for volumetric
chemistry on type 2 standards would arise from the one outlier data point obtained for a 20

g/j, standard. This poor result could arise from one of two sources, a pipetting error,
discussed below, or a misapplication of the chemical technique. The type 2 standards are
made to resemble

TABLE I. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY RESULTS ON SOLUTION STANDARDS

Material Chemistry Standard
Type Technique Bias Deviation

2 Color imetric -0.53% +0.80%

Volumetric Insufficient data
Both -0.72% +1.11%

3 Color imetric -1.51% +0.51%
Volumetric -0.26% +0.30%

Both -0.84% +0.76%

the plant solutions; consequently, they contain some amounts of interfering ions. The USAS
is insensitive to these contaminants but the the chemical techniques are not. Figure 10

shows the chemical analysis results for the type 3 standards. The large negative bias dis-
played for the colorimetric analysis is probably not due to pipetting errors but more likely
to an incorrect calibration in the chemical technique. Five of the six colorimetric values
were obtained with the same chemical setup.

There is a certain amount of pipetting involved in drawing the samples and in the

I

chemical analysis. Therefore, an independent analysis of the reproducibility of the pipet-
jting was carried out. 5 Three operators using two uncalibrated pipettes drew a total of
nine samples. The standard deviation of the nine values was 0.5%, and there were no signi-
ficant differences between the averages of the values obtained by the different operators
or the values obtained with the two pipettes. In another test, one operator drew eight
samples with one pipette and obtained a standard deviation of 0.3%. This was not statis-
tically different from the 0.5% obtained in the three-operator test.

Figures 11 and 12 show the results of a comparison between analytical chemistry and the
USAS assays of several unknowns. The type 2 and type 3 assays were 400 and 1000 seconds
respectively and had a calculated uncertainty of 0.7% to 0.4%. in both figures, the ordi-

i nate is the fractional difference between the chemistry and the USAS results, while the
abscissa is the USAS value for the concentration. Table II lists the biases and standard
deviations for these comparisons.
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TABLE II. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY RESULTS COMPARED TO USAS ASSAYS

Ma r pr ia 1 ChemisfcrvVr 1 IV> 111 A, 0 y Standard

Type Technique Bias Deviation

2 Color imetrie -0.51% +1.40%

Volumetr ic -0.96% +1.05%
Both -0.74% +1.21%

3 Color imetric -0.29% +0.84%

Volumetric +0.17% +0.45%
Both -0.06% +0.68%

For the type 2 unknowns comparison/ the chemistry results showed the same negative bias
that was obtained with solution standards. For both the color imetric and the combined
results, the standard deviation is larger than that obtained with standard solutions, but
this is expected since two additional sources of fluctuations are included in this compari-
son. These are the ^0.5% caused by the USAS precision and the ^0.5% caused by pipetting
the USAS sample. When the three errors are combined in quadrature, the result is consistent
with the value in Table II. The standard deviation exceeds the bias in all three cases, as
it did for the chemistry results on the solution standards. In the comparison of the type
3 unknowns, the bias is less than that obtained with the standards. Once again the three
precisions are consistent with the combined uncertainties. These data indicate that the
USAS is performing as well as the two chemical techniques.

A measure of the USAS's long-term accuracy can be obtained from the semiannual verifi-
cation with solution standards. Using the six-month-old calibration, the results in Table
III were obtained with eight freshly made standards. The USAS average in each case is the

average of 20 assays made over a period of six days. These data show that the USAS bias is

less than 0.96% for the range 5-350 g/z. They also support the conclusion that the USAS
can do as well as the chemical techniques for the range 10-350 g/£.

TABLE III. USAS ACCURACY COMPARISON

Tag USAS USAS USAS-Tag
Value Average Precision Tag

2.002 q/l 2.036 q/l +0.018 g/£ +1.70%

5.003 5.051 +0.034 +0.96%
10.000 10.085 +0.054 +0.85%
20.000 20.079 +0.071 +0.40%

150.001 151.253 +1.16 +0.83%

249.996 250.348 +1.66 +0.14%

299.994 298.506 +1.72 -0.50%

350.006 350.028 +1.77 +0.01%

CONCLUSION

The USAS was designed around this recovery plant's requirements. The three assay tech-

niques span five orders of magnitude in concentration. They are optimized to achieve the

best results on these process solutions, which clump around three concentrations in the

middle of each assay technique.

The USAS has been in operation for almost four years in this process plant environment.

During this time it has reliably provided approximately six assays daily, five days a week.

It supplies at least two assays every workday and has supplied as many as twenty. It pro-

vides the process control/cr iticality function and the final numbers for accountability

purposes. It is considerably more accurate than the previous Nal system was, largely
through its ability to distinguish U from various other radionuclides, and it is just as

timely. It is at least as accurate as the color imetric chemical analyses used previously,
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and it has considerably faster response times. In terms of actual process plant man hours,

I it requires one to two orders of magnitude less time to prepare the samples than the

j

chemical analysis requires. In addition, an answer is returned in 400-2000 seconds

compared to an average two-week turnaround time for the chemistry.
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Discussion:

Mallett (GE-Wilmington):
On your low-level solutions, do you know what the minimum detectable limit is that you

can go down to? You mentioned 10 mg per liter.

Baxman (LASL):

We can go down lower than that. Actually, at 10 mg per liter, the precision is
approximately 10$. We can go down to about 1/2 mg per liter, but there you are talking
about a precision of 50%.

Hawkins (NUSAC):

You said there was a difference in the calibration constant between the raffinate and
distillate. What is the reason for that difference?

Baxman:

The reason is that the distillate contains just a small amount of uranium and nitric
acid. The raffinate will contain that plus the zirconium ions, niobium ions, iron, a lot

I
of nitrate, aluminum, magnesium, and a lot of other ions. You don't get as much
transmission of the 186 keV gamma because of the other ions present. More of the
gamma-rays are absorbed in the sample.
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Automated In-Line Measurement of Nuclear Fuel Pellets

by

David R. McLemore and David H. Nyman
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, Richland, Washington

ABSTRACT

The Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL)
operated by the Westinghouse Hanford Company for the United
States Department of Energy is currently developing, fabri-
cating, and evaluating automated fuel fabrication equipment.
This program has as its major goals: reduced personnel
exposure, improved safeguards/accountability and improved
fuel performance.

One of the automated equipment items which has been
fabricated is a fuel pellet inspection system. This system
inspects fuel pellets for surface flaws and measures pellets
for length, diameter, and weight at a rate of one pellet per
second. The inspected pellets are sorted automatically and
the results of the inspection are transmitted to a central
computer for trend analysis and verification of accountability
data

.

INTRODUCTION

The development and evaluation of automated equipment for the fabrication and
inspection of nuclear fuel is being performed as part of the Breeder Fuel Fabrication
Development Program conducted by the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL)

for the United States Department of Energy (DOE).

A major operation in the process is the inspection of fuel pellets for dimensions
(length and diameter), surface flaws, and weight. The current process utilizes a
sample plan to inspect fuel pellets due to economics and personnel exposure considera-
tions. To minimize these limitations and to provide enhanced quality assurance infor-
mation and improved Special Nuclear Material (SNM) accountability, an automated gaging
system has been designed and fabricated that measures these attributes on fuel pellets
at a rate of one pellet per second.

The pellet gaging system is divided into two parts: (1) mechanical and (2) electroni
The mechanical portion consists of a pellet handling system; inspection stations for

measuring length, diameter, weight, and surface flaws; a glovebox-like containment which
isolates SNM and associated hardware from the surrounding environment. The length, dia-
meter, and surface flaw inspections utilize laser optical systems with solid-state detect-
ion devices. Both the diameter and length measurement stations use linear self-scanning
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diode arrays, while the surface flaw station uses a single element detector to

distinguish between flawed and unflawed areas. A standard, commercially available weight
scale statistically samples pellets to determine pellet densities.

Figure 1 shows the pellet gaging system. Fuel pellets are placed in a vibratory
feed system for orientation and delivery to the handling system. Pellets are transported
through the various inspection stations with a reciprocating overhead gripper mechanism.
The transport system utilizes a pick-and-place operating principle^) (zero velocity at
each end of the handling cycle) to minimize wear of the gaging components and damage to

the pellets.

A removable tray is supplied which is designed to catch or redirect mishandled
pellets so that they will not fall into the apparatus from where they would be difficult
to retrieve. The tray elevation is at the same level as the top of the pellet inspection
stations

.

The electronic portion of the gaging system consists of a process control system,
a small dedicated minicomputer, and a supervisory computer system which will be located
in a centralized control center. (3)

The gaging system can be operated either through a local teletype or via the
supervisory computer in the centralized process control room. The dedicated computer
system is used to control the operation of the mechanical handling system, synchronize
data inputs and outputs with the handling cycle, process data, and sort the fuel pellets
into one of three categories: acceptable, rejec table, and hold (oversize diameter for
centerless grinding)

.

Variables data are transmitted to the supervisory computer for trend analysis and
process control information.

Mechanical System

Bulk Feed Hopper and Vibratory Bowl Feeder

The point of entry for pellets into the pellet gaging system is the bulk feed
hopper. It is designed to hold six kilograms of mixed oxide fuel pellets in bulk. Its
purpose is to dispense pellets to the vibratory bowl feeder so that the mass load on the
bowl feeder and its feeding characteristics remain relatively constant. The bowl feeder
longitudinally orients and feeds pellets to the pellet escapement.

Pellet Handling

Handling is a key technological element in any production system that performs
varied tasks at high speeds. Specifically, the pellet inspection system handling tasks
to be performed are:

0 Accept pellets from feed hopper
° Present pellets to length gage
° Present pellets to diameter gage
° Present pellets to weight scale
° Present pellets to flaw detection system
° Deliver acceptable pellets to holding area

Deliver reject pellets off line
0 Deliver oversize diameter pellets (acceptable to all other requirements to a

separate holding area
0 Perform the above functions at a throughput rate of one pellet per second

(1)

(2)

(3)

D. R. McLemore, D. H. Nyman, and R. S. Wilks, "Automatic Surface Flow Inspection
of Nuclear Fuel Pellets," The Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
Proceedings, Volume 143 (1978).

D. H. Nyman, D. R. McLemore and R. H. Sturges, "A Handling System for Nuclear Fuel
Pellet Inspection," Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, Volume 28, (June

1978) .

R. L. Fritz and J. A. Hubbard, "Fuel Fabrication Instrumentation and Control System
for Remote Operation," Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, Volume 32 (June

1979) .
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The constraints imposed on these operations are:

0 Minimize shock to avoid damage to the pellets
° Minimize sliding of pellets to avoid generation of dust and to minimize wear

of machine parts
0 Minimize anomalous behavior of system due to presence of off-size pellets,

partial pellets, loose chips and dust
0 Present pellets to gage sensors in such a manner as to avoid interference

with the measurement
° Design for easy and rapid replacement of components

A pick-and-place handling system was selected as the best alternative for this appli-
cation. Sliding of parts is eliminated, therefore, dust generation and machine wear
are minimized. Five sets of grippers are used joined together on a common overhead
bar. Drive motion is provided by a reciprocating cam that provides for + 90° rotation on

the output shaft with continuous (360°) rotation of the input shaft.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the input and output shafts on the drive

mechanism. The cam is designed to move fastest when transferring pellets between stations

and then returns at a slower speed. This allows most of the handling cycle to be used

for measurements and analysis.

The only surfaces to come in contact with the pellet are those associated with the

measurement devices and the grippers. The grippers grasp the pellet by the sides, and

the shape of the grippers allows for process variances in pellet diameters . End
squareness and pellet length are not factors for efficient operation. The pair of grippers,
illustrated in Figure 3, move symmetrically to grasp and release a pellet; thus, a

minimum amount of motion is required. The only wearing is on the inner surfaces of the

jaws as they pick up or set down the pellets.

Ideally, the pellet should be placed precisely on the measurement stand with no dis-
placement error. This means that the pellet is presented to the stand with zero momentum.
This can be accomplished by releasing the pellet above the measurement stand a minimum dis-
tance equal to half the difference between the largest and smallest expected diameters.
Practically, this distance has been increased by the vertical error in grip positioning.

Another source of pellet momentum arises from relative pellet motion during release
and grasp. To prevent this, the path from station to station features a dwell at each
end

.

Figure 4 is a temporal description of the handling cycle. Station time is 60% of
the total cycle time. Thus, a pellet "rests" in the station for 200 ms and is move in
300 ms of a 1000 ms cycle. This yields reasonable accelerations for the handling device
since the spacing between stations is four inches.

Sorting Gates and Receiving Bins

As each inspected pellet emerges from the pellet transfer mechanism, it is directed
through the sorting gates to one of three receiving bins by a computer-originated signal.
This signal indicates whether to accept, to reject for oversized diameter (but acceptable
for all other attributes), or to reject for any other reason. The receiving bins are
easily removable to permit dumping. These bins each hold a minimum of 6 kg of mixed
oxide pellets.

Length Inspection

The length of the fuel pellets measured at the length station is defined as the
distance along the pellet axis between planes held flush with the ends. It measures
pellets 6.160 + 0.97 mm (0.2425 + 0.038 in.) long with a + 0.05 mm (+ 0.002 in.) precision.
The length station can be modified to inspect pellets to 9.14 mm (0.360 in.) nominal
length with minor adjustments to the optical system. Pellets longer than 9.14 mm (0.360 in.)
would require lens changes. The accept/reject limits are teletype-adjustable in 0.03 mm
(0.001 in.) increments within the + 0.97 mm (0.038 in.) range.
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HEDL 7911-032.12

FIGURE 4: Fuel Pellet Handling Cycle
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The length measurements concept is shown in Figure 5. The laser beam is expanded

along one direction so as to form a rectangular beam of collimated light longer than the

pellets to be inspected. The pellet is cradled upon precisely parallel cylindrical and

horizontal rollers positioned such that the beam passes over the pellet ends and orthogon-

ally intersects the extended pellet axis. The pellet's shadow is then brought to focus

upon a linear photosensor array. The motor driven rollers continuously spin the pellet
during the length inspection so that all possible shadows of the pellet length are sampled.

This technique determines the mean length of the spinning pellet's shadow. Figure 6

illustrates how this mean length is determined. A fuel pellet with an exaggerated non-

square end is shown. The front view shows the rectangularly collimated laser beam

j

intersecting with and passing the pellet. As the pellet is rotated, its shadow, cast

I
upon the linear photosensor array, will change according to the angularity of the ends.

, Figure 6 shows how the illumination varies as the pellet rotates. The light-dark
boundary resembles a rectified sinusoid. This occurs because the greatest extensions
of the pellet's length block the beam twice per revolution. The mean length of the pellet
is then taken as the length detected between line segments k and 1.

At the end of the measurement cycle, one 16-bit word representing the desired pellet
length is transferred to the dedicated inspection minicomputer.

The pellet length information is then evaluated to determine if the length is within
the specified limits. A software subroutine performs this operation permitting changes

I

in the maximum and minimum limits if manufacturing tolerances change.

Diameter Measurement

The diameter station measures the 4.940 + 0.25 mm (0.1945 + 0.010 in.) diameter by
6.160 + 0.97 mm (0.2425 + 0.038 in.) long pellets to a precision of + 0.008 mm (+ 0.0003 in.)

over the diameter range. Diameter is reported as the maximum of approximately 50 readings
spaced along the length of the pellet. The diameter station has been designed so that
it can be modified to inspect pellets to 8.89 mm (0.350 in.) nominal diameter without
changing the optics. The accept/reject limits are teletype-adjustable in 0.003 mm (0.0001 in.)

increments anywhere within the +0.25 mm (+ 0.010 in.) range.

The concept used is shown in Figure 7. A collimated ribbon-like beam of light is

scanned across one side profile of the pellet by the rotating prism. That portion of the
ribbon-like beam, not obscured by the pellet, is focussed onto the narrow photosensor
array. The instantaneous pellet diameter is indicated by the length of the shadow
projected onto the array. Beam position in the gaging field is determined by counting
an oscillator that is set to a multiple frequency of the scanning frequency. Count is
initiated by the first light to strike the photodiode array during each scan.

Approximately 50 diameter measurements are preprocessed to determine the maximum
pellet diameter. One 16-bit digital word of pellet diameter information is then trans-
mitted to the dedicated minicomputer for analysis.

Each pellet is evaluated against diameter limits. The pellet is accepted if no
diameter exceeds the maximum limit and if a designated number of diameters are above
minimum limits. The designated number of diameters will be a presettable parameter.

The diameter measuring system is similar to the length measuring concept described
previously. The needed maintenance and repair skills are also very similar with both
systems using many of the same repair parts.

Mass and Mass/Length Measurement

A commercial weigh scale with automatic tare is used. The unmodified balance has
an accuracy of 1 mg + 0.02% of weight and a weighing speed of two seconds. This is the
fastest scale available on the market and since it cannot operate at the required
throughput rate of one pellet per second, sampling inspection is used.
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During the time that pellets are not being weighed, the handling system functions in

the normal mode-pellets advancing one inspection station on each cycle. When a weight

j

sample is to be taken, the gripper fingers are held open two cycles (two seconds) to

I allow time for the balance to settle and be read. Then the gripper fingers are returned
I to the normal operating mode. In the normal mode, pellets are passed through the scale,

|
but no weight readings are taken.

The frequency of weight sampling and the number of empty transfer cycles that

elapse during a weighing period are software adjustable.

If a pellet is outside the sorting limits because of a deviation in mass or mass
I divided by length, the system reverts to a mode where every pellet is inspected for mass
i until a software preset number of successive pellets (say 100) have been inspected and

I judged acceptable.

j

Mass per unit length will incorporate the measurement made at the length station.

The aglebraic division is accurate to + 0.001 grams per inch.

Surface Flaws

The system will detect chips and cracks with depths exceeding 0.08 mm (0.003 in.)

and minor dimensions greater than 0.08 mm (0.003 in.) {probability of detection would
be about 50% at 0.038 mm (0.0015 in.)}.

i

"
•

;

The system is designed to measure the combined flaw area of two round random chips
of 1.27 mm (0.050 in.) diameter to an accuracy of 1% of nominal pellet area on pellets
with nominal dimensions.

The method used to detect surface flaws is based on changes in the reflected light

|

level of a moving spot of light. The reflected beam exhibits a strong specular component
I even though the surface appears relatively nonreflective . Many mixed oxide pellets have
!
been examined in design testing, and although the overall light level varies between
pellets, the specular component remains a prominent feature.

Microscopic features of the pellet surface affect the amount of specular reflection.
! A flat spot tends to reflect the beam away from the "nominal" path the light would

follow from a rounded surface; a small pit may reflect the beam internally, while larger
defects reflect the beam in various directions, all contributing to significant loss of
light.

The method used for scanning the pellet surface is shown schematically in Figure 8.

The incoming beam of light is focused to a small spot and is deflected through a small
angle by a multifaceted mirror. During inspection, the rollers rotate the pellet with
the light beam sweeps across the pellet's surface.

The beam size is adjusted to the required instrument resolution for a minimally
rejectable feature. Light from the pellet surface is then imaged onto a photodetector
by means of another lens.

The received illumination signal is processed by setting a "dark level" below
which any signal is considered to represent a defect area. The dark level coupled
with the aperture determines the sensitivity of the signal to surface depressions (flaws)

To extract the area and size of a defect from the signal, the light level must be
synchronized with beam position on the pellet surface. This is accomplished using a
synchronous motor drive for the pellet rollers and a reference grid to locate the moving
light beam. The use a reference grid was dictated by the need for a stable, linear, high
speed position sensor. Other techniques, such as a shaft encoder or resolver coupled to

I

a rotating scanning mirror, would require a resolution on the order of one part in 7000.
A resonant vibrating mirror-type scanner would be unusable without some external means of

i accurately determining beam position.
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Given sufficient information to determine beam position and the light level of the

reflected beam, one can construct a surface map of a pellet in the memory of a digital

data processor. Decisions to accept or reject pellets are based on a combination of

flaw area, flaw perimeter and flaw location.

Commercial optical inspection systems that detect surface discontinuities are
available, but these systems do not directly measure defect size and are not capable
of distinguishing between defect types. Determining defect size and type (crack,

pit, chip, etc.) becomes very important when one considers the reasons for performing
surface flaw inspections. Flaw inspections are needed: (1) to assure efficient heat
transferability from fuel pellets to cladding and (2) to assure that no pellet is likely
to fall apart due to flaws during fuel pin loading.

Geometry factors that affect in-core pellet heat transfer are pellet-to-cladding
clearance and the distribution of clearance volume between pellet and cladding. The

importance of pellet chips when considering heat transfer can be better understood in

an example. Suppose a pellet contains a hemispherical surface chip. In-core, heat
generated behind the chip must either traverse a greater air gap to reach the cladding
or must travel around the chip to reach the nominal pellet surface and then cross the

air gap to the cladding. Either way, the local heat flow path is longer and a pellet
hot spot develops. If, instead of a concentrated hemispherical chip, the pellet had lost
the same material uniformly over its entire cylindrical surface, then the pellet would
run slightly warmer but no local hot spot would develop. Therefore, a hemispherical
chip is more serious than a long cylindrical chip of equal volume. Thus, chip sizes,
shapes and their relative proximities are important to heat transfer efficiency.

Processing Algorithm

The data processing proceeds as follows: light levels from the photodetector are
amplified, digitized and presented serially to the processor for storage. Synchronizing
signals control the digitizing process and deposit the data bit by bit, row by row, into
the memory to form an image.

Total "dark" area can be accumulated in a counter as the data are loaded in real
time. This area becomes equal to defect area when combined with the length measurement
from another section of the gage:

Defect area = dark area + length x diameter x 11 - total field area.

The diameter measurement controls the number of scans made across the pellet surface
and is thus inherently reflected in the total number of bits stored.

Defect area serves as the first stage of a two-stage sort and is used to speed
subsequent detailed processing: a pellet with less defect area than the minimum reject-
able single surface flaw cannot fail in subsequent examination of surface features.

Detection of individual surface features requires a scan
of the stored image and an accumulation of related properties. The scan begins with
a test for end chips. A pointer moves from left to right until it encounters a light
area, thus marking the edge of the pellet. A second pointer performs the same operation
but from right to left in parallel. A simple algorithm then moves the pointer downwards
along the edge. At each row, the address of the pointer is added to a counter. The
sum at the end of the downward scan gives the left and right areas of darkness.
Combining the left and right areas with known parameters gives end chip area:

Each chip area - left area + right area = (length x diameter x If) - total area
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Also collected by the algorithm are the differences between consecutive addresses
during the downward scan. This yields the perimeter of the pellet's edge.

Perimeter = /l + (A edge location) z

To save processing time, the square is not actually calculated, but a table of values
is used instead. The table is indirectly addressed by the differences in consecutive
pointer locations:

A Location A Perimeter

0 1

1 1.41
2 2.23

3 3.16

To isolate interior defects, a pointer first scans the field from left to right
until it encounters a dark area. (The end areas have been "erased" at this point in
the processing) . If no dark area is encountered, the pointer skips several lines down
and tries again. Every line need not be scanned, since resolution need only be
sufficient to trap minimally resectable defect lengths. Once a defect area has been
found, pointers are set at the "top" of the area (Figure 9) and move down together,
following the edges of the defect until they meet.

The area is found by taking the accumulated differences in pointer locations;
perimeter information is gathered as in the edge-defect case. Also, as the pointers
move along, the area becomes "erased" to avoid interferring with subsequent scanning.
Having isolated area and perimeter, an empirical function is employed to determine
acceptability (Figure 10), similar to the edge-defect case. During downward pointer
travel, a check may be made of defect size in one dimension. This alone may flag a

pellet as defective and save processing time.

This processing algorithm allows accept/reject decisions to be based on flaw type
(geometry) as well as area. Because of the flexibility of this detection scheme, a

tiered acceptance criterion can be developed. For each pellet scanned, the first
criterion checked would be the total defect area found. Assuming this area to be less
than the maximum defect area allowable, individual defects could be analyzed in terms of

an area-to-perimeter ratio to determine if the defect were circular or elongated in

shape. Each type of defect would have its own maximum allowable dimension to establish
acceptance

.

Controls and Data Processing

The control system is designed to monitor and control the pellet handling system,
obtain data from each of the inspection stations, process all collected data, deter-
mine the pellet accept/reject disposition and format data to be transferred to the
supervisory computer.

The design requirements for the control and data processing subsystem were as follows

(1) Monitor the handling system to determine if pellets are entering and leaving
the gaging system. This function will account for all pellets within the inspec
tion boundaries.

(4)
E. Sternheim, "Computer System for Automatic Inspection of Fuel Pellets",
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, Volume 34, (November 1979).
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HEDL 7911-032.5

FIGURE 9: Pointers Tracing the Edges of Defects for Area and Perimeter Values
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MINIMUM REJECTABLE TOTAL DEFECTIVE

AREA AREA LIMIT

HEDL 7911-032.3

FIGURE 10: Function for Determination of Defect Severity Based on Empirical Data
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(2) Synchronize the mechanical and electronic systems.

(3) Determine pellet quality and control the disposition gating.

(4) Provide a system control and operation panel.

(5) Collect and process pellet inspection data from each inspection station.

Approximately 50 diameter and 40 length samples will be taken for deter-
mining the pellet diameter and length.

(6) Calculate mass per unit length and the surface quality index.

(7) Format and transmit data between the inspection computer and supervisory
computer system. Supervisory computer processing, data storage and display
software are not included. Software to accept and analyze station data,

compare the data with standard tolerances (specified in proceeding sections)

,

perform accept/reject decisions, control the accept/reject hardware and

control operation functions are included.

The basic control system configuration is shown in Figure 11.

The pellet transfer mechanism positions individual pellets at each station. The
data acquisition electronics then gathers the inspection data from each station and pre-

|

processes the data into a specified transmission format. A dedicated minicomputer
is used to process the collected data, make calculations and determine the inspection
disposition of each pellet. A serial data link provides communication between the

dedicated inspection minicomputer and the supervisory computer.

System operation is synchronized to the handling hardware by the timing and control
logic. This section of the control system performs the following:

(1) Synchronizes the mechanical and electronic functions.

(2) Starts the data acquisition process.

(3) Controls data collection and preprocessing.

(4) Formats inspection data for transfer to the dedicated inspection minicomputer.

(5) Establishes all data transfers.

(6) Controls the sorting gates.

(7) Monitors pellet detections devices.

Data transmission between the inspection minicomputer and the flaw station electronics
is over a dedicated DMA channel. The flaw station establishes the data transfer require-
ments in that each transition point will be a 16-bit word and transition points could
occur on adjacent data matrix points. Therefore, data rates will be high as specified
times requiring a DMA channel controlled by the measurement system control logic.

Measured length, diameter and weight data words (16 bits each) are included in the
block data transfer to the supervisory computer. The computer processing time is

structured so a period is reserved for length, diameter and weight calculations and
limit checking. The minicomputer also establishes a transfer medium between the fuel
pellet inspection system and the supervisory control computer.

The Control System and Data Processing configuration permits software operational
program down loading from the supervisory computer mass storage device. Supervisory
and inspection computer control and monitoring functions include the following:
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Supervisory Computer Functions

- pellet escapement control
- inspection system start (activate grippers)
- inspection system stop (open grippers)
- misplaced pellet alarm
- inspection station parameter limit changes

Inspection Computer Functions

- accept/reject decisions
- start (activate grippers)
- stop (open grippers)
- inspection station parameter limit changes
- misplaced pellet alarm
- weighing cycle frequency modifications

The prototype gaging system is being performance tested at this time. HEDL
personnel are verifying measurement precision under simulated operating conditions.
Preliminary results indicate that the basic measurement algorithms are sound and that

the system meets the design objectives for throughput and precision. The system has
been operated for over 500,000 cycles at this time.

Table I is a copy of a printout of typical data that are stored in the supervisory
computer. In addition to the accept code, pellets are classified into eleven reject
categories that are used for quality assurance analysis. Pellet weight and density
calculation are supplied to the accountability computer for comparison with final fuel
pin and scrap weights and reconciliation of SNM received.

Table II is a copy of the printout from a typical system calibration. Length,
weight, and diameter are calibrated simultaneously using ten simulated pellets with
known physical attributes.

HEDL plans to continue performance testing of the system to determine long-term
operating characteristics and estimate system reliability.
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WEIGHT/ STATUS
DIAMETER LENGTH WEIGHT LENGTH SQI
(inch) (inch) (gms) (gms/inch)

0.1941 0.244 1.204 4.940 0

0.1931 0.243 1.192 4.900 0

0.1940 0.245 1.186 4.847 0

0.1931 0.246 1.178 4.786 0

0.1934 0.245 1.188 4.855 0

0.1942 0.223 1.211 5.421 0

0.1937 0.251 1.189 4.746 0

0.1937 0.246 1.202 4.883 0

0.1938 0.244 1.184 4.858 0

0.1939 0.243 1.186 4.876 0

0.1932 0.243 1.193 4.904 0

0.1937 0.247 1.205 4.885 0

0.1938 0.245 1.187 4.851 0

0.1936 0.244 1.193 4.885 0

0.1937 0.243 1.192 4.910 0

0.1937 0.241 1.196 4.956 0

0.1931 0.246 1.186 4.818 0

0.1938 0.247 1.185 4.795 0

0.1938 0.244 1.187 4.870 0

0.1939 0.243 1.201 4.937 0

STATUS CODE:
1 = ACCEPT
2 = REJECT OVER LENGTH TOLERANCE
3 = REJECT UNDER LENGTH TOLERANCE
4 = REJECT OVER MAXIMUM DIAMETER
5 = REJECT UNDER MINIMUM DIAMETER
6 = REJECT FOR MAXIMUM SURFACE QUALITY INDEX (SQI)

7= REJECT FLAW PROCESSING TIME EXCEEDED
8= REJECT FOR OVER WEIGHT/LENGTH TOLERANCE
9= REJECT FOR UNDERWEIGHT/LENGTH TOLERANCE
10 = SORT FOR OVER WEIGHT
11 = SORT FOR UNDERWEIGHT

HEDL 7911-032.11

TABLE I: Pellet Inspection Information
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Discussion:

Wagner (LASL)

:

Do you have any need to inspect the top and bottom of the pellet, or has that need gone
away since the specification was changed from planar smear density to fissile weight per
length?

Gottschalk (Westinghouse-Hanford)

:

There is really no need to inspect the top or bottom of pellets since the specification'
is in weight per length now, rather than in planar smear square density.

Wagner:
Can you tell whether a pellet is barrel shaped or hourglass shaped from the diameter

data?

Gottschalk:
The diameter processing looks to assure that there are no points that exceed a maximum

diameter, to assure the pellet can be loaded in the rod. The second step in that analysis
is to make sure that a given number of the points exceed a minimum diameter. If so many of
readings exceed the minimum diameter, we will accept it, otherwise we will just throw it

out. The capability is there to dump that data to the host computer for a detailed pellet
analysis if it wants to perform additional analysis. Normally it is not worth it. If the
pellet does not meet those requirements, generally it would be sent to the recycle line.

Nilson (Exxon Nuclear):

You measure the length to get the density. Do you reject on length?

Gottschalk:
No, the length is useful for process control applications in that it is a good feedback

to the people doing the pressing. Generally, the length will follow the weight to length
and if you have length problems it is indicative of future problems in the density area.

Nilson:
What are the grippers made out of?

Gottschalk:
The grippers are made of stainless steel.

N il son

:

You say you need some experience. Have you considered using your equipment in one of
the commercial fuel plants?

Gottschalk:
Yes. In fact, one of our people is working with GE to develop a second version of this

to be used in their plants. The people from Exxon have also observed the equipment. I

think all of the fuel vendors - maybe not from every plant - but at least from every vendor
have been in to look at the technology.

Armento (ORNL):

Is this technique applicable to hot cell operations for fuel cycles like U-233/thorium?

Gottschalk:
Yes. In fact, this gauge was designed to be operated automatically with no operator

intervention. In addition, all the components in the gauge are modularly replaceable. For
example, in a hot cell if you lost the length system for some reason you just take that
whole system out and set a new one in. HEDL did additional work and built another
prototype gauge specifically for remote operations which could actually be maintained by a

robot.

Armento

:

Does it require manipulator intervention?

Gottschalk:
Only for maintenance. Normally the gauges run completely self-standing, but they were

designed so they could be maintained remotely.
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Passive Nuclear Material Detection in a Personnel Portal
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ABSTRACT

The concepts employed in the development of gamma-ray
and neutron detection systems for a special nuclear materials
booth portal monitor are described. The portal is designed
for unattended use in detecting diversion by a technically
sophisticated adversary and has possible application to

International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards of a fast

critical assembly facility. Preliminary evaluation results
are given and plans for further parameter studies are noted.

KEYWORDS: Portal monitors, SNM monitors, radiation detectors,
neutron detectors, IAEA safeguards, ZPPR

INTRODUCTION

The work described here is part of a joint Sandia Laboratories-Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory (LASL) effort to examine techniques for possible IAEA safeguards use at fast
critical assembly (FCA) facilities and to develop and demonstrate components of an
advanced containment and surveillance system. A study that examined methods for safe-
guarding fast critical facilities^ identified containment of nuclear material by an

unattended special nuclear material (SNM) portal monitor as a key element of the safe-
guards system. To meet that requirement, the monitor described here was developed by
Sandia in consultation with LASL and has been described by Mangan.2 Here, we intend to

examine in depth the concepts used in the design of the neutron and gamma-ray detection
system, and to indicate the results of the first steps in evaluation of the detection
system performance, and to mention plans for further evaluation.

FIRST CONSIDERATIONS

The SNM inventory at a FCA facility includes plutonium of various isotopic contents
and highly enriched uranium (HEU). The useful radiation characteristics of these two
materials in an SNM monitor are quite different because plutonium fuel constituents emit
both strong gamma-ray radiation and neutrons while uranium emits only rather soft gamma-
ray radiation at a much lower specific activity. Further, examination of the unreflected

^D. 0. Gunderson and J. L. Todd, "International Safeguards for Fast Critical
Facilities," Sandia Laboratories report, SAND 78-0168 (1978).

2D. L. Mangan, "A Personnel Portal for International Research Facility Safeguards,"
Nuclear Materials Management VIII, Proceedings Issue, 674 (1979).
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critical masses 3 indicates that the critical mass of HEU is more than three times that
of plutonium. Thus, more material must be diverted to achieve the same effect with
uranium. Table I shows the specific intensity of penetrating radiation emitted by the

major components of FCA fuel that are useful in detecting the presence of the fuel in
a monitor. The first isotope, 23^U, is the principal component of the uranium fuel (93%)
and the rest of the table entries are found in the plutonium fuel.

TABLE I

MAJOR GAMMA-RAY AND NEUTRON SIGNATURES4 OF FCA FUEL COMPONENTS

Energy Intensity
Isotope (KeV) gammas/g/s Comment

23^u 185.7 4.3 x 104 Only intense gamma ray easily
attenuated.

238U 1001.1 1.0 x 102 Arise from 234mPa
daughter of 238U.

185.7 4.3 X 104

1001.1 1.0 X 102

766.4 3.9 X ioi

413.69 3.4 X 104

129.28 1.4 X 105

SF neutrons 1.0 X 103

59.5 4.6 X ioio

239Pu

240Pu

241Am 59.5 4.6 x 1010 Strong, but easily attenuated.

Table II shows the characteristics of some plutonium fuel at the Zero Power Plutonium
Reactor (ZPPR), Argonne-West

,
Idaho, which is being used as a model facility for design

purposes in development of the portal described here. The ZPPR fuel is all in the form of
a plutonium-aluminum or plutonium-uranium alloy, an advantage for detecting diversion. In
one case aluminum dilutes the plutonium, decreasing the self absorption of gamma-ray radi-
ation in the fuel and augmenting the spontaneous fission (SF) neutrons with (alpha, n) re-
action neutrons while, in the other case, 238U adds some amount of penetrating gamma-ray
radiation to the fuel. The trend shown in the final column of Table II results from the
24 lpu that decays to 24 ^Am. The amount of the latter closely follows the 240Pu content
listed, but there is an additional variation with the age of the fuel because the amount of
24 ^Am builds up with time. Other sources of possibly useful radiation that have been consid-
ered for detection of SNM, such as fission products-5 or 232^ daughters in enriched uranium,

*

have not been found in large quantity in samples of fuel examined as part of this investiga- I

tion?, but could still be of importance for heavily shielded fuel because they emit more
penetrating radiation.

3W . R. Stratton, "Criticality Data and Factors Affecting Criticality of Single
Homogenous Units," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory report, LA-3612 (1967).

4R. H. Augustson and T. D. Reilly, "Fundamentals of Passive Nondestructive Assay of
Fissionable Material," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory report, LA-5651-M (1974).

^Tsahi Gozani, "Evaluation of Portal Monitors for the Detection of Nuclear Materials,"

Nuclear Materials Management VIII, Proceedings issue, 128 (1979).

^P. E. Fehlau and W. H. Chambers, "Perimeter Safeguards Techniques for Uranium
Enrichment Plants," to be published.

^Hsiao-Hua Hsu, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, unpublished data, 1979.
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TABLE II

ZPPR MAJOR FUEL TYPE CHARACTERI STICS

I

1

1

lanufac-
:urer 1

s

Componsnt

s

Mass %

Pu-U

. . atAtom 7o

240Pu n/s/in8

Relative8
Emission of
239pu y /in

Relative8
Emission of
24 l^jn y / in

]'ANI Pu-Al 95 4.50 2,630 1.26 0.42

I'UMS Pu-U-Mo 20-78 8.66 1,730 0.67 0.49

I

I

'UMD &

'UMN Pu-U-Mo 28-69 11.6 3,000 1.0 1.0

I'AHN Pu-Al 97 22.3 11,600 0.96 3.44

I'UMH Pu-U-Mo 34-63 26.4 10,000 0.95 4.47

The nature of the plutonium fuel with its intense penetrating gamma-ray emitters
is readily detected with conventional gamma-ray detectors when it is bare— i.e., not
shielded— or when it is lightly shielded. Heavy gamma-ray shielding could hide the

plutonium from a conventional gamma-ray detection so there is good reason to try to use
'the more difficult-to-shield neutron emission. Of course, it also makes sense to try to

detect the presence of shielding material and Lopez^ has described the system used in

this portal. We pursued the neutron detection approach in addition to the detection of
shielding in order to prevent passage of material that may be shielded with a more sophis-
ticated gamma-ray attenuator made of a material such as lead dispersed in polyethylene.
Dispersed small particle shielding is difficult to detect with metal detectors, but is a

(standard commercial item^ and readily available. So, for plutonium there are good
treasons for monitoring for both gamma-ray and neutron radiation in the context of safe-
guards where the adversary is technically competent and the monitor is unattended.

The uranium fuel is more difficult to safeguard because the intensity of the emmited
gamma-ray radiation is lower than in the plutonium fuel and also, the gamma-ray radiation
is all relatively soft and easily shielded. There is no useful neutron signature so the

only alternate means to detect diversion is to detect shielding material. Our approach
includes metal detection, as mentioned, and the use of the optimum detector for the detec-
tion of shielded uranium, " a plastic scintillator. Additional measures involving the

detection of a decrease in gamma-ray and neutron backgrounds may be useful for detecting
shielding and we intend to examine this concept during an upcoming evaluation period. A

8J. T. Caldwell, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, unpublished data, 1978. The unusual
unit of length used here, the inch, has become the unit of length in fuel plate sizes
and they are found in sizes 1 through 8 inches. The inch is 2.54 cm long. The source
strength for a particular fuel plate is obtained from the product of the tabulated
numbers and the fuel plate length in inches.

'A. A. Lopez, "Shielding (Metal) Detector Development Program," Sandia Laboratories
report, SAND 78-1969 (1979).

10Reactor Experiments, Inc., "General Catalog," 963 Terminal Way, San Carlos, CA 94070
is one supplier, but there are certainly others.

Hp. E. Fehlau and E. R. Shunk, "UFg Gamma-Ray Measurements for SNM Portal Monitor
Application," to be published.

N. Henry and J. C. Pratt, "A New Containment and Surveillance Portal Monitor Data
Analysis Method," 1st Annual ESARDA Symposium on Safeguards and Nuclear Materials
Management, Proceedings, ESARDA 10, p. 126 (1979).
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data analysis technique, described by Henry and Pratt, " may extend the effectiveness of

the booth for detecting a protracted diversion. This approach saves a net count for each
occupancy and summation of data from many passages can achieve increased sensitivity.

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

Instrumentation for containment and -surveillance in international safeguards must
function unattended, supported only by occasional visits from an inspector. Unattended
operation translates directly to the requirement that a portal monitor, by its design and
without human intervention, successfully deter diversion of nuclear material by any
subterfuge available to an adversary short of physical destruction of the portal. Our
choice of the booth configuration over the simpler walk-through designs commonly used
in domestic safeguards was necessary to prevent several postulated defeat thechniques,
including the simple expedient of throwing material through the detectors too rapidly for

detection. The most basic of design features— the use of separate detectors for metal,
gamma-rays, and neutrons—resulted directly from the knowledge that an adversary can use
large amounts of shielding to attempt to conceal material. Likewise, the arrangement of

the gamma-ray detectors to eliminate regions of low sensitivity was dictated by the fact
that an unobserved portal user is free to place or suspend material in any position in the

portal volume where detection is least likely.

Integrating the three detector systems and the tamper-resistant features, with the

often conflicting requirements of each, also imposed constraints on the design. For
example, limited space available within the portal volume resulted in the combination of

the lead background shielding and part of the polyethylene neutron moderator/reflector
into one layer of lead-loaded polyethylene. The portal interior is another case. For the

metal detector to function properly, the user had to be isolated by nonmetallic interior
surfaces. These surfaces also had to be transparent to gamma-ray and neutron radiation,
as well as have some tamper-indicating qualities. Walls, ceiling and floor fabricated of

special boron-free fiberglass /epoxy with an overlay of Kevlar were used to simultaneously
meet all these needs.

To minimize processing time per user, the gamma-ray, neutron, and metal detectors
must operate simultaneously, but experiences with earlier versions of the portal indicated
that cross-talk would be a problem. Electromagnetic shielding, careful routing of cables

|

and wiring, and avoidance of current carrying loops partially solved these difficulties.
However, to completely eliminate interference between the neutron and metal detector
systems, we found it necessary in addition to actually interrupt both time and pulse
counts in the neutron detector at the times when the metal detector shifts power from one I

transmit coil to the next.

j

Only occasionally did superposition of the three detector subsystems compromise the

needs of one over another. Inclusion of background shielding in the doors could have
caused sufficient flexure or position change to disrupt the metal detector, but omission
of shielding from doors raises the background level inside the portal, which commensu-
rately reduces gamma-ray detection sensitivity. Because the possible effect on the metal
detector was worse, shielding was omitted from the doors.

"... .

' ' *£]

THE GAMMA-RAY MONITOR

In order to avoid unnecessary development work, we chose to adapt commercially avail-
able SNM monitor components to our needs. Working together with a commercial manufacturer

\

in a design study, we developed the system based on six large plastic slab scintillation
detectors each of which is 3.8 cm thick and 160 cm by 20.8 cm in area. A second set of

thicker detectors is also available for use in parameter studies. Placememt of the detec-
tors in the booth is illustrated in Fig. 1. Background is reduced by the 2.5-cm-thick
lead-loaded polyethylene covering the wall behind the detectors and the interior booth
surfaces are designed to minimize attenuation of gamma-ray radiation. Detector signals
are ganged and processed in a single signal-conditioning amplifier and single channel
analyzer in our initial configuration. We anticipate possible advantages in grouping
detectors into perhaps three separate groups and will examine this concept later.
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The single channel analyzer (SCA) is used to define an energy window that we plan to

set for optimum detection of shielded material. The basic approach used to optimize an

jenergy window utilizes as a figure of merit the ratio S^/B. Here, S is the net signal

Icount in a convenient time interval and B is the experienced background count in the same

j
interval. The ratio of S^/B is used because we are searching for a signal S among
jstatistical fluctuations that are sized proportionally to /b. Thus S^/B clearly shows

us when we have changed the detection sensitivity of a system. Examples of the utility of

this approach are given by Fehlau.13 jn setting up the portal for initial operation,
we have made measurements using a bare uranium source to determine appropriate system gain
and SCA energy window.

Fig. 1

The logic function for the gamma-ray system is based on a digital logic unit
developed by a commercial manufacturer for possible application to domestic safeguards.
The necessary logic unit modifications for this application were designed by Sandia who
also carried out an extended debugging-development exercise on the software modifications

i to provide a workable unit. The basic logic approach is background following with a
sliding interval signal algorithm^ used to test against an alarm level derived from the
background plus multiples of the standard deviation of the background. Many parameters of

13P. E. Fehlau, et al., "On-Site Inspection Procedures for SNM Doorway Monitors,
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission report, NUREG/CR-0598 or Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory report, LA-7646 (1979).

^W. H. Chambers, et al., "Portal Monitor For Diversion Safeguards, Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory report, LA-5681 (1974).
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the logic module are variable and final values await completion of the evaluation.
Initially we use an alarm level of 4 standard deviations above the background and a

5 second count time. Other features of the logic module include the usual high limit
alarm that prevents subversion by artificially raising background intensity and a low
limit alarm to detect subversion or equipment failure. Command controlled LED's self-test
the gamma-ray system by producing a pulse of light in each scintillator slab and an
associated signal in the electronics.

Our preliminary testing of the gamma-ray system using the energy window for un-
shielded uranium consisted of static measurements rather than actual pass-through tests.
We measured the response of the gamma-ray system to bare uranium samples and found that
in the worst position in the booth, we should easily detect a compact 1 g sample of HEU in
2 seconds. This compares very well with domestic walk-through systems that use a 10 g
sample for their procurement specification. Our initial measurements on shielded uranium
fuel plates were done at the geometrical center of the booth, which is neither the highest
nor the lowest sensitivity position. We found we could easily detect the smallest (72 g)
HEU plate inside of a 5 cm thickness of lead loaded polyethylene that is equivalent to 1

cm of solid lead on a mass basis.

Preliminary testing with plutonium used a 1 inch size PANI fuel plate. This is the

only fuel that has plates less than 2 inches long and, from the data of Table II, has the
minimum gamma-ray and neutron intensity. At the central position we found that the 1 inch
plate was easily detectable in 2 seconds inside of 5 cm of lead shielding that had a mass
of 11 kg. An additional borated polyethylene shield with a mass of 32 kg for neutron
shielding further reduced the gamma-ray signal, but it could be detected using a 3 second
count

.

For reference, these results were obtained in a gamma-ray background of 17 microR/h
measured outside the portal. Inside, we measured 7 microR/h. We expect these reported
sensitivities to change with background intensity as well as other variables such as

shielding thickness and position of the source in the portal. We plan to publish more
detailed results later.

THE NEUTRON MONITOR

The approach taken for neutron monitoring is novel and arises out of the development
of a monitor for very large vehicles by Caldwell.^ The unique feature is that the

volume to be monitored is located inside a 4tt solid angle neutron detector. This is

achieved by including in the booth walls an almost continuous surface of polyethylene
material that serves as neutron moderator and reflector. Neutrons born in the booth enter
the moderator and some fraction of the neutrons are returned to the booth interior as

thermal neutrons. These thermal neutrons may undergo several reflections before being
lost by capture in polyethylene or in one of two arrays of ^He proportional counters
within the polyethylene cavity. Detector placement is not critical in the design and

Fig. 1 shows our arrangement where twelve 5-cm-diameter by 90-cm-long ^He tubes are in

the floor and twelve in the ceiling. The total efficiency of this neutron detector has

been calculated by Atwater.-*-^ We have verified his calculations by using PANI and PUMH
ZPPR fuel plates in the otherwise empty booth and we measured a total efficiency value of

0.048. We used standard NIM proportional counter electronics and a logic system similar

to the gamma-ray system.

Our initial evaluation was conducted at an altitude of 1676 m, so our natural
background, from cosmic ray events, is near the maximum that will be experienced. We

found that a background suppression of about 4% was caused by occupancy and our 43 kg

15j. T . Caldwell, et al., "A Large Vehicle Portal Monitor for Perimeter Safeguards
Application, 1st Annual ESARDA Symposium on Safeguards and Nuclear Material Management,

Proceedings, ESARDA 10, p. 122 (1979).

16H. F. Atwater, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, unpublished data, 1978.
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Jgamma-neutron shield caused an 8% reduction. The 32.5 g PANI plate in this shield was

.easily detectable and, in fact, we estimate that the total number of %e tubes may be

'reduced to perhaps as few as 4 from the present 24.

SUMMARY

To put this monitor in perspective, we point out that present practice in domestic
safeguards utilizes rather inexpensive walk-through^ or hand-he ldl7 monitors that

detect gamma-ray radiation. Great reliance is placed on the inspector in attendance to

properly operate the monitors and prevent unusual behavior by those being monitored. In
contrast, the booth monitor we have described is a stand alone instrument capable of

jdetecting gamma-ray radiation, neutron radiation, and shielding in a manner that is dif-
ficult to subvert. It employs novel techniques for neutron detection and its gamma-ray
Isystem represents what we believe is an optimal detector for monitoring a booth size

volume. The effort spent in development of the booth monitor by many individuals at

Sandia and LASL has benificial effects in developing expertise in the basic problems
pertinent to SNM monitoring.
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An Active Neutron Technique for Detecting
Attempted Special Nuclear Material Diversion'

by

G. W. SMITH and L. G. RICE, III
Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The identification of special nuclear material (SNM) diversion
is necessary if SNM inventory control is to be maintained at nuclear
facilities. (Special nuclear materials are defined for this purpose
as either or 2^°Pu. ) Direct SNM identification by the detection
of natural decay or fission radiation is inadequate if the SNM is

concealed by appropriate shielding. The active neutron interrogation
technique described combines direct SNM identification by delayed
fission neutron (DFN) detection with implied SNM detection by the
identification of materials capable of shielding SNM from direct
detection.

This technique is being developed for application in an un-
attended material/equipment portal through which items such as

electronic instruments, packages, tool boxes, etc., will pass. The
volume of this portal will be i+l-cm wide, 53-cm high and 76-cm deep.

The objective of this technique is to identify an attempted diversion
of at least 20 grams of SNM with a measurement time of 30 seconds.

Control of a special nuclear material (SNM) inventory implies the capability to
identify attempted SNM diversion. (SNM is defined for this purpose as 235u and 239Pu ,

fissile isotopes of Uranium and Plutonium. ) This control is presently based on the de-
tection of radiation from either natural radioactive decay or fission. The threat of SNM
concealment by radiation shielding materials seriously limits all methods currently used
for this purpose. For this reason, efforts, under the auspices of DOE, are underway to
develop a method to detect sophisticated attempts to conceal and divert SNM.

The development of an unattended material or equipment pass-through is directed at the!

inventory control requirements envisioned for fast-critical-reactor facilities. The pass-

through or portal is designed to accommodate electronic instruments, tool boxes, packages,
etc., and will be nominally 1+1-cm wide, 53-cm high and 76-cm deep. A threshold sensitivity
of 20 grams of SNM, which is expected to be the smallest individual quantity, has been
selected as the design goal. A measurement time of approximately 30 seconds has been chosen

as consistent with personnel monitoring in progress concurrently with the instrument pass-

through measurement

.

*This work is supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

INTRODUCTION
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BACKGROUND

Several considerations must be made about the problem of identifying an attempt to

divert SNM by concealment. The first deals with the methods of identification.

Radioactive decay of SNM results in relatively soft gamma radiation that is easily
attenuated by several centimeters of high Z material such as iron or lead. Fission pro-
duces energetic, penetrating (neutron and gamma ray), prompt radiation that is difficult to
attenuate. Delayed, penetrating radiation from fission products is both less abundant and
less energetic, increasing the attenuation effect of shielding material. Fission can be
induced in SNM by neutrons, with a probability that varies as a function of the energy of
the neutron, and the unique property of fissile material is its affinity for slow neutron
fission.

Fission occurs spontaneously at significant rates in a few non-fissile isotopes, one
of which Pu) is found in concentrations of at least a few percent with 239pu. This
substantial radiation forms the basis for some passive methods of assaying and/or detecting
fissile plutonium (239pu). Unfortunately, no such spontaneously fissioning uranium isotope
is found with 235u. For detection or assay purposes using fission radiation, 235u must be
induced by external means to fission and produce radiation that will lead to its identifi-
cation. Some existing assay and detection methods for 235u are based on active neutron
interrogation.

Of the two radiations, gamma rays from radioactive decay or gamma rays and neutrons
from fission, the more energetic radiations from fission provides the greater possibility
of SNM detection in the presence of shielding. Several techniques have been developed for

non-destructive assay of SNM based on identifying fission radiation. Four such assay
methods were selected for evaluation as techniques for direct detection of concealed SNM.

Of these four techniques, coincidence detection^ and correlation counting^ both imply the
occurrence of a fission event based on timing and multiplicity of prompt fission radiation
detection. Two gross count methods identify fission neutrons by time discrimination (DFN^-
Delayed Fission Neutron) or time and energy discrimination (PFN -Prompt Fission Neutron).

All of these methods were examined either theoretically or experimentally or both
and in each case found to be prohibitively vulnerable to shielding. 5 Given the internal
volume of the instrument portal and the shield material volume that can be accommodated,
each of the direct detection methods examined must be disqualified as a stand alone method
of identifying SNM if the SNM is substantially shielded.

"T. J. Atwell, J. E. Foley, and L. V. East, "NDA of HTGR Fuel Using the Random Driver",
Nuclear Materials Management, Fall 197*+ » pg. 171

•

"Edward J. Dowdy, Carl N. Henry, Arnold A. Robba, John C. Pratt, "New Neutron Correlation
Measurement Techniques for Special Nuclear Material Assay and Accountability" , Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory-Report LA-UR-78-690 , Submitted to: IAEA (lAEA-SM-231/69)

.

I 252
Howard 0. Menlove and Thomas W. Crane, "A ' Cf Based Nondestructive Assay System for

Fissile Material", Nuclear Instruments and Methods 152 (l978)> pg- 5^9-

^Gerald W. Smith, "Status Report on the Development of a Prompt Fission Neutron Uranium
Borehole Logging Technique", Sandia Laboratory - Report SAND77-0336, 1977-

pGerald W. Smith and Lucien G. Rice, "Status Report on the Development of an Active Neutron
'Technique for Detecting Special Nuclear Material Diversion", Sandia Laboratory - Report
I SAND79-0897, 1979.
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PROPOSED METHOD

The prospect of a single detection technique directly identifying SNM is not practical
given the large volume of the portal available for shielding. However, a direct SNM de-
tection measurement for unshielded or lightly shielded SNM combined with a measurement to
identify shielding material capable of shielding SNM from direct detection will be described
The direct SNM measurement is intended to force the use of shield material that can be
identified and distinguished from legitimate materials.

Gamma rays are effectively attenuated by dense material such as iron and lead, which
for the most part must be considered legitimate material and passed. Neutrons are best
attenuated by a shielding material with a large concentration of hydrogen for moderation
and a neutron absorber such as boron, cadmium, lithium, etc., for absorbing the moderated
neutrons. A hydrogenous material such as polyethylene, paraffin, or water containing a
small amount of neutron absorber could constitute effective shielding for concealing SNM
against neutron interrogation and fission neutron detection. This is a material that could
be administratively prohibited from routine passages through the portal, if it can be
uniquely identified. In order to insure the exclusion of such material, a measurement of
the perturbing effect that a thermal neutron absorber will have on a thermal neutron popu-
lation can be used to identify its presence.

As seen in Figure 1, the effectiveness of a neutron absorber (increased absorption)
increases as the energy of the neutron decreases. Through moderation, a neutron will reach
equilibrium with its surroundings , and by convention this equilibrium condition has been
established at 300°K with the resulting energy of equilibrium neutrons being 0.025 eV.

The most sensitive measurement for the perturbing effect produced by the presence of
a neutron absorber would be made with a population of neutrons most affected, neutrons at
equilibrium (thermal) energy.

In a steady state neutron environment, neutrons from an isotopic source, energies
ranging from thermal equilibrium to generation energy would coexist. In a pulsed neutron
environment, pulse timing and rate can be selected such that all energetic neutrons will be
moderated to thermal equilibrium energy and survive exclusively as thermal neutrons for a
time governed by the absorption and diffusion properties of the materials defining the
portal test volume. By selecting materials that minimize absorption and diffusion, the mear
lifetime of thermal neutrons will be maximized, increasing sensitivity to the presence of a

f

neutron absorber.

Thermal Die-Away Perturbation

A pulsed neutron source creates mono-energetic neutrons that are moderated by the
scattering properties of the materials they encounter. The time histories of fast, inter-
mediate, and thermal neutron groups are shown in Figure 2.

The die-away of thermal neutrons is described by the exponential expression

n(t) = n(o)e
a^

where n(t) is the instantaneous thermal neutron rate and n(o) is the initial rate. The
decay constant a is a function of absorption and diffusion as follows

l

2
a = vZ + vDB

a

where v is the thermal neutron velocity, Ea is the macroscopic absorptiion coefficient, D i;

the diffusion coefficient and is the geometric buckling. The thermal neutron mean life-

time is

T = — =
1

a vE + vDB
a

which illustrates the mean lifetime dependence on the two loss mechanisms of absorption and
diffusion. If the materials and geometry are such that the geometric buckling is zero, the

only thermal neutron losses would be to absorption and the mean lifetime would be maximized
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However, in most finite systems diffusion losses to Duckling will be a factor depending on
materials. For analysis, those losses can be expressed as absorption by an effective macro-
scopic absorption cross section for the portal which is defined as

£ „„ = £ + DB
2

eff a

and the thermal neutron mean lifetime of the portal will be

1
T =

vZ
eff

Material that will best define the portal test cavity and reveal the presence of ab-
sorbing material in a neutron shield will be material that effectively moderates fast
neutrons and, of those thermalized neutrons created, captures very few. A figure of merit

|

for materials suitable to this application is the moderation ratio

MR = /Z
s a

where £ = average logarithmic energy decrement per collision

Z
g
= average macroscopic scattering cross section (0.025 eV <_ energy <_ 0.1 MeV

Ea= macroscopic absorption cross section for thermal neutrons.

The product £E S is called the slowing down power. While large moderation ratio is a

I
good indication of properties desirable for this application, a small absorption cross
section must be considered most important. Table 1 is a list of these properties for good
neutron moderating materials. Deuterated materials are by far superior because they combine
very small absorption with large slowing down power. Unfortunately, they are very expensive
and will not be considered at this point in the system development. Carbon has a very small
absorption cross section (most desirable) but poor slowing down power. Beryllium is possibly

j

suitable but also expensive. Polyethylene has very large slowing down power but its ab-
sorption cross section is large.

No single material, other than deuterated materials, has all of the desired properties
for this application, but a reasonable set of properties can be developed by a combination
of carbon and polyethylene. With carbon slabs backed by polyethylene lining the portal
cavity, the high energy neutrons will be efficiently slowed by the hulk polyethylene and the
thermal neutrons that find their way into the cavity will have a long die-away time due to
the very small absorption cross section of carbon.

Another factor to be considered is the effective reflection coefficient (albedo) which
is an indication of diffusion losses. Albedos of the carbon and polyethylene as a function
of thickness are shown in Figure 3. Thermal neutrons that diffuse through the carbon are
likely to be absorbed, with an undesirable increase in the effective absorption of the
cavity. This diffusion loss can be reduced by a carbon slab that is sufficiently thick to
maintain a large albedo within the carbon (perhaps 10 to 15 cm). A further increase in

carbon slab thickness will tend to decrease the net thermal neutron population in the cavity
because fast neutrons are being moderated further away from the volume and an increase in
carbon albedo will tend to reflect these neutrons away from the cavity. A 15 cm thickness
of carbon was selected for testing. Figure k shows an experimental portal designed for

|

evaluation of this measurement technique.

The neutron source is a DT generator {lh MeV) that produces greater than 10^ neutrons
per pulse and can be operated at pulse rates up to 100 pulses per second. The thermal
neutron detector is a single 3He proportional counting tube, 1-cm in diameter and 25-cm
active length with a 3He gas pressure of 10 ATM. The delayed fission neutron detector
consists of 30 3He proportional counting (PC) tubes in an array outside the carbon cavity
liner on three of the side walls. Each PC tube is 5-cm in diameter and 6l-cm active
length with a gas pressure of k ATM. Figure 5> measured time histories for different
portal contents, shows the thermal neutron die-away change resulting from absorption losses

i to two shield material blocks of 32$ borated polyethylene at 7' 5-cm and 12. 5-cm thickness.
These changes are based on thermal neutron mean lifetime change. Either of these shields
would be readily distinguished from the empty cavity reference.
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I

TABLE 1

NEUTRON MODERATION PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS MATERIALS

MODERATOR
SLOWING DOWN POWER (CM -1

)

0.025eV< ENERGY < 0.1 MeV

ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION

r
a
(CM

-1
) E = 0.025 eV

MODERATION RATIO

HEAVY WATER* D
2
0 0.18 0.000031 5670

DEUTERATED
, CD

POLYETHYLENE 2
.21 0.00018 1130

CARBON* C 0.060 0.00031 192

BERYLLIUM * Be 0.158 0.0011 143

WATER * H
2
0 1.35 0.019 71

POLYETHYLENE* CH
2

1.65 0.026 64

• "NEUTRON PHYSICS ", K. H. BECKURTS, KWIRTZ
• CALCULATED VALUES
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Direct SNM Detection

For unshielded or lightly shielded SNM, direct identification of the SUM is accomplishe
by detecting delayed fission neutrons resulting from fissions produced by the source neutrons
Prompt fission neutron (PFN) detection as described in reference 5 was initially considered
for direct SNM detection but found to be less suitable than DFN because of shielding vul-
nerability. The total number of delayed neutrons (Nm) from a 235y sample under interrogation
is the product of the number of fissions produced (Fj and the total number of delayed
neutrons per fission (£.)

,

F

W
T

= F x |

For the portal configuration described in Figure k, the fission production efficiency
(f), fissions per gram of SNM and per source neutron as a function of shielding is given
in Figure 6. The fission production efficiency is derived from Monte Carlo analysis of the
portal. The Monte Carlo code (MORSE) is a three dimension, time dependent, neutron trans-
port code. The total number of fissions produced is

F = f x m x N
s

235 /-V- I

where (m) is the mass of U and (Ns ) is the total source neutrons. The number of delayed
neutrons that are detected by the neutron detector is directly proportional to the delayed •

neutron fraction transmitted through the shield (e s ) shown in Figure 7- The absolute
efficiency of the delayed neutron detector array is (ePQ). The number of delayed neutrons
detected also depends on the time window available for counting (T), the time available for M
counting normalized to the total time required to sample all delayed neutrons. The number
of delayed neutrons counted is

N
D " e

PC
X £

s
X T X N

T
'

If all source neutrons were generated in a single pulse and sufficient time after the
pulse was used for counting, essentially all delayed neutrons generated are available for
detection and counting and the time fraction (T) approaches unity. However, for the case of

a rapid pulse generator, the optimum time window for sampling delayed neutrons is a function ;

of the pulse rate.

The time required for a population of source neutrons to moderate and be captured or

diffuse from the system is approximately 10 milliseconds. Therefore, the generator cannot
be operated at a pulse rate greater than 100 pulses per second. Based on estimates of the
total source neutron requirement, not less than 103 pulses of the neutron source will be
required for each measurement which must be made in 30 seconds or less. The minimum rate

at which the source can operate and generate 103 pulses in 30 seconds is 33 pulses per

second. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the time fraction (T) on neutron source pulse
rate. From Figure 8, the optimum source rate for maximum sampling interval is kO pulses

per second which permits the detector to look for k5% of the delayed neutrons generated.

The final expression for the number of delayed neutrons detected is

N
1L = e^,, x T x — x e xfxN xm
D PC F s s

where e = 0.036 (absolute delayed neutron efficiency)
T = 0.45 DFN measurement time fraction
— = 0 Ol65 delayed-

neutrons ^235y )

F fission
= delayed neutron fraction transmitted through shielding

f = fission production efficiency
m = mass
N = Total source neutrons.

235
From this model, threshold mass for direct detection of U are shown in Figure 9 as a

function of background for various shielding conditions.
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A critical parameter for threshold estimates is the background and the acceptable

false alarm criteria. Laboratory background for these measurements was 160 counts. For
unattended applications such as this portal is intended, a very low false alarm rate is

desirable. For the purpose of this evaluation, the false alarm probability has been chosen
to be 0.001, one false alarm every 1000 measurements. Each shielding configuration in
Figure 9 shows two detection thresholds, one representing a detection probability of 0.999
and the other a detection probability of 0.9-

The SNM thresholds shown in Figures 9 and 10 indicate how good the thermal neutron
die-away perturbation measurements for shielding must be in order to prevent 20 grams of
23->u from being successfully concealed. For the laboratory background of l60 counts un-
shielded 235u in quantities of a few grams could be reliably detected. If the SNM were
concealed in a thin cadmium envelope essentially all thermal fissions are eliminated and
the threshold is degraded nearly an order of magnitude. However, even with a cadmium
shield 20 grams is detectable.

For more substantial shielding in the form of borated polyethylene, Figure 9, the
detection threshold is seriously compromised. Borated polyethylene in the amounts shown
must be identified by thermal neutron die-away perturbation if detection is to succeed.

Figure 10 shows effects on detection threshold produced by pure polyethylene. The

I

pure polyethylene shields moderate neutrons sufficiently so that penetration of the

I

carbon cavity liner is effectively reduced and fewer neutrons reach the neutron detector
array. The fact that pure polyethylene contains no significant thermal neutron absorber
severely limits the effectiveness that can be expected of the thermal die-away perturbation
measurement

.

Measured mean lifetimes of the thermal neutron die-away for these various shields are

I

shown in Figure 11 on the left of the time axis. On the right are die-away times for the
empty cavity and legitimate items for passage through the portal.

CONCLUSION

From Figures 9, 10 and 11, it is clear that the direct DFN detection of 20 grams of
235u is not possible for some shielding conditions. Furthermore, not all of the successful
shield configurations are distinguishable by thermal neutron die-away perturbation from
legitimate items requiring passage.

A number of options that will improve the detection threshold are available for
consideration. Generate more source neutrons, reduce measurement background, and
improve DFN detector efficiency, are possibilities obvious in the delayed neutron
production equation. For shield identification, there is the possibility of further
material identification by spectral signatures of thermal neutron capture gamma radiation.
This possibility is currently being examined.
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Discussion:

Weinstock (BNL)

:

Couldn't you use a transmission method to measure the presence of shielding with a
thermal or a fast neutron beam through the cavity? It would, I think, be a lot simplier
than a die-away measurement.

Smith (Sandia):

We have considered the possibility of making shadow graphs. I can say at this point
that we have not pursued that possibility, but considering the difficulties we have
encountered, we may very well look at other options.

Nilson (Exxon Nuclear):

Is it necessary to have an accelerator, or could you use a CF source?

Smith:

This technique could be easily used with an isotopic source. The reason we went to a
neutron generator was twofold: it can be turned off and we don't have the continuous
shielding problem associated with an isotopic source. Plus, we can generate neutrons so

that we have, at a measurement time, only a thermal neutron population. We don't have a

combination of all energy neutrons from generated energy down to thermal.

Nilson:
I am thinking about the problems of having an accelerator in a commercial fuel

facility. Do you think that a plant like that could service and maintain an accelerator?

Smith:

That's true. It's certainly not as reliable as an isotopic source. At this point we
are trying to determine the characteristics of this kind of source option and we have
chosen the path with the accelerator because of the reasons I've mentioned. It may very
well turn out that there are more suitable options.

Persiani (ANL):

Aren't you talking of a Kayman type of DT source?

Smith:
Right, it is a DT generator and accelerator.
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In-situ Verification Techniques for Fast Critical Assembly Cores

S.B. Brumbach and P.I. Amundson
Argonne National Laboratory, Idaho Falls, Idaho

C.T. Roche
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, I lino is

ABSTRACT

Active and passive autoradiographic techniques were used to obtain
piece counts of fuel plates in fast critical assembly drawers and to verify
the assembly loading pattern. Active autoradiography using prompt -f is s ion

and fission-product radiation was more successful with uranium fuel while
passive autoradiography was more successful with plutonium fuel. A source
multiplication technique was used to measure changes in reactivity when small

quantities (2-2.5 kg) of fissile material were removed from a subcritical

reference core of the Zero Power Plutonium Reactor. Efforts to compensate for

the loss of reactivity by substituting polyethylene for fuel were largely
unsuccessful. Some compensation was achieved by replacing U-238 with poly-
ethylene. The sensitivity for detection of partially compensated fuel removed
from minimum worth regions was approximately 2.5 kg (fissile) for a core

containing 2600 kg (fissile). Substitution of polyethylene was detected with

a spectral index which was the ratio of the rate of the In-115 (n,y) reaction
to the rate of the In-115 (n,n') reaction. This spectral index was sensitive
to the presence of an 0.64-cm-thick, 5.08-cm-high polyethylene column 10-15 cm
away from the indium foil. The reactivity worth of Pu-239 was also obtained as

a function of location in the reactor core with the use of an inverse kinetics

technique. Reactivity worths for Pu-239 varied from a maximum of 58.67 Ih/kg

near the core center to a minimum of 14.86 Ih/kg at the core edge.

KEYWORDS: Nondestructive assay, plutonium, uranium, reactivity, autoradiography,

spectral index, fast critical assemblies.

INTRODUCTION

Fast critical assemblies such as the Zero Power Plutonium Reactor (ZPPR) facility
require large inventories of plutonium and enriched-uranium fuels. The ZPPR fuel is primarily
in the form of thin metal or alloy plates (0. 066-0. 64-cm-thick, 5.08-cm high, and from 2.54
cm to 20.3 cm long) and small metal-oxide-containing rods (0.95 cm diam by 7.62-15.24 cm
long). Uranium enrichments vary between 16% and 93% U-235, and plutonium concentrations vary
from 15% to 99%. Fissile materials in these sizes and purities present an attractive target

• to a potential diverter. Because of this diversion potential, it is important that effective
safeguards be implemented at fast critical assembly facilities. The subject of critical
facility safeguards has been recently reviewed. 1

'
2 Fuel elements at ZPPR are normally

located in the reactor itself or are stored in canisters in a vault. Most of the time, a

large majority of the fuel is in the reactor. The reactor has two halves, each of which
consists of a square array of matrix tubes. The fuel is contained in drawers, 5.08 cm square
by up to 91.4-cm long. The drawers also contain structural, coolant, and fertile materials.
A typical drawer includes a core segment containing either one or two columns of fuel plates
(~ 0.5 kg or 1.0 kg of fissile material) and a second segment containing typical axial
blanket materials. The drawers are inserted into the matrix tubes, and the halves are

brought together to form the final reactor configuration.

Because of the large number of fuel plates, and because the plates are normally located
in the reactor, verification of the fissile material inventory of the facility is time-
consuming. If individual plates, or even whole drawers are removed from the reactor for
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verification, the efficiency of the experimental program will be adversely affected. A
complete physical inventory at ZPPR, including visual inspection of each fuel element and
nondestructive assay (NDA) measurements on 5% of the inventory, requires about 30 eight-
hour shifts. Because of accumulated radiation exposure, individual participation is limited
to 5 shifts. As a result, 36 persons are required to perform the inventory.

In order to reduce the impact of inventory verification, it is desirable to assay the
i

fuel in the reactor core in the largest possible units. This is especially important during 1

the long periods between major loading changes when fuel is not accessible to assay in small
units. The most efficient inventory verification method would be able to examine the entire
reactor core in a single measurement or combination of measurements. Ideally, the validity
of the whole-core measurements should be verifiable by inspectors not normally part of the
fast critical facility. This is especially important in international safeguards where
institutional diversion is considered. Two potentially powerful assay methods, when used in

combination, are autoradiography and the measurement of integral (whole core) reactivity.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Autoradiography

When x-ray sensitive film is placed against the edge of a fast critical assembly fuel
plate, the radiation emitted by the isotopes in that fuel plate form a clear image (autora-
diograph) of the edge of the fuel plate. Two types of autoradiography can be used to obtain
piece counts of fuel elements in reactor drawers. The first type is passive autoradiography
in which spontaneously-emitted beta and gamma radiation form the fuel-plate image. The
passive autoradiographic method was previously applied to plutonium-containing fast critical
assembly fuels ^ and to low-enriched uranium fuel in LWR assemblies 4

. The second type of
autoradiography is active, in which prompt fission gamma radiation and fission-product beta
and gamma radiation produced during and immediately after critical reactor operation form
the fuel -pi ate image.

Passive autoradiographs of fuel plates in reactor drawers can be obtained by sliding a

packet of x-ray film between the top of the contents of a drawer and the matrix element
above that drawer. The clearance between the top of a fuel element and the matrix tube is

0.152 cm in the ANL fast critical assemblies. The film used in previous applications to

plutonium fuel was Kodak Ready-Pack Type-M X-ray film. The film packet was 3.81 cm wide
and was 0.089 cm thick where the ends of the packet were sealed with black tape. Typical
exposure times were 15 min. The passive autoradiographic method allowed a fuel-plate
piece count to be made in a large number of drawers in a short time. For plutonium fuels,

passive autoradiographic images are predominantly formed by the 60 keV gamma ray from Am-241

.

The passive autoradiography of uranium fuel in reactor drawers is less satisfactory
than for plutonium fuels. One difficulty is that exposure times of many hours are required
if ordinary x-ray film is used for uranium fuel. This problem is caused by the low gamma-
ray emission rate for U-235 compared to the gamma-ray emission rates for the isotopes

present in plutonium fuels. Intensifying screens cannot be used in reactor drawers because
of their thickness. A second problem with the passive autoradiography of uranium is the

large contribution from U-238 to the image density of a fuel plate. The U-238 daughter
Pa-234 emits 2.29 MeV beta radiation which efficiently exposes film. The image densities
from unclad depleted uranium plates and from unclad 93%-enriched plates are nearly equal.

Uranium fuel plates used at ANL are not clad. Additional filtration is needed to reduce
the contribution to image density from U-238, but additional filtration increases the thick-
ness of the film packet. Further work is required to investigate possible methods for

applying passive autoradiography to uranium fuel in reactor drawers.

The need to distinguish between U-235 plates and U-238 plates in an assembly core led

to the development of active autoradiographic methods. In active autoradiography the prompt-

fission gamma radiation and/or the short-lived fission-product beta and gamma radiation pro

duces the fuel plate image. The formation of an image is the direct result of the critical

operation of the assembly. Because the spontaneous radiation emission from uranium is

small, two types of active autoradiography are applicable to uranium fuel. In the first

type, the fuel plate images are formed by both prompt-fission and fission-product radiation

Operationally, there are three steps: (1) film is inserted into drawers, (2) the reactor
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is brought to a critical configuration and operated at an appropriate power, and (3) film

is removed and processed after shutdown and cooling. Relatively insensitive film is used

j

in this first type of active autoradiography. In the second active autoradiographic
I method the fuel plate images are produced only by fission-product radiation. The steps

J

are: (1) the reactor is operated at high power without film, (2) the reactor is shut down

!
and allowed to cool over night, (3) the following day film is inserted into drawers and

exposed for a few hours, and (4) the film is removed and processed. In this second
method, more sensitive film is used. Active autoradiography is somewhat more complicated

for plutonium than uranium because of the large spontaneous radiation component from

plutonium fuel. Only at -critical active autoradiography is practical for plutonium.

j

Integral Reactivity Measurements

Reactivity Measurement Methods

A variety of reactivity measurement methods has been developed which are applicable to

fast critical assemblies

.

5
>
6

>
7 The two basic types of methods are static (equilibrium)

and dynamic (kinetic). Equilibrium methods are conceptually simple because details of the

delayed-neutron behavior or the prompt-neutron lifetimes are not needed. One equilibrium
technique in common use with subcritical systems is the source-multiplication method. 6 *®

For a plutonium-fueled reactor, the spontaneous-fission neutrons from the even plutonium
isotopes provide a neutron source of known strength. The reactivity of the assembly can be

deduced from the extent to which the fissile isotopes in the assembly multiply the spontan-
I eous-neutron flux. The neutron flux can be monitored by detectors within the core or out-

side the core.

Dynamic techniques are also available which infer reactivity or changes in reactivity
from the time-dependent changes in neutron flux. Knowledge is required of the delayed-
neutron parameters and the prompt-neutron lifetime. Dynamic measurements are often made by

|

measuring the change in neutron flux during and after the movement of a control rod or of

other material within the reactor. Perhaps the conceptually simplest dynamic technique is

the determination of reactivity from the measurement of the reactor period. 5 For a super-
critical reactor, the reactivity can be inferred from just the period and the prompt-neutron
lifetime. Period measurements, however, suffer from many of the uncertainties and long
measurement times encountered in the equilibrium methods. At ZPPR the more commonly used
dynamic method involves perturbation techniques in which inverse reactor kinetics equations
are used to derive values of time-dependent reactivity from measured time-dependent neutron
fluxes

.

Reference Configuration

The core configuration of a fast critical assembly may be designed to model a postula-
ted reactor design or to address a generic reactor physics issue. For either type of
experiment, it is useful to establish a reference core configuration for which various
reactor physics parameters, including reactivity, are well characterized. As experiments
progress, many modifications are made to this configuration. These modifications are very
frequent, but often involve only a small fraction of the total number of drawers in the
core. One way to verify the fissile content of the core is to periodically return to the

reference configuration and experimentally verify that the reactivity is the same (within
uncertainty limits) as it was when the reference core was initially established. When
possible, such a reactivity verification could be scheduled to coincide with a time during
the experimental program when the core was close to the reference configuration. The use of
reference reactivity values from a reference configuration assumes that the initial reference
core loading was independently verified. This initial verification can be accomplished by
making NDA measurements on fuel elements or drawers as they are being loaded, by verifying
the loading pattern with autoradiography, or by calculation of the reactivity expected for a
particular core configuration and composition.

Reactivity Worth

The effectiveness of reactivity measurements as a diversion detection technique will
depend upon the sensitivity with which these measurements can detect missing material. The
factors influencing the diversion sensitivity are the uncertainty of the reactivity measure-
ment and the reactivity worth of the fuel in the assembly. The reactivity worth of a
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material is that reactivity effect, per unit mass (e.g., Ih/kg), produced by the addition of

that material to the core. Reactivity worth can be either positive or negative, and both
the magnitude and the sign of reactivity worth can vary as a function of position within the
core

.

Reactivity Compensation

The agreement between two measured reactivity values for a core in a reference con-
figuration still does not necessarily mean that the fissile content has not changed in
the time between measurements. The loss of reactivity by removal of fissile material can,

in principle, be compensated for by addition of materials which also have a positive
reactivity worth. Similarly, compensation might be accomplished by removing materials,
such as absorbers, which have negative reactivity worth. A third compensation scheme
could involve removal of fissile material from a region of relatively low worth with a

simultaneous transfer of fissile material from a region of relatively low worth to a
region of relatively high worth. This third scheme would, of course, constitute a devia-
tion from the reference configuration.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Autoradiography

The ZPR-9 fast critical assembly was used to test the applicability of active auto-
radiography to uranium-fueled cores. The fuel drawers of the assembly contained a single
column of 93%-enriched fuel plates. Each plate was 5.08 cm wide, 0.16 cm thick, and from
2.54 to 7.62 cm long. On either side of the uranium plate was a thin steel plate, and the
remaining drawer volume was occupied by thick steel plates. The drawers contained only steel
and uranium.

j

An example of an active autoradiograph produced by fission product radiation is shown
in Fig. 1A. This autoradiograph was obtained approximately 18 hours after reactor shutdown.
The reactor had been operated at a power of 255 watts for 66 min. Film exposure time was
66 min. The film used was the relatively sensitive Kodak AA Industrex X-ray film. The
fuel column was readily visible. The individual fuel plates could not be distinguished
because they were unclad and were fit tightly together in the column. Figure IB shows a

passive autoradiograph of an identical fuel column obtained with Kodak AA Industrex film
and a 75-min exposure. The uranium plates in Fig. IB had not been irradiated in the reactor
for several weeks

.

An example of an active autoradiograph obtained during a critical operation of the

reactor is shown in Fig. 2. The film used was the relatively insensitive 3M QA-V graphic-
arts-type film. Sheets of film were cut into strips approximately 3.81 cm wide and were
contained in Kodak Ready-Pack film holders. The autoradiograph of the fuel column segment
in Fig. 2 was obtained during a 15-min reactor operation at a power of 85 watts followed by

a three-hour cooling period. The film was in the reactor for a total of approximately four

hours. The contribution to image density from spontaneous radiation during the four-hour

period was very small. The 0.16-cm-thick fuel column can be clearly seen as the darkest
part of the line in the center of Fig. 2.

The sensitivity of the active, at-critical autoradiographic technique to some simple
drawer-loading defects was tested. Figure 3A shows an active autoradiograph of part of a

fuel column from which a 7 .62-cm-long, 93%-enriched uranium plate was removed. Figure 3B

shows an active autoradiograph of part of a fuel column in which a 7. 62-cm-long, 93%-enriched

fuel plate was replaced by a 20%-enriched fuel plate. Both defects in Fig. 3 were easily
detectable. In another case, a 0.080-cm-thick fuel plate was substituted for a 0.61-cm-

thick plate. The presence of the thin plate was detectable, but only upon careful inspec-
tion of the autoradioagraph . Smaller differences in plate thickness would probably not be

detectable

.

The film base and film packaging materials are hydrogenous, and in the ZPR-9 core
described here, the film had a positive reactivity effect. A reactivity worth of 103 Ih/kg

was measured for Kodak 35 mm Ready Pack X-ray film randomly distributed through a quadrant

of one-half of the ZPR-9 assembly. This reactivity worth meant that only approximately 30

pieces of film, each 102-cm long, could be placed in the 800-drawer assembly without vio-
lating safety regulations. More pieces of film could be added, but the assembly reactivity
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Fig. 2. At-critical Active Autoradiograph of

a Highly-enr iched-uranium Fuel Column
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I

would have to be decreased by removing fuel drawers. In order to insure safe reactor opera- !

tion, the reactivity effect of the film must always be considered when doing an at-critical I

autoradiographic verification.

The success of the active autoradiographic technique for uranium fuel in an assembly
core led to a test of the applicability of the active technique to a plutonium-fueled
assembly core. An example of an active autoradiograph obtained in the 6100-liter ZPPR
assembly 10D is shown in Fig. 4A. The autoradiograph was produced during a 100 watt-hour
operation of the reactor. The film was in the reactor core for 5.5 hours. This active
autoradiograph shows portions of the edges of two 0.64-cm-thick plates in the center. The
image at the right edge of the autoradiograph and parallel to the fuel plates corresponds
to a column of U-238 plates. The space between the U-238 column and the fuel-plate column
was occupied by a can containing sodium. Figure 4B shows a passive autoradiograph pro-
duced in a 5.5-hour exposure when the assembly halves were separated. Both autoradio-
graphs were obtained with 3M QA-V film. The film was processed by hand at room temperature

j

in Kodak X-Omat chemicals.
!

The 5.5 hours the film spent in the assembly core was greater than the minimum time
necessary for autoradiography because other experiments were also conducted. The minimum
time for an active autoradiographic irradition is approximately 2.5 hours, which includes
reactor startup, irradiation, and reactor cooling.

The fuel-column image is more dense in the active autoradiograph (Fig. 4A; 1.2 optical
density units) than in the passive autoradiograph (Fig. 4B; 0.6 optical density units).
However, the background density is also higher in the active autoradiograph. The density
difference between active and passive fuel plate images may have been greater if the total
time the film was in the core had been the minimum 2.5 hours, instead of the actual 5.5 hours

The plutonium fuel-plate images in the active autoradioagraphs obtained in the assembly
drawers had only very small contributions from the fuel columns in adjacent drawers. Active
autoradiographs were obtained in drawers which contained a single fuel column and which also
had drawers above containing a single fuel column. The two fuel columns were separated by
0.28 cm of steel in the two matrix tubes and in the bottom of one drawer. Active auto-
radiographs were also obtained in drawers which contained a single fuel column, but which
had no fuel-containing drawer above. The density of the fuel column images were nearly
identical in both cases. From this observation of nearly equal image densities, it was con-
cluded that the 0 . 28-cm-thick steel separating the two fuel columns absorbed most of the

radiation which produced the fuel column images. This, in turn, led to the conclusion that
low-energy radiation produced the images. This final conclusion is not surprising, because
low-energy photons dominate both the prompt -fission gamma ray spectrum 9 and the fission-
product spectrum 10 even though some very high energy photons are produced. In addition, the
beta radiation from fission products will be highly absorbed by the 0. 28-cm-thick steel,

but will still be able to expose film within the drawer.

Active autoradiographs were also obtained for blanket drawers which contained no fuel,

but which had fuel-containing drawers above them. The fuel column in the drawer above was

not visible on the blanket drawer autoradiographs. Images of the U-238 plates in the blanket
drawers were visible. An active autoradiograph of a blanket drawer is shown in Fig. 4C. It

was obtained simultaneously with the autoradiograph in Fig. 4A. In Fig. 4C, the light, center

portion of the autoradiograph corresponds to an 1.27-cm-wide sodium can, and the darker re-
gions correspond to U-238 plates.

In Fig. 4A, the density of the image of the plutonium-containing fuel plates is approxi-
mately equal to the density of the image of the U-238 plates. This equality of density may
be surprising at first because the fission rate in the U-238 in the assembly was only 15% of

the total fission rate. However, the plutonium fuel plates were clad in 0.03-cm-thick stain-

less steel, while the U-238 plates were unclad. It was earlier concluded that the fuel-

plate images were produced primarily by low-energy photons and beta radiation. If this con-
clusion is correct, then it can be expected that the image density of the U-238 plates will

be enhanced because these plates have no cladding to absorb low-energy photons or beta radia-
tion. While the images of the clad fuel plates and of the unclad U-238 plates do not look

the same, their equal image densities for unequal fission rates presents a potential compli-
cation for interpreting active autoradiographs of drawers containing both clad plutonium
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plates and unclad U-238 plates. The density of the images of the U-238 plates in Fig. 4C
is low compared to the density of the images of U-238 plates in Fig. 4A because the fission
rates are much lower in the blanket region than in the core region.

Reactivity Worths

As a first step in assessing the sensitivity of reactivity measurements to diversion
detection, reactivity worths were measured for Pu-239 as a function of position within the
ZPPR core. These measurements were made on ZPPR assembly 10-A whose reference configuration

I

is shown in Fig. 5. The assembly was a hexagonal 4590-liter mockup of an LMFBR which con-
tained 19 mockup control-rod positions. The core had an axial length of 101.6 cm and was
divided into two fuel-enrichment zones. The inner core, with the mockup control-rod posi-
tions, contained, primarily, drawers with a single column of Pu-alloy fuel. The outer core
was loaded with single-column drawers and double-column drawers in alternate positions. The
5.08 cm by 5.08 cm cross section of the core zones of a single-column drawer and a double-
column drawer are shown in Fig. 6. Outside the outer core was a blanket zone whose drawers
contained fertile material and coolant. The outermost zone contained a steel reflector. The
ZPPR-10A reference configuration was critical, with a total fissile mass of approximately
2100 kg.

Reactivity worths were obtained with the use of inverse kinetics techniques. The
neutron flux was measured as a function of time for a fissile sample which was moved across
the center of the axial midplane of the core. The sample was moved in steps by remote
control so that an entire traverse was performed during a single reactor run. A traverse
was made with an empty sample holder to correct for the reactivity effect of the holder.
Neutron flux measurements were made with BF3 detectors located outside the core.

In addition to the experimental results, first-order perturbation reactivity worths for

the isotopes Pu-239, Pu-240, and U-238 were obtained from a 28-neutron-energy-group diffusion
calculation in two-dimensional geometry. Isotopic worths were combined in the proper weight
fractions so that results could be compared to the experimental samples. A sample size
(self-shielding) correction was also made.

The experimental and computational results for Pu-239 reactivity worths as a function
of radial position at the centerline of the core axial midplane are presented in Table I.

The uncertainties in the measured worths are la statistical variations. Graphical results
are displayed in Fig. 7. The squares in Fig. 7 are the experimental data, while the solid

line was obtained by applying a normalization factor to the calculated data over the fuel-
bearing regions. The normalization factor was derived from a comparison of calculation
and experiment.

The second factor required to determine the sensitivity of reactivity measurements to

fissile material removal is the uncertainty of such measurements. One obvious contribution
to this uncertainty is the simple experimental uncertainty in making any single reactivity
measurement. However, because reactivity verification measurements will be compared to
previously measured reference reactivities, the long-term reproducibility of reactivity
measurements is also important.

In a fast critical assembly such as ZPPR, differences between reference reactivity

measurements may arise from temperature variations, irreproduc ibil ity of table closure and

control-rod positions, and unavoidable changes in the core composition, particularly the

decay of Pu-241 . The temperature of the ZPPR cell can be held constant to within ± 0.14°C.

Therefore, if the approach to critical is always the same, uncertainties associated with

temperature variations during reference measurements are small. Experience at ZPPR indicates
that overall reproducibility of reactivity measurements on the same assembly over a short
period (< 1 week) should be approximately + 1 Ih . However, over a longer time period, the

decay of the Pu-241 (14.4-year half-life) present in small quantities in the ZPPR fuel alloy,

produces consistent and observable reactivity loss with time. Corrections can be made for

the Pu-241 decay, but the decay still makes a contribution to the overall uncertainty.
Assessment of these factors (for a range of critical assemblies containing 1.5% Pu-241 in Pu

fuel) leads to a long-range (several month) uncertainty of + 3 Ih.
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CONTROL ROD POSITION

Fig. 5. Core Configuration for ZPPR Assembly 10A
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These short- and long-term uncertainties can be combined with the reactivity worth
results in Table I to obtain estimates of the fissile removal sensitivities. These sensi-
tivities are presented in Table II for three core positions: the core center (0,0), the
core edge at the axial midplane (124,0), and the minimum reactivity position at the radial
and axial core edge (124,50). These sensitivities are only estimates and will later be
compared with observed changes in reactivity when fuel was removed. Also, these sensitivi-
ties represent removals of almost pure fissile fuel material. Actual fuel plates which
contain mixtures of fissile and fertile material will have reduced detection sensitivities
at the core center and probably slight enhancement at the core edge due to the presence of
the fertile material. This is expected because of the fertile material's negative reactivity
effect at the core center and small positive reactivity effect at the core edge.

Effects of Fuel Removal

The next step in assessing the sensitivity of reactivity measurements to diversion was
the measurement of reactivity change when fuel was removed from a reference core. These
measurements were made on ZPPR assembly 10D. This assembly was a hexagonal 6100 liter
mockup of an LMFBR which contained 31 control-rod positions. Though larger than the core
in assembly 10A, the loading pattern was similar. Reference core 10D contained a fissile
mass of roughly 2600 kg.

The reactivity of the subcritical 10D reference core was determined by the source-multi-
plication method. This reference reactivity was -0.29$. In the source-multiplication mea-
surement, the neutron flux was measured by 64 in-core fission counters. Each fission counter
consisted of a thin U-235 foil inside an ionization chamber filled with an argon-methane
mixture. The fission counter was enclosed in a stainless steel chamber, 5.08 cm by 0.64 cm
by 15.2 cm. The fission counters took the place of the fuel plate nearest the axial
mid-plane in 32 different single-column fuel drawers in each reactor half. Reference
assembly 10D is shown in Fig. 8. The x's indicate the location of fission counters in Half
1, while the o's indicate the location of fission counters in Half 2. One advantage in

using the source-multiplication method to determine reactivity for diversion detection
purposes is that one can simultaneously obtain both an integral reactivity for the entire
core and a relative fission-rate distribution map from the 64 individual fission counters.
The value of the integral reactivity is obtained from the weighted absolute fission rates of
all 64 counters. This integral reactivity is then compared to the previous result for the
reference core. In addition, the relative fission rate for each detector (fraction of the
total fission rate in the core seen by one detector) in the verification measurement can be
compared to the relative fission-rate obtained in the reference measurement. If a local
diversion has occurred, the absolute fission-rate measurements will detect the reduced
integral reactivity, and the fission-rate distribution map may be able to indicate the
location of the diversion. If a diversion is made uniformly throughout the core, the
integral reactivity will still decrease, but the fission-rate distribution could essentially
be unchanged.

Operationally, fuel was removed from selected drawers of the reference configuration, and
then the reactor halves were brought together and the control rods set to their reference
positions. After a wait of a few minutes to assure equilibrium, the fission-counter outputs
were read and stored by a digital computer. The computer then calculated the integral
reactivity, the relative fission rates for each detector, and the ratio of these relative
fission rates to the relative fission rates for the reference. The relative fission-rate
ratios were displayed on a core map so that local variations could be seen.

The first simulated fuel diversion was a simple removal of all fuel plates from four
single-column drawers near the center of the inner core. Approximately 2 kg of fissile
material was removed. The fuel plates were not replaced with any other material. The

results for this simulated diversion are shown in Fig. 9. The drawers with an "x" are those
from which fuel was removed. This fuel removal resulted in a decrease in the integral
reactivity of 0.16$. The numbers in Fig. 9 represent the changes in relative fission rates
from the reference values. Each number appears at the approximate core location of its

respective fission counter. The numbers, which we will call "Q", were computed from the
expression
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TABLE I. Calculated and Corrected Measured Radial Traverse for
Pu-30, Sample in ZPPR Assembly 10A

Pos it ion

,

Sample Worth,
cm Ih/kg

Experiment Calculated Self- Corrected C/E

Sh ielding Calculated

0.023 55 .04 + 0 09

5.522 55 67 + 0 12 63 66 I . 04 65 97 1 .19

11.052 57 95 + 0 10 64 39 I . 04 67 06 1 .16

16.576 58 .48 + 0 12 65 00 1 . 05 67 94 1 .16

22.095 58 67 + 0 09 64 96 1 . 05 68 .00 1 .16

27.625 57 49 + 0 09 64 26 1 . 05 67 29 1 .17

33.147 56 68 + 0. 11 63 12 . 05 66 11 1 .17

38.671 56 01 + 0 11 61 82 . 05 64 82 1 .16

44.201 54 94 + 0 12 60 52 1 . 05 63 54 1 .16

49 . 720 53 71 + 0 10 59 33 1 .05 62 22 1 .16

55.245 52 33 + 0. 10 58 03 1 05 60 83 1 .16

60.772 50 77 + 0. 07 56 42 1 05 59 22 1 .17

66.294 49 01 + 0. 12 54 14 i
i . Uj JO y / 1 16

71.818 46 55 + 0. 11 51 28 1 05 53 76 1 15

77.346 42 91 + 0. 09 47 53 1 04 49 63 1 .16

82.867 39 05 + 0. 11 44 11 1 04 45 90 1 18

88.389 36 57 + 0. 11 41 70 1 04 43 42 1 .19

93.914 34 95 + 0. 09 39 59 1 05 41 39 1 18

99 . 444 33 37 + 0. 09 37 08 1 Uj oy uy 1 17

104.965 30 32 + 0. 14 33 24 1 06 35 14 1 16

110.490 25 65 + 0. 13 28 02 1 06 29 66 1 16

116.017 20 46 + 0. 11 21 88 1 06 23 09 1 13

121.539 14 86 + 0. 13 15 82 1 05 16 57 1 12

127.066 9 90 + 0. 12 10 87 1 01 11 04 1 12

132.588 5 66 + 0. 13 6 90 0 97 6 73 1 19

138.115 3 71 + 0. 08 4 25 0 93 3 95 1
A "7

07

143.634 2. 04 + 0. 13 2 73 0 87 2 38 1 18
176.789 0. 00 + 0. 06 0 00 0 67 0 00

TABLE II. Fissile Removal Detection Sens it ivity - ZPPR-10A
(Using 1 Ih short-•term anc 3 Ih long- term Reac-
tivity Sensitivity)

Radial Axial Sensitivity, kg
Pos it ion

,

Position, Isotope Short Term Long Term
cm cm

0 0 239Pu 0 017 0. 05

124 0 239Pu 0 067 0. 2

124 50 239Pu 0 267 0. 8

0 0 235u 0.023 0. 07

124 0 235lJ 0.09 0. 27

124 50 235u 0 36 1. 09
0 0 233u 0 012 0. 036

124 0 233u 0 05 0. 15

124 50 233D 0. 20 0. 60

core edge
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Fig. 9. Fission Rate Distribution Map for the First Simulated Diversion
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Q = 1000

a
iR i

i -1

ref

I

where is the fission-counter count rate and a£ is a weighting factor for that counter.
The subscript "ref" indicates values for the reference configuration. Thus, a Q of -20

indicates a 2% decrease in the relative fission rate for that detector compared to the
relative fission rate for that detector in the reference measurement. As indicated by the Q
values in Fig. 9, there is a definite decrease in relative fission rates in the vicinity of

the 2-kg localized fuel removal. The statistical uncertainties of the Q's (lo) were +_ 3

for the inner core, + 4 for the outer core, and +_ 6 for the blanket. The uncertainty in

the integral reactivity measurement was approximately 0.003$ (la), although, when long-term
instabilities are included (comparisons with reference reactivities made months previously),
this uncertainty is likely to be 0.01$.

Table I gives a plutonium reactivity worth near the core center of ZPPR-10A of approx-
imately 56 Ih/kg. Using a conversion factor of 333 Ih/$, one would predict that a removal

of 2 kg of Pu from the core center would reduce the reactivity by about 0.33$. The observed
reactivity reduction in the larger but similar ZPPR-10D was 0.16$. This smaller reactivity
decrease is expected because fuel was removed from the entire 50.8-cm fuel column, and

because the reactivity worth of fuel decreases with increasing distance from the axial
midplane. Axial worths at 50.8-cm from the midplane can be as much as a factor of four lower

than at the midplane, so an 0.16$ change in reactivity is reasonable.

One postulated method of compensating for a reactivity loss due to fissile removal is

the substitution (or addition) of moderator material which may have a positive reactivity
worth in a fast critical assembly. A very simple moderator substitution was made in the

second simulated diversion. The voids created in the drawer by the fuel removal of the

first simulated diversion were filled with polyethylene plates having the same dimensions as

the fuel plates. Except for the presence of the polyethylene, the reactor core configuration
was the same in the second simulated diversion as it was in the first. The source-multipli-
cation measurement results for this second diversion are shown in Fig. 10. The integral re-
activity was 0.18$ less than the reference core, which was 0.02$ less than the uncompensated
diversion. Obviously, this effort to compensate for the reactivity loss was not successful.
A possible explanation for this apparent negative reactivity worth for the polyethylene may
be that the local shift of the neutron spectrum resulted in increased absorption in local
fertile material (U-238), reducing the neutron flux available to more distant fissile
material

.

As in the first diversion, the map of Q values shows a marked reduction in relative
fission rates in the vicinity of the diversion. These maps can be generated with any set of

fission counter readings as a reference. When the first simulated diversion was used as the
reference, there was no statistically significant difference betwen the relative fission
rate distributions in the second and in the first diversions.

A more rigorous test of the integral reactivity method for detecting diversion (and the

relative-fission-rate ratio method for locating diversion) is a distributed diversion in a

low-worth region. In the third simulated diversion, fuel was removed from each of four
single-column drawers along the core-blanket interface. The fuel plates were replaced with
polyethylene plates. The location of the fuel removal and results for this third diversion
are shown in Fig. 11. The integral reactivity was 0.02$ less than the reference. This
reactivity reduction is in reasonable agreement with the results of Table I when the low-

worth locations of the fuel removals are considered. The total fissile material removed was

again approximat ley 2 kg.

The most notable feature in the Q-value map is the very high reading for the fission
counter directly adjacent to the drawer containing polyethylene near the bottom of the

reactor. This is due to the counters' high sensitivity to low energy neutrons and the lack

of intervening absorber. In the second diversion, the nearest fission detector was four
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Fig. 11. Fission Rate Distribution Map for the Third Simulated Diversion
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drawers away from the polyethylene. The other fission counters show a negative tilt toward

the side where the fuel was removed, but these Q-values are not much greater than the

statistical uncertainties.

A fourth simulated diversion was made which was localized in a minimum-worth region at

a corner of the core. The fuel plates were removed from three single-column drawers and one
double-column drawer, and polyethylene plates were substituted for the fuel. Total fissile
material removed was 2.5 kg. Figure 12 shows the location of fuel removal and the Q-value
map. The integral reactivity was only 0.01$ less than the reference, a value which is close
to the expected value for the uncertainty of long-term comparisons to reference measurements.
The Q-value map successfully located the region of the diversion. The reason for the rather
large positive reading from the fission counter in the blanket near the diversion is not
obvious

.

In order to test a slightly different reactivity compensation scheme, the configuration
of the second simulated diversion was reproduced with the addition that polyethylene was
substituted for fertile material (U-238) in two drawers in the outer core. Polyethylene
once again replaced fuel removed from the inner core. This fifth simulated diversion is

shown in Fig. 13. The x's indicate a drawer in which polyethylene replaced fuel, and the o's
indicate a drawer in which polyethylene replaced U-238. The integral reactivity for this

configuration was 0.14$ less than the reference, which was 0.02$ more than the case of fuel
removal with no polyethylene (first diversion), and was 0.04$ more than the case when poly-
ethylene was substituted only for fuel (second diversion). It appears that replacing U-238
with polyethylene was a more successful reactivity compensation method than was replacing
fuel with polyethylene. The Q-value map clearly located the missing fuel.

Figure 14 shows a Q-value map in which the configuration of the fifth simulated diver-
sion was compared to the second simulated diversion. The only difference between these
configurations is the polyethylene which replaced the U-238 in the outer core. This change

j
is apparent from the map which shows a positive tilt to the side of the core with the extra
polyethylene and the highest Q-values closest to the polyethylene.

Foil-Irradiation Experiments

Because the reactivity of a particular assembly-core configuration depends on the
neutron-energy spectrum, it might be necessary to verify the spectrum as part of a reac-
tivity verification. The addition of moderator to a fast reactor core can increase reac-
tivity by increasing the relative neutron flux at low energies where the fission cross
sections are relatively large. A typical neutron-energy spectrum for a ZPPR LMFBR mockup is

shown in Fig. 15. As indicated, the relative flux is very small below a few hundred eV.

A verification of the neutron-energy spectrum of a fast critical assembly core can be
obtained from experimentally determined rates of neutron-energy-dependent reactions. The
types of measured data that are sensitive to neutron spectra are called spectral indices.
One spectral index which has been used for many years in reactor experiments is the ratio of
the fission rates in U-235 and U-238. The fission rate for U-235 generally decreases or is

relatively flat with increasing neutron energy, while the fission rate for U-238 increases
with increasing neutron energy, with a threshold near 1 MeV. Thus, the ratio of fission-
product concentrations in U-238 and U-235 foils can be used as an index of the neutron
energy distribution. The use of reaction-rate ratios in metal foils for safeguards purposes
has been investigated in the highly enriched uranium-fueled SPECTR assembly in the USSR. 11

The foils should contain a material sensitive to low-energy neutrons in one reaction, and
should contain a material sensitive to high-energy neutrons in another reaction. For low-
energy sensitivity, (n,y) reactions are useful, while (n,n'), (n,2n), (n,p) and threshold
fission reactions have good high-energy sensitivity.

The spectral index chosen for this study was the ratio of the rate of the In-115 (n,y)
reaction to the rate of the In-115 (n,n') reaction. This index has the advantage of requir-
ing only a single foil of nonradioactive material. Natural indium contains about 96% In-115.
The product of the (n,"y) reaction, In-116m^, has a 54-minute half life and emits several
gamma rays, including one at 417 keV. The product of the (n,n') reactions, In-115m, has
a 4.5-hour half life and emits a single gamma ray of 335 keV. The ratio of the intensities
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of the 417-keV and the 335-keV gamma rays was used as the spectral index. The neutron-energy
dependence of the In-115 (n,y) and In-115 (n,n') reactions is shown in Fig. 16.

The ability of the indium-foil spectral index to detect local spectral changes due to
moderator substitution was tested by placing indium foils in several locations around the
sites where polyethylene had been substituted for fuel. The foil-irradiation test was
conducted with the reactor in a configuration which contained both the second and fourth
diversion types. That is, polyethylene had been substituted for fuel in four drawers near
the core center and in four drawers of a corner of the outer core. Foils were placed
in and near the drawers containing polyethylene, and also in symmetrically equivalent
drawers away from the diversion locations. These foils away from the diversion points
provided reference spectral-index data points for essentially unperturbed regions of the

core. Figure 17 gives the core-loading pattern for the foil-irradiation experiment. The
x's indicate drawers in which polyethylene was substituted for fuel, and the o's indicate
drawers which contain an indium foil.

The indium foils were 1.27 cm in diameter and 0.0127 cm thick. The foils were held in

0.051-cm-thick stainless steel holders. The holders were placed in the drawers parallel to

the fuel or coolant plates. Each foil was placed adjacent to the central plate of the
drawer, and each foil was 7.62 cm from the axial midplane. The foils were irradiated at a

power of approximately 800 watts for 15 minutes. The reactor control rods were withdrawn
from their positions during the reactivity measurements to permit the higher power operation.
At 800 watts, the total neutron flux near the core center was approximately 8 x 10^ neutrons
cm sec . After about a two-hour cooling period, the foils were removed from the core.
The foils were then placed in other holders for counting. Two Ge(Li) detectors with auto-
matic sample changers were used to count the 41 foils. Total count time for the 41 spectra
was approximately 20 hours. Several spectra were obtained for each sample.

The results for the simulated diversion near the core center are shown in Fig. 18. The
horizontal cross-hatch marks indicate a drawer in which polyethylene was substituted for

fuel. The numbers at the drawer locations are the ratios of the intensities of the (n,Y)-
product gamma rays to the (n,n ' )-product gamma rays. The intensities were corrected for

decay from the time of reactor shutdown. The larger the value of the spectral index, the

greater the (n,Y) contribution, and hence, the softer the spectrum. The average value of
the spectral index (s.i.) for the 13 foils in drawers in the relatively unperturbed region
was 62.3, with a standard deviaton (lo) of 3.0. The s.i. values of the foils located in the
drawers with polyethylene were quite high. The third drawer removed (both horizontally and
vertically) from the diversion site had an s.i. which was more than 20 higher than the
s.i.'s in the unperturbed region. The s.i. in the fourth drawer was not significantly
higher than the average for the unperturbed region. One of the foils in the unperturbed
region also had an s.i. value of 70, which was more than 2o higher than the average for the
region. This value may have been high due to its proximity to the diversion site and to the
rather large amount of intervening sodium with its low absorption cross section.

The results for the simulated diversion at the edge of the outer core are shown in Fig.
j

19. The diagonal cross hatch marks indicate a drawer in which polyethylene was substituted
for fuel. The average value of the s.i.'s for the unperturbed region was 49.7 with a

standard deviation (lo) of 3.6. Again, the foil in a drawer containing polyethylene had a

very large value of the s.i. The value of the s.i. is significantly higher than the unper-
turbed average value for only the two drawers adjacent to the diversion site, with the

possible exception of the third drawer below the diversion. It appears that the foils are

slightly less sensitive to the presence of the polyethylene at the core edge than at the
core center, although that conclusion may not be justifiable from this small amount of

evidence

.

DISCUSSION

Autoradiography can provide a piece count of fuel elements in fast critical assembly
drawers, and can also provide a simultaneous verification of the loading pattern in the

reactor core. Autoradiography is an in-situ technique which requires no handling of fuel

elements or reactor drawers, and a large number of drawers can be examined in a short time.

Passive autoradiography, presently applicable only to plutonium fuels, can be used to examine
any desired fraction of the reactor drawers. Because the passive autoradiographic images

are produced mainly by radiation from Am-241 , the verification of the fissile content of
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fuel elements is indirect. However, for the active technique, the fuel element images are

the direct result of the fissile content of the fuel elements and of the presence of a criti
cal mass in the reactor. The film itself may have a positive reactivity effect that must
be considered when planning an active autoradiographic inventory verification. Any reac-
tivity effect must also be considered when interpreting the results of an active autoradio-
graphic inventory.

Passive autoradiography is not presently practical for in-core uranium application.
Further work is needed to explore the possibility of adapting existing passive autoradio-
graphic techniques to the in-core uranium problem. The availability of a passive technique
is important for verifications when the assembly cannot easily be brought into a critical
conf igurat ion

.

The application of active autoradiography to plutonium-fueled cores is more compli-
cated than it is for uranium-fueled cores because of the approximately equal image densities
for the clad plutonium plates and the unclad U-238 plates and because of the large contribu-
tion to fuel-plate images from spontaneous radiation. More data is needed to better evalu-
ate the active autoradiographic technique for plutonium-fueled cores. However, the present
passive technique is quite adequate as a companion technique to reactivity measurements and
foil irradiations.

The reactor power required for film exposure in an active autoradiographic verification
is sufficient to activate indium foils. Both the products of the (n,y) and (n,n') reactions
are produced in sufficient concentration with approximately a 100-watt-hour irradiation of
the 6100-liter ZPPR. The 100-watt-hour irradiation is recommended for active autoradio-
graphy in a core with a volume of 6100 liters. The simultaneous foil irradiation and film
exposure is expected to be applicable to uranium-fueled cores.

The results of the integral reactivity measurements have indicated that these measure-
ments are indeed sensitive to the removal of small quantities of fissile material from fast
critical assembly cores. The great attractiveness of the integral reactivity measurement
lies in its ability to provide a quantitative estimate of the fissile content of an entire
core in a single measurement requiring approximately two hours. This measurement time
assumes that the reactor is already in its reference configuration. Depending on the
degree of deviation from a reference configuration, the time required for a reactivity ver-
ification could be significantly longer than a few hours. The use of reference reactivity
measurements requires an independent verification of the core contents upon initial reactor
loading. The detection sensitivity to the 2.0 - 2.5 kg (fissile) simulated diversion was
well outside measurement uncertainties for all but the fourth simulated diversion which was
made in a zone of minimum fissile worth. These results were particularly encouraging in

view of the IAEA detection-sensitivity goal of 8 kg (fissile).

The attempt to compensate for reactivity loss from fuel removal by substitution of

polyethylene was not successful. In the only case where both a compensated and an uncompen-
sated diversion was made (diversions 1 and 2), the compensated diversion actually resulted
in a lower reactivity than did the uncompensated case. All other diversions were made with
polyethylene substituted for fuel. This reactivity decrease with the addition of moderator
was attributed to increased neutron capture in nearby absorbing materials (e.g., U-238).
This increased absorption resulted in a reduction in the total neutron flux and consequently
in a reduction in the fission rate in fuel several drawers away from the substitution where
the nearest fission counters were located. In the third simulated diversion, a fission
counter was in a drawer adjacent to a drawer containing polyethylene, and this fission
counter showed a much higher relative fission rate than it did in the reference case. This
high fission rate was attributed to the high counter sensitivity to low-energy neutrons and
to the presence of a relatively large number of low-energy neutrons close to the polyethy-
lene. These low-energy neutrons were not absorbed because of the relatively small amount of
absorber material between the polyethylene and the fission counter. Fission counters four
drawers removed from polyethylene substituted for fuel showed reduced relative fission
rates. These observations with fission counters were supported by the foil-irradiation
experiments which indicated that the effects of the polyethylene had a short range. The

polyethylene-induced effect on flux was not detectable four drawers away in the inner core,
and was not detectable three drawers away at the core edge. In both regions, the effect was
readily detected in the adjacent drawer.
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In the fifth simulated diversion, polyethylene was substituted for U-238 in fuel-
containing drawers. The reactivity effect for this substitution was positive and the
effect was observed by fission counters more than four drawers away. The reactivity
effect resulted from the removal of U-238 absorber and addition of moderator. No measure-
ments were made to evaluate the effects of U-238 removal alone.

The combined results of the reactivity measurements and the foil-irradiation measure-
ments do seem to suggest that the most effective way to conduct a reactivity-measurement-
based verification is to place the indium foils in drawers directly adjacent to the fission
counters. This tactic appears to have the best chance of detecting the substitution, or the
addition, of moderator to compensate for the removal of fissile material. If a diverter
wants to substitute moderator for fuel to cover up the removal of fuel, he must do so close
to the fission counter. However, if this substitution is close enough to the fission
counter to compensate for the fuel removal, it is likely to be close enough to the indium
foil to have a detectable effect on the spectral index.

One other conclusion which can be drawn at this point is that it is not a trivial
problem for a diverter to devise a reactivity-compensation scheme. An extensive series of
test diversions and compensations would be needed to cover up for any significant fuel

removal, especially if 64 fission counters with 64 accompanying spectral-index-measuring
foils were used in a verification measurement. Such a diversion and cover-up may be pos-
sible for an entire facility working together, but would be exceedingly difficult for an
individual, or even a few individuals in collusion.

The applicability of reactivity measurements and other reactor operating parameters to

safeguards purposes was studied previously by Gryazev 12
'
13 at the small, highly enriched

uranium-fueled fast critical assembly SPEKTR. In their experiments, Gryazev, et al., made
simulated diversions by removing uranium fuel and compensated for the reactivity loss by

adding moderator in various parts of the core. They found that they could completely
compensate for fuel removal by replacing uranium-containing elements with polyethylene
elements. In these experiments, Gryazev measured the fundamental harmonic decay constant

for a subcritical configuration whose reactivity was held constant by additions of moderator
Deviations of this decay constant from reference values were due to changes in the prompt
neutron lifetime. Compensated diversions as small as 1.5 kg U-235 were detected.

The evaluation presented here of the reactivity measurement as a safeguards tech-
nique for fast critical assemblies has been limited to strictly technical considerations,
such as detection sensitivities and measurement uncertainties. Another type of evaluation
should be mentioned, at least in passing, when considering the application of reactivity
measurements to international safeguards. This second type of evaluation concerns the
practical application of the method by inspectors who are outsiders at a fast critical
assembly, and it also concerns the degree to which reactivity measurements can be made truly
independent of the facility and, hence, credible to an outsider. The experiments described
here relied on in-core fission counters to obtain reactivity data. Fission-counter output
was fed into scalers which were then read by a digital computer which, in turn, calculated
reactivities. It would be extremely difficult for an international inspector to assure that t

all aspects of the fission-counter data-collection and -processing system were working
properly and had not been subject to tampering. The practicability of inspectors' supplying
their own instrumentation in the form of in-core or outside-core detectors should be con-

sidered, but is likely to be a difficult problem.
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The foil irradiation techniques used to obtain spectral indices are relatively inde-

pendent of the facility. The inspector can supply his own foils, can insert them into and
remove them from the assembly drawers himself, and can use his own gamma-ray spectrometer to

obtain the reaction-rate ratios. It is necessary to make reference spectral-index measure-
ments throughout the reference core when it is first established because spectral indices i_

. . . . . .
f-will vary with location within the core. Foil-irradiat ion measurements require that the

core be capable of producing relatively high fluxes (10 9 - 10 lu neutrons cm-2 sec
-1

).

The indium reaction products used in these experiments had half-lives of 54 minutes and

of 4.5 hours. Because of the gamma-detectors and automatic sample-changing equipment, the

41 foils could be counted quickly enough to make the 54-minute half-life isotope useful.
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Inspectors may find it difficult to utilize this isotope because of its short half-life.
Several other (n,Y) reactions can be substituted for the In-115 (n,Y) reaction.

Gryazev 11 also studied the application of spectral-index measurements to the detection
of moderator-compensated diversions. His spectral index was the ratio of the Au-197 (n,Y)
reaction rate to the In-115 (n,n') reaction rate. He found that he could detect polyehtylene-
compensated diversions 10 cm away from the point of diversion. This detection range of 10

cm was similar to that observed in the experiments reported here (diversion detectable at

least two drawers away — each drawer ~ 5 cm wide). Gryazev also used foil activation as a

neutron flux measuring technique. A flux measuring technique using foils would probably
require a prohibitively large number of foils in the large ZPPR cores.

The methods described here for measuring reactivity and for verifying the neutron-energy
spectra are only examples of many methods available. Reactivities can be determined by
measuring reactor period, or by such perturbation techniques as rod drop or rod oscillation.
If external neutron sources are used, reactivities can be determined by a source-jerk tech-
nique or by fundamental-mode decay-constant measurements. The source-multiplication tech-
nique used in these experiments is applicable as described only for plutonium-fueled cores
because the neutron source is the spontaneous fission in the even Pu isotopes. A similar
technique could be applied to uranium-fueled cores by introducing some other neutron
sources

.

Several techniques are available for neutron-energy spectrum verification in addition
to the foil-irradiation methods described here. Reactivity worths can also serve as spectral
indices, and Gryazev 12 has successfully applied U-238 and boron worth measurements to the
detection of compensated diversion in the SPEKTR fast critical assembly. The prompt neutron
lifetime is also sensitive to changes in the neutron-energy spectrum. Estimates of prompt
neutron lifetimes can be obtained from reactor-power noise measurements or from fundamental-
mode decay-constant measurements at constant reactivity.

Each of the three techniques described here — autoradiography, foil irradiation, and
reactivity measurement — have individual strengths which make them useful as inventory
verification techniques, and have individual weaknesses which make them vulnerable to defeat
by specific diversion scenarios. The roles of the various inventory verification techniques
will be determined, in part, by the credibility of various postulated diversion strategies.
For example, passive autoradiography of plutonium fuel in reactor drawers may possibly be
vulnerable to defeat by radioactive "dummy" fuel elements which do not contain fissile
material. A diversion scenario involving the fabrication of "dummy" fuel elements may be
credible in international safeguards problems, and passive autoradiography would be com-
bined with foil irradiation and/or reactivity measurements. However, fabrication of "dummy"
fuel elements is much less credible when considering diversion by individuals or groups of
individuals so that passive autoradiography may require less support in domestic safeguards
applicat ions

.

Reactivity measurements have the advantage of great sensitivity to changes in the

fissile content of a reactor. The entire core can be examined in a single measurement.
However, because of the possibility of reactivity compensation by changes in core geometry,
or by the substitution of non-fissile materials with positive reactivity worth, reactivity
measurements must be supported by other techniques. If changes in core configuration or

core composition are considered credible diversion scenarios, the autoradiography can

I

verify the core loading pattern while foil irradiation measurements can, with some limita-
tions, verify the core composition. Similarly, the foil irradition technique is not very
sensitive to core geometry and thus needs to be supported by autoradiography.

The potentially greatest assurance of diversion detection lies in a combination of

all three inventory verification techniques. If the reactivity measurements are considered
too facility dependent to be credible, then the relatively facility-independent autoradio-
graphic and foil irradiation technqiues should be used in combination. Only autoradiography
can be applied to cores which are substantially subcritical.
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Discussion:

Fainberg (BNL):

Were you more or less sensitive to the drawers in the central region?

Brumbach (ANL):

That was a region of greatest senstivity. We removed fuel also from regions of lower
sensitivity and, in fact, we removed the fuel from four drawers at the core blanket
interface, the same amount of fissile material. There the reactivity decrease was 2%,
rather than 16$. So, we saw a reduction by a factor of 8 in sensitivity by removing from
the core blanket interface rather than the core center. When we went to the corner of the

core it dropped by another factor of two, which is about what you'd expect looking at that
! plot of reactivity worth as a function of position.

Fainberg:
So when it comes to the least sensitive region, the 2-kg are barely detectable.

Brumbach:

Two kilograms were at two sigma at the core blanket interface.

Green (BNL):

Steve, do you see combining these techniques into a procedure for independent IAEA

verification?

' Brumbach:

I see considerable promise for the foil irradiation method combined with film. I

suspect that the IAEA will not have much enthusiam for measuring reactivity, if for no
other reason than the fact that it is very facility-dependent. If one were to work at it,

one might be able to come up with something that would be facility independent, but you
would have to work at it pretty hard.

I Persiani (ANL)

:

I would like to make a comment on that. You are not going to have very many critical
facilities. The IAEA could certainly do a determined study of those facilities that are
available, and these would be finite in number.

Brumbach:
Well, it would be three or possibly four. I still think it would be hard — not

impossible, but I think it would be difficult.

Nilson (Exxon Nuclear)

:

There is a related subject here which is the light water reactor systems. It is

; possible to detect a defect in the loading of 75-kg, in low-enriched uranium by the
reactivity in the reactor. This same technique could thus be used for power reactors. It

is very sensitive, and might be something that the Agency could do. The operator always
measures reactivity of the reactor after refueling to make sure they get the right
loading. It is very sensitive to diversions of this size.
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ABSTRACT

Nondestructive techniques for characterizing irradiated LWR fuel
assemblies are discussed. This includes detection systems that measure
the axial activity profile, neutron yield and gamma yield. A multi-
element profile monitor has been developed that offers a significant
improvement in speed and complexity over existing mechanical scanning
systems. New portable detectors and electronics, applicable to safe-
guard inspection, are presented and results of gamma-ray and neutron
measurements at commercial reactor facilities are given.

KEYWORDS: Nondestructive assay, ion chamber, fission chamber, axial
profiles, irradiated (spent) fuel, instrumentation

INTRODUCTION

Nondestructive assay (NDA) methods for the determination of the fissile content of
irradiated nuclear fuels are needed to detect diversions of fissile materials to weapons
use. At the present time an applicable nondestructive technique does not exist for
directly measuring the fissile content of irradiated fuel assemblies. Instead, the
fissile content is normally inferred from indirect measurements of the burnup by using
gamma-ray or neutron signatures.

Gamma-ray spectrometry has been investigated as a measurement technique for determining
the burnup of irradiated fuels. This method requires a high-resolution germanium de-

tector, a multichannel analyzer system and a mechanical scanning system and collimator
assembly. Through these investigations the fission products, 1 37cs, ^Ce-Pr, and
1 °6Ru-Rh and fission product ratios 1 34cs/137cs and 15i

*Eu/ 1 37cs have been iden-
tified as possible burnup monitors. One limitation of this technique is that the intensi-
ties of gamma rays from the interior of the assemblies are substantially attenuated by the

relatively dense fuel rods.

Gross-gamma measurements are an alternative to gamma spectrometry. Although the meas-

urement is not able to differentiate the presence of specific fission products, it does
sense the high radiation field that must be present in a spent fuel assembly. The measure-

ment is also relatively insensitive to the interior rods because of attenuation.
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Passive neutron assay has been identified as a potentially useful inspection assay
method of spent fuel in a recent review^i3 an(j in the IAEA Advisory Group Meeting.

1
*

Two aspects make the passive neutron measurement technique particularly attractive for the
I measurement of spent fuel assemblies. First, neutrons are less subject to self-absorption
in the fuel assembly than are gamma rays. Monte Carlo calculations have shown the interior
rods of PWR assemblies contribute nearly the same amount to the total neutron emission

i rate as the exterior rods. 5 Therefore the neutron measurement is more sensitive to all
the interior pins in the fuel assembly than is the gamma-ray spectrometry measurement.
Secondly, the passive neutron measurement requires very simple electronics and a neutron
detector and this simplicity can be a distinct advantage in the hostile environment of a

spent fuel storage facility.

In many instances when safeguards inspections are performed , the preferred NDA tech-
1 niques should be simple to use; portable, easily carried from site to site; and provide
I rapid and reasonably accurate assays. In other cases, more detailed information is re-
quired. This can occur at away from reactor storage facilities (AFRs) and reprocessing
plants where NDA methods can be used for criticality control and shipper-receiver
verification. Such in-plant instrumentation must be unobtrusive and the measurements
rapid enough to not interfere with normal operating routine of the facility.

As part of its on-going investigations into NDA techniques, the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory International Safeguards Group has been actively investigating NDA methods for
the characterization of spent fuel. We have performed investigations into high-resolution

' gamma-ray spectrometry, passive neutron assay, and gross-gamma measurements. These inves-
I tigations included burnup correlations, new detector developments, and electronic
development . 5-9

This paper will address some of the more recent developments in this program. We will
discuss various methods for the measurement of activity profiles, new detection systems,
and portable electronics for safeguards inspections and in-plant assay. Results of experi-

|
ments at BWR and PWR facilities will be given.

AXIAL ACTIVITY PROFILE

Since the axial burnup of LWR fuel assemblies depends on many factors such as axial
power levels, burnable poison rods, control rods, and core locations, the axial burnup
will not necessarily be the same from one fuel assembly to another. It is therefore
necessary to determine the axial burnup profile of each fuel assembly if an accurate meas-
ure of the integral burnup is desired. In addition, if a rapid technique for accurately
measuring the axial burnup profile of a fuel assembly can be developed, then a detailed
measurement can be performed at one position and related to the entire assembly by using
the profile as an integrating function.

We have measured the axial activity profile of both BWR and PWR fuel assemblies with a

high-resolution gamma-ray system, a Be(y,n) detector and an ion chamber. The typical
experimental configuration for a reactor spent fuel storage facility is shown in Fig. 1.

Complete gamma-ray spectra (500-2300 keV) were collected at specified axial positions on
the fuel assemblies and analyzed for comparison to the other profile monitor systems.
Also, the gamma-ray data was correlated with the operator-declared burnup values.

The Be(y ,n) detector (Fig. 2) is sensitive to gamma rays with energies greater than
the 1660 keV threshold for photoneutron production in beryllium. Neutrons produced in the
Be are thermalized by the polyethylene and are counted in the fission chamber. This par-
ticular detector is relatively insensitive to high gamma-ray fluxes. In a fission product
spectra, the principal gamma ray with an energy above the 1660 keV threshold is the 2186
keV gamma ray of ^Pr. The isotope has a very short half-life (tj = 17-3
min) and is in secular equilibrium with its parent I^Ce (ti = 284.5 day). Therefore,
the measured Be(y,n) profile is essentially the profile of the ^-^Ce axial distribution.

The 137cs activity from the germanium detector measurements correlated well with the
1 declared burnup values and was used as the burnup monitor for the burnup profile. The

137Cs burnup correlation is shown in Fig. 3 where the 95% confidence bounds are included.
The average percent difference from the regression line is 5.1?. Similar results were
obtained for the BWR fuel assemblies.
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Figure 1

Schematic of experimental apparatus used to examine the LWR fuel assemblies.
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Figure 2
Be( y,n) detector for measuring the high-energy (> 1660 keV) gamma activity
profile.
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Typical PWR and BWR axial activity profiles are shown in Figs 4-7. The peak values in

,
Figs. 4-7 were normalized to unity and since the detectors were not all at the same axial

I position, the profiles have been shifted so that the peak positions coincide. The agree-
I ment of the shapes of the ion chamber profiles with both the 137cs and the Be(y,n) pro-
' files are within the statistical uncertainties of the measurements. Typical measurement
times for each point was approximately 5 min for the Be(y,n) and germanium detector and
approximately 10 s for the ion chamber. The speed of measurement of the ion chamber and
the apparently good agreement with the 137cs profile (and therefore burnup) convinced us

that a system could be designed that would eliminate the need for mechanical scanning yet

j

maintain measurement times of approximately 10 s.

MULTIELEMENT DETECTOR

A prototype multielement detector has been designed for measuring the profile of fuel
elements from a Materials Test Reactor (MTR) and is shown in Fig. 8. This detector
contains fifteen identically constructed ion chamber elements equally spaced along its
length (90 cm). The dose from fission product gamma rays is sensed as a current in each
ion chamber element and multiplexed by portable instrumentation. The offset current of
each element has been measured to be 5 x 10~12 amps.

A block diagram of the microprocessor-based portable electronics for the multielement

j

detector is shown in Fig. 9. The current from each of the ion chamber elements is ampli-
fied by the current-to-voltage amplifier with as transfer gain of 10~& A/V. These

' signals are multiplexed to an instrumentation amplifier whose gain is controlled by the
microprocessor and digitized by the 256 channel A/D converter. The microprocessor performs
numerous functions all initiated via the keyboard. It can collect and clear data, average
data, provide signals for the display of the profile, calibrate the system, output data to

a serial output, integrate the data between two cursor settings, monitor and change the
high voltage, change the amplifier gain, and perform a programmable set of key functions.

I A photograph of the prototype electronics is shown in Fig. 10. The total volume of the

|

electronics is approximately .027 m3. it is possible by a change in software to rede-
fine the functions of the keypad and, in addition, to permit the electronics to be operated
under remote computer control.

The application of the multielement detector to BWR and PWR spent fuel is straight-
forward. Such a system is in the design phase for an AFR spent fuel storage facility, and
will incorporate remote computer control features, neutron detector, and Be(y,n) detectors.

APPLICATION OF GROSS GAMMA AND NEUTRON DETECTORS TO INSPECTION

Generally, large complicated systems such as high resolution gamma spectrometry (HGRS)

and multielement profile monitors are not easily applied to routine safeguards inspection.
HRGS normally requires that the spent fuel assembly to be examined be isolated from adja-
cent fuel assemblies. Such isolation is not only time consuming, but not always accept-
able to the facility operators. In addition, the collimator assembly, scanning system
(either mechanical or multielement), and locating system are expensive, cumbersome and not
easily and quickly assembled at each reactor site. To circumvent these drawbacks, a detec-
tor system that requires minimum fuel motion and no collimation has been developed. We

i
have constructed an annular (ring) detector that incorporates both a gross gamma measure-
ment and a neutron measurement. This detector is shown in Fig. 11. It is divided into
quadrants with a neutron detector and an ion chamber in each quadrant. This detector is

designed so that the fuel assembly is positioned inside the annulus. The annular design
is intended to minimize variations in signal response due to change in the fuel assembly
to detector separation.

We have tested the ring detector on 36 spent fuel assemblies at a commercial PWR reac-
tor storage facility. In this test, two different types of neutron detectors were exam-
ined, a B-10 lined and a fission chamber. Each type was placed in opposite quadrants.

|

Both detectors were 2.54 cm diameter x 12.5 cm long. During the examinations the B-10
1 lined neutron detectors lost sensitivity, presumably because of the high-radiation fields

]

present (103-105 R/h). Therefore, the neutron results are limited to the data from

j

fission chambers. The results for this test are shown in Fig. 12 for the neutron measure-
i ments and Fig. 13 for the gross-gamma measurements. We have plotted the sum of the 2 neu-

|

tron detectors in Fig. 12 and the sum of the 4 ion chambers in Fig. 13.
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Typical BWR irradiated fuel assembly profile. Burnup is 4356 MWD/t and
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The neutron data fall into basically six groups according to cooling times ranging from !

4 months to 40 months. The burnup values within each group are similar with the values
'

for the different groups ranging from 18000-38000 MWD/MTU. The uncertainties in the meas-
j

urements (15-20?) were greater than the statistical uncertainty and is probably due to the
difficulty in accurately positioning the detector with respect to the fuel assembly. In a

I

water media a 1-cm positioning error can translate into an error of 10% in the relative
;

neutron counting rate. The errors would be reduced by having a neutron detector in each !

quadrant

.

It is interesting to note that the data plotted in Fig. 13 appear (with the exception
j

of the 4 month cooling time data) to follow the following empirical relationship:
i

6
Count rate = a » (Burnup

)

p

The data have not been corrected for cooling time. The fact that the short cooling time
data do not follow this relationship can be explained by noting that the 242cm isotope

j

has a short half-life (163 days) and is an important neutron emitter for short cooling but
decreases in importances for cooling times ^1 year. A functional relationship similar to 1

the above has been observed several times before.5>10

The gross-gamma ion chamber results also fall into 6 groups. We have plotted the '

average for each group with the error bars indicating the standard deviation for that group
average. The results exhibit a smooth functional relationship similar to that found for
the decay power of irradiated fuel after dis charge.

H

The data from the ring detector was recorded using a microprocessor-based data acquisi-
'

tion system. It contained 4 independent ion chamber channels and 4 independent neutron
j

detector channels. In addition to taking the individual data, it averaged the data over
several runs and recorded the results along with the time and date on an output terminal.

In general, the portability of the electronics is a desirable feature of safeguards in-
spection equipment. Therefore, a small (29 x 13 x 33 cm) battery-operated electronics

j

package that can be used with a neutron chamber and an ion chamber was developed. The
package is shown in Fig. 14 and a block diagram is shown in Fig. 15. While this package

j

has been used for single detector measurements of neutron and gamma fields, it can also be
j

used with the ring detector when all four neutron channels and four I.C. channels are
J

added. The ion chamber section converts the low level current signal to a voltage level
which is amplified, digitized and displayed on the LCD display above the gain switch seen
in Fig. 14. The neutron signal requires a preamplifier which can be powered from the box.

I

The preamplified signal is amplified by a shaping amplifier in the electronics package.
Those neutron pulses greater than a preset level are counted and displayed. The count

j

time is selected (0-9999 s) using thumbwheel switches on the front panel and the count
time remaining is shown by the display above the thumbwheel switches. This package weighs
approximately 5 kg and operates for approximately 24 h with a set of 8 alkaline D-cell
batteries.

SUMMARY

JNondestructive assay techniques are indispensible in the measurement of spent fuel

both for safeguards verification and in-plant control. The characteristics of irradiated
(

fuel that can be measured nondestructively are, among others:

1) the gamma activity from the fission products,
2) the neutron activity from the transuranics , and
3) the burnup profile or activity profile.

1

Any safeguards verification system for spent fuel assemblies should include both gamma-

ray and neutron measurements. HGRS and neutron measurements coupled with axial scanning,

either mechanically or through the multielement profile monitor, would give the most
detailed information regarding the characteristics of spent fuel. For a simpler and faster
safeguards system, a device similar to the ring counter might be able to provide sufficient
detail to satisfy lower level verification requirements.

I

The application of nondestructive techniques for the verification of accountancy by

national and international safeguards organizations is of primary importance, but it is
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also of importance to the operator of the reprocessing facility to ensure the efficient
and economic operation of the facility. In circumstances in which ownership of the fis-

1 sile material is to be transferred from the reactor operator to the reprocessing facility,
shipper-receiver differences could be resolved upon receipt of the material instead of
waiting until analysis of the dissolver solution. This would also permit the facility
operator the option of mixing fuels from different utilities to obtain specific plutonium
and uranium isotopic compositions in the product materials.

Information supplied by nondestructive measurements can also be used to augment in-
plant instrumentation for criticality control. The reprocessing facility operator would
benefit from the nondestructive assay of fuel assemblies as they are received in the

j

storage area, as well as a rapid verification of the assemblies prior to the transfer to
the mechanical shearing cell.
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Discussion:

George (Union Carbide):

Can you recommend any one of these systems for high enriched MTR type fuels?

Lee (LASL):

With MTR fuel you have very little neutron emission. Most of the neutron production,
which is small, arises from the curium isotopes. The multi-element system is designed for
MTR fuel. I don't like to make recommendations, especially when we are in the prototype
stage. We will have some results on correlations and profile measurements with MTR fuel
and that will be available hopefully in another month. Other than that, the high
resolution or an active neutron interrogation technique would be the only other option.
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ABSTRACT

A nondestructive assay system was developed for determining the
total fissile content of spent fuel subassemblies at the head end of a

reprocessing plant. The system can perform an assay in 20 min with an
uncertainty of <5%. Antimony-beryllium neutrons (23 keV) interrogate
the subassemblies, and proton recoil counters detect the resulting
fission neutrons. Pulse-height discrimination differentiates between
the low-energy interrogation neutrons and the higher-energy fission
neutrons.

To optimize the performance of the system, 51-energy-group neutron-
transport calculations were made, first with a one-dimensional (1-D)
computer model, followed by a 2-D computer model. The performance of
the as-built system was calculated using a 2-D model. The cross-
sections were from the ENDF/B-IV data file and were processed for use
in liquid-metal-cooled fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) calculations.

Calculated and measured results were compared for (1) interrogation-
neutron penetrability, (2) fission-neutron detectability, (3) radial
variation of assay sensitivity, (4) axial variation of assay sensitivity,
and (5) the variation of detector count rate as a function of the
number of fuel rods in a special 61-rod, LMFBR-type subassembly.

The calculational procedures were validated by comparison with
experimental measurements, thus permitting further exploration of
system performance by means of additional calculations. In this
manner, the following system characteristics were investigated: the
relative assay sensitivities of various fissile nuclides; the applic-
ability of the system to a wide variety of fuels, either fresh or
spent; the effect on assay accuracy of uncertainties in the isotopic
abundances in the fuel; and the efficacy of possible methods of deter-
mining isotopic abundances in the sample.

Keywords: Nondestructive assay; neutron interrogation; spent
nuclear fuel; nuclear fuel subassembly; calculations;
measurements; nuclear safeguards; material accountability;
process control; criticality control; assay accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION

A system was developed (Fig. 1) to perform a nondestructive assay (NDA) of the fissile
content, either Pu or U, of a spent fuel subassembly as it enters a fuel reprocessing plant
and still retains, its identity. The assay results can be applied to materials account-
ability, process control, criticality control, and safeguards. The design objectives of
the system are to assay the total fissile content of a subassembly of spent fuel in 20 min
with an uncertainty of <5%. Experiments have shown that this NDA system can meet these
design objectives. 1

To achieve uniformity of assay sensitivity over the large cross-sectional area (^120

cm^) of a subassembly, the subassembly is actively interrogated by 23-keV neutrons from
an 124Sb-Be source. A neutron filter (3-mm-thick boron enriched to 92% 10 B) surrounding
the subassembly attenuates those source neutrons that would not penetrate far into the
subassembly because they have lost energy through moderation. To obtain a signal larger
than that from the intense neutron background from spent fuel (M.0® neutrons/s), (a) the
total number of fission neutrons is measured instead of only the far fewer delayed neutrons,
and (b) four intense interrogating sources are required (each with ^200 Ci 121

*Sb, producing
j

^8 x 10® neutrons/s). The high-energy fission neutrons are differentiated from the lower-
energy interrogating neutrons by pulse-height discrimination applied to the detectors
(methane-filled proton-recoil counters). The counters are shielded against the gamma radi-
ation from the 121+ Sb sources and the spent fuel by >20-cm-thick lead shields.

i

The assay-system parameters were optimized on the basis of 51-energy-group neutron-
transport calculations (P3-S8 discrete ordinates) , first with a one-dimensional (1-D) model
(ANISN code 2

), followed by a 2-D model (DOT code 3
). Finally, calculations were made, using

the 2-D model of the as-built system, to obtain values for comparison with those measured in
various experimental situations. Cross sections were from the ENDF/ B-IV data file and were
processed for use in LMFBR calculations.

COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

Comparative calculated and measured results for the variation of assay sensitivity with
radius are given in Table I. The test fuel was unirradiated UO2, enriched to 7.1% in
235U. The detectors were biased to record only those neutrons that imparted an energy of
450-650 keV to the recoil protons. All values are for the indicated ring relative to the
first (innermost) ring of six fuel rods surrounding the central rod of a 61-rod sub-
assembly. The four rings contained 6, 12, 18, and 24 rods. For part A (for the plane
perpendicular to the axis at its center) , sensitivity is taken as the product of two

components : the interrogating neutron penetrability times the deteetability of the
induced fission neutrons. Calculated and measured penetrabilities are defined, respec-
tively, as the calculated local fission density and as the local fission-product gamma
activity measured by a Nal detector following several days of activation by the inter-
rogating sources. Calculated and measured detectabilities are defined, respectively, as

the calculated local adjoint flux (which gives the local contribution to the detector
signal in a detector-based adjoint calculation) and as the measured detector signal from a
252Cf neutron source placed at the given locality in the subassembly.

1 G. L. Ragan, C. W. Ricker, M. M. Chiles, and G. C. Guerrant, "Experimental
Evaluation of a System for Assay of Spent-Fuel Subassemblies," Trans. Amer. Nual.

Soa. 28, 128 (1978).

2"ANISN-0RNL, Multigroup One Dimensional Discrete Ordinates Transport Code with
Anisotropic Scattering," RSIC Computer Code Collection, CCC-254, February 1977.

3W. A. Rhoades et al. , "The DOT-IV Two-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates Transport
Code with Space-Dependent Mesh and Quadrature," ORNL/TM-6529, January 1979.

4 C. R. Weisbin, R. W. Roussin, J. E. White, and R. Q. Wright, "Specifications for

Pseudo-Composition-Independent Fine-Group and Composition-Dependent Fine- and Broad-

Group LMFBR Neutron-Gamma Libraries at ORNL," ORNL/TM-5142 (ENDF-224) , December 1975.
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Fig. 1. Experimental system modified for in-the-floor
installation. Source and detector locations (four each)
alternate every 45°.
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Table I. Radial variation of assay sensitivity and of its components
(fuel was 7.1% enriched and 450- to 650-keV pulses were detected)

Values Relative to Ring l
a

Ring 2 Ring 3 Ring 4

A. In Axial-Center Plane

Penetrability (P )
o

Measured 1.005 1.042 1.064

Calculated 1.013 1.033 1.054

Detectability
5

(D )
o

Measured 1.009 1.027 1.042

Calculated 1.009 1.022 1.038

Sensitivity (S = P x D )
o o o

Measured 1.014 1.070 1.108

Calculated 1.022 1.055 1.094

B. Over Entire Length

Sensitivity^(S)

Measured 1.031 1.077 1.153

Calculated 1.032 1.074 1.127

a
In the 61-rod subassembly, one center rod was surrounded by four

hexagonal rings of rods.

The fission-neutron density produced in a given ring by the inter-
rogating-neutron source. Standard deviation of the measurements
is ^0.5%.

C
The detector signal produced by a 252 Cf source placed in a given ring.

Standard deviation of the measurements is ^0.4%.

S.
The increase in the count rate when the enrichment was raised from
7.1 to 19.8% in six rods in a given ring. Standard deviation of the

measurements is ^2.3%
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For part B (for the entire length), sensitivity is defined as the increase in count

t

rate when six normal (7.1% enriched) fuel rods in a given ring were replaced by six
I higher-enrichment (19.8%) rods. Part B thus involved an axial average over the assay
region. The calculations simulated the experimental conditions: each ring of rods
constituted a zone of the appropriate composition, with corresponding detector activities
determined in forward calculations—no adjoint calculations were needed.

The calculated and measured axial variation of assay sensitivity can be compared by
reference to Fig. 2. The penetrability, detectability , and sensitivity for both calcu-
lated and measured cases are defined as in Part A of Table I. The axial variations of the
components (penetrability and detectability) of the sensitivity also showed comparable

!

agreement between calculations and measurements.

The shape of the axial sensitivity curve is not important, because the assay pro-
cedure will be to program the scan so that each axial element of the subassembly traverses
the entire sensitive region of the assay equipment. These scan results will be compared
with those from a nearly identical standard subassembly to determine the total fissile
content of a subassembly by integrating the axial scan data.

The variations of calculated and measured count rates with the number of 7.1%-

I
enriched fuel rods can be compared by examining Fig. 3. There is a slight nonlinearity of
both measured and calculated points, but there is less nonlinearity when the enrichment

j

(with a constant number of rods) is varied.

The foregoing results enable quantitative comparisons of the calculated and measured
spatial variations of assay sensitivity, in both radial and axial directions. These results
are for 235U-enriched UO2 fuel, using cross sections from the ENDF/B-IV file processed
into a 51-group set for LMFBR calculations.

1
* The quantitative aspects of the observed

agreement between calculations and measurements indicate the degree to which the

I

2-D model and the cross-section set may be considered adequate for an expanded cal-
culational program.

This validation of the calculational procedure permits extension of measured results
by additional calculations. Among the characteristics that can be explored are: the
relative sensitivities of various fissile nuclides; the applicability of the NDA system
to a variety of fuels, either fresh or spent; 5 the effect on assay accuracy of uncer-
tainties in the isotopic abundances in the fuel; and the efficacy of possible methods
of determining isotopic abundances in the sample. The calculations related to these
characteristics are discussed in the next section.

CALCULATIONAL RESULTS

A 2-D calculation was made for a spent LMFBR core subassembly in the normal assay
configuration. The isotopic sensitivities (fission neutrons produced per atom of the
given nuclide) relative to 239Pu are given in the second column of Table II. Although

3U is not normally present in this fuel, a trace amount was included to obtain its
relative sensitivity. The sensitivity range (1.73) is far better than it would be (^3.4)

i

if only delayed neutrons had been counted in this same system. We believe that the sen-

!

sitivity range of 1.73 also is better than that for other systems designed specifically to

J

detect only delayed neutrons.

The 1.73 range of relative isotopic sensitivities means that the results of these
I
experiments, based on 235U-enriched fuel, are qualitatively correct (and not far off
quantitatively) for other fuels based on different fissile isotopes. Performance esti-
mates have been given elsewhere for the assay, in this NDA system, of four other fuel sub-
assemblies. 5 The four fuels include three LMFBR fuels (containing spent Pu, fresh Pu, or
fresh 233U) and one light-water-cooled reactor (LWR) fuel (requiring an enlarged center

I cavity in the NDA system)

.

5G. L. Ragan, C. W. Ricker, M. M. Chiles, D. T. Ingersoll, and G. G. Slaughter,
"Nondestructive Assay of Subassemblies of Various Spent or Fresh Fuels by Active
Neutron Interrogation," J. Inst. Nual. Materials Mgt. Vol. VIII3 Proa. Issue (1979).
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ORNL-DWG 79-14557

AXIAL POSITION (cm)

Fig. 2. Comparison of calculated and measured axial
sensitivities for 7.1% enriched fuel and 450- to 650-keV
pulse detection. Calculated nnd measured values are
normalized to 1.0 at axial position 0.
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ORNL DWG 79-19100

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

RELATIVE NUMBER OF RODS

Fig. 3. Variation of count rate with relative number of

7 . 1%-enriched fuel rods, counting all pulses above 450 keV.
Calculated and measured count rates are normalized to 1.0 at
an abscissa of 1.0.
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In the third column of Table II, relative sensitivities are given for our NDA system
with the 10 B neutron filter removed. Because of the presence of a greater number of low-
energy neutrons, the relative sensitivities changed as shown. Not shown, but indicative
of the value of the filter, is that the edge-to-center neutron production density increased
from the normal-system value of ^1.15 to M..30 when the 10B filter was removed.

The last column of Table II shows the factor by which the observed signal would
increase, for each isotope, if the 10 B filter were removed. A measurement of this ratio
during an assay would provide information relative to isotopic composition. Different
filters (e.g., filters containing appropriate moderating and resonance-absorbing materials)
might give better isotopic discrimination, and by making four different measurements, one
might determine the relative abundances of the four fissile isotopes. More-refined
calculations with cross sections processed to account for various isotopic dilutions are
being made to explore these possibilities.

The estimated accuracy of assay achievable in a 20-min measurement with this system
is given in Table III. With careful control of the individual contributing parameters
(favorable conditions), a standard deviation of M3.2% should be realizable. The most
important unfavorable condition would be poor knowledge of the relative isotopic com-
position. The indicated 3% corresponds to the following improbable scenario: the
transfer documents state that the fissile content of a given spent LMFBR subassembly is

93% 239Pu and 7% 21tlPu, and we use the corresponding assay sensitivity factors. If,

instead, the subassembly contains either 0% or 14%
2t+1

Pu, the assay error would be +3%
or -3%, respectively. If the 241 Pu content is known more accurately than this, as it most
probably will be, this component of the assay error will be correspondingly less.

CONCLUSIONS

Experiments have shown that the NDA system can meet the design objectives. The
calculational model and cross-section set were validated by comparing calculated and
measured results. Calculations have been used to extend the experimental results to

determine the following: relative sensitivities of various fissile nuclides; the
applicability of the system to a variety of fuels; the effect on assay accuracy of

uncertainties in the isotopic abundances in the fuel; and the efficacy of possible methods
of determining isotopic abundances in the sample.
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Table II. Calculated isotopic sensitivities and effect of iU B filter

Sensitivities Relative
To Pu-239 Signal

W/0 Filter
With Without
B-10 B-10 Signal

Nuclide Filter Filter W/Filter

U-233 1.73 1.51 3.62

U-235 1.12 0.89 3.31

Pu-239 1.00 1.00 4.16

Pu-241 1.45 1.26 3.62

Table III. Accuracy Estimates

Standard Deviation (%)

Favorable
Conditions

Unfavorable
Conditions

Count Statistics 0.1 0.2

Accuracy of Standard 0.1 0.2

Isotopic Composition 0.1 3.0

Detector Temperature 0.1 0.2

Detector High Voltage 0.1 0.2

Combined 0.2 3.0
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Discussion:

Cuypers (ISPRA):

Is this system applicable to the initial calibration of all types of tanks? Have you
encountered the fact that it would be very difficult to have access to the tubing of
various tanks for recalibration, after they have been in hot operation? Is it necessary
that the tank be completely empty to be recalibrated or, at least, must have only residual
pure water?

Ragan (ORNL):

The answer to the first statement is yes. It is to be used on tanks that are any place
in the plant. The answer to the second question is yes. You must have tubes that lead to

the tank or you cannot do the calibration. The answer to the third question is that if you
want to know the total volume you must drain the tank completely dry. If you are not
interested in the heel volume of the tank, i.e., that volume below the end of the bubbler
tube, you can use this system even if there is still water in the tank.

Cuypers:

If the residual solution in the tank has a different density, it will influence the
calibration by mixing with the water.

Ragan:
That is correct. It would be necessary to have only water in the tank. We have not

tested the system in-plant. That will be done in the future, by other people. The system
has been tested only as I described by using the initial 30-gallon tank used for initial
calibration.
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A Study of Gamma-ray Spectroscopy For Spent Fuel Verification
at the Bruce CANDU Reactors

J.J. LIPSETT, J.C. IRVINE and W.J. WILLIAMS
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Chalk River, Ontario

ABSTRACT

A test program was undertaken to establish whether gamma-ray
spectroscopy could be used to verify that fuel bundles from the
Bruce NGS reactors have been irradiated before they are placed
in long-term bonded storage. The verification would be done
while the fuel bundles are in transit, and in motion. The
fuel-transfer conditions were simulated in the storage bay of

the NRU reactor at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, with
irradiated test fuel bundles, and the results, as reported in
the paper, demonstrated feasibility of this concept.

KEYWORDS: Bruce reactors, nuclear safeguards, spent fuel,

verification, bonded storage, y-xay spectroscopy

INTRODUCTION

As part of the support program for the development of a nuclear safeguards system for
the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (NGS) , it was proposed by the IAEA that gamma-ray

I

spectroscopy be used to verify that fuel bundles have been irradiated before they are

!

placed in bonded long-term storage. In the route from reactor discharge to storage, the

l

bundles are held for about eight months in interim storage bays then transferred through a

narrow trench to the long-term storage bay. During transit through this trench, and while
in motion at ^1 cm/s, the gamma-ray spectrum from each fuel bundle would be measured and
assessed to establish the required verification. Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL)
undertook as a task in the Canadian Safeguards Support Program to carry out a series of
tests

- to determine whether gamma-ray spectroscopy could be used to remotely measure the
intensity and isotopic mix of the radioactivity in spent fuel, and

- to provide data for any future equipment design.

An experiment was mounted in the fuel storage bay of the NRU reactor at CRNL, and
measurements were carried out that demonstrated feasibility of the concept.

BRUCE NGS FUEL TRANSFER AND STORAGE

The fuel management system at the Bruce NGS involves the on-power fuelling of four
reactors where approximately 60 fuel bundles are unloaded per day. These bundles are dis-

|

charged at burnups in the range of 165 to 250 Mwh/kgU, with an average of 196 Mwh/kgU.
Occasionally unusual conditions, such as the unloading of a failed fuel bundle, will result
in bundles of lower burnup being discharged, but these occurrences are rare. After dis-
charge, the irradiated bundles are stored for an interim period of 8 to 10 months in the
main underwater storage bays prior to transfer to long-term storage in a separate, large
underwater storage facility.

The transfer of bundles from interim to long-term storage is made through an

interconnecting trench under approximately 10 metres of water. Twenty-four bundles are

I

loaded onto a transfer tray in two rows, as shown in Figure 1, and two such trays, coupled

, end to end, are moved through the trench, to constitute a transfer. At the long-term

I storage bay, the trays of fuel bundles are stacked in columns which later would be sealed

I
by the IAEA inspector. Spent fuel verification would be done at the end of the

I transfer trench, by measuring and assessing the gamma-ray spectrum from each fuel bundle
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while in motion at M. cm/s.

In the proposed concept, also shown in Figure 1, air-filled collimators would be used tc

create rectangular beams of gamma rays to the surface of the trench. Each beam would be
oriented parallel to the axis of the bundle, and the variation of the intensity of the
beam, or spectral components of the beam, would be measured as the bundles moved under the
collimators

.

FUEL TRAY VELOCITY
' cm/s

FROM INTERIM STORAGE

TO LONG TERM STORAGE

FIGURE I SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF FUEL TRANSFER TRAYS AND PROPOSED COLLIMATORS

Thus the inspector would have the means to determine that

- the bundles being transferred are radio-active,

- the beam intensity changes significantly at the separating gap between bundles, to

give a bundle count, and

- if measured, the gamma-ray components of the beam, associated with specific fission
products, give an indication of the irradiation history of the bundle.

The latter point becomes a possibility because (i) the on-power fuelling scheme and (ii) the
method of fuel management of the Bruce reactors, to produce a flattened flux, result in a

relatively narrow band of discharge burnups and post-discharge decay periods for the major-
ity of the irradiated fuel bundles.
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These particular circumstances permit several important and useful fission products to
become prominent in the gamma-ray spectrum. In principle, the source strength "S" of a

fission product will vary approximately as

S a
j-

j
p

i
a-e"Xti)e-X (t 2+t 3) + p 2 (l-e"

At
2) e

-At
3 ( x

where p
i
and p 2

are the average powers of the fuel during the first and second
irradiation steps*,

t
x
and t

2
are the irradiation times for the first and second steps,

t
3

is the decay time between bundle discharge and transfer to long-term
bonded storage, and

A is the decay constant.

Now, for a long-lived fission product whose half-life is greater than 2t, the following
approximations hold

l-e~Xt a At

and e"X(t 2
+t

3
) e"At 3 ^ 1

PjAtj + p 2
At

2
Hence S a r = pjt

x
+ p 2

t
2

= B (2)

where B is the burnup of the fuel. A fission product that fits these requirements is
137Cs with a 30.2-yr half-life.

At the other end of the scale are fission products whose half-life is less than t/3, in
which case l-e-At « 1 and e~^(t2+ t 3 ) approaches zero, so that

P
2

S a — e_At 3 (3)

and the principal parameter is the final power of the fuel. A fission product that fits
these requirements is 95 Zr with a 64-day half-life.

In the middle, i.e. where the half-life is equivalent to t , t and t
3

(which as a

generalization are close to being equal), equation CI) cannot be simplified, and S will
vary with p x> p 2 , t , t

2
and t

3
. A fission product that fits these requirements is

1It4
Ce

with a half-life of 284 days. This isotope is particularly important because its equili-
brium daughter, 144Pr, decays with an isolated 2.186 MeV gamma ray. This gamma ray should
be relatively easy to measure and yet be difficult to duplicate, if fuel diversion was
being attempted.

Therefore, if gamma-ray spectrum regions, associated with specific fission products,
jcould be measured dynamically, confirmation could be obtained that fission products are the
source of the activity. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the measured spectra should be
consistent, to a first approximation, with the recorded irradiation history of the fuel.

Although these principles are simple to express, there are many potential complications
in attempting to put this into practice, some of which are

- uneven distribution of fission products in each fuel element,

j*0f the bundles discharged in the Bruce fuel cycle, 3/8 are irradiated to full burnup in

one fuel channel position while 5/8 are irradiated in an "inlet" and "outlet" channel
position, in a two-step irradiation, to achieve full burnup.
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- self-shielding effects of the fuel and its disruption by "shine" through the cracks
always present in the uranium dioxide pellets

,

- flux gradients across the fuel bundle, and

- interruptions to the even, normal irradiation of the fuel.

Therefore, no attempt was made to predict the signals that would be obtained, rather, these
tests were an empirical evaluation of the principles for this one specific application.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The conceptual arrangement of the Bruce fuel verification was simulated in the NRU
reactor storage bay at CRNL. An 8.8 m long, air-filled aluminum tube, 10.2 cm inside
diameter, was used to create a simple collimated beam. The tube contained slotted lead

attenuators 29.2 cm long at the bottom and at mid-height, and an annular lead attenuator
and instrument shield at the top completed the assembly. The slots in the bottom and mid-
height attenuators were 0.87 cm by 8.26 cm and 2.0 cm by 8.26 cm, respectively. The

annular attenuator at the top was 10*0 cm outside diameter, 7.0 cm inside diameter and

35.6 cm long. The instrument shield was 16.5 cm outside diameter, 11.4 cm inside diameter

and 30.3 cm long of which 16 cm was above the water surface. The top of the annular
attenuator overlapped the bottom of the shield by 6.4 cm. A number of lead filter disks,

10.2 cm diameter by 2 cm thick, were available.

Six natural uranium fuel bundles, with a variety of irradiation histories, total

burnups, and decay periods Csee Table I), were obtained from the Bruce NGS fuel development

program for these tests. They were identical to the Bruce bundle shown in Figure 2, except

that the central element was removed, to permit their assembly on a tie rod, for experiments
in the vertical NRU reactor test loops. These bundles were placed side by side, in two group
of three, in a holding tray on the floor of the bay, under the collimator, and with a

clearance of 2.5 cm between the top of the bundles and the collimator.

The separation between the outside diameters of the bundles was set at values of 0.09

cm, 1.18 cm, and 2.45 cm, compared to 0.22 cm for the Bruce transfer tray. The aim was to

determine whether a significant difference in signal would be obtained as these separating
gaps passed under the collimator. However, when the contribution to the bundle diameter
by the bearing pads is removed, the gap between the fuel of the test bundles becomes 0.23 cm,

1.5 cm, and 2.77 cm, compared to 0.54 cm for the Bruce bundles.

TABLE I

IRRADIATION DATA FOR TEST FUEL BUNDLES

Bundle
Identity

Discharge
Burnup
Mwh/kg

Final
Power
Kw/m

Decay
Period
days

ZM 209.5 31.6 316

ZL 205.5 30.8 316

ZT 152.1 18.0 183

ZK 181.1 26.5 316

AAJ 82.2 35.5 183

XX 172.8 28 183

For these tests, rather than moving the bundles, the collimator was pivoted at the

water surface and the bottom swung into position as required. Figure 3 is a photograph of

the experimental assembly in use during the tests. The working platform was supported on a
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tower made of ABS plastic pipe, water filled, and the bottom of the collimator was driven
by a chain and sprocket arrangement directly coupled to the hand wheel, shown on the
front-right corner of the platform. Positioning of the collimator bottom to ±1 mm, inclu-
ding backlash, was achieved. In the photograph, the test bundles can be seen under the
collimator

.

FIGURE 2

BRUCE 37 - ELEMENT FUEL BUNDLE

The electronics cabinet contained conventional counting equipment that allowed the
acquisition of full spectral data or analog data from spectral regions, for presentation
on strip-chart recorders. Figure 4 gives a block diagram of the equipment used.

The intensity of a 0.87 cm by 8.26 cm gamma-ray beam from the fuel bundles, and its
spectral components, were measured as functions of position across a number of different
combinations of bundles and separation gaps. Three instruments were used for the
measurements

,

- a Y_ra<iiation survey meter,

- a germanium spectrometer, and

- a Nal(Tl) spectrometer.

To emphasize the high-energy end of the spectrum, and thus take advantage of the ^Pr
isotope, the collimator slot was oversized for the Nal spectrometer. Also, the count rate
was brought back into the useful range by attenuating the low-energy spectrum, using 4 cm
of lead filtering.

The majority of the measurements of the beam intensity profile were made by stepping
the collimator across the bundle and stopping to make each measurement. For the germanium
,and Nal(Tl) detectors, full-energy spectra were obtained for each point using the multi-
|channel analyzer. Subsequently, regions of interest or isotope concentration profiles
jcould be generated using off-line computer analysis.
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No I 3X3
HARSHAW

6e SPECTROMETER
23-8 mm « 2-7 cm

MADE AT C.R.N.L.

PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSER

(4096 CHANNELS)

MAGNETIC TAPE REC.

single channel analyser RATEMETER

SINGLE CHANNEL ANALYSER RATEMETER

TWO PEN RECORDER

FIGURE 4 BLOCK DIAGRAM, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.

Figure 5 shows such, a scan of three bundles, using a y-ray survey meter. (This set
of bundles has been called Group A and consisted of three bundles, code-named ZM, ZL and
ZT. The two gaps between the bundles were 0.23 and 2.77 cm, respectively.) As would be
expected, because of their similar irradiation histories, bundles ZM and ZL had virtually
identical radiation fields in the beam, with a definable drop of 30% at the 0.23 cm
separating gap. Bundle ZT, with only 60% of the decay time of the other two, gave 1.8
times the field strength, i.e. ^50 mR/h. At the 2.77 cm gap, the field dropped to

^13 mR/h. There was also some irregularity in the fields across the bundles.

Subsequent measurements, using germanium spectroscopy, showed that there was a sig-
nificant low-energy scattered background due to very low concentrations of the fission
product 137Cs dissolved in the storage bay water. Figure 6 gives another view of bundle
group A, using a Nal(Tl) spectrometer with 4 cm of lead attenuators, to filter the low-
energy segment of the yray beam and thus emphasize the high-energy segment, specifically
for the 2.184 MeV gamma-ray of

1I* 1

*Pr. Three spectrum regions are shown, with the top one,
Figure 6A, giving the full spectrum results. The spectrum region of 600 keV to 960 keV,
Figure 6B, has virtually the same shape as that of the full spectrum, Figure 6A, except
that the base line of the latter is 4000 counts/s, not zero. This illustrates the presence
of a constant background not associated with the radiation from the bundles. Also, the
general conclusions, based on the previous radiation field measurements, hold for the full
spectrum results of Figure 6A.

The shape of these curves is important in that the slope at the edge of each bundle is
very steep, indicating that the collimator was providing good spatial resolution. For
example, at the outside edges of bundles ZM and ZT, the field strength drops to background
in less than 2 cm. If the collimator slot was perfectly attenuating and had no width,
then the shape would show the fine structure of the Y_ray beam and drop sharply to back-
ground at each boundary. Because the collimator slot had a real width of 0.87 cm and was
made of "gray", rather than "black", material some of the fine structure was lost. Also
the boundaries can be expected to have slopes corresponding to the collimator slot width
rather than sharp edges

.

The boundaries of the bundles and the collimator slot width at these boundaries have
been included on Figures 6B and C. Note how closely the boundary slopes match the
collimators thus indicating that the collimator edges were "sharp", i.e. attenuation was
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strong, and that the y~ray Beam had a steep boundary at the edge of the fuel
bundle

.
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FIGURE 5 RADIATION FIELD SCAN FOR BUNDLE GROUP A

A collimator of slot width W" cm, centered over a gap of width w cm between bundles
that have count rates K and K2 at their edges, will produce a count rate Kg (for the zero
general background case; , given by

°

or
K
_£. =
K

(4)

(5)

Now, for the narrow gap between bundles ZM and ZL, (W-w) /2 = 0.32 so, if the y-ray beam was
perfectly flat across the bundles and square at the boundaries, then Kg/Kj should equal
0.64, since K

1
m K

2
. Table II gives the count rates in various energy regions, observed

for this group of bundles, and values of Kg/K
x
parenthetically in column 4. For the total

spectrum and the low-energy region, Kg/Kj is high, showing the effects of scattered back-
ground. For 137

Cs and 95Zr, the values measured for Kg/Kj approach the derived values
above, however, if a background correction is made, these measured values decrease to 0.52
which can be attributed to some decrease in source strength at the bundle edges. This
decrease at the bundle edges appears to be even stronger for 14 ^Pr which gives a low value
for Kg/Kj

.

Careful germanium-spectrometry measurements were made progressively into a bundle
from the edge, and it was found that Y_rays from 95

Nb, 95 Zr, 137Cs, 134
Cs appear before

those from Ce,
lltlf

Pr or the uranium X-rays. The 9 Nb and 95Zr fission products were
undoubtedly supplemented by the activation products of the cladding. The fission products
137Cs and 3

"*Cs are known from other work to migrate to and concentrate at the fuel/
cladding interface. It is presumed that these two effects have occurred in this fuel to

cause the observed distribution of activity. The net effect is to cause an apparent gap
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between bundles that is larger for
11|l

*Pr than for the Cs and ZrCNb) isotopes,

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF Nal SPECTRUM RESULTS

Count Rates (s -1 )

Window
in keV

Comment Typical
ZM

Small
Gap

Typical
ZL

Large
Gap

Typical
ZT

Bay
Water

0+3000 Total Spectrum 14 000 10 000 14 000
(0.71)*

O*600 General Low Energy 7 300

60CH-960 1 37Cs plus 95Zr 4 100

725+960 Principally 95
Zr 2 200

1660*2495 Wide lhhVr

2095+2495 Narrow 1U4Pr

530

245

5 700

(0.78)

2 600

(0.63)

1 350

(0.61)

240

(0.45)

110

(0.45)

7 300

4 100

2 200

530

245

6000 22 000 5200

4000 11 400 3700

1200 8 400 1000

500 5 200 400

30 500 20

240

*The value in parenthesis represents
Small Gap Count Rate _

ZM Count rate

K
_£
K,

From equation (5), it can also be seen that, when w-»-w, (W-w/2) tends to zero and Kg
then goes to background, as can be seen in the gap between bundles ZM and ZT in Figure 6 and
Table II. Also, from equation (5), when 1/(1 + K 2 /Kj) < (W-w)/2 then (Kg/Kj) > 1, so there
will be no decrease in signal due to the gap. Thus, as long as (W-w)/2 is kept small, as in

our case, there will be either large steps in activity or characteristic decreases at the
gaps to identify when bundle edges pass under the collimators. Both of these conditions
were observed in the various combinations of bundles used during these tests.

All three parts of Figure 6 show a consistent fine structure or profile of activity
across the bundles that can be characterized by the orientation of the bundle on the holding
tray, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 6C. This variable profile of approximately 10%

can be a useful additional means of verifying that a bundle is being transferred. However,

it also sets some limits on the minimum width of the collimator slot that can be used before
confusion occurs between inter-element gaps and inter-bundle gaps.

The objective of the concept is to measure suitable spectrum regions of the gamma-ray
beam while the fuel is in motion at about 1 cm/s. To simulate these measurements, the end

of the collimator was swung across the bundles while signals were recorded via the SCA and

Ratemeter channels shown in Figure 4. The results of such a scan of bundle group A are
shown in Figure 7 and curves (a) and (b) can be compared to Figures 6B and C.

The response of such ratemeters to a step change in count rate from K
x

to K is

given by

(6)
i

!i
fl

:.
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where T is the time-constant setting and t is time. For the case of the gaps between
bundles, the time available to sense the signal decrease, as the collimator crosses the

gap, is

t = Cgap width + collimator slot width) /drive speed

For the case shown in Figure 7, the small gap has t = (0.23 + 0.87) /0. 9 = 1.22 s. With the

time constant T = 0.3 s, the recorded trace of the signal at the gap should be within 2%

of Kg/Kj

.

The percent scatter of the recorder trace, e, due to statistical fluctuation, is

given as twice the percent standard error,

200
(7)

- - BOO

TIME ( t

)

FIGURE 7 RECORDER TRACE OF SIGNALS FROM
BUNDLE 6ROUP A, WITH SIMULATED
TRANSFER SPEED OF 0-9 cm/t

To obtain optimum response for fuel verification, it is necessary to obtain a count rate of
sufficient magnitude that, in combination with an appropriate time constant, prevents data
scatter from obscuring the signal changes that provide the required signature of bundles.
For the count rates obtained from these tests and for a speed of about 1 cm/s, a time
constant of 0.3 s gave the best performance. The scatter for the spectrum region of 600 to

960 keV, shown on curve (a) of Figure 7, should add 6% to the 10% fluctuations due to the
fine structure of the ZM and ZL elements. The measured fluctuations are 14%. For curve (b)

,
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the spectrum region from 1660 to 2495 keV, the scatter would add 17% to the fine structure
(i.e. total of 26%), compared to the measured 31%.

The small-gap values of Kg/K for curves (a) and (b) were 0.69 and 0.58, compared to

0.63 and 0.45 obtained previously. These agree within the systematic error (2%) of intro-
ducing the time constant plus the statistical errors.

This agreement between the two methods of scanning bundle groups was good throughout
|

the tests, for a wide variety of drive speeds and time constants. (One systematic error
caused a 15% difference between the count rates of the two data sets due to a small error
in adjustment of the ratemeter output range.) As would be expected, we found that, when
drive speeds increased significantly, some corresponding increase in counting rates was
required or performance suffered.

The other experimental data obtained were high-resolution spectra of the highest
activity points of each bundle. These measurements were carried out with a small planar
germanium spectrometer. Corrections for geometry, detector efficiency and gamma-ray
intensity were made, and self-shielding effects were estimated, so that the relative source
strengths of the fission products could be obtained. The results are listed in Table III.

TABLE III

RESULTS OF GERMANIUM SPECTROMETRY OF THE FUEL BUNDLES

Burnup
Relative Source Strength

Bundle Outer Element Decay
Identity Mwh/kg Days 1 ""Ce ^"Pr 95 Nb 95 Zr l37 Cs

13kCs 103 Ru 106 Rh

ZM 209.5 316 62.9 46 7 10 4 5.2 11 8 4.19 0.66 37.0 52.3

ZL 205.5 316 82.9 54 7 12 1 6.7 13 9 5.12 0.66 44.0 75.8

ZT 152.1 183 72.3 56 8 56 1 36.4 7 9 1.87 9.45 27.4 100.5

ZK 181.1 316 60.4 46 7 12 2 5.9 11 1 3.53 1.11 33.2 63.4

AAJ 82.2 183 96.5 74 4 115 3 61.6 5 5 0.73 16.13 24 .9 160.6

XX 172.8 183 89.9 73 7 88 3 47.1 11 2 3.98 15.50 46.4 153.0

The isotopes that dominate the spectrum are 137Cs, 95
Zr,

95Nb and 1 '*'fPr, with 131
*Cs

adding a secondary long-lived component. To determine how well these isotopes could be

defined as composing the regions of the Nal spectrum, the empirical relationships given by

equations (a), (b) and (c) of Table IV were derived. Equation (a) gives a value for the

count rate Ka , in the 2005 to 2495 keV region of a Nal spectrum, from the relative source

strength of 1 '* I,

Pr found by germanium spectrometry. A single-term equation is used because

this is the highest energy region and thus has no Compton background component. The com-

parison between the measured value Kp and the calculated value Ka ,
given in Table IV, shows

that the empirical coefficient is consistent. This is expected because the coefficient is

an expression of the counting efficiency of the system.

The region of interest (725 to 960 keV) , represented by the two-component equation (b)

,

has a signal component due to
95

Zr and 95
Nb and a background that has been totally attributed

to
1 '*'tPr. The ratio Kz /K^ in Table IV shows that the empiricism of equation (b) works

reasonably well, considering that the 13
**Cs background was ignored and that the empiricism

was derived from statistically fluctuating data.

The third region of interest (600 to 960 keV)
,
given by equation (c) , extends the argu-

ment to include a third isotope and still remain reasonably consistent.

It therefore appears to be possible to predict, at least approximately, either the

count rates of these regions, if the source strengths from the fuel are known, or vice versa.;
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF MEASURED Nal SPECTRUM REGIONS TO

RELATIVE SOURCE STRENGTHS OF THE FISSION PRODUCTS

""Pr 95 Zr + 95Nb 137
Cs + 95 Zr + 95Nb

Bundle
2005 t0 2495 keV 725 to 960 keV 600 to 960 keV

identity
Count Rate Count Rate Count Rate Kc+z
Kp (s-1) Ka K

z
(s-i)

Kb Kb Kc+Z
(s-l)

Kc K
c

ZM 262 1.17 2 400 2 200 1.09 4 300 3 740 1.15

ZL 260 0.99 2 400 2 600 0.92 4 400 4 430 0.99

ZT 245 0.90 6 600 6 860 0.96 8 900 10 250 1.15

ZK 230 1.03 2 800 2 340 1.20 4 900 3 920 0.80

AAJ 340 0.95 11 000 12 170 0.90 17 250 17 760 1.03

XX 350 0.99 9 000 9 750 0.92 14 500 14 550 1.00

Equation (a) Ka = 4.8 Pr

(b) Kb = 28 Pr + 57 Zr

(c) K = 43 Pr + 81 Zr + 40 Cs
c

Pr = relative source strength of
lul

*Pr from Table 3

Zr = sum of relative source strengths of 95 Zr and 95Nb from Table 3

Cs = relative source strength of
137

Cs from Table 3

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It has, first of all, been determined that a gamma-ray beam can be created, to allow
the activity of a fuel bundle to be measured with reasonable accuracy while in motion
during transfer from the interim to the long-term storage ponds. With the proper selection
of parameters such as collimator slot dimensions, gamma-ray filtering (to set up appropriate
counting rates), and with suitable electronic equipment and settings, a good trace of the
profile of a spectrum region from a fuel bundle can be recorded.

As discussed, the relationships between the bundle irradiation history and the magni-
tude of these records can be developed, to a first approximation, from the data obtained
during these tests. The reason for the approximation lies in the irradiation histories of

the fuel bundles available for these tests. They were obtained from the CRNL Fuel
Engineering Branch and were part of a set of bundles being irradiated to high burnup in the
test loops. They were not, however, given a continuous irradiation, in fact quite the

j reverse was true, since they were frequently exchanged, and irradiations of short and long
| durations were mixed over a number of years. As a generalization, the irradiations could
I
be lumped into two stages, with a rest period between them. For calculation purposes, the

I
effective power during irradiation was obtained from

i . - Effective Full Power days _ . . „
Effective Power = — : x Operating Power

Irradiation time

Beginning with 137Cs, equation (2) can be altered by the addition of a coefficient £
Cg

to give

S = e
Cs

B (8)

For each bundle, the coefficient was obtained from the measured value of S, from the ger-
manium spectrum results, and the burnup data of Table III. The results of the calculations
for 137

Cs are listed in Table V, along with irradiation data and similar calculations of
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coefficients for "Tr and 95
Zr. For 137

Cs, the agreement with the principle set out by
equation (2) is demonstrated by the agreement between the values for £qs -

The same approach was taken for
95

Zr, using equation (3) to obtain values of the

coefficient £Zr , and for
llfl

*Pr, using equation (1) to obtain the coefficient £pr . The

agreement among values for these coefficients does not match that of 137Cs, but considering

the uncertainties in the calculation, due to the checkered irradiation history of these

bundles, the scatter in the results is quite acceptable. For fuel bundles irradiated under

the conditions of a power station, predictions of source terms should be much more reliable,

|

so to a first approximation, correlation of spectrum data to fuelling history should be
possible.

All of this work has been reported on a relative basis, to establish feasibility, so

that any equipment designed for use in the power station would have to be calibrated to

obtain the appropriate coefficients for that particular equipment.

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED SOURCE TERMS

Final Irradiation 137
C
s

,5Zr + 95Nb

Bundle
Identity

Effective
Power
(Kw/m)

Irradiation
Time
(days)

Measured
Source

COEFF
£
Cs

Calculated
Source

Measured
Source (Zr)

COEFF
£
Zr

ZM 12.8 283 11.8 0.056 0.42 15.6 37

ZL 12.4 283 13.9 0.068 0.41 18.8 46

ZT 14.5 90 7.9 0.052 1.24 92.5 75

ZK 10.7 283 11.1 0.061 0.35 18.1 52

AAJ 21.7 128 5.5 0.067 2.25 177 79

XX 13.6 199 11.2 0.065 1.67 135 81

MEAN 0.062 +10% 62 +30%
-16% -40%

First Irradiation Rest u
»Pr

Bundle
Identity

Effective
Power
(Kw/m)

Irradiation
Time
(days)

Period
(days)

Calculated
Source

Measured
Source (Pr)

COEFF
£
Pr

ZM 7.7 630 52 4.2 46.7 11

ZL 6.3 620 82 3.9 54.7 14

ZT 5.2 624 438 2.6 56.8 22

ZK 9.6 365 282 3.1 46.7 15

AAJ 22.9 28 195 4.2 74.4 18

XX 13.0 399 420 4.5 73.7 16

MEAN 16 +40%
-30%

CONCLUSIONS

This experimental work has demonstrated the feasibility of a y~ray spectrometry
verification method for Bruce NGS fuel during its transfer to long-term storage. Nal

spectrometry, in conjunction with lead filtering and properly selected instrumentation,
appears to be the most suitable choice, although germanium spectrometry could also be
adapted to the purpose. We found that

(i) Radiation from the fuel can easily be detected, and thus unirradiated or dummy
fuel would be discovered.
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(ii) Characteristic signal variations due to the fuel elements in the bundle as

well as signal steps or depressions at bundle edges can be used to separate
bundles and allow them to be tallied

.

(iii) The best signal characteristics were associated with the isolated high-
energy gamma ray from

141
*Pr.

(iv) The magnitude of signals from 95 Zr and 137
Cs, in combination with those

from 14 ^Pr, can be used for an approximate assay of the fuel for
comparison to the irradiation records.

The practicality and usefulness of the y_ray spectrometry method should be
determined by actual operating experience at the Bruce NGS A in 1980.
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Monte Carlo Calculational Design of an NDA Instrument

for the Assay of Waste Products
from High Enriched Uranium Spent Fuels

by

G. W. ECCLESTON, R. G. SCHRANDT, J. L. MACDONALD & F. H. CVERNA
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The Monte Carlo design of the waste assay region of a dual assay system, to

be installed at the Fluorinel and Storage Facility, is described. The instrument
will be used by the facility operator to assay high-enriched spent fuel packages
and waste solids produced from dissolution of the fuels. The fissile content

235discharged in the waste is expected to vary between 0 and 400 g of U.

Material accountability measurements of the waste must be obtained in the presence
of large neutron (0.5 x 10^ n/s) and gamma (50 000 R/hr) backgrounds. The assay
system employs fast-neutron irradiation of the sample, using a 5 mg 252cf
source, followed by delayed neutron counting after the source is transferred to

storage. Calculations indicate a +4-g (2a) assay for a waste canister containing
300 g of 235jj ^s achievable with an end-of-life (1 mg) 252Cf source and a

background rate of 0.5 x 10 6 n/s.

KEYWORDS: Monte Carlo, delayed neutrons, assay, spent fuel, contaminated waste

An automated delayed neutron interrogation assay system has been designed for the new
Fluorinel and Storage (FAST) Facility. 1 This instrument will nondestructively measure
the 235U content in high-enriched uranium spent fuels and in waste solids produced from
dissolution of these fuels. 2 This paper discusses enhancements to the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory (LASL) Monte Carlo code that enabled a calculational approach to be
used to design the instrument. Calculated data obtained from parameter variations that
were used to select design values for the waste assay region are presented. Results of
the calculated instrument performance are given for a design basis waste canister assay.

Measurement specifications for the waste solids require a precision of +30 g (2a) over
the range 0 to 400 g of 2^5u. The stainless steel waste canister was recently modified
to have a 5212-cc volume, 11.43-cm inside diameter, and 50.8-cm length and will be assayed
in a scanning mode by lowering it with a crane at a nominal rate of 12 cm per minute
through the interrogation region. Assays will be complicated by a background of (a,n)

neutrons in addition to prompt neutrons from spontaneous fission of the curium isotopes.
The design basis maximum neutron background, based on measurements of representative spent
fuels3

, is 0.5 x 10*> n/s. The gamma-ray background was specified to be 50 000 R/hr at
30 cm. The amount of curium isotopes is expected to track, because of the chemistry, the
amount of 235y placed in the waste canisters. This should result in a significantly
lower background than the design basis value with an associated increase in the signal/
background ratio providing an improved assay precision. Materials used to specify the

solids for the design basis calculations are listed in Table I and represent nominal values
expected for the waste.

The assay method selected for this application was based on fast-neutron irradiation

of the waste canisters, using a californium source, followed by delayed neutron counting
using helium-3 detectors imbedded in polyethylene. The detectors have 2.54-cm diameters
and are charcoal lined and filled to 4 atm of helium-3 with 5% CO2 as a quench gas. The
active length was chosen to be short, 30.5 cm, to aid in reducing detection of background
neutrons. The background is uniformly distributed throughout the waste but delayed
neutrons from fission induced by the californium source exist largely in the region near

the source. Limiting the detector lengths and centering them on the source plane produces
an enhancement in the number of signal/background events that reach the detectors. The
intense gamma radiation from the waste requires a total of 15 cm of lead shielding be
placed between the detectors and the assay tube to reduce the gamma flux to below lR/hr.
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TABLE I

DESIGN BASIS WASTE CANISTER MATERIALS

DENSITY OF WASTE SOLIDS = 5 gm/cc
WASTE CANISTER VOLUME = 5213 CC

DESIGN VALUE
MATERIAL QUANTITY (GM)

235u 300

238u 15

Zirconium 18000
Oxygen 6560
Cadmium 125
Car ban 55

r iuol j. nc

Boron 200

Iron 520

Hydrogen 30*

TOTAL 26,065 gm

Corresponds to 1% H2O by weight in the waste solids.

At this level the detectors will operate without gamma-induced bias effects. Figure 1 is

a three-dimensional view of the assay system.

An enhanced version of the LASL Monte Carlo Code (MCNP) 4 was used to obtain the

design and performance calculations for the waste assay region. The code permits detailed
modeling of a geometry in all three dimensions. Simulation of actual physical processes
are accomplished in the code by predetermined probabilities based on randomly selected
events. The probablistic description required to simulate a particle history includes
specifications of the geometrical boundaries of regions, material compositions within each
region, and a description of the cross sections for each isotope. ^'^ The cross sections
include energy- and angle- transfer frequency functions for all relevant scattering
events. Generation of a sufficient number of independent particle histories, based on
random walk, provides separate solutions to the problem whose mean approaches the true
va lue

.

Information needed for design decisions required four enhancements be made to the MCNP
code. ^ First, a program was written to produce delayed neutrons with the proper yield,
energy, and time distribution from the isotopes 232Th, 233u f 235u, 238jj and
239pu . The delayed neutrons were characterized by the measured six-group half-life data
from fast fission. 7 The energy distribution was sampled from the measured near-
equilibrium 235y delayed neutron spectrum produced in fast fission. 8 Second, neutrons
were flagged and then separately tracked and tallied according to whether they were from
the californium source, prompt neutrons from fission, or delayed neutrons. Third, a tally
was added to permit fissions by isotope and region to be obtained. Fourth, the 3He(n,p)
reaction was separately tallied to produce detector counts for source, prompt, and delayed
neutrons using the track length estimator. The track length per unit volume calculation
is a flux that, when multiplied by the appropriate reaction cross section, produces the
number of reactions, in this case, the detector counts. This gives better statistics than
counting the actual number of 3He captures based on the real random walk. Various Monte
Carlo biasing schemes were used to enhance the statistics of collisions producing both
fissions and delayed neutrons. This was done by assigning a neutron weight, nominally one,
which could be adjusted so that, while one might bias the number of neutrons undergoing an
event, the total weight of all neutrons has the correct expected value.
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For example, suppose a neutron of weight one has a probability of having a
fission. One might sample for fission with probability P2, P2 > Pi, and assign to
the neutron having fission a weight equal to P1/P2. Thus, for N neutrons, the total
weight having fission is N (Pi/P2)P2 or N(Pi). In this manner, the number of
fission collisions was biased, as well as the delayed neutron production in each of the
six groups. Since more delayed neutrons were produced, but with smaller weights, the

! statistics of the 3He counting rate were improved.

Delayed neutron analysis has generally been performed with two independent calcula-
tions.^ The first calculation provided fission densities in volume elements and the
second calculation created delayed neutrons, based on the volume-averaged fission
densities, and transported them. The delayed neutron enhancement now combines the above

i two-step problem into a single calculation. Delayed neutrons are sampled directly
1 producing events at the actual coordinate position, rather than over a volume-averaged
I region, which provides more accurate results for the delayed neutron tallies. In
! addition, direct comparisons between fission rates and 3ne(n,p) count rates for source,
prompt, and delayed neutrons are available with the proper relative errors from one
computer run.

Initial design calculations for the waste assay region consisted of varying the number
of helium-3 detectors in the polyethylene ring, Fig. 2, which was located at the outside
surface of the 15-cm-thick lead shield. A cadmium layer was positioned between the lead
and the polyethylene. A 0.635-cm boral sheet was placed on the back surface of the

detector ring and followed by an additional 10 cm of polyethylene. The ring was restricted

I
to 230 degrees, and the number of detectors was varied from 21 to 33, the maximum number
that would fit. For each configuration the total 3He(n,p) detection efficiency was
calculated for a prompt fission neutron point source^ located at the center of the assay
region. The waste canister was void of material for these calculations. The total effi-
ciency increased slowly with the number of detectors from a low of 2.7% to a high of 3.2%,
a change of only 0.5%. The slow rise in efficiency resulted, as the number of detectors

I

was increased, because the detectors were placed closer together, decreasing the amount of
polyethylene between them. This resulted in less moderation and an increase in detector
cross-interaction effects that reduced the efficiency per detector. Since the detector
efficiency was not a strong function of number, a total of 24 were selected, to reduce the
cost and to allow a range of possible connections (i.e. two banks of 12 each or four banks
of 6 each) to permit more channels of data processing to be added if the background rate
proved excessive. The detectors were located at a 29-cm radius from the center of the

waste tube and separated by 2 cm of polyethylene on a spacing of 9 degrees between detector
centers.

Detection of delayed neutrons in the presence of a prompt neutron background can be

assisted by judicious specification of the amount of polyethylene surrounding the helium-3
counters. Differences in spectral shapes combined with the optimum amount of polyethylene
can increase the relative counting efficiency of the delayed to the prompt neutrons. A
series of calculations was completed for varying polyethylene thicknesses. A point source
of delayed and then prompt neutrons was positioned at the center of the waste region, which
contained the design basis matrix material, Table I, but was void of uranium. A plot of

the calculated detector efficiencies and the delayed/prompt efficiency ratio is shown in

Fig. 3. The efficiency for detecting the lower energy delayed neutrons is enhanced over

the higher energy prompt neutrons when thin polyethlene thicknesses are used to cover the

front surface of the detectors.

Selection of the polyethylene dimensions is dependent primarily on decreasing the

variance of an assay. Under conditions of no background the amount of polyethylene should

be increased to provide the maximum detection efficiency and therefore the most counts in

a given measurement time. When a background is imposed the polyethylene thickness should
be altered to emphasize differences in detection efficiencies between signal and background
events that can aid in reducing the variance of a measurement. Signal (S) and background
(B) counts from a measurement (M=S+B) can be used to obtain the relative error (ar ) as a

t
function of detection efficiencies, according to
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S = M - B

a
S

= V°M
+a

B =V^=V^
The signal and background terms can be expressed analytically as

S = k e
S S

B = k e
B B

where ks ,kB are constants representing a specific type of sample matrix and measurement
system with detection efficiencies e s and £3* The relative standard deviation (ar )

in the measured signal is

v-

M+B
„2

(k e + k e„) + kc
S S B B B B

k
s
e
s

When the background dominates the signal (k
se s << kseB) then o

r can be approximated to

c

V «
The selected polyethylene thickness should produce efficiencies, e g and £b» for
detecting signal and background events that reduce the relative standard deviation.
Figure 4 is a three-dimensional plot showing the variation in <?

r as the polyethylene
thickness on the front and backside of the helium-3 detectors was altered. The detector
ring for the waste assay geometry was selected, based on the data of Fig. 4, to have 1.91
cm and 5.08 cm of polyethylene on the front and backsides, respectively.

Calculations for various materials surrounding the source were evaluated in terms of
tailoring the energy spectrum. The objective was to find a material combination that would
limit fissions from the fertile isotope, 238Uf to a negligible contribution, to increase
the 235y fission rate per californium source neutron, and to provide a uniform sample
interrogation. The source was positioned in a 11.43-cm-wide block that is located between
the waste and spent fuel tubes, termed the "Ni REFLECTOR" in Figs. 1 and 2, during irradi-
ation of the waste canister. For the material evaluations, the source was positioned at
the center of the tailoring region, which corresponds to a distance of 15.24 cm from the
center of the waste tube.

Materials placed in the tailoring block for the calculations consisted of a void,
nickel, lead, and geometrical combinations of all three. Table II contains the calculated
fission rates per source neutron, the fissile/fertile fission ratio, and the inner/outer
waste region fission ratio for each of the material combinations. The inner/outer ratio
is used to determine the penetration of source neutrons into the sample. This ratio is

discussed in detail in a later section of the report. The waste matrix used in the
calculations is listed in Table I with the exception that the 235y loading was reduced

to 100 g.

The material combination producing the highest fission rate consisted of lead on the

front region, between the source and waste tube, and nickel on the back region

(lead/nickel) of the source. Other material combinations, such as void/lead and
lead-void-lead/nickel, which produced high fission rates, generally had much lower

fissile/fertile fission ratios (700 to 800) compared to the lead/nickel value of 1179.

One exception was the all-nickel case, which had the largest fissile/fertile ratio, 1713,

in addition to a high fission rate. The uranium to be assayed in the waste will be high
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TABLE II

MATERIAL U FISSIONS U/ U
SURROUNDING PER SOURCE FISSION

SOURCE NEUTRON x 10~ RATIO

VOID

NICKEL

LEAD

VOID/NICKEL*

VOID/LEAD

LEAD/NICKEL

NICKEL/LEAD

PB-V-PB/NI**

NI-V-NI/PB

6 . 07 + 0 . 36

8.44 + 0.39

7.89 + 0.41

8.65 ± 0.44

8.67 +_ 0.46

8.93 + 0.44

7.45 + 0.37

8.68 +_ 0.39

8.01 + 0.37

652 + 45

1713 + 119

939 + 61

827 +_ 52

750 + 47

1179 +_ 76

1373 + 96

705 + 38

641 + 36

INNER/OUTER
WASTE REGION

FISSION
RATIO

1.25 + 0.08

1.31 + 0.07

1.11 + 0.07

1.22 + 0.06

1.24 +_ 0.08

1.25 + 0.08

1.29 + 0.07

1.25 + 0.07

1.28 + 0.07

*Void on the front region of the source and nickel on the
back region of the source.

**Lead with a notched groove on the front region of the source
and nickel on the back region.

enriched (^95%) and low in content (0-400 g) . Therefore, the selection criteria for a
material combination requires first a high fission rate and second a large fissile/fertile
fission ratio. Material combination number 6, consisting of lead on the front region of
the source and nickel on the back region, satisfied the criteria of high fission rate and
large fissile/fertile ratio the best of all materials studied.

A uniform sample interrogation implies that an assay will be independent of the loca-

tion of the fissile material in the sample matrix. This is obtained when the fission rate-
detection efficiency product is constant for all positions in the sample, assuming self-
shielding and other matrix effects caused by inhomogeneous material lumps are not signifi-
cant. A plan view of the waste assay geometry, Fig. 2, contains the californium interro-
gation source on one side of the through tube and the neutron counters on the other side.
The waste canister will be lowered by crane and cannot be rotated during the scanning
assay. The fission rate of waste segments close to the source will therefore be higher
than for those segments close to the detectors. In contrast, the detection efficiency will
be the opposite of the fission rate distribution. Those waste segments near the source
will have a lower detection efficiency than those segments close to the detectors. The
waste region in the material evaluation studies was divided into two equal volumes called
inner and outer; the inner region was adjacent to the source and the outer region was
adjacent to the detectors. The inner/outer region fission ratio, Table II, provides a
measure of the penetration of source neutrons into the sample. A uniform sample interroga-
tion for this particular assay geometry requires the inner/outer fission ratio must be
larger than unity, to balance the differing detection efficiency as a function of position
of the fission in the waste. With the source located at the 12.54-cm position in the

lead/nickel tailoring block an inner/outer ratio of 1.25 was calculated.
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The fission rate and detection efficiency distributions were studied as a function of
position in the waste by dividing the canister into four equal volume segments, labeled A,

B, C, and D. Segment A was adjacent to the source, B and C occupied the central waste
region, and D was nearest the detectors. The neutron detection efficiency for each segment
was determined by generating a uniform delayed neutron source independently in each waste
region for the full length and central (1/3) length of the canister and calculating the
3He(n,p) reaction rate in the counters. A plot of efficiency versus waste segment, Fig.

5, shows a smaller efficiency for those segments farther from the detector ring.

Segment fission rates, Fig. 6, were computed for a homogeneous 300-g 235u loading in
the waste at four separate source positions, 10.16 cm, 12.70 cm, 15.24 cm, and 17.78 cm,
specified relative to the center of the waste assay tube.

The product of fission-rate and detection efficiency for the central region of the
waste canister and at each of the four source positions is plotted in Fig. 7 versus waste
segment. The values between each segment A, B, C, and D at each source position agree
within the standard deviations of the calculations, which were between 5 and 8%. Table
III lists the difference of the fission rate-detection efficiency product of each segment
from the average value at the four source positions. The largest deviation from the
average, 7.4%, occurred at the 15.24-cm position for segment A, which is adjacent to the
source. The highest fission rate was obtained at the 10.16-cm source position, and the
largest deviation from its mean was -3.6%, which was within the uncertainty of the calcu-
lations. The low uranium content in the waste in addition to the large specified back-
ground rate requires a high sample fission rate to obtain a favorable signal/background
ratio. Source positions closer to the waste produce an increased fission rate per source
neutron and are more desirable. The 10.16-cm source position was selected because the

fission rate-detection efficiency product was constant within 5%, the standard deviation
of the calculations, permitting a uniform sample interrogation while allowing the largest
fission rate per source neutron to be achieved.

Measurements of the waste canister will be obtained in a scanning mode as the canister
is lowered and raised by a crane through the interrogation tube. The measured response is

a function of the position of the canister in the tube for each irradiation-counting cycle.

Response data were obtained from a set of calculations with the canister located at various
positions displaced from the central region along the source-detector plane. The fission
rate, relative delayed neutron detection efficiency, and relative background detection
efficiency normalized to the center position of the interrogator are plotted in Figs. 8, 9,

and 10, respectively, versus vertical displacement of the canister. The fission rate

TABLE III

PERCENT DIFFERENCE IN THE SEGMENT
FISSION-RATE DETECTION EFFICIENCY PRODUCT

FROM THE AVERAGE

SOURCE POSITION
SEGMENT (cm)

10.16 12.70 15.24 17.78

A +1.6 +2.0 +7.4 0.0

B -3.6 -5.1 -2.5 +0.6

C +0.7 +0.4 -2.9 -2.2

D +1.3 + 2.8 -1.9 +1.6
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slowly decreases with canister displacement. The delayed neutron response remains essen-

tially constant to a 15-cm displacement of the canister and then rapidly falls off. The
ends of the waste canister produce a small fraction of the total fissions from source
neutrons when the canister is centered in the interrogator. The efficiency for detecting
delayed neutrons from fissions in the end regions is also small in comparison to the

central region of the waste. The effect is a negligible contribution of the ends of the
waste canister to delayed neutron counting and the response remains essentially constant
until the canister is sufficiently displaced to where one end contributes a significant
fraction of the measured events. The background response was calculated from a uniform
distribution of prompt neutrons in the waste canister.

The waste canister fission rate per source neutron (FQ ) at the center of the inter-
rogator is plotted in Fig. 11. The response is linear within the uncertainity of the
calculation.

The accuracy of an assay is dependent on the number of delayed neutron counts collected
and the magnitude of the background. Delayed neutrons will be detected in a cyclical mode
consisting of sample irradiation followed by counting as the canister is moved through the
tube. Several cycles should be completed on a given waste segment as it moves through the
detection region. The canister will be moved at a nominal rate of 12.7 cm per minute.
The interrogator has a detection region, Fig. 9, that is roughly 30 cm in length. If a

cycle is completed every 12 seconds, corresponding to a movement of 2.5 cm, a sufficient
number of scans of each vertical segment of waste should be achieved.

Data collected from a waste canister assay scan can be simulated using the information

of Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11 with the appropriate equations. The delayed neutron counts

(Dt) collected from an assay scan is expressed as the sum of the signals (Dn ) from each
assay cycle, where

D = V* D = ST F xr> e R , ,Y.
T M n 1 ° R °n H n-]+1 j

where the terms are defined to be

N = Number of cycles completed in the assay scan

S = 25^cf source strength (n/s)

T
I = Irradiation time per cycle (s)

F0 = Fission rate per source neutron per fissile quantity for the sample at
the center of the interrogator

eDn
= Delayed neutron detection efficiency per fission with the canister

offset to position n

Rn-j+l = Canister fission rate at position n-j+1 relative to the central
position

Yj = Relative delayed neutron yield in the counting window from the

irradiation period.

The relative delayed neutron yields can be calculated using the six-group fast-fission

delayed neutron parameters (^k,^k) and a set of cycle times with the expression

Y. = r=- ' U-e -
J]

J 1-e - |e ^^e ^
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where Tj = Irradiation Time, s

TD = Delay time from end of irradiation to the
start of counting

= Counting Time

Tw = Wait time from end of counting to the start of
the next cycle/irradiation

TP = Total Cycle Time (Ti + To + Tc + Tty)

The background counts (B^ obtained during the assay are given by

B, = \r-» B_T_,e
1

n=l

where BR = uniform background rate throughout the canister (n/s)

Tc = Counting Time Cycle

e
Bn = Background counting efficiency with the canister at position n relative

to the center, Fig. 9

The relative error (tfr) in the number of counts collected in an assay is expressed in terms
of the previous equations as:

4
where BQ represents a background measurement for a time TQ prior to the assay.

Relative errors expected from a waste canister assay under various conditions were
determined using the above equations and the data contained in Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11.

The irradiation (Tj) and counting (Tc) times to use in an assay were determined from a
plot of relative waste assay error versus Tj/tc at the design background level of 0.5
x 10** n/s, Fig. 12. The total cycle time was restricted to 12.0 s and the source
transfer time between irradiation and storage (TD ,Tfy) was set to 0.5 s. The waste was
loaded to 300 g of 235y and the source was set equal to 1 mg (2.34 X 109 n/s) of
californium.
The relative error for this assay consisting of 29 cycles reached a minimum for a Tj/tc
value of 2.67. This corresponds to an 8-s irradiation time and a 3-s counting time. This
cycle time was used in all subsequent calculations.

The effect of source strength and background rate on the waste canister assay error is

shown in Fig. 13. The 5-mg curve represents the initial source strength and the 1-mg level
is at the end of source life prior to replacement. The design basis background level, 0.5

X 10 6 n/s, indicates that a 0.6% (la) assay of the 300 g of uranium in the waste
container is obtained at the end of source life. These values represent uncertainties
because of counting statistics and do not account for bias affects or matrix affects that
will exist in actual waste solids.

The relative assay error as a function of 235jj at various background rates is plotted
in Fig. 14. The end-of-life source strength (1 mg) was used in the calculation. The
dotted line in Fig. 14 represents the required +15 g (la) accuracy level specified for
waste assay. The calculations indicate the instrument is well within the accuracy range
required, even for backgrounds in excess of the 0.5 X 10 6 n/s design basis value. At
the tentative waste canister recycle limit of 300 gm 235u the assay error, with an
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end-of-life source, has a +0.6% g (la) uncertainty corresponding to +2 g for the design

basis background.

The sensitivity limit for detection of 235y in the waste is plotted in Fig. 15 as a

function of the neutron background for the end-of-life source strength. The sensitivity
limit is defined to be a delayed neutron signal from the 235jj that equals three standard
deviations of the background signal. At the design basis background level a detection

limit of 4.4 g of 2^ 5U exists using an end-of-life source.

Modifications to the LASL Monte Carlo Code (MCNP) enabled a delayed neutron interroga-
tor to be designed for the quantitative measurements of 235U in waste solids produced
from dissolution of high-enriched spent fuels. Assessment of the instrument indicates a

detection sensitivity for 235jj Qf 4.4 g ^s possible with an end-of-life 1-rag californium
source. The assay uncertainty, based only on counting statistics, for a waste canister
with 300 g of 235U is roughly +4 g (2a) at the design basis background level of 5 x

10 5 n/s. This uncertainty is within the +30 g (2a) design specifications of the

instrument.
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spectrophotometry Determination of Plutonium

in Irradiated Fuels Solutions

Procedures and Shielding Facilities

by

M.C. BOUZOU and A. A. BRUTUS

Marcoule Laboratory, Cogema-France

ABSTRACT

The Cogema Laboratory of Marcoule has developed and
widely used a spectrophotometry determination of plu-
tonium in the industrial solutions of the Purex process.

This determination based upon the plutonium VI spe-
cific absorption is made according to two variants :

direct method and internal standard method (with
neodymium nitrate as internal standard).

The two methods are routinly employed throughout the
irradiated fuel reprocessing control, whatever the so-
lution's activity, the amount of plutonium and the
nature of analysed phase may be.

The performances obtained are given and a descrip-
tion of the "hot equipment" used is made.

INTRODUCTION

Plutonium analysis is the principal part of irradiated fuel reprocessing
control. This analysis is made using various methods according to the quantity
of plutonium or the composition of the sample. The use of these well known
analytical techniques (gravimetry, a counting electrochemical methods...)
presents the following inconveniences in the control of an industrial plant :

-- Difficulties in application leading to delay in results.

-- Multiplication of analytical methods detrimental to the simplification
and rationalizing of analytical control done by operators working in

shifts.

-- High automation cost owing to the number of methods used.
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To avoid these problems the Cogema Laboratory of Marcoule has looked for
a rapid, easy to use and easy to automate method which covers almost all the
concentrations met in the control of plutonium solutions of the Purex process.

Thus we improved a spectrophotometry technique based upon the Pu VI

specific absorption in the near infrared spectrum.

METHOD USED

We use the direct spectrophotometry of plutonium (VI) according to two
variants

-- Direct method

-- Internal standard method

Direct Method

This method suitable for nitric or perchloric plutonium solutions has
been widely described in litterature. Thus we shall briefly recall its prin-
ciple, then we shall describe the range of utilisation and the performances
normally achieved.

Principle

-- Oxidation, at room temperature, of plutonium, by silver oxide, to the

hexavalent state.

-- Destruction of the excess oxidant by sulfamic acid.

-- Adjusting of nitrate concentration to 3 moles.

-- Measuring the absorbance peak at 831 nm.

Range of Utilisation

The method is employed throughout the irradiated fuel reprocessing
control, whatever the solution's beta gamma activity, the amount of
plutonium and the nature of analysed phase, may be.

In aqueous solutions we distinguish :

-- The traces assays (from 0,5 to a few mg/1) with a radioactivity as

high as 1000 Ci/1 and numerous cations such as uranium and fission
products which accompany the plutonium. Thus it is not necessary to

have a chemical separation before the analysis.
A typical spectrum of plutonium VI in these conditions is shown in

figure 1.

-- The assay of higher concentrations (from 0,3 to several g/1 ) is

usually done in the same conditions as in traces assays.

In organic solutions we extended this method to the plutonium determination
in the TBP dodecane mixture, using the following procedure :
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Figure 1
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The organic phase containing plutonium is contacted with uranium IV

nitrate solution that strips it from the organic phase. We can
determine as little as 10 mg/1 of plutonium in the initial organic
phase with good accuracy.

Performances

The performances depend on the concentration level. Thus they vary for a

spectrophotometer given with the absorbance scale employed.

During traces assays we use a 0,02 expanded absorbance scale while for
the determinations of higher concentrations we use a 0,5 or 1 absorbance
scale, the accuracy is very different in the two cases.

Sensibility - Detectabil ity

In our working conditions : 20 ml flasks, 2 cm of optic path for the
cell and high radioactivity in samples, a concentration of 0,2 mg/1 of
plutonium in the sample cell produces an absorbance of 10" .

_3
In the same conditions we reach 3.10 mg of plutonium in the sample,

or 0,15 mg/1 in the sample cell which produces an absorbance of 8.10"
1*

which is our detectabil ity.

Reproductibil ity

We have summarized in table 1 the plutonium uncertainty versus plutonium
concentrations in the sample cell (in mg/1). These data are the result of
several hundred determinations.

TABLE I

Pu concentration
in the cell

mg/1

A Pu concentration
mg/1

0,15 - 1

1 - 5

5 - 50

50 - 250

- 0,04 - 0,20

- 0,20 - 0,40

- 0,40 - 1,50

- 1,50 - 1,25
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Interferences

Anions often interfere more than cations and sometimes require a special
treatment of the sample prior to analysis : precipitation, complexing,
evaporating to dryness...

The nitrate ion has a special importance because the molar extinction
coefficient value falls about 1 % when the nitrate concentration rises to
within 0,1 M of 4 M (in nitric solutions).

Nevertheless the Pu VI peak is very specific and few accompanying
elements interfere.

The daily use of this method showed us that its usage requires a recor-
ding spectrophotometer with precise settings, of the spectral bandwidth, of
the resolution, of the scanning speed and of the damping of the pen. In

addition the photomul tipl ier used must have a high signal to noise ratio in

the near infrared. Lastly, in very accurate determinations it is necessary
to take temperature into account because its influence on the molar extinction
coefficient is far from negligible.

When all these parameters are well selected, the method is accurate
repeatable and the relation between absorbance and plutonium concentration is

linear to two of absorbance.

Nevertheless in some cases the spectrophotometry method has some
inconveniences. For instance :

-- When the spectrophotometer is inadequate, the linearity between
absorbance and plutonium concentration quickly dissapears and this
makes the method less advantageous.

-- When the solutions to be analysed are full of precipitate and a large
background absorption appears, the plotting of the base line of the

plutonium peak becomes very problematical ant the height of the peak
cannot be measured with accuracy.

-- When the nitrate concentration is not well known, it is easy to make
a big error in the result.

In order to avoid most of these problems we use a second variant of the

method.

Internal Standard Method

This method, suitable for the same samples as the previous has been

developed by the COGEMA Laboratory of LA HAGUE. Its principle is the

following :

-- Addition to the sample of an internal standard
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-- Oxidation, at room temperature, of plutonium, by silver oxide, to

the hexavalen state

-- Destruction of the excess silver oxide, by sulfamic acid

-- Adjusting of nitrate concentration to 3 moles.

-- Measuring the ratio of the sizes of plutonium and internal standard
peaks. This ratio is called R.

-- Calculation of plutonium concentration in comparison with this
ratio R and those obtained with a plutonium standard solution contai-
ning exactly the same amount of internal standard as the sample, and
treated in the same manner.

The internal standard use'd is the neodymium nitrate whose principal
features are :

-- Spectrum in the near infrared which gives a peak at each side of the
plutonium one, one at 793 nm and one at 864 nm (Fig. 2 and 3).

— Absorbance at 831 nm nearly non existent (even for great neodymium
concentrations)

.

-- Chemical inertia with respect to, plutonium, silver oxide and
sulfamic acid.

The addition of neodymium nitrate as standard in the spectrophotometry
of plutonium (VI) has the following advantages.

Strict plotting of the base line which, being interference free,
suppresses inaccuracy in the size of mesured peaks.

-- Suppression of rigorous adjusting of the flasks. In fact the result
is not obtained by the comparison of two peak heights which depend
on flask adjusting, but by the comparison of two ratio Rs' inde-
pendant of the adjusting of the flasks. This is interesting in view
of automation.

-- The ratio R (plutonium VI, absorbance to neodymium absorbance)
fluctuates less, with the nitrate concentrations than does the

plutonium (VI) absorbance (figure 4).

On the contrary, the principal disadvantages of the method are the
following :

-- Neccesity to introduce exactly the same amount of neodymium in the
aliquot of standard solution and in the sample. But if we can weigh
the aliquots, this constraint disappears.

— Necessity to work with a ratio R between 0,7 and 1,3 in order to

avoid reciprocal interferences of the plutonium and neodymium peaks.
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Figure 4
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In our Laboratory, this method is widely used. The fact that it gives
a result in less than one hour with a precision of t 1,5 % on a lot of
industrial solutions, makes it by far the best routine control method.

Moreover this method is excellent for accurate analysis as we can see
in table two.

TABLE II

STANDARD SOLUTION UNKNOWN SOLUTION (Input solution)

h (Pu) mm hj (Nd) mm R = h

h
l

Assay
n°

h (Pu) mm h, (Nd) mm R = hn
l

160 171,5 1,078
1

160 175 1,093

160 171,5 1,078 160 175 1,093

159 170 1,069
2

160 175 1,090

160 171 1,068 161 175,5 1,093

159,5 171 1,072
3

160 175 1,093

160 171,5 1,071 159 174 1,094

157 169 1,076
4

160 175 1,093

158 170 1,075 160 174 1,087

1,073 9 R 1,092 5

0,004 0 S = Standard
deviation

0,002^

0,37 % JL %
R

0,22 %

Example of results obtained on input solution
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A great number of comparisons with isotopic dilution and mass spectro-
metry on input solutions has produced similar results as we can see in

table III.

TABLE III

Mass
Spectrometry

Pu mg/1

Pu VI

Spectropho-
tometry

Pu mg/1

A %

Mass
Spectrometry

Pu mg/1

Pu VI

Spectropho-
tometry

Pu mg/1

A %

287
o o r
286 0 i35 1 134 1 126

AO 1921 no o928 0,76 1 170 1 1 c o
1 163 0 ,60

934 937 0,32 1 170 1 177 0,60

981 989 0,81 1 045 1 052 0,67

990 1 003 1,31 2 160 2 190 1,39

1 003 1 009 0,59 2 160 2 130 1,39

1 009 1 004 0,49 2 610 2 590 0,77

1 020 1 030 0,98 2 840 2 840 0,00

1 056 1 056 0,00 3 180 3 200 0,63

1 057 1 064 0,66 3 210 3 200 0,31

1 067 1 075 0,75 3 700 3 700 0,00

1 107 1 120 1,17 2 931 2 905 0,89

Comparisons of isotopic dilution and spectrophotometry

of Pu VI on input solutions

EQUIPMENT

We are using the two methods in glove - boxes as well as in hot cells.

The equipment is the same in both cases, the only difference being that

the "hot" appartus is used with a biological shielding in lead.

We shall describe the equipment that we have used for making the

method suitable for highly radioactive solutions. It consists of :

-- a hot cell

-- a spectrophotometer
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— the joining between the hot cell and the spectrophotometer.

The hot cell consists of an air tight stainless steel box connected
with two master slave manipulators and surrounded by a biological shielding
of 100 mm of lead. It is used for chemical preparations and contains the
laboratory equipment required for the method (Flasks, pipettes...) and a

solution transference system from the hot cell to the spectrophotometer. This
system consists of a glass container in which the vacuum is made by means
of an air pump and which is connected to the analysis flask and the cicula-
tion cell contained in the sample compartment of the spectrophotometer.

The joining between the hot cell and the spectrophotometer consists of
a very thick stainless steel tube shielded with 5 cms of lead. In this tube
are the P.V.C. tubes through which the radioactive solution flows.

The spectrophotometer is a Beckman U.V. 5240, the sample compartment of
which is divided in two parts.

-- an unshielded part which contains the reference cell

-- a shielded part which contains the sample cell. This is enclosed
in an tight box provided with two quartz windows and connected
with the steel tube by a supple lip seal, which permits a slight
free motion between the spectrophotometer and the steel tube.
This c< tight box (whose cover can be unscrewed, in case of inter-
vention on the cell) is shielded by a lead box provided with a

removable cover. The system lies on a lead plate in the bottom of
the sample compartment of the spectrophotometer, but owing to the
flexible lip seal, the optical alignment is never disturbed.

To evacuate the sample cell, we draw it from the hot cell by one of the
P.V.C. tubes. The part contains the cell (in the bottom of the «=< tight box)

turns and places the cell in the steel tube which connects the hot cell to

the spectrophotometer. The contaminated cell is evacuated into the hot cell.

After removal of the shielded cover from the o< tight box, a new cell can
be installed from the outside.

For five years, using this device, we have determined plutonium in

highly radioactive solutions (several hundred curies per liter) with a

negligible radioactivity level for the operator.

We are now studying a new equipment whose principle will be the same

but whose performances will be bettered thanks to :

— the weighing of the aliquots

-- the automation of chemical analysis directed by computer

-- the thermostati ng of the sample compartment of spectrophotometer

-- the data processing, and the calculation of the results by computer.
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Gamma Spectrometric Measurements of Pressurized Water Power Reactor Spent Fuel

by

V. KUPRYASHKIN, T. HAGINOYA, V. POROYKOV^
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna

T. DRAGNEV, B. BAMJANOV
Institute of Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Sofia

ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of gamma spectrometric measurements on spent fuel
bundles carried out during a routine inspection at Kozlodui Nuclear Power Station in
Bulgaria (PWR - Novovoronezh type) by using portable IAEA equipment. A Ge spectrometer was
used to measure gamma spectra in the energy region from 500 "to 900 keV. The cooling time

I

was determined from the Zr-95/Cs-137 ratio, and the average burn-up and Pu/u fraction was
calculated from Cs-134/Cs-137 ratio.

KEYWORDS: Spent fuel, cooling time, burn-up; Pu/u, Zr-95/Cs-137, Cs-134/Cs-137 ratios.

I. INTRODUCTION

A year , s operation of a light water reactor adds about 120 irradiated assemblies to
the spent fuel storage. An increase of spent fuel is projected for the future since repro-
cessing has not yet become a routine procedure. The task of international safeguards is to
verify the operators 1 statements regarding the irradiation history of the individual spent
fuel assemblies and the quantity of nuclear material contained in the irradiated assemblies.
Although the general approach for safeguarding spent fuel is the application of containment
and surveillance systems, in case such systems fail, direct NBA measurements should be
applied to re-establish the inventory.

Among the available NBA methods for determining spent fuel characteristics, the gamma
spectrometric method is most advanced [l]. In this method, absolute gamma activity
measurements and activity ratio measurements on selected fission products are used. These
measurements do not yield the fissile content directly, but it is possible to calculate it

from isotopic correlation techniques.

Compared with NBA techniques, destructive analysis gives better accuracy for the
measurement of small samples and it is relatively easy to obtain absolute values of burn-up>

Such techniques are particularly applicable in fuel reprocessing plants where the fuel is

dissolved and where a high accuracy is required. But destructive techniques cannot be

l/ Former Staff Member of the IAEA

[l] S. T. Hsue, T. W. Crane, W. L. Talbert, Jr., John C. Lee, Non-destructive Assay
Methods for Irradiated Nuclear Fuels, LA-6923 (January 1978)
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applied for verification of fuel assemblies in a spent fuel storage pond.

Many questions arise as to the accuracy of gamma-ray assay concerning different
fission yields for fissioning nuclides, migration in the fuel, radiation history, etc.

However, the gamma spectrometric method can give good accuracy in combination with results
of destructive measurements in reprocessing plants.

The purpose of this work was to further improve and adjust gamma spectrometric spent
fuel measurements for PWRs to IAEA. Safeguards conditions and to supply inspectors with
more specific instructions for

1. determining the cooling time,
2. evaluating the "burn-up,

3. evaluating the Pu/u ratio.

II. MEASUREMENTS

The experimental arrangement used in these measurements has been previously
described [2].

j

I

Fig. I Arrangement for spent fuel measurements

1, 2 - gamma collimating arrangements
j-

3 - fuel assembly support
J

[2] Z. Zhelev, T. Apostolov, V. Christov, T. Dragnev, D. Kharalampiev, I. Marinov, I.

Penev, A. Trifonov, I. Uzunov, "Development and application of safeguards instrumental

techniques to LWR power stations", Pinal Report on Research Contract No. 1547/Rl/RB,

Sofia, 1977.
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A long air filled pipe was used to collimate and prevent absorption of gamma-rays
coming from fuel assembly to the detector. The isolated assembly was moved vertically for
scanning or for measurements at given points along the assembly.

An intrinsic high resolution germanium detector with a sensitive volume of 10 cc and a
portable 1024 channel MSilenaM analyzer with magnetic tape storage were used for recording
spectra. Special attention was paid to the choice of the energy region to be used, back-
ground, and collimation. The energy region between 500 - 900 keV was selected for several
reasons:

1) The energy of gamma rays is high enough so that attenuation is not too great.

2) The gamma lines should have enough points in the peak to accurately determine
peak areas. All gamma lines used for the calculation of cooling time, burn-up
and Pu/U mass ratio, including the five gamma lines used for the efficiency
determination (563, 569, 605, 796 and 802 keV) are situated in a narrow energy
range. Some investigators [3] use the energy region between 500 - 1500 keV,
which has certain advantages, particularly for obtaining the relative efficiency
system, but for a wider energy range a 2048 channel analyzer is needed.

Background from spent fuel in the pool and from materials dissolved in the water could
influence the gamma spectrum, and it was important to reduce undesirable effects and retain
only the gamma rays from the measured assembly. The allignment of the collimator through
which gamma rays can reach the Ge detector was checked using a light source. Thick colli-
mator walls of about 8 cm also reduced background. To regulate the amount of gamma rays
and to reduce the amount of electrons which reach the detector, a beam absorber of Pb, Cd
and Cu-plates were used.

Data about assemblies selected for study are in Table 1.

Table 1 The basic data of selected assemblies

No.
Enrichment Burn-up

(mwd/tu)

Cooling time
(days)

Working time
(years)

2-25 1.6 17470 414 2

2-23 1.6 17110 414 2

2-36 2.4 19860 414 2

2-41 2.4 20260 414 2

2-37 2.4 20180 414 2

2-112 2.4 19790 414 2

2-296 3.6 9600 30 1

It was impossible, under the existing circumstances, to carry out gamma spectrometric
measurements for the last assembly 2-296, due to strong radioactivity and high background
radiation. The gamma spectra for assembly 2-25 was measured three times to facilitate the
selection of the optimal conditions for NLA of spent fuel when measurement time is limited.
At the onset of the measurements the gamma spectra were registered point by point (10
points) after every 25 cm and recorded on magnetic tape. Measurement time was 400 s on
every point. The spectra were subsequently summed channel by channel in the computer and

[3] N. Beyer, M. De Carolis, E. Dermendjiev, A. Keddar, R. Rundquist, "IAEA NBA measure-
ments as applied to irradiated fuel assemblies", Nuclear Safeguards Technology 1978,
V.l, P. 443, IAEA Vienna, 1979.
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on further processing the summed spectrum was used. Then the gamma ray measurements were
conducted for the same assembly during its up-and-down movement. The results of these
three measurements were in good agreement. That is the reason why the remaining assemblies
were measured only by scanning as they were vertically moved in the front of the collimator
tube. The measurement time was 10 minutes.

III. DATA PROCESSING

The data processing of the measured spectra was carried out using the "Silena"
analyzer, programmable calculators [4] and the IAEA Nuclear Data 6620 computer.

Intrinsic calibration was used for the determination of overall relative efficiency of
the used spectrometric system [4].

The Cs-134 gamma rays 563, 569t 605, 796 and 802 kev were used for this purpose. The
results show that overall relative efficiency in region from 605 kev to 796 kev is close to
linear. So in the cases when gamma lines 563f 569 and 802 kev Cs-134 were weak in gamma
spectrum we used only lines 605 and 796 kev for determination relative efficiency. Correc-
ted peak areas were calculated using obtained values of relative efficiency.

IV. DETERMINATION OP COOLING TIME

The cooling time was calculated using the following equations from ref. [5]:

- 4~
2
- % m % v (2)

In these equations y lf y? are the fission yields of the mass 95 and 137 chains.

A1§ A
2

, A, are the corrected peak areas of the 756 keV Zr-95, 662 keV Cs-137, 724 keV Zr-95
peaks, ana A,, A" are the true ratios of the intensities of the 756 keV Zr-95 "to 662 keV
Cs-137, 724 keV Zr-95 to 662 keV Cs-137; A

lf \
2

are the decay constants for Zr-95 and
Cs-137; and parameters S(l) and S(2) are calculated using the following equations:
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In the above equations, HSM is summed over all irradiated cycles for which the assembly
was in the reactor; t. is the length of radiation cycle i; Q. is the length of the time
between the end of cycle i and the beginning of the cooling period; and 0 is the thermal
flux.

[4] T. N. Dragnev, "Intrinsic self-calibration of now-destructive gamma spectrometric
measurements", IAEA-STR-60, 1976

[5] J. W. Mandler, R. G. Helmer, E. W. Killian, R. A. Morneau, "Programme for technical
assistance to IAEA Safeguards", ISPO Report No. 42, TREE-1313 (October 1978)
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Two different calculations of cooling time were done:

A* It was assumed that the reactor operated on constant power.

B. The real irradiation history was considered.

The cooling time for both cases was calculated as the average of T(l) and T(2). The
results of the calculations are shown in Table 2 together with the operator's data.
Assembly 2-25 was measured three times and the results are given in Table 2 separately.

Table 2 Comparative Data for Cooling Time

No. of
assembly

Initial
enrich-
ment (#)

Method of
measurements

Irradia-
tion time
(years)

Cooling time (years)

Operator's Experiment
data A B

2-25 1.6 point by point 2 414 415 419
2-25 1.6 moving up 2 414 416 420
2-25 1.6 moving down 2 414 415 419
2-23 1.6 moving up 2 414 418 422
2-36 2.4 moving up 2 414 421 425
2-41 2.4 moving up 2 414 424 428
2-37 2.4 moving up 2 414 422 426
2-112 2.4 moving up 2 414 425 429

As we can see from Table 2, the results of the cooling time calculations in assumptions A
and B are in good agreement with the operator's data. If we compare the average experimen-
tal results for all assemblies which have the same cooling time, the difference is only

1.3$, when we suppose that the reactor operated on constant power, and 2.3% when the
irradiation history was taken into account. That means, that for cooling time calculations,

it is enough to know that the reactor operated on more or less constant power.

Our results are in good agreement with Hatcher's results [6] who analysed statistical

I errors for spent fuel cooling time measurements and obtained the following equation:

1 a
t
-x

2
>

A
i

A
2

In this equation,

a^j,
= one sigma error in cooling time due to counting statistics.

A^ = corrected peak area of Zr-95 gamma.

A„ = corrected peak area of Cs-137 gamma.

= decay rate of Zr-95 and Cs-137t respectively.

(5)

2

Analyses of the equation have shown that it is not unusual to obtain a At/t of 1% or 2%
with A A/A of %.

[6] C. R. Hatcher, IAEA, Personal communication, July 1979*
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V. CALCULATIONS OP BURN-UP AND Pu/U RATIO

In our work we used the activity ratio Cs-134/Cs-137 as a burn-up monitor. The possi-
bility of using this ratio was first shown in ref. [7] and later in many other investiga-
tions [2, 8, 9» 10]. Activity ratio measurements are less sensitive to the geometrical
arrangement than absolute activity measurements and require only the relative detector
efficiency to be known. Thus the activity ratio is more convenient for use in field
inspection. Correlations have been established between the Cs-134/Cs-137 activity ratio
and both the burn-up or Pu/u mass ratio. Empirical equations relating to these parameters,
have been obtained for several types of reactors [8, 9t 10].

For calculation of burn-up an empirical equation obtained for the Novovoronezh type
of reactor was applied which is valid for burn-ups from 5 to 26 kg/TU [10]:

B = (16.6 + 0.9) n
Q (6)

B = burn-up in kg/TU

^ = the Cs-134/Cs-137 activity ratio corrected for cooling time.

The activity ratio n
p

was calculated from the activity ratio at the moment of
measurement ry on the basis of the equation

-(X,- A _)T (7)Ti=rie32 \ '/
o

where n = the Cs-134/Cs-137 activity ratio in the moment of measurement

Xg, A = decay rate of Cs-137 and Cs-134, respectively

T = cooling time.

Using
i2

= 30.12 years for Cs-137 and T^/g = 2.06 years for Cs-134, equation (7)
becomes: '

'

n = n0
e 0.000859 T

(8)

where T = cooling time in days, which we used for the calculation of n o

Activity ratios n were calculated from known peak areas of gamma lines of Cs-134 and
Cs-137.

[7] R. L. Heath, "The potential of high-resolution gamma-ray spectrometry for the assay
of irradiated reactor fuel", Safeguards Res. Bevel., Proc. Symp. Argonne National
Laboratory, June 26, 1967, report WASH-IO76, pp. 115-129 (1967).

[8] A. H. Bresesti, M. Bresesti, S. Facchetti, F. Mannone, P. Barbero, C. Cerutti,

F. Maxell, A. Peil, R. Pietra, R. Klersy, A. SchUrenkamper, A. Frigo, E. Ghezzi,

J. P. Heerschman, A. Pollicini, K. H. Schrader, J. Biteau, A. Cricchio, L. Koch,

"Post-irradiation analysis of Trino Vercellese reactor fuel elementsw , EUR 4909©t 1972.

f

[9] J. Valovi, V. Petenyi, S. B. Rana, D. Mikusova and J. Kmosena, "The application of
gamma and isotopic correlation techniques for safeguards identification and verifica-
tion purposes", Final Report, IAEA research contract 1443» Bohunice Nuclear Power
Plant, Bohunice, Czechoslovakia (1975)

•

[10] L. Golybev, L. Gorobcov, B. Simonov, H. Sunchugashev, "Two methods of gamma spectro-

metry burn-up determination", Atomnaja Energia, 41 f 197 (1976).
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Since the gamma spectrum for assembly 2-25 was measured quite accurately, we used a
I cooling time of 415 days for burn-up calculations for all assemblies.
i

The Pu/U mass ratio was determined by substituting B into regression equations taken
from ref. [9] for the Trino-reactor, which is a presssurized water reactor of nearly the
same type of Novovoronezh.

Pu/U = 0.6318 x 10"2 n + 0.9301 x 10"3
(9)

B = 0.1828 x 105 n - 0.1697 x 104 (10)

n. = the activity ratio Cs-134 to Cs-137.

Solving equations (9) and (10) jointly, we obtain,

Pu/U - 3.45 x 10"7 (B + 0.1697 x 104 ) + 0.9301 x 10"3 (ll)

Iwhich was used for the calculation of Pu/u mass ratio.

All results for burn-up and Pu/u mass ratio are presented in Table 3. The burn-up
Ideterminations are in agreement with the operator's data to within 10$, except in one case.
The Pu/U mass ratio agreement is within 4.2$.

Table 3 Results of Gamma Spectrometric Measurements of Spent Fuel

No. of
assembly

Initial
enrich-
ment ($>)

Method of
measurements

Irradi-
ation
time
(years)

Cooling
time
(days)

Burn-

Exper.

•up (kg/TU)

Operator 1 s

data

Pu/t

Exper.

f (kg/TU)

Operator 1 s

data

2-25 1.6 point by point 2 415 18.60 18.41 7.61 7.66
2-25 1.6 moving up 2 415 18.44 18.41 7.55 7.66
2-25 1.6 moving down 2 415 18.76 18.41 7.66 7.66
2-23 1.6 moving up 2 415 19.14 18.03 7.78 7.61
2-36 2.4 moving up 2 415 18.86 20.93 7.69 7.59
2-41 2.4 moving up 2 415 19.49 21.35 7.90 7.79
2-37 2.4 moving up 2 415 18.93 21.27 7.71 7.89
2-112 2.4 moving up 2 415 19.49 20.86 7.90 7.91

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Spent fuel characteristics (cooling time, burn-up and Pu/u mass ratio) were determined
|on the basis of gamma spectrometric measurement. The agreement with operator's data is
(better than 3$ for cooling time, 5$ for Pu/u mass ratio and 10$ for burn-up. All measure-

!,
iments including the preparation of equipment were done during one working day, thereby

|

demonstrating that it is possible to carry out such measurements during a routine inspec-
tion if the pipe and collimators have been prepared in advance.

It is also noteworthy that spent fuel assembly characteristics were determined using
inspector's measurements and published correlation data without any information from the
operator. Therefore, even if the accuracy of the individual parameters obtained is not

especially high, the confirmation of the three different parameters within an expected
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range of values (cooling time, "burn-up and Pu/u mass ratio) results in a high degree of
confidence that operator 1 s data are indeed correct and that no diversion of nuclear
material has occured.

In some cases it is possible to use empirical correlations established for a given
type of reactor and apply these to another similar reactor. Our conclusions are similar
to those obtained in reference [3]«

As a result of this work the following recommendations have been developed to assist
inspectors in the conduct of spent fuel measurements.

It would be useful to have some standard devices in the cooling ponds (it is even
better to include them into design criteria of cooling ponds) in order to facilitate
measurements. They could also prove useful for operators. In order to aid inspectors
in the evaluation of the data, correlations between measured parameters (Cs-134/Cs-137t
Zr-95/Cs-137, Ce-144/Cs-137 activity ratios) and burn-up, cooling time and Pu/u ratio
should be determined on the basis of destructive measurements for principal types of
reactors. This would help improve the accuracy of these measurements and increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of inspections at reactors.
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Automated Tank Calibrator

G. P. Baumgarten, V. Brame, D. G. Cooper, and B. Robertson
Fluid Engineering Division, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234

An automated system for remotely calibrating nuclear
fuel accountability tanks is described. It uses two turbine
meters to measure a quantity of water introduced at up to
40 liters/minute into the tank to be calibrated and re-
cords the quantity and the resulting pressure in the tank.
A diverter valve, controlled by the computer, directs the
flow either into the tank or down a drain. The method of
calibrating the turbine meters and determining the correc-
tion for the error introduced by the diverter valve is
described, and representative data are presented. The turbine
and diverter calibration data are referenced by the computer
when the system is used to calibrate a tank. The short-
term uncertainty in the water volume is ± .02 percent,
which is almost entirely due to the nonrepeatability of
the turbine meters. Confidence in the uncertainty figure
is retained by measuring the ratio of the two turbine
meter frequencies. If the ratio changes by more than
.02 percent, the turbine meters can be recalibrated in
one day.

KEYWORDS: Volume calibration; accountability tanks;
turbine meters; automated system; diverter correction

1. INTRODUCTION

An automated system has been developed for calibrating nuclear material
accountability tanks in nuclear fuel plants. The calibrator is easily transportable
and is intended to be located in an area accessible to personnel even though the tank
may be in a canyon or other remote area of intense radiation. The calibrator is de-
signed to be connected to the tank using existing plant tubing for filling the tank
and for measuring the liquid level in the tank. The measurements performed by the
calibrator will give the tank cross sectional area as a function of height. The
system is intended to replace the laborious method of calibrating tanks by filling
them manually in increments using a volumetric test measure. The advantages of

automating these measurements are 1) human error is minimized, 2) smaller volume
increments can be used, and 3) the calibration can easily be repeated. The calibra-
tor thus makes it possible to obtain easily a precise and reliable accountability
tank calibration.

A block diagram of the calibrating system, the plant tubing, and the account-
ability tank to be calibrated is in Figure 1. Filtered plant water flows continuous-
ly through two turbine meters and, depending on the position of a diverter valve,
either into the tank or into a drain. Initially the tank to be calibrated is empty,
the hose leading to the tubing to the tank is full, and the water flow is bypassed
down the drain. The needle valve downstream of the turbine meters is adjusted to

obtain the desired flowrate up to 40 liters/minute. When the flow is air free and
steady, the measurement is started by pressing a key on the computer. The computer
actuates the diverter valve to fill the tank and begins recording the data.

The computer keeps account of the volume of water contained in the tank by
periodically reading the turbine meter count and multiplying it by the appropriate
calibration coefficient C. Since C for a given turbine meter depends on the turbine
frequency f divided by the viscosity v of the water, the computer measures the frequency
and determines the viscosity from the water temperature at the turbine meters. It then
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goes to a table stored in memory to obtain the calibration coefficient corresponding to

the value of f/v and multiplies the measured count by that coefficient to obtain the volume
of water. In order to minimize error due to flowrate (and hence frequency) changes caused
by fluctuations in the water supply pressure, the volume increments are measured as fre-

quently as possible. The measurements and multiplication can be done in four turbine
propeller revolutions, which at maximum flowrate takes about 15 milliseconds. The captive
air tank prevents flowrate changes on a shorter time scale.

1

Two turbine meters are used in series in order to provide a continuous check of

turbine meter long-term repeatability. 1 ' 2 ' 3 The ratio of the upstream turbine frequency
to the downstream turbine frequency is a reliable measure of turbine meter repeatability.
Since the piping and flowmeter installation is fixed, it is extremely unlikely that both

j

turbine meters could lose accuracy simultaneously in such a way that the ratio remains
i unchanged. After an initial run-in for 300 hours, the ratio for the turbine meters in

the calibrator has been constant within ± .02 percent for at least 300 hours of continuous

j

operation. The ratio is expected to remain within ± .05 percent for at least 20,000 hours
1 of operation and hopefully much more than that.

Since the calibration coefficients for the two turbine meters are slightly different
functions of f/v, the ratio will also depend on f/v. The computer has a table of this

function stored in memory and refers to it periodically to see if the measured ratio has

changed from the value in the table. If the difference is too large, the computer will

j

abort the tank calibration.

The computer records the total mass of water introduced into the tank and also
records the resulting pressure at the bottom of the tank. Figure 1 illustrates the

bubbler tube method for measuring the pressure. ^ ' 5 The tank cross sectional area as a

function of height can be obtained from this data.

2 . APPARATUS

The photograph, Figure 2, shows the tank calibrator set up in the NBS Fluid Mechanics

I

Building for the initial calibration of the two turbine meters and determination of the

diverter correction. The tank calibrator is entirely contained in the electronics rack

on the left. The pressure gauge at the top of the rack is used to check that the

pressure downstream of the turbine meters is high enough to prevent cavitation in them.

The handle of the flow adjusting needle valve (Marsh N1356) is to the right of it.

Just below are the three temperature indicators (Doric 410A with BCD interface) and

a universal counter/timer (Fluke 1953A with IEEE-488 interface). 5

Behind the blank panel is a specially designed continuously readable counter and

period timer. This had to be constructed at NBS because no combination of commercially

available counters or timers could perform the necessary measurements. It is not possi-

ble to read the current subtotal count from a conventional electronic counter/timer

without making the counter lose counts each time it is read. However, the NBS counter

can do it. In addition it can be programmed by the computer to divide the incoming

pulses by an integer up to 256 before measuring the period. Division by a multiple
of six is used here since the turbines have six blades and since this division aver-

!G. E. Mattingly, P. E. Pontius, H. H. Allion, and E. F. Moore, "A Laboratory Study of

ji Turbine Meter Uncertainty," U. S. NBS Special Publ. 484, Proc. Symp. on Flow in Open

i Channels and Closed Conduits, Feb. 1977.
2G. E. Mattingly, W. C. Pursley, R. Paton, and E. A. Spencer, "Steps Toward an Ideal

Transfer Standard for Flow Measurement," FLOMEKO Symp. on Flow, Groningen, The Nether-

lands, Nov. 1978.
3G. E. Mattingly, "Dynamic Traceability of Flow Measurements," IMEK0 Symp. on Flow

! Measurement and Control in Industry, Tokyo, Japan, Nov. 1979.

"R. M. Schoonover and J. F. Houser, "Pressure Type Liquid Level Gages," U. S. NBS

Report 10396.
5R. M. Schoonover, H. H. Ku, J. R. Whetstone, and J. F. Houser, "Liquid Level Instrumentation

|
in Volume Calibration," U. S. NBSIR 75-900 (1975).

1 5Manufacturer 's names and model numbers are cited for reference only. Their reference

is not to be construed as an endorsement or recommendation.
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ages out the loping due to unequal spacing of the blades. The computer can read the
average period of each of these 6n counts, the total number of the 6n counts, and the
current partial count for each of the two turbine meters.

Below the second universal counter timer is the pressure transducer and its display
(Ruska DDR-6000) , the flexible disk drive (HP 9885M) , and the computer (HP 9825A) on a
pull-out shelf at desk height. Below the shelf is an I/O expander (HP 9878A) . The six
gallon captive air tank (Sears 390.29111) and water filter (AMF AP-10) are on the bottom
behind a panel. The 10 micron water filter upstream of the turbine meters is essential for
maintaining long-term repeatability of the turbine meters. The bladder in the captive air
tank is charged with 25 psi (170 kPa) air pressure. Although the city water supply will
not be shut off during normal in-plant use of the tank calibrator, the water pressure may
quickly change substantially as it does often in the NBS Fluid Mechanics Building. The
captive air tank limits the resulting rate of change of flow to 3.4 percent (of maximum
flowrate) per second even when the water supply is quickly shut off altogether. This is
sufficiently slow that the computer is able to determine the flowrate accurately as de-
scribed in the Introduction.

The two turbines are in a vertical run at the back of the rack with water flowing
upward through them to the diverter valve and through hoses out the back of the rack
at the top. One of three platinum RTD temperature sensors is in the vertical run.
The diverter valve is a three—way pilot valve (Skinner XL4DM5140) with its pilot pressure
inlet connected to the water line between the captive air tank and the filter. The diver-
ter valve was used rather than a shutoff valve in order not to water hammer the turbine
meters and hasten their failure. Turbine meters are used for the flow measurement because
of their high resolution and high repeatability. The turbines are 5/8 inch diameter
(1.5875 cm) (Flow Technology 10M12.5-LB) with RF pickoffs and sleeve bearings. The sleeves
are made of carbide with a nickel binder. Sleeves made of carbide with a cobalt binder gave
a ten times larger nonrepeatability in flow measurement and failed within 300 hours of

operation. Nine sets of ball bearings of two kinds were also tried, and all failed within
250 hours of operation with water; ball bearings do not appear to be sufficiently reliable
for use in 5/8 inch turbine meters to measure water flow.

The volumetric test measure (Seraphin S/N 17749) used as a volume transfer stan-
dard for the initial calibration of the turbine meters is shown in the center of the
photograph, Figure 2. It has a sight tube and a scale on the neck calibrated to read
30 gallons in the center with 1 cubic inch increments, twelve per inch (2.54 cm) up
and down from the center. The temperature corrected volume of the test measure has
been determined by the mass and Volume Group of the Fluid Engineering Division at NBS
to be 29.9937 gallons (113.539 liters) ± .0043 gallon (.016 liter) 7 at 60 Q F (15.6 °C)

.

A second platinum RTD surface temperature sensor is taped to the bottom (outside) of the

test measure and is covered with thermal insulation; it is used for correcting the test
measure volume for thermal expansion.

The test measure stands on long legs in order to make the outlet end of the hose
higher than the top of the rack. This ensures that the hose remains full after the flow
is shut off. The hose is connected to a glass tube used for visual inspection of the

flow and of the final water level inside the tube. The tube curves into the tank where
it is connected to a vertical thin-walled stainless steel tube. This fill tube goes

to the bottom of the test measure in order to prevent air entrainment in the flowing
water and subsequent air bubbles inside the tank. The bubbles initially occupy at

least several cubic inches and take longer than 15 minutes to rise out of the water
and so must be eliminated in order to avoid an error of unknown magnitude. The stop-
cock at the top of the glass tube is opened after the test measure is full to permit
air to enter the fill tube. Then the water in the part of the tube inside the tank
drains into the tank from the curved part of the glass down to the water level in

the tank neck. The water in the left part of the glass of course stays with its free

surface quite repeatably at the bottom of the curve in the glass tube. As a result
of the draining of the water from the tube, only the volume of the submerged metal
wall of the fill tube needs to be subtracted from the tank reading. This submerged
volume is less than two cubic inches (30 cm 3

) and is accurately known as a function

7R. M. Schoonover, "The Equivalence of Gravimetric and Volumetric Test Measure Cali-

bration," U. S. NBS Overlap #5 (Feb. 1974).
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of water level, and so can be used to correct the tank reading. The overall uncer-
tainty in the volume determination is .014 percent.

A corner of the test bench whose pump supplies the flow used in the initial
calibration is shown on the right of the photograph Figure 2 . This pump maintains
a nearly constant 53 psi (360 kPa) water pressure for use in calibrating the turbine meters.
The temperature controller (set to 70°F) on the bench holds the temperature of the flowing
water constant to 21.1 °C ± .1 °C. After the test measure is filled, the ball valve in
front of the tank is opened to drain the water to the right (just below the temperature
controller) back to the reserve tank in the test bench. The clear glass section in the
2-inch pipe is used visually to determine when the tank is mostly empty during the wetting
procedure described in the next section.

After the turbine meters have been calibrated, only the rack on the left is to be
used in a nuclear fuel processing or reprocessing plant for calibration of a large
tank in the plant.

3. TURBINE AND DIVERTER CALIBRATION

The procedure for using the apparatus of Figure 2 to calibrate the two turbine meters
and the diverter is as follows. With the drain valve open, the filling flowrate is adjust-
ed using the needle valve so that the (dimensionless) frequency number

N = D2 f/v

of the upstream turbine meter has the desired value in the range 200,000 < N < 400,000.
Here D is the (1.5875 cm) diameter of the turbine meter, f is the blade frequency, and

v is the kinematic viscosity. The temperature is controlled to 21.1 °C so the value used
for the viscosity 8 is v = .0097797 cm2 /sec. Thus the frequency will be in the range 776
Hz < f < 1552 Hz.

In order to minimize the diverter correction and to control it so that it is pre-
dictable, the bypassing flowrate is adjusted to equal the filling flowrate as nearly as
possible. With one fixed adjustment, the ratio of filling flowrate to bypassing flowrate
increases from .9995 at N = 200,000 to only 1.0079 at N = 400,000. Since the diverter
valve moves in less than about 600 ms and it takes more than three minutes to fill the
tank, this ratio is sufficiently close to one that the one fixed adjustment causes an
uncertainty much smaller than .01 percent over the range 200,000 < N < 400,000.

Before each calibration measurement the volumetric test measure is wetted by filling
it at the given flowrate, bypassing the water flow to the drain, draining the test mea-
sure, and then shutting off the test measure drain valve 30 sec ± 1/2 sec after the flow
through it suddenly decreases to near zero. This precise wetting of the test measure
walls is necessary to eliminate an error of about two cubic inches (30 cm 3

), which is

about .03 percent of the total volume of the test measure.

The test measure is then filled again and the (dimensionless) turbine calibration
coefficient

C = Q/D 3 f

is determined, where Q is the volume flowrate. Here Q/f is just the volume of the test
measure divided by the number of turbine pulses during the time voltage is applied to

the diverter valve to hold it in the filling position. The volume of the test measure
is corrected for thermal expansion7 using the expansion coefficient 3a = ,0000477/°C,
and the result is recorded. Also, the average value of N is recorded, where the fre-
quency f used to compute N is the number of pulses during the time the voltage is

applied divided by that time. This frequency is quite accurate but the coefficient C

must be corrected for the slowness of the diverter valve, which is done in the next
section.

8CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (CRC Press, Cleveland, 1977), 58th ed.

,

p. F51 and p. F5.
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Dimensionless variables F and C are used because, by dimensional reasoning, all
effects of changes in the four variables f, v, D, and Q can be accounted for in terms
of just N and C. This simplifies the calibration of the turbine meters enormously since
the data at only one temperature (and hence only one viscosity v) need be taken in order
to determine the calibration for all temperatures. This assumes that any effect of tem-
perature on the turbine bearing friction is negligible. 9

All of the above operations are done by the computer except setting the flowrate with
the needle valve, opening and closing the drain valve, and reading the volume; the computer
does give explicit instructions to the operator to perform these operations at the correct
time so that the chance for error is minimized.

Typical long run-time performance of the turbine meters is shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Each data point in these graphs is the average of five calibration coefficients at fre-
quency number N equal to 400,000. After a run-in time of about 300 hours, the average
calibration coefficients are constant within ± .005 percent except that after a total of
880 hours the upstream coefficient has decreased .035 percent from the previous average.

A set of data consisting of five calibration runs at each of eleven different values
of the frequency number N can be taken in one day starting with N = 400,000, decreasing
N by 20,000 after each five runs, and ending after the five runs at N = 200,000. Six
such sets of calibration coefficients are given in Figure 5. Each point on this graph
corresponds to a single run. All data were taken after 300 hours of running time. The
upper curve is a fit to the first five data sets as described in the next section. The
lower curve is a fit to the last data set taken after 880 hours of running. The two
data sets cluster around their respective curves within ± .02 percent. The change in
the upstream turbine can be seen to have shifted the calibration coefficient down by
about .02 to .035 percent over the range 200,000 < N < 400,000. Since the calibration
coefficient C is nearly constant, the volume flowrate Q is close to being proportional
to the frequency number N, with Q = 39.4 liters /sec at N = 400,000.

The data of Figure 5 was obtained with the volumetric test measure being filled
with only one diversion. The data of Figure 6 is similar except that it was obtained
with the volumetric test measure being filled with ten diversions; i.e., the water flow
was bypassed for five seconds after each three gallons (11 liters) went into the test
measure. This magnifies the diverter error by ten and so permits calculation of the
diverter correction. Just five data sets were obtained for Figure 6 over the interval
of 305 hours to 555 hours of running time. It was not necessary to take a set after
880 hours since the previous data is sufficient to calculate the diverter correction.

The usefulness of the ratio of turbine meter frequencies is illustrated in

Figure 7. The data taken after 880 hours of running time is well outside the data
taken over the 305 hour to 555 hour interval. This indicates a significant change
in the bearings of at least one of the turbine meters. The ratio can be measured at

any time in the field without using a volumetric test measure. When a change this
large occurs, the user may want to recalibrate the turbine meters. Just one data set

with one-diversion filling is necessary, and this can be done in one day using the
volumetric test measure.

4. CURVE FITTING AND DIVERTER CORRECTION

The diverter valve takes about .2 sec to move from the bypass position to the

fill position, and it takes about .5 to .6 sec to move back. This leads to a

systematic error in the measured time to fill the test measure and hence in the

calibration coefficient. The procedure for correcting this error while fitting
smooth curves to the data is described in this section.

The smooth curves used are 4.2.
C = I a NJ + K I b N ,

j=0 3 j=0 2

9H. M. Hochreiter, "Dimensionless Correlation Coefficients of Turbine-Type Flowmeters,"
Trans. ASME, 80, 1363-8 (1958).
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Fig, 3. Upstream turbine calibration coefficient versus running
time for N = 400,000.
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Fig. 6, Upstream turbine calibration coefficient versus frequency
number with ten diversions during filling.
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where C is the calibration coefficient, N is the frequency number raised to the power j,
a. and b. are coefficients to be determined, and K is the number of diversions, 1 or 10.
Tnis expression is used because the diverter, to a good approximation, causes an additive

j

error in C. Thus the first sum is the turbine calibration curve with the diverter error
removed, and the second term is K times the diverter correction curve.

The a^ and b.. are determined by minimizing the sum of squares

I ±(c. - Cl )2 + J
i(c. - C 10 )2 ,

i=l i=m+l

j

where the c. are the measured values of the calibration coefficients with one diversion
i for 1 < i ^ m and with ten diversions for m < i ^ n. Here, the corresponding measured
lvalues N^ of the frequency number are to be used in C

1
and C 10 in place of N.

The result of carrying out the indicated algebra is that a. and b. are the solu-
tions to the eight simultaneous equations ^ ^

4 n ... 24 n , , . l n , . n

I I N
±

k+J
a + I I K.N.

k+J b - I N
j=0 i=l J j=0 i=l J i=l

k
c

.

i i

l I K.N.
k^ a + I I

j=0 i=l 2 j=0 i=l
K. 2N = I K.N . c. ,

J i=l
1 1 1

k = 0,1,2,3,4,

k = 0,1,2,

where K. = 1 for 0 < i ^ m and K. = 10 for m <

is easily obtained with the computer.
i < n. The solution to these equations

The resulting curves for the upstream turbine meter are plotted in Figures 5, 6, 8,

and 9. The diverter corrections in Figure 9 are of the order of .08 to .1 percent of

the calibration coefficient. The upper curve in Figure 9 is the diverter correction
to the upstream turbine calibration coefficient and is obtained using the upstream
turbine data only. The lower curve in Figure 9 is the corresponding thing for the
downstream turbine. It is satisfying that the two curves agree within about one per-
cent of the diverter correction, which itself is about .1 percent of the calibration
coefficient. Nearly the same diverter calibration curve is obtained when any one, two,
or three of the five data sets are used. This agreement adds confidence to the results.

the sum of the curve in Figure 8 and the upper curve in

6 is the sum of the curve in Figure 8 and ten times the

The upper curve in Figure 5 is
Figure 9 . The curve in Figure
upper curve in Figure 9

.

Table I. Coefficients

U Turbine
First 5 Sets

D Turbine
First 5 Sets

U Turbine
Last Set

U Turbine
Values Used

a 0 1.054013 -01 1.034618 -01 1.050603 -01 1.050697 -01

ai 1.207742 -09 1.660426 -08 6.818746 -09 6.249895 -09

a2 7.688811 -15 -6.438992 -14 -2.280493 -14 -2.208147 -14

a 3 -3.864874 -20 1.078526 -19 3.660987 -20 3.660987 -20

ah 4.397430 -26 -6.545040 -26 -2.542219 -26 -2.542219 -26

-9.389381 -06 -9.514425 -06 -3.152129 -10 -9.389381 -06

5.688510 -10 5.619277 -10 2.183002 -15 5.688510 -10

b 2 -7.234625 -16 -7.076685 -16 -3.611760 -21 -7.234625 -16
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Fig. 8. Upstream turbine calibration coefficient with the diverter
correction subtracted out.
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Fig. 9. Diverter corrections to the turbine calibration coefficients.
The upper curve is for the upstream turbine, the lower one
for the downstream one.
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The coefficients are given in Table I. As suggested by Figure 9, the diverter
correction coefficients b. are seen to be almost the same for both the upstream and
the downstream turbine meters for the five data sets taken over the 305 hour to 555
hour interval. The coefficients for the upstream turbine meter for the last data set
(taken after 880 hours) were obtained by using the one-diversion data twice, once as
one-diversion data and again as if it were ten-diversion data. The resulting diverter
correction coefficients b. should be zero. It is satisfying that they are within round-
off error. The rightmost"' column is obtained by using the proven b. from the leftmost
column and using the a. from the last set with the b. subtracted. •'This subtraction
accomplishes the diverier correction for the last (one-diversion) data set without
having to take ten-diversion data.

5. OPERATION OF TANK CALIBRATOR

Two modes of operation of the calibrator are possible: the incremental mode and
the continuous mode. In the incremental mode the computer diverts the flow from
the tank to the drain as soon as an increment of say 100 liters has gone into the
tank. The computer reads the pressure difference of the bubbler-tube liquid level
gauge repeatedly until the pressure becomes constant indicating that most of the water
film wetting the tank walls has settled below the main liquid level. This may take
more than fifteen minutes. Then the computer stores the pressure measurement, the
volume increment, the ratio, and the turbine and tank temperatures on the disk and
diverts the flow to the tank again. It repeats this process until the pressure mea-
surement or the total water volume measurement indicates that the tank is full. The
incremental mode has the disadvantage that the random part of the diverter error will
increase the scatter in the tank calibration results. Much worse, the uncertainty in
the correction for the systematic diverter error will accumulate as the number of

diversions increases. This uncertainty depends on the water supply pressure and on
whether the diverted and bypass flowrates are the same and hence may not be negligible.

In the continuous mode, the diverter valve is actuated only at the start of the mea-
surements and again after all measurements are complete. The uncertainty in the initial
diverter correction can be absorbed into the heel volume uncertainty. The final diversion
need not be considered. The computer measures the bubbler tube pressure difference period-
ically while the water is entering the tank. A correction must be made for the effect of
the initial momentum of the water jet on the pressure measurement. This correction may
be small compared with errors associated with wetting of the tank walls. The uncertainty
in correcting for the water required to fill the inaccessible tubing to the tank is a

negligible addition to the uncertainty in the measurement of the tank heel volume and does
not contribute to the uncertainty in incremental volume measurements. As in the other mode,
the computer periodically stores the volume, pressure, and other measurements on the disk.

The diverter correction volume required for the incremental mode is obtained from the
(dimensionless) diverter correction to the turbine meter calibration as follows. Since the
curve AC in Figure 9 is added to the curve C 0 in Figure 8 to get the total volume V of the
test measure divided by the number of pulses and by D 3 and since AC << Cq, the volume cor-
rection AV per diversion is

AV = V AC/C 0 .

So the curve in Figure 9 should be multiplied by V/C 0
- 65526 cubic inches (1074 liters) to

obtain the volume correction AV per diversion. The result increases from about 4.9 cubic
inches (80.5 cm 3

) at N = 200,000 to about 6.7 cubic inches (109.5 cm 3
) at N = 400,000.

Alternatively the time correction At per diversion can be seen by similar reasoning to be

AT = t AC/C 0 ,

where t is the time required to fill the test measure. Now t = V/CDvN decreases from about

346 sec at N = 200,000 to 173 sec at N = 400,000. Hence At decreases from about .23 sec

at N = 200,000 to about .17 sec at N = 400,000. This is roughly similar to the difference
in the directly observed valve motion times reported in Section 4.

Both the incremental and continuous modes of operation require the computer to refer
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to a table of the turbine meter calibration coefficient as mentioned in the Introduction.
The calculation is set up as follows. The turbine meter calibration coefficient C is a
function of the frequency number N, say F(N), thus

Q/D 3 f = F(D2 f/ v ) .

If the time for n (= 24) turbine meter pulses to occur is x, then f = n/x, and the volume
6V transferred in that time is

6V = QT = nD3F(D2n/vx) E F^v'x) ,

where v' = v/D2 and where F is a new function defined (for n pulses) as shown. The total
volume of an increment consisting of m groups of n pulses is

m
dV = I F (v't ) .

k=l
n R

Hence only one multiplication, one table look-up, and one addition is required for each
n (= 24) pulses. This can be done (with time to spare) using two 100 number data buffers
serviced by alternate interrupt routines.

The viscosity v here is obtained (in cm2 /sec) from

4

v = I v TJ ,

j=0 J

where is the temperature (in °C) raised to the power j, vq = 1.7841 -02,

v x
= -5.946 -04, v 2 = 1.3685 -05, v 3

= -1.9998 -07, and Vl+ = 1.3387 -09. This is the
result of a least squares fit to the data of Reference 8. This computation is also per-
formed in an interrupt service routine.

So far the operation of the tank calibrator has been tested only by filling the
volumetric test measure with water flowing from the city supply. As before, the computer
is programmed to make sure the test measure is precisely wetted before each filling.
During the filling it uses the above technique to correct for changes in temperature and
flowrate and at the end of the filling adds the volume correction for one diversion to

obtain a prediction for the volume of water in the test measure. After the operator
has read the water level in the neck of the test measure and entered it into the computer,
the computer prints its prediction, the percent difference, and other variables.

The test measure was filled eight times with city water having a temperature that
varied from 13.7 °C to 14.3 °C. The first five were at a nominally constant frequency
number of about 300,000. During each of the last three, the water spigot was shut off
altogether for 10 seconds and then turned on again three times, so the average N was
about 265,000. The resulting predicted volume did not differ from the measured volume
by more than .012 percent.

6. CONCLUSION

On the basis of our work, one can, with care, in general expect to achieve an overall
uncertainty (in the volume of water passing through the calibrator) no larger than about
± .02 percent provided the turbine meter frequency ratio stays within ± .02 percent of the

value it had during the last turbine meter calibration using a reliable volumetric test
measure. If the ratio changes by more than that, the turbine meters can be recalibrated
in one day using the volumetric test measure.
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In-Tank Measurement of Solution Density

by

FRANK E. JONES, RANDALL M. SCHOONOVER and JOHN F. HOUSER
National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Maryland

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of an experiment which
established the feasibility of in-tank determination of the
density of nuclear process solutions in the field with an
accuracy competitive with the precision claimed for labora-
tory determinations. The work also provided a calibration
factor, with a precision (estimate of the relative standard
deviation of the mean) of 2.2 parts in 10,000, which can be
used to infer density from differential pressure measure-
ments in the particular accountability tank. The technique
eliminates one error in the laboratory determination of den-
sity and minimizes another. It also can be used to indicate
the homogeneity of the tank solution and thus determine when
a sample should be taken for determination of the concentra-
of nuclear material in the solution.

KEYWORDS: Accountability tanks, differential pressure, in-
tank density determination, nuclear process sol-
utions, solution density

INTRODUCTION

The density of a solution in a nuclear process tank is usually determined by laboratory
measurement on a sample taken from the tank. If the laboratory measurement is made at a
temperature different from the temperature of the solution in the tank, a significant error
is introduced if the relationship between the density of the particular solution and the

temperature is not well known. Also, there is an error associated with the sampling. It is

possible to eliminate the first of these errors and to minimize the second by making the
density measurement in the tank. This is done by inferring the density from the differential^

pressure measured between two probes immersed at different heights in the solution. This is

the conventional method for determining "specific gravity" in the process; however, the

availability of electromanometers of excellent precision makes it possible to make in-tank
density measurements accurate to several parts in 10,000. This accuracy is comparable to

the precision claimed for laboratory measurements and, as mentioned above, two sources of

systematic error are either eliminated or minimized.
The relationship between the differential pressure, AP, between two points separated in

height by a distance, h, measured downward from the higher point, is

AP = pgh, (1)

where p_ is the density of the fluid and g_ is the acceleration due to gravity. The ratio of

AP to p is a measure of the product (gh) . Therefore, a series of measurements of AP in a

liquid of known density provides a determination of (gh) with an estimate of precision from

the multiple measurements. The (gh) so determined then becomes a calibration factor relat-

ing p to AP.

Since the relationship between density and temperature is very well known for water, it

is the ideal liquid for making the determination of (gh) . The determination involves AP

measured using an electromanometer of high precision, and the measurement of temperature

from which the density of water is inferred. The (gh) determined using water can then be

used in a rearrangement of Eq. (1) to infer p of a process solution from measurements of AP

in the solution:
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The determination of (gh) can made in the course of volume calibration of a tank with
little or no additional effort. Alternatively, an experimental determination can be made in
preparation for a volume calibration by connecting an electromanometer across two probes
(the "specific gravity" probe and a probe near the bottom of the tank) . Calibration run
data can then provide confirmation of the (gh) value and its precision.

EXPERIMENTAL

An in-tank density experiment was performed in a dissolver hold tank for enriched uran-
ium reprocessing at the duPont/DOE Savannah River Plant at Aiken, S.C., the site of a pre-
vious very successful tank volume calibration (1) . The tank is essentially a right circular
cylinder 3.35 m (11 ft) high and 3.05 m (10 ft) in diameter. The vertical separation of the

probes was approximately 25.4 cm (10 in).

A null-operated quartz bourdon-type differential pressure electromanometer was connected
between the two probes and a flow of 8 mL/s (1 cubic foot per hour) of dried instrument air
was maintained through each of the two lines communicating the differential pressure from the

probes to the electromanometer. The temperature of the calibrating fluid, water, was meas-

ured using the nickel resistance thermometer used in the operation of the tank. The output
of the electromanometer was displayed on a digital voltmeter (DVM) with 5 decimal place cap-

I

ability and a variable time span.

A quantity of water sufficient to fill the tank to a level approximately 25 cm above

the upper probe was introduced into the tank. Prior to each of three sets of measurements

; of the electromanometer output, the water was stirred using the agitator in the tank and the

water temperature was measured. The sample period for the DVM was set at 1 s and the samp-

ling "rate" was set at 2 s; the DVM was read visually. The three sets of measurements pro-

vided 33, 42 and 40 consecutive measurements of the differential pressure. The DVM readings

were converted to pascals and the water temperature, 28.7°C, was used to infer the density

of water from a table (2). The resulting set of 115 (AP, p) pairs was used to determine

(gh) and to assign a measure of precision to the determination.

RESULTS

2 —2
The mean value of (gh) is 2.48525 m s with an estimate of the standard deviation of

2 —2
the mean of 0.00055 m s , which corresponds to a precision of 2.2 parts in 10,000. Using

_o
a value of g of 9.79558 m s , the vertical separation of the probes is calculated to be

0.253711 m (9.98860 in). It is, of course, unnecessary to know either g or h since the

product (gh) is determined from the experimental calibration of the probes and is used sub-

sequently to infer the density of the process solution from measurements of the differential

pressure. In the application of (gh) for a solution temperature, t
g

, different from the

calibration temperature, t, (gh) is multiplied by [1 + a(t
g

- t)], where a is the coefficient

of linear expansion of the probe material.

After the data for the field experiment were analyzed, data from NBS laboratory work of

Schoonover et al (3) in a right-circular cylindrical tank 1.22 m (4 ft) in diameter with a

vertical separation of probes of approximately 20 cm were similarly analyzed. The differ-

ential pressure measurements were made by connecting an electromanometer, different from the

one used in the field experiment, alternately between each of the probes and the atmosphere.

The temperature of the water in the tank was measured using a quartz crystal thermometer. A

set of 78 (AP, p) pairs taken from 6 runs was used to determine (gh) and to assign a measure
2 -2

of precision to the determination. The mean value of (gh) is 2.03231 m s with an estimate

2 -2
of the standard deviation of the mean of 0.00021 m s , which corresponds to a precision of

1.0 part in 10,000.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The experimental work at the Savannah River Plant established the feasibility of deter-
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mining the density of a nuclear process solution in a tank in the field with an accuracy com-;

petitive with the precision claimed for laboratory determinations. The work also provided a
i

calibration factor which could be used to infer solution density from differential pressure
measurements in the particular tank. The precision of the calibration factor confirms the
feasibility of making accurate in-tank solution density determinations and is within a fac-
tor of 2.6 of the precision attained in NBS laboratory in-tank measurements, although the twoj

results are not directly comparable. The precision of the field measurement would be improve
1

by using a DVM with a longer integration time.
The calibration factor, (gh) , could in practice be determined during the volume calibra-

tion of a tank by recording the outputs of electromanometers connected to the two probes (and!

taking the differences); the density of the fluid, water, is used in the volume calibration
and does not therefore represent additional effort.

The 25.4 cm vertical separation of the probes in the tank delineates a section of the
(

tank containing about 6% of the full volume of the tank and a larger percentage of the liquid!

if the tank were not completely full above the probes. The in-tank density determination,
therefore, involves a sample which is very much larger than is conventionally taken for lab-
oratory density measurements—approximately 1600 liters compared to 0.015 liter.

In the operation of a tank, the differential pressure between the probes could be moni-
tored to determine the adequacy of stirring, as indicated by the constancy of AP for succes-
sive stirrings, and to determine when the solution was sufficiently homogeneous that a sam-
ple might be taken for the measurement of the concentration of nuclear material in the sol-
ution.
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Discussion:

Rogers (Monsanto-Mound)

:

Did you vary the temperature and vary gh?

Jones (NBS):

No. The gh measured here should be called gh sub zero, the zero referring to the
temperature at which the calibration was made. Then a simple correction for the linear
expansion of the bubbler tube material should be made.

Rogers:

How constant would you expect this gh zero to remain with the use of the tank over the
operational period?

Jones:

A gentleman at the Savannah River Plant looked at the stiffness of the mounting of the
lower probe and concluded that there would be an insignificant change in its height due to
lateral movement. I think that the same would apply to the other probe. The big dif-
ferences might be due to an accumulation of material in the probe tips and above.

Rogers:
Would it be possible then to remeasure gh at some frequency, and what frequency would

you suggest that it be remeasured?

Jones:
If one knew the density of the real solution in the tank, one could use that to recali-

brate the gh. If one didn't know it, one would have to go back to using water to recali-
brate the gh. I do not know at what frequency, because that depends on what happens to the
bubbler probes with time due to an accumulation of material.

Suda (BNL):

Let me address your second question first, i.e., the remeasurement of the gh for a
plant like Barnwell when in operation. There is a routine cleanout of the head end of the
system and the input tank between process lots. The flush solution is dilute nitric acid
whose density is well known. A recalibration value for gh can be obtained based on the
nitric acid measurement that has perhaps twice the original uncertainty. Although this is

not as precise as the original value, any changes in the bubbler probes or tank conditions
would be observed. With regard to the temperature effects in a process tank, I have run
two field experiments. The first one was at the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant in Feburary of
this year with the assistance of the AGNS people. The equipment used was the automated
electromanometer system and the solution was heated UNH that was measured as it cooled. We
recorded data every two minutes or so and watched the change in the two bubbler probes as

the solution cooled from 55°C to 25°C. After looking at that data and analyzing it, we
realized there is probably no need to ever do that again with UNH. The experiment was re-
peated at the Tokai plant using hot water. The tank was heated to 55°C. What we origi-
nally saw happening at Barnwell was confirmed at Tokai. We are now in the process of ana-
lyzing these data and hope to report the results soon.
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Analysis of Plutonium and Uranium by the Resin
Bead-Mass Spectrometric Method
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ABSTRACT

The development of the resin bead method and the techniques employed
in its application to isotopic analysis of Pu and U in in highly radio-
active solutions of spent reactor fuel will be described. The method,
developed primarily for safeguards analyses, may also be applied to iso-
topic measurements for assessing nuclear fuel cycle technology. Satisfac-
tory analyses of both elements can be obtained from a single resin bead
when the initial dissolver solution has a U/Pu ratio in the range of 50 to

300. Optimum bead loadings are 1-3 ng Pu and U; these loadings are obtained
if the concentration of the solution is adjusted to about 1 yg U per bead
before the beads are introduced. Isotopic composition measurements of NBS
standards using this technique indicate a precision of ±0.5% for minor iso-
topes in the 1% concentration range and ±0.1% for major isotopes in the 50%
range. Analyses of a synthetic dissolver solution give an accuracy for the

isotope dilution measurement of Pu and U of <0.5% with an internal precision
of 0.9% and 0.6% for Pu and U, respectively.

KEYWORDS: Resin bead, mass spectrometry, plutonium, uranium, isotope
dilution, safeguards

INTRODUCTION

Limitations on the amounts of radionuclides that can be readily shipped make it desir-
able to perform the analytical measurements required by safeguards on as small samples as

possible. This is particularly true for Pu, an element of major safeguards concern.

The use of anion exchange resins to achieve chemical separations is well known. 1 * 2

We have extended this idea to use individual resin beads as vehicles for introducing samples
into mass spectrometers. The sequential isotopic analysis of Pu and U in spent fuels by the

anion resin bead method was first demonstrated at ORNL in 1974. 3 Some years earlier, a

similar approach had been investigated for isotopic uranium analysis utilizing fullv-loaded
cation resin beads.

1
* Our procedure involves adsorbing U and Pu from solutions of suitable

concentration onto enough resin beads to supply a sufficient number for analyses; one resin

bead serves as one sample for the mass spectrometer and contains 1-3 ng each of U and Pu.

The method shows great promise for analyzing Pu and U from highly radioactive spent fuel

solutions for process control and for safeguards accountability. The beads can be packaged
and shipped or mailed without requiring shielding or other precautionary measures to protect
people handling them from radioactivity. Mass spectrometric analysis, which requires instru-

ments equipped with pulse counting detection systems, yields results comparable to those

obtainable using conventional chemical separation and mass spectrometry.

! R. F. Buchanan, J. P. Faris, K. A. Orlandini, and J. T. Hughes, USAEC Report, TID-7560 (1958).
2 I. K. Kressin and G. R. Waterbury, Anal. Chem. 34, 1598 (1962).
3R. L. Walker, R. E. Eby, C. A. Pritchard, and J. A. Carter, Anal. Lett. £(8&9) , 563 (1974).
4 D. H. Freeman, L. A. Currie, E. D.Kulhner, and H. D. Dixon, Anal. Chem. 42, 203 (1970).
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RESIN BEAD METHODOLOGY

The method is outlined in Fig. 1 and involves the use of anion resin in a dilute solu-
tion of the sample adjusted to ^8 M HNO3 to selectively adsorb nanogram quantities of Pu and

I U. The original work done here with the method was designed for an in-house problem with the
hope of reducing time, complexity, and cost of the chemical separation and reducing the alpha
radioactivity in the mass spectrometry laboratory and in the source region of the mass spec-
trometer. Under the conditions specified, Pu and U have distribution coefficients of 10^ and
102 , respectively. This favors the adsorption of Pu over U, which results in a Pu/U ratio on
the beads of about 1:1 for dissolver solutions whose original Pu/U ratio is 10" 2

. For the
chemical isolation step, an aliquot of diluted dissolver sample is taken so that there will
be 1-2 ug of U per resin bead in the adsorption apparatus. The amount of Pu may be pre-
dicted from burn-up and reactor characteristics, but usually the quantity accompanying uranium

j

is adequate.

Aliquots for spiking are taken which contain "^1 mg U and ^10 yg Pu, where possible.
Highly enriched spikes of 233U and 21t2Pu are added and isotopic equilibration is carried out.
We are using HCIO^ and HF to achieve Pu valence adjustment. We have had good results with
this technique but are looking at other techniques to eliminate the use of HCIO^.

Actinide elements that adsorb in 8 M HN0 3 are Th, U, Pu, and Np; rare earths, Am and Cm
do not adsorb. Np is not an interferent in the mass analysis since there are no Np isotopes
with long enough half lives to interfere at Pu or U mass positions. Although Np gives no sig-
nificant mass interference, its presence must be considered in terms of the over-all
radioactivity that is on a bead since 237Np (T^#2 = 2.1 x 106 a) will be present in spent

I fuel dissolver samples. Decontamination factors from Am have been measured at >10 3
. Although

some
2l+1

Am will be present on the bead from the original solution, most that is there will
grow in from the 8 decay of 21tlPu. This small amount can be eliminated after loading into the
mass spectrometer before taking Pu data. A discussion of this will be given in a later section
on the procedure for analysis of resin beads.

The optimum concentration of HN0 3 is near 8 M, but a range of ±5-10% around this value is

all right for the adsorption. Usually 10 resin beads are used for each adsorption; only two

are needed for duplicate analyses, but if beads are lost or if rechecks are needed, a reserve
supply is convenient to have for this purpose.

MASS SPECTROMETRY

The mass spectrometers in our laboratory have been previously described. 5 * 6 Development
of the resin bead technique was done primarily on multi-stage instruments, but a single-stage
mass spectrometer has also been successfully used. 7 The instruments have 90° sector magnets
with 30 cm radii of curvature and are equipped with pulse counting detection systems to allow
isotopic analysis of U and Pu samples of less than 1 ng.

Scanning the mass spectrum is accomplished by a locally designed sweep control unit inter-

faced to a DEC PDP-11/34 computer. Any peak in the spectrum can be scanned any pre-determined
number of times for each single traversal of the entire mass range. This allows us to opti-

mize our scanning scheme for the requirements of the sample in question. Multiple scans of

minor isotopes yield better precision on measurements of their abundances.

We use a "ferris wheel" sample changer, 8 which allows us to mount six samples in the mass

spectrometer simultaneously. Each filament is rotated in turn into position for analysis,

which takes 20-30 minutes per element.

5 D. H. Smith, ed. , USDOE Report ORNL/TM-6485 , Nov., 1978.
6 D. H. Smith, W. H. Christie, H. S. McKown, R. L. Walker, and G. R. Hertel, Int. J. Mass

Spectrom. Ion Phys. 10, 343 (1972).
7D. H. Smith, R. L. Walker, L. K. Bertram, J. A. Carter, and J. A. Goleb , Anal. Lett. 12,

831 (1979).
8W. H. Christie and A. E. Cameron, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 37, 336 (1966).
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Input Solution Containing

^1 mg U and ~10 ^g Pu
2^U and

2^2
Pu Tracers

Isotopic Equilibration

Dilute to 10 ml

^100 yc U/ml and 1000 ng Pu/ml

in 8 a hno
3

1

Adsorption on Anion Resin Beads

0,1 ml Solution + 10 Beads

20-30 hrs 1

Wash Beads with 8 H HNO3

1 bead on filament

Mass Spectrometry

1) Pu a ^1550°C

2) U a ^1800 °C

Calculation of Isotopic and

Quantity by IB/Computer

Fig. 1. Sequential Analysis of Pu and U (Resin Bead Method)
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We analyze Pu and U sequentially from a single resin bead. Pu, because of its lower
ionization potential, ionizes at temperatures_below those required for U and is thus analyzed
first. After evacuating the system to 5 x 10 8 torr or less, the temperature of the filament
is slowly increased. A pressure burst is observed upon disintegration of the resin bead.
The Pu signal is found and brought into optimum focus. If 2ltlAm is present, it will be
apparent as a shifting 241/242 ratio. The operator observes this ratio until it stabilizes
before proceeding further. The temperature is increased to adjust the count rate on the most
abundant Pu isotope

+
(usually 239) to 100,000 counts per second; on no account is 1500°C ex-

ceeded because 238U becomes too large at temperatures greater than this to be reliably
corrected for. Pu data are collected, which takes about 20 minutes. Peak shapes and count
rates are monitored continuously during the analysis to make sure it is proceeding smoothly.

After Pu analysis is_ complete, the temperature is again raised to burn off excess Pu.

The ratio of 238U /
2 39Pu is monitored; when it is greater than 1, the temperature is raised

to give a count rate on the most abundant U isotope of 300-350,000 counts per second. The
temperature will usually be 1700-1800°C for U analysis, which now proceeds in a manner similar
to Pu. It is undesirable to spend too much time burning off excess Pu; U is, of course,
evaporating at the same time, and if too long is spent in this step, fractionation of U be-
comes a problem. We try not to spend more than 10-15 minutes burning off Pu.

We have been analyzing resin bead samples in our laboratory for more than 4 years and have

j

come to prefer this method to loading solutions directly on the filaments. The resin bead
serves as a good approximation to a point source for the ion optics, and spectra obtained from

I
resin bead samples are generally cleaner than those obtained from solutions. The result is

|

approximately an order of magnitude improvement in our ion collection efficiency.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Mass spectrometric determination of quantities of U and Pu is accomplished through the

j

technique of isotope dilution. In this technique, a known amount of an iso topically enriched
spike of known composition is added to the sample solution. The sample and spike are equili-

brated, after which it is not necessary to obtain complete recovery of the sample since iso-
topic ratios are unaffected. Knowledge of the isotopic compositions of spike, sample, and

mixture of spike and sample is obtained by mass spectrometric analysis. These data, along

with knowledge of sample and spike weights and the dilution factor allow calculation of the

concentration of the element in question in the original sample.

ADSORPTION APPARATUS

Figure 2 is a photograph showing an apparatus we have designed to facilitate collecting

and shipping samples on resin beads . It consists of a commercially available funnel-shaped

liquid chromatographic column tip, a porous filter, a plug, and a cap; the individual pieces

are made of polyethylene. The plug and cap are made to our design and may be ordered from

Kontes of Illinois, P. 0. Box 30, Evanston, IL 60204, by specifying UCND-Y-12 Dwg. T2B-29681;

the tip and filter may be purchased from Kontes Glass Co., Vineland, NJ 08360. The entire

assembly costs about $2.00.

In use, an inspector will assemble the funnel, filter, and plug, and introduce a small

volume of the solution to be sampled into the unit. The only chemical treatment required is

adjusting the solution in pH and U concentration unless it is spiked, where isotopic equilibra-

tion of Pu requires adjustment of its oxidation state. Sufficient resin beads are added to

provide the required number of replicate analyses; the usual number is ten.

After standing for the appropriate length of time, the plug is removed with the help of

an especially designed vial with an insert to grip it and a holder to grip the funnel. The

solution drains out, the beads are washed, and the plug and cap inserted. The apparatus, with

the sample on the resin beads, is now ready for shipment.

The amount of radioactivity on samples prepared in this way is an order of magnitude be-

low the daily exposure allowed to office workers. Since the bulk of the activity is due to
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Fig. 2. Combination Adsorption and Shipping Apparatus.
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a emission, the shielding provided by the funnel and its packaging reduces this low level
even further. We feel that samples prepared in this way can be shipped through the mail with
complete safety.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I I

Early experiments using the resin bead method were designed to elucidate the method's
reliability and precision, and to compare resin bead results with results from the conven-
tional, solution-loading technique in normal use.

Time studies were conducted to determine the amount of Pu and U that would adsorb on
anion beads from a solution under static conditions. The time required to achieve near maxi-

i mum adsorption is between 20-30 hrs. Very similar adsorption vs. time curves are obtained

I

from a solution having a Pu/U ratio of 10~2 and in which ^10 ng of Pu and 1 yg U per bead are
present. One to three ng of each element will adsorb under these conditions. We are now
recommending a 24-hr. adsorption time.

Other tests have been made to determine precision of isotopic analysis at various Pu
loadings. A set of graded 239Pu standard solutions in 8 M HN0 3 were prepared which contained

I 10-0.01 ng per resin bead. After 40 hrs., we removed a bead from each concentration. Alpha
counting was used to estimate the quantity on each bead. Isotopic analyses of duplicate beads

I

were made to determine the minimum amount required for precise results, and to compare with

I

results obtained from conventional filament loadings. Table I contains the results of these
measurements. The minimum amount of Pu required on a bead to give sufficient signals is shown
to be M).5 ng; below this the 238U contamination and background adversely affect the minor
isotopes due to poor signal-to-noise ratio.

Table I. Plutonium Isotopic Analysis
at Various Concentrations

Atom Percent

Pu, ng/bead 238 239 240 241 242

0.003 (0.023) 94.0 5.64 (0.31) (0.027)

0.05 0.0124 94.135 5.572 0.262 0.0184

0.6 0.0095 94.136 5.579 0.259 0.0175

3.0 0.0095 94.132 5.581 0.260 0.0181

10 ng Pu
Solution Load 0.0096 94.136 5.572 0.265 0.0175

One of the steps in the data processing program corrects each element for the isobaric

contribution of the other to the mass 238 position. This is accomplished by monitoring 235U

during Pu analysis and 239Pu during U analysis. This correction is quite small for U, but

can be fairly substantial for Pu. The effectiveness of this correction for Pu was tested by

measuring Pu-238/239 ratios of a typical dissolver solution after chemically separating the

Pu using the thenalytrifluoroace tone (TTA) method. A ratio of 0.01156 compares quite well

with the resin bead value of 0.01158. Results of these tests are given in Table II.

The correction and the determination can only be made accurately on high burn-up fuel

where the Pu-238/239 ratio is ^0.01 and the U-238/235 is <100. Thus, if the best possible

mass spectrometric result for 238Pu is required, U is stripped off the bead with 1-3 M HN0 3

and the two elements are analyzed separately.
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Table II. Pu-238 Analysis from Single
Bead-Corrected for U-238

TT„ _ — _ A- _ J £ _ 2 3 OTTuncorrected tor u corrected tor u

Sample L5ol Lov rU

1 0.01302 0.01146
2 0.02157 0.01167
3 0.01523 0.01170
4 0.01163 0.01158
5 0.01176 0.01160
6 0.01215 0.01146

Avg. = 0.01158 =0.9%

Pu-238/239 value after TTA extraction, 0.01156
Single element solution filament loading.

I

Additional tests were made by analyzing NBS plutonium and uranium standards. The iso-
topic data for U (SRM-015) and Pu (SRM-947) are summarized in Tables III and IV, respectively.!

No mass discrimination for either element is observed, and results obtained are comparable in

precision to our measurements made from solution filament loading.

Table III. Isotopic Analysis of SRM-015
Std. by Resin Bead Method

Atom Percent
Sample 234 235 236 238

1 0.00846 1.537 0.0163 98.438
2 0.00856 1.548 0.0165 98.428
3 0.00851 1.540 0.0165 98.435
4 0.00865 1.526 0.0164 98.449

Resin
Bead Avg. 0.00854 1.538 0.0164 98.437

Std. Dev. 0.00008 0.009 0.0001 0.009

NBS Value 0.00850 1.532 0.0164 98.443

Table IV. Isotopic Analysis of SRM-947
Std. by Resin Bead Method

Atom Percent
Sample 238 239 240 241 242

1 0.291 76.235 18.451 3.828 1.195
2 0.293 76.213 18.460 3.843 1.191

3 0.290 76.243 18.477 3.803 1.187

4 0.292 76.209 18.464 3.838 1.197

Avg. 0.292 76.225 18.463 3.828 1.192
Std. Dev. 0.001 0.017 0.011 0.018 0.004

Corr. to

10/13/71 0.297 75.647 18.328 4.544 1.184
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Table IV - Continued
Atom Percent

238 239 240 241 242

NBS Certi-
fied Value
10/13/71 0.296 75.696 18.288 4.540 1.180

95% C.L. 0.006 0.022 0.022 0.006 0.004

Table V presents data we obtained from mixed Pu and U NBS standards by the technique
over a two-month period; all data presented were obtained from sequential analyses from
single resin beads. Agreement between our results and NBS certified values is excellent.

Table V. Mixed Pu and U Standards
on Resin Beads

238/239
NBS-

240/239
947 Pu

241/239 242/239

NBS
ORNL

0.00370
0.00371

0.24147
0.24156

0.04309
0.04281

0.01559
0.01559

S.D. ±0.00002 ±0.00057 ±0.00025 ±0.00008

234/235
NBS-500 U
235/238 236/235

NBS
ORNL

0.01042
0.01034

0.99971
0.99851

0.001519
0.001522

S.D. ±0.00005 ±0.00209 ±0.000005

N = 9 analyses run over a two-month period.

Another, and probably more significant, series of measurements defined the precision

and accuracy of the method. Table VI shows the results obtained on synthetic dissolver solu-

tions in which all operations, i.e., weighing, aliquoting, spiking, and isotopic equilibra-

tion, were carried out using procedures identical to those for actual radioactive samples.

These results indicate an accuracy well within 0.5% from the standard value, with internal

precisions of 0.9% and 0.6% for Pu and U, respectively.

Table VT. Results of Synthetic Spent

Fuel Dissolver Solution

Std. Value Measured Percent

Element mg/ g mg/g Bias

Pu 2.356 2.361 ± 0.021 +0.21

U 231.5 232.5 ± 1.4 +0.43

N = 12 analyses for each element.

Further work is currently underway or planned which will hopefully reduce the impre-

cision by using 2 36u as the spike for U and 240 Pu for Pu. Much of the fractionation effects

from small samples using the sequential analysis procedure may be eliminated using these
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isotopes, which are nearer in mass to the major isotope in the sample. Preliminary
measurements for U concentration have been carried out, and results look very encouraging.
Also, an isotopic equilibration test for Pu is underway in which reduced 239Pu and oxidized
2tt2Pu have been mixed and valence adjustment made using KMnO^ for oxidation. This is being
compared with the HCIO^'HF method that we are currently using.

SUMMARY

The principal advantages over conventional techniques offered by the resin bead method
are the simplicity and ease of chemical separation and the reduction in the amount of sample
required for shipment. Secondary benefits include more efficient ion collection and cleaner
spectra. Disadvantages include the necessity of learning new technology (resin bead handling
is much easier under a microscope) and the need to have mass spectrometers equipped with
pulse-counting detection systems. However, manipulating the beads is much less formidable
than it appears, and the techniques and equipment needed for ion counting are well known. By
following the procedure outlined, no sacrifice in quality of results in comparison to those
obtained by conventional techniques is observed. We thus feel that the resin bead technique
can make useful contributions to both domestic and international safeguards programs in areas
that are otherwise difficult to attack. In addition, it is a very useful technique for
isotopic and concentration measurements in radioactive samples used in process control and
development

.

Discussion:

Casabona (Teledyne Isotopes):

You make reference to the resin-bead pressure burst. Do I interpret that as being a
complete volatilization of the resin off the filament in the ion source?

Walker (ORNL):

Yes.

Casabona:
Do you have any residual organics or hydrocarbons in the spectrum?

Walker:
We do up until 1200 degrees, but sometimes that is confusing because we also get

hydrocarbons in the thermal instrument even if you don't load organics. So, I don't
necessarily attribute that to the resin bead itself. We have organic residuals that are
present in all analysis, whether it is by resin-bead loading or not.

Casabona:
Do you have any feel for what the chemical composition of both the uranium and

Plutonium are during ionization?

Walker:
We only see metal line-emission. I would assume it goes through a carbide reductive

step, with the carbon deposited from the resin-bead onto the filament, and then you
carbonized the filament. It goes from an oxide to a carbide, I believe.
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DEMONSTRATION OF TOTALLY SAMPLED WAVELENGTH DISPERSIVE XRF FOR

USE IN THE ASSAY OF THE SNM CONTENT OF DISSOLVER SOLUTIONS

C. R. Hudgens and B. D. Craft
Mound Facility, Miamisburg, Ohio*

ABSTRACT

X-Ray fluorescence analysis of simulated SNM in solution was
demonstrated, using totally sampled, continuously recirculated
solutions, some of which contained slurried analyt and dense
matrix. The total sampling system contributed no identifiable
variation to the data, and the slurried matter, at particle
sizes of 20 micrometers or less, contributed no systematic
error. Continuous recirculation also removes photolytically
produced gas, and maintains homogeneity of the solution or
s lurry

.

KEYWORDS: X-Ray fluorescence analysis, total sampling, solution
analysis, slurry analysis, SNM assay, dissolver solution.

INTRODUCTION

At the Williamsburg meeting we discussed the feasibility of the assay of SNM
in dissolver solution. ^ The assay problem was shown to be two problems: 1)

the analytical method, and 2) the sampling method: the best of analytical
methods will give poor results if the sampling is poor.

We also discussed the results of a theoretical study of design parameters
and expected performance of an on-line advanced wavelength dispersive XRF
system for analysis of dissolver solutions. The precision of data from an
XRF system, independent of sampling, was shown to depend on constancy of
excitation, the proper matching of x-ray optical components, and stability
and precision of the x-ray optical components, including thermal effects.

Some sampling factors deleterious to precision were identified: concentra-
tion inhomogeneity of solutions, suspended particulate material, suspended
gas bubbles, and density variations from transient thermal effects.

"Total sampling" was proposed as a method of realizing the ultimate sample
by using an entire batch of solution as sample. Total sampling includes,

as inseparable parts of the concept, the use of an internal standard, and

continuous recirculation of ttee sample through the sample cell and a holding
tank. The use of an internal standard yields an assay of the batch with no

need for volume and density measurements, or the taking of aliquots and

transfer of samples. Continuous recirculation, besides effectively sampling
the entire batch, is beneficial because it promotes, and allows monitoring
of, the homogeneity of the sample; maintains homogeneity of slurried material;

removes photolytically produced gas; and smooths thermal variations.

•Operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the U.S.

Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC04-76-DP00053
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Total sampling is not limited to XRF; Mathews et al (Bombay) have used the
tactic of adding standard to an entire batch of solution for assay of SNM
in an accountability tank at a reprocessing plant by mass spectrographic
analysis. 2 Total sampling for XRF analysis fits, however, naturally into
an automated, on-line analytical system, which automatically includes all
of the above enumerated advantages

.

OBJECTIVE OF THIS WORK

The objective of the current work is the experimental verification of the
validity of the total sampling concept, with demonstration of the advan-
tages of using continuously recirculated samples.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The sampling cell is a stainless steel block into which is machined a 4 mm
deep cavity, with the other dimensions (6 x 25 mm) matching the angular
aperture of the analyzing crystal. The cavity was covered with a composite
window of 0.001" muscovite mica, for acid protection, backed by a 0.010"
beryllium plate for mechanical strength. Supply and exhaust tubing of 1/16"
i.d. connected the cell into a loop with a pump and a holding tank. During
analysis the solution was continuously recirculated through this sampling
loop.

The holding tank was of stainless steel, 1" i.d., and of about 175 cc capac-
ity. An o-ring-sealed cover suppressed drift in count rate caused by evap-
oration. It was soon found that thermal expansion, caused by heat from the
pump and Joule heating, caused drift in the counting rate. Water cooled
coils wrapped around the tank effectively removed this source of error.

For large tanks, stream- splitting schemes would be used (Fig. 1), for
practicality. Careful design and thorough stirring would preserve total
sampling.

The x-ray spectrometer was an ARL "XSQ", a Johannsen type (Fig. 2), equipped
with an LiF(200) analyzing crystal. Excitation was provided by a Machlett
OEG-50 Mo target tube powered by a GE XRD-5 power supply. An Nal(Tl)
scintillation detector, with conventional counting electronics, comprised
the detector system.

Thorium and uranium were used as both analyts and matrixes, with strontium
as internal standard. Each standard solution set was prepared by making
successive additions of weighed analyt (Th or U as nitrates) to 3N HNO3 in

which was dissolved accurately weighed Sr (1*03)2 internal standard. Data
was accumulated by alternately counting Th or U L-alpha and Sr K-alpha
x-ray emissions. Backgrounds were measured by moving off-peak. After
measuring a data point, the next addition of weighed analyt was made. As
mixing of the solution proceeded, homogeneity of the solution was verified
by monitoring the analyt count rate, after which the analytical data was
again taken.
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FIGURE 1

LARGE TANK SAMPLING
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The ratios of intensities of analyt and standard were plotted vs. the con-
centration of analyt. Solutions were prepared to cover both low and high
ranges, with and without a highly absorbing matrix, and with and without
slurried analyt as a solid phase. Th02, used as slurried analyt, was pre-
pared by sieving fired oxalate to produce powder with particle sizes less
than 20 micrometer. This was the maximum size that could be suspended homo-
geneously by our sampling system.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Individual plots of intensity ratios vs. weight ratios are illustrated in
Fig. 3, and are summarized in Table I. The data sets fit straight lines
within their precision, which range from 0.5 to 17o (1-sigma). This 1-sigma
variation was determined to be the best obtainable with the spectrometer and
x-ray generator used. The linear correlation coefficients indicate proba-
bilities all less than 1/1000 that the data sets are uncorrelated with
straight line fits. These correlation coefficients include data due to

|

solid analyt (Th02) as well as solution. The set whose correlation coeffi-
cient has the largest deviation from unity also has the largest number of
points due to solid additions. This is probably not coincidental; the

I liquid, on entering the sample cell, undergoes decrease in velocity, which
could allow some settling to develop in the slurry. Reducing the cell
volume, increasing the feed line cross-section, or addition of an internal
mechanical stirrer should reduce or eliminate this problem.

I

TABLE I

ANALYTICAL SUMMARY OF X-RAY INTENSITY - MASS RATIO RELATIONSHIPS

Analyt Weight
Range
0 - g/L

Matrix
g/L

Internal
Std. Wt.
g/L

Slope Correlation
Coefficient

Remarks

Th 10 1.0 0.2837 0.9999 1 oxide add'n

Th 250 U 400 5.0 0.0755 0.9965

Th 20 U 300 1.0 0.0436 0.9989

Th 10 1.0 0.2131 0.9956 3 oxide add'ns

U 200 5.0 0.0582 0.9993

U 6 Zr 82 0.25 1.414 0.9998

Sn 1.25

Non-analyt-containing solid should affect an assay negligibly as long as

homogeneity is maintained, and this tolerance should extend to larger par

ticle sizes than with analyt- containing solids.
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FIGURE 3 X-RAY INTENSITY AND MASS-RATIO RELATIONSHIPS: Th AND U
ANALYTS, Sr INTERNAL STANDARDS

Th (g/L) Th (g/L)
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The continuous high speed recirculation of the solution through the sample
loop serves to mix and homogenize the solution, to sample the entire batch,
and is also completely effective in preventing the agglutination of micro-
bubbles of photolytically produced gas into larger bubbles which could be-
come an analytical interference. The production of these bubbles is rapid
under the approximately 20,000 r/sq.cm/min bombardment of the exciting x-ray
beam. Within three minutes of the start of irradiation, the solution be-
comes turbid from the suspended bubbles. In early experiments, using static
solutions, bubbles of 1 mrn-^, an interfering size, and larger had been ob-
served adhering to the sample cell window.

The U-Th-Sr combination is particularly well behaved in XRF because of a

fortuitous interplay of absorption and enhancement factors. Since the
spectral relationships which would exist on adding Pu to the Th-U-Sr set or
replacing U or Th by Pu would be little changed, the assay of Pu by XRF
would be qualitatively the same, and quantitatively little different, than
the assay of Th and U.

CONCLUSIONS

1) The total sampling system contributed no identifiable variation to the

data, which fell into the 0.5 to 1% range expected of the XRF equipment
used in this study.

2) The slurried particulate matter, at particle sizes of 20 micrometers or
less, also contributed no systematic error.

3) Removal of photolytic gas by continuous recirculation is effective.

4) Homogeneity is established by continuous circulation, and its condition
observable by XRF monitoring.

The analysis of SNM in dissolver solutions should be expected, therefore,

to present no unusual problems to either the XRF method or the total

sampling method.
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Discussion:

Brodda (NRC-Juelich)

:

How do you control the influence of direct gamma-ray impact, from fission products,
onto the detector? Do you correct for the additional background induced by this effect?

Hudgens (Monsanto-Mound)

:

This question was not addressed in this paper; an overview can be found in the first
reference.

Brodda:
What accuracy and precision do you achieve for uranium and thorium determination in

dissolver solutions?

Hudgens:

Precision in the experiments for this paper was about 0.5% (one sigma), and was limited
by the equipment. This problem was also addressed in the first paper, and the Mound
Laboratory report, MLM-2533.

Brodda:

What is the expected lifetime of the window material? Did you observe any memory
effects?

Hudgens:
For the materials used in this paper, lifetimes of the window would be very long. No

memory effects were observed. For dissolver solutions, exprimentation will be necessary to
resolve this question.
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Study of a Two-Detector Method for Measuring Plutonium Isotopics

by

John G. Fleissner, John F. Lemming and Jack Y. Jarvis
Monsanto Research Corporation, Mound Facility, Miamisburg, Ohio

ABSTRACT

A technique to improve the timeliness and accuracy of Pu isotopic
measurements for bulk samples has been studied. The technique utilizes
two Ge detectors to simultaneously assay different energy regions of
the Pu gamma-ray spectrum. Isotopic ratios are determined from the
areas of close lying peak pairs. Factors determining the choice of
these peak pairs for the total isotopic measurement are discussed. The
technique has been tested on samples of varying mass, burnup, isotopic
content, age, and chemical composition.

KEYWORDS: Plutonium safeguards, gamma-ray spectrometry, nondestructive
isotopic analysis

INTRODUCTION

When nondestructive assay is used for the accountability and safeguarding of plutonium,
it is often necessary to determine the amounts of the individual plutonium isotopes from

238 to 242 which are present. For calorimetric assay, the concentration of 24lAm is also
important. All of these isotopes with the exception of 242p u can be determined by gamma-ray
spectroscopy.

Traditionally, the gamma-ray techniques employed for bulk sample assay use either a

small volume, high resolution Ge detector to measure the low energy spectral region (
~ 1 20-

208 keV) or a large-volume Ge detector to obtain spectra from 120 to 400 keV or higher^" 5
.

With both of these approaches the isotopics for 238p Us 239p u and the 241 p u can be obtained
easily. However, the measurements for 240p u and 24lAm are more difficult due to the spec-

tral complexity.

Both the low energy region and high energy region ( ~300-700 keV) contain peaks which

can be used for the analysis of 240p u anc| 241/\m . in general, the analysis of the high

energy region is less complex because the peaks are more widely separated in energy. When

a single detector is used for total isotopic measurements, the low branching intensities of

the higher energy gamma-rays require longer counting times to obtain counting statistics

comparable to those obtained in the lower energy region.

This study describes a technique to improve the timeliness and accuracy of isotopic

measurements without loss in precision. The technique employs two detectors to simultan-

eously assay different energy regions of the Pu gamma-ray spectrum. Isotopic ratios are

determined from the areas of close lying peak pairs. Those ratios yielding the best pre-

cision, or ease of analysis with no loss in precision, are used to obtain the total iso-

topic measurement.

PROCEDURE

The two-detector spectrometer system employs high resolution germanium detectors. The

type of detector chosen for each energy region is dependent upon the spectroscopic needs of

that particular energy region. For the low energy region (120-300 keV), where high res-

olution is important, a small intrinsic germanium detector (LEPS) was used (resolution
= 520 ev at 122 keV). A 70 cc Ge(Li) detector having an efficiency of 14% and a resolution
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of 1.78 keV at 1330 keV was used to obtain the high energy spectra (300-700 keV). Identical

pulse shaping and amplification modules were used for each detector.

Absorbers were chosen to tailor the spectrum shape such that the count rate in the

energy region of interest was enhanced. For the low energy detector it was necessary to

use 1 mm of cadmium and 0.25 mm of lead to reduce the count rate contributions from the

59.5 keV transition of 24lAm and the x-rays. Without the proper absorbers sum peaks can

occur in the 160 keV region which interfere with the 240p u measurement. The low energy
detector absorber selection and its effects on the 240pu and 24lAm measurements will be

discussed below.

For the large volume detector 3 mm of lead and 0.5 mm of cadmium were used. These

absorbers reduced the count rate at 200 keV by two orders of magnitude while the count rate

at 600 keV was reduced only 30%. With the absorbers in place, collimators and source-to-
detector distances were varied to achieve identical counting rates for each detector. The

maximum count rate was limited to 10 khz so that no degradation in resolution occurred.

Spectra from both detectors were obtained simultaneously using two 4k channel ADC's

and a 14k channel MCA. The spectra were stored on disk and analyzed using an automated
version of the peak fitting program GRPNL2 of R. Gunnink (LLL). The spectral parameters

(e.g., peak energy, background channels, etc.) and nuclear data are stored on disk files

such that only the spectral file name is required from the operator for the data analysis.

The half-lives used are those recommended in ANSI N15.22^. The branching intensities are

those of Gunnink, et al?. The program occupies less than 25k words of storage on a PDP 11/

34 minicomputer.

An intrinsic self-calibration technique is used to obtain the relative efficiency

corrections due to the detector response, the absorbers used (including the containment

package), and the self-absorption of the sample. A relative efficiency curve is generated

from each spectrum measured. Areas for 239p Uj 241

p

Uj and 241 Am peaks are corrected for the

gamma-ray branching intensities and are fit using a weighted least-squares technique to the

functional form:
2

ln ei = a0 + 2 (ajEi'J) + 2 (a,- +2 (lnE^j) + a6 66 + a
7 6 7

j=l j=l

The coefficients a6 and ay are used to normalize the 2^Pu and the 2^Am data points to the
239p u data points. These normalization coefficients can be used to obtain the isotopic

concentrations for 241p u and 241 Am. Figure 1 shows a relative efficiency curve obtained

from the LEPS detector data for a 910 g mixed oxide powder sample. This curve is typical

of those observed for all samples.

Twelve samples with differing isotopic concentrations and chemical compositions were

measured including the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) SRM-946, SRM-947, and SRM-948.

Isotopic abundances of 239p u ranged from 70% to 94% and sample weights from 0.25 g to

1000 g. Table I lists the sample weights, 239p u isotopic abundances and chemical composi-

tions for the sample set. Ingrowth of americium in these samples varied from slightly less

than 2 years to greater than 16 years. The isotopic composition of the samples as deter-

mined by destructive analysis is listed in Table II. All samples were counted for 50k

seconds. Those samples with masses greater than 20 g were also counted again at a higher

count rate for 2k seconds in order to measure the accuracy obtainable in a shorter counting

time. In all, 54 spectra were obtained and analyzed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

240p u Measurements

The 240pu concentration from the low energy spectrum was obtained by analyzing the

multiplet at 160 keV. This multiplet consists of a peak at 159.96 keV from 241p u> a peak

at 160.19 keV from 2 39p u (usually a minor component) and the 240Pu peak at 160.28 keV. The

components are shown in Figure 2. The 240p u contribution to the 160 keV multiplet ranged

from 36% to 76% of the multiplet for the samples studied. The energy separation between

the 241

p

u and 240p u peaks is 0.32 keV while the energy resolution of the detector at this
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FIGURE 1 Relative efficiency curve obtained from LEPS detector data using 910 g sample
(CAN 4). Data points for 239pu are shown as circles. 241pu as squares and 24lAm
as triangles. Curve is typical of those obtained from low energy region using
LEPS detector.
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energy is 0.62 keV. In order to unfold such a complex multiplet the option of ratioing the

energies and peak heights (areas) in GRPNL2 is used. The spectral peaks from 159.96 keV to

164.58 keV are fit as a five component peak grouping. In the fitting process the FWHM, the

height (area), and the centroid of each peak can be varied giving eleven free parameters
for the grouping. However, by fixing the energy separations of the multiplet components to

the 164.58 keV peak and the height ratios for the two 239p u peaks, the original eleven free

parameters were reduced to six.

The 240Pu concentration is obtained from the high energy region by analyzing the

multiplet at 640 keV. For unirradiated samples peaks due to 239p u at 637.84 and 640.08 are

the main contaminants; the Am peak at 641.42 keV is usually a minor constituent. The 240p u

gamma ray energy is 642.48 keV. When the samples have been irradiated, this region may be-

come unsuitable for Pu isotopic analyses due to gamma-ray interferences from fission

products.

A reliable background for the 640 keV multiplet could be obtained only by fitting the

spectral peaks in the energy range from 633.15 to 664.59 keV due to the energy spacing of

the peaks in this region. This peak grouping, shown in Figure 3, contains fourteen gamma-

ray components. Again the GRPNL2 option to ratio peak heights and energies was used to

reduce the original 29 free parameters to 9.

The use of the 160 keV region presents several spectroscopic problems not encountered

in the 600 keV region. First, absorbers for the low energy region detector must be care-

fully chosen to eliminate count-rate sum peaks. Summing of the 59.5 keV transition and the

Np Kcq x-ray occurs at 160.60 keV while the 240Pu peak is at 160.28 keV. This sum peak

will produce a bias in the 240p u concentration measurement. Sum peaks that fall just below

the 160 keV triplet in energy also affect the background determination in this region. The

use of absorbers to reduce sum peak contributions to the 160 keV region is shown in Figure

4. The amounts of absorbers necessary to eliminate the sum peaks depend on the 241
/\m con-

centration in the sample. For the samples measured in this study it was necessary to use a

1 mm cadmium absorber and a 1/4 mm lead absorber. Second, backscatter peaks from the rela-

tively intense 300-400 keV region complicate the 160 keV region. Finally, the relative

efficiency corrections are smaller for the 600 keV region. The efficiency correction for

the 160.28-164.45 keV peak pair averaged about 5% while the correction for the 642.48-

645.97 keV peak pair was always less than 0.5%.

Table III presents a comparison of the gamma-ray isotopic measurements to destructive

isotopic measurements for 240p u . The results from the low energy region are obtained from

the 160.28-164.45 keV and the 160.28-148.57 keV peak pairs. For the high energy region the

642.48-645.97 keV peak pair results are given. Small biases exist between the gamma-ray

results and destructive analysis for the 160.28-164.45 keV peak pair and the 642.48-645.97

keV peak pair . These biases in part may be due to the branching ratios used to convert

the areas to isotopic concentrations. The 160.28-148.57 keV peak pair measurements are not

biased. The observation of biases in the 160 keV region is supported by the results of an

interlaboratory comparison study organized by ESARDA8 »9.

From the table it can be seen that no loss in accuracy or precision results from using

the 600 keV region. It should be noted that the reported accuracy and precision from the

j
160 keV region can only be obtained when care is exercised to eliminate biases due to

j

count-rate sum peaks.

^Am Measurements

The 241 Am isotopic concentration is derived from the low energy spectrum using the

125.29-129.29 keV peak pair. The 125.29 keV peak is a member of a triplet whose contam-

inants are the 239p u pea ks at 124.51 and 125.21 keV (see Figure 5). Am concentration

measurements are obtained from the high energy spectrum by using the 662.42-645.97 keV peak

pair. Table IV presents the results of the 24lAm isotopic measurements for these peak

I
pairs. For Am concentrations of 4000 ppm or less, the precision of the Am measurement using

the 600 keV region is a factor of 2-4 times better than that derived from the 125 keV

region. In addition, biases as large as 24% are observed when using the 125.29-129.29 keV

peak pair. These biases are apparent at concentration levels of less than 4000 ppm where
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FIGURE 3 Gamma-ray spectrum of 630-670 keV region obtained with 70 cc Ge(Li) detector.
Selected spectral components are shown as dashed lines.
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FIGURE 4 LEPS detector spectra of 160 keV region. Upper spectrum (a) obtained using a

16 mil cadmium absorber, shows presence of summing peaks (59.5 keV + x-rays).

Lower spectrum (b) shows same sample but with use of 32 mil cadmium and 9 mil

lead absorbers.
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FIGURE 5 LEPS detector spectrum of 125 keV region showing proximity of K 3 x-rays to
125 keV multiplet. Spectral components of 125 keV multiplet are shown as
dashed lines.
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the contaminant peaks in the 125 keV multiplet are comparable in intensity to the Am com-
ponent. These biases may be due to errors in the gamma-ray branching intensities for the
124.51 and 125.21 keV transitions of 239p u and/or difficulties in background determination

I for the multiplet due to the presence of K x-ray tails. The precision of the Am measure-

ment in the 125 keV region is affected both by the loss in intensity due to the absorbers
'needed to eliminate the sum peaks in the 160 keV region and the large Compton background
from higher energy gamma-rays.

238p u Measurements

The 238p u concentration is obtained from the low energy region using the 152.68 keV

(gamma-ray. Table V presents the results for the 152.68-144.21 keV and the 152.68-148.57
'keV peak pairs. Both peak pairs show a bias of approximately 2.5%. This bias is also

J

observed in the ESARDA study8 ' 9
. If it is assumed that the recommended half-lives for the

relevant Pu isotopes are correct then the branching ratio for the 152.68 keV gamma-ray
needs to be reduced by 2.5%.

241

p

u Measurements

Concentration measurements for the 241pu are obtained from the 208.00-203.54 keV and

the 148.57-144.21 keV peak pairs. The results are shown in Table VI and excellent agree-

ment with destructive analysis is obtained.

SUMMARY

This study indicates that improved isotopic measurements are obtained using two detec-

tors to simultaneously assay different energy regions of the Pu gamma-ray spectrum. The

peak pairs found to yield the best overall isotopic measurements are listed in Table VII.

; In the cases where a bias was observed with respect to destructive analysis, the results in

Table VII have been corrected for the bias. The results of this study suggest that these

biases may be due to errors in the gamma-ray branching intensities.

The use of two detectors requires no sacrifice of energy resolution or counting effi-

ciency for a particular energy region. The method is "timely" since the samples are

counted by both detectors at the same time. Concentration measurements for 238p Uj 239p U}

and 241p u are easily obtained from the low energy (120-208 keV) region using a small

volume, high resolution intrinsic Ge detector. The 240p u and 24lAm measurements, however,

may be interfered with by sample dependent spectroscopic problems. Isotopic measurements

of 240p u and 241^ can be more easily obtained using a large volume Ge detector from the

600 keV region. The precision and accuracy obtained for these isotopes is equal to or

better than that obtained from the low energy region.
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TABLE I

Sample Weight, Pu-239 Isotopic Abundances and

Chemical Compositions for Sample Set

Sample ID

NBS 946

NBS 947
NBS 948

ROD-

7

DZO

YEC

Can 4

Can 17

100

200

300

LL-CAL0R

Sample Weight (g) Isotopic Abundance {%) Chemical Composition

Sulfate

Sulfate

Sulfate

1/4

1/4

1/4

40

654

499

910

1000

15

15

15

600

84

77

91

93

72

71

79

87

87

73

70

94

Metal

Pu02

Pu02

Pu02

Pu02

Pu02

Metal

U02-Pu02

UO2-PUO2
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TABLE II

Sample Set Isotopic Compositions in Weight Percent

Sample ID ?18r>"°Pu £oap u
?40r> ?41r> 241 a

NBS946 0. 235 84.071 12.248 2.868 1 .522

NBS947 0. 108 77. 705 18.838 3.326 1 .61

1

NBS948 0.010 m c c a
91 . 664 7. 950 0.349 0.402

ROD-7 0.009 93. 737 5,967 0.259 0.255

DZO n /no0.418 75. 590 on TOT20.131 3.838 0.686

YEC 0.093 72.323 24.499 3.063 1 .309

Can 4 0.243 79.937 16.996 2.800 0.811

Can 17 0.054 86.936 11.743 1.241 0.248

100 0.057 86.917 11.695 1.305 0.179

200 0.247 74.193 22.861 2.676 0.363

300 1.144 71.414 24.385 3.035 0.288

LL-CAL0R 0.010 93.688 5.914 0.359 0.084

TABLE III

Nondestructive Gamma-ray Measurements of Pu-240

Abundance Compared to Chemical Analysis

(R = gamma-ray assay t chemical assay)

Peak Pair: 160/164 160/148 642/646

Sample ID AT(sec) R Prec. (la)(%) R Prec. (lo)(%) R Prec. (la)(%)

NBS946 50 K 0. 916 2 48 0. 917 2 47 1 .045 3.18

NBS947 50 K 0. 969 2 70 0. 956 2 68 1 .060 3.23

NBS948 50 K 0. 985 1 99 0 988 1 88 1.007 2.53

ROD-

7

50 K 0. 991 3 02 1. 045 2 88 1 .026 2.21

2 K 0. 987 10 7 1 098 10 2 0.918 5.66

DZO 50 K 0. 979 1 98 1 004 1 98 1.024 1 .98

2 K 0. 976 3 94 0 984 3 92 1.021 3.93

YEC 50 K 0. 998 1 44 1 027 1 43 1 .039 1.59

2 K 1. 005 3 14 0. 995 3 09 1.032 4.51

Can 4 50 K 0. 944 2 49 0 976 2 48 1 .004 1.74

2 K 1. 021 4 25 1. 046 4 22 1.043 3.48

Can 17 50 K 0. 958 1 99 0 988 1 97 1 .016 1.82

2 K 0. 973 5 64 0 951 5 55 1 .022 3.49

100 50 K 0. 949 1 68 0 958 1 66 1 .016 1.83

200 50 K 0 959 1 29 1 007 1 28 1.024 1 .49

300 50 K 0 992 1 79 0 962 1 76 1.032 1.45

LL-CAL0R 50 K 0. 990 2 93 1 032 2 .83 0.984 2.60

2 K 0. 958 1 .81 0 980 1 .76 0.996 1.21

Weighted 0. 971 0 991 1.018

Average +0 005 +0 005 +0.005
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TABLE IV

Nondestructive Gamma-ray Measurements of Am-241

(R = Gamma-ray assay 7 chemical assay)

Peak Pair 125/129 662/646

Sample ID Am-241 (PPM) AT(sec) R Prec. (la)(%) R Prec (la)(%)

NBS946 17935 50 K 1.003 0.69 1.020 1.54

NBS947 20553 50 K 0.990 0.66 1.017 2.03

NBS948 4344 50 K 0.983 0.62 1.021 1.07

YEC 17952 50 K 1.033 0.63 1.011 1.14

2 K 1.006 1.13 1.033 3.23

Can 4 10065 50 K 0.991 1.43 0.993 1.05

2 K 0.994 1 .73 1.020 2.11

Can 17 I-OJJ enJU VK U • y L O 2.09 0.997 1.01

2 K 0.770 0 . JJ 1.003 1.93

1 uu 2046 50 K 0.822 2.47 u . y do 1 . 1

0

200 4852 50 K 0.936 2.08 0.995 1.12

300 4000 50 K 0.895 9 90L . CM 1.000 1.14

LL-LALUK 887 50 K 0.764 4.55 u. yyy 1 OA

2 K 0.750 3.86 0.998 0.57

Weighted 0.999

Average +0.003

TABLE V

Nondestructive Gamma

-

•ray Measurements of Pu-238

(R = Gamma-ray assay chemical assay)

Peak Pair 153/148 153/144

Sample ID AT(sec) R Prec. (la ){%) R Prec. (la )(%)

NBS946 50 K 0.969 0.78 0.983 2.42

NBS947 50 K 0.973 0.77 0.973 3.13

R0D-7 50 K 0.981 7.11 0.983 7.16

2 K 1.341 23.3 1.345 23.5

DZO 50 K 0.991 0.50 0.983 7.16

2 K 0.954 1.49 0.992 6.51

YEC 50 K 0.953 1.67 0.880 3.62

2 K 0.836 5.21 0.795 7.40

Can 4 50 K 0.974 0.80 0.924 3.55

2 K 0.947 1.68 0.860 5.02

Can 17 50 K 0.979 1 .33 0.989 2.14

2 K 0.964 6.55 1.088 7.65

100 50 K 0.992 1.41 0.983 2.42

200 50 K 0.972 0.52 0.962 2.35

300 50 K 0.969 0.78 0.986 2.80

Weighted 0.975 0.968

Average +0.002 +0.009
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TABLE VI

Nondestructive Gamma-ray Measurements of Pu-241

(R = Gamma-ray assay f chemical assay)

Ppak Pair*

SamDle IDJU P lip 1 C A U AT(sec)

tUO/ LUJ 148/144

R r i cl . V ' / V /° /
p

• i •

NBS946 50 K fl 9D i
i

.

fll fiU 1 D 2. 1 2

NBS947 50 K 0. 965 1 56
1 • UU 1 3. 06

NBS948 50 K 0. 991 o dn n
yj 0. 96

ROD-7 50 K 1 .010 n 49
i * UUJ n

V-/ • 97

2 K 1 014 1 1

9

•j 62Ufa

DZO 50 K 0 971
1 • Oj nu • O * 79

2 K 0 98? 4 17 1
1 g **6

YEC 50 K 0 976 1 7? n 9?R *3

j < c o

2 K fl 991 "3 Ql nU . 33 1 5. 28

Can 4 50 K 0 979 ? in n 3. 48

2 K 1 .027 3.17 0. 938 4. 77

Can 17 50 K 0.983 0.67 1. 011 1. 72

2 K 0.977 1.14 1. 129 4. 03

100 50 K 0.987 0.66 0. 989 1. 57

200 50 K 0.987 1.20 0. 992 2. 31

300 50 K 1.004 1 .49 1

.

016 2. 12

Weighted 0.991 0. 998

Average +0.002 +0. 004

Isotopic Ratio

238/241

240/239

241/239

Am/ 2 39

TABLE VII

Isotopic Results for Recommend Peak Pairs

Peak Pair <R>* Standard Deviation (%)

153/1483 1.006c 2.4

642/646b 1.003c 2.0

208/203a 0.986 1.3

662/646° 1.007 1.2

a Low energy region - 1 cc detector
DHigh energy region - 70 cc detector
cCorrect for bias with respect to destructive analysis (see text)

*<R> = Average of gamma-ray/destructive analysis ratios for 50K

second counts

Discussion:

Walton (LASL):

What about the interference from fission products in the 600 kilovolt range relative to

the specifications of those for plutonium?

Fleissner (Monsanto-Mound)

:

I haven't looked at any samples containing fission fragments. When you have

appreciable amounts of fission fragements in your plutonium sample, they will tend to wash
out the 600 keV region, and in that case, this method could not be used.
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ABSTRACT

A LASL-designed gamma-ray NDA instrument for assay of total plutonium and

isotopics of product solutions at Tokai-Mura is currently installed and
operating. The instrument is, optimally, a densitometer that uses radioisotopic
sources for total plutonium measurements at the K absorption edge. The measured
transmissions of additional gamma-ray lines from the same radioisotopic sources
are used to correct for self-attenuation of passive gamma rays from plutonium.
The corrected passive data give the plutonium isotopic content of freshly
separated to moderately aged solutions. This off-line instrument is fully
automated under computer control, with the exception of sample positioning, and
operates routinely in a mode designed for measurement control. A one-half
percent precision in total plutonium concentration is achieved with a 15-minute
measurement.

KEYWORDS: Reprocessing, product solutions, gamma-ray NDA, densitometry,
transmission-corrected gamma-ray assay

I . INTRODUCTION

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) -designed K-edge densitometer for plutonium
product solutions accounting at the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
(PNC) fuel reprocessing facility in Tokai-Mura, Japan, was shipped to Tokai in summer of
1979 and installed and calibrated during September and October, 1979. The densitometer
will continue to operate initially in a schedule that allows for testing and evaluation
throughout the late fall and early spring reprocessing campaigns at Tokai. The instrument
is intended to be used cooperatively by the PNC and the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) for rapid, off-line assay. It will provide a means to bypass the time-consuming
and costly destructive analytical methods for total plutonium measurement.

The densitometer is discussed below in sections describing II) measurement principles
and experimental design, III) hardware design, IV) software design, V) concepts of
analysis, and VI) preliminary results.

II. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Solution assay performed by K-edge densitometry provides the total concentration of an
individual element in a sample of well-defined geometry. The measured transmission of
gamma radiation through special nuclear material (SNM) displays a discontinuity at the

discrete energy corresponding to the binding energy of the K electrons.
The transmissions, T^ and T2 » just below and above the K edge, respectively, are

related to the total concentration, P, of the element by the relation

-y. px

T = T e
1 m
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where is the mass attenuation coefficient of the element for a given photon energy i,

x is the sample thickness and Tm is the transmission through the matrix. Thus, the

ratio (R) of transmissions is logarithmically related to the elemental concentration, p,

independent of matrix by

-£n "^2^1 ~ln R

p ~ Ayx ~ k

where Ay = -
U]_-

Discrete gamma-ray transmission sources can be used for K-edge measurements if the

gamma-ray lines closely bracket the absorption edge of interest. For the plutonium case,
the 121.1 and 122.1 keV lines of 75 Se and 57Co, respectively, are well located with
respect to the 121.76 keV K electron binding energy. The measured transmissions of these
two gamma-ray lines have previously been used with success to assay plutonium in
solution. 1 ' 2 This technique is applied in the Tokai densitometer.

The densitometer design was optimized to measure plutonium solutions, freshly
separated, with a total concentration of approximately 225 g Pu per liter. Even with
less-than-ideal passive counting geometry, the measurement situation is well suited to
transmission-corrected passive assays for isotopics determination. This type of assay has

been applied in existing instrumentation3 to an extremely wide range of plutonium
solution concentrations (0.5 to 500 g Pu per liter) where self-attenuation corrections are
based on transmission measurements performed with an external plutonium transmission
source.

• • • 75
The Tokai densitometer uses measured transmissions of the gamma-ray lines of Se

and ^7Co obtained during the densitometry measurement, in place of those from an
external plutonium source, to correct for self-attenuation in the passive assay. The

Pu and Pu isotopes are determined relative to Pu in this way using assay
gamma rays at 149, 153, and 129 keV, respectively. The measurement for 2^Pu and an
independent determination of 23®Pu are made by obtaining ratios of the respective peak
areas (at 45.2 and 43.5 keV) to that of the 239Pu isotope at 51.6 keV. The latter
technique is not effective for excessively aged solutions.

The solution assays are performed in two steps. The first is a transmission
measurement of the 7^Se and Co gamma rays utilizing strong sources and tight sample
collimation. The second measurement is performed without sources, and the sample
collimation is opened to maximize the passive counting geometry. The mechanical details
of the measurements are discussed below.

Measurement control is an essential feature of the experimental design. This is a

procedure, performed daily, to insure that the calibration for total plutonium, based on

previous measurements of solution standards, remains valid. A secondary standard is used
in this exercise. The Tokai densitometer is designed to assay, on a daily basis, a

plutonium foil of known characteristics for total plutonium. Agreement between this assay
and the known result is required before routine assays can proceed. Measurement control
on the isotopics analysis consists of a relative efficiency measurement performed with the
75 Se transmission source. Since all isotopics data are analyzed relative to 239Pu, it

is the relative detector efficiency and not the absolute efficiency that is the critical
factor

.

III. HARDWARE DESIGN

The two-step (transmission and passive) assay performed in order to obtain results for

total plutonium and isotopics is accomplished by rotation of the transmission sources in

and out of the measurement position. The process is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

Two motor-driven wheels containing collimators and sources are positioned synchronously by

a Geneva mechanism such that the germanium detector counts, primarily, either transmission
gamma rays from one of two (

7^Se or 57Co) sources with tight sample collimation or the
passive gamma rays from the sample with collimation open.

The mechanical system is mounted beneath a glovebox that is modified so that a

measurement well extends down from the base of the box between the source and collimator
wheels. Solution samples in plastic, disposable sample vials of well-defined dimensions
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are inserted into the well. The well fixes the position of the sample vial. Secondary
standards are also positioned for measurement in this way.

The germanium detector sits beneath the glovebox, facing the sample and transmission
sources, in a position downstream from the sample. The configuration at the measurement
station is shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 is a photograph of the measurement station before
installation beneath the glove box. Figure 4 shows details of the measurement well and
associated hardware approximately to scale.

The optimum Se and Co source activities are approximately 50 and 25 m Ci,
respectively. Gamma rays from the sources are collimated to a diameter of 3 mm at the
collimator wheel.

The sample well is a thin stainless steel canister which supports a thick tungsten
shield. The tungsten shield is lined with a polyethylene boot into which the sample
container fits securely. The stainless steel canister is the containment canister for the
glovebox modification. The photon windows on this container are 0.5 mm thick at the
entrance (transmission source) side and 0.25 mm thick at the exit side.

Solution sample volumes are a minimum of 10 ml. The photon transmission path length

through the sample is approximately 2 cm. The sample cross sectional area viewed by the

detector during passive measurements is 3 cm^.
The germanium detector is a planar intrinsic which is chosen to be relatively thin (7

mm) to limit backgrounds due to Compton scattering of high energy photons. The crystal is

located approximately 10 cm from the center of the sample. A 100 yCi ^^Cd source is

mounted just above the cryostat. This source is used for normalization to correct for

losses due to differing count rates.

Pulses from the detector are amplified by a pulsed optical feedback preamplifier and
further amplified and shaped with 3 us time constants. Pile-up rejection is employed to
permit higher count rates. The optimized data throughput rate to the computer occurs at
detector counting rates of approximately 20 kHz. At this rate, the resolution at 122 keV
is approximately 550 eV, full width at half maximum (fw^sm) .

The amplified pulses are digitized by a digitally stabilized analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). The converted data is stored and processed by an LSI-11 microcomputer,
part of the Nuclear Data 660 data acquisition system utilized in this instrument.

The computer control of the data acquisition system includes all hardware mechanical
operation (except sample positioning) and some electronics adjustment (such as selection
of gain stabilization channels), measurement control, and data acquisition and analysis.
The control software uses the DEC RT-11 version 3B foreground-background operating system,
the Nuclear Data foreground program, ND660, which controls acquisition and display, and
FORTRAN-caliable subroutines provided by Nuclear Data for communication between foreground
and the background control programs. The background code is overlaid in segments that are
accessed from floppy diskette. Spectral data are stored on floppy diskette along with
measurement parameters, constants, and file identification information. The code is also
capable of reanalyzing data stored previously on disk.

Special interfaces to the LSI-11 that are accessed by the code are those for the ADC,
the source-collimator wheel drive mechanism and position sensing mechanism, three
thermocouples for equipment temperature monitoring, and the gain stabilizer.

Figure 5 is a photograph showing the measurement well (extreme right), control
hardcopy terminal (middle), and the rack-mounted electronics. The electronics are (top to

bottom), a dual floppy diskette unit, an oscilloscope, the control electronics for the

Geneva mechanism and temperature sensors, the computer display terminal, the LSI-11
microcomputer, and the NIM electronics for processing the signals from the detector
preamplifier.

IV. SOFTWARE DESIGN

The computer program for automatic data acquisition and analysis and measurement

control is written in overlaid form so that the executive routine, any one of three major
control routines, and any one of twenty utility routines are resident in core at once. As

much as 11.4 K of core is available for the control program. The remainder of the LSI
memory is used by the ND foreground program, the 4 K spectrum, and the RT-11 operating
system.

This program requires a minimum of operator interaction since the program itself

performs diagnostic tests and executes the assay providing the outcome of these tests is

positive. Other modes of program operation give the user more flexibility to exercise
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Fig. 3. a close-up view of the measurement well and intrinsic germanium detector.
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Fig. 5. Complete K-edge densitometer including computer, MCA, terminal, and measurement
well.
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diagnostic procedures, but these modes are designed for setup, calibration, testing, and
other nonroutine measurements, and are not intended for regular use with the instrument
package.

Routine use of the program requires the daily execution of a measurement control
sequence. Measurement control establishes the unattenuated gamma-ray intensities used for
compiling fractional transmissions, it checks for changes in relative detector
efficiencies, and it verifies that the source strengths are sufficient to obtain the
statistics required. These ^Se and $7Co spectra are also used to verify the energy
resolution and gain of the spectrometer, which must agree with the original values that
are stored. Furthermore, the known thickness of a secondary standard plutonium foil must
be reproduced by a densitometry measurement to satisfy measurement control requirements.

A successful completion of measurement control allows the user the option to assay a
sample. The assay proceeds automatically with the accumulation and storage (on floppy
disk) of ^Se and ^Co spectra, calculation of total plutonium concentration and of
transmission values that apply to the passive assay, accumulation and storage of the
passive spectrum and calculation of the isotopic weight fractions.

V. CONCEPTS OF ANALYSIS

Techniques for extraction of peak areas using straight line background subtraction
have been described previously. 4 The reduction of raw data before analysis is

accomplished using these techniques both for the active and passive spectra. No peak
fitting is employed.

For all analysis which requires the absolute area of a peak in a given spectrum,
normalization is accomplished by dividing by the area of the 88 keV l^Cd pea k. This
normalization is applied to peak areas used for the transmission measurements, both for
densitometry and for attenuation corrections.

All peak areas used for transmission measurements are corrected for the decay of the
source since the time of measurement of the unattenuated intensities.

Analysis of the transmission data for the densitometry assay is straightforward and
has been discussed in sufficient detail in Sec. II. The predicted fractional uncertainty
in the measured plutonium concentration is

dp _ dR
P R£nR

where R is the transmission ratio as defined in Sec. II. The results of the densitometry
analysis on standard plutonium solutions appear in the next section.

Analysis of the passive data for isotopics is more complex in that different analysis
techniques are used in the two energy regions discussed previously. The two techniques are
discussed separately below.

The concentration of a given isotope, Pj, measured by gamma-ray spectroscopy can be

expressed as

P 06 A • CP
I

A ^ (1)

where A is the normalized peak area corresponding to a gamma ray emitted by the isotope of

interest. The correction factor, CF, takes into account the energy- and

concentration-dependent sample attenuation effects on the gamma ray of interest. The

proportionality constant is dependent upon quantities such as branching ratios, half

lives, counting efficiencies, the atomic mass, and a calibration factor that disappears if

relative peak area results are analyzed as is the case here.

The calculation of CF is performed in order to measure the isotopic contents of
238Pu, 239Pu an<3 241Pu using the assay gamma-ray peaks at 153, 129 and 149 keV,

respectively. Measured transmissions at 122 keV (from 57Co) , 136 keV and 279 keV (from

75se) are linearly interpolated or extrapolated based on both the 122-136 pair and on

the 136-279 pair. Therefore, two transmission values are determined for each of the three

plutonium gamma-ray energies. The average of the two is the value used in the calculation
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of CF, since this has been shown to give a more realistic result than a quadratic fit to

three measured transmissions, two of which are closely spaced in energy.

A slab sample with finite thickness, D, which remains small compared to the

sample-to-detector distance, xq, has a correction factor that can be expressed3 as an

integral over the sample thickness

CF VD
dx

af°T dx
x

where

Tx = e-MX

and y is the linear attenuation coefficient. In this case, the integral has an exact
solution. However, if D is not negligible compared to xq, geometry effects due to
sample thickness must be included in the integration over sample thickness

dx

CF =
(X + Xq) 0 0

f T dx T dx

J —^5 J
—^"

0 (x + xj 0^ (x + x.V ^ (x + x
o
)2

This integral has no exact solution, and thus a numerical evaluation is appropriate. The

known (measured) transmission values (e"yD ) are used to empirically evaluate the

quantity y at each energy for each sample. The slab assumption proves to be a valid
approximation in this case.

The fractional error in the average extrapolated transmission propagates to one half
that in Pj.

The approach to isotopic analysis in the low-energy region is less cumbersome,

primarily because there is no need to determine the correction factor for sample
attenuation. The relative counting efficiencies, Reff, for the 239Pu gamma rays at 39

and 51 keV are determined from the respective measured peak areas, A, and the branching

ratios (BR) known for these gamma-ray lines. Thus

R = A • BR
eff

The dependence in Jin Reff versus £n {In E) is interpolated linearly between 39 and 51

keV to obtain Reff at 43 and 45 keV, the energies of the two gamma rays due to 238pu

and 240pu respectively. The ratios of the weight fractions, f If Qf each of these two

isotopes to that of the 239Pu, f239, are then given by

fj = A (43 or 45) .
R
eff

(51)
. K (43 or 45) (2)

f
239

R
eff < 43 °r 45) A (51)

L

where KL accounts for the ratios of half-lives and branching ratios and atomic masses
associated with the 239pu (51 itev line) and each of the other two.
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VI . RESULTS

A. Calibration at LASL

Primary standard solutions of reactor grade plutonium have been used for preliminary
calibration of the Tokai densitometer at LASL for total plutonium. Total plutonium
concentrations range between 150 and 300 g per liter. The 2 ^Pu isotopic content of the
solutions was 15% although the calibration was also verified with solutions of low burnup
material.

A summary of the results of the densitometry measurements on the solution standards is

shown in Fig. 6. Count times for each transmission measurement were 1000 seconds. Since
the data were obtained with solutions of known concentration, the Ayx calibration factor
was derived from each measurement. Plotted is the percent deviation from the mean
value for each run. The error bars reflect the statistical precision (+lo) in the
densitometry measurement. The precision of +0.1 percent (lo) in the reference
concentrations is not included but has very little effect on these error bars. The
scatter in the data is consistent with the statistical prediction shown by the +lo
statistical error bars. The data show no evidence of a concentration effect on the

109
calibration factor. It should be noted that the Cd source rate was sufficiently low
for these measurements (because of positioning) to increase the statistical uncertainty by

60 percent compared to measurements performed with optimized count rates.
Calibration with solution standards was carried out along with routine assays of the

plutonium foil. The foil is equivalent to approximately 235 g Pu per liter. The
statistical precision on the foil assay for a 1000-s count time is +0.29%. The
experimental precision agrees with this as is shown in Fig. 7. These data were obtained
in a four-week period after measurement of the solution standards as a demonstration of
the stability of the calibration for total plutonium.

Isotopics results have been obtained from passive measurements of the reactor-grade
plutonium standard solutions. The results are all based on measurements of peak areas
relative to the 239Pu peak area, as described in Sees. II and V. Relative peak area

measurements appear to be immune to shifts in gain, resolution, or detector
efficiency, since these measurements use ratios of areas of peaks closely spaced in energy.

Thus the data analysis involves obtaining the ratio of each isotopic fraction, fj, to

that for 239Pu, f239« This ratio, fj/f239 is defined by Eq. (2) for the low
energy data, and is identical to the ratio, Pj/p239 obtained using Eq. (1) and the
high energy data. The experimental ratios can be combined with a result for 242pu
obtained by isotopic correlations using the experimental value for f24o/^239^ The
fraction of 239Pu is derived from the equation

f239 <1 + R238 + R240 + R241 + R242)"1 <
3 >

where

Rl = fl/f239-

This result for f23g is used to obtain the other isotopic fractions:

fT = Rj f239*

The solution standards were used first to determine the relative counting efficiencies
for assay peaks in the high-energy region. They were also used to verify (and correct if

necessary) the literature values that make up the constants KL (43) and KL (45) (see Eq.

(2)) for the low-energy analysis. Once the relative efficiencies and constants were

established, the isotopic fractions, f239 and fj, were determined for thirteen passive

measurements performed on the four solutions listed previously (refer to Fig. 6), all with
the same isotopic content (namely 0.349%, 79.85%, 14.30%, 4.56%, and 0.933% for the 238,

239, 240, 241, and 242 isotopes, respectively). The reference values for isotopic content
were obtained from mass spectrometr ic measurements. These initial measurements were
performed within several days of the Am separation so the 241^ COntent was
approximately 100 ppm. All passive count times were 2000 seconds.

The results for the early measurements are shown in Columns 2 and 3 of Table I.

Column 2 compares the average calculated measurement precision with the experimental
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF ISOTOPIC FRACTION RESULTS
FOR REACTOR-GRADE Pu SOLUTIONS

ppin

americium
100 100 1000 3000

XU LQIL o

la expt.

Isotopic
C

Total Pu
ALCULATED
Isotopic

la

Total Pu
j

Isotopic Total Pu

238pu 1.2 0.9% 0.003% 1.2% 0.004% 1.3% 0.005%

239pu 1.0 0.45% 0.36% 0.45% 0.36% 0.45% 0.36%

240Pu 1.2 1.0% 0.14% 1.3% 0.19% 1.5% 0.21%

241Pu 0.7 0.9% 0.04% 0.9% 0.04% 0.9% 0.04%

242pu 40% 0.37% 40% 0.37% 40% 0.37%

FISSILE
FERTILE 2.6% 2.7% 3.0%

scatter in the weight fraction for each isotope. The results are close to unity

indicating no observable contributions to the measurement precision beyond the statistical
contributions. (This result is not shown for 242Pu ^ si nCe the calculated error in this
case is derived from the correlation data rather than counting statistics.)

Column 3 of Table I gives the calculated values of the la precisions in the isotopic
fractions for the same data. These are shown as percentages of the isotopic weight
fraction ("isotopic") and percentages of the total plutonium concentration ("total Pu").

As the solutions age and ^^Am grQws in, the statistical uncertainty on the
low-energy data increases because of increased Compton background from the 60-keV gamma
ray. Data from the more aged solutions were obtained and analyzed as described for Column
3 of Table I. These are shown in Columns 4 and 5, the latter corresponding to the

two-month-old LASL solutions. Clearly, the 241Am growth has affected the measurement
precision of the even isotopes.

Since the 241pu content of spent fuel varies with fuel burnup, the level of

americium grown in will vary with burnup for a given aging time. A passive measurement on

samples with 14 percent 241Pu is feasible for samples aged up to six months.

The isotopics analysis is also appropriate for the assay of low burnup materials. The

Plutonium foil is an example of this (0.022%, 93.71%, 5.95%, 0.293%, and 0.035% for the
238pUf 239pUf 240pUf 241pU/ an(j 242pu weight percents, respectively). Thirteen
passive assays on the foil give the results shown in Table II. Here again the
experimental precision (scatter) agrees with the calculated precision for the 2000-s
passive measurements. The calculated results are shown in Columns 2 and 3 as the percent
of the isotopic fraction and the percent of total plutonium, respectively, for each of the

five isotopes. Although the errors on the isotopic fractions other than f239 are larger
than for the high burnup plutonium in the solutions, they translate into small

uncertainties in total plutonium since these isotopes are now significantly lower in

relative content.
It should be noted that the effect of the 241^ grow-in is less pronounced for the

isotopics analysis of low burnup material. The foil data in Table II were obtained from
plutonium aged more than six months after americium separation.
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TABLE II

ISOTOPIC FRACTION RESULTS FOR WEAPONS GRADE Pu FOIL

CALCULATED la
% of

isotopic
fraction

% of
total

Plutonium

238pu 15% 0.003%

239Pu 0.25% 0.237%

240Pu 5% 0.29%

241pu 4% 0.01%

242Pu 40% 0.02%

B. Calibration at Tokai-Mura

The recent calibration at Tokai-Mura was accomplished with solutions of high burnup

plutonium provided as reference materials. Total plutonium concentrations were precise to
+0.5 percent. Figure 8 shows these calibration results for densitometry plotted as the

percentage deviation from the analytical chemistry values (used as reference values)
versus plutonium concentration. The data were obtained for Pu solutions aged two weeks and
one year after americium separation. The error bars reflect only the precision in the
densitometry measurement as in Fig. 6. The error is significantly increased by inclusion
of the precision in the reference concentrations. Furthermore, three of the four outlying
data points agree with independent measurements obtained using a second NDA instrument.

• Determination of the parameters for isotopics assay was accomplished using the fresh
plutonium solutions. Reference values were obtained from mass spectrometr ic results. The
experimental precisions in the isotopicsparameters are in agreement with the expected
statistical precisionsin the measurements and are comparable to those quoted in Table I.

The absolute results agree with those determined at LASL.
Further calibration data will be obtained at PNC before the first reprocessing

campaign commences.
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Nondestructive, Energy-Dispersive, X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis .

of Product Stream Concentrations from Reprocessed Nuclear Fuels

by

David C. Camp and Wayne D. Ruhter
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

Energy-dispersive x-ray fluorescence analysis (XRFA) can be used to measure
nondestructively pure and mixed U/Pu concentrations in process streams and
hold tank solutions. The 122-keV gamma ray from ^ Co excites the actinide
K x rays which are detected by a HPGe detector. A computer- and disk-based
analyzer system provides capability for making on-stream analyses, and the
noninvasive measurement is easily adapted directly to appropriate sized
pipes used in a chemical reprocessing plant. Measurement times depend on
concentration and purpose but vary from 100s to 500s for process control of

strong to weak solutions. Accountability measurements require better accuracy
thus more time; and for solutions containing plutonium, require a measurement
of the solution radioactivity made with an automatic shutter that eclipses
the two exciting sources. Plutonium iso topic abundances can also be obtained.
Concentrations in single or dual element solutions from less than 1 g/1 to over
200 g/1 are determined to an accuracy of 0.2% after calibration of the system.
For mixed solutions the unknown ratio of U to Pu is linearly related to the
net U/Pu K x-ray intensities. Concentration values for ratios different than
the calibration ratio require only small corrections to the values derived
from a calibration polynomial. Minor fission product contamination does not
prevent concentration determinations by XRFA. The computer-based system
also allows real-time dynamic concentration measurements to be made.

KEY WORDS: X-ray fluorescence analysis, nondestructive measurements; uranium,
plutonium concentration and isotopics determinations; reprocessing
plant process control, accountability, inventory control, dynamic
concentration measurements , on-line real-time measurements; computer-
based system.

INTRODUCTION

Product Accountability and Process Control

In the event that spent nuclear fuel is reprocesssed to reclaim uranium or plutonium,
several nondestructive analytical techniques can be used to obtain process control and
product accountability information. Generally, reprocessing begins with dissolution of

the spent fuel followed by separation of the fission products; and finally purification
of the desired actinide elements, uranium and plutonium. These two elements may appear
in separate streams or may occur together as a coprocessed stream. The single and/or
dual element streams will usually be concentrated and sent to a hold tank for account-
ability. Throughout the separation there is a need to control the process, that is, to

monitor and regulate the actinide concentrations in order to satisy chemical engineering
or criticality safety considerations,.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore

Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48

.
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Input concentrations into the various process, hold, and final accountability tanks
will encompass a wide range of concentrations. Values from less than 1 g/1 to perhaps
more than 200 g/1 can be expected. Furthermore, a wide range in the uranium to plutonium
ratio may occur in coprocessed streams. These various process streams and tank concentra-
tions can be monitored on-line, rapidly, nondestructively , and quantitatively using the
analytical technique of energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence analysis (XRFA). The technique
also provides sufficient accuracy for Safeguards accountability purposes over the entire
range of single or dual element stream concentrations expected at a reprocessing facility.

Eventually, the coprocessed product may be precipitated and converted to a powder
blend of uranium and plutonium oxide. This mixed oxide (MOX) product may be packaged
in standard amounts, e.g. canisters containing 2000 g of MOX. Since spent fuel received
from different reactors will not have the same burnup, the elemental and isotopic
compositions of various MOX batches will differ. Thus, for accountability, inventory
control, and subsequently fuel fabrication purposes, there is a need to know the percentage
of plutonium enrichment. Furthermore, the isotopic composition of the product is required
for fissionability information. These two measurements, enrichment and isotopics can be
made by the nondestructive technique of gamma-ray spectrometry. Descriptions of these
measurement procedures 1 and techniques^ can be found elsewhere. This paper is limited
to a discussion of how energy dispersive XRFA can be used to quantitatively measure actinide
solution concentrations that are encountered throughout reprocessing facilities.

Overview of XRFA

The analytical technique of XRFA depends upon the ability to excite atoms within a
sample, and to measure accurately the character isitic x rays emitted from the excited atoms.
The atoms may be excited in many different ways. These include the use of ordinary x-ray
tubes, with or without filtered anodes; irradiation by a, $ , y > or x ravs from radioisotopes;
bombardment by charged particles from accelerators; bombardment by electrons, as in electron
microprobes; irradiation by secondary x rays from a selected target element, or by polarized
x or Y rays such as from synchrotron radiation; self-excitation, if the sample contains
radioactivity; and by observing x rays that follow certain nuclear decay modes.

Phenomenologically , XRFA can be understood as follows. Assume that a flux of exciting
radiation composed of photons of energy, Ep , is incident on a sample. A small part of the

incident radiation flux may not interact with the sample at all; another part may scatter,
either with or without some energy loss; and part of the flux may be completely absorbed by
the sample. A simplified representation of one interaction is illustrated in Fig. 1. If

the incident quantum is totally absorbed, and if Ep(keV) is greater than the binding energy
of one of the atom's electrons, then one of the shell electrons will be ejected. This
creates a vacancy in one of the atomic shells, which leaves the atom in an excited state.

If the vacancy created is in the K-shell, then it may be filled by a transition of an

electron from an outer shell into the inner shell vacancy. This results in either the

emission of one of the atom's characteristic x rays or an Auger electron (which rarely

escapes the sample). If an x ray is emitted and escapes the sample, it is available for

spectroscopic analysis. Since all of the characteristic x rays associated with an element

are well-known, it is possible to identify most of the elemental constituents of a sample

through x-ray fluorescence analysis. A more detailed discussion of the technique can be

found elsewhere.

^

The next section describes the experimental equipment, including the computer-based

analytical support instrumentation, and the procedures used in obtaining and reducing

the data. The section entitled "Experimental Results" will present results obtained on

single and dual element nitrate solutions for a range of concentrations. This section also

discusses the effects that any fission product activity in the process streams will have

on the determination of actinide concentrations.
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Fig. 1. A representation of energy-dispersive x-ray fluorescence analysis (XRFA). The
number of electrons within a shell and the number of shells depend on the particular atom.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

Excitation Source Requirements

Gamma rays can be used to excite x rays from atoms within a sample. The binding
energies of K electrons in uranium and Plutonium are 115.59 and 121.72 keV, respectively.
Since the primary gamma ray emitted by ^ Co has an energy of 122.05 keV, it is an optimum
exciting radiation for these two actinide elements. The exciting radiation is usually
collimated in some fashion that depends on the geometry of the sample. This reduces the
radiation fluorescence of, or the scatter from, nonsample materials. In the application
of interest here the sample was a solution contained within a cylindrical geometry, usually
a stainless steel cell. The collimated 122-keV gamma rays interact with atoms in the
solution, creating x rays characteristic of those elements dissolved in the solution.
A portion of the emitted x rays strike the detector, and from the energies and intensities
detected the elemental concentrations in the solution can be determined.

Lithium-drifted silicon, Si(Li), is an excellent radiation detector for x rays with
less than 30 keV of energy, but it becomes very inefficient for radiation detection above
60 keV. Since the K x-ray energies of uranium and plutonium extend from 94 to 122 keV, a

lithium drifted or high-purity germanium detector, Ge(Li) or HPGe, is used. For this work
a 10-mm deep, 200-mm^ HPGe detector was used. It had an energy resolution of 515 ev FWHM
for the 122.05-keV gamma-ray peak of ^Co. Since $7q0 ai so emits 570- and 692-keV gamma
rays with branching intensities of about 0.16%, as well as other weaker gamma rays above
300 keV, their intensities must be strongly attenuated by introducing shielding between
the source and the detector.
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Cl_arly, the x-ray intensity recorded by the detector increases as the sample to
detector distance decreases. However, as the distance is decreased, less shielding is

possible between the intense ^ Co sources and the detector. The higher energy gamma rays,
which pass through Hevimet shielding (a tungsten alloy) and interact with the HPGe de-
tector, create a Compton continuum that appears as a constant, energy independent back-
ground beneath the U and Pu x rays. This background contribution increases with decreas-
ing amounts of shielding, degrading the x-ray signal-to-noise ratio. Additional high Z

shielding is required around the detector housing (above the cryostat) to reduce background
radiation detected from the local environment and source-air sampling. X rays from lead
and Hevimet can also be excited by the source gamma rays; hence, absorbers of cadmium and
copper are used as liners on the top and bottom surfaces to eliminate these x rays. A
central 12.5-mm collimation hole lined with cadmium allows part of the x rays released
within the sample to strike the detector.

The source-detector collimation assembly is shown in Fig. 2. It is 7.5 cm in diameter
and 5.0 cm thick. Two ^Co SOucces are collimated to create two beams. The radioactivity
was electroplated onto a 1. 6-mm-diameter spot on nickel foil and encased in a welded
stainless steel capsule* 4.8 mm in diameter and 3.2 mm thick. The 0.37-mm thick stainless
steel plate indicated in Fig. 2 is part of the bottom of a glove box, which was used
when handling all of the solutions. The source-detector collimation assembly and liquid-
nitrogen (LN) dewar are separate from, and located below, the glove box. It was used
when handling solutions containing plutonium so that contamination would be confined in

the event of a spill.

Computer-Based Analysis System

X rays emitted from the solution samples were detected by the HPGe detector, and their
corresponding pulses were preamplified and routed to a Canberra 1413 amplifier and 1468A
pile-up rejector. Valid output pulses were processed by a Nuclear Data ND600 pulse height
analyzer (PHA). The PHA, with its own LSI-11 microprocessor, was coupled to an LSI-11
microcomputer that had a 32K 16-bit-word memory. A dual floppy disk was coupled to the
LSI-11 and each disk has a 216K-byte (108K-word) capacity. Also, a dual hard disk system
with a lOM-byte capacity was coupled to the LSI-11. Other system peripherals included a

Hazeltine video teletypewriter terminal, an LA-180 high-speed line printer, and a Tektronix
digital data plotter.

The computer and disc-based PHA capability adds a considerable amount of versatility
to the experimental system. In fact, in an actual reprocessing installation a computer-based
data analysis system would be essential, and probably linked to the plant's centralized
computer center. This particular system allowed successive spectra to be stored on disk
and permitted spectral analysis to be carried out simultaneously with data acquisition.
Whatever automatic analysis sequence is desired, appropriate software can be written and
stored on floppy or hard disk.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Spectra and Concentration Ranges

Pure Uranium Solutions . The present work focussed on pure uranium solution concentra-
tions in the range from 0.6 g U/l to 180 g U/l. Earlier work^ investigated solutions from
less than 1 to almost 400 g U/l. The top spectrum shown in Fig. 3 is the result of an x-ray
fluorescence analysis of 3M uranium nitrate solution at 176 g U/l concentration contained
in a 25.4-mm diameter stainless steel cell with 1.7-mm wall thickness. Total analysis time
was 200 live time seconds at 26% analyzer dead time using two 8.5 mCi ^ Co sources. The
energy region extends from 0 to about 225 keV (55 eV/channel). The broad, intense peak
centered at about channel 1570 is a result of the primary exciting radiation (122.05-keV
gamma rays) incoherently or Compton scattering through a mean angle of 140°. The cadmium
Kaand K$x rays appear below channel 500 and result from fluorescence of the inner wall

*Available from Isotopes Products Laboratories, Burbank, CA. Reference to a company or pro-

duct name does not imply approval or recommendation of the product by the University of Cali-

fornia or the U. S. Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.
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Fig. 3. The top spectrum is a 200 second,
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show the 80- to 125-keV region expanded. The
more intense peaks represent 176 g U/l; the
less intense ones 3.3 g U/l. The broad
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liner (Cd) of the detector collimation shielding. Gain and zero stabilizers were used for

all data obtained. The Ka Cd x ray was used for zero stabilization, while usually, the

uranium Kal x-ray (or Ka lplutonium) was used for gain stabilization. The 122.05 and

136.40-keV gamma-ray peaks result from coherent scattering of the ^ Co source emissions.

A nearly flat plateau of 10 counts or less exists above channel 2200. This plateau results

from the Compton distribution of higher energy gamma rays (340-, 352-, 570- and 690-keV,

et al.) which penetrate the Heavimet shielding and Compton scatter out of or into the HPGe

detector.

The lower section of Fig. 3 shows an expanded view of the 80- to 130-keV region of
two spectra, one representing 176 g U/l, the other 3.27 g U/l. The data are shown as if
equivalent counting times (200s) were used for the two concentrations. Note that as the
solution concentration increases, the x-ray peak intensity increases as expected, but the
intensity of the incoherent scattering peak decreases. The intensity of the coherently
scattered 122.05-keV peak also increases with concentration; however, most of the coherent
scattering observed here occurs off of the stainless steel cell. The singlet Ka2 and
Kal uranium x ray peaks appear at about channel 1720 and 1790, respectively; while the
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' Kg x ray multiplets: (Kgl + Kg3 + Kg5) and (Kg2 + Kg4 + K6) appear near channels 2000

\
and 2100, respectively. Only the intensities of the Ka x rays are determined and usually
only the Kod peak is used in establishing a calibration relationship (discussed below).
The Kal x-ray peak contains 2.0xl05 counts for the 176 g U/l solution; while for the

I
3.27 g U/l solution the Kal peak contains 7600 counts. This latter figure corresponds
to an accuracy of 1.15% from statistics alone for a 200-second counting analysis (4-minutes.

clock time) through stainless steel pipe.

Pure Plutonium Solutions . The concentration range examined for pure plutonium
solutions extended from 3.3 g Pu/1 to 60.4 g Pu/1. The top spectrum shown in Fig. 4 is

I the result of an x-ray fluorescence analysis of 3M plutonium nitrate solution with 60.4 g

!
Pu/1 contained in the 25.4-mm stainless steel cell with 1.7-mm wall thickness. Total

I analysis time was 200 live time seconds at nearly 45% deadtime. The energy region is

! the same as that for Fig. 3, i.e. 0-225 keV. Note however, that the natural radioactivity
arising from the plutonium isotopes and their decay products adds numerous gamma rays
throughout the spectrum. The broad, intense, Compton scattered peak from the 122.05 keV
exciting radiation is still prominent, but no longer dominates the spectrum. The very
strong peak just above channel 1000 is the 59.53-keV gamma ray from the decay of ^^Am, a

daughter activity of 2^Pu. This peak would not be nearly so intense in freshly reprocessed
solutions.

The top spectrum in the lower section of Fig. 4 shows an expanded view of the 80- to

I 130 keV region of the 60.4 g Pu/1 solution spectrum. The other spectrum is a 200s count
of the solution radioactivity. It was obtained using an automatic shutter that can
totally eclipse the two 57qq exciting sources. The first two peaks in the radioactivity
spectrum (at channels 1720 and 1760) are the Ka2 x rays of uranium and neptunium
(UKal at 1790 and NpKal at 1835), which are results of the ct-decays of 238Pu and 2Zh0Pu
to 234y an(j 236u } an(j 241^ t0 237^p

} respectively. The complex multiplet located between
channels 1865 and 1900, is a composite of the 241 Am 102.97-keV, 239 Pu 103.02-keV, 241 Pu

103.68-keV, and 240Pu 104.24-keV gamma rays. The presence of the 239Pu 98.78 keV and the

!
^Am 98.95 keV gamma rays on the upper energy side of the uranium Kal x ray at channel 1790
is also clearly evident. The weak satellite located at about channel 1910 is from the
Ka2 x-ray of plutonium and the 99.86-keV gamma ray from 238Pu. The plutonium x ray is a

result of the gamma-ray activity within the solution self-fluorescing the resident plutonium.

All of this additional x- and gamma-ray activity adds considerable complexity to the

spectrum. Clearly, the complexity added will depend both on the plutonium isotopics and the

age of the solution since reprocessing. Because it is impossible to know this contribution
a priori, the experimental procedure, that leads to the most accurate quantitative results,
is to subtract the solution radioactivity data from the XRFA data to obtain the net,

externally excited, plutonium x-ray intensities. This requires two counting periods, one

for solution fluorescence, a second for solution radioactivity. The length of each measure-
ment period will be governed by the desired purpose of the measurement and the solution
concentration. That is, process control concentration values need not be determined as

accurately as those to be used for accountability or inventory purposes. As a general
rule, if equal counting times are used for the XRFA and solution radioactivity measurements,
sufficiently accurate concentration values can be obtained.

Fig. 5 shows the Ka2 and Kal x rays of uranium and plutonium obtained in two separate
XRFA spectra, one taken of pure 60.5 g U/l; the other a .result of the net (total XRFA minus
solution radioactivity) XRFA spectrum from 60.4 g Pu/1. Only the 90- to 107-keV region
of the spectra are shown. Both are 200s counts; however, the plutonium solution was
excited 34 days after the uranium solution and has not been corrected for decay of the
->7co sources. Including corrections for both the concentration difference and the half-life,
the fluoresced intensity for plutonium is 2.2% greater than that for uranium. This
arises primarily from the fact that the K edge of plutonium (121.72 keV) is nearer the
exciting radiation (122.05 keV) than is the uranium K-absorption edge (115.59 keV). The
careful observer will note near channel 1850 that the plutonium spectrum in Fig. 5, which
is the difference between the two spectra shown in Fig. 4, shows more counts, yet more
statistical fluctuation, than the uranium spectrum.
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Fig. 4. The top spectrum shows an XRFA of plutonium nitrate with 60.4 g Pu/1 in the stain-

less steel cell. The lower two spectra show an expansion of the 80- to 125-keV region for

the XRFA spectrum and its natural radioactivity (two exciting sources eclipsed). The

difference between the two yields the net XRFA spectrum (see Fig. 5).

Spectrum Analysis . The number of counts in an x-ray line must be determined to

calibrate the XRFA technique, or deduce an unknown solution concentration once the system
is calibrated. For pure uranium solutions the total or gross number of counts within a
fixed channel window surrounding the Kal x ray can be used to calibrate^ the system. For
pure plutonium or mixed uranium-plutonium solutions this method will not yield quantitatively
accurate concentrations. Instead, the net counts above the background continuum must be
determined.

The peaks of interest in XRFA spectra are x rays which have a more complicated shape^
than gamma rays. Gamma-ray peak shapes arising from germanium detectors consist of a gaussian
distribution, plus short and long-term tailing components on the lower energy side of a
peak. The gaussian term arises because of the statistical sharing of energy deposited
between electron-hole production and phonon production (vibration or heating of the

germanium crystal structure). The full width at half the maximum peak height (FWHM) of
this gaussian depends on the detector capacity, peak energy, and pulse amplifying electronics.
The short-term tail is a result of the intrinsic charge collection capability of a detector,
which depends primarily on the germanium material quality and detector configuration
(planar, coax, 5-sided). For a given detector the energy dependence of the gaussian FWHM
and short term tail components is defined by measuring strong singlet gamma rays throughout
the spectral region of interest. The long term tail is sample dependent, e.g. massive
samples give rise to more small angle, forward scattered gamma rays than do point sources.

An x-ray peak shape includes all of the effects arising for gamma rays plus an
intrinsic Lorentzian line shape, which extends symmetrically to both lower and higher energies
about the peak centroid. For the U and Pu K<* x rays, the Lorentzian widths vary from 106
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to 114 eV. The distribution observed in a spectrum, then, is a convolution of the Lorentzian,
gaussian, and short-and long-term tailing components. Figure 6 shows the form all of these

components take for the Ka2 and Kctl x rays of uranium.

The gamma- and x-ray fitting algorithms were combined into a code called GRPANL
(group analysis).** To determine the energies and/or intensities of one or more peaks within
a spectral region, the user must specify (1) the number of peaks in that region; (2) whether
they are gamma or x rays; (3) if x rays, their Lorentzian widths; (4) their approximate
peak positions; (5) their intensities, or specify if they are to be determined; (6) the

background slope over the region, if any; and (7) the approximate (or exact) values for
the peak shape parameters (gaussian FWHM, short-and long-term tailing amplitudes and slopes).
Generally, the latter are known from strong singlet gamma rays that were recorded and analyzed
earlier. The energy calibration for the region is specified by entering the conversion
gain (eV/channel) and the intercept energy, or by entering the energies of two strong peaks
in that region. Thus, GRPANL is a code used to determine the intensities of peaks with known
positions, and is not a general purpose code designed to resolve multiplets of unknown
complexity.

For an analysis of the pure uranium solutions the same channel region (from 1696 to

1812) was used for all of the concentrations measured. Similarly, for pure plutonium solu-
tions, the region from 1780 to 1910 was used, and for mixed solutions, the region 1696 to
1916 was used. A somewhat wider window was used when carrying out an isotopic analysis of
the natural radioactivty spectrum.

Calibration . Sets of solution standards have been prepared using ACS grade natural
uranium (for pure uranium) and plutonium metal (for the pure plutonium solutions). Suffi-
cient HNO3 acid was used to adjust the acid concentration to 3.0M. At least two runs and
generally three were made for each concentration. All data were obtained using the
same 25.4-mm stainless steel cell, which was thoroughly rinsed and dried between solution
changes. A fiducial line was inscribed lengthwise on the outside of the cell. Two lucite
"feet" captured and positively positioned the cell on the stainless steel floor of the glove
box. These "feet" and the fiducial line on the cell allowed the cell to be accurately
repositioned above the source-exciter, and detector-collimation housing.

Figure 7 shows the net counting rate (left ordinate scale) for the uranium or plutonium
Kc& x ray as a function of solution concentration (top scale). The plutonium count rate is
2.2% greater than uranium for a given concentration when corrected for half-life (the two
curves are not resolved in Fig. 7). As the concentration increases, there is less than a

linear increase in the count rate. This decrease in the count rate slope is a combination
of increasing self-absorption of the Kod, x ray within the solution and an effective decrease
in the solution volume (penetration of the exciting radiation) as the concentration is

increased. Clearly, the net count rate observed will depend on the ^Co SOurce strength
(T^/2 = 270 d) , the experimental geometry, the cell or pipe wall thickness, and the HPGe
detector efficiency. Furthermore, at 150 g U/l the rate of change of count rate with con-
centration becomes less sensitive, i.e. a 1% change in count rate corresponds to almost a 3%
change in concentration for the 25.4-mm cell. The observed count rate is also sensitive to

changes in geometry, and to changes in the system dead time which varies with concentration.
Air bubbles in a flowing stream would also affect the observed count rate. Thus, it is not
desirable to use the count rate vs concentration curve to define a calibration relationship.
Rather, it is better to define one that is independent of the source half-life and system
dead time; that is insensitive to minor changes in geometry and stream flow conditions;
and, that is more sensitive to concentration changes with increasing concentration.

It was noted in the two spectra shown in the lower portion of Figure 3 that as the x-
ray intensity increases, the 140° incoherently scattered 122-keV radiation peak intensity
near 86 keV decreases. A ratio of the net Kod x-ray intensity to a portion of the spectrum
that includes the incoherent peak is more sensitive to concentration than the count rate.
The concentration in g/1 can be related to this ratio through the relationship:

(1)
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mental data. Error bars indicate relative precision at each concentration.

where NKal is the net number of counts in either the uranium or plutonium Kal x-ray peak,

Gl is the gross number of counts in the incoherent peak channel 1500-1640, and K is a

nonlinear calibration parameter having units of g/1. This ratio is independent of source

exciter half-life, changes in dead time, and small changes in geometry.

The lower portion of Figure 7 shows the behavior of K (right ordinate scale) vs

this ratio (lower scale) for the stainless steel cell containing a uranium nitrate
solution. A similarly shaped relationship exists for the plutonium K calibration parameter.
The increase in K at higher concentrations is effectively a result of increasing self-
absorption of the U or Pu Kal x rays and decreasing fluoresced volume as the solution
concentration increases. A least squares fit to ln(K), expresssed as a polynomial function
of the natural logarithm of the parenthetical ratio, results in the equations shown as
insets in Fig. 8 at the top for uranium, and at the bottom for plutonium. Also shown
is the percentage deviation between the calculated and experimental K as a function of
solution concentration in the cell. The mean absolute value difference is 0.28% with a
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root mean square deviation of 0.23% for uranium, and 0.09%+0.05% for plutonium. The

error bar shown at each individual concentration calibration value represents the

reproducability or precision obtained for 3 runs. The counting statistics obtained for

the Kal x ray for any single run varied between 0.2% and 0.5%.

Mixed Uranium-Plutonium Solutions . The probable range of solution concentrations
of interest for mixed U-Pu solutions extends from several grams per litre to perhaps
several hundred grams per litre. The uranium to plutonium ratio may have almost any value
but for this study was confined from 2.3 to 1 to 7.0 to 1. Table I lists the range of

solution concentrations measured for three different uranium to plutonium ratios, and
indicates in parentheses the estimated concentration error made in solution preparation.
Both stock solutions were 3M nitrate solutions. The estimated errors vary from 0.1% for

the most concentrated solution to just over 1% for the weakest solution.

TABLE I. RANGE OF MIXED SOLUTION CONCENTRATIONS MEASURED

2.33:1 3.5:1 7.0:1

U (g/1) Pu U (g/1) Pu U (g/1) Pu

3.51(4) 1.00(1)

10.49(6) 4.50(3) 10.53(5) 3.00(2) 10.08(7) 1.46(1)
35.00(12) 15.01(5) 35.10(6) 10.01(4) 41.94(13) 6.05(4)
70.00(26) 30.02(9) 70.20(23) 20.02(6) 69.81(24) 10.07(7)

105.3(3) 30.02(8)
140.4(4) 40.03(10)
175.5(2) 50.04(5)

a) The maximum estimated error made in the solution preparation is shown in parentheses.

Three 90- to 107-keV spectra are shown in Figure 9. The top spectrum represents a

1000s XRFA of a nitrate solution containing 175.5 g U/l and 50 g Pu/1. The middle spectrum
represents a 1000s spectrum of the solution radioactivity obtained by eclipsing the two

excitation sources. This complicated spectrum contains a total of 16 gamma and x rays

within a 10 keV region and suggests why an accurate quantitative analysis of the top spectrum
is very difficult. The lower spectrum is the difference between the top two spectra,
that is, the net fluoresced intensities of the uranium and plutonium Ka x-rays. Note that

the neptunium x rays seen in the upper spectrum are completely absent in the lower spectrum.

Their presence in the upper spectrum is solely a result of the solution radioactivity being
counted simultaneously with the fluoresced activity. It is necessary to use GRPANL on the

lower spectrum to correctly resolve UKal from PuKa2 seen near channel 1800. For all mixed

solutions the same region (channel 1696 to 1916) was analyzed.

The top two spectra shown in Figure 9 were accumulated for counting times that might
be used for an accountability measurement. The total clock time required for both measure-
ments was about 45 minutes, and the resulting accuracy in the peak area determinations
for the difference spectrum is under 0.3% for UKal and about 0.4% for PuKal. Thus, results
accurate to better than 0.5% can be obtained for high concentration solutions in less than
one hour, and without the necessity of doing any off-line analyses. In the event process
control information were needed for such a concentrated mixture, an entire measurement
would require no more than ten minutes, i.e. a 100s live time fluorescence count and a

100s radioactivity measurement, plus analysis time. The overall accuracy of the concentra-
tions determined would then be of the order of 1%.

The top spectrum shown in Figure 10 represents a 500s fluorescence of a mixture contain-
ing 35.1 g U/l plus 10 g Pu/1. Once a solution's total actinide concentration falls below
50 to 60 g/1, the spectral region containing the U-Pu x rays of interest cannot be accurately
analyzed by GRPANL unless a distribution for scattered radiation from pure nitric acid is

subtracted from the fluoresced data. The intensity distribution of the incoherently
scattered exciting radiation in the vicinity of the uranium and plutonium x rays decreases
by more than a factor of ten within 12 keV, and does so with a steep, compound exponential
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Fig. 10. Two 90- to 107-k.eV region spectra
of a mixed U-Pu nitrate 35.1 g U/l plus
10.0 g Pu/1. Analysis of the top spectrum
alone may yield concentration values suffi-
ciently accurate to control the process
chemistry. The lower spectrum is a sum of
the solution's natural radioactivity plus a
450s spectrum of pure nitric acid (dashed
line continuum).

Fig. 9. Three 90- to 107-keV region spectra of mixed U-Pu nitrate with 175.5 g U/l plus
50.0 g Pu/1. The top spectrum would provide sufficient accuracy for an accountability measure
ment. The middle spectrum shows the solutions natural radioactivity. The top spectrum minus
the central spectrum results in the lower spectrum, the net XRFA of the mixture.

slope (see also Figure 3, the 3.2 g U/l spectrum). The shape resulting from the scattered
exciting radiation for pure nitric acid is represented by the continuum level (dashed
lines) in the lower spectrum.

The peaks that appear in the lower spectrum of Figure 10 are a result of adding the
500s solution radioactivity spectrum to a pure nitric acid distribution. GRPANL was
used to determine the net uranium and plutonium x-ray intensities on a spectrum (not shown)
which is the difference between the upper and lower spectra shown. The statistical
accuracy in the channel to channel data in the difference spectrum (not shown) will not be
the same as that of the original data, particularly in non-peak regions, e.g. above
channel 1900. Thus, in order to obtain a realistic chi squared value from the GRPANL
fit, a constant is added to the entire region. The constant added has a standard deviation
equal to the mean value of the standard deviations for the average number of counts in
the pre- and post-background regions (i.e. 1686-1695 and 1917-1926).

The 500s live-time XRF spectrum shown in Figure 10 represents the amount of time that
might be used for a process control measurement of solutions having median value uranium-
plutonium concentrations. If the typical 20% analyzer dead time is included, the XRFA
measurement would require 10 minutes (clock time), and would yield concentration values
accurate to about 2%, even without making a quantitative correction for the solution radio-
activity. That is, in order to control the chemical process it may be sufficient to determine
the solution concentration to only a few percent. This assumes that the plutonium isotopics
do not vary widely from day to day (or batch to batch). However, for accountability or

inventory control measurements where better accuracy is required, the solution radioactivity
must be measured and the more exact quantitative procedures described above used. Account-
ability measurements cannot be done as quickly as those for process control; and generally,
will also require replicate analyses.
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Calibration of Mixed Solutions . Just as was done for the pure uranium or plutonium
solutions, it is possible to determine a calibration parameter, K, for the mixed solutions.

However, because the U/Pu ratio can vary, K will be valid only for a single value of the

uranium to plutonium ratio. Seven of the 13 solutions measured (see Table 1) had a

concentration ratio of 3.5 to 1, thus K was evaluated for this ratio. The smooth curve
shown in the top portion of Figure 11 shows the behavior of K versus the ratio of the net
counts contained in both the uranium and plutonium Kctl x rays to the area of the gross
incoherent peak (channels 1500-1640). Note that the numerator of the abcissa now contains

the total actinide K«l x-ray intensity. The resulting polynomial for ln(K) is shown as an

inset in the top most graph of Figure 11. The fit of this expression to the experimental
data is shown in the lower graph of Figure 11. The mean for the absolute values of the

differences is 0.18+0.27%. The error bars shown for each point represent the reproduci-
bility obtained for 3 runs; while for any single run of any mixture, better than 0.6%
counting statistics were obtained in NPuKal, and better than 0.3% for NUKal.

The uranium to plutonium ratio is not always 3.5. Nevertheless, the total actinide
concentration may be obtained from the calibration parameter polynomial after a small
correction is applied. The necessity for this correction depends on the U/Pu ratio.
Clearly, for solutions containing unknown concentrations of U and Pu, their ratio is

also unknown. However, because their fluorescence efficiencies, their Kctl x-ray energies,
and their absorption coefficients are very nearly equal, their actual concentration
ratio is nearly equal to the ratio of their experimental count rates. The top graph in
Figure 12 shows that the observed U/Pu count rate ratio increases linearly with the
ratio of concentration of U/Pu. This linear relationship holds true over the range from
U/Pu = 2.3 to U/Pu = 7, the concentration ratios range examined in this study. That is,

The approximate total actinide concentration can be determined from the calibration
polynomial shown at the top of Figure 11. Then, a small correction is applied. That
correction in percent is given by AP, and its behavior vs concentration ratio is shown
in the lower graph of Figure 12. This correction is positive for all U/Pu ratios greater
than 3.5 (i.e., K yields too small of a total actinide concentration) or negative for all
ratios of U/Pu less than 3.5. Thus, the total actinide concentration is given by

tU/Pu] cone. = 1.046 (2)

(3)

where

AP(%) = -1.98 + 0.59 (4)

The individual plutonium and uranium concentrations are given by

C(Pu) = C(U+Pu) = C(U+Pu )

) (1+R)1+1.046 0
NUKal
NPuKal

(5)

and

(6)
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It is clear that the linear relationships shown in Fig. 12 will not necessarily hold for very

large ratios (greater than 20/1) or very small ratios (less than 1). To insure validity
of the XRFA method, it must be calibrated over the entire range of concentrations and
elemental ratios that are expected to occur.

Dynamic Concentration Measurements . One of the advantages offered by the nondestructive
XRFA technique is its ability to yield concentration values for flowing streams. Appropriate
precautions must be taken to insure that the stream will not be subject to foam or sporadic
air bubbles at the measurement location. In the earlier work^ detailed experiments were
carried out to demonstrate the techniques ability to make dynamic concentration measurements.
Here, only a summary of those results will be presented.

The top section of Figure 13 shows a set of 24 measurements. The first and last six
measurements were made with the solution static, while the central 12 measurements were made
with the solution flowing at 80 1/h. The static and flow results overlap well within the
precision of their standard errors. The flow system consisted of a reservoir and tygon
tubing connected to a 25 mm diameter pyrex cell and a peristaltic pump. The pump forced
the solution to circulate through the tubing and cell and return to the reservoir by a

cylical squeezing action. Once a known volume of a specific concentration is introduced
into a dry cell and tubing system, additional small volumes of pure acid or of a more
concentrated solution will change the initial concentration accordingly.
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The lower section of Figure 13 illustrates a dynamic concentration measurement.
Initially, 100.0 ml of the 100.0 g U/l standard solution was introduced into the flow

I

system with the cell and tubing dry. Appropriate volumes of 3M HNO3 were calculated

J

and measured out, then introduced at regular intervals into the flow system. This caused
a concentration reduction of exactly 1.0 g U/l for each of five times. Then, appropriate
volumes of more concentrated uranium nitrate solutions were introduced to increase the
solution concentration 2.0 g U/l for each of three steps. This brought the concentration
to about 101 g U/l, whereupon a final calculated volumetric addition of 3M HNO3 returned
the solution to its original 100.0 g U/l concentration.

The pause time of 100s was selected on the basis of earlier dynamic concentration
I runs. It was somewhat longer than the time required for the solution volume to reach

equilibrium after introduction of an additional volume. Each 100s analysis had approximately
the same statistical accuracy of +0.53%; however, the mean values and precisions indicated
at each successive concentration are determined from just the measurements made within that
interval. Note that the mean of the first and last five dynamic concentrations measurements
is 100.05+0.63 g U/l, in excellent agreement with the mean value of 100.13+0.40 g U/l
from the first 24 static/flow cycle measurements.

Fission Products in Product Streams . It is possible that additional levels of

radioactivity might be associated with the reprocessed actinide products. These activities
might be purposely added (e.g. ^Co or 238pu ) j

or they could be fission products, which
were not completely separated during the earlier stages of chemical purification. It is

beyond the scope of this report to discuss the relative advantages or disadvantages
of adding such spikes. Suffice it to say that if significant levels of activity are
found in the process stream and product forms - solutions or oxides, then many of the
nondestructive analytical techniques, which have required years of development time and
at significant costs, may not be useable. For the purposes of this study, a simple
experiment was conducted in order to evaluate the behavior of the XRFA technique to

additional levels of activity in the process or product streams.

In order to simulate fission product activity in the stainless steel cell, 4.8 mCi of
l-^Cs activity was chemically prepared in nitric acid solution, and loaded into the same
cell as that used to count the pure and mixed actinide solutions. For the counting
geometry used throughout these experiments, this activity represented very nearly the

limiting count rate that the non-optimized commercial electronics could process. The

system dead time approached 70%. The lower spectrum in Fig. 14 shows a 500s XRFA of the
90- to 107-keV region of a 10.5 g U/l plus 4.5 g Pu/1 mixed solution. The top spectrum
represents a 500s count of this solution plus 4.8 mCi of H7qs activity. Thus, assuming
that there were no fission product gamma rays within the 90- to 107-keV region, the major
effect of fission product activities on XRFA in process or product streams is to raise
the background continuum level in the region of the x-ray peaks of interest, but the x rays
can still be analyzed accurately. The top spectrum, then, corresponds to a solution
containing 10.5 g U/l, 4. 5 g Pu/1, and 27.7 mCi/gPu of fission product gamma-ray activity.
Since the system's counting electronics were very near their maximum count rate limit, any
further increase in the stream's uranium or plutonium concentration would lock-up or shut-
off the electronics. Therefore, if higher plutonium solution concentrations were expected,
then the decontamination factors in the earlier stages of separation would have to be
improved. That is, a solution containing about 150 g U/l and 45 g Pu/1 could be counted
if it contained less than 2.8 mCi of fission product activity per gram of plutonium.

Relative Isotopic Abundances . The absolute abundance of each of the plutonium
isotopes, except z^Pu, can be determined from measurements of the solution radioactivity
and concentration. A radioactivity measurement is made when an automatic, horseshoe
shaped shutter is activated to eclipse the two exciting sources. The ultimate purpose
of, and thus the accuracy required from, the isotopic abundance measurement will govern
the measurement time. For example, a 1000s XRFA and solution radioactivity measurement
of a 175 g U/l plus 50 g Pu/1 solution was sufficiently long enough to accurately determine
its concentration for accountability or inventory control purposes (see discussion above).
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However, if the iso topic abundances of the same solution were also desired to an equivalent
accuracy (sub 0.5%), then the 1000s radioactivity measurement time is insufficient.
This arises not because of a lack of solution radioactivity, but because the HPGe detector
is almost an order of magnitude further away from the sample than it need be, a result
of the shielding required for the XRFA measurement. If an additional detector were
located immediately adjacent to the pipe, the activity count rate would be considerably
greater. Thus, an optimum system for an on-line accountability measurement of the final
product might consist of two detectors, one devoted to XRFA, the other optimized to

determine the relative isotopic abundances from the solution radioactivity. The computer-
based analyzer system could be programmed to control both detector systems, their measure-
ments times, and all data reduction required for both analyses.

SUMMARY

The experimental results discussed above have demonstrated that energy dispersive
x-ray fluorescence analysis (EDXRFA) can determine the concentration of uranium,
plutonium, or mixed uranium-plutonium solutions in flowing or static streams.
The EDXRFA technique is nondestructive and can be adapted directly to pipelines in
facilities that have process or product streams containing these actinide elements.
The technique can also be used to make off-line measurements. By using an automatic
shutter to eclipse the exciting radiation, the natural radioactivity of the solution
mixture can be measured. Thus, the relative plutonium isotopic abundances can be
determined for plutonium solutions; while for uranium solutions, the degree of enrichment
in 235u can t,e deduced after calibration of the system.

The time required for the measurement depends on the purpose of the measurement
and the concentration of the solution. Generally, measurements made to control or

monitor the process chemistry need not be made as accurately as those for accountability
and inventory control. Typical analysis times for process control information are
from 100 to 500 seconds for solution concentrations from several hundred to a few
grams per liter, respectively. Longer measurement times are required for inventory
control purposes where accuracies better than 1% are desired. The XRFA method is capable
of yielding such accuracy if it is carefully calibrated and reproducible counting geometry
is maintained.
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For concentrated solutions containing mixed uranium and plutonium, the contributions

to the uranium x-ray intensities from plutonium decay and to the plutonium x-ray
i intensities from its gamma-ray activities must be removed. This is accomplished by sub-

tracting (via the computer) the solution radioactivity spectrum from the XRFA spectrum.
Then, the unknown uranium to plutonium concentration ratio is determined from the net
intensities of their x rays, and the individual concentrations are calculated from
simple expressions. Thus, accountability measurements may require from one to two hours,
the longer times being required for the weaker concentrations. But, since on-line

j

results can be obtained automatically, and without any personnel-sample interaction,

j
the method should still be cost-effective.

Finally, actinide solution concentrations can be measured, even if a small amount
of fission product radioactivity exists in the product solution. The limiting
factor is the maximum count rate that the electronics can handle. The actinide x-ray
intensities stimulated by the 122-keV exciting radiation from ^Co are sufficiently
intense to be seen above low levels of fission product background continuum; and the
x-rays can be analyzed without a sacrifice in measurement accuracy, even for relatively
low solution concentrations. In conclusion then, this technique should prove to be of

great interest to enrichment facilities and to spent nuclear fuel reprocessing facilities
I in which single or dual element actinide solutions must be measured or monitored for

I
concentration and isotopic content.
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Discussion:

Canada ( LASL )

:

XRF has been around for a long time and people know it works. It's nice to see that
one can get a signal both into and out of a pipe; however, the traditional problem with XRF
has been sample preparation. That is, knowing what the sample self-attenuation is for the
ingoing and outgoing channels. Certainly, if this is going to be a Safeguards tool, you
have not addressed that problem. That is, with nice clean solutions you can obtain a

calibration curve that will work for those solutions. However, if you start changing the
sample matrix by adding other ions or changing the plutonium to uranium ratio, your
calibration curve will no longer apply.

Camp (LLL):

You have raised two points. First, sample self-absorption; and second, unexpected
changes in sample matrices. First, the calibration parameter, K, that I described does, in
fact, account for attenuation in the input exciting radiation and for sample
self-absorption in the emitted x-rays. Therefore, for a reprocessing plant's final product
solution that is relatively stable in its day to day output form, including being free of
sedimentation, I believe the EDXRFA technique as I have described it, and calibrated it

with working standards, will be applicable for Safeguards accountability purposes.

Your second point is well made. In a real-life processing plant environment, there may
be day to day variations in the process chemistry that will lead to variations in acid
stream molarity sedimentation, changing fission fraction content, and other unexpected
changes in the solution matrix form. Admittedly, the experimental work we have done so far
has been done with "controlled" laboratory solutions. We are already aware of how certain
variables affect the concentrations obtained by EDXRFA; and in fact, have reported on them
(see reference 4).

We are looking forward to the offline test of our technique to be conducted on JB line
solution samples at the Savannah River Plant in calendar year 1 980 . We may encounter just
the kind of variable sample matrix effects you allude to during those tests. If so, we
will simply have to deal with them, that is, try to understand them; and seek appropriate
corrections for their effects on the concentration values obtained from the calibration
equations.

Canada:
May I just add one more comment. The measurement techniques we develop in Safeguards

must not take the operator's word for what, in fact, is or is not in a solution. That is

why it is important that the measurement techniques developed be as matrix independent as
possible, or that we know what the matrix effects are and how to correct for them
analytically.

Harlan (Rockwell-Rocky Flats):

If we had a clean solution for the application of your technique at a much lower
concentration, say 10~ 2 to 10"^ grams per liter of plutonium, with americium
concentrations from 20% to 100^ of the plutonium concentrations, would your technique be

usable?

Camp:

Quantitatively, we have focused on solution concentrations from a half a gram per
liter, up. Clearly, with this technique, you excite atoms that are in the solution stream,

and the less atom density you have in the stream, the less x-ray signal you are going to

get. If you want to count long enough, yes, you could obtain positive results for those
small concentrations. However, I don't believe it would be very effective with K x-ray
excitation. Perhaps it could be done more efficiently using L x-ray excitation.

On the other hand, I think there are a lot of techniques being developed now which are

much better suited to measure 10"2 to 10_:i gram per liter concentrations. These are
concentration levels that you might expect to find in a waste stream or an aqueous or
organic process recirculating stream. As far as the americium content goes, their K-

x-rays are not excited by the 122 keV Co57 radiation. If americium is present we must
introduce cadmium absorbers to attenuate the 59.53 keV gamma-ray in order to prevent pileup
effects, and bring the deadtime to reasonable levels.
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Brodda (NRC-Juelich)

:

Did I understand correctly that, in case of the simultaneous determination of uranium

|
and plutonium, you consider the plutonium Ka-\ line and unfold the plutonium and

uranium Ko"| lines for the uranium determination?

!

Camp:

That is correct. In the case of mixed solutions, we determine the K<*i x-ray

intensity for both uranium and plutonium intensity. In order to get the Kcr\ of uranium,

we must unfold the K»2 of Plutonium.

Brodda:
Why don't you just use the Ka>2 °? uranium? It seems to be without interference.

I

[

Camp:

There is no reason you cannot do as you say. For these x-rays the intensity ratios are
about 0.6 of a unit for K<*2 to one unit for Kaq . In fact, you could use them both in

order to create a calibration curve if you wanted to. There is no reason you can't. It is

just that you obtain better counting statistics with lower background for the K<*1 uranium
x-ray.

I
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Experimental U-233 Nondestructive Assay
With a Random Driver

by
Paul Goris

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, Richland, Washington

ABSTRACT

Nondestructive assay (NDA) of U-233 in quantities up to 15

grams containing 7 ppm U-232 age 2 years was investigated with
a random driver. A passive singles counting technique showed a

reproducibility within 0.2% at the 95% confidence level. This
technique would be applicable throughout a process in which all
of the U-233 had the same U-232 content at the same age. Where
the U-232 content varies, determination of U-233 fissile content
would require active NDA. Active coincidence counting utilizing
a Pu-238, Li neutron source and a plastic scintillator detector
system showed a reproducibility limit within 15% at the 95% con-
fidence limit. The active technique was found to be very depen-
dent on the detector system resolving time in order to make pro-
per random coincidence corrections associated with the high gamma
activity from the U-232 decay chain.

KEYWORDS: U-233 decay chain; random coincidence corrections

INTRODUCTION

The Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL) is operated by the Westinghouse
|

Hanford Company for the United States Department of Energy, Richland, Washington, under con-
tract DE-AC14-76FF02170. Operations include a fast breeder fuels development and fabrica-
tion laboratory, analytical chemistry laboratories, a safeguards facility, and other support-
ing activities. A Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) which is the primary test facility for de-

j

velopme.nt of the Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) for electrical power generation is nearing start-

j

up. A Fuels and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF) is under construction. The FMEF will
j

examine irradiated fuel and test material specimens from FFTF operations and provide the tech-

nical base for economic production of large quantities of fast breeder reactor fuel. These
facilities will also be operated by HEDL.

Fissile materials associated with HEDL operations include Pu02 and enriched U0£ feed,

mixed oxide powder and pellets, fast breeder reactor fuel pins, fuel bundles, and fissile
scrap and waste. Investigation of alternate fuel cycle Source Nuclear Materials (SNM) will

j

require handling of U-233 with significant quantities of U-232, spiked fuels, and incomplete-
ly reprocessed (CIVEX) fuels.

I

A number of existing NDA instruments and techniques applied for safeguards measurements
in the uranium-plutonium fuel cycle will find very limited use in alternate fuel cycles. ConH
sequently, further development of NDA techniques and instruments is required for safeguards
accountability in alternate fuel cycle programs.

Alternate fuel cycle NDA evaluations at HEDL were initiated with U-233 assay by means of a

random driver. 233yo2 O PPm U-232, 2 years since purification) standards were prepared rang-

ing from 1 to 15 grams for this work. These evaluations were undertaken from an experimental
standpoint in anticipation of FMEF operational requirements. The intent was not to emphasize
any particular NDA instrument, but to become familiar with those techniques and instruments
which may find use in alternate fuel cycle programs.

U-233 NDA RESTRICTIONS I

Nondestructive assay of U-233 is complicated due to a low spontaneous fission factor lim-

iting passive coincidence counting techniques; low thermal energy release limiting calorimetry
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and intense gamma radiation due to U-232 daughters. The latter restriction is very signifi-
cant when employing NDA techniques dependent on gamma sensitive detection systems.

Figure 1 gives a gamma ray spectrum of U-233 containing 250 ppm U-232 ten years after
purification.^) All of the peaks indicated result from the U-232 decay chain. Of particu-
lar concern is the 2.61 MeV Tl-208 peak which accounts for essentially all of the intense
gamma radiation associated with U-232.

The spectrum of Figure 1 was observed with a GeLi detector having a total volume of
54 cc, efficiency of 9%, and a resolution of 2.3 keV at 332 keV.

None of the principal gamma peaks of U-233 are visible in this spectrum. NDA of U-233
I by direct measurement of its gamma ray peaks would be quite difficult in the presence of

j

U-232 gamma rays even if the U-232 content and purification history are known.

The buildup of gamma activity due to U-232 daughter growth can be seen in Table I. These
data are based on cylindrical geometry with contact at the bottom of a thin iron container.

TABLE I

|

BUILDUP OF U-232 CHAIN GAMMA ACTIVITY
PER GRAM U-233

U-232 Rad/Hr at Contact
ppm Zero 25 d 1 yr 10 yr

10 0.002 0.020 0 195 0.575
100 0.005 0.158 1 90 6.50

1000 0.006 1.52 18 90 56.50
5000 0.140 7.65 94 20 282

In high gamma radiation fields, detector systems show saturation. Plastic scintillator
detectors of the HEDL random driver are reasonably linear at count rates up to ^10^ cps cor-
responding to ^30 mrad/hr. Experience at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory indicates that
gas proportional neutron detecting tubes begin to show bias and saturation effects as gamma
intensity approaches ^1 rad/hr.(2) Reasonably accurate NDA in high gamma radiation fields
can be dependent on adequate sample shielding.

RANDOM DRIVER NDA

Earlier NDA investigations with random drivers are indicated by the references.^ »^>5>6,7)

A random driver ordinarily employs 238pULi or ^-^AmL± (a,n) neutron sources to induce fissions
in the fissile material within a sample; hence, it "drives" the sample. Since the neutrons
emanating from the source have energies below the fission threshold of fertile materials, the
technique is insensitive to ^^Th an(j 238^ content in a sample. However, the source energy
is high enough to achieve the penetrability required for assaying samples of high fissile
mass, i.e., the problem of sample self-shielding is minimized.

The "randomness" of the driver pertains to the nature of the source, i.e., alpha-decay

J

is purely random in time, and since one neutron only is emitted per (a,n) reaction with Li,

the neutrons produced are also random and therefore not correlated with one another. This
characteristic enables multiple fast neutron scintillation detectors to distinguish noncor-
related source neutrons from fission-produced neutrons which have high probabilities of being
detected within a short coincidence interval, typically 35 nanoseconds.

In addition to the activation mode described above, commercial random drivers may also
include passive singles and passive coincidence counting modes.

The HEDL random driver built by the National Nuclear Corp. of Redwood City, California,
' is illustrated by Figure 2. The instrument utilizes a -^^PuLi (a>n ) neutron source providing
I

106 neutrons per second. Radially adjustable detector and source housing mounts enable well
|

diameter variations from 4 to 19 inches.
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250 PPM U-232 10 YEARS AFTER PURIFICATION

CHANNEL NUMBER

Fig. 1. U-233 Gamma Ray Spectrum Showing Dominance of U-232 Decay Chain
Gamma Emitters.
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Fig. 2. HEDL Random Driver.
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The instrument was designed as a versatile assay machine, capable of measuring plutonium
and uranium quantities over a wide range. Its primary function is to measure milligram to

gram quantities of Pu fissile, Pu-240, U-235, and U-233 contained in cans with outer dimen-
sions of 3-1/2 inches in diameter and 3-1/3 inches in height. These dimensions are associ-
ated with the majority of SNM containers used throughout HEDL operations.

The HEDL instrument is capable of singles counting modes involving 1 to 4 detectors, and
coincidence counting modes of (2 of 2, 3, 4), (3 of 3, 4), and (4 of 4) where the first fig-
ure in parenthesis is the number of coincidences and the last figures the number of detec-
tors. In the singles counting mode, a count is registered if any one of the plastic scintil-
lator detectors senses an event. In coincidence counting modes, the indicated number of de-
tectors must sense an event within the extremely small gated time period of about 50 nano-
seconds. The coincident count is related to gamma and neutron emissions from the nucleus in
an extremely short period following a fission event.

Plastic scintillator detectors of the instrument are sensitive to both gamma rays and
neutrons, and are responsive to very high count rates. The complete detector system exhibits
reasonable linearity up to ^10^ counts per second. Sensitivity to both gamma rays and neu-
trons is an important factor in applications as a small sample assay unit.

Figure 3 indicates well configurations associated with the HEDL instrument.

Detectors and neutron source housing are positioned on radially adjustable mounts to

accommodate container diameters up to 19 inches. When a lead sample shield is used, contain-
er diameters are limited within the 4-inch ID of the shield and detectors are positioned at
the shield perimeter. A lead sample shield was utilized to study NDA response as a function
of gamma ray shielding.

U-233 NDA STANDARDS

A series of six U-233 NDA experimental standards was prepared from 233{jQ2 powder con-
taining 7 ppm U-232 at about 2 years since purification. These standards are described by
Table II.

TABLE II

U-233 NDA EXPERIMENTAL STANDARDS

Grams, U-233 Isotopic Distribution

0.99 U-232 0. 0007 w/o
2.56 U-233 98. 026
4.20 U-234 1. 194
7.26 U-235 0. 078

10.66 U-236 0. 018
15.06 U-238 0. 683

RESULTS

U-233 experimental NDA was carried out with the HEDL random driver utilizing passive
singles counting, passive coincidence counting, and active coincidence counting. It was
concluded from these observations that passive singles, and active coincidence counting modes

may find applicability in U-233 NDA. Passive coincidence counting is not recommended due to

nonlinearity and an apparent high random coincidence count rate. Random coincidences are

corrected for in active coincidence counting.

Passive Singles Counting

Figure 4 indicates response of the passive singles counting mode with respect to the

U-233 standards. A count is registered in this mode when any one of the detectors senses a

gamma ray or neutron.

This counting mode would be quite useful for samples from a process in which the U-233
material is the same throughout. NDA standards prepared from this material would experience
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the same time dependent changes associated with the U-232 decay chain. Accordingly, the
gross gamma and neutron counting technique of the passive singles counting mode could be
applied throughout the process to assay waste, intermediate, and bulk quantities of material.
The experimental precision of the passive singles technique is within 0.2% at the 95% confi-
dence limit. Reliable passive singles counting is also very important in active coincidence
counting since random coincidence corrections depend on the singles count rate.

Passive Coincidence Counting

Theoretically, little or no basis exists for passive coincidence counting of U-233. The
low U-233 spontaneous fission factor of 4.6 x 10

-^ d/s/g should eliminate passive coincidence
I

counting for U-233 NDA. However, a passive coincidence response was observed with the random
! driver as indicated by Figure 5.

Two unusual conditions were noted: (1) the level of coincidence counts in view of the
very low U-233 mass, (2) the nonlinear increase with increasing U-233 mass. In an attempt to

identify mechanisms relating to the passive coincidence response of Figure 5, U-233 standards
were counted passively in a neutron well coincidence counter with BF3 neutron detecting tubes.
Results are summarized by Table III.

TABLE III

PASSIVE NEUTRON WELL COINCIDENCE COUNTING
OF U-233 STANDARDS

Counts Background 1 Gram 7 Gram 15 Gram

Gross 14792 15626 18588 22409
Real 31 40 48 68
Acc. 35 30 45 70

As expected, gross neutron activity shows a definite relation to U-233 mass, and is be-
lieved to be (a,n) neutrons. U-233 is an alpha emitter with a half life of 1.62 x 10^ years,
and the U-232 decay chain produces 7 alpha emitters whose intensity increases in accordance
with the decay of 1.91 year Th-228, the daughter of U-232. (a»n) reactions would occur with
oxygen in 233yo2 an<i low z impurities. The major low Z impurities include phosphorous 325 ppm,
aluminum 175 ppm, iron 85 ppm, sulfur 62 ppm, silicon 45 ppm and a number of others at lower
levels

,

The net neutron coincidence count is given by (Real - Acc). These values from Table III

show an insignificant neutron coincidence count level substantiating the very low level of

U-233 spontaneous fission, and also indicating that (a,n) induced fission in U-233 must be
quite low.

In view of nonlinearity
,
plastic scintillator detectors are not recommended for passive

coincidence counting of U-233 as a function of U-232 decay chain gamma activity. Passive
counting of this gamma activity can be carried out much more reliably by singles counting
which can be corrected for dead time to give a very good linear response according tO-FIgore 4.

ACTIVE COINCIDENCE COUNTING

Active coincidence counting utilizing plastic scintillator detectors depends on reason-
ably accurate corrections for random coincidence backgrounds. This requirement is particu-
larly important in active assay of U-233 containing U-232 with its decay chain gamma activity.
A few ppm U-232 depending on age since purification may result in a random coincidence back-
ground count rate many times higher than the induced fission count rate. Corrections for
random coincidence background may be made by (1) delay circuitry which cuts out gamma counts
enabling essentially neutron counting in fast coincidence, (3) delay lines which interrupt
the gamma ray pattern enabling evaluations of random to true coincidence ratios, (3) resolv-
ing time correction formulas . The particular random driver in use at HEDL is not equipped
with delay circuitry, and use of delay lines has not yet been investigated. Consequently,
this study is based on resolving time correction formulas. This subject is covered in de-
tail by Gozani. (8)
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Active coincidence counting of U-233 can be somewhat complicated with plastic scintil-
lator detectors depending on the U-232 decay chain gamma activity. The random gamma coinci-

I
dence rate is quite high and increases nonlinearly as indicated by Figure 5. Table IV in-

|

dicates the effect of combining random gamma coincidences. Two gamma sources A and B were
I measured separately in positions 1 and 2, respectively. The sum of the individual count
i rates was 7748 cps. The two sources were then measured simultaneously in respective posi-
tions; however, the combined random coincidence count rate was then 14112 cps representing
an increase greater than 80% over the individual sum.

TABLE IV

RANDOM GAMMA COINCIDENCE COMBINATION
1

Gamma Coincidence Cps

I Gamma Source A 6750
Gamma Source B 998

Individual 7748
Combined 14112

The combining of random gamma coincidences must be taken into account when using plastic

I

scintillator detectors in active coincidence counting. Essentially the sample and the source

I

are measured simultaneously; the sample, the source, and the environmental background are
measured separately. When the latter three backgrounds are accounted for, the result is a

combined active coincidence component (Acc.) plus a random coincidence component (Rcc). The
component (Rcc.) must be evaluated in order to express (Acc). (See Table V.)

TABLE V

ACTIVE COINCIDENCE COUNTING COMPONENTS

X = Sample Background
S = Source Background
B = Environmental Background

Acc. = Active Induced Count Rate
Rcc. = Random Coincidence Count Rate

X + S + B + (Acc. + Rcc.)

- (X + B)

- (S + B)

_B
NET = (Acc. + Rcc.)

Table VI lists typical data associated with the U-233 standards containing 7 ppm U-233,

2 years old. The net count rate representing the U-233 fissile content is 126 cps. Note by

column 2 that a count rate of 1142 cps results before the random coincidence correction is

made.
I

TABLE VI

U-233 ACTIVE NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY

Counts per Second

Random
Coincidence

Singles Coincidence Correction

Sample + Source
Sample
Source
Environmental
Background

NET
611

441,000
333,000
106,000

400

6,140
3,632
1,376

10

1,142

2,722
1,549

157
0

1.016 (126 cps)



I

For uranium and plutonium associated with very little gamma activity, corrections indi- !

cated by column 2 of Table VI suffice since the random coincidence rate is negligibly small.
|

Because the random coincidence rate is quite high for the U-233 with 7 ppm U-232 at age
2 years, random coincidence corrections indicated by column 3 are very necessary.

Figure 6 summarizes U-233 data based on a one-inch lead sample shield. The lead sample
shield serves to reduce the singles count rate to levels not severely affected by saturation.

j

Alternatively, the singles count rate could also have been reduced by radial movement of the
four detectors outward. The setup with lead shielding is described to demonstrate that the
technique does work when the intense gamma rays from the U-232 decay chain are shielded. Al-
though the one-inch lead shield reduces the gamma activity to more ideal levels for NDA, the
induced activation count rate is also reduced, in particular, the fission gamma response.
The induced gamma, neutron total fission count rate is reduced by an approximate factor of

five when a one-inch lead sample shield is used.

j

The data of Figure 6 represent a family of curves related to resolving times in making
random coincidence corrections. Resolving times determined electronically may vary by a

few nanoseconds and could lead to significant error in making random coincidence corrections.'
This would be particularly true if the net active count rate is undercorrected . (Overcorrect-
ing is not so serious since values remain in proportion to induced fission rates.) In this I

case, the residual random coincidence count rate of the U-232 decay chain would be miscon-
|

strued as a reflection of the induced active count rate.

The correct resolving time is that which results in approximately the same net active
count rates for standards with and without the U-232 decay chain gamma activity. The cali-
bration point indicated in Figure 6 was determined by the count rate associated with a 15-

gram unirradiated U-235 standard which has very little random coincidence background. A
resolving time of 49 nanoseconds resulted in very nearly the same count rate for U-233 with
high gamma activity as for the U-235 on a gram-for-gram basis. The U-235 response was ad-
justed to the expected count rate for U-233 in proportion to thermal neutron fission cross

i

sections. Count rates for U-235 and plutonium by active assay have been found to agree very
well in proportion to their respective thermal neutron fission cross sections with use of a

(Pu-238,Li) neutron source. In practice, resolving time calibration would best be carried
out with two U-233 standards of equal fissile content. One of these standards would contain
a few ppm of U-232 to provide a high random coincidence background. A resolving time is de- '

termined which then results in approximately equal net active count rates for both standards. 1

Since pure U-233 was not readily available at the time, unirradiated U-235 served as a suit- i

able substitute. Table VII describes factors in making random coincidence corrections.

TABLE VII

RANDOM COINCIDENCE CORRECTIONS

Random Coincidence Corrections = F(—) T

where

:

F is related to the number of detectors
(not always the same as the number of

detectors) F = 3 for 2 of 3 coincidences
since 3 detectors provide 3 combinations
for coincidences to occur. F = 6 for 2

of 4 coincidences since 4 detectors pro-
vide 6 combinations for coincidences to

occur. Coincidence corrections become
more complicated for 3 or more coinci-
dences according to Gozani.(8)

Rs is the singles count rate for N detec-
tors

Rs— is the singles count rate per detector
N

A is the number of coincidences out of N
detectors

t is the resolving time
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Fig. 6. The Effect of Resolving Time of Random Coincidence Corrections
for Active NDA.
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The calibration curve of Figure 6 associated with a resolving time of 49 nanoseconds is
reasonably linear. A linear fit of the data gives an average standard deviation of M).6 g
uranium or 4% at the 15 gram level. The standard deviation is much wider at the lower gram
levels; however, calibration over a wide range can be misleading. The recommended calibra-
tion procedure is a two-point technique closely bracketing the level of fissile material to
be assayed. In this case, count rate levels for a two-point calibration involving one and
two gram standards, for example, could be adjusted and would result in a standard deviation 1

of ^4% as well. The practice of multiple calibration points over a wide range should be
avoided as much as possible in nondestructive assay particularly for this reason. An addi-
tional benefit is the fact that more counting time can be associated with a minimum number
of points on a curve thereby improving reliability from a statistical counting standpoint.
The ultimate precision attainable in active assay of uranium and plutonium with the HEDL ran- I

dom driver is a standard deviation of ^1.5% based on a two-point calibration technique. This
level of precision is associated with fissile standards essentially free of random coinci-
dence background. Figure 7 shows a two-point calibration based on unshielded samples.

Since active coincidence counting for fissile material associated with high gamma activ-
ity depends on small differences between large numbers, instrument performance must be very
stable. Frequent high voltage checks and evaluation of the resolving time should be made.
Plastic scintillator detectors should be conditioned by continuous counting of a source in
the range of samples to be assayed. The basis for this requirement is given by Table VIII.
Detectors were individually adjusted to give very nearly the same reading with a given gamma
source after overnight inactivity. One detector was then disconnected and a gamma source
of 1.7 x 106 cps was counted over a 1-hour period. Note the count rate increase with the
active detectors. Ultimately, the active detectors "cool off", so to speak, and return to

the initial adjusted count rate. Because of this condition, detectors should be activated
for a period prior to use in high precision NDA work.

TABLE VIII

PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR DETECTOR CONDITIONING
i

Detector No. 1 2 3 4

3.1 x 10 4 3.1 x 104

4.2 x 104 4.2 x 10*

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

HEDL investigation of U-233 NDA with a random driver was undertaken to gain experi-

ence in activation assay of proliferation resistant fuels. Results of this study are pre-

sented primarily from the standpoint of providing information that may be useful in develop-

ment of associated NDA techniques. Promotion of random drivers for this purpose was not a

principal goal; however, random drivers may prove to be competitive in NDA of proliferation

resistant fuels.

Restrictions on U-233 NDA including low spontaneous fission factor, limited gamma ray

signatures, and low thermal energy release indicate that activation techniques should be used

for U-233 NDA. In order to apply active NDA utilizing plastic scintillator detectors, a high
random coincidence rate due to gamma activity from the U-232 decay chain must be corrected

for. Corrections were found to be very dependent on resolving times. The proper resolving
time was determined experimentally by comparison with an unirradiated U-235 standard.

The standard deviation for active assay of U-233 with a high random coincidence back-

ground is ^7%. In comparison, the standard deviation for U-235 with very low random coin-

cidence background is ^1.5%. The difference in precision is due to the accuracy with which

random coincidence corrections can be made.

A two-point calibration technique with standards bracketing levels of fissile material
samples as closely as possible is recommended for most accurate results.
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Passive singles counting was found to be a very accurate technique for high gamma U-233 !

samples. This technique would be very useful in a process whereby all of the material con-
!

tained the same U-232 content and purification history, when the counts per second per gram
fissile is established in such a process, the technique could be applied to all categories
of material including waste. The standard deviation for passive singles counting based on a

two-point calibration is M).l%.

The study concluded that passive coincidence counting has no practical application in
U-233 NDA since the observed coincidence count rate is essentially all random coincidences
due to U-232 decay chain gamma activity.
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MEASUREMENT OF PLUTONIUM AND AMERICIUM IN MOLTEN SALT RESIDUES
*

by

Francis X. Haas, James L. Lawless, Wayne E. Herren, and Marvin E. Hughes
Rockwell International, Energy Systems Group, P.O. Box 464, Golden, Colorado 80401

ABSTRACT

The measurement of plutonium and americium in molten salt residues using

a segmented gamma-ray scanning device is described. This system was calibrated
using artificially fabricated as well as process generated samples. All samples
were calorimetered and the americium to plutonium content of the samples
determined by gamma-ray spectroscopy. For the nine samples calorimetered thus
far, no significant biases are present in the comparison of the segmented gamma-
ray assay and the calorlmetric assay. Estimated errors are of the 10 percent
and is dependent on the americium to plutonium ratio determination.

KEYWORDS: Waste assay, plutonium, americium, nuclear safeguards,
nondestructive assay.

INTRODUCTION

A segmented gamma-ray scanning device has been installed at Rocky Flats for measurement
of Waste residues in small, less than one gallon, containers. Initially, the system has
been programmed to assay crushed molten salt residues for plutonium and americium. The
americium assay is required to account for the decay of the isotope 241-Pu. The salt
residues are generated in the plutonium recovery process by a molten extraction procedure.
The spent chloride salt media from the extraction contains all of the americium and some of

the plutonium present in the plutonium feed material. Plutonium content of the salts ranges
up to 400 grams and americium content to 30 grams. Typically, the ratio of americium to
plutonium is 5- to 10 percent. Matrix weights are of the order of 2 kilograms.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The measured salts are doubly contained in stainless steel cans: A Volrath 8801 can
inside a volrath 8802 can. The outside dimensions of the sample cylinder are approximately
4.25 inches in diameter and 5.5 inches tall. A commercially available counting system,
Canberra Industries Model 2220C, (Ref. 1) is used to assay the salts. The sample can is
divided into five segments and each segment is counted for 200 seconds. The plutonium is
measured using the area of the 414-keV peak; the americium is measured using the area of the
662-keV peak. We also monitor the intensity of the 393-keV peak due to 239-Pu.

Gamma ray attenuation corrections are made for all of these gamma rays using the 400
keV gamma-ray peak from an external 75-SE transmission source. The relative attenuation
correction for the 400 keV gamma ray to that occuring at the 662-keV americium gamma ray
was measured by recording the transmission of gamma rays from the 72-SE source and an
external 137-CS source, energy 662 keV, through a molten salt cake containing no radioactive
contaminants. The measured ratio of the mass attenuation coefficients at 662 keV is 0.78.

*
Operated by Rockwell International for DOE under Contrace DE-AC04-76DP03533.
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Figure 1 shows a gamma-ray spectrum of the 400 keV energy region from a sample
containing approximately 10 percent americium relative to plutonium. High count rates from

the sample required that we incorporate pulse pile-up rejector electronics into the system.

This reduced the high energy tailing on the accumulated peaks and the amount of coincident
summing in the crystal of the 208 keV peak from the decay of 237-U and 241-Am. This latter
peak, 416 keV, is now seen as only a slight "bump" on the high energy base of the 414-keV
peak. The pile-up rejector electronics has allowed us to maintain a simple background
subtraction procedure for the areas of the peaks. By monitoring the area of the 393-keV peak

|

relative to the area of the 414 keV peak, we have ascertained that this model of area deter- I

mination is adequate for americium levels below 15 percent relative to plutonium. The ratio
of 393-keV assay to that obtained from the 414-keV assay range from 0.97 to 1.03 with the

uncertainty of each determination being of the order of 4 percent or less.

CALIBRATION

The system has been calibrated for plutonium by fabricating salt standards containing
100- , 200- , and 400 grams of plutonium. These standards contain no americium and have been
calibrated by calorimetric techniques. Agreement of the gamma-scan values with those
obtained from calorlmetry were less than 3 percent. System reproducibility for these

samples was +/- 2 percent.

The americium calibration was obtained by preparing two salt samples into which
weighed quantities of americium of 6 and 29 grams, respectively, were added. Both of these
samples were contaminated with about 25 grams each of plutonium. This was verified by both
the calorimeter and the gamma-ray spectra. It was these samples that called our attention
to the interferences present at 416 keV due to pile-up of the 208 keV gamma-ray and at 419
keV due to the americium in the samples. To investigate the extent of these interferences
three samples were prepared having approximately 5-, 10-, and 20 percent americium relative
to plutonium. Again, contamination of the samples occurred as indicated.

By comparison of the calorimetric assay with the assigned weights, however, the
agreement between the calorimetric assay and the segmented gamma assay was within 5

percent. The calorimetric determination in this latter case was calculated using the
americium to plutonium ratio determined by gamma-ray spectroscopy using the 125 keV peak
from americium and the 129 keV peak from plutonium. Five spectra are summed, one spectrum
from each segment, and the ratio determined from the summed spectrum.

Calibration of the system was also undertaken using samples selected from inventory.
The Department of Energy, Albuquerque Operations Office, Division of Safeguards and Security
(DOE/ALO-DSS) requested that the molten salt waste category undergo an inventory verifica-
tion study for their most recent audit. Nine samples were chosen. Each sample was
calorimetered and the americium/plutonium ratio determined as above. All of the packages
were chosen on a highly selective basis because of the limited calibration range, less than
3 watts, of the calorimeters used for the study. In addition, the selection involved the
handling of a minimum number of drum storage containers to minimize the health hazards to
the operating personnel.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the results of the comparison of the plutonium values obtained by
calorimetry versus those measured by the segmented gamma-ray system. The points represented
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Figure 1. Spectrum of the 400 keV energy region used for segmented
gamma-ray assay. Peaks used in the analysis are the
393- and 414-keV peaks from the decay of 239-Pu.
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by x's are the points measured for the prepared standards. The dots represent the data for
the DOE/ALO-DSS verification samples. Figure 3 shows the corresponding data for the
americium values. The straight line indicates the locus of points where the segmented
gamma scan values equal the calorimetry values. The predominant error in this technique
is that propagated by the uncertainty in the americium/plutonium ratio determination applied
the calorimetry values. This error is estimated to be 7- to 10 percent based on comparisons
with the same ratio obtained using the 419-keV and 414-keV gamma rays and previous results
relative to the verification program (Ref . 2) since the americium contributes 30- to 90
percent of the heat in all of the samples, except the pure plutonium samples, the overall
uncertainty in the plutonium determination by calorimetry is then of the order of 3- to 10
percent. Error bars on all the points overlap the line of equality in the figures, except
those points with the error bars Indicated.

A statistical study of the comparison of the results from the gamma-ray segmented scan
with calorimeter results for the nine inventory samples indicate a standard bias for the
samples of -5.1 percent with an error of 6.2 percent. For the small number of samples
studied, the relative biases are not statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence
level. The study of biases is continuing at the present time, four samples per month will
be taken from inventory, calorimetered , and counted at least once per week for the month.
This process will continue until a statistically significant number of samples are verified
and biases, if any, determined.
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Comparion of plutonium values obtained by calorimetry
and segmented gamma scan. Dots represent values from
inventory samples, x's represent values from artificially
made salts. See text.
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FIG 3

Comparison of americium values obtained by calorimetry and
segmented gamma scan. Dots represent values from inventory
samples, x's represent values from artificially made salts.
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URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM ASSAY OF CRATED WASTE BY
GAMMA RAY, SINGLES NEUTRON, AND SLOW NEUTRON COINCIDENCE

COUNTING*

by

Ronald A. Harlan
Rockwell International, Energy Systems Division, Rocky Flats Plant,

Golden, Colorado 80401

ABSTRACT

Nuclear counting techniques were applied to plutonium contami-
nated waste in 4-ft by 4-ft by 7-ft wooden crates sealed with a fire
retardant polyester plus fiberglass overcoat. The counting systems
were proven to be useful for safeguards verification measurements and

to some extent for accountability measurements. Neutron and gamma ray
measurements both are recommended. The latter serve to double check
the neutron results and provide a capability for estimating uranium
and other radionuclides that may be in the waste but that do not emit
usable amounts of neutrons. About 5 grams (g) of plutonium or uranium
can be detected in 20 minutes.

KEYWORDS: Counter, estimates, gamma rays, neutrons, nondestructive
assay, pi utoni urn waste, safeguards, uranium waste, verifica-
tion.

INTRODUCTION

The Rocky Flats Plant has disposed of a large portion of its contaminated waste
by putting waste in 4-ft by 4-ft by 7-ft (1.22 by 1.22 by 2.13 m) wooden crates.
Before shipment to retrievable or irretrievable storage, the crates were sealed with
a fireresistant fiberglass reinforced polyester coating. These large containers were
and presently are used for their economy relative to disposal in smaller containers.

A crate counter was built to estimate the plutonium content in waste. 1 The
counter responded only to neutron events counted singly (singles neutrons). It was
intended to provide a safeguards verification measurement for waste, and possibly an

accountability value in addition. The wastes expected were primarily metallic
matrices which had been partially decontaminated in a water wash operation. In

recent times, dry combustible wastes assayed in 55-gallon drums were subsequently
dumped into crates as were drum counted high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)

filters. Practice did not bear out the author's original hope for an oxide or hydro-
xide chemical form of plutonum in the waste. The results of these disposal practices
were large and variable neutron outputs from (cc,n) reactions on waste matrix mater-
ials in addition to the desired spontaneous fission neutrons from pi utoni um-240. If

the 241/\m/p u ratio exceeds 0.01, additional (<x,n) neutrons become important because
of americi urn's high specific activity. Gamma ray detectors were placed at the crate-
counting facility not only to double-check neutron counting results, but to provide a

means to estimate the amounts of uranium or other radionuclides which could be in

some wastes.

*This work was supported by the USD0E under Contract DE-AC04-76DP03533.
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The crate counter now serves as a verifier of values assigned via drum counters
for combustibles and HEPA filters and by scans of metallic parts with hand-held
survey meters in light metal waste. As an assay device, the crate counter cannot
equal the more accurate performance of small package counters or drum counters
because of the geometric and absorption problems of large crates.

EXPERIMENTAL

Equipment

The neutron counting portion of the crate counter consisted of 10 lithium
loaded zinc sulfide screens 12 in. (305 mm) in diameter coupled by Lucite light
pipes to 5-in. diameter (127 mm) photomulti pi ier tubes. The tubes were connected
in turn through standard nuclear preamplifiers, amplifiers, and discriminators to
printing scalers. Discriminators were set to eliminate gamma ray response by choos-
ing a setting well above that where response to 60Co gamma rays was stopped. Unfor-
tunately, this also reduced the neutron counting efficiency considerably. The detec-
tors were mounted outside a polyethylene cave with 2-in. thick (51 mm) walls.

Crates placed by fork lift on a table, which was moved by roller conveyor, were
totally enclosed when rolled inside the cave. Figure 1 shows the counter being
loaded and Figure 2 shows the counter in its counting configuration. Detector place-
ment may be noted in Figures 1 and 2. The detectors are the dark devices on top and

underneath the cave and are inside conical covers on the sides.

An external monitor box is visible in Figure 2. The small white polyethylene
box contained one detector identical to those on the main counter and was constructed
with alternating polyethylene and cadmium except for the face opposite the main
counter. The detector was mounted inside on 2-in. thick polyethylene and faced the
crate and drum storage area of the building. The five sides with cadmium effectively
decoupled this detector from neutrons originating in crates in the counter. If

higher throughput were desired, one crate could be counted every 20 minutes, and

background could be estimated by multiplying the external monitor count by an experi-
mentally measured factor. * This was usually not done in practice because additional
error was introduced into the background measurements. This additional error effec-
tively doubled the minimum detectable amount of plutonium.

The chosen neutron counting sequence alternated background measurement and crate
measurement always terminating in a background measurement. This sequence was chosen
so that backgrounds measured immediately before and after each crate can be aver-
aged. The averaging procedure gave a better estimate of changing room backgrounds
than the external monitor described above.

Another monitor, not shown in Figures 1 and 2, was provided. All incoming
crates or drums pass by the counter through a door just off the right-hand edge of

Figure 2. The Nal(Tl) detector in this monitor at the door senses gamma rays from
incoming shipments. When a preset level is reached, any crate count in progress is

automatically stopped until the local radiation field is returned to an acceptably
low level. Counting is then resumed.

A slow neutron coincidence counter (SNCC) unit was borrowed from Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory for testing with the neutron portion of our system. This unit

has its own shift register logic and signal processing and has been described else-
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where.^ The unit was connected to our system to use only the logic processing
portion presenting data in the forms: time, total count, real coincidence plus acci-
dental count, and accidental count.

Gamma ray assay capabilities were added after the original installation. * For
evaluation purposes, two 4-in. diameter x 2-in. thick (102 x 51 mm) Nal(Tl) detectors
were placed on top of the counter adjacent to neutron detectors already there. These
were shielded from crates with 0.25 in. (6.4 mm) of lead and 0.06 in. (1.5 mm) of
cadmium. This shielding eliminated 60 keV radiation and reduced the count rate from
plutonium gamma rays to permit reasonable multichannel analyzer (MCA) deadtimes.
Lead shielding 2 in. thick was also placed in the horizontal plane around the Nal(Tl)
detectors.

A high-purity germanium detector was placed on a movable cart, which could be

rolled into position when desired. This detector was placed 6 ft (1.8 m) from the
edge of a crate in the counter cave and centered longitudinally. The germanium
detector had an efficiency of 15% of that of a 3- x 3-in. Nal(Tl) cylinder for the
cobalt-60 1.33 MeV gamma ray. It was shielded on its circumference by 2 in. of lead

and at its face by 0.06 in. of cadmium and 0.01 in. of copper sheet, again to reduce
deadtime at the MCA.

Pulses from the Nal(Tl) detectors entered a pair of amplifiers, adjusted to

match the gains, and the outputs passed through a summing amplifier to an MCA.
Alternatively, the output from the germanium detector after amplification was

sometimes passed to the MCA. At times, two MCA's were available. Data were
collected simultaneously from all three counting systems whenever possible.

Cal ibration

The counter was first calibrated with Pu02 sources for neutron counting. Four
sources with 25 g each of plutonium were placed in a specially built crate with 35
"through" tubes. Figure 3 diagrams the standards crate. One end of the real crate
is visible in Figure 1. The crate has been used only with a combustibles matrix at

this writing. Two PuF^ sources, each containing 25 g of plutonium, were also used to

evaluate problems and test gamma ray detection systems.

After this calibration, 10 crates of combustibles were accepted that had been

filled with drum counted material. The summed drum counts were taken as a standard
value. The counter response to these crates was then compared to the plutonium oxide
calibration. A similar procedure was followed for eight HEPA filter crates. Mean
neutron counting connection factors were derived from these results. These crates
were used to derive a gamma ray calibration, assuming drum count results were cor-

rect.

Samples

Over 200 crates have been counted and distributed approximately as 50% combus-

tibles, 29% HEPA filters, and 21% light metals categories. All were neutron counted

and 33 were also gamma ray counted. Crates were not routinely gamma ray counted for

production unless neutron results were over 100 g and disagreed violently with the

originators value which was assigned before movement to the preshipment storage

building. These data may be used for further calibration adjustments. Several

crates with smaller gram values were gamma ray counted for research purposes.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Neutron Counting Responses

Response to Pu02 neutron sources are given in Table I for a bare source and
for sources moved throughout the standard crate to derive an average response. The
counting efficiency for a bare source was 0.22%, and for a distributed source in the
average combustibles crate was 0.11%. These efficiencies are much smaller than the
theoretical value of 1% because of the high discriminator thresholds used.

Table II summarizes data on average minimum detectable amounts of plutonium as

oxide and in the real waste. These data were derived using summed drum counter
results. One can see that the (oc,n) reactions make an important contribution toward
larger count rates and therefore lower minimum amounts. A detraction is the large
range of responses within a category of waste. Geometrical variations coupled with
(<*,n) production variations have caused disagreements usually less than a factor
of 4, but ranging up to a factor of 10 when comparing results within a category. The
crate counter tended to overrespond more often than it underresponded. In any case,
a confirmatory gamma ray count is essential for semiquantitative work.

The SNCC trials were unsuccessful. Because the detection efficiency was low,
the coincident signal was totally lost in the accidental coincidences and real coin-
cidences in the background. Also, it appeared that the neutron dieaway times were
much longer than the 128 yttsec gate on the SNCC. This 128 //sec gate was the longest
avail abl e.

Gamma Ray Responses

Count rates were adequate with the Ge detector and more than adequate with the
Nal(Tl) detectors. The former detector was favored because of its superior resolu-
tion. After the initial calibration with production crates, agreement with summed
drum count results was good, in most cases within +40%.

Both Nal(Tl) and Ge data were examined to seek (cc,n) and (a,p) reaction gamma
rays up to 5 MeV energy with negative results for 20-minute counts. Had these been
detectable, they could potentially have provided a means to correct neutron
responses. ^ Tests with the PUF4 sources easily showed the 1275 keV gamma ray of

22Na. It was concluded that PUF4 does not occur to any great extent in the plants
waste crates, but it must be remembered that all crates did not receive a gamma ray

count. In only one very "hot" crate counted for 6 hours were any possible reaction
gamma rays observed. Such long count times are considered impractical for routine
use. Gamma ray counting can detect high americium-241 to plutonium ratios and poten-
tially could explain some high neutron count rates in this way.

Gamma ray counting served to confirm the presence and amounts of uranium-235 in

some crates. Also, uranium-233 was sought in some crates containing very old glove
box lines being discarded. None was detected. Neutron counting would not detect
these radionuclides.

One may conclude from data obtained that gamma ray assay was essential to good
verification operations and gave generally more reliable estimates of plutonium con-

tents than did singles neutron counting. The latter was essential, however, since
gamma rays are easily shielded. Both techniques are needed for verification.
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Table I. Response of Rocky Flats Crate Counter to P11O2 Sources.

Counts per Standard
Configuration second per gram error

Bare Source, Empty Counter 0.269 0.004

Average of 4 ea. 25 g Pu02
moved to 24 locations
"mapping" crate volume. 0.131 0.046

Background 99.1( a
) 1.4

(
a

) Independent of special nuclear material, but influenced slightly by mass
of waste matrix. Units are counts per second only.

Table II. Detection limits for plutonium by singles neutron counting under
current counting parameters, in an average crate with 1200 sec. count.

Limit at confidence
Plutonium form( a

) level 0.95 (g)

Pu02 with no matrix (oc,n) 8

reactions, but in

combustibles matrix.

PuX in combustible waste 1.6

PuX in HEPA filters 0.8

PuX in light metals 0.6 (
b

)

(
a

) "X" means chemical form unknown,
(b) Subject to further study.
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Examples of Verification Usefulness

The crate counter neutron measurements from the start of production waste
measurements consistently indicated more plutonium than was being reported in the
light metal category. As an example, one crate was sent back to the originator,
opened, and its contents rescanned by a collimated hand-held gamma ray survey meter.
When the new estimate was made, it agreed within 5% with crate counter gamma ray
measurements. This led to a review of administrative control of crate packing opera-
tions and subsequently to tightening procedures. Use of the counter has led to
improved normal operating loss (NOL) accountability.

In another case, gamma ray counting found a small amount of uranium in a crate
which should have had none, and no uranium in a crate which should have had some.
The crates were sequentially numbered indicating a probable clerical error in number-
ing the two crates. Incidentally, the gamma ray measurements at the crate counter,
assuming a labeling mixup, was almost exactly the amount of uranium reported by the
originator of the crates.

A Second Generation Counter

Thought has been given to improving crate counter design. It is believed that
slow neutron coincidence counting must be included in an improved design. In order
for it to work, better neutron efficiency (10 to 30%) is needed. Shielding is essen-
tial to reduce the correlated neutron background induced by cosmic rays. The coun-
ting facility preferably should not be too near the crate traffic and storage area or
must be heavily shielded.

It was estimated that 200 1-in. dia., 4-atm helium-3 neutron detectors s3 feet
long can do the job adequately. Fewer detectors of larger size could be used. For
safeguards purposes, it is not necessary to make the background essentially zero;
therefore a few feet of earth or concrete could suffice for shielding purposes.

The good penetrability of neutrons makes this concept attractive for verifica-
tion at the irretrievable waste activity level of 10 nCi Pu/gram of waste. To do
this, one would want all of the detection efficiency one could reasonably design into

the system and very effective shielding. Safeguards gamma ray measurements of
crates, perhaps on a rotating table, are essential for complete verification if

special nuclear material other than plutonium will be present. SNCC development
activities for large waste containers are planned at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
and the author will look forward to those results.

SUMMARY

The crate counter has proven its value as a safeguards verification tool. It

can provide fair accountability, relying more heavily on gamma ray counting for quan-

titative estimates in its present form. While single measurement errors may be

large, results averaged over many crates provide good NOL values. The crate counter
has led to improved accountability at one point of origin, and one may speculate that

further improvements may be forthcoming, particularly when the light metals waste
category data are digested fully. Experience gained will aid design of a second
generation crate counting facility, should one be funded.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Crate Counter being loaded with standards crate; note standards crate

and cf. Figure 3.

Figure 2. Crate Counter with crate and table rolled into position.

Figure 3. Illustration of method of loading sources in a crate for calibration.
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Discussion:

Eccleston (LASL):
Can you tell me the advantages you realized by using a lithium-loaded zinc sulfide

detection system rather than 3He detectors?

Harlan (Rockwell-Rocky Flats):
I think today I would use ^Ue, but at the time we were designing this counter we had

just installed a drum counter, and it had BF3 detectors. We were having a lot of trouble
with instability. It turned out that there was just water vapor coming of the new concrete
pit, and that was causing the high voltage to break down. In any case, we were suspicious
of building another system right at that point that might give us a lot of trouble. Also,
one would need very many %e or BF3 detectors, perhaps one hundred or more, to get a
high efficiency. And, since you can't gang too many of these together, they would require
a lot of preamps. We only used four detectors ganged onto one preamp, which goes to an
amplifier and thus to a discriminator. Thus, we only used three amplifiers in this sytem.

The electronics would have been more complicated and expensive to use ^He detectors. As
I said, for a second generation counter, I think I would use ^He detectors.

Eccleston:
What sort of an efficiency did you have with your lithium counters?

Harlan:

At the discriminator points at which I am operating, the efficiency is only one-tenth
of a percent, roughly.

Eccleston:
Why do you think you would need one hundred ^He counters, then? What kind of an

efficiency would you have with one hundred %e counters?

Harlan:
I don't know. That would be getting near that 10$ number.

Eccleston:
Are you familiar with the work that Q-2 has done with their tunnel detectors?

Harlan:
Yes. In fact, in the written paper, I comment right at the end that I know that LASL

is working on developing counters for large containers such as these. They are being
funded through the transuranic waste program. I will be watching with great interest to

see what they design.
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Evaluation of an Ljjj X-ray Absorption-Edge Densitometer
For Assay of Mixed Uranium-Plutonium Solutions

W. C. MOSLEY, M. C. THOMPSON, and L. W. REYNOLDS

Savannah River Laboratory

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company

Aiken, South Carolina 29801

ABSTRACT

An Lin x-ray absorption- edge densitometer (XRAED) ,
designed and built at Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory, has been evaluated at Savannah River Laboratory for the assay of

|
uranium and plutonium in process solutions. For 2000-second data collection, the

precisions (95% confidence level) for uranium assays varied + 1.04% at 10 g of uranium per

I

liter to 0.34% at 45 g/L, and plutonium assays varied from +6.7% at 2 g of plutonium

per liter to +2.2% at 10 g/L. Hydroxylamine nitrate, a reducing agent used in solvent

extraction te?ts, affect the accuracies of both uranium and plutonium assay by densitometry,

and plutonium analysis by coulometry. It appears that the XRAED could be used to control

the SRL miniature mixer-settlers, but additional testing will be needed to demonstrate

that XRAED accuracy is sufficient for accountability of special nuclear materials.

KEYWORDS: X-ray absorption- edge densitometry, uranium and plutonium

solutions assay, densitometer evaluation

INTRODUCTION

Rapid, on-line, nondestructive assay of uranium and plutonium concentrations in nuclear
fuel reprocessing streams may be used to control the process and maintain accountability of
special nuclear materials (SNM) . An x-ray absorption- edge densitometer (XRAED) designed and
built by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) has been evaluated at Savannah River Labo-
ratory (SRL) for accurate assay of uranium and plutonium in process solutions. XRAED pre-
cision was determined from multiple assays of individual samples. Accuracy was determined
by comparing XRAED assays to highly accurate chemical analyses. An initial 6-month evaluation
of the XRAED for assay of 20-100 g/L of uranium process solutions showed results to be
accurate within ±0.6 g/L (95% confidence level). This paper reports the results of the XRAED
evaluation during the following 10 months for assay of process solutions containing both

I plutonium and uranium.
I

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

X-Ray Absorption-Edge Densitometer

Description

LASL designed the XRAED to assay solutions with uranium to plutonium ratios (U/Pu)

between 4 and 10 and Pu concentrations between 2 and 10 g/L. 1 The densitometer (Figure 1)

consists of four basic components:

1. The x-ray source and beam tube

2. The sample cell
3. The SiCLi) detector
4. A computer-based multichannel analyzer
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The x-ray source has a tungsten target and molybdenum filter and operates at 20.6 kV
to produce an x-ray spectrum with relatively constant intensity near the Lm edges of
uranium and plutonium (17.168 and 18.057 keV, respectively) and with a sharp cut-off
above the plutonium edge. The x-ray beam is collimated to 5 mm.

The sample cell used at SRL was made of stainless steel with Kel-F® (registered
trademark of the 3M Company) windows. It was connected by a stainless steel loop to
filling and sampling equipment in an adjacent glove box containing miniature mixer settlers
used for studies of coprocessing solvent extractions. The sample cell was enclosed in a

secondary containment cabinet maintained at negative pressure with respect to the room. An
alpha monitor in the cabinet exhaust was used to detect any leakage from the sample cell.
No leakage occurred during the evaluation.

The Si (Li) detector was 30 mm square with a resolution of 155 eV, full width at half
maximum at 5.7 keV. The optimum detector count rate for data collection was 20,000 counts
per second.

A TN-1700 multichannel analyzer based on a Data General Supernova® computer was used
for data acquisition. Software in BASIC language was developed by LASL for data collection
and analysis. Input and output were made via a General Electric TermiNet® equipped with a

cassette tape unit for recording assay results and x-ray spectra.

Theory of Operation

In absorption-edge densitometry, uranium and plutonium concentrations are determined
by comparing the sample-attenuated x-ray spectrum with the spectrum of a 0.5M HNO3 reference
solution. 1 X-ray transmission through a sample of thickness x at energies just above and
below the Ljjj absorption edge are, respectively:

T = T e
1 m

-u 1 px

T„ = T e
-y 2 px (1)

where, p is the sample elemental concentration of interest and the u is the mass attenuation

coefficient. T includes any matrix contribution to the transmission. The ratio of these
hi

transmissions removes the matrix effects from the concentration measurement:

R

and

= Tl/T2
= e"

Awx
(2)

p = In R/k (where k = Aux) (3)

The calibration factor, k, can be evaluated empirically using standard solutions of known p.

The reduction of data begins with a normalization (channel by channel division) of the

sample spectrum to the reference spectrum to remove matrix effects. A first-difference
spectrum is generated from the normalized data. The difference spectrum displays peaks,

the centroids of which coincide with the absorption edges in the normalized data. The
background-subtracted integral under the peak is the ratio, R, defined in Equation 2.

The first- difference spectrum is analyzed by determining the background-subtracted

integrals with specified regions of interest containing the uranium peak, the plutonium

peak, or backgrounds. For the mixed U-Pu samples, the background between the two peaks

cannot be used, so only the background regions on either side of the peaks are calculated.

Backgrounds at the peaks are determined by linear extrapolation. Background in the peak

regions are determined with a straight- line extrapolation of these. The background-

subtracted integrals, which are the experimental values of R, are used to determine the

assay using stored calibration constants according to Equation 2.
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Calibration

The calibration constants in equation 3 for the XRAED were determined at LASL using
mixed standard uranium-plutonium solutions with compositions representative of the range
for process solutions. These calibration standards were stored and assayed in sample cells
which were geometrically identical to the flow-through cell used at SRL.

LASL personnel verified these calibrations for the XRAED installation at SRL using
mixed solutions made from nonstandard materials. These solutions were made from reagent
grade uranyl nitrate and nonstandard plutonium metal and contained 0.5M reagent grade
hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN) and 2M nitric acid to simulate process solutions. The solu-
tions were characterized with highly accurate chemical analyses (described later) before
and after the XRAED assays that were used to verify the calibration.

XRAED Operation

XRAED operation required a daily visual check of the stored x-ray spectrum for the
0.5M HN0 3 reference solution. This spectrum was usually remeasured once a week. The
software also required a daily check of the transmitted x-ray spectrum for a standard
uranium foil. If results fell within prescribed limits, normal operation continued. If
results were outside the limits, a recheck of the foil spectrum was required. If results
were still outside the prescribed limits, the normal assay sequence was interrupted until
the problem was corrected.

After successful completion of the foil check, the cell was emptied, rinsed with a
portion of sample, and another portion loaded and assayed. The x-ray tube current was
adjusted to produce a detector count rate of 20,000 per second. Count times of 1000 seconds
had been used for assay of 20-60 g/L of uranium solutions. However, LASL specified a 2000
second count time for mixed solutions, because the uranium reduced the x-ray intensity in

the regions of the Pu Ljjj absorptions edge. Assay results were printed out on the
TermiNet. X-ray spectra were recorded on cassette tape for transmittal to LASL for fur-
ther evaluation.

Each sample was usually assayed three times. The sample was then withdrawn from the
sample cell and portions submitted for chemical analysis and determination of solution
density.

Chemical Analyses

Samples were tightly sealed in polyethylene bottles for chemical analysis, usually
performed within one week after assay. Evaporation was found to cause about a 0.2% in-
crease in concentration in a week. Weighed sample aliquots were used in both uranium and
plutonium analyses.

Uranium Analysis

A method based on a modified Davies-Gray titration was developed for highly precise
and accurate determinations of uranium in process solutions to support the XRAED evaluation.
This method is not affected by plutonium, thorium, iron, nitric acid or tributylphosphate
which may be present in process streams. HAN, which interferes with uranium analyses, was
reduced to acceptable levels by treatment with cold, concentrated nitric acid. Uranium is

selectively reduced from U(VI) to U(IV) and then quantitatively reoxidized by weight-
titration with National Bureau of Standards (NBS) potassium dichromate solution to a
potentiometric end point. The apparatus consisted of a tin oxide-treated glass electrode
with a commercial calomel reference electrode. A blank sample and a primary standard
solution made from NBS uranium were analyzed daily to check on the quality of reagents and
operation of the equipment. With the modified Davies Gray method, uranium concentrations
in process solutions were determined within 0.1% of the actual concentrations (relative
standard deviation)

.
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Plutonium Analysis

A coulometric method for the accurate analysis of plutonium in process solutions was
developed to support the XRAED evaluation. Plutonium was quantitatively oxidized on a

gold electrode in nitric acid at a controlled potential which eliminated uranium inter-
ference.

Accurate plutonium determinations in process solutions required special sample
pretreatment to remove the large amounts of HAN which severely interfered with the Pu+3/Pu

+1*

redox pair. The HAN was effectively destroyed in a sample aliquot by treatment with hot
concentrated nitric acid.

During the evaluation, it was discovered that the HAN in process solutions contained
unexpectedly high levels of iron which interfered with plutonium analyses. Tests showed
that 80% of the iron was oxidized and reduced at the potentials used for the plutonium
analysis. Subsequently, the iron content in each process solution sample was determined
colorimetrically using 1, 10-phenanthrolene (17 ug/mL) . The charge transfer associated
with the iron redox process was then subtracted from the total sample charge transfer to
correct the plutonium analysis. Daily analysis of a blank sample was used to determine
the background charge transfer. A periodic analysis of a primary standard solution was
used to check the operation of the equipment. Extensive testing indicated that plutonium
analyses of process solutions should be accurate within 0.5% (relative standard deviation).

Solution Density Measurement

Uranium and plutonium concentrations in grams per liter were calculated from the
potentiometric and coulometric analyses using solution densities measured with a Mettler-
Paar DMA 45 density meter and DMA 401W remote cell at room temperature. The measuring
principle is based on the change of the natural frequency of a hollow oscillator when
filled with different liquids or gases. Air and distilled water were used as the
calibrating fluids. The density of a spectroscopic grade sample of cyclohexane was
within 0.0001 g/cm 3 of the literature value. Duplicate samples were reproducible to

±0.0001 g/cm 3
.

Evaluation Method

The difference in percent between XRAED assays (X) and the chemical analyses (C) for
both uranium and plutonium is

(%) =
(X ~ C)

x 100. (4)

These values were used to determine the accuracy (bias) of the XRAED assays. The standard
deviation in multiple assays of each sample indicated the precision of XRAED measurements.

XRAED Samples

Process Solutions

Process solutions containing uranium and plutonium were produced during solvent ex-

traction tests in miniature mixer-settlers at the rate of 0.3 to 0.6 mL/min (Table 1).

During the evaluation, the XRAED was used to monitor the progress of several of these

tests by assaying samples collected sequentially in 60 mL increments. Unfortunately,
many of these process solutions contained plutonium at concentrations less than 2 g/L,

which is the lower design limit of the XRAED. Larger volumes of several composite solu-

tions collected in earlier mixer-settler tests were also used to provide samples for

evaluation. In addition to uranium and plutonium, the process solutions also contained
0.2 to 1.5M nitric acid and 0.2 to 0.8M HAN. One mixer-settler experiment produced
process solutions with hydrazine rather than HAN.
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TABLE 1

PROCESS SOLUTIONS USED IN XRAED EVALUATION

a. Contained O.IM Hydrazine Nitrate.

l\IO OJ Uvanium Plutonium 11A 717flHiV

Solution Samples Pu (g/t) PPu Cg/L) M M

BY 1 1 A id . i - 4i .

y

2.2 - 4.7 U . j U . o - U . O

BP2 9 7.7 - 20.8 0.5 - 3.9 1.5 0.2

BP3 8 7.7 - 34.7 0.5 - 3.5 1.4 0.2

BP4 6 8.4 - 35.7 3.5 - 8.7 <0.5 0.3

BP5 7 14.2 - 27.9 0.3 - 2.2 1.0 0.35

BP6 2 9.6 - 14.2 2.9 - 4.7 2.7 o
a

BP7 15 14.3 - 35.2 1.2 - 4.6 1.0 - 2.3 0.15 - 0.

BP Composite #1 10 11.0 - 22.4 2.0 - 4.0

BP Composite #2 3 15.8 4.0

TABLE 2

CALIBRATION VERIFICATION SOLUTIONS USED IN XRAED EVALUATION
2.0M HN0 3 - 0.5M HAN

„ , ., , . ., . Plutonium
Calvbratvon Uramum ,

/T ,

Solution pU (g/L)
pPu

{g/LJ

CS1 13.1 3.1

CS2 21.9 4.0

CS3 40.2 10.0

CS4 20.2 5.0

CS5 35.0 4.9

CS6 36.6 4.0
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Prepared Solutions

A series of six solutions containing 13.1-40.5 g/L uranium and 3.1-10.2 g/L plutonium
with U/Pu equal to 4.0 to 9.1 was prepared to verify the LASL calibration of the XRAED
(Table 2). These solutions were prepared from reagent grade uranyl nitrate and plutonium
metal (99.9% purity) and contained 2M nitric acid and 0.5M HAN to simulate process solutions.
Portions of these solutions remaining from the calibration verification were used in the
XRAED evaluation.

Four primary standard solutions were prepared from NBS standard #960 uranium metal
and #949d plutonium metal. Two of the solutions contained HAN. For these primary standard
solutions, the XRAED assays and chemical analyses were both compared to the weighed values.

When unexpected iron impurity in the HAN was found to interfere with plutonium analyses,
another series of eleven solutions containing 14.4-44.9 g/L uranium and 2.4-9.5 g/L plutonium
with U/Pu equal to 4.1 to 10.2 was prepared without HAN for XRAED evaluation (Table 3). These
solutions were made from residual uranium standard solutions and dissolved nonstandard plu-
tonium metal and contained 'V* 2M HN0 3 .

RESULTS

Densitometry Precision

The standard deviations from the mean uranium and plutonium assay values for multiple
(3-6) assays of the various types of solutions are shown in Figure 2 and 3. Linear re-
gression analysis results did not accurately describe the data over the ranges of concen-
trations for uranium and plutonium. However, second order regression analyses did describe
the nonlinear variations in the standard deviations for uranium (a.) and plutonium (a

p ) by

0^%) = 0.75 - 0.0250 (p ) + 0.000271 (pj) (5)

for 10 g/L < Pu
< 45 g/L

and

5pu (%) = 4.41 - 0.606 (ppu
) + 0.0276 (p

pJ)
(6)

for 2 g/L < ppu
< 10 g/L

Since densitometer users will probably rely on the results of a single assay, pre-

cision should be considered in terms 2a (95% confidence level). Thus, the precision

in uranium assay varies from ± 1.04% at 10 g/L to + 0.34% at 45 g/L and the precision in

plutonium assay varies from ± 6.7% at 2 g/L to ± 2.2% at 10 g/L. The precision of the

uranium assay for mixed U-Pu solutions is the same as that for uranium. 1

Densitometer Accuracy

Assay of the mixed U-Pu solutions prepared with 0.5M reagent HAN for confirmation

of the densitometer calibration (Figure 4 and 5) showed a ± 0.18% bias for uranium and a

± 1.5% bias for plutonium. However, in subsequent assays of process solutions, the uranium

results were too scattered for interpretation (Figure 6) . Solutions with ^ 8 g/L of plutonium

showed a bias of ^ + 2.1% (Figure 7). At lower plutonium concentrations, the plutonium

bias varied with process HAN concentration from ^ - 2% for 0.2M HAN to ^ + 8% for 0.8M HAN.

Primary standards with and without reagent HAN were assayed and analyzed, and results

were compared with weighed values to help resolve the uncertainties about the effects of

HAN. Results are given in Table 4. Chemical analyses agreed well with the weighed values

in the standards that contained no HAN. Densitometer results for plutonium showed good

agreement with chemical analysis and weighed values, but uranium assays showed a bias of
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TABLE 3

MIXED SOLUTIONS (no HAN) USED IN XRAED EVALUATION
2.0M HN0 3

... j „ Plutonium
Mixed Uranium , /T ,

Solution pU (g/L) pPu
lg/ '

MSI 14.2 2.4

MS2 44.6 5.8

MS 3 16.1 3.9

MS4 30.4 2.9

MS5 36.2 4.9

MS6 33.9 5.1

MS7 24.3 3.6

MS 8 39.8 9.2

MS9 15.8 3.7

MS10 20.4 2.4

MS11 36.5 7.0

TABLE 4

Chemical and Densitometer Results for Primary Standards

C Cx
Chemical Chemical

W
Weighed
Values
g/L

Analysis

of
Standard
g/L

X
Densitometer
Assay
g/L

Analysis

of Sample
After Assay
g/L

Differences
C-W X-W X- n x-cx

Standard
W
%

W
%

C

%_ %

PS #1 U 42.195 42.269 42.745 42.181 + .18 + 1.30 + 1 .13 + 1.34

Pu 8.449 8.439 8.486 8.431 - .12 + .44 + .55 + .65

PS #2 U 22.989 23.018 23.377 23.018 + .12 + 1.69 + 1 .56 + 1.56

Pu 5.435 5.416 5.462 5.411 - .36 + .50 + .85 + .94

PS (HAN) #1 U 16.569 16.594 16.630 + .15 + .36 + .22

Pu 2.273 2.256 2.411 - .70 +6.09 +6 .87

PS(HAN) #2 U 38.779 38.935 38.910 + .52 + .33 .06

Pu 5.307 5.246 5.590 -1.14 +5.34 +6 .56
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^ + 1.5%. Chemical analyses of primary standards containing HAN did not agree as well
with weighed values as the pure standards did. A possible bias for plutonium of ^ 0.9%
may have been caused by loss of plutonium through effervescence during the destruction
of the HAN prior to coulometric analysis. The densitometer assays for plutonium showed
a bias of ^ + 6% because of the HAN.

Figures 8 and 9 show the differences between assays and chemical analyses for the
series of mixed U-Pu solutions prepared without HAN. Uranium assays had a ± 0.63% bias
for concentrations greater than 20 g/L. Results for solutions with % 16 g/L uranium
had a + 1.66% bias. Plutonium assay results were scattered about an average bias of
+2.3%.

XRAED assays and chemical analyses for a mixed solution (MS6A) prepared with thesame uranium and plutonium concentrations as MS6, but containing 0.8M process HAN
are compared in Table 5. The process HAN had no effect on the uranium or plutonium
assays or the uranium analysis. However, the plutonium analysis values for MS6A were
5 3-o higher than those for MS6 because iron impurity in the process HAN interfered withthe coulometric analysis. The iron level in MS6A was determined colorimetrically
and the plutonium analyses corrected to give a + 3% bias compared with +4.8% forMS6

.

Results for two process solutions (BP6) from a solvent extraction test with hydrazine
nitrate instead of HAN showed a bias in uranium assay of - 0.02% (Figure 6), and a bias
in plutonium assay of + 3.8% (Figure 10).

Plutonium analyses for five process solutions (BP7) were corrected for the effects
of iron impurity. Comparison of XRAED assays with these corrected chemical analyses
(Figure 10) show a bias of + 5.5%.

Densitometer Reliability

The XRAED was operational about 95% of the time. The malfunctions experienced during
the fourteen months of XRAED evaluation were:

MALFUNCTION DOWN TIME (days)

Oil leak in X-ray power 7

supply

Broken part in Terminet 3

Computer loss of software
2

statement

Intermittent malfunction in 12

x-ray interlock circuit

During XRAED operation, 85% of the initial daily foil checks were accomplished. The
second foil check was accomplished 9% of the time. The rest of the time, the 0.5 M HN0 3

reference spectrum had to be remeasured before the foil check was accomplished. For this
last situation there was a delay of several hours before the XRAED was ready to assay
samples.

CONCLUSIONS

The XRAED precisions for uranium and plutonium determined in the SRL evaluation
agreed with the testing, evaluation, and calibration of LASL. At the 95% confidence level,
the precision for uranium assays varied from 1.04% at 10 g/L to ± 0.34% at 45 g/L and the
precision for plutonium assays varied from + 6.7% at 2 g/L to ± 2.2% at 10 g/L.

Table 6 summarizes the differences between XRAED assays and chemical analyses for
uranium and plutonium in the various type of solutions used in the XRAED evaluation.
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TABLE 5

XRAED ASSAYS AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF MIXED U-pu
SOLUTIONS CONTAINING NO HAN (MS6) AND 0.8M PROCESS HAN (MS6A)

XRAED Chemistry Differences
pU (g/L) Ppu (g/L) pU (g/L) Ppu (g/L) AU(%) bPu (%)

MS6

(no HAN) 34.00 5.29 33.82 5.05 +0.53 +4.8

MS6A 34.07 5.24 33.90 5.32 +0.50 -1.9

(0.8M Process HAN) +3.6^

a. Corrected for Fe in Process HAN

TABLE 6

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN XRAED ASSAYS AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF URANIUM
AND PLUTONIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN SOLUTIONS USED IN EVALUATION OF THE LASL XRAED

Solution
Uranium Bias, A Plutonium Bias, APk

Primary Standards (PS) +1.35 + .70

(no HAN)

Mixed Solutions (MS) + 0.63 (p > 20 g/L) +2.3
(no HAN) + 1.66 (Py ^ 15 g/L)

Calibration Solutions (CS) + .18 +1.5
(0.5M HAN)

Primary Standards (PS- HAN) + .08 +6.7
(0.5M HAN)

Process Solutions (BP 1-5) ?" (+2.1 for BP 4 with pPu % 8 g/L)

Process Solutions (BP 6) - .02 +3.8
(no HAN)

Process Solutions (BP 7) ? +5.5
(corrected Pu analysis)

a. Results too scattered for interpretation.
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Assessment of the accuracy of XRAED assays of process solutions was complicated by HAN

apparently interfering with both the XRAED assays and plutonium analyses. The inter-

ference wita the coulometric analysis was caused by iron impurity in the HAN. Iron was

present in much higher levels in the process HAN, which was used as a reducing agent in

solvent extraction tests, than in the reagent HAN used to prepare calibration verification
solutions and primary standards.

The results for the primary standards and mixed solutions with no HAN are considered
the most reliable. These results show a uranium bias of + 0.6 to 1.7%, and a concentration
dependence with the bias becoming more positive with decreasing uranium concentration. A

bias in plutonium of + 0.7 to 2.3% is indicated, but no apparent concentration dependence
could be deduced from these results. Changes in the XRAED assay software can be made to

correct for these biases and concentration dependence.

The results for the primary standard solutions indicate that HAN in a solution causes
the uranium assays to be ^ 1% lower than that of a solution with no HAN. Also, the plu-
tonium assay of a solution with HAN is ^ 5% higher than that of a solution with no HAN.
Time did not permit an investigation of these effects of HAN on densitometry during the
SRL evaluation.

The XRAED provided timely assays of uranium-plutonium process solutions to support
solvent extraction experiments in the SRL miniature mixer settlers. It appears that the
XRAED could be used to control reprocessing in the SRL miniature mixer-settlers. However,
because of possible effects of some components in the process solutions on densitometer
accuracy, further testing will be needed to demonstrate that the XRAED accuracy is

sufficient for SNM accountability.
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Discussion:

Walton (LASL):

Additional comments about the test and evaluation appear to be appropriate. Because
the budget for this work at SRL was expended and the course of this work has changed, the
evaluation of this instrument was terminated before it was completed. For this reason and
because of the difficulties SRL experienced in the chemical analysis of uranium and
plutonium, this instrument will be transferred to the New Brunswick Laboratory for
continuation of its evaluation. We will check the instrument at LASL and review the data
analysis software prior to putting it through its paces at NBL. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no physical basis for the sensitivity attributed by Mr. Mosley to
variations in HAN concentration.
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ABSTRACT

The safeguards applied by the International Atomic Energy
Agency are based on technical performance goals and criteria
that have been developed, but not officially adopted by the
Agency. The goals derive in part from the external consequences
that safeguards are intended to prevent and in some cases on
internal considerations of feasibility. To the extent that
these goals may not be attainable, as may be the case with
large-throughput bulk reprocessing plants, the Agency is placed
in a difficult position. In this paper safeguards goals and
criteria and their underlying rationales are critically
examined. Suggestions for a more rational and workable
structure of performance goals are offered.

KEYWORDS: International Atomic Energy Agency; international
safeguards; safeguards performance criteria; safeguards
objectives

International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards have been the subject of much attention
in recent years, since concerns over nuclear-weapon proliferation have come to have a

predominant influence on US policies affecting nuclear power. The performance criteria
and goals that are being developed for the technical safeguards system are reflected in
the perceptions of the policymakers and the reliance they are willing to place on IAEA
safeguards. Technical performance criteria therefore have an impact on policy objectives,
and they must be considered in that broader context. In this paper we address the problem
of the specification of goals and criteria that are both practical from the technical
standpoint and that will support the attainment of non-proliferation policy objectives.

IAEA SAFEGUARDS

Let us begin with a brief description of IAEA safeguards , and how they relate to
i domestic safeguards such as those administered by NRC. They differ in important respects,
and form complementary but distinct elements in the overall structure

.

As shown in Figure 1, the two systems include both common and separate elements. The
IAEA system relies in an essential way on the State System of Accounting and Control , or

SSAC. The Agency provides general guidelines for the SSAC that the State is expected to

operate, and it avoids duplication of SSAC data, making independent measurements only for
verification of the State's records. 1 The Agency cannot impede or obstruct the movement
of materials in any way, and it relies on the containment — walls, shielding, barriers,
containers — that is available. The Agency performs independent audits of records
required by the State, as well as independent measurements, observations, and surveillance
of containment and certain operations

.

•The views expressed herein are those of the authors , and do not necessarily reflect those
of Brookhaven or Sandia Laboratories or the Department of Energy.
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While the Agency system provides only a capability to detect unauthorized activities,
the State system covers control and response functions as well. It includes physical
protection — the monitoring and control of personnel and the exclusion of those not
authorized, and means to respond to any attempted violation while it is in progress. It
protects against sabotage, as well as misuse or diversion of materials and facilities.

The two systems differ further in that the State system is backed by the legal
authority of the State , and is directed against threats to State interests by subnational

j

groups or individuals. The IAEA system is intended to promote that protection by the
State, but principally to provide assurance that the State itself does not violate its
commitments pledging not to misuse materials or facilities. IAEA safeguards are applied
only with the consent of the State, with the technical details subject to negotiation.
While the State is the nominal adversary, there is a common interest in providing
assurance that legitimate activities are not a cover for weapon production. The
credibility of the assurance provided by IAEA safeguards depends in large measure on the
capability to detect a diversion, should it occur. Since an actual attempted diversion of
nuclear material would be a rare and unique event, the perception of the IAEA capability,
rather than a history of successful detections , is the basis for the reliance on IAEA
safeguards. Performance criteria and the ability of the IAEA to meet them are the basis i

for those perceptions

.

THE OBJECTIVE OF SAFEGUARDS

The agreement establishing the IAEA states that the purpose of safeguards is

". . . to ensure that special fissionable and other materials, services, equipment,
facilities, and information . . . are not used to further any military purpose . .

•

The authority of the Agency to prevent misuse is limited to monitoring, and not direct
control or sanctions.* The first document describing the IAEA safeguards system was more
specific:

j

i

"The purpose of safeguards inspections shall be to verify compliance with safeguards
agreements and to assist States in complying with such agreements . . . .

"5

The NPT2 obligated non-weapon-State signatories to accept IAEA safeguards. A group
j

of technical consultants was convened by the IAEA for the purpose of drafting a new
document covering safeguards under the NPT.^ The group considered the problems of how a

system could operate so as to provide assurance with positive measures of performance that
diversion did not occur. 7 » 8 The solution that they arrived at was to state the

objective of safeguards in positive terms:

" . . . the objective of safeguards is the timely detection of diversion ... of

nuclear material . . . and the deterrence of such diversion by the risk of early
detection. "9

1

Although that definition of safeguards objective is widely cited and accepted, it

differs from that stated in the safeguards document covering non-signatories of the
NPTlO and j_n the NPT itself in that it states that the objective is the detection of
diversion rather than verification of compliance with non-proliferation obligations.**
The problem of providing assurance that diversion has not occurred is not really solved by

stating safeguards objectives in terms of detection of diversion. Safeguards operations

•There is limited additional authority in connection with Agency-supplied materials
or Agency-sponsored projects, but that is of little practical significance.

••Article III of the NPT states in part that safeguards are "... for the exclusive
purpose of verification of the fulfillment of obligations assumed under this treaty . .."
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lead to periodic findings by the IAEA that compliance is verified or not verified, and
that is the objective as stated in INFCIRC/66 Rev. 2 and the NPT. The credibility of that
verification depends on a capability to detect any diversion that might be attempted. A
capability to detect diversion is a means to the end objective of verification. In the
general case where no diversion occurs the objective is verification, and the problem of

proving non-diversion remains

.

VERIFICATION, NOT DETECTION

If the findings generated by the safeguards system could be so conclusive and
unambiguous that we could always expect either hard evidence of diversion or convincing
assurance of no diversion, the definition of safeguards objective would have less
significance. That is, if the two cases were mutually exclusive, so that the absence of
one condition necessitated the other, the objectives would be equivalent. However, in the
real world there is a third state: a condition of uncertainity in which it can neither be
stated that compliance with obligations is verified, nor that diversion has been
detected. That situation may be due in part to other factors besides the imperfect
performance of the technical safeguards system. Negotiated safeguards arrangements are
neither perfect nor all-embracing; the safeguards operations can go no further than to
verify that the agreements were complied with and that no indications of possible
diversion were detected in the process. Failure to verify compliance may or may not be

related to an actual diversion. It makes considerable difference whether the safeguards
operation is intended to meet some required probability of detecting any diversion that
might be attempted or whether it is expected only to detect indications of apparent
violations and hence to reach a finding of inability to verify compliance.

Figure 2 diagrams the relationships between detection of diversion and verification of
compliance as they are generally idealized and as they actually are in safeguards
operations. The horizontal axis represents a scale of varying degrees of assurance or
confidence. On the basis of the safeguards data that is collected and analyzed, a finding
is reached with some degree of assurance represented by point A or B. A, for example,
might be based on a more intensive sampling plan, smaller MUF, or fewer anomalous
indications. As we move to the left, assurance diminishes to the point where we are
unable to verify compliance with a degree of assurance deemed to be adequate. Current
safeguards criteria recognize some small band of uncertainty, represented by the 95
percent confidence limits, wherein there is a risk of false alarm or failure to detect.
No data are collected that would establish a point on the left side (except in the rare
case of actual diversion), and therefore no statement could be made on the basis of
available data other than verification or inability to verify. Inability to verify,
unless it could be dismissed as being within the allowable margin for error represented by
the statistical confidence limits, is often assumed by many in the technical safeguards
community to be tantamount to detection of diversion.

The uncertainty is not limited only by the precision of the technical safeguards
system. As Figure 2(b) indicates, detection of diversion and verification of compliance
do not form a continuum, since agreements are not perfect or all-encompassing, and
non-compliance is not necessarily associated with diversion. Agreements must accomodate
practical considerations, often after hard negotiations, including such things as

intrusiveness and operational impact, proprietary rights, costs, and political
constraints. Material accounting, the principal safeguards measure, can only be

implicitly assumed to approximate reality because of IAEA resource limitations and the
possibilities of undeclared streams and the falsification of records. Finally, the

safeguards systems' technical performance is limited by coverage and reliability as well
as measurement precision.

The relatively large uncertainty band that separates assured detection from assured
verification in Figure 2(b) is the reason why detection and verification cannot be

accepted as being effectively mutually exclusive. A finding of verification can be made
only if there is supporting data at some point such as A or B. If such a point cannot be

established, and if there is no direct evidence to substantiate an actual diversion, the

only finding that can be made is that compliance cannot be verified. If there is an
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actual diversion and an effort is made to conceal it, the diverter is likely to be able to
|

make it sufficiently ambiguous so that the information falls into the region of
uncertainty with inadequate assurance to support a direct confrontation.

I

rl

THE CONSTRAINT OF ACCEPTABILITY TO THE SAFEGUARDED
j

SI

P
1

di

The IAEA Statute does not obligate any State to accept safeguards.* A commitment to ai

accept safeguards must be otherwise motivated, usually from participation in some regional I

or international agreement such as the NPT or the Treaty of Tlatelolco or because it was a
i

condition imposed by an exporting State. Typically the commitment is only to submit to
j

»l

"IAEA safeguards," with the actual arrangements to be subject to negotiations within i
e:

general guidelines proposed by the Agency. While the State is committed to accept some
j

ii

kind of IAEA safeguards , the specific arrangements are confidential between the IAEA and
j

»

the State. The guidelines for the agreements are provided in INFCIRC/66 Rev. 2 and
INFCIRC/153. They have no legal force in themselves; for example, INFCIRC/66 Rev. 2,

states specifically that its provisions will become legally binding only when, and to the
|

S

extent that, they become incorporated into an individual agreement13-

A

2
. Similarly, the ! 1

title page of INFCIRC/153 contains the following statement:
I

tl

!

t:

"The Board of Governors has requested the Director General to use the material I i

reproduced in this booklet as the basis for negotiating safeguards agreements between si

the Agency and . . . States . . . j;

i i

Since what constitutes IAEA safeguards is not specified in the basic agreement such as
the Statute or the NPT, in which the State agrees to accept them, the IAEA cannot
unilaterally impose its own performance criteria. The agreement will in the end be based
principally on a commonality of interests, bounded by the Agency's need to maintain
credibility and the State's willingness to accept some intrusion on operations and
national sovereignty. In setting performance goals and criteria, the Agency is motivated

j

to press for greater effectiveness, striving for further improvements in the future .13
o

At the same time, the impact on the State's nuclear activities must be reasonable.

I

1
*

! &

I

i

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL GOALS I t

j
P

j
1

The distinction between external goals — wherein performance goals are specified in
| c

terms of quantities related to prohibited uses of the diverted material — and internal ! f

goals based on current or reasonable extensions of state-of-the-art capabilities , is an
! a

important one. Current goals are ambivalent in this respect: threshold quantities and
j

t

timeliness goals are based at least in principle on the time and amounts required for a I i

diverter to fabricate a single explosive device, while detection and false-alarm I 3

probabilities are based on statistical limits of measurement precision and not on 1 a

deterrent value or consequences of failure. 1
(

1

If goals could be set which are both reasonably achievable, now or in the near future,
j

and which would be effective as deterrents and in limiting the consequences of diversion, I \

the distinction between external and internal goals would be unimportant. That is the i

|

case with many safeguards applications: external goals can be met with measures that are
reasonable and acceptable. However, that is not true for large-throughput bulk processing
plants. Acceptance of external goals as requirements that cannot be met will in the end

1

diminish confidence in the entire safeguards institution, as the inability to meet stated
goals becomes more widely apparent

.

The IAEA has the mission of applying the most effective safeguards that it can, ,
i

subject to the constraints of impact on operations, limited resources, and acceptability
to the State. It is therefore bound by internal constraints, however desirable it may be

to meet more difficult external goals

.

f
1

•With the unimportant exception of Agency-sponsored materials or projects.
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GOALS VS. REQUIREMENTS

If goals are not immediately attainable, we must distinguish between goals and
requirements, or what might more accurately be called current standards of performance.
Standards that are currently achievable with reasonable effort and impact form a reference
point for negotiating ageements, Requirements,* in the sense that an IAEA system that
does not meet them is considered inadequate, should be based on what is currently
achievable, and hence on internal goals.

Since the basic agreements obligate the Agency to apply safeguards without specifying
what performance constitutes adequate safeguards, there can be no requirements based on
external goals that are not immediately attainable. From the Agency's standpoint, there
is no question of the "adequacy" of safeguards beyond its internal performance standards—"adequate" is doing the best it can with what it has.

On the other hand, external goals are all that matter to the outside world, and to
States whose actions are influenced by safeguards . They can certainly set performance
levels in terms of the function they hope IAEA safeguards will accomplish for them, and
they are free to judge whether safeguards are "adequate" to them or not on the basis of
those requirements. However, if the Agency adopts external requirements which it cannot
meet, it is caught in a serious dilemma. It would be in a position of having to apply
safeguards which by its own criteria it must concede to be inadequate, or to apply no
safeguards at all on the grounds that adequate safeguards were infeasible. Either choice
would be detrimental to the IAEA and the non-proliferation effort.

US REQUIREMENTS

The example of the US Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 1 5 is a good illustration
of the different forces that influence national and IAEA safeguards policies. We will
concentrate here on the important single issue of timeliness

.

There is a view held by some in the US that there should be a rigid requirement that
timeliness of detection should be enough shorter than conversion time** so as to allow
preventive action to be taken before the first explosive device could be fabricated.
The preventive action is understood to be some form of diplomatic pressure sufficient to

cause immediate cessation of the conversion operation, but the time that is to be allowed
for the action is not specified. In any case, since the conversion time for plutonium in
any form that is free of fission products is stated by the IAEA to be on the order of one
to three weeks (days for metal), there is little time for the IAEA to reach a finding that

is unambiguous enough to generate any kind of immediate action that could be expected to

stop the conversion operation in its tracks. Furthermore, the available time is stated by

advocates such as Wohlstetter to be a matter of hours ,16 or even "practically zero"

(Gilinsky).17

The official US position on the timeliness requirement is written into the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Act. With regard to whether reprocessing of US-exported spent fuel is

to be permitted, the Act states:

"Sec 303(b)(2) . . . foremost consideration will be given to whether or not
the reprocessing or retransfer will take place under conditions that will

ensure timely warning to the United States of any diversion well in advance

•Requirements can only be self-imposed by the Agency, and there is no authority to
require States to accept safeguards measures merely because they are claimed to be

necessary to meet the IAEA's stated performance goals.

**The time required to convert material to a weapons-usable form.
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of the time at which the non-nuclear state could transform the diverted
material into a nuclear explosive device."

In the floor debate on the bill, Senator Glenn explained that, while there might be
circumstances in which the timely warning requirement might be relaxed somewhat, those
circumstances would be very unusual:

"... there is no part of this bill that is of more significance for the
prevention of nuclear proliferation than the elevation of the 'timely warning'
standard to statutory force

.

"I think it is important to note that the concept of timely warning, the basic
concept upon which the entire international safeguards program rests , is strictly
a measure of whether the warning of a diversion will be received far enough in
advance of the time when the recipient could transform the diverted material into
an explosive device to permit an adequate diplomatic response."

"... the bill requires that foremost consideration be given to the question
of timely warning. This implies that the latter will receive the greatest weight
among all factors. Although this does not require denial of a request when timely
warning is not clearly determinable, the language suggests that, in the absence of
a clear determination that timely warning will indeed be provided, a strong combination
of other factors would be necessary to compensate for this weakness in safeguards . It

then follows that a decision to approve reprocessing in the absence of such a clear
determination would be an unusual event . . ." 1 ^ (underlining added).

Senator Glenn subscribes to a view of the function of IAEA safeguards, as indicated in
the underlined passages, that Gilinsky and others have held since as early as 1970. 19

Commissioner Gilinsky, whose views closely parallel those of the Carter Administration,
reiterated the point in his statement to the Senate Energy Committee:

"Safeguards . . . are an alarm that warns of illicit activity. To be effective
the warning has to come in time for us to do something about it. "17

It is important to recognize the difference between the US position and IAEA
objectives. The US position is that reprocessing should not be permitted if safeguards
cannot provide "timely warning" of diversion, as defined by Senator Glenn. Where the US
has control, such as in the approval of the reprocessing of US-origin spent fuel, the
consequence of inability to meet the US requirement for timely warning is to forbid

j

reprocessing. The consequences for the IAEA are entirely different. It is obligated to
apply safeguards to the best of its ability under the current state of the art. It may
adopt the "timely-warning" criterion as an ultimate goal, but it can hardly adopt it as a

requirement that must be satisfied before safeguards can be considered adequate, if the

requirement cannot be met. Unlike the US, the IAEA cannot prohibit reprocessing, and it

must safeguard those operations as it is best able to do so. The views as to what
constitutes "adequate" safeguards that are reflected in the Non-Proliferation Act can form
a basis for action by the US, if it chooses to adopt them as criteria for approving
exports. They are not valid, and are in fact counterproductive for the IAEA in

discharging the responsibilities assigned to it, if the requirements cannot be met.

THE NEED FOR A MORE RATIONAL BASIS
FOR IAEA SAFEGUARDS GOALS

The performance criteria currently used by the IAEA in the design of safeguards

arrangements are rationalized in part by external objectives and in other instances by

internal considerations. The external objectives have a superficial logic which upon

closer examination is much less compelling. As the safeguards tasks become more
difficult, with the advent of large-throughput bulk processing plants involving plutonium,

a critical reexamination of the present criteria seems appropriate.
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Let us preface the discussion by recalling the point made earlier that the objective
of safeguards is to verify compliance with safeguards agreements, and that the assurance
provided by that verification depends in part on the perceived capability to detect a
diversion if it should be attempted. The perceived capability also has value as a
deterrent. Finally, the capability defines an alarm level upon which States can plan
their response, which may be to seek confirmatory information from other sources or to
take more direct action to counter the diversion. The criteria we are discussing here
apply to the capability for detection, which is a function that supports the primary
objective of verification.

Before specific criteria are considered, the roles of external and internal goals for
the IAEA should be clarified. Internal performance goals are necessarily related to
feasibility; they are technical, and they govern the performance of the technical system
in providing the capability for detection. External goals are political; they are
determined by the broader purposes that the safeguards operation is intended to serve:
providing assurance that non-proliferation commitments are honored and deterring
violations of them.

We suggest the following structure for technical-system performance criteria:

1. Current and near- term performance standards should be based on what it is feasible
to do. The current standard is the reference point for negotiation of an
agreement, and the IAEA is obligated to apply whatever measures current technology
will permit . It can do no more

.

2. The standards should not be static. To stimulate improved capabilities and to
enhance future safeguards performance, standards could be scheduled for higher
levels in the same way that progressively-tighter air quality and automobile
economy standards are scheduled by law to become effective at future dates

.

3. External goals are needed to guide the evolving internally-driven performance
standards and to drive R&D. Quantitative external goals need not be universal,
fixed values . There are no clear limits for external goals that are based on
external considerations alone;* the ultimate goal is perfection. The significance
of a diversion sufficient for one explosive depends to a large extent on who the
diverter is. It must be recognized that any threshold of detection capability
would in principle allow a sufficient amount of material for the fabrication of
one or more explosive devices to escape detection, if long- protracted or multiple
diversions are assumed. External goals can, however, provide a logical basis for
balancing performance goals in the planning of R&D programs

.

INTERACTIONS AMONG QUANTITATIVE PERFORMANCE GOALS

Various measures of performance interact so that improvement of one is often at the
expense of another that is of possibly greater importance. While we have suggested that
performance standards should be based on what is feasible, external consequences should be

considered in balancing tradeoffs.

•Consider the example of allowable probabilities of failure to detect and false alarm.
These are the uncertainties shown in Figure 2a. There is no mention of allowable
uncertainty in the safeguards documents, INFCIRC/66 Rev. 2 or INFCIRC/153. The Safeguards
Manual20 addresses uncertainty in the statistical terms of "probability of detection"
and "confidence level of detection", cites recommendations of experts from member States

•For example, if the goal is to detect a single diversion of one significant quantity,
what about two diversions of half that threshold? Or, a protracted diversion of 13
months rather than 12 months?
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of values between 90% and 99$ for each, and states that in most cases 95% will be used.
As shown in Figure 3, those goals require a capability to detect a diversion of 3-3 times 1

the combined standard deviation of the State's and the IAEA's measurements. For a given
diversion (expressed in units of the standard deviation—in the present case, 3-3^), a
point on the curve represents a particular combination of false alarm and detection
probability. Tradeoffs between them can be made by sliding along the curve. The actual
size, in kilograms, of the diversion that can be detected with a given probability and
false alarm rate depends on the internal capability of the safeguards system—i.e., on the
precision of the measurement system. The selection of a particular operating point on a

I

curve, however, should be based on external consequences; that is, on the relative
consequences of a false alarm and of a failure to detect a diversion of a given magnitude.

It is not apparent that the 95$/95% criteria have any relation to external
consequences. Such cutoff limits are appropriate, for example, for quality-control limits
in a manufacturing operation, where the consequences of a "false alarm"—rejection of an I

acceptable item— can be readily assessed and accepted in terms of economic cost. In the
case of international safeguards, however, if a false conclusion of diversion is reached
and immediate action is taken in response, driven by US concerns over timeliness, for
example, the resulting political impact on the IAEA could be very serious indeed. The
potential magnitude of the problem is illustrated by projections for the international
nuclear industry, according to which between 50 and 100 large reprocessing, fabrication,
and enrichment plants may be in existence by the year 2000. A material accountability
system with a positive alarm limit of 2a would then produce one to two false alarms per

year, purely on the basis of statistics. Fran the past history of US plants handling
strategic special nuclear material, the actual alarm rate can be expected to be much
higher, due to human failures, blunders, unanticipated processing conditions, unsuspected
sources of error, etc. Even the purely statistical rate, however, would probably be

intolerable.

Another consideration is that the need to avoid the consequences of what may be a

false alarm would increase the uncertainty in concluding that an actual diversion had

occurred. The resulting uncertainty would necessarily raise the threshold of detection,
j

which would tend to reduce the deterrent value. At the same time, insistence on
too-stringent goals for detection probability is likely to result in compromise of other
goals on the basis of subjective judgment

.

••

For these reasons , it would probably be desirable eventually to reduce the false alarm
probability substantially below the 1 to 10$ rates cited in the Safeguards manual. 20

From Figure 3, reducing the false alarm probability from 5$ to, say, 0.1$ would reduce the
I

detection probability for a 3«3o" diversion from 95% to kQ%. A further reduction of the
!

false alarm rate to 0.01% would reduce the detection probability to 3^$, but at a slightly
j

higher diversion level of Ho the detection probability at this same very low false alarm
rate would be as high as 60$.

Some have suggested that the statistical false-alarm rate resulting from measurement
uncertainties could be reduced by containment and surveillance. That is, an apparent MUF

would not be assessed as a diversion unless it were confirmed by indications from

surveillance. While a positive indication might reinforce a conclusion from the MUF that

a diversion had occurred, it appears unlikely that the absence of such an indication could
provide sufficient basis to reject a conclusion based on MUF. Such confidence in the

reliability and completeness of containment and surveillance, to detect any diversion, is

not justified. Apparent diversions can be identified as false alarms only by a

determination that the material is actually present, which leaves us with the statistical
false-alarm rate of the measurement system as the irreducible minimum, short of additional

sampling and measurement

.

Sanborn^l has pointed out another problem with low false alarm and high detection

probabilities, namely that they are hard to demonstrate in a rigorous mathematical
manner. There are two reasons. First, the central limit theorem, on which the assumption
of normality of the sample distribution is based, cannot be relied on in the region of the

tails of the distribution, for small sample sizes. Second, the data for the distribution

are being supplied by the diverter himself, and hence any assumption of normality may be 1

invalid.
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If the measurement precision cannot be improved, lower false-alarm rates can be
achieved only at the expense of some other, externally-derived, goal: the threshold

!

quantity to be detected or the probability of detection.* What is the consequence of
accepting a lower probability of detection for diversion of a threshold quantity?

Let us first consider probability of detection for a specified minimum quantity to be
detected. What are the consequences of a too-low probability of detection? The perceived

i

capability of detection affects the deterrent value of safeguards, and less directly, the
degree of assurance that compliance with non-proliferation agreements is verified.
Deterrent value depends on the disincentives that are the consequence of being caught, as
well as the probability of detection. What sanctions might be imposed as a consequence of
an IAEA finding of diversion is beyond the scope of safeguards. We may assume, however,

i

that the consequences of a State being detected in a deliberate attempt to secretly
violate its non-proliferation pledges would be sufficiently grave that the State would not
take any significant risk of detection. For that reason, it seems very unlikely that a
State that would be deterred by a 95$ probability of detection would accept a risk on the
order of 50$ or even less. The external consequences of detection and false alarm are
entirely different, and much lower probability of detection than probability of no false
alarm could be accepted.

The consequences for the IAEA of requiring high probabilities of detection must also
be considered, in view of the increased sampling requirements. In Figure 4, from
Sanborn^1 , the fraction of the total population required to be sampled by the inspector
is plotted as a function of detection probability and the number of items F falsified by
the diverter. Consider, for example, the curve for F=8 falsified items. For a detection
probability of 0.5, approximately 8$ of the total population must be sampled; for a
detection probability of 75$ the sample size must be 15$, and for detection probabilities
of 95 and 99%, the sample sizes must be approximately 30 and 43$, respectively.
Increasing the detection probability from 50 to 95$ therefore quadruples the sample size,
while going to 99$ increases it, overall, by a factor of more than five. These are very
considerable increases in inspection effort, and one may well question whether they are
worth it, in view of the cost in limited IAEA resources and the dubious value of high
probability of detection.

As Figure 3 shows, the probability of detection is related to the size of the

diversion, for a fixed probability of false alarm. Let us examine the question of the

minimum quantity that must be detected in terms of external consequences of failure to
|

detect and internal constraints on the ability to detect.

I
IAEA safeguards are based on the "significant quantity" of material necessary to I

fabricate a single explosive device, which they define as 8 kg of plutonium or 25 kg of

highly-enriched uranium. Goals are based tentatively on the detection of one "significant
quantity" in a single, abrupt diversion or in a protracted diversion spread over one
year. As we have suggested, there is no rational basis for a detection capability based
on a minimum quantity corresponding to a single explosive device, insofar as diversion by

the State is concerned. In the case of subnational diversion it has more significance,
and it is possible that thinking based on subnational diversion has been carried over.

The external consequences of national diversion that are important arise from the

detection of any diversion that indicates covert violation of non-proliferation
agreements, and the actual amount has less significance than is generally supposed.

From the practical standpoint, it is necessary to establish some threshold quantity of

detection, not on the basis of external consequences, but as a measure of system
sensitivity. The threshold should therefore reflect system capability rather than any

j

external consequence of diversion. The IAEA's "significant quantity" may be satisfactory,

provided that it is in the range of feasibility. Feasibility limits will be exceeded,

however, in the case of large-throughput bulk processing plants. A significant quantity
represents a very small fraction of the quantities that must be measured, as indicated in

•These two goals can be balanced against each other. They are not independent, and both

are measures of detection limit.
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Table I. It is assumed here that present US NRC regulatory requirements for commercial
reprocessing plants, namely that LEMUF(Pu) of throughput for material balances every
6 months, can be met. It is also assumed that the uncertainties in the successive
material balances add randomly, so that the uncertainty for a year is just / 2 times the
uncertainty for 6 months, which understates the actual error. The plutonium fraction is
assumed to be 1% and Q%, respectively, for LWR and LMFBR spent fuel. A 200-te/yr LMFBR
reprocessing plant is comparable to a 1500 te/yr LWR plant in terms of plutonium flows,
and each is a likely size for economic operation.

Table I

UNCERTAINTIES (2a)» IN THE
MATERIAL BALANCES OF LWR AND LMFBR REPROCESSING PLANTS

AS A FUNCTION OF THROUGHPUT

Uncertainty (kg Pu per year)
te HM/yr LWR LMFBR

10 0.7 5.7
100 7 57
200 14 114
300 21

1500 105

As can be seen, for LWR reprocessing plants of 21100 te/yr throughput the annual
uncertainty is about equal to a significant quantity, while for a plant the size of the
NFS West Valley plant it amounts to two or three significant quantities. These may be
regarded as in the pilot-plant range, or typical of what a small industrialized or fairly
large semi-industrialized country might want to support recycle. On the other hand, a
1500-te/yr LWR reprocessing plant would have a material balance uncertainty at least an
order of magnitude larger than a significant quantity. It is therefore these large
economically-sized plants that are the problem, as far as material accountancy is

concerned, not the smaller ones in which some developing countries have expressed an
interest

.

ABSOLUTE VS. RELATIVE GOALS

The preceding discussion raises the important question of whether, in plants like the
ones considered, safeguards measurement goals should be expressed in terms of absolute or
of relative quantities. There are two difficulties with absolute goals, one of which is
the inability to meet them with large plants. The second difficulty is a related one. A

rigid insistence on the ability to detect the diversion of one significant quantity over a

period of one year would favor the building of small, relatively-uneconomical reprocessing
plants. Plants of this kind could be ordered by developing or semi-industrialized nations
with a weapons program in mind, and justified on the grounds that they meet safeguards
measurement requirements. On the other hand, a large industrialized country, if it wanted
to reprocess, would be forced to build a number of small plants, each capable of meeting
the requirements but in the aggregate providing essentially the same opportunities for

diversion as a single economical plant of the same total size. So in the first case the
policy of absolute requirements would favor the very situation the US is most concerned
about; that is, the spread of small reprocessing plants to developing countries, while in
the second case it would favor an economically-irrational development without appreciably
reducing the risk of undetected diversion. Insistence on absolute goals could be

regarded, in fact, as discriminatory against large nations, since it imposes much more
stringent measurement requirements on them—requirements that cannot even be met by

present technology—than on small nations.

•Assuming two material balances per year with random measurement errors
only, and 2a = 1$ of throughput.
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The consequences of the "significant-quantity" limit, when applied in the US
export-approval conditions, will be contrary to US policy objectives. The large
processing plants that fail to meet the measurement goals will, for the foreseeable
future, all be located in large industrial countries. A credible nuclear weapons program
in such a country would have to involve tens and probably hundreds of weapons . A mere
half dozen or so weapons in the hands of a country like West Germany or Japan, for
example, would not be very useful to it. Furthermore, such countries are quite capable,
if they considered it necessary, of developing a large clandestine military program
tailored to their specific needs. It is therefore highly unlikely that they would take
the risk of diverting material from a safeguarded facility when the amounts to be gotten
this way are so limited.

On the other hand, small semi-industrialized or developing countries are likely, for
the foreseeable future, to operate only the smaller plants, in which the detection goal
for material accountability can be met . The effect will therefore be to permit
reprocessing of spent exported fuel in countries the US is most concerned about, while
forbidding reprocessing by western-European States and Japan, where proliferation risks
are minimal

.

The proper balance of emphasis in reprocessing safeguards could be accomplished by
defining limits of detection capability on the basis of a fraction of throughput rather
then in absolute, "significant" quantities. In small plants, where it is feasible, the
significant-quantity limit could be retained. A limit expressed as a small fraction of
throughput would provide good assurance that the major countries having such plants did
not divert, since, although the detection limit might not allow enough for several
explosives to be detected, the quantity would be insignificant in military terms and would
therefore provide credible assurance that no diversion at all had been attempted.

TIMELINESS GOALS

Risks of false-alarm/ detection failure can be balanced against timeliness as well as
threshold-detection levels. Up to times on the order of a few months, improved timeliness
in safeguards findings can only be achieved at the expense of uncertainty. A goal of
extremely short "detection" time displays an oversimplified view of what "detection"
really is. As discussed above, "detection" of diversion by the safeguards system is a
final conclusion of a process that begins as an attempt to verify compliance with the
safeguards agreement. A finding of diversion, if there is any serious attempt by the
State to conceal the diversion, is arrived at by a process of elimination. Any
abnormalities must be investigated to see if there are other causes than diversion. While
strong indications might lead the inspectors to report directly, as provided for in the
agreement, it seems unlikely that with covert diversion there would be sufficient basis
for immediate and vigorous responsive action until all available information had been
thoroughly assessed.

What is loosely referred to as "detection" is the conclusion of a process of analysis
and investigation, beginning usually with routine inspection and collection of samples for
analysis, and ending after a number of alternative explanations have been investigated and
rejected. There is no single indication or event short of the final decision that could
be called "detection". Rather, from the first indication there is the possibility of

diversion, but with a high degree of uncertainty. As the assessment progresses,
uncertainty diminishes but time passes . It is as if a kind of Heisenberg uncertainty
principle were at work: as detection time is reduced the "detection" becomes more
ambiguous, and the resolution of uncertainty is at the expense of timeliness. The

provisions contained in INFCIRC/1531 to resolve any uncertainties, which could require
considerable time, illustrate the tradeoff between time and uncertainty.

Thus it appears that detection time can be reduced to the extreme degree considered
necessary by some US policymakers only if it is done at the expense of increased

false-alarm probability or if the diversion is very large. Since the purpose of very
short detection times is to allow immediate diplomatic action to be taken before

conversion to weapon components could be completed, a high degree of confidence in the
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finding of diversion would also be necessary. False-alarm limits would have to be more
stringent, not less, if timely detection is to lead directly to responsive action.

The logical basis that rationalizes the need for extremely short detection times calls
for closer examination. Implicit in the timeliness requirement, as stated in the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Act, is the assumption that when conversion time for one explosive is
completed some kind of point of no return is reached, after which corrective diplomatic
action is pointless or ineffective, and the diverting State must henceforth be accepted as
a member of the nuclear club. It is not at all apparent or self-evident why that should
be so. We are aware of no discussion of that fundamental assumption in all the voluminous
literature on non-proliferation. It is accepted as a rule of some kind of game, which
defines winning or losing in terms of who wins the race at the end of conversion time. A

number of arguments against that point of view are offered:

(1) The non-proliferation objective is the prevention of the acquisition of nuclear
armament by another State, and the threshold is a nuclear-weapon capability with
effective delivery systems, not the final assembly of unit no. 1. This process
affords considerably more time and opportunity to detect a clandestine weapons
program, through both international safeguards and national intelligence
activities

.

(2) An important and officially stated objective of the IAEA is to deter diversion, a
function which depends on the perception of the risk of detection and the probable
consequence of discovery and not on the time at which a violation is discovered.
Since the nature of the response of the international community to a violation
would probably not be any different whether or not conversion had occurred (even
assuming that there was some way of knowing whether it had) , the deterrent value
should be the same in either case. This point can be illustrated by the example
of India. There, knowledge of preparations before the test explosion did not lead
to the application of effective response measures, and pressures to restrain them
continue more than five years later. If the detection- time/ conversion- time
dependency were correct, such pressures after the test explosion would be

pointless. In fact, it would be harmful to US objectives to convey the impression
to a potential diverter that once he converts the material into a weapon he is
"home free". 22

(3) The objective of diplomatic pressure would presumably be to restore the status quo
ante ; that might include return of the diverted material and assurance that the
weapon program itself had in fact been terminated. The accomplishment of neither
of these objectives depends on whether the material has been fabricated into a

weapon, since, clearly, it can be returned at any stage and, at least in
principle, there is no clearly delineated point or threshold beyond which a

weapons program cannot be terminated.

(4) The claimed shortness of conversion times robs the first weapon assembly of much
of its significance, since it implies that the fabrication of a weapon is easy,

even for a nation with no prior experience. If so, it cannot have great
significance as a threshold.

(5) The concern over a single explosive is much more valid in the case of subnational
diversion, where the threat is more immediate and the significance of additional
numbers of weapons relatively less. The preoccupation with the minimum time to
fabricate a single explosive seems to be the result of a blurring of the

distinction between physical protection against subnational groups and safeguards
against national diversion.

Thus, while timely warning is certainly of value, there is no apparent logical basis
for requiring that detection time— the time from diversion to detection— not exceed
conversion time, or that there is necessarily any direct, quantitative relationship.
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SUMMARY

Currently, the tentative goals for IAEA safeguards performance lack internal
consistency and a sound logical basis. In particular, it is argued that there is no
rational foundation for the claimed connection between detection time and conversion time;
that present goals for false-alarm probability will most likely be unacceptable for the
expanded nuclear industry of the future, while goals for detection probability are set
unnecessarily high; and further, that rigid insistence on absolute thresholds for
detection that are unattainable in high-throughput bulk processing facilities may be
counterproductive

.

A distinction must be made between external safeguards goals, based on the
consequences of diversion, and internal goals that govern IAEA operations, if attainment
of the external goals is not feasible. The IAEA should adopt quantitative performance
goals that are clearly feasible, and upgrade them as the state of the art advances. This
can be done in accordance with a prearranged schedule as is done in some US environmental
regulations. External goals can provide balance in the establishment of IAEA goals, but
they should not be adopted as quantitative requirements unless they are feasible.

IAEA safeguards are too often viewed in negative terms, a view that is more
appropriately applied to domestic safeguards. Domestic safeguards agencies are regulatory
agencies; the IAEA is not. The IAEA, like other international agencies, is based on
respect for agreements that are accepted voluntarily. IAEA safeguards are a great step
forward in the widespread acceptance of in- country monitoring of compliance with
agreements. Expectations of what IAEA safeguards can accomplish, as reflected in stated
performance goals, should be in terms of positive assurances that non-proliferation
commitments are respected, and not in terms of a regulatory body that can compel
compliance

.

A capability to detect diversion is an essential element in the safeguards system; it

establishes the level of credibility of assurance that safeguards provide. It is not

reasonable, however, to expect that a detection capability that combines a high
probability of detection with extremely short detection times can at the same time provide
hard enough information to justify immediate and drastic diplomatic response. Such an
expectation would appear to be based on a grossly-oversimplified view of what constitutes
detection of diversion. Externally-derived performance goals should anticipate more
realistic responsive actions. Those might include verification from other sources of

early, ambiguous alarm signals, or more deliberate actions on the basis of

carefully- assessed findings that require longer times.

In practice, the IAEA must be governed by internally-derived goals—what it is

possible to do, now and in the future. The ability of the IAEA to accomplish what

safeguards can do must not be compromised by striving for unattainable external goals,

which can only lead to system distortions and less- than-optimum performance. External
goals are needed to guide safeguards R&D, but not to define requirements that safeguards

must meet in order to be considered adequate.
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Discussion:

Persiani (ANL):

There is a timeliness to Table II, where the standards could be made progressively more
restrictive. The more technically advanced countries can develop systems with less
restrictive guidance. As the LDC's countries become more technically sophisticated and
want to develop their own dependent nuclear power economy, they are subjected to more
restrictive conditions on their uranium. That struck me as something you could talk about.

deMontmollin (Sandia)

:

Right, that was our point. As the technology improves and the acceptability of
safeguards grows in the future, the people and the system become more adapted to it. The
system shouldn't settle for what goals are presently feasible, but rather the goals can
improve in the future. The idea of goals that are presently attainable doesn't need to
restrict the progress in the future toward better goals that, at the same time, are more
politically acceptable and technically feasible.

Franklin (EURATOM):

If I have understood you correctly, you are saying that, if we abandon a very narrow
technical definition of goals and incorporate the political values into a safeguards
system, it is possible to achieve these external objectives. But if you start trying to

implement that in practice, what kind of political problems do you think you run into when
you say that a plant of a particular kind should meet one set of technical criteria if it

is in a friendly country, and a different set of technical criteria if it is in a country
which is perceived as less friendly? How, at the level of international organization, do

you think that is going to be operational?

deMontmollin:
Well, I don't think it would be on the basis of considering countries or classes of

countries, but rather as a function of throughput. As one example, the 8 kg limit in a

reprocessing plant. If it were a function of throughput rather than a fixed quantity, it

would tend to be more generally feasible. That is, the feasibility would be more nearly

the same for all sizes of plants. It just happens that these large-throughput plants are

in sectors that, for diversion to be credible, would require a large diversion. That is a

fortunate circumstance, and I don't think it could ever be set up on a basis of

discrimination or classifying of countries.
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ABSTRACT

Safeguards systems play a vital detection and deterrence
role in current nonproliferation policy. These safeguards
systems have developed over the past three decades through
the evolution of three essential components: the safeguards/
process interface, safeguards performance criteria, and the

technology necessary to support effective safeguards. This
paper discusses the background and history of this evolu-
tionary process, its major developments and status, and the

future direction of safeguards system design.

INTRODUCTION

The 1968 Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 1 emphasizes the need for

effective safeguards systems. Articles I and II of the treaty prohibit signatories from
transferring nuclear weapons or explosives devices, control, or assistance between nuclear
weapons states and non-nuclear weapons states. Article III, paragraph 1 requires that each
non-nuclear weapons state, according to the treaty, accept safeguards "for the exclusive
purpose of verification of the fulfillment of its obligations assumed under this Treaty

with a view to preventing diversion of nuclear energy from peaceful uses to nuclear weapons

or other nuclear explosive devices." Thus, the objective of safeguards, as an instrument

of nonproliferation policy, is "the timely detection of diversion of significant quantities
of nuclear material ... and deterrence of such diversion by the risk of early detection.

For nearly 35 years since the first nuclear weapons explosion, three questions have
been continuously debated: what effects do safeguards have on nuclear facilities, how well

should safeguards perform, and how well can safeguards perform? We shall examine the back-

ground, history, and status of these three questions by considering three evolutionary

aspects of safeguards systems: (1) the safeguards/process interface, (2) safeguards per-

formance criteria, and (3) safeguards technology. Our point of view will be primarily that

of materials accounting, recognizing that physical protection and containment/surveillance
are vital parts of an effective, complete system.

THE SAFEGUARDS/PROCESS INTERFACE

A Historical Example

The following example, drawn from the early history of the nuclear age and the Los

Alamos Scientific Laboratory, illustrates the evolving thinking of facility operators con-

cerned about nuclear materials accounting. Beginning in 1943, the first work with plutonium

was done on a small scale with a distinct flavor of experimentalism. Each experiment always

led to quantitative analyses of feed, product, and sidestreams because of the chemist's

desire for understanding. These comprehensive analyses were frequently used to draw mate-
rials balances, but the procedures were not called accountability.

As the quantity of plutonium increased, more detailed accounting systems became neces-

sary. A bookkeeping system was established, and radioactive material was transferred from

one area to another, from one person to another, as if the radioactive material were capable

of being counted like pennies in a bank. But it wasn't. Discrete items or items amenable

to precise chemical analyses were transferred without too much difficulty. Residues and

*Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy, Office of Safeguards and

Security.
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wastes in a heterogeneous matrix were a different matter because of the impossibility of
obtaining a representative sample. There were, of course, no instruments for quantitative
nondestructive assay.

Because wastes could not be assayed, it was always possible that some significant amount
of plutonium might go out in a box of waste or trash. Consequently, in 1949 LASL designed,
built, and installed a neutron counter using BF3 tubes to detect neutrons emanating from
each box and container leaving the plant. Although the measurement wasn't quantitative, it
did give assurance that only small amounts (less than 0.5 gm) were in the containers. In
addition, no portable, quantitative gamma survey instruments were available, so that the
guards had to rely on visual examination of people and items leaving the facility.

The plutonium content of process residues was another matter of great concern because
of accounting requirements imposed by LASL and the USAEC. The plutonium content of hetero-
geneous residues was difficult to measure; consequently, it was decided early in 1949 to
keep residues segregated according to generator. The residues were stored in segregated
groups until a process unit could be dedicated to processing a block of these residues.
Each group of residues was designated as a "receipt area" so that data could be properly
credited to the group by referring to that receipt area number.

The process data were recorded in log books, and transfers of plutonium were recorded
on receipts. It was a slow and laborious process to make the final evaluation and to cal-
culate inventory differences, and there was no practical way to obtain interim numbers.

In 1958 and 1959 as a result of a study of the data gathering and analysis process,
several conclusions were reached: (1) Accountability data and process data were often the
same. (2) The shipper and receiver were documenting the transfer by each recording the
same data. (3) Compilation and evaluation of hand-logged data was slow and subject to
error. (4) Good process data, criticality control data, and accountability data could not
exist independently. It was then decided to design and establish an automated data pro-
cessing system to address the above considerations. The data necessary to document each
transfer were selected. The number of fields had to be restricted so that all the data
would fit the 80-column format normally available at that time on punched cards. After
many iterations, a format was chosen and a system was put into operation in 1960. The
initial printouts are described in LA-2662.^ This system was used as a recording docu-
ment virtually unchanged for more than 17 years. There were, however, the development and
use of an increased number of sorting programs and printouts that served many coincident
process and accountability needs.

As interest in safeguards increased, it was realized that quick recall and analyses of
data were necessary for the timely review of inventory differences. The main drawback was
that data recall had to await the bi-weekly printout, although special printouts could be
obtained on 4 hours notice, but at the expense of accumulating huge stacks of paper. Timely
access and review was also the desire of process accountability and criticality managers.

The desire for timeliness led to the dedication of a computer to data acquisition and
handling, with remote terminals in the plant connected to the computer. The result was a

dynamic materials accounting system that collected process and accountability data and
immediately updated the inventory file. The system would be invaluable to process people,
and when NDA equipment could be developed and installed between materials balance areas, it

would be invaluable for improved safeguards. Such a system is now being installed, tested,
and improved at TA-55, the new plutonium processing facility at Los Alamos.

From this example, we can see four main reasons, other than for safeguards, why facility
operators are keenly interested in materials accounting: (1) production control, (2) sup-
plier/customer interactions, (3) safety, including criticality control, and (4) regulatory
requirements imposed to meet externally generated criteria. Thus, materials accounting is

intimately related to both process control and safeguards, and both sets of considerations
must be taken into account in any cogent safeguards systems design.

Integrating Materials Accounting and Process Design

Good materials accounting depends on the ability to draw materials balances having
acceptably low uncertainties. That is, the nuclear material must be measurable , which has

important implications for process design. For example, process equipment must be con-

structed so that significant amounts of material are not "hidden" in locations inaccessible

for measurements. In the past, equipment was often not designed with this constraint in

mind and instrumentation for measuring material residing inside process vessels was unavail-
able. These limitations have forced the materials accounting system to rely on cleaning

out the process, i.e., doing a physical inventory, before a materials balance could be

drawn. ft7n



Oftentimes, process operating procedures have significant impacts on the performance on
|

the materials accounting system. For example, buffer tanks occasionally have input and
|

output transfers that occur simultaneously, which severely limits the ability to infer the
transfers from level and concentration measurements made on the tank. On the other hand,
if input and output transfers do not occur simultaneously (e.g., if the tank is "batched"),
then obtaining the transfer measurements is relatively straightforward.

The examples show that a great deal of thought must be given to designing the process
\

for improved safeguards and process operations, two compatible and mutually supportive
requirements. This is a relatively simple matter at the design stage of the process, but
much more difficult and costly after the facility has been built. It is imperative, there-
fore, that the safeguards and process viewpoints be integrated at the earliest stages of

I

facility design. Furthermore, it is often true that features important to materials
|

accounting are the "designer's choice" with respect to the process and could have been
changed had safeguards been a factor.

i

International Safeguards Considerations

The implementation of international safeguards contributes additional complexities to
|

the safeguards/process interface. By statute, the IAEA performs independent verification
activities to arrive at a technical conclusion on "the amount of material unaccounted for

over a specific period, giving the limits of accuracy of the amounts stated. These
|

activities are based on the "use of material accountancy as a safeguards measure of funda-
mental importance, with containment and surveillance as important complementary measures.

I

Thus all the process design features relevant to safeguards discussed above are important,
and there are several additional factors, such as proprietary information and questions of
national sovereignty.

To fulfill its verification responsibilities, the IAEA is both allowed and required to

take samples, make independent measurements, check standards, and examine records and re-
ports. These activities require that the IAEA have access to the so-called strategic

j

points, which include key measurement points used by the Agency for drawing materials bal-
|

ances and points where containment/surveillance measures may be executed. That is, the
IAEA's activities may be considered, by some at least, to be intrusive. The degree of

|

intrusiveness to a large extent will depend upon the capability of the facility's materials
accounting system and on the inspector's confidence that he can ascertain whether or not
the facility is being operated as declared. Both of these criteria depend heavily on the

process design and must be incorporated early in the design stage.

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Performance criteria for materials accounting systems have also evolved. We will con-
sider first the US domestic requirements and then discuss the proposed IAEA goals.

i

US Domestic Requirements

In recognition of the limitations of materials accounting, regulatory requirements in i

the US have specified that materials balances should be drawn immediately following a shut-

down-cleanout physical inventory. A minimum physical inventory frequency has also been
specified depending on the type of facility. For example, reprocessing plants must take a

physical inventory and draw a materials balance at least once every six months. In addi-

tion, the uncertainty associated with the materials balance is also specified. In the

reprocessing plant example, the materials balance uncertainty (the limit of error of the

material unaccounted for) must be less than 1% of throughput. ^ Although these require-
ments have been deemed adequate in the past, the advent of large, high-throughput facilities

requires that new criteria be considered.

Clearly, the current regulations have limitations in timeliness and sensitivity. In a

1500-metric ton/year reprocessing plant, a diversion of 75 kg of plutonium is the nominal
I

amount that should be detected, and that only after 6 months. In addition, the merits of

specifying detection sensitivity as a fraction of throughput are still being debated. On

the one hand, a relative criterion seems inappropriate if the diversion quantity of interest

is in absolute terms. On the other hand, an absolute criterion appears to favor small

facilities, which are economically less attractive.
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These changing perceptions have indeed resulted in increasing reconsideration of both
the forms and the values of performance criteria. It is a continuing struggle to formulate
performance requirements that both meet our perceived needs and are achievable with reason-
able extrapolations of current technology.

IAEA Requirements

At the current time, performance criteria for IAEA safeguards are still being developed.
However, criteria have been proposed for "timely detection" and "significant quantities"
and have been authorized by the Director General of the IAEA for use by the Agency in its
safeguards system. 7 The definition of significant quantity is related to the quantity of
special fissionable material required for a single nuclear explosive device. For example,
a significant quantity of plutonium is generally taken to be eight kilograms. 7

'
8 Timely

detection depends on the "conversion time" for a particular material and has been defined
as the minimum time required to convert different forms of nuclear material to metallic
components of a nuclear explosive device. Thus, for plutonium oxide, nitrate or other pure
compounds, the estimated conversion time is on the order of one to three weeks. 7

'
8

The IAEA assumes that proliferation occurs when a single nuclear explosive is acquired.
Therefore, to counter the range of possible diversion scenarios the proposed IAEA criteria
have been set at detecting 8 kg of plutonium diverted over any period of time from one to
three weeks up to one year. 7 ' 8 That is, the Agency must treat both abrupt and protracted
diversion scenarios, and the time allotted to detect these diversion scenarios is one to
three weeks following completion of the diversion.

Given the current capabilities of the IAEA safeguards system and the facilities it has
to safeguard, which currently are all low-throughput facilities, these are reasonable and
achievable criteria. However, the large-throughput facilities on the horizon require con-
tinued attention to technology development.

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Improved Instrumentation

We have seen that in the early days very little instrumentation, particularly NDA, was
available. However, tremendous strides have been made in recent years.* New NDA instru-
ments routinely make measurements of much better than 1% precision and accuracy on many
types and forms of nuclear materials.

9

5 10 Large improvements have been made in the abil-
ity to assay such difficult items as waste containers and spent fuel. H' 12 in addition,
these measurements can be made in a timely fashion and on the spot. 13 To satisfy the
needs of IAEA inspectors, portable versions of these instruments have been developed, such
as a high-level neutron coincidence counter that folds up into a suitcase . 1^

At the same time measurement capabilities are being improved, the instruments are being
tested, evaluated, and demonstrated in operating environments. For example, an absorption-
edge densitometer is being installed at the Japanese reprocessing plant at Tokai, and IAEA
inspectors routinely use a multitude of portable hand-held units in their inspection activ-
ities .

Near-Real-Time Accounting

To meet the changing performance criteria discussed above, near-real-time accounting
concepts and systems are being developed in preparation for the construction of new high-
throughput facilities . 16-19 The essential feature of near-real-time accounting is the
ability to obtain an estimate of the inventory of nuclear material in the process without
having to resort to a physical inventory. This ability is desirable because it greatly
improves timeliness and sensitivity, and it is made possible by the ongoing instrumentation
development work discussed previously. In conjunction with near-real-time accounting,
sophisticated data analysis methods, which we call decision analysis , 20-23 make most
effective use of the vast amount of new information that will be available. The decision
analysis techniques treat the data as an aggregation rather than as individual materials

*The references cited in this section are only examples of those available. A complete
list would be much too long for this paper. See the cited works for additional references.
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balances to provide the best achievable sensitivity to diversion in any scenario. The
decision analysis techniques also provide quantifiable measures of systems performance and
a defensible basis for action.

The costs of these improvements, surprising though it may seem, are not large. It is
often true that near-real-time materials accounting can be accomplished with very few addi-
tional instruments, including upgrades of process control measurements, added to that
instrumentation already necessary for properly performing conventional materials accounting.
Likewise, the advanced data analysis techniques merely make better use of the information
that should already be available for the more traditional analysis methods.

Systems Design Approach

All these technological developments must be folded together to form a coherent safe-
guards system. That is, we must have a systematic approach to safeguards and facility
design. This approach has been developed through numerous interactions with the safeguards
community and the process designers, and has been reported in several documents . 16-19 ,24, 25

Although many steps must occur in a successful system design, one step stands out as both
the most difficult and the most useful: computerized modeling and simulation of the facil-
ities and safeguards systems. This is true for a host of reasons, including cost, time,
and unavailability and inflexibility of operating facilities. This approach allows the
investigation of ideas that would be impossible to try in actual facilities. We must con-
stantly keep in mind that the results are only as good as the information we put in. For
this reason, any modeling and simulation activity must be based on a specific reference
process and must, of necessity, involve the cooperation and participation of the process
designers

.

For materials accounting, the modeling and simulation approach requires a detailed
dynamic model of the process based on actual process design data. Design concepts are
evolved by identifying key measurement points and appropriate measurement techniques, com-
paring possible materials accounting strategies, developing and testing appropriate data
analysis algorithms, and quantitatively evaluating the capability of the proposed materials
accounting system to detect losses. By using modeling and simulation techniques the effects
of process and measurement variations over long operating periods and for various operating
modes can be studied in a short time.

CONCLUSION

Examination of these three aspects of safeguards makes evident their dynamic, evolu-
tionary, and interrelated natures. Facility operators are always interested in making the
best use of available materials accounting capability. Performance criteria are changing
to provide better protection against perceived threats and to make the most effective use
of current technology. Both these aspects have spurred the development of the third: tech-
nological advances in safeguards. All three aspects must play a major role in safeguards
system designs for future high-throughput facilities.

At the conceptual level, future activities will be aimed at international safeguards.
The implementation of these concepts in the international context, however, must await dem-
onstration and evaluation of advanced safeguards systems in a benign but realistic environ-
ment .
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Discussion:

Skinner (SRL):

You said that we should have near-real-time accounting. Does that include chemical
separation plants?

Shipley (LASL):

We ought to consider the possibility of using near-real-time accounting and investigate
what good it will do us. We have, in fact, done a study of near-real-time accounting as
applied to a chemical separations facility, and Arnie Hakkila will talk about the results
of that study this morning.

Skinner:
It was my interpretation of 5630.2 that material in solution is category 1B, which

requires a balance every 30 days. If you are doing a dynamic inventory, you can close the
balance in 30 days without near-real-time accounting.

Shipley:
I would preempt that by saying that we also call that dynamic materials accounting.

Dynamic materials accounting means, to me, the fact that you can draw a materials balance
without necessarily having to take a physical inventory. I would call that near-real-time
accounting, and you will hear some more about that this morning in Hakkila 1 s paper.

Schleicher (EURATOM)

:

You have shown in one of your slides that IAEA inspectors have access to two types of
strategic points, namely key measurement points and points for containment and
surveillance. In practice these points are often not sufficient to achieve the proposed
Agency goals for short detection times and significant quantities. This gave rise to

considerable difficulties in the negotiation of Facility Attachments for some European
plants, the Agency requiring access to strategic points or areas which are not covered by
the two categories foreseen, which you mentioned. Practical solutions have had to be found
and IAEA inspectors have obtained extended access. Experience will show if such solutions

can in the long term be considered as satisfactory by all parties concerned.
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ABSTRACT

A statistical material accountancy system (NUMSAS)
has been developed by the Joint Research Centre.
This system is designed for implementation within the
framework of Euratom Safeguards. As well as developing
NUMSAS, the J.R.C. has developed a computer code to pro-
vide a Monte Carlo simulation of the activity of NUMSAS.
This simulation code is being used to study the statis-
tical properties of MUF and MUF variance as estimated by
NUMSAS. This paper presents simulation results describing
the propagation of skewness through a set of plant accounts.
It also illustrates the effect of skewness on detection
and false alarm probabilities.

KEYWORDS: Euratom Safeguards, MUF simulation,
MUF statistical inference.

BACKGROUND

A statistical nuclear material accountancy system for fabrication plants
has been developed by the Joint Research Centre (J.R.C.) of the Commission
of the European Communities at Ispra. This accountancy system (NUMSAS) is
designed for use in the context of Euratom Safeguards and has been developed
in collaboration with the Euratom Safeguards Directorate. The Euratom regula-
tions (1) envisage MUF evaluation based on detailed accounting records and a
knowledge of the plant measurement system. Any simpler approach is unlikely
to provide an adequate basis for international safeguards. NUMSAS offers a
rigorous basis for implementing these requirements since it provides the
techniques for a LE-MUF calculation based on the statistical characteristics
of the plant measurement system and the measurement histories of the batches
of nuclear material involved.

NUMSAS is a complete accountancy system providing facilities for,

- the detection and correction of clerical errors in accountancy
declarations supplied to the Safeguards Authorities

- automatic interpretation of Euratom accountancy declarations
describing inventory changes

- a wide variety of accountancy reports

- statistical analysis of MUF and the plant measurement system.

The system is described in a paper (2) and in a J.R.C. report (3). With the
cooperation of plant operators NUMSAS has been used by the Euratom Safeguards
Directorate in analysing the accountancy declarations from a fabrication
plant (4). Work is in progress in implementing NUMSAS in other plants coming
under Euratom Safeguards

.

In the context of international safeguards the evaluation of accounting
information involves a variety of interdependent considerations. These in-



- the level of confidence in the clerical accuracy of the accountancy
data

- the level of trust existing between the safeguards authority and
the operator. This will involve factors such as the inducement to
falsification inherent in the particular case

- the percieved level of effectivness of the plant system of contain-
ment and surveillance

- the risk of error inherent in any safeguards response. This would
encompass factors such as the probabilities of both false alarm
and failure of detection as well as the gravity of any mistaken
action by safeguards authorities.

In this respect, the safeguards evaluation of MUF is unlike the routine
quality control applications of statistics. In the quality control philosophy,
the "MUF" is accepted or rejected on the basis of precise quantitative cri-
teria. These criteria are determined by required probabilities of false alarm
and detection. In the quality control approach the probabilities can be jus-
tified by optimisation of purely financial costs. Moreover this optimisation
is underpined by probability models which can be validated directly. In the
international safeguards context however, the probabilistic criteria are only
one element in a decision process which must take into account other non-
quantifyable information.

Safeguards Authorities have been discussing the effects of establishing
explicit statistical targets for safeguards in present-day plants (5). This
approach would strengthen the role of detection and false alarm probabilities
in the evaluation process. NUMSAS offers the possibility of basing LE-MUF cal-
culations on such probabilistic criteria. The NUMSAS calculation of LE-MUF is
based on a statistical model of measurement error propagation within a plant
accountancy system. This type of model is one which has already been applied
by J.L. Jaech (6) to the accountancy of nuclear material. It has also been
accepted by the IAEA Manual F. Simple and straightforward techniques for cal-
culating LE-MUF when using an accountancy system such as NUMSAS are outlined
in (6). This paper describes work undertaken by J.R.C. Ispra to study the
robustness of these techniques. For this study the J.R.C. has developed a
computer code to provide a Monte Carlo simulation of the activity of NUMSAS.
This simulation code (MUFSIM) can be used to estimate the false alarm and
detection probabilities inherent in using these techniques in any specific
case. This simulation activity is designed to provide technical support to
the implementation of NUMSAS within Euratom Safeguards.
Before describing some results of these simulations it is necessary to out-
line the statistical methods underlying the NUMSAS LE—MUF calculation.

THE NUMSAS STATISTICAL MODEL

The NUMSAS statistical model assumes that the measured value for the isotope
content of an individual batch of nuclear material is calculated as the pro-
duct of three independent measurements. These are,

- the bulk weight or volume

- the element factor value, e.g. the proportion of uranium per unit
bulk weight

235- the isotope factor value, e.g. the proportion of U per unit
weight of uranium.

Each of these measurements is assumed to be contaminated by errors of measu-
rement. The NUMSAS model allows for five kinds of error sources which may be
involved in the measurement of a single batch. These are,

- weighing scales or volume determination techniques

- sampling techniques for element factor determination
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- analysis techniques for element factor determination
- sampling techniques for isotope factor determination
- analysis techniques for isotope factor determination.

For each error source in the plant measurement system, the model takes account
of both systematic and random errors. The model equations for error propaga-
tion in weighing and in element and isotope factor determinations are given
briefly below.

The model of measured weight is,

5 = W (1 + A
±

+ €.(n)); (1)
n

with c
. (n) = — 7 e .

where W is the true weight of the batch,

A^ is the value of the systematic error for scale i

n is the number of replicate weighings

e
i j

is the value of the random error of the j weighing of this

item using scale i.

The model equation describing element factor determination is more complicated
since there are both sampling and analysis errors. The model of measured
element factor is,

P = P (1 + e
±

+ v
±
{m) + ^ + vAd)); (2)

where P is the true value of the element factor for the batch

0. and £• are the values of the systematic errors for the i sam-
.

J thplmg method and j analysis technique respectively

^(m) and ^(d) are the averages of random errors in sampling and

analysis respectively.

The model equation for isotope factor determination (Q) is similar in struc-
ture to that for element factor. Both the random and systematic errors are
assumed to be zero mean stochastic variables.

This model is capable of representing two kinds of correlations between
the measured values of different batches. Batches whose measurement has in-
volved a common error source will incorporate a common systematic error. The
second kind of correlation will occur in batches which have been treated as
a group for determination of element or isotope factor. The measurements of
such batches will have certain random errors in common.

The above model is the one which is implemented in the current release
of NUMSAS. It is a relative error model in which the systematic and random
effects of measurement are assumed to be linear functions of the true value
being measured. For some error sources alternative models may be desirable.
For example, the random and systematic effects of a scale may be represented
in the form of absolute errors. In this case the LE-MUF calculation would be
based on an equation of the form

w = w + a + r(n); (3)

as an alternative to equation 1 above. Future releases of NUMSAS will offer
679



the user a choice between absolute and relative error models for each error
source.

MUF STATISTICAL INFERENCE BASED ON NUMSAS

The NUMSAS system is designed to evaluate whether or not the plant MUF can
be accounted for as an accumulation of measurement error. ATo do this, NUMSAS
provides a calculation of the standard deviation of MUF (<*MUp). The standard
deviation formula is a first order Taylor series approximation based on
equations (1) and (2). The formula is described in the USAEC publication (6).
To carry out this calculation NUMSAS uses quantitative information about the
plant measurement system as well as the accountancy declarations. The data
required about the plant measurement system are the standard deviations of
the stochastic variables in the model equations. Since the MUF standard de-
viation calculation involves the measured values in the accountancy decla-
rations it is also contaminated by measurement errors and is itself an esti-
mate of the true standard deviation of MUF.

Basing LE—MUF on the standard deviation estimate and the desired proba-
bilities of detection and false alarm can be done by using tables of the
Normal distribution (6). The LE-MUF or alternatively the statistical sig-
nificance of MUF can be calculated in this way provided the tMUp statistic
follows a standardised Normal distribution. If this assumption is not met,
the LE-MUF may lead to more false alarms than is deemed desirable in the
light of Safeguards objectives. Alternatively it may lead to failure to react
to what is really a significant MUF.

The simulation code MUFSIM is being used to study the statistical dis-
tributions of MUF, the MUF standard deviation estimate ( ^muf) and the tjyjup

statistic (t^uF = measured MUF minus true MUF, all divided by ^muf)»
Assuming that the measurement system is described by equations of the kind
(1), (2) and (3) the simulation can provide a calculation of the real false
alarm and detection probabilities of any specific LE-MUF. In this way, cases
can be identified in which the actual false alarm and detection probabili-
ties differ from the nominal ones. The magnitude of this difference can be
related to factors in the measurement activities of a plant. As a result
Safeguards Authorities have a more accurate basis for their judgements about
the significance of a given MUF.

THE MUF SIMULATION CODE (MUFSIM)

The MUF simulation code simulates the activity of the accountancy system
NUMSAS. To do this, MUFSIM simulates the action of a measurement system
throughout the balance period of a plant. It then does a NUMSAS evaluation
of the MUF derived from the simulated accountancy records. This NUMSAS eva-
luation can then be compared with the known true situation on which the
simulation is based. In the MUFSIM code, the processing and measurement ac-
tivities of the plant are represented purely in terms of the accountancy
declarations which they generate. More strictly, MUFSIM simulates the propa-
gation of measurement errors through a set of plant accounts.

The MUFSIM code requires the following inputs:

- a list of pseudo material accountancy declarations specifying the
true weight, true element content and true isotope content of the
batches and also their measurement histories

- a list of measurement error source declarations specifying the
statistical parameters of the error sources making up the plant
measurement system.

The code simulates the action of the measurement system on the true material
values and then calculates the MUF and the MUF-variance which would be esti-
mated by NUMSAS on this observed data. Based on a sample. of such. results,
MUFSIM provides a variety of statistics describing the distributions o±
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observed MUF, estimated MUF variance and "the tj^jp statistic (it also
calculates the true MUF and true MUF variance). The Kolmogorov test (7) is
applied automatically by MUFSIM to test hypotheses about the distribution of
MUF, and the t^up statistic. The code simulates statistical accountancy in
terms of element MUF and isotope MUF simultaneously and provides all the
output results for each approach. The code is capable of simulating scale
measurement errors according to either of the two error propagation equations
(1 ) and (3) above.

Unlike most statistical simulation codes, the MUFSIM code has as input
a large amount of data. These are the pseudo accountancy records for the mate-
rial balance period. Since many of the records refer to common events in
measurement histories, opportunities exist for complex data inconsistencies
which are difficult to detect. Each record in the plant accounts must be
self-consistent but this is not enough. Each record must also be consistent
with all other records in the accounts which refer to common events. For this
reason, MUFSIM incorporates a phase of consistency checking of the accountancy
records before commencing simulation. This is designed to relieve the user
of as much as possible of the checking of input data.

The MUFSIM code is modular and can easily be adapted to alternative mo-
dels of measurement structure or alternative distributional assumptions for
systematic and random errors. The ability to simulate any pattern of correla-
tions implicit in the measurement histories is implemented by the use of
multilinked list structures applied to the accountancy declarations (8).
With this approach sublists are used to link items sharing common systematic
or random errors. The simulation of correlations in nuclear accountancy measu-
rements can be treated very efficiently by means of list processing tech-
niques. Figure 1 below illustrates the processing activities of the simula-
tion code.

THE SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

The simulation experiments using MUFSIM are designed to study the factors af-
fecting the quality of the Normal approximation to the distribution of the

tjfljp statistic. The simulations are intended to focus on the degree to which
the normality of tMUF is sensitive to

- increases in the standard deviations of measurement errors in all
or part of the measurement system

- the number of batches of nuclear material involved in the balance
calculation

- the distributional assumptions about the basic measurement errors
in the plant measurement system

- changes in the form of the model equations representing measure-
ment error propagation.

In this way the simulations can identify those situations, of measurement
history, material volume or measurement system, for which the use of Normal
tables can lead to operational error probabilities different from those
intended.

The objective in this work is not to replace the normal approximation
by anything more refined. Instead the objective is to gain some idea of the

possible differences between nominal and actual detection probabilities which
might occur. This knowledge can form a basis for judgements about the degree

of uncertainty attaching to calculated figures. It is not a practical propo-

sition to envisage a statistical accountancy system for Safeguards which
would use information about the higher moments (skewness etc.) of the plant

error sources. It is difficult enough to get valid information about the

variances.
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INPUTS PROCESSING ACTIVITIES OUTPUTS

PSEUDO
ACCOUNTANCY
RECORDS

MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION

ACTIVITY ONE REPORTS OF

CONSISTENCY AND SYNTAX ANY ERRORS

CHECKING OF INPUT DATA
> DETECTED

ACTIVITY TWO

CALCULATION OF TRUE MUF
AND TRUE VARIANCE OF

MEASURED MUF,

REPORT OF THE

TRUE BALANCE

AND TRUE

VARIANCE OF

OBSERVED

MUF

ACTIVITY THREE

SIMULATION OF MEASUREMENT

ERRORS IN THE ACCOUNTS
FOLLOWED BY NUMSAS STATIS-

TICAL EVALUATION. THIS IS

REPEATED MANY TIMES TO

CREATE A FILE OF SIMULATED

STATISTICAL EVALUATIONS OF

THE ACCOUNTS.

' FILE OF

SIMULATED

VALUES OF

OBSERVED MUF
AND MUF
EVALUATION

STATISTICS

ACTIVITY FOUR

SUMMARISATION OF THE FILE OF
SIMULATED ACCOUNTANCY EVA-
LUATIONS AND COMPARISON OF

SIMULATED ACCOUNTANCY EXPE-

RIENCE WITH TRUE STATE OF

MATERIAL BALANCE

REPORTS OF THE
PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION OF

OBSERVED MUF
AND MUF
EVALUATION

STATISTICS

FIG. 1 THE MAJOR PROCESSING ACTIVITIES OF MUFSIM
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The findings which are presented here are concerned with the propagation
of skewness throughout a plant accountancy. In particular they examine the

j
effect of a skew systematic error on the tail probabilistic associated with
tMUF . The input data which has been used for the simulation results presented
here have been published in the USAEC report (6) (pp. 200-208). The/represent

;
the accountancy of a small scale fuel fabrication facility for a 1 month
balance period. For full details of the data the reader should consult (6).
For the purposes of this paper a brief summary is given here. The error
sources making up the measurement system are listed in Table I.

j

ERROR
SOURCE TYPE MATERIAL USAGE ERROR

SOURCE CODE

Scale Weighing UFg cylinders SC01

Scale Weighing cans of UO2 powder and scrap SC02

Scale Weighing boats of sintered pellets SC03

Sampling Sampling UFg ES1

1

Sampling Sampling U02 powder ES12

Sampling Sampling U0 2 pellets ES13

Sampling Sampling dirty powder ES14

Sampling Sampling sludge ESI 5

Sampling Sampling Ammonium diuranate scrap ES16

Analysis Uranium analysis for UFg EA21

Analysis Uranium analysis for U0
2
powder EA22

Analysis Uranium analysis for UO2 pellets EA23

Analysis Uranium analysis for scrap items EA24

Sampling Sampling of UFg, U02 powder and U02 pellets
for isotope enrichment determination

IS31

Analysis Analysis of UF6 ,
U0 2 powder , U02 pellets

for isotope enrichment
IA41

TABLE I : Plant Measurement Error Sources.

The accountancy records for the balance period give a picture of the be-

gining inventory, inputs, outputs and ending inventory. This material

movement information is summarised for different types of material xn

Table II.
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Material Type Begining
Inventory Input Output Ending Inventory

UFg cylinders 5
|

7 0 2

Cans of UO2 powder 13 ! 0 0 35

Boats of sintered pellets 0 0 0 97

Cans of hard scrap 0 0 0 2

Cans of green scrap 5 0 0 7

Cans of dirty powder 4 0 0 6
!

Cans of grinder sludge 0 0 0 2

Cans of ADU scrap 8 0 0 26

Table II : Material Flow during Balance Period.
"~"

(Figures in the table are numbers of items)

The material balance data given in (6) represents measured values of
batch weights, element and isotope factors. These values have been used with
a changed meaning for the purposes of the simulation. For the simulation they
are taken to be the true values on which simulated measurement errors are im-
posed. The different error sources listed in Table I are of differing de-
grees of importance for the statistical accountancy. Some contribute very
little to the total MUF variance either because they have small standard
deviations or because they are involved in the measurement of only a small
proportion of the material affecting MUF variance. Table III shows the rela-
tive importance of these error sources for the balance period in question.
For Table III the MUF accountancy has been carried out in terms of total ura-
nium. The variance of uranium MUF is broken down into a systematic and random
component for each error source.

Table III shows that sampling of ammonium diuranate scrap for determi-
nation of uranium content is by far the largest source of uncertainty in the
accountancy. In particular, the systematic error accounts for approximately
58% of the MUF variance. This is because the determination of uranium con-
tent of such scrap has a large relative standard deviation. Examples in
which a single error source can dominate the uncertainty are not purely aca-
demic cases. Experience with NUMSAS (9) has shown that this can occur even
in plants whose accountancy involves many thousands of batches with physical
inventories at six monthly intervals. The simulation results presented here
illustrate the effect on MUF evaluation if this dominant systematic error
should have a skew distribution. Two aspects of this situation are presented.
The first is effect on uranium twjjp of varying the degree of skewness of
the systematic error while allowing it's dominance (percentage of MUF-
variance) to remain -unchanged. This effect is illustrated by simulation re-
sults in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The effect on tMuF is shown in three ways.
These are,

- the skewness of the sampling distribution of tMuF (Fig. 2)

- the degree to which the simulated tMyF sample is fitted by the
standardised normal distribution. This is measured by the Kolmo-
gorov statistic (Fig. 3)
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- the estimated probabilities of tMup exceeding standard test cut-
off points. In particular the cut-off values corresponding to the
upper 1%, 2%, 3% and 4% of the standardised normal curve (Fig. 4).

t-\ -p) /-> nERROR
SOURCE

RANDOM
(GMS SQUARED)

SYSTEMATIC
(GMS SQUARED)

SC01 1000.960 250240.058

SC02 1845.345 23779.712

SC03 34.789 3374.561

ES11 120323.616 62668.550

ES12 93.743 2372.872

ES13 80.616 11608.751

ES14 14989.011 487.990
\

ES15 41630.162 6723.442

[

ES16 4154636.038 6773246.756

EA21 120323.616 84326.801

EA22 374.972 5741.765

EA23 270.960 28090.311

EA24 2996.272 2341 .311

Table III : Uranium MUF Variance Components.

(These figures are based on equations of the
form (2) and (3); apart from this they are de-
rived from the data of USAEC publication (6)).

The second aspect which is presented is the effect of the dominance of the
skew systematic error. In this case the value of the skewness is held fixed
and the relative standard deviation of the systematic error is varied. The
effect of this on uranium t^p is again shown in the same three ways
(Figures 5,6 and 7). The sample size for all of the simulations presented
here is 4000.

In these examples, the systematic error for sampling of ammonium diura-
nate scrap has been simulated with positive skewness. Most of the ammonium
diuranate scrap however has entered into the MuF equation for this balance
period with a negative sign. Hence the positive skewness in the systematic
error is propagated to give a negative skewness in the distribution of tMUp»

Figures 2 and 5 illustrate the fact that the skewness of tMyp depends
both on the degree of skewness of the systematic error as well as the domi-
nance of that error. A systematic error whose skewness is small produces ne-
gligible skewness in tMUF . Similarily a systematic error which is highly
skew but which has a relatively small contribution to the MUF variance will
produce a negligible skewness in tMUF . Figures 3 and 6 show how the fit of
the standardised normal distribution is affected by the skewness of tM^p.
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Figures 4 and 7 show how the upper tail probabilities of the actual tMUP dis-
tribution differ from those of a standardised normal distribution. Generally
the negative skewness of tMuF results in smaller tail probabilities than would
be the case if t^? were normally distributed.

The simulations which produced Figures 2-7 give essentially similar
graphs for the skewness, normality and tail probabilities of tMUF for isotope.

CONCLUSION

The evaluation of accountancy declarations involves the Safeguards Authorities!
in the interpretation of large volumes of data. The use of EDP and statistical 1

data processing are necessary tools in coming to grips with the detail and
complexity of this information. On the other hand, the evaluation of MUF by
Safeguards Authorities can never be reduced to a blind mechanical use of sta-
tistical rules. The administrative process of evaluation involves a variety of'
considerations, both statistical and non-statistical which have been mentioned
already. As in any other administrative decision process the Safeguards Autho- i

rities will exercise judgement about the quality of the information available
'

in respect of each dimension of the problem. In this regard the statistical
dimension is no exception. The use of statistical techniques must always be
tempered by a knowledge of the assumptions and approximations involved in cal-
culating statistical indices. For example, any statistical inference about MUF
must reflect the uncertainty, if any, about the validity of the error propaga-
tion equation (1), (2) and (3) as an adequate description of the plant measure-
ment system. Similarity it must reflect any uncertainty about the accuracy of
the error source standard deviation estimates since these play a central role
in determining the statistical significance of MUF.

The program of simulation; some of which has been presented here, can be
viewed as refining a third such area of judgement, the quality of the normal
approximation for assigning a significance level to observed MUF. The Simula-

(

tion results reported here show that skewness, for example, can effect the
quality of the normal approximation. In the example presented, the actual
false alarm probability would be less than the nominal one and there would be
a corresponding decrease in the detection probabilities. If the balance pe-
riod had been one in which the ammonium diuranate scrap had appeared in the
accounts with a positive sign the effect would have been to give a false
alarm probability greater than the normal one and a corresponding increase in i

detection probability. Thus in the case where a single error variable domi-
nates the MUF uncertainty and where there is doubt as to the normality of this

|

error, the statistical significance of MUF as calculated using normal tables
may be a little larger or a little smaller than the true value.

M.G. Kendall and A. Stuart (10) discuss factors affecting the robustness
of the classical t-statistic. Work on this topic provides insights as to when
the normal approximation to the distribution of tMUp is likely to be good.
The conditions for adequacy are likely to include

- that the linearisation of MUF contained in the Taylor's series ap-
proximation is a good enough approximation

- that the number of independent random variables in the MUF calcula-
tion is not too small

- that no single variable whose distribution is not Normal should
dominate the MUF variance in the sense we have discussed in this
paper

- that the measurement system does not create any strong correla-
tion between observed MUF and 9MUF £ov the balance period in
question.

The purpose of this simulation study is to quantify these aspects in a prac-
tical way for safeguards purposes. The results presented in this paper are
initial results and it would be premature to make any quantitative generali-
sations at this stage.
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ABSTRACT

A sensitivity analysis of the varianoe of MUF, with respect to the
"basic statistical properties, in terms of variances for random and
systematic errors of the measurement system's components, has been
performed for an actual material "balance of a high enriched uranium
fabrication plant. The material "balance considered in this study
contains several thousand "batches.

INTRODUCTION

A material balance declaration of a high enriched uranium fabrication plant has
been studied to evaluate the sensitivity of MUF Variance with respect to measure-
ment error sources.

The estimation of the MUF variance for the various combinations of standard
deviations of the measurement errors sources has been performed with the NUMSAS
programme (ref.l).

The nominal values for the standard deviations used are those provided by the
plant operator according to his evaluations and are shown in Table I as relative
standard deviations (i.e. Kg/Kg) because NUMSAS assumes a measurement errors model
of multiplicative type.

The material balance considered in this study was composed of 1237 batches in
the beginning inventory, 530 as inventory changes and 1275 i*1 "the ending inventory.

The quantity of U involved in the material balance is large amounting to 3000 Kg
in inventory. The sensitivity analysis study refers only to the total quantity of
U and not the fissile part.

NUMSAS programme calculates the composition of MUF variance in terms of the
systematic and random contribution of each error source. Therefore from the

variance components table of NUMSAS (see Table II ) it is possible to determine
which measurement errors sources are important contributors to the MUF variance.

In this case seven measurement error sources appear of major importance.

Three refer to random component of scales involved in measurement of UFg, U,0g + UO,

powder and pellets respectively, the other four sources refer to the chemical
analysis of UFV, UF., U.Oq + U09 , and platelet NDA measurement.
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TABLE 1 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM as used in this STUDY

MFASTTR'FMENT1

METHOD

STANDARD

Random Systematic

8G01 0.002 0.00001 Scale for weighing UFg bottles

SC03 0.0001 0.00001 Balance with ran;ge 0 to 10 Kg used for UF^

SC05 0.0001 0.00001 Like SC03 hut used for U^0 Q+U0„
3 o 2

SCO 6 0.004 0.00001 Balance used for U-,0q and U0- for
3 o 2

hatches > 10 Kg

SC07 0.0005 0.00001 Balance used for U0g pellets

SC09 0.001 0.00001 Like SC03 hut used for u/UAl swarf

sm o 0 001 0 00001 T.ilrp R0O^ "hn + ii<3pr! fn-r TT/tVi mi t+ht>pr

n nnom T -i lro ^PH^ Vm+ nC3esH -Fr»-n TT/ rPVi mi -v+tit»oc2ijXJxt? ouwu ou i/ uocu lux u/ in nil -a. bui fc;^

O OOI R 0 001 RW . VU J.J T^sil pnnp nqp^ "Pat* TT/TViO mi Y+nT*iac'UCllCUloC UDCU 1UX <J 1 111^2 nil -A- bui CD

EA01 0.00025 0.0003 U content of UF^

EA02 0.001 0.002 U content of UF^

EA03 0.0005 0.001 U content of U^Og, U0^ and pellets

EA04 0.0025 0.0025 Y ahsorption in U-Al platelets

EA05 0.005 0.001 U content of U-Al swarf

EA06 0.005 0.001 U content of U-Th mixtures

EA07 0.002 0.001 U content of U-lx powders

EA08 0.0008 0.001 U content of U-ThO^ particles

EA09 0.0025 0.0025 Y-ray emission of U-Alx (cermets)

platelets

NOTE: - This is not the complete plant measurement system hut that part of it which

relates to the present study.
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DESCRIPTION of the PLANT

The operations which take place in this plant are "briefly as follows:

- The starting point for the main fabrication lines is highly enriched uranium
hexafluoride

- There is a scrap recovery unit in which campaigns are also run for clients.

- Chemical, metallurgical and mechanical treatment of various types of uranium
are possible.

- Large stocks of uranium of all enrichments are at hand in a variety of forms and
dimensions

- The stock of uranium is split into thousands of accountancy units.

- Part of the uranium stock is mixed with thorium, the latter being the major
component

.

The main production lines are

- Chemical processing areas

- The MTR line (alloy and cermet)

- The HTR line (Kernels, particles an^ pebbies)

- The UOg line (pellets and pins)

Pig. 1 shows a simplified flow diagram of the processes of the plant with all the
measurement points used in this material balance marked.

The weighing scales are all of the digital read out type and all the readings are
recorded by hand.

The U content analysis measurement methods EA01, 02 and 03 are destructive chemical
analyses using the modified Davies-Gray method of titration with the end point
determined potentiometrically. The difference between the 3 methods is the preparation
from the starting point of the material in the sample. The plant operators state

that any errors due to sampling are incorporated in the standard deviations of
the measurement method itself. EA04 is an NDA method which measures the absorption
of TM-170 Y rays through the coupon of U-Al alloy. The coupon is moved past the
source and the total count is integrated and compared with a standard.

EA05 is a calculation of the U content based on the constituents of the alloy.

EA06, 07 and 08 are destructive analyses like EA01, 02 and 03, the difference
being dependent on the different chemical preparative work required to prepare
the aliquot for the titration.

235
EA09 is a direct determination of the U content of the cermet platelets before
they are rolled out by measuring the I85 Kev y -ray using a Na I (Tl) detector.
Each measurement is compared with a standard and the U content is calculated using
the enrichment which is based on a mass spectrometer measurement at an earlier
stage in the process.
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3. INPUT DATA to the ANALYSIS

The input data to a MJMSAS calculation is the data for a material "balance
period consisting of

Beginning Inventory BI
Inventory Changes ICs
Biding Inventory EE

The input data for this study consists of 3042 lines of data some of which are
single items but others are grouped into "batches where the items are identical.
The total number of lines in the BI is 1237 and in the EE 1275 corresponding to

3021 Kg and 2685 Kg of high enriched uranium respectively. Each line of data
contains all the information required for reporting the PIL (Physical Inventory
Listing) to the Euratom and IAEA safeguards authorities. In addition a code for
the error path is added which provides the key to the sources of error, which
are quoted as relative standard deviations as given. by the operator as a result
of his evaluations (see Table i).

The data for the inventory changes is taken directly from the reports sent into
the EURATOM safeguards authority by the operator with the addition of the error
path. The amount of material involved is 432 Kg as input and 768 Kg as output and
covers a 6 month period.

The data used is real and refers to a European high enriched fuel fabrication plant.

4. BRIEF DESCRIPTION of NUMSAS

The basic purpose of MJMSAS is to provide additional information for safeguards
authorities or plant managers who wish to evaluate a non-zero material balance
(MUP) at the end of a balance calculation in order to judge whether it can
reasonably be accounted for as an accumulation of measurement errors in the balance
calculation.

The statistical approach on which MJMSAS is based views the measurement error
component of MUP as having a probability distribution which can be calculated if
the plant measurement system is known. For this reason MJMSAS uses information about
the errors arising in each of the measurement activities of the plant. In addition
to this, MJMSAS requires information about the measurement history of each batch
of nuclear material involved in the balance calculation.

As well as being a tool for material control, MJMSAS can be used by plant operators
to study the performance their plant measurement system. The separate elements of
the measurement system will contribute in differing degrees to the variance of MUF.
MJMSAS can be used to quantify the contribution of each element of the measurement
system and this information can be used to identify the principal sources of
uncertainty. It can also be used to provide a basis for judging the cost-effectiveness
of any proposed improvements in the measurement system.

The measurement system is taken to mean any instrument or procedure used in the plant
to measure the nuclear material oontent of a batch. This includes weighing scales,

volume determination instruments, sampling methods as well as analytical instruments
or techniques. In the plant being studied there are 9 weighing scales, 2 non
destructive analysis techniques, 8 sampling techniques and 7 chemical analysis
techniques. The value of the standard deviations of the sampling techniques have
been taken to be zero so there is no contribution to a MUF from them. Table I gives
the details of these measurement methods each of which is referred to a measurement
error source. Each source is defined as having 2 components of error, a systematic
error and a random error.
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To use the NUMSAS system it is necessary to know (or have estimates of) the standard
deviations of random error and systematic error for each measurement error source.

It is important that the estimates used are representative of plant operating condi-
tions. In general special measurement experiments will be necessary to estimate these
quantities for a particular plant. Estimates quoted by instrument manufacturers or es-
timates achieved in research laboratories may be of little value for material control
purposes. The present study is devoted to establishing the effect of changes in the
values of the standard deviations of the random and systematic errors for each error
source

.

The NUMSAS model assumes, in the most complex case, that the measured value for the
isotope content of an individual batch is calculated as the product of three distinct
measurements. These are

- the bulk weight or volume
- the element factor value, e.g. the proportion of uranium per unit

bulk weight
- the isotope factor value, e.g. the proportion of U-235 per unit

weight of uranium.

Each of these three measurements is made with it's appropriate measurement instrument
or method. The NUMSAS measurement model is for both random and systematic types a mul-
tiplicative model, i.e. the standard deviations for each error source are relative
standard deviations. For example the recorded weight of a batch will use a^scale and
may be the average of several weighings. In this case the recorded weight W will be:

ft * W (l +\ +1 (n));

withE. (n) - 1 ^ Gij

where W is the true weight of the batch,

^ . is the value of the systematic error for scale i

n is the number of replicate weighings

C
ij is the value of the random error of the j

th
weighing of this item using scale i.

The case of element factor determination is more complicated since there are both sampling

and analysis errors. However this is not the only complication. In determining isotope or

element factor, batches which were weighed separately may be treated as a single batch.

This is done by taking a number of samples in a representative way throughout the batch.

Subsequently, each sample may be subjected to several replicate analyses (case I) or al-
ternatively the samples may be merged and the resultant sample may be subject to replicate

analyses (case II). The factor value of the batch is taken as the average of the values in

the different replications. Thus while each weighed batch will have an associated factor
determination value the factor determination^may be common to a group of weighed batches.

The NUMSAS model of measured element factor P can be represented as

f - P (1 + e
i
+ T

, i
(a) +

?
+ ~. (d) ) :

with d

n.W-i £ nik and -
j(a) _i
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where P is the true element factor value for the hatch

th
6 ^ is the value of the systematic error for the i sampling method

"th
£ . is the value of the systematic error for the j analysis instrument

* or technique

m is the number of replicate samples

i} is the value of the sampling random error of the k**
1
sample using the i^*

1

sampling method

d is the total number of replicate analyses i.e. the total over all the
samples

Y^. is the value of the analytical random error of the analysis replication
using the jth analytical method. In case II these are the Eandom errors of
the d analyses on the merged sample. In case I they are the random errors of
d replicate analyses on each of m samples,
m

The model presumes that isotope factor determination is based on a separate sampling
and analysis from that of the element factor determination. The model is similar to that
for element factor in that the measured isotope factor Q is represented in the form,

§ - Q (1 + a
±

+ ^(m) + & + ^j(d) )?

m d

^() - I 2 P
ik

and - (d) -1 S
v jk

with

™ k-1
d

k-1

where Q is the true element factor value for the batch

a
i is the value of the systematic error for the i**

1
sampling method

i is the value of the systematic error for the j analysis instrument or
technique

m is the number of replicate samples

th
Pik is the value of the sampling random error of the k sample using the i

sampling method

d is the total number of replicate analyses i.e. the total over all the

samples

thv jk is the value of the analytical random error of k analysis replication
using the jth analytical method. In case II these are the random errors
of the d analyses on the merged sample. In case I they are the random
errors of d replicate analyses of each of m samples,

m
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The measured value of the isotope content of an individual item is represented in
the model as Z = W P Q. This formula is the MJMSAS model of a single material balance
declaration. The MJMSAS model also assumes that all the error random variables are
statistically independent with zero means. In this case the means and variance of
W, P and § are given by the formulae,

2

E(w) = W ; Var( W) - W
2

( ° \ + —C
) ;a n

E(P) = P

E(Q) - Q

In this notation the variances of the measurement errors are specified in terms of
relative standard deviations which are denoted by the symbol a .

5. DERIVATION OF THE SENSITIVITY EQUATION

We assume m error sources, each source being a generator of both random and
systematic variance.

2
The variance of MUP; a MUP will be given by the sum of 2 m independent variances
m of random origin and m of systematic origin

2
m 2 2m 2 , .

oTfUF - S Ki Oi +S y± a± ( 1 )

i=l i=m+l

02
T)

+

m

02

?2
v

\T

6
+ T ) 5

The calculation of the Ki andyi will be different according to the different
properties of random and systematic errors see (Ref l).

For the purpose of the present study equation (l) can be written without
distinguishing between random and systematic component:

The scope of our study is that of evaluating the sensivity coefficient of the

o MUF with respect to the 2 m errors sources.

These sensitivity coefficients S^ can be conveniently derived as follows:

. iN a± oA~\^ cfc.... (3>
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Substituting equation (2a) into (3) we have

ba MUF _ a
v K o MUF

For the Kth error source we have

2 2

°ECK ~ a K a K

Where the a
^-£,(X

are ^e various components into which NUMSAS separates o^MUF.
is the variance of the Kth source. By substituting equation (5) in (4) we have:

2

a ECK

^ ~ °K
a
MUF

Equation (6) is the sensitivity equation used in this study.

SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENT EVALUATION

The MJMSAS programme for specific ^et of nominal values 0± (i = 1 2m )

provides o MUF and the tattle of o . By using equation (6) the Si (i = 1...2m)
sensitivity coefficients can he easily evaluated.

These sensitivity coefficients represent the variations of MUF standard deviation
per unit of variation in the corresponding error source.

The numerical values of the S^ depend on two conditions:

- the specific material "balance structure of the plant with respect to the measurement
system

- the numerical values of the relative standard deviations associated with the error
source to which the sensitivity coefficient refers.

In this study the role of the material balance structure seems to be the major factor
for the ranking of the sensitivity coefficients. Different error sources can show the
role of the two conditions previously mentioned.

Table II gives the following data for the balance

- the sensitivity coefficients

- the normalised contributions of the different error sources to the variance of MUF

- the weight of material which has been measured by each measurement method (also
shown in Table i).

Scale SC01 for instance used for the measurement of a total amount of 2057 Kg of U,

and measures with a relative standard deviation for random errors of 0.002.

The contribution of scale SC01 to the a MUF is 77.2$ of the a MUF value and its S^

is 288600.
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On the other hand scale SC 06 with a relative standard deviation for random errors

of 0.004 (twice that of scale SC 01) contributes only 3.9% to the a MUF. The total

amount of U measured by this scale is only 37 Kg.

Table II Sensitivity Coefficients

NORMALISED RELATIVE

1 MEASUREMENT SENSITIVITY CONTRIBUTION STANDARD Kg

METHOD COEFFICIENTS TO 0 MUF DEVIATIONS U

Random Systematic Random Systematic - Random Systematic
p 11 ——
Weighing Scales

SC 01 288600 799 77.2 <0.1 0.002 0.00001 2057

SC 03 342 72 < 0.1 <0.1 0.0001 0.00001 347

SC 05 576 213 N U . -L 0.0001 0.00001 439

SC 06 7240 18 3-9 < 0.1 0.004 0.00001 J 1

SC 07 <1 1 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.0005 0.00001 0.3

SC 09 99 11? < 0.1 <0.1 0.001 0.00001 38

SC 10 2 < 1 < 0.1 <0.1 0.001 0.00001 4

SC 11 1 < 1 < 0.1 <0.1 0.004 0.00001 1

SC 12 3108 2994 0.6 0.6 0.0015 0.0015 274

Uranium Anal aysis M ethods

EA 01 36070 23970 1.2 1.0 0.00025 0.0003 2057

EA 02 865 19710 0.1 5.3 0.001 0.002 148

EA 03 50 61 30230 0.3 4.0 0.0005 0.001 676

EA 04 1221 483 0.4 0.2 0.0025 0.0025 175

EA 05 66 116 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.005 0.001 17

EA 06 10 15 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.005 0.001 5

EA 07 171 559 0.1 0.1 0.002 0.001 20

EA 08 I658 1996 0.2 0.3 0.0008 0.001 274

EA 09 1334 12160 0.4 4.1 0.0025 0.0025 182

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The presence of the large random component associated with the operation of scale SC 01
is in part due to the presence of an unusually high quantity of UF-. in this particular
balance. In any case the role of the random error associated with this scale will be
important because almost all the input material to the plant is UFg and is therefore
weighed on this scale. It is worth noting, here once again the misleading nature of the
widely held belief that random errors "cancel out" and are consequently of little
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importance in the material balance of a large plant. The effect of a random error
in a measurement can of course be reduced by replication of that measurement. The
analysis of the numerical values of the sensitivity coefficients EL. shows that
this system is sensitive to only a few error sources, i.e. the random components
of SC 01, SC 06 and EA 01 and the systematic components of EA 01, EA 02, EA 03 and
EA 09 which together account for 96.7$ of the variance of MUP. SC 01 weighs the
bottles of UPg and EA 01 analyses the U content of the UF,-. SC 06 is used for weighing
U0

2
and U^Oo. EA 02 is used for the U content of UP and EA 03 is used for the U

content of UO^, U.Og and pellets. EA 09 is the non destructive y assay of the U-AL
cermet platelets.

Any project oriented to the improvement of the performance of the plant measurement
system from the point of view of the statistical analysis of a material balance
should concentrate on the above seven measuring equipments and/or procedures.

It is not necessary to proceed to a full cost of benefit analysis to see that a major
reduction in the o MUP can be achieved if the methods of measurement of the UF^
could be improved. On the other hand it is clear that many of the measurement
techniques make only a very minor contribution to the a MUP and it is likely that they
will continue in this way for future balances in this plant.

For such error sources one can infer that less precise and accurate measurements
equipment and procedures could be used without any significant effect on the MUP-
LEMUP analysis of a material balance.

Future safeguards requirements about measurement systems should take into account
such properties of material balance. The sensitivity study presented in this paper
can be performed for other plants in different parts of the fuel cycle. Such a
generalized evaluation of the role of the measurement systems in various parts of
the fuel cycle could help in defining the properties of measurement systems.
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Discussion:

Persiani (AND :-

You made a very good point that you were not able to verify or scrutinize the sampling
technique of the operator. Isn't that really the weakest link in our safeguards system?
If we cannot impose an international system, impose sampling techniques, the study you have
made, the sensitivity, and what goes on in the processing plant, may not be on a one-to-one
level.

Cullington (ISPRA):

Perhaps I have misled you a bit. We are certainly able to examine the sampling
technique and see what this technique is. What is difficult, is to allocate random and
systematic errors to the technique itself. The final thing is, that it is just
incorporated into the analytical technique, and this is a problem we have had in more than
one plant. I think our regulation requirements are perhaps a little less precise and a

little less fixed than the American requirements, which require a full presentation of all
these data in a much more defined format.

Gordon (BNL)

:

Could you describe the method used in this plant for the elemental analysis of UFg?

Cullington:

Only in very simple terms because I am not a chemist. Basically the chemistry is the
modified Davies-Gray method of titration with end point determined potentiometrically.

Heinberg (LASL):

I have a couple of questions addressing the first vu-graph that showed scrap coming in

external to the plant. I don't think you addressed how that was measured. I also noticed
that there were waste streams indicated. Is that a true statement?

Cullington:
The scrap material comes in on an estimated value and is then treated and measured

after the material has been processed. This is normally done in the presence of the plant
operator so that the input figure is corrected to the results of this scrap process. The
NUMSAS program also has a feature in it that correlates items that appear on the plus and
minus side of the MUF equation. So, if some scrap has been delivered in a period as an

input and appears on the ending inventory with a plus and a minus equation, it has been
untouched and it is not included in the LEMUF analysis because it cancels itself out. In

fact, any scrap material appears as an input of UO2, UFij, or UgO^, according to the

more precise and pure chemical technique. The other question of the scrap: yes, there are
some scraps produced. They were very small amounts in this particular balance, and they
have not been included in it, so in that respect the balance has been made slightly
artificial. In this particular period, it was not an important amount, but it is a valid
point to say it has not been included.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the mathematical basis for the computer model PUBG of
mixer-settler contactors which accounts for deviations from mass transfer equilib-
rium. This is accomplished by formulating the mass balance equations for the
mixers such that the mass transfer rate of nuclear materials between the aqueous
and organic phases is accounted for. Mass transfer equilibrium or SEPHIS limit
can be achieved with this model in the limit of a large mass transfer area between
the two phases. Concentration profiles calculated with PUBG in the SEPHIS limit
agree with those calculated using SEPHIS-M0D3 or -M0D4, (For a description of SEPHIS
models see S. B. Watson and R. H. Rainey, "Modifications of the SEPHIS Computer
Code for Calculating the Purex Solvent Extraction System", ORNL-TM-5123, Dec. 1975
and A. D. Mitchell, "A Comparison Between SEPHIS-M0D4 and Previous Models for the
Purex Solvent Extraction System", ORNL-TM-6565, Feb. 1979). Comparisons with
Thompson and Shankle's measured uranium concentration profiles (M. C. Thompson and
R. L. Shankle, "Calculation of Uranium Inventories in Mixer-Settlers During Solvent
Extraction with 7.5% TBP", Savannah River Laboratory, DP 1357, August 1974) on the
ID and IE contactors indicated good agreement between PUBG calculations and measured
data is obtained by adjustment of the mass transfer area to values which indicate
there are significant deviations from mass transfer equilibrium. PUBG calculations
in the SEPHIS limit on the ID and IE contactors predict a steady state uranium
holdup that is 10.8% and 16.3% lower, respectively, than the experimental values.
This is consistent with the expectation that deviations from equilibrium will
lower the efficiency of the contactor and increase its nuclear material holdup.

KEYWORDS: Mathematical models, mixer-settlers, chemical contactors, mass transfer rates,

mass transfer equilibrium, uranium holdup, plutonium holdup.
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INTRODUCTION

The chemical modeling of the steady state operation of mixer-settler contactors for
solvent extraction processes has been investigated by a number of workers (1-5). It was
not until safety requirements demanded in the reprocessing of nuclear fuels during startup
and shutdown that models for predicting both the transient as well as the steady state be-
havior of mixer-settler contactors were developed (6-13)

.

The SEPHIS computer models (8-12) developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory are very frequently used for simulating both the
transient and steady state behavior of mixer-settler contactors used in nuclear reproces-
sing facilities. These models have been continuously upgraded by introduction into the
model improved distribution coefficient correlations (9, 10, 14), the extension of the ap-
plicability of the model to partitioning of plutonium and uranium (9), and improved numer-
ical integration methods (11, 12). The modifications of A. D. Mitchell (11, 12) in the most
recent version of SEPHIS, called SEPHIS-M0D4, have considerably improved the predictions of
transient behavior and account for inhomogeneities in the settlers by the introduction of
three well mixed zones.

Excepting TRANSIENTS (7) and S0LVEX(13), the models for mixer-settlers developed so far
assume mass transfer equilibrium for the distribution of uranium and plutonium between the
aqueous and organic phases. Some comparisons between model predictions and measured data
indicate mixer-settler contactors operate very close to mass transfer equilibrium (8,10).
However, recent data of Thompson and Shankle (15) on uranium purification appears to show
that operating conditions for mixer-settler contactors may occur which produce significant
deviations from mass transfer equilibrium. These workers compared their measured data
with the predictions of the computer model TRANSIENTS, developed by J. T. Lowe (7). This
model accounted for deviations from mass transfer equilibrium in terms of the mass transfer
efficiency which is the ratio of the mass of nuclear material transferred relative to that
which would have been transferred if the process were at equilibrium. The mass transfer
efficiency is input into this model. The mass transfer efficiency is also input into SOLVEX.

Deviations from mass transfer equilibrium in solvent extraction contactors are deter-
mined by the rate of mass transfer between the aqueous and organic phases. Mass transfer
equilibrium or the SEPHIS limit is achieved with very rapid mass transfer rates. If the
mass balance equations used to describe the solvent extraction processes include the mass
transfer rate as in the case of L. E. Burkhart's model for pulsed column contactors (16),
deviations from mass transfer equilibrium are automatically accounted for. In view of

possible deviations from equilibrium in mixer-settler contactors (15) , it was a goal of
this work to develop a model PUBG (plutonium-uranium-Beyerlein-Geldard) for mixer-settler
contactors which accounts for deviations from mass transfer equilibrium by including in the
model the effects of mass transfer rates.

Another motivation for the development of PUBG is the generation of input-output data
to be used with modern system identification methods to devise mathematical estimators
for solvent extraction processes. Such estimation techniques are useful with in-process
inventory procedures for nuclear material accountability as well as for optimization and
control of solvent extraction processes in chemical contactors. The use of chemical models
in this way requires that they simulate the fluctuations occurring in the operation of a

real plant and the random error associated with the measurement of output data. These
fluctuations are obtained in PUBG with a random number generator.

MODELING THE MIXER-SETTLER CONTACTOR

Descriptions of mixer-settler contactors have been given in previous reports and pub-
lications (7, 8, 10, 11). They consist of a sequence of stages which are given a numerical
designation from 1 to N, N being the total number of stages. The aqueous and organic
phases flow countercurrently from one stage to another. By convention it is assumed the
aqueous flow is from stage 1 to stage N and the organic flow is in the opposite direction
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from stage N to stage 1. The countercurrent flows enter each stage at the mixer where they
are rapidly stirred in order to provide a large interfacial area between dispersed and con-
tinuous phases which will facilitate the mass transfer of nuclear materials between the two
phases. The phases are then pumped from the mixer to the settler portion of the stage
which only serves to separate the two phases so that they may be pumped to their next re-
spective stages. The feed stream containing the nuclear materials may enter the contactor
at any of the stages depending upon the application.

The basis for a mathematical model of the transient and steady state behavior of a
mixer-settler contactor are the following mass balance equations,

d(V°S°(j»
J _

dt

d(V^(j))
J!

dt

AK (j) -
A
J
s
«
(j) ' (2)

d(v
MV (j))

dt

- R (3)

dt

AK (j) + A
f
F
a
(j) + RJ

J a o
(4)

Equations (1) and (2) are the mass balance relations for the settlers whereas Eqs. (3) and

(4) are the mass balance relations for the mixers. The quantities S , M , and F are the
Ot Of Of

concentrations in grams per unit volume of species a in the settler, mixer, and feed
stream, respectively; Oj and Aj are the flow rates of the organic and aqueous phases,
respectively, at the jth stage 1

? V. and V^y are the phase volumes in the settler and mixer
respectively, at the jth stage; and R is the rate of mass transfer of species a from the

organic to aqueous phase. The superscripts o, a, m, s, and f refer to the organic phase,
aqueous phase, mixer, settler, and feed stream, respectively.

Equations (1) to (4) assume that the phases in the settlers are uniform or well mixed.
The computer models SOLVEX (13) and SEPHIS-M0D4 (11) account for non-uniformity by dividing
the phases in the settlers into well-mixed zones. For such models the mass balance
equation must be modified to account for the contributions of each zone.

The mass transfer rates R may be expressed in terms of the deviations of mixer con-
centrations from their equilibrium values. The simplest such expression is given by,

R = K A(M° - M°(eq)), (5)
a a a a

M°(eq) = D M
a

. (6)
a a a

where K is the mass transfer coefficient for species a, A is the interfacial area between

the aqueous and organic phases available for mass transfer, M (eq) is the concentration

which would be obtained in the mixer if mass transfer equilibrium were obtained, and

is the distribution coefficient for species a. The computer model PUBG of this work
uses correlations of G. L. Richardson (14) as modified by Watson and Rainey (10) for esti-

mating D .
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Mass transfer equilibrium requires that M° = M°(eq) . This condition can be approached
by letting K or A approach large values which forces M£ - Mg

(

eq) to have small values.
Very few measurements of have been made. A reasonable method of estimating both K and

A is a variation method which matches model calculations with selected data from real
mixer-settler contactors.

The computer model PUBG assumes that the transient behavior for the mixer is on a much
shorter time scale than the transient behavior of the settlers. As a consequence of this
assumption the mixer concentrations will approach a quasi-steady state, i.e.,

dM°(j)
2 « 0 (7)

dt

dM*(j)

dt

0. (8)

much more rapidly than the settler concentrations approach their steady state values.

Equations (7) and (8) neglect contributions to the time rate of change of the mixer
concentrations that are produced by the settlers feeding the mixer. These equations re-
quire that one assume that the settlers contain most of the total stage volume and that the
contribution of the mixers to the stage volume is negligible. This assumption is made in
the earlier SEPHIS models (8-10), TRANSIENTS (7), and SOLVEX (13). Equations (7) and (8)

and assumptions under which they are valid do not affect steady state predictions but will
affect transient predictions.

SEPHIS-M0D4 (12) accounts for the transient behavior of the mixers with a Runga Kutta
integration procedure and therefore comparisons of transient predictions of PUBG for the
settler concentrations with predictions of SEPHIS-M0D4 will provide a test of the steady
state assumption for the mixers, Eqs. (7) and (8), provided that the PUBG calculations are
for the SEPHIS limit. Such comparisons indicate that when the ratio of the settler volume
to mixer volume ranges from 1.5 to 3, the concentrations of SEPHIS-M0D4 are about 10%
lower than those of PUBG when they have achieved about half their steady state values.
For ratios greater than 3, the comparisons indicate that Eqs. (7) and (8) become a very
good approximation. Currently efforts are being pursued to remove this approximation from
PUBG for the purpose of improving its transient predictions for the lower settler to mixer
volume ratios. Although effects of the approximation on transient predictions are signif-
icant for lower settler to mixer volume ratios they are not large. This fact and the

simplicity achieved with the approximation justifies its use for many applications.

Equations (7) and (8) are not equivalent to mass transfer equilibrium conditions
assumed in the various SEPHIS models (8-12) . In order that mass transfer equilib-
rium is obtained the mass transfer rate must be much greater than the reciprocal of the

residence time of the nuclear materials in the mixer, i.e.,

o
s

K A > > 3+1
, (9)

~v
Mj

K A > >
A
j-1 (10)

a
V
Mj

Conditions (9) and (10) are obtained in practice by obtaining large values of the inter-
facial area A. The value of A can be optimized by rapid mixing which produces a finely
dispersed phase.
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For a particular stage j the steady state equations, Eqs. (7) and (8) may be re-
written in the following manner if recycle flows are neglected,

J

j j

-X-oYCj), (12)

j

where

(DA °
a A

m
a a j

Since the distribution coefficients D depend on the mixer concentrations M^(j) and
M^(j), Eqs. (11) and (12) do not represent a solution of the mixer steady state approxi-
mation (Eqs. (7) and (8)). They are however a convenient form to use for obtaining the
solution by an iterative method. The mixer concentrations obtained by iteration are then
substituted into the mass balance equations (Eqs. (1) and (2) for the settlers and the
resulting expressions are integrated by a fourth order Runga Kutta numerical procedure to
generate the transient behavior of the settlers.

The initial version of PUBG assumed mass balance equations in which the flow rates
and volumes referred to the solution volume per unit time and solution volume, respectively.
Concentrations and the distribution coefficients were assumed to have units of grams per
liter of solution and molarity based units, respectively. The SEPHIS-M0D2, M0D3, and M0D4
models assume flow rates and volumes whose units refer to the volume of solvent required
to prepare the solution, concentrations in units of grams per liter of solvent, and distri-
bution coefficients based on units of grams per liter of solvent (solute free units).
Consequently, there are small differences between steady state PUBG calculations in the
SEPHIS limit and the calculations of the SEPHIS models, particularly for processes where a

high proportion of the TBP is complexed by nuclear materials (uranium and plutonium)

.

Recently PUBG has been modified so that the mass balance calculations assume solute free
units. This latter version of PUBG (called PUBGS to distinguish it from the earlier version
of PUBG) for calculations performed in the SEPHIS limit is equivalent to the SEPHIS models.
The differences between these two versions of PUBG are inconsequential for calculations
presented in this paper.

DISCUSSION OF MODEL CALCULATIONS

Comparisons of PUBG with Measured Data

Generally deviations from mass transfer equilibrium will reduce the efficiency of a

contactor, thereby causing higher nuclear material holdup and higher stage concentrations,

particularly in the extraction sections of the contactor. Exceptions to this rule may

occur in the scrub bank of a contactor, extracting nuclear materials from an aqueous to an

organic phase, where under some conditions sufficiently small deviations from equilibrium
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may produce slightly lower aqueous phase concentrations than are obtained at mass transfer
equilibrium. The mass transfer equilibrium limit or SEPHIS limit is obtained with PUBG for
sufficiently high interfacial areas between the aqueous and organic phases. In a real con-
tactor high interfacial areas are obtained with mixer conditions (stirring rate, phase
ratio, etc.) that produce fine dispersions of the phase of lesser volume. Significant
deviations from mass transfer equilibrium can result from (i) entrainment of one solvent in

the other (7) and (ii) thermodynamic conditions which result in small mass transfer
coefficients.

Comparisons of chemical model calculations with measured data reported by Groenier(8)
and Watson and Rainey(lO) on the coextraction of uranium and plutonium (1A contactor) show
that the mixer-settler contactors from which the data were obtained operated very close to

mass transfer equilibrium(17) . More recently Thompson and Shankle(15) reported relatively
complete sets of data on the ID contactor (uranium extraction from the aqueous to organic
phase) and IE contactor (strips uranium from the organic phase) which indicate significant
deviations from the mass transfer equilibrium may occur in mixer-settler contactors. In

the case the ID contactor the experimental uranium holdup 4990 grams differed from the
value 4478.5 grams, calculated in the SEPHIS limit, by. about 10.9%. Complete agreement
between the calculated and measured uranium holdup is obtained by adjustment of the mass
transfer area A to values representing deviations from mass transfer equilibrium in the
calculated data. This adjustment of A produces some improvement in the agreement between
the calculated and measured concentration profiles. In the case of the IE contactor the
difference between the measured uranium holdup, 3532, grams and that calculated in the SEPHIS
limit, 29 69 grams, is 16.3% . Substantial improvement in the agreement between pre-
dictions and experiment are obtained for both the uranium holdup and concentration profile
by adjustment of the mass transfer area A, thus providing strong evidence that deviations
from equilibrium may affect mixer-settler contactors.

Detailed comparisons of measured concentration profiles and uranium holdup for the IE
contactor studies by Thompson and Shankle(15) with data calculated using PUBG are shown in

Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2. Table 1 also contains the concentration profiles calculated
with SEPHIS-M0D4 and the concentration profiles calculated by Thompson and Shankle using
TRANSIENTS (15) . The latter calculation accounts for deviations from mass transfer equi-
librium in terms of the mass transfer efficiency (7)

.

Table 1. Calculated uranium concentration profiles and holdup for the 12 stage IE

stripping contactor compared with the experimental measurements of Thompson and

Shankle. The organic phase contains 7.12 g/liter of uranium, 0.037 M HNO3, and

7.5% TBP. The aqueous phase is 0.04 M HNO3. The relative flow rates of the

organic and aqueous phases are 3.0 and 1.0, respectively. The concentrations in

stages 2 to 5 (not shown) are small. Concentrations are in grams/liter.

Experimental PUBG PUBG
Stage Data A = 4.8 SEPHIS Limit SEPHIS-M0D4 TRANSIENTS

Aqueous Phase

1 < 0.005 7.1 x 10~ 7
2.3 x 10"16 0.0 < 0.001

7 0.005 0.021 6.4 x 10~ 4.8 x lO
-6

0.098

8 0.005 0.110 3.5 x 10"4 2.8 x 10"4 0.299

9 0.065 0.581 0.019 0.017 0.916

10 2.020 2.831 0.819 0.759 2.800

11 11.570 10.181 8.636 8.397 8.426

12 21.500 21.360 21.360 21.115 21.360

(Table 1 continued on the next page.)
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Table 1. Continued from previous page

Experimental PUBG PUBG
Stage Data A = 4.8 SEPHIS Limit SEPHIS-M0D4 TRANSIENTS

Organic Phase

1 < 0.001 5.3 x 10 1.4 x
i ft

10
18

0.0 0.001

7 0.053 0.001 3.9 x
—ft

10
8 —ft

2.8 x 10
°

0.011

8 0.018 0.007 2.2 x lo"
6

1.6 x 10~6 0.033

9 0.180 0.037 1.2 x lO"
4

9.5 x 10"5 0.100

10 0.105 0.194 0.006 0.0055 0.305

11 0.731 0.944 0.273 0.254 0.934

12 Not Analyzed 3.394 2.879 2.815 Not Considered

Total
Uranium 3532 3542 2969 2914 3468,6

Holdup*
Grams

In accordance with Thompson and Shankle (15) the organic phase concentration of stage 12

was not included in the holdup calculation.

Figure 1 shows the significantly improved agreement between the measured aqueous

phase uranium concentrations and the calculated concentrations that is obtained as the

mass transfer area is decreased toward a value of 4.8. In Table 1 one notes that a mass
transfer area of 4.8 also results in good agreement between the measured and calculated
organic concentration profile. The calculations assume the mass transfer coefficient is a

constant and the units of mass transfer area are selected so that the mass transfer coef-
ficient is unity. A more sophisticated model would account for the concentrati6n depen-
dence of the mass transfer coefficient. However for deviations from mass transfer
equilibrium which are no larger than those represented by this data, Figure 1 appears to

show that assuming the mass transfer coefficient is a constant is a reasonably good
approximation.

A number of calculations with PUBG were performed as a function of mass transfer area.

The uranium holdup obtained from these calculations is shown in Figure 2. One notes that
holdup decreases with increasing mass transfer area and asymptotically approaches the

SEPHIS limit. The holdup for a mass transfer area of 4.8, which is selected on the basis
of comparisons of calculated and experimental concentration profiles, yields a uranium
holdup that is within 0.86% of the experimental value. Therefore a suggested method of

selecting the most appropriate mass transfer area for a particular contactor is by matching
the calculated concentration with that of one of the stages.

Chemical Models and System Identification Studies

Modern system identification methods (18) may be used to obtain accurate estimates of

nuclear material holdup from measured input-output data on a real contactor. However
adequate measurements of input-output data have not been obtained for the development of

such methods. Consequently input-output data that has been calculated from chemical models

is being used to investigate the applicability of modern system identification methods to

nuclear material holdup estimation. In order that chemical models can be used for this

purpose, they must be capable of simulating the transient behavior of a real extraction
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Figure 1. Comparisons of PUBG calculations of aqueous uranium concentrations on
the IE mixer-settler contactor at various mass transfer areas with experimental

data(15).
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Figure 2. Calculated uranium holdup in the IE contactor as a function of mass
transfer area compared with values obtained from experimental data(15).
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process during startup or shutdown. They must also include fluctuations in feed stream con
centrations and flow rates and variations in the stage concentrations which could result
from the deposit or dissolution of nuclear material on the walls of the contactor.

Figure 3 shown the transient behavior obtained using PUBG for the aqueous plutonium
concentration in the feed stage of a 1A contactor whose feed stream concentrations fluc-
tuate with a 10% standard deviation. The fluctuations in the feed stream are obtained
with a random number generator. The magnitude and frequency of the fluctuations may be
adjusted by appropriate input into the program. The calculated plutonium holdup and the
results of a identification delay system calculation (17) are also shown.

120 240 360 480 600
TIME(MINUTES)

Figure 3. An illustration of the aqueous phase concentration calculated with
PUBG or the feed stage (stage 8) of a 16 stage 1A contactor having a total stage
volume of 150 liters. The feed stream concentrations fluctuate with a 10%

standard deviation and have average values of 285.0 g/1 U, 2.66 g/1 Pu and
2.55 M HNO3. The organic phase is 30% TBP and the aqueous scrub solution
is 3.0M HNO3. The flow rates are 1.0, 5.01, and 1.67 liters/min for the
scrub solution, organic phase, and feed stream, respectively, and the
aqueous to organic phase ratio is 0.19.
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Dynamic Materials Accounting for Solvent-Extraction Systems*

D. D. Cobb and C. A. Ostenak
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Methods for estimating nuclear materials inventories in
solvent-extraction contactors are being developed. These
methods employ chemical models and available process measure-
ments. Comparisons of model calculations and experimental
data for mixer-settlers and pulsed columns indicate that
this approach should be adequate for effective near-real-time
materials accounting in nuclear fuels reprocessing plants.

KEYWORDS: Dynamic materials accounting; solvent-extraction
contactors; in-process inventory; chemical modeling

I . INTRODUCTION

A. Background

All commercial nuclear fuels reprocessing plants use the Purex process for the separa-
tion and purification of uranium and plutonium from spent nuclear fuels. Separation and
purification are achieved with a series of solvent-extraction contactors in which uranium
and plutonium are selectively transferred between relatively immiscible countercurrent
aqueous and organic streams. To optimize the sensitivity of near-real-time accounting for
nuclear materials in reprocessing plants, estimates of the in-process inventories in the

solvent-extraction contactors are required.
The importance of contactor in-process inventory to dynamic accounting systems for

reprocessing plants is highlighted in recent safeguards systems studies. ^"^ * Contactor-
inventory uncertainty is especially significant over relatively short accounting periods,
having a smaller effect over longer periods as throughput-measurement errors accumulate, so

that the availability of good estimates of the contactor inventory would improve the sys-
tem's sensitivity for detecting short-term losses of in-process materials. The goal of the

current study is to develop techniques for estimating contactor inventories to 5-10%, be-
cause the safeguards systems studies indicate that such estimates should be adequate for

effective near-real-time accounting.
Currently, techniques for high-quality direct measurements of contactor inventory are

not available. Their development would likely require substantial instrumentation costs,

and their implementation could result in costly process design modifications. The develop-
ment of indirect methods for estimating contactor inventory using chemical models and avail-
able process measurements appears to be more promising at present.

Many process monitoring instruments are installed in a nuclear reprocessing plant to

monitor and control the operation of solvent-extraction contactors. Typically, the compo-
sitions, flow rates, and temperatures of inlet and outlet streams, the aqueous-organic
interface levels, and, for pulsed columns, the pulse amplitudes and frequencies are moni-
tored and controlled. Sample lines may be available from selected mixer-settler stages or

from pulsed-column phase-disengagement sections. Where present, such sample lines, coupled
with appropriate nondestructive assay (NDA) or conventional chemical techniques, could pro-

vide useful data for estimating contactor inventories.

*This work was performed as part of the US Department of Energy-Office of Safeguards and

Security research and development program.

**See paper by E. A. Hakkila et al . , Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, in these Proceedings.
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Of particular interest for contactor-inventory estimation would be the availability of

high-quality flow and concentration measurements for contactor feed, product, and waste
streams. If the separations process is designed so that the contactors are separated by
buffer tanks, then the stream flows and concentrations can be obtained by combining volume
measurements with chemical analyses of the tank contents. By contrast, if the contactors
are closely coupled without intermediate measurements, it may be necessary to estimate the

combined in-process inventory of a series of contactors bounded by the available input-
output accounting measurements. This would complicate the inventory-estimation algorithm
and would probably degrade the quality of the estimates.

B. Current Study

The LASL Safeguards Systems Group (Q-4) has initiated a modest effort to develop tech-
niques for estimating contactor inventories. Under LASL sponsorship, researchers at Clemson
University are studying the effects of mass-transfer dynamics and chemical kinetics on con-
tactor behavior and modern systems identification techniques that can be used for real-time
estimation of contactor inventory. Researchers at Iowa State University and the DOE-Ames
Laboratory are developing state-of-the-art theoretical models of pulsed-column behavior.
The General Atomic Company (GA) is providing experimental data on pulsed-column uranium
inventories from process development work at their Solvent-Extraction Pilot Plant. Allied-
General Nuclear Services (AGNS) is supplying pulsed-column data from their Engineering
Laboratory. Such data, virtually nonexistent in the open literature, are essential for
model verification.

II. MODELING TECHNIQUES FOR CONTACTOR IN-PROCESS-INVENTORY ESTIMATION

The most widely used computer model for solvent-extraction process development is

SEPHIS (solvent extraction processes having interacting solutes) . ->~8 SEPHIS was origi-
nally developed to predict the transient and steady-state behavior of solvent-extraction
contactors operating with a dilute Purex (15% TBP) LMFBR flow sheet. 5 SEPHIS has since
been modified for standard Purex (30% TBP) flow sheets, incorporating changes in the
computer-program structure and in the mathematical modeling of the system.

In addition to SEPHIS, other computer models for different contactor types are being
developed to simulate the solvent-extraction portions of the Purex process. 9-12 These
computer models are discussed below.

A. Mixer-Settler Models

SEPHIS performs a stage-wise, iterative calculation of the approach to steady-state of
the uranium, plutonium, and HNO3 concentrations in a multistage contactor. In the most
recent version, SEPHIS-MOD4, the contactor is modeled as a series of ideal mixer-settler
stages with equilibrium end points, which more nearly describes the operation of mixer-
settlers than of continuous differential contactors (columns). The required number of ideal
stages is selected to match the desired overall separation efficiency and throughput.

Researchers at Clemson University are developing a chemical model, PUBG, for estimating
the in-process inventories of mixer-settlers.* By contrast with SEPHIS, the major feature
of this new model is that the effects of departures from equilibrium can be simulated by
allowing the user to specify the effective mass-transfer area (A). For example, varying
the mass-transfer area between A -* 00 (the SEPHIS equilibrium limit) and A = 10 (a large
departure from equilibrium) causes the calculated in-process plutonium inventory to increase
significantly (Table I).

In practice, it may be possible to "calibrate" the model predictions for a mixer-
settler by choosing an appropriate value for the A parameter. Calculations indicate that
the value of A, and hence the departure from equilibrium, is very sensitive to the plutonium
concentration in the waste stream (Table I). This concentration is commonly measured for
process control, and the A parameter therefore might be determined from the measured waste
stream concentration.

*See companion paper by A. L. Beyerlein et al . , Clemson University, in these Proceedings.
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TABLE I

PLUTONIUM INVENTORIES AND AQUEOUS WASTE STREAM
CONCENTRATIONS CALCULATED FOR DIFFERENT

MASS-TRANSFER AREAS
(15-STAGE EXTRACTION/SCRUB MIXER-SETTLER)

Model

SEPHIS-MOD4

PUBG: A °°

A = 100

A = 40

A = 20

A = 10

Plutonium Inventory

(fiL,
Aqueous Organic Total

94.9 521.4 616.3

89.1 523.5 612.6

96.2 530.7 626.9

114.0 548.6 662.7

150.9 585.5 736.5

214.6 648.3 862.8

Plutonium Concentration

(fi/L)
Aqueous Waste Stream

,-6
5.31 x 10

4.44 x 10
-6

3.54 x 10
-5

2.58 x 10

1.40 x 10

5.63 x 10

-3

A comparison of the inventories of uranium and plutonium determined by experiment"
and calculated by SEPHIS-MOD4 and PUBG (at the SEPHIS equilibrium limit) is given in Table
II. The experimental values shown are for a laboratory-scale batch-extraction process using
an 11-stage mixer-settler operating with a dilute (15.3% TBP) Purex flow sheet. Although
SEPHIS-M0D4 and PUBG are capable of simulating various Purex process flow sheets,
validation of the computer models with LWR (30% TBP) Purex flow sheets is not yet possible
because of the lack of corresponding experimental data.

A few comparisons of calculated and experimental stage profiles and inventories have
been published by Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) for their 12-stage miniature mixer-
settlers. ^ A modified version of the computer model TRANSIENTS^ was used to calculate
the total in-process uranium inventory in each mixer-settler bank. Modifications were
necessary to accommodate a 7.5%-TBP flow sheet consisting of two cycles to recover and pur-
ify uranium.

In Table III, SRL's calculated and experimental uranium inventories for their 12-stage
stripping mixer-settler are compared with PUBG and SEPHIS-MOD4 calculations. The TRANSIENTS
calculations agree with the experimental data nearly as well as PUBG (A = 4.8) because an
efficiency factor of 70% is used in TRANSIENTS to account for departures from mass-transfer
equilibrium.

TABLE II

EXPERIMENTAL PLUTONIUM AND URANIUM INVENTORIES VERSUS
SEPHIS-M0D4 AND PUBG

(11-STAGE EXTRACTION/ SCRUB MIXER-SETTLER)

Plutonium Inventory Uranium Inventory
Aqueous Organic Aqueous Organic

Experiment^ 18.9 14.9 81.0 183.5

SEPHIS-M0D4 23.3 16.6 88.5 173.3

PUBG: A * » 20.0 15.7
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TABLE III

EXPERIMENTAL URANIUM INVENTORIES VERSUS SEPHIS-MOD4

,

PUBG AND TRANSIENTS (12-STAGE STRIPPING MINIATURE MIXER-SETTLER)

Uranium Inventory (g)

Aqueous Organic Total

9Experiment 3327 206 3533

SEPHIS-MOD4 2865 49 2914

PUBG: A * °° 2917 53 2970

A = 4.8 3318 224 3542

TRANSIENTS 9
3207 262 3469

Eff. = 0.7

B. Pulsed--Column Models

A state-of-the-art computer model for simulating pulsed-column operation incorporates
several improvements over SEPHIS. ^ This model is based on a critical review of about
160 papers and an extensive survey of design and operating features of full-scale pulsed
columns throughout the world. Calculations are performed stage-wise, using finite-differ-
ence equations that include the effects of reaction kinetics, nonequilibrium mass transfer,
back-mixing, and correlations of phase volumes with phase flow rates.

Comparisons of the Burkhart pulsed-column model with experimental data provided by GA
and AGNS are in progress. Data from these two independent sources are being used for the
development of theoretical correlations relating in-process inventory to observable process
parameters

.

A comparison of AGNS experimental uranium concentration profiles with profiles calcu-
lated by SEPHIS and the Burkhart model is shown in Table IV. The experimental data were
supplied by AGNS for one of their laboratory-scale pulsed columns operating with a 30%-TBP
uranium-extraction flow sheet. The aqueous and organic concentration profiles from the
Burkhart model closely fit the experimental data, and agree better with experiment than
does SEPHIS. Similar comparisons of experimental and theoretical plutonium concentration
profiles also are needed, if empirical values for the plutonium mass-transfer rate and
back-mixing coefficient are to be determined.

III. CONCLUSION

To optimize the benefits of dynamic materials accounting in reprocessing plants, it

will be necessary to estimate the in-process inventory of solvent-extraction contactors.
Contactor-inventory-estimation techniques are now being developed because direct measure-
ments of the quantities of uranium and plutonium in contactors are not practicable during
process operations. Any inventory-estimation technique probably will require experimental
validation (or calibration) for each contactor system.

The following list summarizes the conclusions of this study to date.

• Contactor-inventory estimates to 5-10% will be useful for near-real-time account-
ing in reprocessing plants.

• Contactor-inventory estimation, based on model predictions and process measure-
ments, appears to be the most promising technique; however, more theoretical and
experimental work is necessary to develop this technique for plutonium recovery
processes

.
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TABLE IV

EXPERIMENTAL URANIUM CONCENTRATIONS VERSUS SEPHIS
AND THE BURKHART MODEL

(2-IN.-I.D. EXTRACTION/SCRUB PULSED COLUMN)

Distance (ft) Uranium Concentration (g/L)
from SEPHIS Experiment Burkhart Model

Column Bottom Aq Org Aq Org Aq Org

24 (scrub

)

0 52 5 0 54.0 0 54.0

21 17.2 65 0 15 0 62.7 15.0 62.7

18 25.0 71 0 19 7 67.5 19.8 67.5

15 (feed) 25.0 71 0 20 0 68.5 21.4 69.0

12 8 10.0 32 5 9 0 38.0 9.1 39.2

12 2 1.5 6 2 1 5 20.1 1.5 17.6

11 2 0.4 1 0 0 4 8.0 0.4 7.0

9 0 0 0 1.0 0 1.0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0

• SEPHIS-type modeling assumptions may not be suitable for adequate estimation of
in-process inventories.

• Some adaptation and validation of models will be required for each contactor
system.

• Improved experimental plutonium distribution coefficients over a range correspond-
ing to commercial fuels reprocessing flow-sheet conditions are needed.

I
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International Safeguards in a Light-Water Reactor
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the requirements and functions of
materials measurement and accounting systems applicable to
large (1500 metric tonnes heavy metal per year - MTHM/yr)
future reprocessing facilities as well as small (210 MTHM/yr)
plants that are presently under IAEA safeguards. The effec-
tiveness of conventional and proposed improved measurement
and accounting systems were compared using modeling, simula-
tion, and analysis procedures. The study showed that con-
ventional accountability can meet IAEA goal quantities and
detection times in these reference facilities only for low-
enriched uranium. Dynamic materials accounting may meet
IAEA goals for detecting abrupt (1-3 wks) diversion of 8 kg
of plutonium. Current or projected techniques cannot meet
the one year protracted diversion goal for plutonium if this
goal is based on an absolute 8 kg quantity.

KEYWORDS: Nuclear safeguards; dynamic accounting; fuel
reprocessing

I . INTRODUCTION

This study attempts to identify problems and proposes solutions involved in nuclear
materials accountability for internationally safeguarding light-water-reactor spent fuel
reprocessing plants. The problem was addressed by studying a large reprocessing facility
that may be on stream in the 1990s time frame as well as a small plant representative of
facilities presently under IAEA safeguards. Near-real-time materials measurement and
accounting concepts previously proposed for a State's accounting system^ were extended to
include the problems associated with international verification.

II. BASIS FOR INTERNATIONAL SAFEGUARDS

The basis for most current international safeguards agreements is the 1968 Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) agreed to by over 100 signatory nations. The
detailed terms and conditions under which specific facilities are safeguarded are negotiated
with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in accord with the general conditions of

Article III of the NPT as set forth in the IAEA document INFCIRC/153. 2

The objective of international safeguards, as declared by these documents, is the

"...timely detection of diversion of significant quantities of nuclear material from peace-
ful nuclear activities... ." The emphasis is on "...the use of materials accountancy as a

safeguards measure of fundamental importance, with containment and surveillance as important
complementary measures... ."

INFCIRC/153, para. 31 also requires that the IAEA "shall make full use of the State's
system of accounting for and control of all nuclear material subject to safeguards under

the Agreement, and shall avoid unnecessary duplication of the State's accounting and control
activities." In the case of reprocessing plants, the materials balance closing is deter-
mined by computing the material unaccounted for and its limit of error based on a measured,
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verified materials balance. The uncertainty associated with the nuclear materials balance
depends fundamentally on the measurement system uncertainties, on the plant throughput, and

on the beginning and ending inventories for the materials balance period.
The application of international safeguards is negotiated between the IAEA (Agency)

and the State (operator) on a case-by-case basis. "Goal quantities" for the detection of
diversion have been proposed by the IAEA, but have not been generally accepted by Member
States. These "goals" are related to the quantities of nuclear materials required to pro-
duce an explosive device and the time necessary to convert these materials to that purpose.
The goals include the detection of the diversion of:

o 75 kg of uranium-235 contained in low-enriched uranium over a period of one year.

o 8 kg of plutonium in 1-3 weeks ("abrupt diversion").
o 8 kg of plutonium over an entire year ("protracted diversion").

The agency verification of the State's accounting system consists of three steps:

o Examination of the information provided in the Design Information Questionaire and
in subsequent routine and special accounting reports;

o Collection of independent information by the IAEA in inspections;
o Evaluation of the information provided by the State and collected in inspections

for the purpose of determining the completeness, accuracy, and validity of the
information provided by the State.

Inspection activity as defined in INFCIRC/153 permits approximately 3700 man hours (18

man years) and 1400 man hours (7 man years) of annual inspection, respectively, for plants
having annual throughputs of 1500 and 210 MTHM.

III. REFERENCE FACILITIES

In this study we have used the Allied-General Nuclear Services (AGNS) Barnwell plant
as a reference facility for the high-throughput plant and the PNC pilot facility at Tokai-
mura, Japan (Tokai) as the reference facility for the smaller plant. Both reprocessing
plants use conventional Purex technology to reprocess LWR reactor fuel having a nominal
plutonium concentration of approximately 1%. The following differences in process design
or operation could be important for materials accounting.

o The AGNS plant uses a centrifugal contactor for initial fission product decontami-
nation, with pulsed columns for all subsequent extraction, scrub, and strip opera-
tions. The Tokai facility employs mixer-settlers throughout.

o The centrifuge for solids removal (fission product metallic ingots, Zircaloy fines)
is located between the accountability tank and process feed tank at AGNS and
between the dissolver and accountability tank at Tokai.

o An additional scrub section in the Tokai plant between the fission product decon-
tamination and the uranium-plutonium partition steps provides an additional 10 to

100-fold improvement in fission product decontamination before the plutonium puri-
fication cycle.

o Buffer tanks are included between the decontamination and partition cycles and
between the partition and plutonium purification cycles in the Tokai design.

IV. MBA STRUCTURE FOR CONVENTIONAL AND DYNAMIC MATERIALS ACCOUNTING

Both the State's system of accounting and control and the international safeguards
system depend fundamentally on the definitions of process areas about which materials bal-
ances are to be drawn. We have examined several strategies for drawing these balances for
the large and small reprocessing facilities and the conversion process.

We term conventional any materials accounting scheme in which balances are drawn solely
on the basis of physical inventories. Under this kind of strategy, the facility customarily
is divided into a number of materials balance areas (MBAs) such as those shown in Fig. 1.

A balance is drawn about each MBA coincident with a physical inventory of that MBA. Thus,
the timeliness of a conventional accounting system is limited by the physical inventory
frequency, which in turn is severely constrained by the economics of process operation.
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Fig. 1. MBAs for reprocessing facilities.

Near-real-time (or dynamic) materials accounting may be thought of as an augmentation
of conventional materials accounting in which additional materials balances are drawn be-
tween physical inventories. The physical inventory measurements are replaced by measure-
ments, or estimates, of the in-process inventory using on-line or at-line instrumentation
and sophisticated data analysis methods. The drawing of such dynamic materials balances
sometimes is facilitated by subdividing the MBAs into unit process accounting areas (UPAAs)

that are closely related in time and space through process structures and operating proce-
dures. The use of near-real-time accounting based on the UPAA subdivision generally pro-
vides improved sensitivity, in time, location, and amount, to diversion of nuclear
material. We have considered mixtures of these strategies for the reference facilities.

A. Large Reference Facility

High-throughput facilities, such as the AGNS plant, will be of increasing safeguards
interest in the next few years. Therefore, we have studied the safeguards aspects of such

a reference facility based on the AGNS design as the best example currently available.

1. Conventional Materials Accounting

Conventional materials accounting relies on discrete-item counting and materials-
balance closure following periodic shutdown, cleanout, and physical inventory. For this

study, the baseline facilities are divided into four MBAs. An MBA is generally a physical

area that is identified such that the quantity of nuclear materials moving into or out of

the MBA can be measured. The input, output, and inventory measurement points for these

MBAs are called key measurement points (KMPs).

As shown in Fig. 1, the four MBAs are fuel receiving, storage, chop, and leach (MBA 1),

separations process area (MBA 2), uranium product storage area (MBA 3), and plutonium-

nitrate storage area (MBA 4). MBAs 1, 3, and 4, are shipper/receiver MBAs while MBA 2 is a

process MBA. Each of the MBAs is described in the following text.
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a. MBA 1— fuel receiving, storage, chop, and leach . The fuel receiving, storage,
chop, and leach MBA includes the cask-unloading and spent fuel pools, the shearing opera-
tion, and the dissolution process. The flow KMPs are:

KMP 1 - receipt of irradiated fuel,
KMP 2 - transfers from MBA 1 to MBA 2 (chemical separations MBA),
KMP 3 - measured discards (hulls), and
KMP 4 - recycle from MBA 2.

The inventory KMP is located in the spent fuel pool.
A shipper/receiver difference can be closed about MBA 1 after each campaign (approxi-

mately every 5 days) when the dissolver tanks, hull-rinse tanks, and associated piping are
drained and flushed into the accountability tank. This flush-out between batches from
different customers results in a more accurate shipper/receiver difference because it mini-
mizes contamination from previous customer batches. The shipper/receiver difference is
obtained by adding the shipper's values for a number of fuel batches (KMP 1) to the corre-
sponding number of batches of recycled acid (KMP 4) and subtracting the accountability tank
and laboratory vial batches (KMP 2) and the leached hull batches (KMP 3). Inventory veri-
fication in MBA 1 is based on piece count and identification of the fuel assembly fabrica-
tion serial numbers.

b. MBA 2—chemical separations process . This MBA includes the solvent-extraction
operations from the accountability tank to the uranyl-nitrate and plutonium-nitrate product
sample tanks. The flow KMPs are:

KMP 2 - transfers to MBA 2 from MBA 1,

KMP 4 - recycle to MBA 1,

KMP 5 - measured discards and retained waste,
KMP 6 - transfers from MBA 2 to MBA 3 (uranyl-nitrate storage),
KMP 7 - recycle from MBA 3,

KMP 8 - transfers from MBA 2 to MBA 4 (plutonium-nitrate storage),
KMP 9 - recycle from MBA 4, and
KMP 10 - transfers to MBA 2 from the conversion process.

The inventory KMPs are the analytical laboratory and those tanks in which reliable volume
measurements can be made when the process is drained and flushed.

A physical inventory in MBA 2 includes a shutdown and flushout of the separations pro-
cess area, and a cleanout of extraneous samples and a piece-count verification of remaining
materials in the laboratory. The process line is drained and flushed into approximately 26

primary accountability tanks that have been calibrated so that reliable volume measurements
can be made and samples can be taken for analysis.

A materials balance is taken after each physical inventory by adding all measured
receipts (KMPs 2, 7, 9, and 10) to the initial inventory and subtracting all measured re-
movals (KMPs 4, 5, 6, and 8) and the final inventory.

c. MBA 3—uranyl nitrate product . The uranyl-nitrate product MBA is a shipper/
receiver MBA. The shipper's value is accepted under KMP 6 and is obtained from chemical
analysis of a sample and volume measurement of the uranium product sample tank. The re-
ceiver's value is accepted under KMP 11 and consists of chemical analysis of a sample and
volume measurement of the uranyl nitrate accountability tank at the headend of the UFg
facility. This MBA has no inventory because solution is transferred directly from the ura-
nium product tank in the chemical separations area (MBA 2) to the collocated UFg facility.

d. MBA 4—plutonium nitrate product storage . The plutonium nitrate product storage
MBA contains slab tanks that are capable of storing 42 000 L of plutonium nitrate at a con-
centration of 250 g Pu/L. This MBA is a shipper/receiver MBA. The plutonium-nitrate solu-
tion transferred from the plutonium-product measuring tank to the plutonium-nitrate storage-
facility slab tanks through KMP 8 constitutes the shipper's value. The nitrate product
transferred to the receipt tanks in the collocated oxide-conversion plant constitutes the

output of MBA 4. The receiver's value is determined by volume measurements and samples
taken for chemical analysis in the receipt tanks. Alternatively, plutonium-nitrate product
that does not meet specifications can be recycled through KMP 9 from the slab tanks back
through the separations process area (MBA-2) on a campaign basis. In this case, the re-
ceiver's value is determined in the plutonium rework tank in MBA 2 using volume measurements
and chemical analysis . 77 ,



A physical inventory in MBA 4 requires volume measurements, sampling, and analysis of
all solutions in the storage area or, alternatively, confirmation that tamper-safe seals
are intact and the prior measurements are still valid.

1
2. Dynamic Materials Accounting

Dynamic materials accounting can provide significant improvement in the chemical sepa- !

rations process MBA. The chemical separations process area can be treated either as a
|

single UPAA or as two UPAAs: a codecontamination-partitioning process UPAA (UPAA 1) and a i

plutonium-purification process UPAA (UPAA 2). This UPAA structure is complementary because
j

dynamic materials balances can be taken about the chemical separations area in two ways.

a. UPAA 1 2—chemical separations process . The chemical separations process MBA can
be treated as a single UPAA (UPAA 12) if measurements of the in-process inventory are made
on each of the major process vessels in the process area. The inventory measurements must
be added to the inventory KMPs

.

In-process inventory measurements can be combined with flow KMPs 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, j

and 10 to form a dynamic materials balance approximately every two days. Because most of
the material is transferred through the feed and product KMPs, the frequency of taking

j

materials balances is governed by the feed and product batch frequencies. Under normal
operating conditions, two and one-half accountability batches and one product batch are
processed every day. Therefore, process logic dictates that a materials balance can be
taken every two days to include an integral number of feed and product batches. Smaller
batches, for example waste batches to high-level waste, are included in the materials bal-
ances when the measurements become available.

Alternatively, a materials balance could be taken around UPAA 1 2 after each feed batch
(approximately every 9.6 h) if an on-line plutonium product measurement is added. The
product measurement would consist of flow and concentration measurements.

b. UPAA 1—codecontamination-partitioning processes . A separate UPAA can be formed
around the codecontamination-partitioning processes if flow and concentration measurements
are added to the IBP, ISP, and POR streams. A dynamic materials balance can be taken about

j

UPAA 1 for each feed accountability batch (every 9.6 h) by combining measurements of the
concentration and volume of the feed batch, the concentration and flow in the IBP, ISP, and
POR streams, the initial and final in-process inventories in the process vessels, and the

j

concentration and volume of the high-activity waste (HAW) sample tank solution.

c. UPAA 2—plutonium purification process . Dynamic materials balances can be taken
about the plutonium purification process if flow and concentration measurements are added 1

to the aqueous and organic recycle streams (2AW, 2BW, 3AW, 3BW, and 3PD) , and in-process
inventory in contactors and the evaporator can be estimated. The balances can be taken

i

using one of two product measurements, the daily batch in the plutonium sample tank or the
on-line flow and concentration measurements on the concentrator product (3PCP) stream.
Contactor in-process inventory may be estimated using process operating data.-*

B. Small Reprocessing Plant

Many commercial reprocessing plants that are currently operating have capacities of
j

less than 300 MTHM/year. Therefore, a materials measurement and accounting system that

would be more typical of presently operating reprocessing plants was evaluated using the
Tokai reprocessing plant as the reference facility.

1. Conventional Materials Accounting

The physical inventory accounting system structure in a small plant is identical to

that of the large plant

.

2. Dynamic Materials Accounting

Near-real-time accounting of plutonium can be applied to the chemical separations area,

as a single UPAA, without additional measurement points by periodically sampling for chemi-
cal analysis and measuring the volume of each of the process vessels, and estimating the

in-process inventory in each mixer-settler bank. These measurements are necessary for !
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determining the in-process inventory. The UPAA boundaries are the accountability tank, the
plutonium receiver tank, and the waste and recycle acid tanks. A dynamic materials balance
can be drawn after any integral combination of feed and product batches; i.e., a materials
balance could be taken as often as once a day (two feed batches and one product batch).

As shown in Fig. 2, the near-real-time accounting system could be extended to include
three UPAAs, and combinations thereof, within the chemical separations area. The UPAAs
within the chemical separations area would be codecontamination-partitioning , UPAA 1;

codecontamination , UPAA 1A; partitioning, UPAA IB; and plutonium purification, UPAA 2. The
codecontamination-partitioning can be divided into two UPAAs because of the buffer tanks
that are between the first and second extraction cycles. This option is lacking in the

large chemical separations plant where such a division is not possible. Added measurements
include flow and concentration in the streams between the UPAAs, as well as on-line or
at-line concentration measurements for determining in-process inventories. The feed and
product batch measurements rely on the traditional installed volume measurements coupled
with chemioal analysis. In-process inventory volume measurements are also in place.

V. MODELING, SIMULATION, AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

A. Modeling and Simulation Approach

The design and evaluation of the accounting systems are based on computer simulations
of the reference facilities because these facilities have either not been built or have not
been operated in a full production mode. Additionally, alternative operating, measurement,
and accounting strategies can be readily compared.

The modeling and simulation approach requires (1) a detailed dynamic model of the pro-
cess based on actual design data and operator experience; (2) simulation of the model pro-
cess on a digital computer; (3) a dynamic model of each measurement system based on best
estimates of instrument performance and behavior; (4) simulation of accountability measure-
ments applied to nuclear materials flow and in-process inventory data generated by the model
process simulation; and (5) evaluation of simulated materials balance data from various
materials accounting strategies.^

UPAA 1 2
CHEMICAL SEPARATION

UPAA 1

CODECONTAMI NAT ION/PARTITIONING

UPAA 1 A

CODECONTAM-
INATION
PROCESS

UPAA 1 B

PARTITIONING
PROCESS

UPAA 2

PLUTONIUM
PURIFICATION

PROCESS

Fig. 2. UPAAs in the reference small chemical separations facility.
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B. Data Analysis Techniques

Analysis of materials accounting data for detection of possible nuclear materials
diversion is one of the major functions of the MMAS . Diversion may occur in two basic pat-
terns: abrupt diversion (the single theft of a relatively large amount of nuclear mate-
rials) and protracted diversion (repeated thefts of nuclear materials on a scale too small
to be detected in a single materials balance because of measurement uncertainties).

The use of unit-process accounting and dynamic materials balances enhances the ability
to detect such diversions, but it also means that the operator of the safeguards system
will be inundated with materials accounting data.

Decision analysis (see Refs. 5-9), which combines techniques from estimation theory,
decision theory, and systems analysis, has been developed as a logical framework of tools
for statistical treatment of the dynamic materials accounting data that become available
sequentially in time. Its primary goals are (1) detection of the event(s) that nuclear
materials has been diverted, (2) estimation of the amount(s) diverted, and (3) determina-
tion of the significance of the estimates.

The decision analysis algorithms include the Shewhart chart, cusum, uniform diversion
test (UDT), sequential variance test (SVT), smoothed materials balance test (SMBT), and
Wilcoxon rank sum test. The algorithms for the Shewhart chart, cusum, UDT, SVT, and SMBT
are structured to account for correlated data (so-called systematic errors) so that correct
variances are computed for the associated decision tests.

C. Data Analysis Graphic Aids

The decision tests must examine all possible sequences of the available materials bal-
ance data because, in practice, the time at which a sequence of diversions begins is never
known beforehand. Furthermore, to ensure uniform application and interpretation, each test
should be performed at several levels of significance. Thus, a graphical display that

indicates those sequences that cause alarms, specifying each by its length, time of occur-
rence, and significance, is essential. One such tool is the alarm-sequence chart,^ a

type of pattern recognition device that has proven very useful for summarizing the results
of the various tests and for identifying trends.

D. Systems Performance Analysis

One essential part of designing nuclear materials accounting systems is analyzing their

expected performance in detecting losses of nuclear material. " Systems performance
analysis, in turn, implies the definition of suitable performance measures that can be

easily related to externally established criteria. Thus, there are two aspects of the

analysis problem: first, defining performance measures, and second, relating those measures
to established, quantitative performance criteria.

Performance measures for any nuclear materials accounting system embody the concepts
of loss-detection sensitivity and loss-detection time. Because of the statistical nature
of materials accounting, loss-detection sensitivity can be described in terms of the prob-

ability of detecting some amount of loss while accepting some probability of a false alarm.

Loss-detection time is the time required by the accounting system to reach some specified

level of loss-detection sensitivity. Note that the loss scenario is not specified; that

is, whether the loss occurs in an abrupt or in a protracted fashion, the total amount of

loss is the measure of performance. Note also that loss-detection time only refers to the

internal response time of the accounting system.

Intuitively, the performance of any accounting system is describable by some function

P IL,N,«J , (1)

where P is the accounting system's probability of loss detection, L is the total amount of

loss over a period of N balances, and a is the false-alarm probability. Thus, a convenient

way of displaying system performance would be a three-dimensional graph of the surface P

versus L and N for some specified value of a. These graphical displays, called performance
surfaces

, portray the expected performance of an accounting system as a function of the

three performance measures, loss, time, and detection probability, rather than as a single

point

.
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VI. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE OPERATOR'S MATERIALS MEASUREMENT AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

The operator's material measurement and accounting system for an internationally veri-
fiable safeguards system, including location and types of flow and concentration sensors,
has been described previously . ^ > ^ , 13 The effectiveness of the accounting system that
uses conventional and dynamic accounting for detecting abrupt and protracted diversion of
uranium and plutonium were evaluated for the MBA structures described in Sec. Ill using
modeling, simulation, and analysis techniques discussed in Sec. IV. iJ

Table I lists materials balance standard deviations for conventional materials account-
ing in the process MBAs of the reference facilities. These materials accounting sensitivi-
ties will be degraded if high-quality measurements cannot be obtained. Conversely, the
sensitivities could be improved if measurement errors can be controlled. Measurement errors
can be controlled by identifying the dominant error sources and establishing effective
measurement control procedures. Note that the diversion detection sensitivity is at least
3.3 times the materials balance standard deviation for a 95% detection probability and a

false alarm probability of 5%. From our analysis, we conclude that:

• For 235jj the proposed IAEA criteria for diversion sensitivity and timeliness
probably are attainable by conventional materials accountability if rigorous mate-
rials measurement control programs are instituted.

• For plutonium, the proposed IAEA criteria for sensitivity and timeliness cannot be
met by conventional materials accountability.

Near-real-time materials accounting techniques were applied to the process MBAs in an

effort to meet the proposed IAEA criteria. Materials balance uncertainties for the refer-
ence facilities are summarized in Table II. In each case, a range of uncertainties is given
for the largest UPAA that was considered—the entire process area for each facility. The
cases considered range from best-case estimates of contactor in-process inventories with
two-day recalibrations of input-output flow and concentration measuring instruments, to

worst case estimates of contactor in-process inventories with no recalibrations within the

accounting periods. Note that the diversion detection sensitivity is at least 3.3 times
the materials balance standard deviation for a 95% detection probability and a false-alarm
probability of 5%.

In examining both the conventional (Table I) and the dynamic (Table II) materials
accounting sensitivities, we further conclude that for plutonium:

• In the large chemical separations process
detecting abrupt diversion can probably be

program is undertaken.
• In the large chemical separations process

detecting protracted diversion cannot be met
is only 0.05% of the annual plant throughput

area, the proposed IAEA criteria for

met if a rigorous measurement control

area, the proposed IAEA criteria for
by any known system; the goal quantity

TABLE I

CONVENTIONAL MATERIALS ACCOUNTING IN THE

REFERENCE FACILITIES

Accounting
Period

Materials Balance Standard Deviations (kg)

Large Reference Facility Small Reference Facility
(months) U-235 Pu U-235 Pu

3 10.4 13.4 1.4 1.9

6 20.3 26.2 2.8 3.7

12 40.1 52.1 5.7 7.3
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TABLE II

DYNAMIC MATERIALS ACCOUNTING IN THE
REFERENCE FACILITIES

Accounting
Period

1 balance

1 day

2 days

1 week

2 weeks

1 month

Materials Balance Standard Deviations (kg Pu)

a b
Large Reference Facility Small Reference Facility

2.0-2.3

2.1-2.4

2.5-3.4

3.0-5.3

3.9-9.5

0.26-0.37

0.26-0.37

0.32-0.43

0.37-0.57

0.53-0.83

aRanges are given from two-day recalibration, 5% estimates of
contactor in-process inventories to no recalibration, 10% esti-
mates of contactor in-process inventories.

^Ranges are given from two-day recalibrations , 10% estimates
of contactor in-process inventories to no recalibrations, 20%

estimate of contactor in-process inventories.

CA materials balance is taken every 9.6 h in the large chemi-
cal separations process and one day in the small chemical sepa-
rations process.

• In the small chemical separations process area, proposed IAEA criteria for abrupt
diversion probably can be met.

• In the small chemical separations process area, the proposed IAEA criteria for

protracted diversion may be achievable.
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Discussion:

Suda (BNL):

I would like to comment on your presentation of the conventional accounting system and
some of the numbers you have derived in handling these numbers. The limits of error on MUF
that you quoted on the conventional system are high by at least a factor of three. What
you have shown does not agree with my discussions with the AGNS technical staff. They
think the uncertainties on MUF and LEMUF for the first year may be as high as 30 kg on the

Plutonium and could be perhaps half that after two years of collecting data. The bases you
are comparing yourself with are published regulations that reflect 1966 data, and
everything that has happened in measurement technology since then has been ignored in that
report.

Hakkila (LASL):

Actually, we have tried to be realistically conservative about the errors that we used
for both the conventional and dynamic accounting systems, and we have used numbers that
were arrived at both from the literature and from consultations with the AGNS staff and
other reprocessors. I don't know why we have such a large discrepancy between the numbers
that you are quoting. Our diversion sensitivities are probably better than would be
achieved with the relative standard deviations that are used in some of the AGNS reports.

Ehinger (AGNS):

A lot of the numbers that were used are those published in the safety analysis report
and in some of the original submissions. We have demonstrated that a tenth of a percent in
volumetric measurements is attainable. It is attainable and is routinely attainable. This
is a big factor in some of the numbers that were published in your slides. We feel that
there should be some revisions in those. It is very difficult to quantify exactly, but we

can do significantly better than the conventional accountability slides shown. I kind of
agree with Syl. There should be some reassessment of those things.

Hakkila:

The calibration data you refer to were obtained in cold runs and have not been
demonstrated with reprocessing samples. I think one of the largest sources of error in the
accountability tank measurement is not the volume measurement, but rather the chemical
analysis of the dissolver solutions.

Ehinger:
True, but if we can do the volume analyses to a tenth of a percent, we can begin to

look at those biases and the level of biases you were talking about. You were saying you
don't feel we can ever attack biases and systematic errors at the 0.05? level, but we feel
that now we can. Granted, we can't make an assessment of the analytical capabilities
because we don't have the true hot solutions. We like to throw back and say that when the
analytical people can match the performance of volumetric measurements, then you can begin
to deal with these levels down at what we are talking about.

Hakkila:
The numbers we have used on the chemical analyses, I think, reflect some of the

experience of the European operators, and we have tried again to be realistic with the
numbers that are quoted to us from say, Karlsruhe. Our data for the accountability tank
are more conservative than those used by the Japanese in JAERI-Memo-8241

.

Suda:
If these are Karlsruhe numbers, then I think they should be presented as something that

reflects measurements over there and not what is currently capable here.

Hakkila:

We realistically try to reflect measurements that can be obtained from actual process
samples. I think it is one thing to obtain one or two tenths of a percent precision on
analysis of weapons-grade plutonium, and altogether something else to do it on an actual

dissolver solution. Once it can be demonstrated to us that it can be done on a dissolver
solution, we will be more than happy to go back and use those numbers in our modeling and

simulation programs. They would improve the diversion sensitivity of both the conventional
and dynamic accountability schemes.
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Discussion:

Persiani (ANL):

You said that you could not adopt the Los Alamos DYMAC system because of contamination
with active plutonium. Was it because you could not physically implement the system or was
it because there were some differences in fundamental concepts?

Ikawa (JAERI):

We concluded that it is impossible or very difficult because the Los Alamos concept
mainly depends on the flow measurement. In the Tokai plant no accurate flow measurement
system is installed. If we try to install flowmeters, there is a possibility of plutonium
contamination.

Hakkila (LASL):

I would like to comment on that. I think the problem arises from the definition of
dynamic materials accounting. We consider your approach as dynamic materials accounting.
In fact, in our study of the Tokai facility we did not include flow measurements; rather we

used batching in and out of tanks, with a materials balance period of one day. This is

equivalent to two input accountability tank and one product tank batches. The main idea
behind near-real-time or dynamic materials accounting is to be able to draw material
balances around a unit process accounting area within some period of time that will provide
the desired detection sensitivity and timeliness. The length of the materials balance will
depend on the throughput of the facility. For Tokai, which has a fairly low throughput,
the materials balance time can be longer than for AGNS, which has seven times the Tokai
throughput.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents a result of the feasibility study of the
application of the dynamic material control concept to existing small
spent fuel reprocessing facilities, using the Tokai Reprocessing Plant
as a model . A semi-dynamic material accounting and control system was
examined corresponding to the detection time of ten days. This account-
ing system would be achieved by weekly measured material balances with
a maximum delay of three days for analyses. Comparative studies of

diversion sensitivity suggest that such a system could be meet control
objectives currently discussed relating to the quantitative sensitivity
and timeliness. The proposed system uses existing plant instrumentations
and capabilities of the laboratoty, and therefore it could be back-fitted
to the exsisting small facilities.

I . INTRODUCTION

In the Spring of 1978 the government of Japan, U.S. and France agreed to pursue a

program for the improvement of safeguards techniques as applied to spent fuel reprocessing
plants, with emphasis on applicability of these techniques to the Tokai facility, Japan.
This joint program has been called as TASTEX, and includes thirteen individual tasks (A~M)

.

This paper describes a preliminary result on the Task-F; 'Study of the application of DYMAC
principles to safeguarding spent fuel reprocessing plants'.

This study was direc ted to limited questions summarized as follows:

(1) It is not necessary true that an effective dynamic material control system can be

back-fitted at an acceptable cost into those facilities such as three existing
reprocessing facilities either currently operating under IAEA safeguards or planned
for future operation.

(2) The only existing study of the effectiveness of dynamic material control for re-
processing facilities [1] assumed a large scale facility of 1500 t/a and a safe-
guards objective is measured in hours. This is really required to control a large
in-process plutonium holdup effectively. For current facilities of 300 t/a or

smaller, however, it is expected that safeguards objective could be measured in a

more relaxed time-base, e.g., 1-10 days. There has been no study of effectiveness
for such facilities, however.

(3) There has been little work on the important question of verification of dynamically
prepared material balances on the part of international safeguards inspectors.

Therefore, in our study, an emphasis is placed on the feasibility study of the applica-
tion of the basic concepts of dynamic material control to existing small (300t/a or smaller)
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spent fuel reprocessing facilities, using the Tokai Rerocessing Plant as a model plant.

' DYMAC ' system at the TA-55 plutonium facility of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory was

reviewed and discussions with LASL's people were made on problems relating to the dynamic

material control concepts and techniques of evaluation of effectiveness of a dynamic material

accounting system.

As a result of those preliminary studies, we reached to a conclusion that it is very

difficult to apply the same concept assumed in the LASL's paper for the BNFP model plant,

because processes of the reference plant had been already contaminated with active plutonium.

As an alternative system a model of semi-dynamic material accounting and control system

was examined corresponding to the detection time of ten days. This model was originally pro-

posed by J. E. Lovett, System Studies Section, Department of Safeguards, IAEA, during his

consultation on this study in Japan in the summer of 1978, and has been called as "the ten

day detection time model".

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL PLANT

The reference plant is a small scale plant of about 210 ton/a or 0.7 ton/day, using the

Purex recovery process with a mechanical chop-leach headend and mixer-settler contactors.

The schematic diagram of process flow is shown in Fig. 1, in which three formal material

balance areas are indicated. These are used to draw a formal (or traditional) material

balance after which the facility is shut down and the physical inventory is measured.

Measurement methods being adopted for the accountability purpose are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR MAIN KMP'S [4, 5]

KMP
Measurement

point

Chemical analysis
Sampling

Volume or weight
me auureincntUranium Plutonium

FKMP-Ql

Input

accountability
vessel

Isotoplc dilution
-Mass spectro-
metry

Isotoplc dilution
-Mass spectro-
metry

Circulation
using air lift and

vacuum line

Pneumatic
bubble system
using dip tube

FKMP-Q6.QR

Waste
solution

Solvent-extraction
-DBM spectro-
photometry

Solvent-extraction
-a counting

Circulation
using air lift and

vacuum line

Pneumatic
bubble system
using dip tube

FKMP-Q8 UO3 product K2Cr 20 7 titration
Proposional
sampler

Weighing by a

large scale

FKMP-Q9
Plutonium
product
accountability
vessel

Ce(S0,,) 2

titration
Using vacuum

Pneumatic
bubble system
using diptube

IKMP
In-process
inventory
vessels

Case by case,
methods
same as FKMPs

Case by case,

methods
same as FKMPs

Case by case,
methods
same as FKMPs

Case by case,
methods
same as FKMPs

In-process inventory and its fluctuation due to different fuel type is indicated in

Table II. These values were obtained by simulations using a flow simulation code, DYSAS-R[2].

m. SEMI-DYNAMIC MATERIALS ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL SYSTEM

Basic Concept of Ten Day Detection Time Model

In general, the objective of dynamic materials control is to usie a combination of com-

puter data processing, in-, on-, or at-line non-destructive measurement equipment, improved

facility design, and advanced statistical techniques to prepare and evaluate a large number

I of material balances or modified material balances, each covering both a small portion of a

I
large bulk processing facility and a short period of time. In case of existing facilities,

however, adoption of some of these elements can not be made without significant modifica-
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tions of the plant itself. It is, of course, desirable to limit such a modification as small I

as possible. From this point of view and basing upon the preliminary study on the plant
characteristics of the reference model plant, followings were taken into account as elements
to construct a possible dynamic materials control;

(1) The dynamic physical inventory should be taken weekly during plant operation and
the analysis and evaluation should be made within three days after the inventory
cut-off point.

I

(2) Existing plant instrumentations should be used whenever they could satisfy the mini-
mum requirement for timeliness and sensitivity.

(3) Wet chemical analytical techniques shown in Table I should be chosen so long as the
laboratory could keep capability to get results by them within three days after
sample taking.

(4) The most effective statistical data-analysis techniques combined with supportive
computer technology should be fully utilized.

The dynamic material balance equation shown below is solved weekly.

1
MUFd = BId + Id - Pd - Wd - EId

where, BId is beginning inventory, which is identical to the measured ending inventory from
the preceding dynamic material balance period (DMBP)

, Id is input dissolver batches, Pd is
product batches, Wd is waste discard batches, EId is ending inventory at the end of DMBP,
and, MUFd is dynamic material unaccounted for, including variations in the unmeasured portion
of the in-process inventory.

It is important to recognize that EId does not include entire physical inventory but
includes materials in the main equipment. Thus during initial startup operations MUFd
includes the unmeasured in-process inventory, the quantity of which will be 1~3 kgs of plu-
tonium or 9~15% of the total plutonium inventory in the MBA 2. Under steady-state conditions,!

only the fluctuations in this in-process inventory appear in MUFd . For the evaluation of
MUFd , CUSUM statistics and Kalman filter estimates are adopted as the primary evaluation tooL

a

Measurements in the Ten Day Detection Time Model

A. Input quantities : The reference model facility will generate approximately thirteen input

j

dissolver batches during the course of one week's normal operation, each containing 1.7 ^3.

6

kgs plutonium. Since some of these batches will be generated 8~10 days before the analytical
data is required, it can be assumed that the normal high quality input measurement data will
be available for these batches.

B. Output quantities : Product solution The reference model facility will generate ap-
proximately five batches of plutonium product solution during the course of one week's nor-
mal operation, each containing about 8 kgs Pu. It is assumed that since the three days are
allowed for the completion of measurements and the statistical evaluation of dynamic material 1

balance data, all of these batches can be analyzed by the normal high precision methods.

Waste materials Under normal operating conditions the Pu contained in discarded
waste material is small, and the NDA measurements performed normally are completed rapidly.

In the ten day model it is assumed that each material balance will be credited with the Pu
contained in all waste generated and measured during the material balance period.

C. Physical inventory : The inventory cut-off point is chosen at some adequate time point

when the evapolator becomes empty. This is because of the difficulty to measure the volume
and density of solution in the evaporator. At the designated inventory cut-off point, the

model plant may be expected to have the materials shown in Table II. No attempt is made
to measure the relatively small quantity of minor equipment items shown in the table.

Buffer storage vessels All four vessels are equipped with level recorders, density
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recorders, temperature
indicators, and sample
lines, so in principle
weekly inventory measure
ments should present no
problem

.

Product evaporator
Because of difficulties
of measurement, no at-
tempt was made to mea-
sure the material in the

product evaporator, and
it is scheduled to

choose the seven day
material balance period
such that the ending Sub-cotal of sinor inventory 1295 1676 1970 1531 2392 2846~

physical inventory is Total Inventory in MEA 2 13751 16000 15694 15485 21147 19567

always taken immediately Ratio of Main to Total 91 % 90 % 87 2 90 % 89 % 85 Z

after the evaporator has
(* at the ciae when Evaporator became empty)

been discharged, and before evaporator feed is resumed.

Mixer-settler extraction systems The inability to perform meaningful physical inven-
tory measurements (other than by cleanout) imposes a basic limitation on the effectiveness
of any dynamic material control system. For the relatively small facilities considered here
this limitation is not serious because of small quantities in these systems.

In the proposed system no measurement of the inventory in these systems is assumed.
There may be one other alternative, however, in the form of an adaptation of the computer
simulation technique using a code, SEPHIS [6] . It has been used in this study to estimate
holdups in the mixer-settler system.

W. EFFECTIVENESS OF SEMI-DYNAMIC MATERIAL ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL

Evaluation Method and Simulated Operation Modes

A dynamic model of the reference reprocessing plant, DYSAS-R (Dynamic Safeguards Simul-
ation Code for Reprocessing Facility), have been developed. The model includes almost all
major processes associated with plutonium in the reprocessing plant. The simulated data
represent in process material flows and inventories under normal operating conditions includ-
ing plant-start-up, flush-out, and clean-out operations. The simulated process flow data
are treated as "true values" for measurements, which are also simulated according to the
measurement procedure being associated respective uncertainties. For this purpose a code
"SIMAC" (Simulation of Measurements and Accountancy) was developed.

The simulated material balance data are analyzed by powerful data-analysis and sequen-
tial-detection techniques . A general framework of these techniques have been developed by
J. P .Shipley [1] . We used them without any modification. The procedure of sequential-deci-
sion analysis based on CUSUM and Kalman filter are used to develop a code, "SADAC" (Safe-
guards Data Analysis Code)

.

Table 17 to VL show input elements of the simulation study. These elements correspond
to plant operation schedule (mode), fuel type, type of measurement error, and, type of recal-
ibration frequency. Combinations of these elements are represented by "Simulation Study
Cases (S.S.)" and shown in Table VH.

Summary of Results

(1) The value of MUF^ of the first dynamic material balance period after a clean-out physi-
cal inventory taking includes unmeasured in-process holdup, the quantity of which varies
from 1.3 to 3.3 kg Pu depending upon concentrations of input dissolver batches.

TABLE II In-process plutonium inventory and its fluctuation in MBA 2

fuel I jpc DlvK PT TODWK PVR PVR PVR
OUillup t, nwu/ Lull / 1UUUU 1DUUU iUUUU 10000 20000 27500
iuJJUL rttCUUilLdUlIlLy VcSScl \ -J

)

iOJ /
TIC/, 1 /. C / 1978 3015 3598

Buffer VaqqaI ( 1 1 <19IXjZ 7 7QA.L 1 yu 3614 2481
Ruffat* VaccaI ( 9.\ 0/1 bou 1102 1330

/.Aft R1A /UO 521 833 950
qui Lei vc»acX ^ it) 3>

API c /. c 421 699 1083
ru rroGUCt Keceocion vessel \lo) O i£.\J

C O C 1 8229 9493 8134
Sub—total of nsjor inventorv 1 OA Ct 14324 13724 13954 18755 16721

PrfrTCf inn T / ^

\

/. 1

1

500 389 608 720
Pvfra/» f -i TT f (\\LALlaULXUU XX V O )

A fiHO DZ 74 57 89 106
Extraction III (9) 241 313 368 285 445 528
Extraction IV (10) 163 211 248 192 299 355
Extraction VHt (14) 232 300 351 274 428 511
Extraction IX (15) 135 175 203 158 248 298
Others (7,11,13) 148 192 226 176 275 328
Evaporator (17)* 0 0 0 0 0 0
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(2) The measurement accuracy of dynamic physical inventory taking has a small influence on
the value of MUF,j, because the in-process holdup is at most 3.3 kg Pu in comparison
with the total throughput in a dynamic material balance period (42.6 kg Pu in the cor-
responding case)

.

(3) In general, the result shows that the sensitivity of detection of diversion will be
about 1 OMUFa for a week material balance . The summary of the results is shown in
Tables VIII and IX. The quantity of plutonium assumed to be diverted within a dynamic
material balance period (7 days) is 0.25 OMUFd for S.S. 1-5-2, 1.5 0MUFd for S.S.1-9 and
S.S.1-10, and 1 OMUFd for all the other cases.

(4) Twenty-two cases of flow-simulations and their measurement-simulations, and additional
ten cases of measurement sinulations for the purpose of evaluating normal operating
conditions have been carried out. A lot of data have been obtained and much of them
have been expressed graphically to make understanding easy and sure. Numeric results
are summarized in Table VIII and Table IX, which are also convenient to recognize why
the traditional material accounting is not always effective for the safeguards purpose,
and why the dynamic material accounting is expected to be effective and robust even it
is based on the 'ten-day-detection-time model'. From these tables following description
can be done.

I

(5) In case of the traditional material accounting, LEMUF ranges from 6.9 to 14.7 kg Pu for
the 6-month-material-balance period and from 6.9 to 7.7 kg Pu for the 4-month-material-
balance period. This means that the traditional material accounting can not detect the
quantity of safeguards significance (8 kg Pu) in most cases.

(6) When the dynamic material accounting is adopted, accounting data are processed and
analyzed using a computer system, and then the statistical analysis and the sequential-
decision analysis can be fully utilized. From the simulation study it has become clear
that these techniques will provide us a powerful ability to detect any significant
diversion assumed under the preliminary IAEA criteria.

(7) All cases in Table IX assumed protracted diversions. Diversion rate is defined as a
quantity to be diverted within a dynamic material balance period (a week) . In case
of a traditional material accounting, a diversion rate is equal to a sum of weekly
diversions within a traditional material balance period (6 months) . It is indicated as

'total diversion' in the table.

In case of the traditional material accounting, a simple magnitude comparison between
|

MUF and LEMUF is only a way to decide whether any diversion had occurred or not with-
in the spcefied material balance period.

(8) In our simulation studies, six cases* in eleven (total) cases show that observed MUF's
exceed their limit of error, LEMUF. It means that the traditional material accounting
succeeds to detect occurrence of diversions in these cases, even though these detections
will be made after the 'total amount' (in the table) of plutonium will have already been
diverted. [* S.S. 1-1, 2, 5-1, 6, 9, 10]

(9) On the contrary, five cases* (a half of the total cases) show that observed MUF does not
exceed their limit of error. These are the cases that the traditional material account-

'

f

ing failed to detect occurrence of diversions of the amounts shown in the table . Some

of these diversions are greater than 8 kg, the quantity of safeguards significance.

[* S.S. 1-3, 4, 5-2, 7, 8]

I
(10) When the dynamic material accounting is adopted, however, all of these diversions

except S.S. 1-5-2 could be successfully detected by the sequential decision analysis

technique probably within about five dynamic material balance periods after such a

diversion was initiated, although the detection time depends upon the probability to

commit an error of the first kind,

Fig. 3 shows an example of sequential-decision analysis. In alarm charts letters A to

G indicate possibility of occurrence of diversion while letter T or blank indicates
no decision should be made at that point.



(11) The only one exception is the case S.S. 1-5-2 in which very small diversion rate, i.e.,
0.25 MUFd is assumed. This corresponds to 100 grams of plutonium per a week. In this
case, the detection of diversion will be made at the 21st material balance or 140 days
after the initiation of such a diversion. The total diversion of plutonium amounts to
2 kgs.

(12) It must be emphasized that in the dynamic material accounting, a simple magnitude com-
parison between MUF and LEMUF has little meaning. It should be emphasized also that
the Kalaman filter estimate for MUFd presents good estimate of assumed diversion rate.

(13) As a preliminary conclusion, semi-dynamic material accounting system based upon the
'ten-day-detection-time model' can be recognized as feasible and effective system for
the model reprocessing plant

.
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TABLE III Simulated Operation Modes

Operation Mode Pattern ( Unit: day) Number of Dissolves- Batches

Run
"155"

Run
70

Run
"70"

Run | F | Run |F |Run |F IRuni PIT f

30 |T0j 30 |T0l do liOl 56 1 30
|

Run

Run
40

JPITl

T3o1
JF 1 Run 1PIT1

"Tiol 40 1 30 |

250 + 6 + 50

Fu C P

120 +16+114+6+50
Fu F Fu CP

52 + 16 + 52 + 16 + 52 + 16 + 46 + 6 + 50

Fu F Fu F Fu F Fu C P

146 + 6 + 50
Fu C P

68+16+62+6+50
Fu F Fu C P

* Fu : Fuel , F : Fliush-out, C : Clean-out, P - PIT

TABLE IV Fuel Type

Fuel Type Reactor Type Burn-up
(MWD/T)

Total Heavy Metal
Weight (kg)

Uranium of
Fresh Fuel

(ICR)

Uranium
(kg)

Plutonium
(kg)

1 BWR 10,000 550 400 394.0 1.656
2 BUR 15,000 550 400 391.2 2.128
3 BWR 20,000 550 400 389.2 2.496
4 PWR 10,000 550 400 394.0 1.968
5 PVR 20,000 550 400 388.0 3.040
6 PWR 27,000 550 400 384.8 3.576

TABLE VI Type of Recalibration Frequency
TABLE V Type of Measurement Error

1 Meas 1 t system 1 , standard inventory meas 1 t

2 Meas't system 1, optimistic inventory meas't
3 Meas't system 2, standard inventory meas't

4 Meas't system 2, optimistic inventory meas't

Type Frequency

1 weekly
2 every third* week

3 monthly
4 no

TABLE VII Cases of Simulation Studies

Case No. Operation Mode Fuel Type Type of Measurement Error Type of Recalibration Frequency

S.S.1-1 1 1 1 2

S.S.1-2 2

S.S.1-3 3
S.S.1-4 4

S.S.1-5 5
! S.S.1-6 6

S.S.1-7 2 5 1 2
!

S.S.1-8 3

S.S.1-9 4

S.S.1-10 5

S.S.2-1 1 5 (1) 2
;

S.S.2-2 2

S.S.2-3 3

S.S.2-4 4

S.S.3-1 1 5 1 1

S.S.3-2 (2)

S.S.3-3 3

I

S.S.3-4 4

S.S.4 3 4/5/6 1 2
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TABLE VTTI Summary of tho Simulation Studios

- in case of no diversion -

(thoso values are for Plutonium)

Dynamic Material Accounting Traditional Material Accounting

-

Averogo Kalman filter

KHtimnto

Caso Total

Div

.

rato

u:muf

-2vMUF
d

OmuFj LEMUP

-2gfMUF
<1

To to 1

Div. MtlF (Jmuf

LEMUF

-2<f>IuF

feed (kg) <g/DMD) ( g/DMD

)

(g/DflB) (g/DMD) (g/DMD) (g/DMD) (g/DMD) ( kg/TMD

)

(kg/TMD) (kg/TMD! (kg/TMD)

S.S.l-l 414.00 0 99 224 448 32 44 88 0 2.171 3.398 6.796

S.S.1-2 532.00 0 112 294 588 -68 58 116 0 2.470 4.364 8.728

S.S.1-3 624.00 0 142 354 708 110 76 152 0 2.988 S.122 10.244

S.S.1-4 492.00 0 76 267 534 -58 55 110 0 1.662 4.036 8.072

S.S.l-S 7C0.00 0 152 417 834 137 93 186 0 3.352 6.234 12.468

S.S.1-6 894.00 0 256 506 1012 261 113 226 0 5.630 7.332 14.664

S.S.1-7 711.36 0 162 399 798 161 83 166 0 3.567 5.844 11.688

S.S.1-8 614.08 0 98 363 726 239 67 134 0 2.165 5.063 10.126

S.S.1-9 443.84 0 140 383 766 78 123 246 0 2.107 3.851 7.702

S.S.1-10 395.20 0 169 361 722 139 98 196 0 2.537 3.447 6.894

TABLE ix Summary of tho Simulation Studies

- In case of diversion -

i I
Dynamic Material Accounting Traditional "atcrial Accounting

Average Kalman Filter

Estimate

Div. MUFd
u"muf.

a
LEMUF MUF

d
CJmuf.

a
LEMUF Total LEMUF

Case Total

feed (kg)

rate

(g/DMD) (g/DMIl) (g/DMD]
"^MUF,
(g/DMI>5 (g/DMD) (g/DMD) (g/DMD?

Div.

(kg/TMD)

MUF

(kg/TTID)
(Jmup
(kg/TMD]

-2<w
(kg/T>3>

S.S.l-l 4-14.00 22S
-

325 226 452 228 44 88 4.742 7.153 3.381 0.762

S.S.1-2 532.00 292 416 290 580 324 60 120 6.133 9.154 4.341 8.682

S.S.1-3 624.00 343 483 348 696 492 76 152 7.205 10.136 5.096 10.192

S.S.1-4 492.00 268 361 263 526 281 55 110 5.637 7.984 4.017 8.034

S.S. 1-5-1 760.00 418 577 420 84 0 625 92 184 8.780 12.69S 6.204 12.408

S.S.l-S-2 760.00 100 267 419 838 269 94 188 2.107 5.881 6.229 12.458

S.S.1-6 894.00 492 700 496 992 689 111 222 10.332 15.400 7.300 14.600

S.S.1-7 711.36 391 526 403 806 538 81 162 8.217 11.579 5.820 11.640

S.S.1-8 614.08 355 372 365 730 255 71 142 7.096 8.187 5.039 10.078

S.S.1-9 443.84 614 652 37C 752 791 121 242 7.978 9.778 3.813 7.626

S.S.1-10 395.20 560 590 365 730 37C 88 176 7.274 0.341 3.417 6.834

DM8 < Dynamic Material Da lance Period - 7 days

TMB i Traditional Material Dalancc Period -f6 months for S.S.l-l~S.S.l-8

14 months for S.S.1-9, 10

Div i Diversion
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Safeguards System of Backend Facilities
with Emphasis on Waste Management

by

Y. Akimoto, T. Ishii, and S. Yamagami
Mitsubishi Metal Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

and
T. Shibata

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Safeguards system for the collocated "backend facilities is

discussed. According to the assessment using evaluation function
for CS (containment and surveillance) and MA (material accountancy),
proposed here , CS should play a very important role to increase the
safeguards effectiveness for the industrial scale facilities.
Diversion of nuclear material through an abnormal route can be avoided
by multiple devices of CS, installed to every possible diversion path
along the nuclear material flows . Nuclear materials , shipped or
received at each facility, should be itemized as much as possible, so

that CS may effectively complement the function of MA. For a section
recovering plutonium from dirty scrap and a waste, an independent MBA
is recommended to be set up with enhanced safeguards system.

KEYWORDS : Containment and surveillance, evaluation of safeguards
effectiveness, detection probability, backend facilities,
waste management.

INTRODUCTION

One of the major problems for industrial scale plutonium recycling is to establish
an effective safeguards system for a series of chain backend facilities of fuel cycle
which accept spent fuels from reactor and send refabricated MOX (mixed oxide) fuels to
reactor. Here, international safeguards system for these facilities is discussed.

In accordance with INFCIRC-153, MA (material accountancy) is defined as a safe-
guards measure of fundamental importance and CS (containment and surveillance) as an
important complementary measure. The current implementation, however, has been per-
formed with much emphasis on MA, of which limitation is drawn gradual attention along
with the growth of the process capacity.

Although the information of material quantity is essential in the MA system, the
real important value in the safeguards is not the quantity itself, but the detection
probability of diversion.

In fact, even the results of MA or MUF verification are valuable only after it is

converted to the detection probability to find the significant quantity of materials
diverted. On the premise that the objective of the safeguards is timely detection of
diversion, it is reasonable to consider the detection probability, as well as time, as

an essential factor. This means that the efforts in the advanced safeguards should be
directed to the improvement of detection probability and the reduction of detection
time

.

As is schematically shown by vectors in Fig. 1, one of the efforts to these
direction is the development of advanced MA system to approach the real time detection
and to pursue more accurate and precise measurement. Other is the trial of systematic
application of CS system in order to reach the higher detection probability. The
situation indicates the importance of coordination of MA and CS, which has so far been
treated independently. Authors have already proposed 1- ^ the idea of evaluation
method, which are commonly applicable to both MA and CS, and usable to a large backend
facilities

.

In this paper the idea is further clarified and the safeguards system for large
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"backend facilities is discussed based on the proposed evaluation method. Safeguards
for a facility of waste treatment and scrap recovery is specially investigated.

ad
sy

accurate
^measurement

t<j, detection time

Fig.l Schematic relationship
between detection time and
detection probability of
diversion

EVALUATION METHOD OF SAFEGUARDS EFFECTIVENESS

The safeguards effectiveness in the improved system is to be evaluated based on
common criteria which are applicable both to CS and MA systems . In this chapter the
derivation method of the diversion detection function is briefly described.

Evaluation of the detection probability, P(t), will take the following steps:

(1) Evaluation of a single unit of instrument,
(2) Evaluation along with every possible diversion path for the CS devices, and

(3) Evaluation along with the nuclear material flows for the MA devices.
Combining these evaluation steps, the evaluation data are piled up, so that whole
system within a single MBA or a unit facility can be evaluated.

The diversion detection probability for the whole system can be expressed as a
function of the detection time, t, for a total amount of diverted material, M, and
given as

:

p(t)
M

= i-a-P
cs
(tyu-P

MA
(t)

M
} (1)

where P^^ and P^ are the detection probabilities by CS and MA, respectively.

This equation allows to evaluate seals and item-detection devices with the same
criteria, which are not related directly to amount of diverted material. The results
of the calculation procedure are described in Appendix.

In present non-proliferation criteria the time required to manufacture the parts
for a nuclear weapon, called conversion time, t , is given as standard for detection
time and no worth is recognized for detection after t . However, it is realistic to
consider the continuous connection between the earliness of detection and its worth,
although the validity of diversion detection after t c should be drastically discounted,
as the principle of non-proliferation is to detect any single nuclear weapon before it

is produced.
For this purpose, continuous weighting function, such as Fermi function, is intro-

duced which decreases with time and has inflection point at time t c . The worth of
early detection can be correctly evaluated by this function.

Consequently the safeguards effectiveness E^ will be expressed by integral of a

continuous function which shows the higher value with shorter detection time and higher
detection probability, as,

EM = P(t)
M
w(t)dt (2)

Here, T is an external parameter, P(t)]yj is the total detection probability of diversion
described in the Appendix and suffix M corresponds to threshold amount of nuclear
material. w(t) is a Fermi type function,

W(t) : —^ (3)
t-tc , .,

exp + 1
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where x is a factor to decide curve configuration of Fermi function, i.e. in case x=0
the curve configuration is similar to the present way of evaluation and with increase
of x, curves are changing as in Fig. 2 (2). Quantity of x depends deeply on the situa-
tion of a nation and the character of a diverter and a controller.

Detection time, t t t

(1) Detection probability (2) Weighting function (3) P(t) M -w(t)

Fig. 2 Schematic curves of safeguards evaluation function

SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM IN THE BACKEND FACILITIES

Criteria to Evaluate the Safeguardability

In order to allow maximum safeguards effectiveness in the backend facilities, the
following criteria are considered.

Collocation . Backend facilities are collocated so as to unify each facility from
the viewpoint of CS. This allows the completion of a closed loop for plutonium recycl-
ing as chain facilities from the point of spent fuel receiving to the point of MOX fuel
shipping. In this type of system, the inflow/outflow of plutonium to and from the
backend fuel cycle center take place only in the form of completely itemized fuel as-
semblies .

Itemization . At the input /output of sensitive facilities nuclear materials flow
should be itemized as much as possible. By sealing every item and applying CS, the
sensitivity of MA can be complemented.

Optimum application of CS and MA. CS and MA devices should be systematically
arranged in the facility so that they could achieve, at minimum expense and with mini-
mum disturbance to operations of the facility, a level of safeguards effectiveness,
which is difficult to achieve with any of these alone. Introduction of evaluation
function, described before, makes it possible to analyse and pursue the most suitable
coordination of both devices to attain the proposed safeguards effectiveness.

CS system . In facilities with large material throughput or inventory, it is very
difficult to get the high detection probability by MA system even if strenuous efforts
are exercised. These difficulties will be solved by arranging multiple levels of CS
devices, applied to all possible diversion paths from nuclear materials flow. The
degree of multiplicity should be such that even in the event of failure of any "single

CS device, detection probability of the total system does not decline appreciably and
also that the false alarm rate is negligible for all practical purposes. CS devices
with a high probability of failure should be backed up by redundant installations to
improve reliability. The collocation discussed above brings in increasing the degree
of multiplicity with CS barriers and lengthening diversion paths, thus improving
detectability and reliability.

Safeguards at sensitive sections . in sections like analysis and waste recovery
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process where, even though the material throughput is low, operation schemes are always
changing, the danger of making a clandestine facility is relatively high. For such
sections an enhanced safeguards system with advanced CS and MA should be applied.

Material Balance Area

According to the above criteria, following concept for safeguards in the backend
facilities are proposed.

Collocation
Figure 3 shows the MBAs in the collocated backend facilities. On the premise that

spent fuel storage is built in the same building with reprocessing plant, the storage
is included in a same MBA (MBA-l) with headend and dissolution process, although stra-
tegic point should be prepared between these processes to observe a transfer of spent
fuel. Quantity of nuclear material in the fuel cannot be confirmed before it is dis-
solved .and accounted.

In MBA-H , fission products, uranium and plutonium are separated in nitrate forms
by extraction method. High active liquid waste and hull, as well as 3-Y waste are also

processed and solidified in this MBA. Uranium nitrate is purified and converted to
oxide or fluoride form in the same MBA and shipped to uranium storage, MBA-IE.

Purified plutonium nitrate, which is very attractive to diverter, is sent to a
specially prepared MBA (MBA- If

) ,
plutonium conversion process, where plutonium is con-

verted to oxide form.
Independent MBA (MBA-V) is also alloted to plutonium storage which is operated in

item accountancy implementation so as to allow operation by an independent organization.
MOX fuel fabrication facility is separated into three MBAs which are located in

the same building. MBA-VI is prepared for a buffer storage of PuC>2 and UO2 for MOX
fuel fabrication facility. MBA-VTI corresponds to the fabrication facility including

such processes as powder preparation, pellet formation and fuel element fabrication.

Fuel assembling process and the storage of finished assemble belong to MBA-VHE.

Dirty scrap of nuclear material and low level a waste, generated from all the
backend facilities are collected together to specially prepared MBA (MBA- IX), i.e. a

waste treatment and nuclear material recovery process, which are discussed later.

Itemization
As shown in Fig. 3 and Table I, many parts of transportation of nuclear material

between MBAs can be itemized. There are some cases, however, that the item transporta-
tion is not considered. In cases of material transfer from MBAs I to IE and MBAs H to
I , nitrate solution is transported through pipe lines. But the transportation in

these cases can be fully guarded, because buildings of those MBAs are mutually con-
nected.

a bearing waste solution is also transported through pipe lines from MBAs TL , ]V

and VII to IX. However, only the solution with low 01 concentration is released

through pipe line, and the concentrated a waste solution is transported by itemized
form using special bottle.

Optimum Application of CS and MA

In MBAs where large MUF value is considered, such as MBAs H, 3V and VII, high

detection probability by MA system cannot be expected. Therefore, these MBAs should

rely intensively on the CS system. MBAs II, V, VI and VIE, where material is treated

only by itemized form, are also guarded by CS devices in addition to item accountancy.

MBA-IX , which has significant importance in view point of safeguards, should be

guarded by coordinated MA and CS system, as is discussed later.

CS System

As an example, detection probability by CS system for plutonium conversion facility

is calculated with equation (l). About 60 sets of CS devices are arranged throughout

the special designed facility. Kl Detection probability on the whole facility is given
as functions of quantity of material diverted and the time to be detected, as shown in

Table II.
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Safeguards at Sensitive Sections
It is clear that nuclear material storage with large inventory, located in var

MBAs should he strategically inspected. Besides the large storage, there are some

important sections where various kinds of operation are conceivable, such as waste

treatment process or sampling bench. Sampling points in each MBA should be strateg
cally checked. Waste treatment system is discussed in the following section.
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Fig. 3 MBAs in the collocated backend facilities
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Table I Itemization of nuclear material between MBAs at transportation

Transportation
between MBAs

Forms of nuclear material
Transportation

means
Itemization

@ out

© I

® 31

© M

© I

© ¥

© V

0 VI

@ out

© m

© vin

© out

© 1/ , VTT -> IK

n , iv , vn ->-rx

ix

DC

I spent fuel assembly

II spent fuel nitrate solution

II UO2 or UO3 powder
(or U-fluoride)

out UO2 or UO3 powder
(or U-fluoride)

W Pu-nitrate

V PUO2 powder

1L Pu02 powder

W Pu02 powder

VI UO2 powder

Vin MOX fuel element

out MOX fuel assembly

VIII U02 fuel element

dirty scrap (U + Pu)

a solid waste
a liquid waste

H U-nitrate

IV Pu-nitrate

spent fuel cask yes

pipe line no

container yes

container yes

pipe line no

can + container yes

can + container yes

can + container yes

container yes

carriage yes

fuel cask yes

carriage yes

can + container yes

container yes
bottle yes
pipe line no

pipe line no

vessel yes

Table II Detection probability by CS system at plutonium conversion plant

Amount of Pu'^^^X^
Detection Probability

Time \^ m>1000S 1000>m>100 100>m>10 10>m

t > 7 days 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

T > t > 1 1.00 1.00 0.9*+ 0.82

1 > t 1.00 0.995 0.93 0.79
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WASTE TREATMENT AND NUCLEAR MATERIAL RECOVERY PROCESS

In the process like intermediate and low level waste treatment, and nuclear
material recovery, the operation schemes are changeable and possibility of diversion
is relatively high, even though the nuclear material throughput is small. Therefore
these processes are collected to a special sections with a single MBA, where enhanced
safeguards are applied.

Facility Description

Liquid and solid a wastes, dirty a scraps and analytical residues are transported
to this facility from plants as reprocessing, plutonium conversion and MOX fuel fabri-
cation. These materials received are processed as follows;

(1) Dirty scraps and solid analytical residues, transported by a canned form, are
accounted and dissolved. The solution is filtered and the filtrate including
nuclear material is sent to the solvent extraction process;. ,where plutonium and
uranium are separated, purified and recovered as nitrate forms.

(2) a solid wastes, received by drum or container, are treated to remove a nuclides
and to reduce the total waste volume with methods as calcination, crushing, acid
leaching and so on. Acid solution with a material thus produced, is sent to the
solvent extraction process.

(3) a liquid waste, transported by pipe line or special bottle, is accounted and clas-
sified into two categories; evaporation line and precipitation-filtration line.
Nitric acid with concentrated a material which is the product of these lines, is
also sent to the solvent extraction process.

An example of typical material flow is shown in Fig. h.
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Fig. h Materials flow in MBA IX for ct waste treatment and
nuclear material recovery process
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Implementation of Safeguards Measures

Material Accountancy
Accuracy of materials accounting for dirty scrap and solid analytical residues,

and a liquid waste is reasonably well, whereas quantitative identification of a

material in the a solid waste in a drum is comparatively poor.

On the assumption that measurement accuracy is about 1% for scrap and analytical
residues, and 20% for waste in the drum, MUFof plutonium in the annual operation
reaches to 1.7kg, which satisfies the quantitative criteria of MA.

In addition to these results all the inventory in this facility is found to be
restricted within 8 kg.

Containment and Surveillance
As the materials are mainly treated in glove boxes, there are many possibility for

a man to access to nuclear materials. Therefore, special care will be paid to isolate

an operator from nuclear material. The concept of the facility is schematically shown

in Fig. 5.

Process room

control

Fig. 5 Concept of waste treatment and scrap recovery facility
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APPENDIX

Derivation Method of Detection Probability Formulae

Detection probability of diversion is derived with the coordination of CS and MA.
Derivation steps are summarized in Fig. 6.

Basic philosophy of the CS detection system in order to increase the detection
probability, is to install plural and redundant CS devices at the same position and to
set multiple stages of CS devices along all possible diversion paths. The calculation
of detection probability was carried out by the successive 6 steps in Fig. 6.
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Detection probability by each device, which is expressed S(t) for seal, 0(t) for
optical monitor, R(t) for radiation monitor and so on, is denoted to Pij]£3_(m) in the
calculation. This is the detection probability of nuclear material at amount m by each
CS device at position 1, which is installed in the "k"th stage along possible diversion
paths from the "j"th box. If the reliability of each device is not enough, the plural
numbers of the device will be installed as a group to increase the reliability as a
whole. The reliability of the single device or the group at a certain position is ex-
pressed as PfjjQj so that the detection probability of this position is given as P^jjq-

?Fjki = p&ll.
There are 1 kinds of diversion paths by each stage k for the material to be divert

ed from box j. Formula of the kth step in Fig. 6 gives the detection probability when
the material is diverted from a certain box to the outside through combination of the
easiest paths at every stage.

Formula of the 5th step shows that detection probability of a whole facility is

governed by the lowest value of probability among that obtained from all boxes. Up to
this step, the case of a single theft is described, while in the 6th step formula
Pv (t)jyj expresses the detection probability for a certain amount of nuclear material M,

which can be obtained by i times of thefts.
As the similar formula of detection probability, P

v
(t)jyj, can be obtained in the

MA system, detection probability of CS-MA coordinated system against diversion of a

certain amount of nuclear material M, is given by:

P(t)M = 1 - { 1 - Pv (t)M }{ 1 - PVI (t)M },

1st
Step

Detection Probability
of each Instrument

pI

ijM (t 'm)
Reliability of
each Instrument

P
ijk«.

2nd
Step

3rd
Step

Uth
Step

(J.D
I

(3,1)

1 £
Detection Probability
at Specific Point

..(j.O...

1 I r
Detection probability by
C/S in the k th Line re-
lating to Box or Cell J

..(j,k)...

1 I f
Detection Probability by

C/S in Lines relating to

Box or Cell J
1

P
Sx,
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m)=Pi^ (t 'm) ' P^

P^
k
(t,m)=Max[p2

k£
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i
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k
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5th
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1 k £
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IV
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|
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Fig. 6 Calculation Method of Detection Probability
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Discussion:

Persiani (ANL):

I know this is a controversial point. I do agree that the coupling of

containment/surveillance systems and materials accountancy would add up to a very effective
safeguards system. However, I don't quite see containment/surveillance being used as a

system to detect diversion. It could detect abnormal flows of material or personnel

through certain boundaries. The effectiveness of containment/surveillance will depend on

identifying all of the diversion paths, which to me appears to be an exhaustive, if not

impossible, effort. Materials accountancy, on the other hand, is independent of diversion

paths. So when you formulate functions as you indicated, the weighting of these
probabilities that you associate with containment/surveillance and that you associate with
materials accountancy must really be different, if not uncorrelated. I don't know how you
come up with a function.

Mr. Ishii (Mitsubishi Metal Corp.):

To make the containment/surveillance effective, I think it is necessary to consider it

from the design state of the process. Doing that, I think we can get satisfactory results

by applying containment/surveillance systems. Many people have said that the important

point is how to overcome the safeguards problem for large-throughput facilities. Of
course, I know that I cannot give you the complete answer now, but with this effort, I

think we can make progress towards that point.
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